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C O R E  1 . 1  

Message from the President 

November 24, 1999 
 
 

Welcome to CORE,  
  

We prepared this material to keep our many 
supporters and friends abreast of History Center 
developments, programs and activities. There are 
many exciting developments to report, among them: 
the 1999 Fellow Awards; a great photo essay about 
Computer History Museum in the November issue of 
"Wired"; a new 15,000 square-foot warehouse to 
house our ever-growing collection of artifacts; a 
January 2000 lecture about Superpaint (featuring its 

inventor Dick Shoup and Alvy Ray Smith, who received a Technical Academy 
Award for digital painting in 1998), and much, much more.  

  
Through reading this material, I hope you will feel, as I do, the energy and 
excitement that our staff, board and volunteers bring to this important and 
challenging endeavor to preserve and present artifacts and stories of the 
information age. 

  
My heartfelt thanks to all of you who contribute your time, money, artifacts and 
other resources to Computer History Museum. Together, we are working to 
preserve our computing heritage. 
  
We hope you will include The Computer History Museum History Center in your 
year-end giving plans. Your support is what keeps us growing and vital. 

  
Please let me hear from you. I look forward to your comments, suggestions, and 
participation. 

  
 
 
 

Sincerely, 
Karen Mathews 
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Upcoming Events 

 

Thursday 
January 13, 2000 

Computer History Lecture Series 
Dick Shoup & Alvy Ray Smith 
Recollections of Early Paint Systems
 

Time 6:00 p.m. 
 

Location Moffett Training/Conference Center 
(Bldg 3) 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field, CA 

 

Computer pioneers Dick Shoup and Alvy Ray Smith will be speaking on the 
evolution and development of Superpaint, the world's first computer painting 
program, developed at Xerox PARC in the early 1970s.  
 
 

Alvy Ray Smith Dick Shoup 
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Recent Events 
 

Computer History Museum is a busy place! Thanks to a solid volunteer corps, the 
Center is able to mount a variety of events meant to promote our educational and 
preservation missions in the history of computing. The five events took place since 
September 30 and brought us to the attention of over 2,000 people directly and 
probably 10 times that indirectly.  

1999 Fellows Dinner 

Vintage Computer Festival 3.0 

Zuse Colloquium 

Gordon Moore Lecture 

COMDEX 1999 

1999 Fellows Dinner 
Over 220 guests attended Computer History Museum's 1999 Fellow Awards 
Ceremony & Dinner. The event is Computer History Museum's annual tribute to 
those who have made fundamental contributions to computing. For more 
information on the event, including biographies of the 1999 Fellows, please visit 
http://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/.  

This annual fundraiser began with a cocktail reception during which guests had an 
opportunity to talk to History Center staff and volunteers, learn about Center 
projects and progress, and try out our new website (www.computerhistory.org).  

 

President Karen Mathews with WIRED 
magazine contributing editor David Pescovitz. 

Doug Engelbart speaks with Computer Museum 
Founding President Gwen Bell. Engelbart was 
the introducer for Alan Kay -- one of the three 
1999 History Center Fellows. 
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Horst Zuse (left) accepting award on behalf of 
his father Konrad Zuse from Hermann 
Rampacher, Chief Executive of the German 
Konrad Zuse Society. 

Alan Kay (left) receives a 1999 Fellow Award 
from presenter Doug Engelbart. 

 

Event MC Donna Dubinsky and History Center 
Board Chairman Len Shustek 

Presenter Ed Feigenbaum (left) and 1999 History 
Center Fellow John McCarthy  

 
 

Information poster on the Zuse Z23 Mainframe 
computer donation. The 1960 transistor-based 
machine travelled 7,500 miles to reach Computer 
History Museum!  

History Center volunteer Lee Courtney (left) 
discusses current projects with Stanford 
professor and History Center founding member 
Gio Wiederhold.  
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Vintage Computer Festival 3.0 
The Vintage Computer Festival is the brainchild of Sam Ismail, a San Francisco 
Bay Area computer enthusiast, and takes place annually at the Santa Clara 
Convention Center over two days. VCF is a great way to meet fellow computer 
collectors in an informal and engaging atmosphere.  

  
VCF puts the emphasis on fun and on building a community of mutually-
supportive computer history supporters both locally and around the world (VCF 
Europe is in the planning stages!) 

  
Aside from an exhibition space and flea market, it also hosts a mini lecture series 
each morning of the event. 
Computer History Museum was delighted to participate again this year by setting 
up an exhibit showcasing our activities. As well, History Center curator Dag Spicer 
joined VCF and History Center volunteer Alex Bochannek and computer pioneer 
Lee Felsenstein as judges in the Exhibit competition. A truly diverse range of 
exhibits made the VCF a great learning experience for everyone! 

Computer History Museum encourages computer history buffs everywhere to 
attend and support VCF 4.0 next year.  
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Zuse Colloquium 
Konrad Zuse was honored by three significant events at Computer History 
Museum this year: he was made one of three History Center Fellows for 1999 
(posthumously); and was the subject of a day-long colloquium on his work. Also, 
one of his mainframe computers was dedicated to the Center's permanent 
collection.  
 
Zuse was a fascinating character in the history of computing because his 
inventions, which embodied great originality, went unnoticed for many years due 
to wartime conditions, even in his native Germany. Three distinguished Zuse 
scholars spoke at the colloquium about his work in the context of computing 
generally and as part of the German war effort.  
 
A condition of Zuse's will (he died in 1995) was that one of his machines should 
be displayed in America so that people there might appreciate his contributions. 
Fortunately for the Computer History Museum, a group of high school students 
carefully restored one of his Z23 mainframe computers for this donation. In a 
touching ceremony featuring one of these students, several instructors from the 
school, representatives of the German Informatics Society, the Konrad Zuse 
Society, and the Deputy Consul General of Germany (San Francisco); the machine 
was formally donated to the Museum’s permanent collection. 
 

 

Zuse Z23 Mainframe in its permanent home at Computer 
History Museum.   

German guests at the Z23 Dedication 
Ceremony.   

As well as the machine, all system documents (on CD-ROM) were included in the 
donation, as were a painting by and portrait of Konrad Zuse--both of which now 
hang in the Center's administrative offices.  

Finally, an exhibit display of the Zuse Z3 (relay computer) Adding Unit was 
donated by Professor Raul Rojas---a brilliantly conceived and meticulously 
executed instructional display the Museum will treasure for years to come. 
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Gordon Moore Lecture 
Intel co-founder and Chairman Emeritus Gordon Moore gave a lecture at the 
NASA Ames Research Center, co-sponsored by Computer History Museum and 
the Churchill Club--a local Silicon Valley organization.  
Dr. Moore spoke about the evolution of the semiconductor industry, a speech that 
was followed by tours of our exhibit area given by History Center staff and 
volunteers. Over 200 people got their first look at the collection highlights on 
display!  
Moore's lecture covered the early days of Shockley Semiconductor, Fairchild, and Intel, 
including a discussion of his eponymous law--originally coined somewhat in jest by 
Caltech professor and friend Carver Mead. 

From left, History Center Chairman Len 
Shustek, President Karen Mathews, and speaker 
Gordon Moore at Computer History Museum. 
Collections Coordinator Chris Garcia peeks from 
behind!  

Moore with History Center board members 
Gordon Bell and Dave House. 

 

COMDEX 1999 
On November 15 in Las Vegas, Computer History Museum co-hosted, with 
Computer Reseller News, the third annual Industry Hall of Fame Awards. Twelve 
computer industry luminaries were inducted, including History Center Founding 
Members Donna Dubinsky, Charles Geschke, and Ray Ozzie.  
History Center President Karen Mathews and Computer Museum Founding 
President Gwen Bell represented Computer History Museum at this exciting 
event. 
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Collection News 

 

Exhibit Space Doubles! Exhibit Space Doubles! 

IBM 1620 Up and Running 

Recent Donations 

Computer History Museum has added 10,000 square feet of storage space by leasing 
Building 45 at NASA Ames, just one block from our Visible Storage Area.  This has 
allowed us to convert the middle bay of Bldg 126 from storage to exhibit space, 
effectively doubling the number of items we can now display. 

The new space was urgently needed to accommodate the many artifacts Computer 
History Museum now receives daily as well as several very large institutional donations 
that threatened to take up every remaining square inch of warehouse space.  

The Center will be mounting new and original exhibits in the former "middle bay" 
of Visible Storage--exhibits focused on mini and microcomputers as well as the 
Internet. We will also have room to re-institute our monthly Computer History 
Lectures surrounded by artifacts--a venerable tradition among regular History 
Center lecture goers! 

The new exhibits are expected to be ready by January 1, 2000--a great way to start 
the millennium! 

 

 
 
New Storage Area - Building 45 Visible Storage 
(Bldg 126) is across from the water tower  

Cavernous interior of Building 45 (40 foot 
ceilings!) 
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IBM 1620 Up and Running 
The IBM 1620 Project, an historical restoration undertaken by History Center 
volunteers, reached a critical milestone on October 23 at 10:55 a.m. when, for the 
first time in over 15 years, the machine successfully executed an instruction.  The 
IBM 1620 was first introduced in 1960, sold for $74,500 dollars, and came with 20 
to 60K (digits) of core memory.  It was popular in educational and light 
engineering markets and IBM manufactured some 2,000 of the machines. 
 Weighing 1,200 lbs and consuming approximately 2kW of power, the 1620 could 
also be ordered with paper tape, punch card, and disk I/O.  It could perform 
1,700 ADD instructions per second. 

The restoration project was begun in January of this year under the leadership of 
volunteer Dave Babcock, a senior software developer with the compiler group at 
SGI (and now with HP).  The purpose of the project was not only to restore 
machine hardware to working condition but also to learn general techniques of 
museologically-sound computer restoration; to act as a magnet for attracting 
historically-relevant materials about the 1620; and to advance the Center's 
understanding of what is important in preserving the history of computing 
machinery. 

Joe Fredrick and Steve Casner debug 1620 power 
supply units.   

Portland IBM 1620 owner and technical guru 
David Wise--instrumental in History Center 1620 
Project success.  

All three of these goals have already been met.  The highly-talented volunteer 
restoration team, comprising both software and hardware engineers from across 
the country, are building a modern interface to simulate paper tape, punch card 
reader & punch, and console keyboard since these system elements are not 
available at this time.  When it was determined that the 1620's core memory was 
irretrievably damaged through the ravages of time, the team designed and built a 
semiconductor replacement for the original core, carefully annotating their 
modifications for the benefit of future scholars. 
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As word spread about the project, documentation and software began arriving at 
Computer History Museum in large quantities. Manuals, schematics, reference 
cards, marketing literature and photographs--as well as over 300,000 punch cards, 
representing the largest single collection of 1620 software in the world--arrived 
within six months of project start.  These cards are being read and a CD-ROM 
produced in order to preserve these hundreds of programs, compilers, games, and 
utilities.  The project has thus greatly increased the Center's holdings, creating a 
wonderful legacy for future students of this machine. 

Tim Coslet maps out entire circuit board 
complement of 1620. 

Local 1620 Project Team--over 25 people around 
the world have contributed. 

Finally, many important questions relating to what about computers is worth 
preserving were (in part) answered. While working hardware was the main goal, 
the project has preserved documents, ephemera, software, photographs, films, and 
oral histories about the 1620--allowing a highly-accurate historical context for the 
machine to be developed.  The team also wrote a simulator (in Java) so that people 
on the web can learn from the machine.  Similarly, it is anticipated that all project 
materials will eventually be digitized and placed on the web.  Congratulations to all 
team members for their persistence, intelligence, and great care! 
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Recent Donations 
Computer History Museum receives some 100 historical objects per week all year 
round.  This makes us the single largest collector of computing history in the world!  

Some highlights from items donated in the past several months: 

 

Mechanical Calculators: 
Monroe CST-8 (1949) 

Monroe CSA-10 
Monroe CAA-10 

Friden SW10 
VE-PO-AD (1930) 

  
Microcomputers: 

Apple Powerbook 100 
Atari 2600 (1979) 
Cromemco SCC 

IBM PC Jr. (1983) 
IMSAI 8080 (1976) 

Otrona Attache (1987) 
Tandy 600 (1985) 
Xerox 860 (1981) 

  
Mainframes: 

Zuse Z23 (1960) 
Honeywell DPS-8 (Multics) 

  
Minicomputers: 

DataPoint 2200 System 
DEC PDP-11/70 

HP1000 (1978) 
HP2115A (1968) 

HP3000 (1986) 
Sun 960A System (1987) 

TI 960A (1972) 
TI 960B (1973) 

Supercomputers:  
ETA-10 Supercomputer (1988)  
IBM Multi-RIOS Prototype (1991)  
Intel iPSC2 (1987)  
Intel iPSC 860 (1990)  
Intel Paragon XP/S (1994)  
Intel Touchstone Delta (1991)  
   
Other / Special Purpose:  
CDC 679 Magnetic Tape Unit (1988)  
CDC 819 Disk Storage Unit (1988)  
DEC Alpha Prototype System (1991)  
DEC Alpha EV-5 Test Wafer  
DEC MicroVAX Die Plot (1984)  
DEC MicroVAX II Die Plot (1987)  
Fujitsu VP2000 SIM CPU (1988)  
GENIAC Kit (1958)  
IBM 3151 ASCII Terminal (1987)  
Iomega Bernoulli Box  (1987)  
ILLIAC IV PCB Test Core (1972)  
InfoGear iPhone (1999)  
Sega AI Computer (1986)  
Spyrus FORTEZZA Crypto Card (1999)  
U.S. Robotics 1200bps MODEM (1976)  
Xerox Alto (1972)  
   
Documentation:  
Datapro Reports (Complete Run)  
George Stibitz Personal Papers  
Original SRI RFCs (#1-1000)  
APL Collection (50 lin. ft.)  
Zuse Z3 Adder Unit Display (1999)  
UVC Video Collection (150 pioneers)  
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In The News 

WIRED Magazine WIRED Magazine 

IEEE Poster 

Radio & Television 
Computer History Museum was featured in a 24 page article of WIRED 
magazine's November 1999 issue (See "The Computer Hall of Fame - Modern 
Art." pp. 276 - 299). This photo-essay by New York photographer Todd Eberle 
and WIRED contributing editor David Pescovitz was one of the largest articles 
ever published by the magazine according to WIRED staffers.  
 
Some of the Center's most famous historical machines were highlighted in 
beauutiful color photographs, suggesting that quite apart from a machine's 
technical attributes, they may also be appreciated on an aesthetic level as 
embodiments of human creativity at its best. 
 
WIRED also supported Computer History Museum by being a co-sponsor of this 
year's 1999 History Center Fellow Awards.  The Center is grateful for this 
support and proud of its collaboration with WIRED on the article which brought 
it to the attention of several million WIRED subscribers and news-stand readers. 
 
To read an on-line version of the article, visit: 
http://www.wired.com/wired/archive/7.11/computer.html
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Mona by the Numbers," produced by H. P. 
Peterson in 1964 on a CDC 3200 computer.  One 
of many images in the WIRED article 
mentioned above. 
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IEEE Poster 

History Center Curator Dag Spicer and researcher Anna Gloukhov collaborated with 
the editors of Computing in Science & Engineering magazine, published by the IEEE, 
to produce "The Top Ten Algorithms of the 20th Century," a fold-out supplement to 
their November/December 1999 issue. 

In addition to providing images for the poster, Computer History Museum assisted 
with research. 

 

 

 

 

 

"Top Ten Algorithms Poster," produced in co-
operation with the IEEE and Computer History 
Museum  

 

Radio & Television 

Computer History Museum receives approximately three to five media requests daily 
for information on the history of computing.  Some recent projects the Center has 
collaborated on include:  

1. PBS Special on Y2K with host Bob Cringely  

2. NHK (Japan) Special on the History of Computing  

3. San Francisco Chronicle, "Computer Valhalla," Stan Bunger, May 20, 1999, Business 
Section, page 1.  

4. CLiCK Weekly, "Computer Museum Saves The Valley's Tech Relics," Steve Enders, Nov 
2, 1999, pp. 1-2.  

5. Computerworld, "Flashback," (Regular column), Consulting Historians, Jan, 1999 - Dec, 
1999.  

6. KRON's New Media News (Stan Bunger), Tech History Series , Monthly, 1997 - present.  

7. Microsoft's "Is Your Computer Ready for Y2K?" co-marketed with Blockbuster Video.  

8. Popular Mechanics, January 2000 issue.  

9. Novatis Internet Timeline  
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Sightings 

Many of the pioneers whose inventions the Center preserves have occasion to visit us. 
To the first three people who can identify the principal contributions of this issue's 
visitors listed, we will send a complimentary "Evolution of the Microprocessor" poster! 
Think you know the answer? E-Mail your responses to Chris Garcia at the Museum. 
(garcia@computerhistory.org) 

1. Cliff Stoll 

2. David Patterson 

3. Randy Katz 

4. Ike Nassi 

5. Josh Fisher 

6. Herb Grosch 

7. Gordon Moore 

8. Forrest Baskett. 

 

 

Cliff Stoll with Museum curator Dag Spicer Josh Fisher beside his MultiFlow Trace VLIW 
machine, on display at Computer History 
Museum. 
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I have developed a set of priorities and tasks 

all aimed at moving the Museum forward as the

authoritative and world-recognized reference 

for computer history. These priorities include:

PEOPLE – the individuals who make the

museum tick: Board, donors, staff, scientists,

hobbyists, volunteers, and people interested in

computing history. 

INNOVATION – the technologies, ideas, and

systems to make a revolutionary new class of

museum that will capture computing’s past,

present, and implications for the future. 

COMMUNITIES – the organizations,

institutions, societies, and groups that will

become our partners in building a persistent

collaborative network for the longer term. 

OPERATIONS – the principles, policies,

technology, and people to operate a world-class

museum ecosystem that will exceed all your

expectations.

There’s so much more to be done, but I know you

can tell that we are swiftly moving the museum

into its next phase! This translates into a call to

help in various ways: 1) Take the time to get

involved – as a volunteer, innovator, contributor,

donor or lecturer – in capturing, preserving, and

organizing history; 2) Help us spread the word

about our mission, and encourage others to get

involved; 3) Give us your ideas, concerns, and

suggestions; 4) Carefully consider contributing to

the strong financial base we need each year 

to operate, and to our capital and endowment

opportunities that we will be announcing soon.

Again, thanks for your help – we will always need

it! You’ll hear from me often as we build this

living legacy aimed at preserving the invention

that has given each of us so much and has truly

changed the world.

J o h n  C  To o l e

E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r  &  C E O

I’m extremely excited and grateful for this 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to serve as The

Computer Museum History Center’s new

Executive Director and CEO. We have an

important dream — to preserve and present the

artifacts and stories of the information age —
and a rapidly unfolding plan to make it a reality. 

Our strategic advantages not only go beyond our

growing, world-class collection of artifacts but

also include people who make daily commitments

of energy, time, and money. We have the best

staff, volunteers, Board of Trustees, and donors

of any organization I’ve ever seen!

We have made great strides in the last few

months. Over 200 supporters attended our

gathering on May 3rd at the Visible Storage

Exhibit Area, and I hope you have seen the great

press coverage we have been attracting (e.g., 

SF Examiner, May 12, 2000, “Bits of History”). 

We are now an independent 501(c)(3) non-profit

organization; the Board has added several

dynamic new members (list on opposite page),

and our staff is growing to meet your needs

(page 13). Our Computer History Lecture Series

attracts standing-room audiences and world-

class speakers; our collection continues to grow

exponentially (page 11); we have added some new

exhibits to our Visible Storage Exhibit Area —
such as the Meiko CS-2 supercomputer, the Pixar

Image computer, and a Sun-1 workstation; we are

evolving into a leading partner in the NASA

Research Park; and we will soon unveil

aggressive plans to develop a permanent home in

three to five years! And, I must mention the

GREAT team of people who have restored an IBM

1620 – it’s a sight to behold, and the real lessons

that we’ve learned from this “info-architectural”

dig are being documented for the world.
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A NEW HOME

In the fall of 1983, The Computer Museum

finalized plans to relocate to Museum Wharf in

the heart of downtown Boston, sharing space

with the venerable and popular Children’s

Museum. The Computer Museum occupied the

top two floors of a renovated wool warehouse

with a view of the city. It offered greater visibility

for the Museum’s ambitious educational and

preservation goals. An exciting 60,000 square

feet of space would be available for exhibition

and administration. The Museum, which had

dropped “Digital” from its title, set May 1984 as

the target date for the opening of its first public

exhibition in its new home.

As the year turned, Museum volunteers devoted

over 200 person-hours to a series of “packing

parties” for the move to 300 Congress Street.

And, as they would do 13 years later in California,

volunteers helped unpack the collection at its

new site.

On November 13, 1984, the Museum officially

opened to the public. The initial exhibits included:

the Whirlwind vacuum tube computer; the SAGE

computer room; Gordon Bell’s 20-year timeline of

major inventions, software developments, and

benchmark applications; and the story of Cray

computers. Gwen described the exhibits as “the

tip of the iceberg of our collection of artifacts,

working machines, software, documentation,

photographs and films.” Gwen Bell had been at

the helm of The Computer Museum since 1982,

serving as Founding President, Treasurer, and

Executive Director. Oliver Strimpel, the Museum’s

Associate Director and Curator, aided her from

1983 onward. Joseph F Cashen, a founder of

Prime Computer, became the Museum’s new

executive director in 1987.

PRESTIGIOUS PARTNERSHIPS

In 1988, the Museum signed a collaborative

agreement with the Smithsonian Institution’s

National Museum of American History. The joint

arrangement was with the Division of Computers,

Information and Society, whose scope

encompassed historical research, preservation,

and exhibition. The Computer Museum developed

a common catalog and a database of both

collections, with the goal of preserving all

important artifacts.

In 1983, a major gallery exhibit devoted to “The

Pioneer Computer Timeline” was created, based

on a lecture series initiated by Gordon Bell.

Speakers included Maurice Wilkes (EDSAC),

George Stibitz (Bell Telephone Relay Computers),

and John Vincent Atanasoff (breadboard

Atanasoff-Berry Computer). A videotaped 

archive of the series, as well as artifacts such as

the Whirlwind, contributed to the integrated

exhibit. The Timeline described specifications

and gave overview descriptions for each machine

in the exhibit. It was Gordon’s intent that “the

timeline put the pioneer computers in their

historic perspective.”
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The unloading crew smiled with relief as four 

18-wheelers carrying 100,000 pounds of

computing history rolled to a stop in front of

Building 126 (a warehouse located at NASA’s

Moffett Field in Mountain View, California). The

group was waiting to unload machines, artifacts,

documents, photographs, journals and other

memorabilia — all bearing witness to the

extraordinary history of a most amazing

intellectual revolution.

These were not ordinary workmen. In several

cases, these very volunteers were developers 

and users of the mainframes, processors,

operating systems, and languages that comprised

the collection they were about to move into a

Visible Storage Exhibit Area at Moffett Field. 

This was an important step forward for The

Computer Museum History Center that had been

established in 1996 in Silicon Valley as the West

Coast branch of The Computer Museum in

Boston, Massachusetts.

Gordon Bell, Gwen Bell, and Len Shustek stood 

at the forefront of this effort. Shustek, a staunch

advocate for preserving computing history,

currently serves as the chairman of the Board 

of Trustees. Gordon Bell, senior researcher at

Microsoft, former VP at Digital Equipment

Corporation, and recipient of the National Medal

of Technology, and his wife, the visionary Gwen

Bell, were the force and drive that had brought

The Computer Museum into being over 15 years

ago and helped guide it through its amazing

development and growth.

IN  THE BEGINNING

Gwen Bell remembers how it all began.  The

concept of a computer museum developed while

Gordon Bell, then a professor at Carnegie Mellon

University, wrote his classic Computer Structures
with Allen Newell in Pittsburgh in the late 1960s.

As Gordon researched diverse information

processing systems, he “began bringing back

artifacts. Soon, office and home were filled with

modules [of early computers], memory devices

that predated the core, and calculators that

preceded computers.”

When the Bells returned to the Boston area so

Gordon could run engineering for Digital

Equipment Corporation, they needed space for

their collection. DEC bought a former RCA

building with “a grand lobby and open balcony

waiting to be used for exhibits,” recalls Gwen.

The Digital Computer Museum opened in

September 1979.  

T
H

E
N

Its first public event was a lecture on the EDSAC

by Maurice Wilkes. At the time, Gwen noted, “the

birth of The Museum was coincident with

[Digital’s] 25th anniversary and… was the

Corporation’s… present to the public.” The

Museum was supervised by a distinguished board

of directors reflective of the diverse nature of

the information industry. Exhibits were

augmented with lectures by and about computer

pioneers, and included historic and archival

collections of machines displayed to show their

“intrinsic beauty and functionality.”

THE EARLY YEARS:  

PEOPLE AND PROGRAMS

As the Digital Computer Museum grew, its

services expanded. The growth of the archives

and library was spurred both by the ongoing

collection of artifacts and the development of

other programs. Archival documentation,

reference materials, and audio-visual

transcriptions of lectures extended the 

Museum’s focus to an international scope. In 

the spring of 1982, the Museum received non-

profit charitable foundation status from the

Internal Revenue Service. Later that year, the

Museum established a store that offered

educational material such as books, posters, 

and slides on the history of computing.

In the fall of 1982, the Museum inaugurated a

series of informal talks, known as “Bits and

Bites,” that included technical presentations as

well as reminiscences about the everyday use

and development of computers. These talks

complemented the formal lectures that focused

on significant events in the evolution of

information processing, such as Tom West and

Tracy Kidder’s session on “Inside the Soul of a

New Machine.”

b y  E l e a n o r  W e b e r  D i c k m a n
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The Digital Computer Museum’s first public event
was a lecture on the EDSAC by Maurice Wilkes

Gordon Moore, Len Shustek and Dave House admire the collection
after Moore’s recent lecture at the Visible Storage Exhibit Area

The museum boasts more than 3,000 computer artifacts, 1,000 films
and videos, 5,000 photographs, as well as several thousand linear
feet of catalogued documentation and gigabytes of software

N O W

According to John Toole, newly appointed

Executive Director and CEO of The Computer

Museum History Center, “Our goal is to develop a

world-class center where scholars, researchers,

and hobbyists can explore, contribute to, and

appreciate the important events and discoveries

in the timeline of the information age. Our

collection of the stories and artifacts of past

innovators will become an outstanding showcase

for the future.”

As Boston Computer Museum’s Executive

Director Oliver Strimpel once wrote, “The

perspective of history casts into sharp relief 

the astonishing technological changes over the

past 50 years of computing. Thus, through

preservation, the Museum gains an ability to

inspire its visitors…”

In addition to the staff of the Silicon Valley site,

the growth of The Computer Museum History

Center is aided by a cadre of dedicated

volunteers, including Dave Babcock, Lee

Courtney, Charlie Pfefferkorn, Elizabeth (Jake)

Feinler, and Ed Thelen. Courtney, CEO of

Monterey Software Group in Mountain View,

stands ready to unpack and set up the new

displays. “What the Museum is doing is very

important. We really are at the cusp of the

information revolution, both with new computers

and a history that goes back 50 years. The

Museum is capturing this ongoing history and 

its impact on society.”

And, concludes Trustee Chairman Len Shustek,

“…we want to build the world’s most

comprehensive center for the study and research

of computing history — creating the industry’s

center for the technical history of computers,

and becoming a specialized and significant

center for technical visitors from around the

world.” He further believes that we are

"responsible to provide universal access, freedom

from censorship, efficient searches, clever

organization, fair intellectual and commercial

property rights, and unlimited archival storage —
all in a way that makes economic sense.” 

Fortunately, with its professional, lay, and

volunteer leadership, The Computer Museum

History Center stands poised to meet this

challenge in an exciting and successful way. All

who are interested are invited to join us as we

implement our vision for the future. 

The Museum also enjoyed other collaborative

relationships with the Scientific Instrument

Commission of the Union Internationale

d’Histoire et de Philosophie des Sciences, the

Science Museum in Kensington (United Kingdom),

and the Deutsches Museum in Munich (Germany).

According to Gwen, “One of the goals of The

Computer Museum [was] to show that computer

innovations are not unique to any one country,

any one company, or any one institution.”

A WORTHY INHERITANCE

Having established a landmark framework for the

preservation of the history of computing, the

Museum entered a new phase in 1996 with the

establishment of The Computer Museum History

Center in California. The Boston site continued to

emphasize exhibitions while the Silicon Valley

organization developed and maintained the

archival collections.

A few years later, The Computer Museum in

Boston relinquished its exhibition space on

Museum Wharf, consolidating its displays under

the roof of Boston’s premiere Museum of 

Science. The remaining half of its collections

traveled to Moffett Field in February 2000,

adding significantly to the archives of the History

Center. In 1999, The Computer Museum History

Center became an independent entity and is now

moving forward with its mission to “preserve and

present for posterity the artifacts and stories of

the information age.”

The Computer Museum History Center currently

features a “Visible Storage Exhibit Area,” a

warehouse space which houses artifacts and

other pieces of the History Center’s extensive

collection. The Museum also conducts a well-

respected lecture series and is developing a

sophisticated restoration program. One of its first

projects involves restoring an early IBM 1620

machine to full operation.

Today, the Museum boasts more than 3,000

computer artifacts, 1,000 films and videos, 

5,000 photographs, as well as several thousand

linear feet of catalogued documentation and

gigabytes of software. All this material now

awaits a new home in a multi-million-dollar

museum, storage site, and research center that

will be built within the next three to five years. 

Eleanor Weber Dickman is the Vice
President of Development & Public
Relations at The Computer Museum
History Center



G r a y - B e l l  A r c h i v e

A central part of the Museum’s mission is to present

personal stories and perspectives behind important

computing developments. In pursuit of this goal, the

Museum recently instituted the Gray-Bell Archive,

supported by computing industry pioneers Jim Gray

and Gordon Bell. “What we have in mind with this

archive is to capture views of the pioneers and

various aspects of computing,” says Bell, a 

Museum trustee.

As part of the Gray Bell Archive, the Museum was

able to acquire the extensive University Video

Communications (UVC) collection, containing nearly

200 video presentations by computing legends such

as Seymour Cray, Gordon Moore, Bjarne Stroustrup,

Alan Kay, Donald Knuth, John Backus, Carver Mead,

and many others. Many contain information not

recorded elsewhere. 

With the addition of the UVC collection, the Museum's

video and film archive now includes 1,000 titles. Some

of these are both viewable online and available on

videotape at a nominal charge for classroom,

professional or personal use. Visit our website for

details, or call Karyn Wolfe at +1 650 604 2570.

D o n o r  N o t e s  

Last December, Trustee John Shoch challenged

donors to join him in becoming a Core Supporter. 

He asked donors and friends to show their continued

commitment to the Museum by making gifts between

1K ($1,024) and 64K ($65,536). During the challenge

period, more than 60 supporters made contributions

totaling $510,000. On February 10, Gordon and Gwen

Bell opened their home in a private reception for

these Core Supporters, including Gordon & Betty

Moore, Gene & Marian Amdahl, and Arthur & Toni

Rock (page 12). We thank everyone who contributed

to this appeal.

The Museum is now completing its drive for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 2000. Please join us and

support our mission to preserve the artifacts and

stories of the information age by becoming a Core

Supporter today! 

Since many supporters pay their annual memberships

and make donations through gifts of appreciated

stock, we have made it even easier to give. Morgan

Stanley Dean Witter is now handling the Museum’s

stock transfer plan. Here is the account information: 

FBO: The Computer History Museum Center, DWR

Account # 112-014033-072, 245 Lytton Avenue, Suite

200, Palo Alto, CA 94301-1963, DTC #015. Simply

contact Matthew Ives at Morgan Stanley Dean Witter,

+1 650 853 4072 or Eleanor Dickman at the Museum,

+1 650 604 2575.

C o m p u t e r  H i s t o r y  L e c t u r e s

Over 100 people came to hear BEOWULF-CLASS PC

CLUSTERS:  AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

featuring Thomas Sterling of NASA JPL and the

California Institute of Technology on April 13. Prof.

Sterling revealed the motivation and importance of

Beowulf-class computing, its hardware and software

elements, and its history - from inception of 16-

processor systems, to present day systems of up to

1,000 processors and more. 

EARLY COMPUTER CRIME on March 23rd

attracted over 300 people who experienced the 

rare opportunity to hear inside stories from those

who have been at the heart of identifying, reporting

on and protecting against computer crime. Presented

in the wake of the “denial of service” attacks this

past spring, panelists — including Whitfield Diffie,

distinguished engineer at Sun Microsystems; John

Markoff, technology writer for The New York Times;

Peter Neumann, principal scientist at SRI

International; and Cliff Stoll, astronomer and 

story-teller — reminisced and discussed the nature 

of computer crime with an energetic audience. 

SRI alumnus Donn Parker of Adario provided the

introduction. A reception gave attendees a chance 

to interact with the speakers and explore the

Museum’s artifacts.

RECOLLECTIONS OF  EARLY PAINT SYSTEMS ,

presented on January 13, featured Dick Shoup and

Alvy Ray Smith relating stories of their early

adventures in pixel graphics and the development 

and use of SuperPaint, the world’s first paint program.

Over 100 people attended the lecture and were

entertained by stories and re-creations of some of 

the earliest computer graphics.

A crowded Visible Storage Exhibit Area and an air of
excitement as Shustek introduces Toole

Chairman of the Board Len Shustek (left) and new Executive
Director and CEO John C Toole engage the crowd on May 3

The original SuperPaint hardware, the first paint program,
forms part of the Museum’s permanent collection

Gordon Bell with Ned Chapin at a private
reception for Core Supporters

Beowulf innovator Thomas Sterling with a Beowulf cluster:
off-the-shelf commodity PCs that provide low-cost, 

high-performance computing

Cliff Stoll fascinates attendees at the reception following the
Early Computer Crime lecture

R E P O R T  O N  
M U S E U M
A C T I V I T I E S

The year 2000 has been action-packed so far and I certainly believe that there is no stopping us now.

Engaging the creative, competent, principled leadership of John Toole is a real coup, and the Museum is

already benefiting from his presence. If the Museum offered stock I’d be buying it up, because this

organization is a definite winner. Board, staff and volunteers continue to pull together here to create

wonders — the drive, stamina and collective abilities are phenomenal. Numerous developments of late have

furthered the Museum’s mission to preserve and present the artifacts and stories of the information age.

Here are just a few:

b y  K a r e n  M a t h e w s
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Karen Mathews is the Executive
Vice President of The Computer
Museum History Center

S p e c i a l  E v e n t

A special announcement reception,

REFLECTIONS OF THE PAST,  NEW

VISION FOR THE FUTURE , was held May

3rd in the Visible Storage Exhibit Area. Over 200

supporters and friends attended to celebrate the

arrival of the Museum's new Executive Director 

& CEO, John C Toole. Museum Board Chairman

Len Shustek, John Toole, and NASA’s Nancy

Bingham entertained and informed attendees

with information about our new leadership,

vision, and plans.

Many thanks for the stellar volunteer services of

Mary Artibee, Dave Babcock, Peggy Burke and

the creative team at 1185 Design, Lee Courtney,

Eleanor Dickman, John Francis, Barbara French,

Eli Goldberg, Milt Mallory, John Mashey, Charlie

Pfefferkorn, Bill Pitts, Aimee Quemuel, LaFarr

Stuart, Ed Thelen, Betsy Toole, Mike Zahares, and

other giving and talented people who helped with

this event. 

Old friends Dave Patterson (left), Bernard Peuto
(Museum Trustee), and Forest Baskett

Computing pioneer Donald Knuth admires the
Jonniac on May 3 at the New Vision event



I B M  1 6 2 0  R e s t o r a t i o n  P r o j e c t

Now in its second year, this volunteer project with

team leader Dave Babcock is making great progress.

The team is reading and cataloging the 1620 software

collection (over 300,000 punch cards) acquired last

year, thanks to a hardware loan from Melbourne

Technical Services. The project’s significant

milestones include: 

Completing a semiconductor replacement for the

machine’s defective core memory unit

Successfully executing the main IBM CPU diagnostic 

Building, debugging, and running both the console

and paper tape emulators

Sorting and cataloguing 10 boxes of 1620, IBM

System/360, and unit record equipment

documentation

Through the team's hard work, the Museum now has a

running 1620! As the project continues, we will post

updates to our website.

Vo l u n t e e r  N o t e s  

The Computer Museum History Center relies on a

unique set of dedicated volunteers — and we have

some of the best. From college students to CEOs, our

volunteers donate their time and talents to preserve

computing history. Recently, Museum volunteers have:

Prepared our newly added 13,000 sq. ft. auxiliary

warehouse to safely store more artifacts

Unloaded four tractor-trailer loads of artifacts from 

the DEC historical collection donated by Compaq and

two loads of artifacts from The Computer Museum at

the Museum of Science in Boston

Prepared 5,000 sq. ft. of additional exhibit space

Created exhibit displays

Catalogued hundreds of artifacts

Donated countless hours and expertise

There are a number of volunteer opportunities and

countless ways to get involved:

Helping arrange, catalogue, clean, and 

photograph artifacts

Preparing for and staffing lectures and other events

Assisting with projects in our administrative offices

Engaging in specific projects geared to individual

expertise and talent, including a current need for sheet

metal fabrication for the IBM 1620 Restoration Project

We are defining a number of exciting new volunteer

projects that require help. If you would like to volunteer

to make a difference, contact our volunteer coordinator

Lee Courtney (courtney@computerhistory.org). He is a

volunteer himself and can help you get involved.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Dedicated volunteer Ed Thelen and Museum Curator (and forklift operator) Dag Spicer
unload one of many artifacts from a recent shipment

Charlie earned a PhD in computer science from Carnegie-Mellon

University and was a faculty member at Purdue University.

Interestingly, his PhD thesis was in artificial intelligence, focusing 

on using the computer to design room layouts containing

equipment or furniture. His interest in space and storage has 

thus persevered over the years and now benefits the Museum.

Since arriving in the Silicon Valley over 25 years ago, Charlie has

worked for several companies in various technical, managerial, and

consulting roles, including working with the ILLIAC IV and other

computing projects at NASA Ames. He is also actively involved in

the Software Development Forum in San Jose, where he serves 

as a member of the Executive Council and as co-chair/founder 

of the International Software SIG. He is also a Visiting Fellow and

“Pubmeister” for the Silicon Valley World Internet Center.

As with most non-profit organizations, a group 

of dedicated volunteers helps leverage the work

of the staff. The contributions of our volunteers

include physical plant improvement, curatorial

assistance, exhibit construction, restoration, 

and research. One of these great volunteers is

CHARLIE  PFEFFERKORN.

Working with Dag Spicer, the Museum’s Curator,

Charlie is responsible for planning and organizing

the Museum’s complicated storage needs. He

analyzes the requirements, creates detailed

diagrams, and then helps supervise the

placement of the artifacts. He volunteers on 

a weekly basis.

Charlie helped to mastermind the effort to absorb

the recent tidal wave of donated artifacts at the

Museum. He planned and helped execute 

critically important projects, such as relocating 

a large part of the collection and receiving the

Digital Historic Collection, a massive donation by

Compaq of 1000+ artifacts transported in four

tractor trailers. We’re very lucky to have someone

as talented and dedicated as Charlie Pfefferkorn,

who has rightly earned the title, MASTER OF

SPACE AND T IME at the Museum!

As a volunteer, Charlie appreciates the chance 

“to see and work with the various artifacts that

define the history of computing.” He meets

people who have participated in the development

of computing and gets to know volunteers with

“interesting backgrounds and lots of neat stories”

who are making a “significant contribution” to

bringing “computer history alive.” 

Fo c u s  o n  P e o p l e
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V O L U N T E E R  
C H A R L I E  P F E F F E R K O R N :
M A S T E R  O F  S PA C E  
A N D  T I M Eb y  L e e  C o u r t n e y

Lee Courtney is also a volunteer and the volunteer coordinator at
The Computer Museum History Center



MECHANICAL CALCULATORS

Friden SRQ 10 Calculator (1964), 

X1781.2000, Gift of Andrew Egendorf

Friden STW 10 Calculator (1950), 

X1782.2000, Gift of Andrew Egendorf

Friden ST 10 Calculator (1945), 

X1783.2000, Gift of Andrew Egendorf

Monroe LA7-160 Adding Machine (1945), 

X1805.2000, Gift of Andrew Egendorf

NCR 31A Accounting Machine (1940s), 

X1821.2000, Gift of Dale Takeda

UNIT RECORD EQUIPMENT

IBM Type 3741 Dual Data Station (1984), 

X1806.2000, Gift of Bill Richardson

IBM Type 3742 Dual Data Station (1984), 

X1803.2000, Gift of Bill Richardson

IBM Type 5225 Printer (1984), 

X1804.2000, Gift of Bill Richardson

IBM Type 557 Alphabetic Interpreter (1948), 

X1802.2000, Gift of Bill Richardson

MICROCOMPUTERS

IBM 5110 Personal Portable Computer 

System (1978), X1780.2000, 

Gift of Carol Tomlinson

MITS Altair 8800 (1975), X1827.2000, 

Gift of Craig Payne

Morrow Designs MD-2 (1983), 

X1800.2000 A, Gift of Joe Pryluck

Commodore 128 System (1984), 

X1775.2000, Gift of Robert and Mary Ward

Mac Portable (1989), 

X1894.2000, Gift of Randy Katz

MINICOMPUTERS

HP 3000/52 (1980), X1880.2000, 

Gift of Advant Corporation

HP 3000/I (1974), X1881.2000, 

Gift of Advant Corporation

HP 3000/III (1978), X1882.2000, 

Gift of Advant Corporation

HP Micro 3000 (1986), X1883.2000, 

Gift of Advant Corporation

SUPERCOMPUTERS

Meiko CS-2 Supercomputer (1994), 

X1860.2000, Gift of UCSB and 

Alpha Processor

MIT J-Machine Supercomputer 

Prototype (1988), X1858.2000, 

Gift of MIT

IBM MRCS - Multi-RIOS Computer 

Server Prototype (1991), X1776.2000, 

Gift of IBM Research

WORKSTATIONS

PIXAR Image Computer (1985), 

X1823.2000, Gift of Loren Carpenter

Sun 4/260 System (1988), 

X1801.2000, Gift of William King

Sun-1 Workstation (1982), 

X1825.2000, Gift of Caltech

Sun-1 Workstation  (1982), 

X1826.2000, Gift of Caltech

OTHER/SPECIAL PURPOSE

Heath EC-1 Electronic Analog Computer 

(1960), X1827.2000, Gift of Paul Kostka

Sony SOBAX Electronic Calculator (1978), 

X1887.2000, Gift of Eric Barbour

Lynn Conway's personal papers on 

IBM ACS Project (1965+), 

Gift of Lynn Conway

Ford/Visteon Engine Computer 

Collection (1978-1999), 

X1835.2000 – X1840.2000, 

Gift of Ford/Visteon

IBM Floppy Disk Drive (Project Minnow) 

Prototype (1970), X1841.2000, 

Gift of David Noble

The Computer Museum History Center 

seeks and accepts computing-related

artifacts from hardware and software 

to memorabilia, video footage, and

documentation. If you would like to

make a donation to the museum, 

please visit our website for details at:

http://www.computerhistory.org/donor

or contact Dag Spicer by phone at 

+1 650 604-2578. All donations must

be approved in advance by our

collections committee. Thank you.

For previous recent acquisitions, 

see Core 1.1, available at

http://www.computerhistory.org/event/

core/1.1/collections_news/

R E C E N T
D O N AT I O N S
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THE NEWS SPREADS

The first machine (officially named the IBM 7030) was

delivered to Los Alamos on April 16, 1961. Although far short

of being 100 times faster than competing machines, it was

accepted and ran for the next 10 years, with the then-

astonishing average reliability of 17 hours before failure.

While customers were generally happy with the machine’s

performance, internally, Stretch was considered a failure for

not meeting its speed benchmark. IBM reduced the price

from $13.5 million to $7.78 million, thus guaranteeing that

every machine was built at a loss. Dunwell's star within IBM

fell dramatically, and he was given fewer responsibilities.

As time went on, however, attitudes within IBM changed.

From a lagging position in industry, IBM had moved into the

forefront through the manufacturing, packaging, and

architectural innovations Stretch had fostered. Dunwell’s

exile ended in 1966, when the contributions Stretch had

made to the development of other IBM machines —
including the monumentally successful System/360 product

line — became evident. Dunwell was made an IBM Fellow

that year, the company's highest honor.

A SUCCESSFUL FAILURE

The Stretch story is only one of many in the history of

computing that shows how triumphs are built upon the

ashes of “failures.” Stretch is one of the hallmark machines

— despite its near invisibility to history — that defined the

limits of the possible for later generations of computer

designers and users. You may recognize many Stretch

innovations in present-day products:

Multiprogramming 

Memory protection 

Generalized interrupt system 

Pipelining 

Memory interleaving 

Speculative execution 

Lookahead ( o v e r l a p  o f  m e m o r y  a n d  a r i t h m e t i c  o p s )

Concept of a memory bus 

Coupling two computers to a single memory 

Large core memory ( 1 M B )

The eight-bit character ( t h e  “ b y t e ” )

Variable word length  

Standard I/O interface

Ironically, microprocessor companies 20 or 30 years later

“re-invented” most of these innovations. The Computer

Museum History Center has parts of the original Stretch

machine (serial number 1) from Los Alamos and a complete

Stretch (minus core memory unit) from the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory.

STRETCH SPECS

The Stretch covered 2,500 square feet, the size of the 

average American home, and weighed approximately

40,000 lbs. The CPU alone was 900 square feet 

(30' x 6' x 5'). Nine machines were ultimately produced

and sold for $7.78 million each (1961 dollars). The

processing units alone used 21kW.

Stretch employed aggressive uniprocessor parallelism; had

an instruction set of 735 instructions (including modes) 

of variable field length; used magnetic core memory 

(6 x 16KW, 2.1us cycle time); and had 169,200 transistors.

The basic machine cycle was 300ns (3.3 MHz), and it

performed at approximately 500 KIPS (code dependent).

Stretch accommodated word lengths of 64 + 8 check bits

(SECDED), had a disk of 2MW and 8Mbps, and used

magnetic tape in its 12 x IBM 729 IV tape drives. The

machine had a 1,000 cpm (card per minute) card reader; 

a 600 lpm printer; and a 250 cpm card punch.

FURTHER READING

Bashe, Charles, et al. IBM’s Early Computers. Cambridge: 

MIT Press, 1986, pp. 416-468.

Blaauw, Gerritt, & Brooks, Frederick. Computer

Architecture: Concepts and Evolution. New York: 

Addison Wesley, 1997.

Buchholz, Werner. Planning a Computer System: Project

Stretch. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962. 

Out of print.

Dunwell, S. W. “Design Objectives for the IBM Stretch

Computer.” Proc. Eastern Joint Computer Conference.

December 1956, pp. 20-22.

Dag Spicer is Curator & Manager of Historical Collections 
at The Computer Museum History Center

A version of this article first appeared in 

Dr. Dobbs Journal online.
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In the early to mid 1950s, IBM and UNIVAC, the only two

large companies building computers, were considering the

use of transistors in their products. Though the transistor

effect had been discovered in 1947 at Bell Labs, vacuum

tubes remained commonplace in computer hardware, while

American manufacturers struggled to make a reliable, 

mass-producible transistor.

Today it may seem surprising that IBM was undergoing

tremendous turmoil about its role in the new field of

computers. However, the public had begun to associate the

UNIVAC name (not IBM) with computers. CBS’s 1952 election

coverage included a UNIVAC machine that correctly

predicted Eisenhower’s victory. And, when former IBM

customers started assigning key contracts to UNIVAC, IBM

executives took notice.

Steve “Red” Dunwell and Werner Buchholz, two senior IBM

engineers, proposed a new machine, code-named “Datatron.”

Based on transistors, the machine would enable IBM to 

leap ahead of UNIVAC and would embody many new

architectural concepts.

100 T IMES FASTER

In a famous memo dated October 25, 1954, Dunwell wrote:

“The Datatron program is intended to assure IBM a

preeminent position in the field…” and will “take a giant step

and make substantial advances on all fronts.” A team of

senior IBM technical and management staff met to consider

building what John von Neumann had earlier exhorted them

to create: “the most advanced machine… possible in the

present state of the art.” Besides allowing IBM to leapfrog

its main competitor, Dunwell argued that the machine would

allow IBM to unify its various computer products — roughly

divided along scientific and business lines — thus greatly

reducing manufacturing costs and simplifying IBM’s

engineering and production processes.

After great internal debate and a contract from Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory, the project went ahead. Now code-

named “Stretch,” the machine was to be “100 times faster

than the most advanced computer working today,” and

President Tom Watson proudly noted that the new machine

could complete “100 billion computations in a day.”
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Alan Frisbie 

Rev Dr Christopher Garcia 
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Thomas Gould 

Patricia Nelson Herring
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Mark Kaminsky

Thomas Kurtz

Richard Lary

Walter Leuchs

Donald & Alice Loughry

Carl Lowenstein 

Steven Mayer

Landon Noll 
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Please notify us of any changes to 

your listing: wolfe@computerhistory.org.

Thank you!

JUNE 22

COMPUTER BOWL 

KICK-OFF EVENT

www.computerbowl.org

THE FAIRCHILD SYMBOL

MACHINE

David Ditzel, Transmeta

Computer History Lecture

EARLY TRANSISTORIZED

COMPUTERS

Richard L Grimsdale, 

University of Sussex

Computer History Lecture

NOVEMBER 9

Annual Fellow Awards

Check our website regularly for

updates and details:

www.computerhistory.org. 

ATTENDING EVENTS AND

TOURING THE COLLECTION

The Computer Museum History

Center is housed at NASA Ames

Research Center, Moffett Field,

California. To attend an event 

or to tour the collection, 

please call Wendy-Ann Francis 

+1 650 604 2579 a minimum 

of 24 hours in advance. The

collection is open to the 

general public by appointment 

on Wednesdays at 1:00 pm.

Members may also request

private tours.

A future lecture will feature Dave Ditzel talking about his experiences with the Fairchild Symbol, 
a one-of-a-kind machine he was delighted to re-discover at a recent visit to the Museum

for joining our network of supporters.

We look forward to getting to know you!
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f r o m  t h e  C o l l e c t i o n  o f  

T h e  C o m p u t e r  M u s e u m  H i s t o r y  C e n t e r

W H AT  I S  T H I S ?
This item will be explained in the next issue of CORE.

Please send your best guess to mystery@computerhistory.org

before 7/15/00 along with your name and shipping address. The

first three correct entries will receive a free poster: 

25 YEARS OF  MICROPROCESSOR EVOLUTION

“CONSUL,”  THE EDUCATED MONKEY is a simple mechanical calculator made of movable sheet metal

parts and a multiplication table insert. When pointing the monkey’s feet at a pair of numbers, Consul

points to the result in the pyramid of numbers between his hands. By sliding in an “addition table,” Consul

can also be made to add by the same principle. 

The calculator was patented on June 27, 1916, by

William Robertson, of Belmont, Ohio, and the

invention assigned to the Educational Novelty

Company of Dayton, Ohio. Consul’s packaging

states: “It makes no difference to the monkey

whether children are bright or stupid. He never

loses patience at having to answer their questions.”
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Our dream of moving the Museum
forward is str onger than ever . It has
been a ver y busy quar ter. We held our
annual Boar d retreat in June, and in
September we elected two new
Trustees: Donna Dubinsky of
Handspring and John Mashey of Silicon
Graphics. W e finished our fiscal year
with over $100,000 in the black; and
enjoyed welcoming a significant number
of new Cor e Suppor ters. Meanwhile, we
grew our ar tifact collection; watched our
volunteer IBM 1620 r estoration team
move closer to finishing the pr oject;
refined our “new building” concept; and
worked closely with NASA as par t of
their proposed r esearch park. In
addition, we had a wonder ful volunteer
appreciation par ty at Len Shustek’ s
home; an elegant donor appr eciation
party at the home of Dave House and
Karla Malechek; par ticipated in the
Computer Bowl 2000 pr eview with the
Museum of Science in Boston; and
welcomed a constant str eam of visitors
each week. 

I want to thank ever yone again–Boar d,
staf f, volunteers, suppor ters–for their
enthusiastic ef forts in helping to define
and evolve our strategies to build a
lasting legacy of the infor mation age.

The mor e we talk to gr oups and to
individuals, the mor e we af firm the ver y
serious need that our mission fulfills!
Over the next six to nine months, you
will see a number of visible ef forts to
integrate our strategy , development,
building, collection, exhibit, and
volunteer activities.

I hope you ar e also hearing mor e about
us in the public sector as well. NASA
held its first r ound of public infor mation
meetings in July for local communities,
and presented options for the pr oposed
NASA Resear ch Park. This is a ver y
exciting pr oject, and we ar e positioned
as a prime par tner with building space
just in fr ont of historic Hangar One. W e
will be r epor ting to you in the futur e as
we progress in building our per manent
home. Of course, keep your eye on our
website as well—our pr esence in
cyberspace is going to gr ow rapidly well
before the Museum opens its new
building. Our unique combination of
content, collection, people, and
enthusiasm dif ferentiates us fr om many
organizations on the web.

Development activities, now staf fed
under the dir ection of Eleanor W eber
Dickman, ar e moving aggr essively to

define, or ganize and str eamline the
fund-raising pr ocess. Y ou should alr eady
sense a new r esponsiveness fr om the
staf f. All of us welcome your input,
suggestions, and comments.

Whether you’ve visited the Museum
recently or not at all, we hope to see
you visit ver y soon. Some of the new
interesting ar tifacts on display include
an original UNIV AC I mer cury delay line
and some vintage IBM unit r ecord
equipment (1930s). 

Finally, we ar e planning a festive and
grand occasion for our annual Fellow
Awards banquet on November 9. Make
your plans now—it’ s a gr eat oppor tunity
to sponsor a table and invite some new
people to become par t of the Museum
community. In the meantime, Kar en
Mathews, with all your help, is putting
together a ter rific lectur e series pr ogram
that star ts this month—see her column
for the specifics.

Again, thanks so much for your help!
Please send us your ideas and
suggestions, and bring others along to
help us build a living legacy of the
information age.
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Aside fr om the Y ankees beating the
Dodgers in the W orld Series four games
to one, 1949 was not a peaceful year
for most of America and the world in
general. The Berlin Airlift and its
attendant tensions simmer ed on,
Communist for ces had invaded the
Chinese mainland, and the first Soviet
atomic bomb test had taken place that
August. Pulled in the wake of this
political tide wer e enor mous militar y
expenditures in ar maments and 
weapon systems, as well as in basic
aeronautical, jet air craft, and r ocket
research.  

Some of the most advanced of such
research was taking place at Nor throp
Aircraft near Los Angeles. In a delightful
turn of phrase, Paul Cer uzzi of the
Smithsonian Institution calls Nor throp
the “midwife of the computer industr y,”
alluding to the impor tance of that
company’s computational demands 
in driving computer development, both
at Nor throp, and at IBM and UNIV AC,
the two major pr oducers of
computational devices at the time. 
Late that year , a small gr oup of

Northrop engineers completed a unique
computing machine that showcased
Northrop’s skill in addr essing its most
impor tant problem—demanding
numerical calculation. This machine 
was a pit stop on the r oad from
mechanical to electr onic methods of
calculation that combined old concepts
with new technology .  

Called MADDIDA ( MAgnetic Drum
Differential Analyzer), and pr onounced
“MAD-DI-DA,” this device of about 900
diodes and 50 vacuum tubes star ted
out as a pr oject suppor ting Nor throp’s
SNARK missile pr ogram—essentially an
intercontinental cr uise missile.
Northrop had hir ed ENIAC co-designer
John Mauchly two years earlier to
provide an on-boar d guidance computer
for SNARK. The r esult was BINAC, a
room-sized behemoth that never worked
reliably. BINAC’ s failur e prompted the
MADDIDA pr oject, with Hewlett-Packar d
building an initial pr ototype for Nor throp
under contract.

Although it was still too lar ge to fit
inside a missile, being about the size of

a refrigerator tur ned on its side,
MADDIDA was r obust, r eliable, and
relatively inexpensive to pr oduce. Due to
this size limitation, it did not meet the
project objectives of a guidance system
for SNARK. However , given that in-house
engineering teams had gr eat dif ficulty in
obtaining access to lar ger mainframe-
type machines, MADDIDA was
immediately put to use for engineering
work. Nor throp staf f, like that of ever y
other air craft company, typically used
what can only be described as
“stockyar ds”  of human “computers”
who sat at desks and used mechanical
calculators like the popular Friden or
Marchant models of the day . The scene
was right out of Dickens: r ows of
crewcut young men as far as the eye
could see in shir tsleeves and skinny
ties filling in calculation sheets month
after month, year after year . Most of
these calculations, as Stanfor d
professor and aviation pioneer W alter
Vincenti notes, wer e for “data
reduction,” that is, the aggr egation of
flight test and str uctural analysis data.
This data came in gr eat quantity and at
great speed—a single air craft of the

MADDIDA:
BRIDGE BETWEEN WORLDS 

DAG SPICER

PA G E  2 (opposite)
The Nor throp brochure introducing Maddida



advanced type that Nor throp was
developing could r equire millions of
discrete calculations. Although not a
general-purpose machine, MADDIDA 
was ideally suited to a br oad range of
Northrop’s in-house engineering work. 

One of the most impor tant milestones
in the development pr ogram occur red
when MADDIDA was flown acr oss the
U.S. fr om it’ s Hawthor ne, Califor nia
home to the Institute of Advanced Study
(IAS) at Princeton, New Jersey . Ther e,
project engineers demonstrated
MADDIDA to John von Neumann. Don
Eckdahl, an original MADDIDA designer ,
visited The Computer Museum Histor y
Center in Mar ch of 1998 and r emarked
that what had impr essed von Neumann
most was that MADDIDA ar rived in
Princeton, was plugged in, and almost
immediately began per forming useful
work. von Neumann, with his
characteristic aplomb, saw even mor e
applications than the original designers
and wrote a paper on the machine’ s
possible new uses.

The MADDIDA pr ototype became a
commercial pr oduct and was marketed

to industr y, r esearch labs, and
universities. Recapitulating what
computer users knew of the lar ger
“giant brains” pr oduced by IBM,
UNIVAC, and r esearch institutions, the
company br ochure proudly stated that
MADDIDA would “…operate for months
at a time without er ror or br eakdown.
This type of per formance has been
hither to unhear d of for lar ge scale
automatic computers.” 

Interestingly, MADDIDA ’s ar chitecture
was basically that of a mechanical
analyzer implemented with electr onics.
That is, the machine r eplicated the
analog functional blocks of a
mechanical device with vacuum tubes
and diodes; mechanical analogies used
throughout pr omotional and training
literature made the transition
straightfor ward for people trained on the
previous generation of mechanical
analyzers. As the br ochure notes fur ther
on, “Ther e are no plugboar ds, nor ar e
there any physical inter connections to
make in setting up a pr oblem on
MADDIDA. The desir ed connections
between integrators ar e easily
expressed as a binar y code, and this

code is typed into the computer along
with initial conditions.”

As Cer uzzi noted, Nor throp engineers
contributed in many fundamental ways
to the booming post-WWII air craft and
defense industr y in souther n Califor nia.
MADDIDA, for example, was not the only
machine invented ther e to solve
computing pr oblems. That same year ,
for example, W illiam Woodbury and Gr eg
Toben, a pair of young Nor throp
engineers, had “lashed up” two IBM
accounting machines into a
programmable (via plugboar d) machine,
one they whimsically called “the poor
man’s ENIAC.” It is a poignant fact,
cer tainly for Nor throp engineers, that
the accounting depar tment held most of
the computing power in the company—
in fact, T oben and W oodbury bor rowed
one of their machines fr om Accounting. 

IBM did not initially war m to the fait
accompli of their machines being
opened, modified, and operated, but
Toben and W oodbury’s pr ototype
metamorphosed into IBM’ s Car d
Programmed Calculator (CPC), becoming
one of the company’ s most successful

1 The storage dr um from the MADDIDA pr ototype

2 Side view of head and dr um assembly 

3 Front view of Nor thop’s MADDIDA pr ototype, showing diode matrix

4 Rear view of the MADDIDA prototype

4 PHOTOS BY  DAG SP ICER

machines at the time. W ith nearly 700
CPCs in the field, IBM management
quickly saw a pent-up demand for
computing cycles among air craft
manufacturers and others, and thus
began a r eluctant transition by 
the company into electr onic computers.

As with MADDIDA, the technological
advances of so many computing
projects ar e often equaled or surpassed
by the for mation of computer exper ts
trained by the pr oject themselves,
exper ts who then go on to pr opagate
into and define the industr y. When
Northrop decided not to pursue the
commercial computer business, about a
dozen of the MADDIDA pr oject team left
to for m their own company , CRC.
Woodbury and Toben soon joined IBM
where they became major contributors
to the Model 650 computer design,
another highly-successful IBM pr oduct.
In fact, a 1984 study by the Babbage
Institute deter mined that some 14
companies can be traced back to
people in the original MADDIDA gr oup.

Like the changes of 1949 that wer e
redefining many of the basic

relationships between peoples and
nations, MADDIDA r epresents a
transitional period between two key
technologies. While r emaining faithful 
to its r oots in the analog analyzers 
with which its inventors wer e
comfor table, MADDIDA took a bold,
bright step for ward into the then-new
and computationally-driven world of jet
aircraft, missiles and r ockets. It was
such advanced computation, pr ovided
economically and r eliably by machines
like MADDIDA, that enabled both the
computing and aer ospace industries to
move for ward.

The original MADDIDA pr ototype for ms par t of the
permanent collection of The Computer Museum
Histor y Center .

MADDIDA pr ototype (1949), X1050.91, 
Gift of the LA County Museum

Dag Spicer is Curator & Manager of 
Historical Collections at The Computer 
Museum Histor y Center
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Specifications

Machine T ype: Electr onic Digital Dif ferential
Analyzer

Architecture: Integrator functional blocks (22); 
44 on commer cial version

Word size: 22 bit (6 decimal places)

Memor y: Magnetic dr um (8" diameter , 2 1⁄2"
height), Appr ox 1.5 Kbits x 4 channels

Logic: vacuum tube (53), ger manium diode (904)

I/O: 12 input and 12 output channels; printer ,
Teletype, unit r ecord equipment

Power consumption: Appr ox. 750W

Weight: Appr ox. 400 lbs

Size: 40" x 30" x 50"  (HWD)

Applications: Solution of or dinary dif ferential
equations (linear and non-linear , any or der or
degree), aviation industr y, engineering, industrial
control, education

Cost: $500,000 (USD in 1949)

MADDIDA pr ototype (1949), X1050.91, 
Gift of the LA County Museum

MADDIDA 44A (the commer cial version of MADDIDA) Contr ol Panel drawing
from the Nor throp MADDIDA brochure
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As I was driving in tonight, I was
listening to a Chr ysler ad pointing out
that the company was 60 years old. I
think of Chr ysler and the auto industr y
as old. Then, I thought, the semi-
conductor business must be r eaching
middle age, since it is now over 30.

In 1954, the semiconductor business
amounted to 25 million dollars: the
growth sequence then was 35, 80, 140,
210, 360, and then 550 million
[dollars] by 1960. Half the business
was in transistors; silicon accounted for
a relatively small shar e.

In the 1950s, ever yone was tr ying to
figure out new and better ways of
making transistors. At one of the solid
state cir cuits confer ences, an explor er’s
kit, designed to keep you fr om getting
lost in the woods, was displayed. It
consisted of a box with a small cube of
germanium and thr ee pieces of wir e. If
you got lost, you wer e to star t making a
point contact transistor . Wher eupon ten
people would lean over your shoulder
and say, “That’ s not the way to do it.”
Then, you would tur n around and ask,
“Where am I?”

At the time, ger manium alloy transistors
were made by putting indium on top of
semiconductor ger manium and melting
it just enough to dissolve some of the
germanium and then r ecrystalizing it on
both sides to make a PNP transistor .

One baf fling research question was why
germanium, when it was heated and
then cooled in the laborator y, changed
from N- to P-type. Simultaneously
transistors wer e being manufactur ed
with N-type ger manium on the factor y
because the indium acted as a “getter”
to pick up all the impurities instead of
conver ting the ger manium.

In the mid -fifties, the thinnest possible
transistor was a fraction of a mil [one
mil = 0.001 inch] and a mil was a
megacycle so these wer en’t ver y useful
for anything except for hearing aids.

Between ’54 and ’55, we star ted
worrying about dif fusion as a way of

getting impurities into the semi-
conductors, giving good contr ol of the
depth dimension. The pr oblem was to
get contr ol of the other dimensions.
Some of the first work was done at
Philco because the semiconductor gr oup
worked right acr oss the hall fr om the
laborator y that was working on etching
shadow mask tubes for color television.
They wer e experienced with photo
engraving, which tur ned out to work a
lot better .

The invention of the planar transistor by
Jean Hoer ni fur ther set the stage for the
birth of the integrated cir cuit. Planar
transistors solved the pr oblem of
impurities on the sur face of the
transistors and at their junctions that
had been lousing up the specified
characteristics. Hoer ni’s idea was to
leave the silicon dioxide, a ver y good
insulator, on top of the transistor when
it was being dif fused, thus for ming a
protective cover .

The gover nment gave fur ther impetus by
their inter est in getting things into
smaller packages. The Air For ce project
Tinker Toy and the concept of molecular
engineering didn’ t really work ver y well,
but it did let ever yone know that ther e
was an inter est in getting things small.
A squar e inch chip with ten thousand
transistors was ver y labor intensive:
each transistor had to be attached by a
couple of wir es and solder ed down.
There had to be a smar ter way.

I remembered that when I was in
college, I could slave over something,
finally get the right answer , hand in my
paper and it would come back with big
red markings on it. My physics
professor would say I did it the har d way
Then he’d jot down a couple of
sentences which clearly made it much
easier for me by using some other
method. I guess that is what stuck with
me because one of the characteristics
of an inventor is that he is lazy and
doesn’ t like to do it the har d way.
Putting those 20,000 wir es on 10,000
chips of silicon seemed like the har d
way to me.

Although the printed cir cuit boar d was
star ting to be used, the thought of
printing a cir cuit on top of the
transistors had not occur red. It was the
genesis of the idea of the integrated
circuit. All the elements wer e
converging: photo engraving enabled
reproduction and the planar transistor
allowed conductors dir ectly on top of it.
Three ideas popped up at that time.
One was junction isolation, which I
patented, even though it tur ned out that
Kurt Lehovic had thought of it years
before at Sprague. At Fair child, J. Last
thought of the idea to etch the
transistors apar t, glue them down to
something and if you still knew wher e
they wer e you hopefully put them
together. This idea had been pr eviously
patented at Bell Labs. The one I did get
a patent on used intrinsic isolation, that
is to use the silicon as an insulator . It
didn’t work well at first because by
bombarding it with neutr ons or doping it,
leakage occur red and the life was too
shor t. Junction isolation is now being
broadly used.

After the original concept was
developed, things moved ver y slowly .
One r eason was the low yield on
transistors: with 50% yield and ten
transistors together , the final yield of
one over two to the tenth is a small
number. We didn’ t even consider putting
a thousand transistors together . Another
problem was that the early integrated
circuits wer e ver y slow. And, of course,
the market was opposed to this
innovation.

Progress followed the classic Moor e’s
curve. Ever y year you could get
something twice as complex as the year
before. That extrapolates to a million
elements in 1980. W e didn’ t quite make
that unless you allow for the
introduction of new things like magnetic
bubbles. The technology also changed
from bi -polar to MOS.

Costs ar e deter mined by complexity and
the number of leads per squar e inch of
silicon with pr oblems setting to 20,000.
Star ting with a 5⁄8th inch wafer in 1963,
costs wer e reduced by incr easing the
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Rober t Noyce was bor n on December
12, 1927 in Burlington, Iowa, and died 
on June 3, 1990. The son of a
Congregationalist minister , Noyce
earned his PhD in physics at the
Massachusetts Institute of T echnology
in 1953 and became a r esearch
engineer for Philco Corporation, one 
of only a handful of companies in the
world manufacturing transistors at the
time. In 1956, lur ed by the weather and
the oppor tunity to pursue technical
challenges at the highest level, Noyce
joined transistor co-inventor and Nobel
laureate W illiam Shockley at the
Shockley Semiconductor Laborator y 
in Mountain V iew, Califor nia.  

Due to management dif ferences and
disagreements about pr oduct
development, Noyce and seven others
left Shockley to co-found Fair child
Semiconductor Corporation in 1959.
Noyce ser ved as dir ector of r esearch
and then as vice pr esident and general
manager. After mor e management
problems, this time at Fair child, Noyce,
Gordon Moor e, and Andr ew Grove left in
1968 to found Intel Corporation, with
Noyce ser ving as chair man until 1975
and vice chair man from 1979 to 1983.  

Intel made a critical change in 
corporate dir ection in the early 1980s,
abandoning the commodity memor y
business due to stif f Japanese
competition, and focusing on
microprocessors instead. It now
dominates the market.

Both Jack Kilby (at T exas Instr uments)
and Noyce made fundamental
contributions to the development of 
the integrated cir cuit (IC), and both 
men are consider ed to be co-inventors
of the device. While Kilby established
the principle, Noyce is cr edited with
turning the concept into a practical
device (with colleague Jean Hoer ni
playing a vital r ole as well). Noyce
speaks her e about the early days of 
IC development.

THE INTEGRATED
CIRCUIT: ORIGINS AND IMPACTS

ROBERT N NOYCE 
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size to 1 1⁄2 inch in ’65 and two inches in
1970. The die size and ar ea wer e also
increased to r educe the density of
defects that would kill the sur face. It
became possible to use an ever -
increasing ar ea to put a cir cuit on and
have it work. Cir cuit dimensions
themselves have been r educed below
the size of neur ons, 10 micr ons, and
these ar e being used for speech
synthesizers and other pr oducts. T oday
we have two micr on cir cuits and ar e
talking about .7 micr ons, so we indeed
are getting down to biological
dimensions and it is conceivable to talk
about things the brain can do.

Other new ideas wer e impor tant. One
was MOS and the second was epitaxy .
Prior to the use of epitaxy , only the
sur face could be mor e impure than the
underlying material. This was another
bag of tricks.

The first set of integrated cir cuits had
straight Boolean functions. W ith
progress the designers wanted
complexity with lots of leads out of 
a cir cuit and the semiconductor
manufacturers just didn’ t like that at 
all. In addition, the mor e complex
products had a lower demand, and as
manufacturers we wer e thinking of
making millions of items.
Simultaneously , the computer

companies in the early seventies wer e
talking about tens of thousands per
year. One kind of chip, however , was
like her oin to the computer designers
and that was memor y. Give them a little
bit and they want mor e. Thus, memor y
chips became a major standar d product.

WHAT HAS THE CHIP WROUGHT?

The chip has been one of the main
elements allowing the ubiquity of
computers. Computers, as tools and
devices to help train people to think
logically and work pr ecisely, have
caused a major r evolution in education,
business, gover nment, and all aspects
of society . The telecommunications
manufacturers would have us believe
that ever y telephone in the world will be
a computer ter minal.

Some people fear this idea, just as I
feared the telephone. One day , when I
was quite young, my folks wer e out and
left me alone. The telephone rang. I
panicked, picked it up, and said, “Hello,
nobody’s home,” then hung it up. T oday
I can’ t imagine living without a
telephone.

Let me point out a couple of other
changes that I’ve obser ved. The first
computer in an automobile only
controlled the non -skid brake and

exhaust and it cost twice as much as
the car and filled the whole tr unk. In
fact, the r ear seat had to be used as
well in or der to install the computer .
Today computers in cars do ten times
more work and cost about $30. They
are less expensive than a mechanical
carburetor and will pay for themselves in
the first year in gas savings.

Jobs in the futur e are not going to
require the skills of the past. One
hundred-and-fifty years ago, 50% of the
American labor for ce was employed on
the far m. Fifty years ago the gr eatest
propor tion was in manufacturing. T oday
that is about 20%. These latest
statistics ar e inaccurate because the
categories have not changed with the
economy. Intel is included in the
manufacturing sector , even though only
30% of our people actually touch any
products that ar e shipped. Most of our
employees sell, keep books, or even do
such useful work as design the next
generation of pr oducts. T oday, mor e
than 50% of the labor for ce is working
with infor mation.

The computer is the major tool that can
help infor mation workers. It’ s a
productivity enhancer for people who
work with ideas as well as for people
who work with things. It will allow mor e
human use of human beings. Dull

repetitive tasks ar e the first to go. For
example, r etyping a letter for one
mistake, or r eformatting a marketing
forecast.

The tradition of liberal ar ts education
was designed to allow people to
understand and communicate in society .
Grammar, r hetoric and logic came first,
and then the quantitative studies of
arithmetic, music with its geometrical
relationships, geometr y and astr onomy
followed. The same task is essential
today. The student has new tools to
help understand the continuing
accelerating advances in technology .
Most students will be working with a
computer in some way .

It’s not necessar y for society to br eak
down into C. P Snow’ s two cultur es in
which those who do not work with
technology ar e left behind those who
have the moder n tools to become
productive. Despite the advances in
technology, math, science and
engineering ar e not attracting enough
people in the US. The power of our
computers that can help people as tools
is gr owing beyond common imagination.

The Computer Museum has the CDC
6600, the first pr oduction
supercomputer fr om 1963. It cost mor e
than $3 million and only had 500,000

transistors. That will be available on a
single chip within a couple of years and
everyone can have a super computer. All
the educational institutions have a
challenge to make this work for the
science and liberal ar ts.

POSTSCRIPT BY DAG SPICER

In the 15 years since Rober t Noyce
gave this lectur e at The Computer
Museum, much has changed in the
world of semiconductors. Noyce speaks
of 2 micr on cir cuits; pr oduction devices
are now made at 0.18 micr ons (and
experimentally even smaller). In 1985,
Intel’s 386 CPU had 275,000
transistors; the latest Pentium III
contains nearly 30,000,000. The value
of semiconductor shipments worldwide
went from $5 million in 1954 to $149.4
billion (USD) in 1999. 1

One of the most r emarkable constants
of this period, which Noyce pointed out,
has been the continuing applicability of
Moore’s Law in ter ms of transistor
counts as well as the r esiliency of
optical lithography over alter native
technologies. Another constant is that
IC-making technologies use many
similar pr ocesses—albeit vastly
refined—to those that Noyce star ted
himself some 40 years ago by buying
projector lenses fr om a San Francisco

camera stor e and building his first
contact printer . While the technical
advances have continued r elentlessly ,
mere quantitative measur es do not tell
the whole stor y. Computers changed
qualitatively, not just quantitatively , in
about the mid-1970s, moving fr om
“number cr unchers” to platfor ms for
visualization, enter tainment, and
communication. And, as Noyce noted,
perhaps a bit skeptically , telephones
have indeed become computer
terminals.

As Noyce’ s friend and colleague Gor don
Moore recently noted in a lectur e here
at the Museum last October , the
industr y annually pr oduces mor e
transistors than ther e are ants on
earth. In spite of this astounding rate of
diffusion, ensuring the continued
miniaturization and pr oliferation of
transistor technology until at least the
next decade, the fundamentals of IC
design and manufactur e are much the
same as those Noyce and his
colleagues pioneer ed some four
decades ago. 

1 Semiconductor Industr y Association

Dag Spicer is Curator & Manager of 
Historical Collections at The Computer 
Museum Histor y Center
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1 Graph of semiconductor penetration thr ough 1976

2 Comparative costs of various memories thr ough 1978

3 Photomicrograph of the Intel 4004, the first commer cial micr oprocessor

4 Original Intel ad announcing the 4004-family of micr oprocessors

5 Worldwide semiconductor shipments went fr om $.005 billion in 1954 to $149.4 billion (USD) in 1999

This year , the industr y will pr oduce at least
100 quadrillion transistors. This is mor e
than Professor E.O. W ilson of Har vard
estimates for the number of ants on ear th.”
Gordon Moor e, 1999

“
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COMPUTER SPACE (1970),
X1025.90, GIFT OF ALAN RIFKIN

CHRIS GARCIA

While Pong (1972) is often called the
“First Ar cade V ideo Game,” the title
rightfully belongs to Computer Space,
developed a year earlier in 1971 by
Nolan Bushnell for Nutting Associates of
Mountain V iew, Califor nia. The game
closely r esembled Steven “Slug”
Russell’ s SpaceW ar!, developed at MIT
in the early 1960s for play on the DEC
PDP-1. Computer Space featur ed two
ships gliding thr ough star -filled space
trying to shoot down opponents with
missiles. The black and white monitor
and console speakers seem quite
primitive by today’ s game standar ds,
but in the 1970s, these wer e far mor e
sophisticated than anything else that
was being played in pinball-dominated
arcades.

Perhaps the best r eason Pong gets all
the attention is the fact that not many
people played Computer Space with its
complex contr ols. Pong, possibly the
easiest of the early video games, sold
more than 100,000 units, while
Computer Space sold less than 3,000
units. Realizing that the game itself may
have been too complex for most users
of the day , Nutting Associates then tried
unsuccessfully to market the game in a
“Beautiful Space-Age Cabinet” with
attendant scantily-dr essed model.

After the failur e of Computer Space,
Bushnell for med Atari (originally called
Syzygy), and r eleased the wildly popular
Pong game in 1972. Atari went on to
become the dominant video game
company thr ough the early 1980s. 
After selling Atari to W arner Brothers,
Bushnell later founded Pizza T ime
Theatres and Sendai Electr onic 
Games.

Chris Gar cia is Historical Collections 
Coordinator at The Computer Museum 
Histor y Center

GEORGE STIBITZ COMPLEX
NUMBER CALCULATOR
DESIGN DRAWINGS (1940),
X2010.2001, 

GIFT OF GEORGE ROBERT STIBITZ

CHRIS GARCIA

While working for Bell T elephone Labs,
George Rober t Stibitz (1904-1995)
created the Complex Number Calculator ,
an electr omagnetic r elay system used to
solve complex calculations. In 1940,
Stibitz demonstrated the machine—by
then renamed the Bell Labs Model 1—
at a meeting in Hanover , New
Hampshire, with an operator accessing
the machine in New Y ork City via
telephone lines. Stibitz allowed the
astounded attendees to pose questions
while a T eleprinter printed the answers.
This may have been the earliest
example of a r emote job and

foreshadowed the later link between
communications and computing. 
Stibitz was bor n in York, Pennsylvania,
and graduated fr om Denison University
in 1926 with a PhD in applied
mathematics. He r eceived a second
PhD in physics fr om Cor nell in 1930
and joined Bell T elephone Laboratories
as a mathematical consultant. In 1964,
Stibitz joined the Depar tment of
Physiology at Dar tmouth Medical 
School as a r esearch associate. He
became a pr ofessor in 1966 and
professor emeritus in 1970.

In 1986, Stibitz donated to the Museum
his collection of design diagrams of the
Complex Number Calculator as well as
photographs of the original machine in
operation. He also pr esented a lectur e
for The Computer Museum on the 
Model 1 and advances at Bell
Telephone Labs.

THE GENIUS ALMOST AUTOMATIC
COMPUTER DAG SPICER
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FROM THE COLLECTION

Developed by the legendar y Edmund
Berkeley (founder of the ACM and
author of Giant Brains or Machines That
Can Think ), GENIAC was a ver y Spar tan
arrangement of masonite wheels with
metal contacts and flashlight bulbs out
of which some 30 “small electric brain
machines” could be built. Basically ,
GENIAC pr ovided N-pole by N-thr ow
rotar y switches that could be wir ed in
series to per form logical operations.

Berkeley had designed and marketed a
previous machine, known as “Simon,”
that had appear ed as a series of 13
articles in Radio Electronics from 1950-
51. GENIAC stood for “Genius Almost
Automatic Computer” and sold for
“under $20” in 1955, when first
introduced. In addition to the musical
and computational uses adver tised
above in Astounding Science Fiction in
1957, a Popular Science advertisement
listed some of the pr ojects: computer
circuits for binar y and decimal adding,

subtracting, dividing, and multiplying;
the solution of pr oblems in symbolic
logic, r easoning, and comparing;
“psychological testing;” experimental
game-playing cir cuits for tic-tac-toe and
nim; as well as “actuarial analysis.”

GENIAC is impor tant as both a cultural
and technological ar tifact, one whose
pedagogical purpose embedded 
cultural and political assumptions
relating to the cold war that most 
of GENIAC’ s young users pr obably 
never thought or car ed about: GENIAC
was fun!

Several GENIACs for m par t of The
Computer Museum Histor y Center’ s
permanent collection.

Dag Spicer is Curator & Manager of 
Historical Collections at The Computer 
Museum Histor y Center

GENIAC (Genius Almost Automatic Computer) 
(1955), X877.88, Gift of W illiam R Simpson

GENIAC (Genius Almost Automatic Computer) 
(1955), X836.87, Gift of Elliot Linger

GENIAC (Genius Almost Automatic Computer) 
(1955), X734.86, Gift of Thadeus M Hershey
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An operator at the r emote console for the
Bell Labs Model 1, 1940

Computer Space, the first commer cial
coin-operated video game
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When Trustees Dave Anderson, Dave
House and Grant Saviers walk into an
Executive Committee meeting at The
Computer Museum Histor y Center , the
room fairly crackles with their intensity
and drive. Their mission is to help
preser ve the histor y of computing. Their
focus is how this histor y will be
impor tant for futur e generations. And it
is clear that these thr ee engineering
executives 1 want to get things done!

Their love for things mechanical, their
intellectual ener gy, and their competitive
spirits have made them successful
contributors and corporate executives in
today’s high-tech world. These same
traits make them enthusiastic amateur
race car drivers.

Anderson is the veteran speedster of
the group, having raced for the past
eight years. Saviers joined the cir cuit a
year-and-a-half ago, and House will
celebrate his first anniversar y on the
track in November . House has been in
love with cars since his childhood “in
the automotive state of Michigan.” He
characterizes himself as “an adr enaline
junkie,” obser ving that racing is a 
“chance to drive fast legally .” Speed
also motivates Anderson: “It’s a natural
fit between my heavy foot and my
[sense of] competitiveness, an
oppor tunity to pr ovide an outlet for
both.” For Saviers, the thrill is to “push
myself… the adr enaline r ush of racing
is unbelievable!”

All, however , have appr oached the fast
track with the same methodical
preparation r equired by an engineering
or management challenge. Cer tified by
the Skip Barber Racing School, they
compete in events sponsor ed by the
Spor ts Car Club of America (SCCA).
Anderson is pr oudest of his
per formance in the SCCA Spec Racer
Class, in which he won the Pacific Coast
championship. House hasn’t won any
records as of yet, but believes that
“racing is mor e of the challenge than
the winning; ther e is always somebody
to compete with.” He says that the
object of racing is to “keep the car right
on the ver y edge of contr ol but never
getting out of contr ol or making a
mistake.” Saviers agr ees, and cites one
particularly exhilarating episode, when
he managed to r egain contr ol of his car
as it was spinning at 115 mph, “with
only minor damage to the car and
nothing to me.”  

Many of the qualities that make
Anderson, House and Saviers good
racers also make them outstanding
Trustees. House says, “Clearly the
parts of our personalities that make us
want to race ar e also the things that
make us want to make things happen.”
Competitive and inventive, Anderson
likes using his leadership skills “to help
create and build an ef fective
organization.” Saviers, who describes
himself as “a builder of things,” wants
to build the Museum “in dif ferent
dimensions.”

All thr ee have been long-time
suppor ters of The Computer Museum
Histor y Center . A DEC employee for 25
years, Saviers has been af filiated with
the Museum since he worked for
Gordon Bell, who, with his wife Gwen,
founded the original Computer Museum.
House was intr oduced to the Museum
by fellow T rustee Gar dner Hendrie
(House’s mentor years ago at
Honeywell), and later became involved
with the Computer Bowl. Par ticipating in
the Computer Bowl as a contestant five
years ago also connected Anderson to
the Museum.  

The Trustees agr ee that the Museum’s
most impor tant mission is pr eser vation.
Notes House: “I’m inter ested in
celebrating the histor y and the stories 

of the computer industr y, an industr y
that has changed our world. It is still
new, and many of its pioneers ar e still
with us.” Saviers describes computing
as “a ver y creative lear n-while-doing
technology,” and wants to ensur e that
the milestones in computer histor y are
preser ved and explained. “It’s
marvelous,” he says, “to celebrate what
the best and brightest have done in the
past.” Anderson fears that “our
technology industr y has been
particularly poor at [pr eser ving its
histor y] and The Computer Museum
Histor y Center is absolutely needed to
“maintain our valuable ar tifacts and
stories.”

With Anderson, House, and Saviers on
the “track,” the race to build a str ong
organization and a new facility is one
The Computer Museum Histor y Center
is sur e to win!

1 Dave Anderson: CEO, Sendmail; Chair man of
GeoFin Corp; for mer Chief T echnical Of ficer,
Amdahl. Dave House: 22-year veteran of Intel;
former CEO, Bay Networks; for mer President,
Nortel. Grant Saviers: for mer Chair man & CEO,
Adaptec; for mer Vice Pr esident, Storage Systems,
DEC.

Eleanor Dickman is Vice Pr esident of 
Development & Public Relations at 
The Computer Museum Histor y Center

DAVE ANDERSON, 
DAVE HOUSE, AND 
GRANT SAVIERS:
THE RACER’S
EDGE

Grant Saviers, Dave Anderson, and Dave House shar e
a passion for fast cars and cutting-edge leadership
PHOTO BY  ELEANOR D ICKMAN
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RECENT
DONATIONS
TO THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 
HISTORY CENTER COLLECTION

MICROCOMPUTERS

Wang 53-2 Personal Computer (1984), 
X1817.2000, Gift of Har ry Brooks

Tandy TRS-80 Model 4 (1982), X1930.2000, 
Gift of Bob Mor gan

Tandy TRS-80 Model 4 (1982), X1931.2000, 
Gift of Bob Mor gan

Apple Powerbook Duo with DuoDock (1990), 
X1926.2000, Gift of Leslie Lindsay

IBM 5271 Computing System (1983), 
X1923.2000, Gift of Bill Spangler

Mindset Video Pr oduction System (1983), 
X1921.2000, Gift of Molly Hogan

Mindset Personal Computing System (1983), 
X1922.2000, Gift of Molly Hogan

Digital Equipment Corporation Hi-Note Laptop 
(1994), X1938.2000, Gift of Bonnie Sontag

COMPONENTS

NexGen Nx586-60 VLB Motherboar d (1995), 
X1945.2001, Gift of Norber t Juf fa

NexGen Nx586 PF110 PCI Motherboar d (1995), 
X1946.2001, Gift of Norber t Juf fa

Integrated Infor mation Technologies XC87DLX2/50 
Math Copr ocessor (1994), X1947.2001, 
Gift of Norber t Juf fa

OTHER / SPECIAL PURPOSE

Lexitron VT 202 W ord Processor (1979), 
X1920.2000, Gift of Holvick Constr uction

US Robotics Palm Pilot Pr ofessional (1995), 
X1935.2000A-C, Gift of T uck Takagawa

Matsucom OnHand W earable PC (1997), 
X1936.2000, Gift of T uck Takagawa

Silicon V alleyopoly Boar d Game (1989), 
X1937.2000, Gift of T uck Takagawa

Advanced Concepts Ltd. Crayola Crayon Box 
Calculator (1994), X1944.2000, 
Gift of Joseph Camp

Tubular Audion V acuum Tube (ca 1912), 
X1943.2000, Gift of Eric Barbour

Kendall Squar e Resear ch KSR 1 Pr omotional Model 
(1992), X1948.2001, Gift of Norber t Juf fa

Pre-Production Apple Duo Exter nal Floppy Drive 
(1990), X1928.2000, Gift of Leslie Lindsay

Apple Newton with Fax Modem (1990), 
X1927.2000, Gift of Leslie Lindsay

IBM UPAC Coupler (1983), X1924.2000, 
Gift of Bill Spangler

Burroughs 1C Dish Platter (1971), X1977.2001, 
Gift of William Klehm

FOCUS ON
PEOPLE
ELEANOR DICKMAN 

One of the ways The Computer Museum Histor y Center
preser ves the personalities, stories, and visions of the
information age is thr ough its extensive ar chive of videotapes—
now 2,000 titles and gr owing. These r ecordings ar e valuable,
not only for historical inquir y, but for contemporar y
understanding as well. The Museum is pr oud to of fer a wide
selection of its video holdings for classr oom and personal use.
Please visit WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG/STORE for a
complete list of titles and prices.

The collection contains a variety of material, including:

MUSEUM “COMPUTER HISTORY” LECTURES by leading
computing innovators. Often these videos ar e the only
permanent r ecord of impor tant talks and favorite ideas of
people who have influenced the technology r evolution.  

MUSEUM “HISTORY IN THE MAKING” LECTURES, meant to
capture the pr esent vision, technology , and pr ocess of people
who may one day be impor tant par ts of computing histor y.

RECORDINGS IN THE GRAY-BELL ARCHIVE, including
presentations by computing legends and innovators derived
from mor e than a decade of work by University Video
Communications (UVC). 

The Museum distributes thousands of videos per year and
many titles ar e also available for viewing on the web. Visit our
website for mor e infor mation. Stay tuned, since we update the
site and add to the ar chive regularly.

MUSEUM VIDEOTAPES MAY
NOW BE ORDERED ONLINE

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG/STORE



1999 Fellow A ward
presentations (fr om
top): Horst Zuse (left)
accepted posthumously
on behalf of his father ,
Konrad Zuse
(presented by Her mann
Rampacher), John
McCarthy (left)
(presented by Ed
Feigenbaum), and Alan
Kay (left) (presented
by Doug Engelbar t)
JAN LUNDBERG PHOTOGRAPHY

An unbeatable par tnership between you
—our suppor ters—and a committed
group of talented, har d-working
Trustees, staf f, and volunteers has put
us squar ely on track to continue
increasing the scope and br eadth of the
Museum’ s operations thr oughout this
fiscal year . Thanks to your gener osity
and commitment, the Museum has
exceeded its pr ojections for fiscal year
2000 by over $100,000. It is exciting to
be par t of this successful ef fort to build
a community r esource that will ser ve as
a world center for computing histor y. 

As always, I welcome the chance to
answer your questions or discuss any of
the infor mation that follows. All contact
information can be found on page 17.

Karen Mathews is Executive V ice Pr esident at 
The Computer Museum Histor y Center

MUSEUM VISITORS

Our V isible Storage Exhibit Ar ea includes
many unique and rar e objects fr om the
collection such as the Honeywell
Kitchen Computer , the Apollo Guidance
Computer, two Apple I boar ds, and
pieces of the ENIAC, ILLIAC IV , and
SAGE. W e are always thrilled to host
tours for both individuals and gr oups.
Our many visitors this quar ter included
Mary Wasik and 25 students fr om 
Blach Inter mediate School in Los Altos,
California. Her e are some of the
students’ written r esponses:

“Excellent tour!  Extr emely old
computers with mer e K’ s of memor y!”

“My impr ession... was that the
computers wer e really cool and that
technology has changed a lot in a 
few years.”

“I... lear ned that ther e are computers
in the world worse than ours.”

What past or pr esent technology
innovations wer e you mar veling at when
you were 13?

2000 FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET

Each year the Museum pr esents Fellow
Awards to people who have made
significant contributions to computing.
To date, we have r ecognized 14 Fellows,
all of whom ar e featur ed on our website
at www.computer histor y.org/exhibits/
hall_of_fellows. W e will announce thr ee
more honor ees at our annual dinner and
Fellow Awards Banquet on THURSDAY, 

NOVEMBER 9, 2000, at the Hotel Sofitel
in Redwood Shor es, Califor nia. Please
save the date for a magical evening with
the pioneers, and movers and shakers
of the IT world. The Museum is looking
for additional corporate par tners to join
Citigate Cunningham and Gr eater Bay
Bancorp-Mid Peninsula Bank in
sponsoring this memorable event. 
If you can help or have any ideas,
please let me hear fr om you! W e look
forward to sharing the experience with
you. To reser ve your place or ar range 
for a table, please contact W endy-Ann
Francis.

LECTURE PROGRAM

On Thursday , September 28, the
Museum will pr esent Richar d Grimsdale
lecturing on “The Manchester University
Transistor Computer .” As a r esearch
student at the University of Manchester
in 1950, Grimsdale wr ote test and
diagnostic pr ograms for the Fer ranti
Mark 1—no small feat, due to the
almost total lack of cir cuit diagrams.
From programming the EDSAC in 1950
to his r ecent work in VLSI accelerator
chips for 3-D image generation,
Grimsdale has many fascinating stories
to relate.

Grimsdale is one of many speakers in
our ter rific lectur e program for 2000.
Stay tuned for upcoming
announcements. In addition to our
popular Histor y Lectur e Series, we will
be adding “Histor y in the Making”
presentations featuring people who ar e
“potentially making histor y today.” T o
receive lectur e announcements, please
contact info@computer histor y.org.

Lecture sponsorship oppor tunities ar e
available. Sponsors ensur e their own
place in histor y with per manent
recognition in the Museum’ s video
archive as suppor ters of this impor tant
effort to pr eser ve the stories of the
information age. Y ou and your company
can make a highly-visible, long-lasting
contribution to this ef fort through your
participation. Please contact me if you
can help or would like to know mor e.

DONOR NOTES

On July 27, 2000, donors, T rustees and
staf f celebrated the successful end of
our fiscal year with a r ecognition par ty
for Cor e Suppor ters (those who make
annual donations of $1,000 or mor e).
The event was graciously hosted by
Dave House and Karla Malechek at their
lovely hilltop home in Saratoga,
California. For those of you who wer e
unable to attend, please know that you
were missed and that we plan to hold
other such events in the futur e.

As you know , The Computer Museum
Histor y Center welcomes donations to
help preser ve computing histor y through
collecting, educating, and public
communications ef forts. The Museum
recognizes all of you as ver y special
people and or ganizations. Y ou loyal,
consistent suppor ters with an abiding
interest in pr eser ving the histor y of
computing tr uly set an example for
others to emulate. 

VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION EVENT

Over 50 people gather ed at Museum
Chairman Len Shustek’ s home on a
sunny after noon in June to honor the
many and varied contributions of
Museum volunteers. In addition to
enjoying a r elaxing picnic on the lawn
and lots of socializing, volunteers
received personalized cer tificates and
Superman T -shir ts!  Special thanks to
Len Shustek, Lee Cour tney, Kar yn
Wolfe, W endy-Ann Francis, Betsy T oole,
John Francis, and John T oole for helping
out! Ther e are many r ewarding
oppor tunities to get involved at the
Museum as a volunteer . Please contact
our Volunteer Coor dinator, Lee Cour tney.

CURATOR LECTURES IN FINLAND

Last Mar ch, Curator Dag Spicer 
travelled to the Kiasma Museum of
Contemporar y Ar t in Helsinki, Finland,
where he spoke to an inter national
audience of 300 on the “Ar chaeology 
of Computer Cultur e.” Dag was invited
to lectur e as par t of a major exhibition
and symposium called “Alien
Intelligence” (http://www . kiasma.fi/
outoaly/en/cont_outo.htm) that focused
on the past, pr esent, and futur e of
computer-mediated interactions. The
exhibition featur ed a “media-
archeological” galler y, with historical
artifacts fr om 19th centur y automata to
20th centur y autonomous r obots and
digital pets, including what is likely the
world’s first ar tificial life for m, Gr ey
Walter’s tur tle, Machina speculatrix
(http://www .plazaear th.com/usr/
gasperi/walter .htm).

Chris Gar cia teaches a gr oup of childr en about cor e
memor y in the V isible Storage Exhibit Ar ea

Trustees and donors r elax at the donor
appreciation par ty in July: (left to right) Christine
Hughes, Andy Cunningham, Gor don Bell, Donna
Dubinsky, and Peggy Burke
PHOTO BY  ELEANOR D ICKMAN

In a lectur e on September 28, Richar d Grimsdale
will discuss 1950s-era computing in the UK
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REPORT ON
MUSEUM
ACTIVITIES
KAREN MATHEWS 

In June, volunteers r eceived thanks and awar ds for the
help they gave over the pr evious year at the V olunteer
Appreciation Event 2000. Staf f members also shar ed
plans for the upcoming year at the Museum.
PHOTO BY  WENDY-ANN FRANCIS
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THANKS TO OUR ANNUAL FUND DONERS 

YES, I want to help save computing history. Please process my donation

at the level indicated. I look forward to learning more about the programs

and activities of The Computer Museum History Center, especially its plans

for growth in the coming years.

____ Enclosed is my check payable to: 

____ The Computer Museum History Center

____ I prefer to donate stock and will notify you when the transfer is made

____ Charge my     Visa _____     Mastercard _____

Visa/Mastercard number ________________________________________________

Expiration date ________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s name ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s signature __________________________________________________

P L E A S E  P R I N T :

Name(s) as I/we like it to appear in printed material 

________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation ______________________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________________

Preferred mailing address ______________________________________________

City, ST, Zip, Country __________________________________________________

(please circle)       work home

Email address __________________________________________________________

Home phone __________________________________________________________

Work phone   __________________________________________________________

CORE BENEFACTOR

____ other $ ________________

____ 16K ($16,384)

MAJOR CORE SUPPORTER

____ 8K ($8,192)

CORE SUPPORTER

____ 4K ($4,096)

____ 2K ($2,048)

____ 1K ($1,024)

GENERAL SUPPORTER

____ $500

____ $250

____ $100

____ $35 (student)

____ other $ ________________

Please return this form (or facsimile) 

with your remittance to:

The Computer Museum History Center

P.O. Box 367  Moffett Field, CA 94035

+1 650 604 2575 (tel)

+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

www.computerhistory.org

YOUR ANNUAL DONATION to The Computer Museum History Center will

help preserve the artifacts and stories of the Information Age for future generations.

Please help us fulfill this important mission.

WELCOME to our network of supporters. We look forward to getting to know you!

DONOR SPOTLIGHT 

DEL THORNDIKE & STEVE TEICHER

DEC alums Steve T eicher and spouse
Del Thor ndike have suppor ted the
Museum since its inception. Steve was
a senior gr oup engineering manager at
DEC, and Del was the head of technical
education for the semiconductor gr oup.
Steve has always endorsed the idea of
preser ving the inventions and
biographies of pioneers of the
information age, and praises Gor don
and Gwen Bell, founders of the original
Digital Computer Museum, “for their
good sense of keeping bits of histor y.”

Now pursuing an MBA at Rollins College
(FL), Steven indicates that The

Computer Museum Histor y Center has
“a unique oppor tunity to pr eser ve
artifacts, photographs, and videotaped
lectures of industr y titans” that might
other wise have been lost. “If you wer e
an archeologist a few hundr ed years
from now, these ar e the types of things
you would want to have pr eser ved.” Del
sees The Computer Museum Histor y
Center as contributing “a new for m of
art,” by highlighting the beauty of
machines that “somebody worked har d
to put together” in aesthetic as well as
functional ways. “W e tend to be
interested only in the new ,” she says,
“but it’ s the old that we lear n from.”

CONTACT INFORMATION

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Dir ector & CEO
+1 650 604 2581
jtoole@computer histor y.or g

GWEN BELL

Founding Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
gbell@computer histor y.or g

AMY BODINE

Collections Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
bodine@computer histor y.or g

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coor dinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.or g

ELEANOR WEBER DICKMAN

Vice Pr esident of Development & Public Relations
+1 650 604 2575
dickman@computer histor y.or g

WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Of fice Administrator
+1 650 604 5205
francis@computer histor y.or g

CHRIS GARCIA

Historical Collections Coor dinator
+1 650 604 2572
garcia@computer histor y.or g 

KAREN MATHEWS

Executive V ice Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
mathews@computer histor y.or g

DAG SPICER

Curator & Manager of Historical Collections
+1 650 604 2578
spicer@computer histor y.or g

BETSY TOOLE

Of fice Assistant
+1 650 604 2567
etoole@computer histor y.or g

KARYN WOLFE

Development Coor dinator & Special Pr ojects Manager
+1 650 604 2570
wolfe@computer histor y.or g

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER

Building T12-A
Mof fett Field, CA 94035
+1 650 604 2579
+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

or
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER

PO Box 367, Mof fett Field, CA 94035

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers. Monthly volunteer work
parties ar e listed in the calendar to 
the left. For mor e infor mation, please
contact Betsy T oole or visit our
volunteer web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers.

TRIBUTE DONATIONS

What do you give the entr epreneur who
has ever ything? To commemorate a
birthday, anniversar y, job pr omotion or
successful IPO ventur e, or to honor the
memor y of a colleague or loved one—
consider making a donation to the
Museum on their behalf. W e’ll be 
happy to send an acknowledgement 
to the r ecipient or family . Your
thoughtfulness will be appr eciated by
those you have r emembered, and by
the Museum as well.

STOCK DONATIONS

We gratefully accept dir ect transfers of
securities to our account. Appr eciated
securities for warded to our br oker
should be designated as follows:  

FBO: The Computer Museum Histor y
Center; DWR Account # 112-014033-
072; DTC #015; and sent to Matthew
Ives at Mor gan Stanley Dean W itter,
245 L ytton A venue, Suite 200, Palo
Alto, CA 94301-1963. 

In order to be pr operly cr edited for 
your gift, you must notify us dir ectly
when you make the transfer . If you 
have any questions r egarding a 
transfer of securities, please contact
Eleanor Dickman.

SEPTEMBER 28, 6 PM

THE MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY

TRANSISTOR COMPUTER

Richard Grimsdale 
University of Sussex, UK
Computer Histor y Lectur e
Moffett Field, Califor nia

OCTOBER 11, 6 PM 

A CARTOONIST’S LOOK AT 

COMPUTER HISTORY

Richard Tennant, 5th W ave Car toonist
Special Pr esentation
Moffett Field, Califor nia

OCTOBER 14, 9 AM - 5 PM

VOLUNTEER WORK PARTY

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field, Califor nia

OCTOBER 21, 4 PM (TENTATIVE)

TONY SALE

Computer Histor y Lectur e
Location TBD 

NOVEMBER 8, 6 PM

THE STRETCH-HARVEST COMPILER

Fran Allen, IBM Fellow
Computer Histor y Lectur e
Location TBD

NOVEMBER 9, 6 PM

FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET 2000

INDUCTEES: FRAN ALLEN, VINTON

CERF, AND TOM KILBURN

Hotel Sofitel at San Francisco Bay
Redwood Shor es, Califor nia

NOVEMBER 18, 9 AM - 5 PM

VOLUNTEER WORK PARTY

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field, Califor nia

DECEMBER 9, 9 AM - 5 PM

VOLUNTEER WORK PARTY

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field, Califor nia

ATTENDING EVENTS AND TOURING 

THE COLLECTION

The Museum is housed at NASA Ames
Research Center , Mof fett Field, Califor nia.
The collection is open to the general public
by appointment on W ednesdays at 1:00 pm.
To attend an event or to tour the collection,
please call W endy-Ann Francis at least 24
hours in advance. Donors may also r equest
private tours.

We acknowledge with 
deep appr eciation those
individuals and
organizations that 
have given gener ously 
to the Annual Fund of 
The Computer Museum
Histor y Center .

CORE BENEFACTORS 

16K+ ($16,384+)

Gwen & C Gor don Bell
Gardner Hendrie & 

Karen Johansen
Peter Hirshber g
Dave House
Steve & Michele Kirsch 

Foundation
John Shoch
Len Shustek

MAJOR CORE

SUPPORTERS 

8K+ ($8,192+)

Paul & Evelyn Baran
Donna Dubinsky
Elaine & Eric Hahn
Chuck & Jenny House
John Mashey & Angela Hey
Microsoft Matching Gift Pr ogram
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Suhas & Jayashr ee Patil 

Family Fund

Bernard L Peuto
Grant & Dor rit Saviers
Sigma Par tners

CORE SUPPORTERS 

1K+ ($1,024+)

ACM - SF Bay Ar ea Chapter
Pamela Alexander
Frances Allen
Gene & Marian Amdahl
Anonymous
Shanda Bahles
John & Sheila Banning
Jef f & MacKenzie Bezos
Steven Blank & Alison Elliott
Barry W Boehm
Gary Boone
Peggy Burke
Ned Chapin
Richard J Clayton
Patti & Ed Cluss
CMP Media
Stephen Cr ocker
Yogen & Peggy Dalal
William Davidow
Lloyd & Eleanor Dickman
Disk/Trend
L John Doer r & Ann Howland
Gordon E Eubanks
Whitfield Dif fie & 

Mary Lynn Fischer
Fish & Richar dson
Bob Frankston
Marc Friend

Samuel H Fuller
Rober t B Gar ner
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Charles & Nancy Geschke
John & Patricia Grillos
Forrest Gunnison
Trip Hawkins
William R Hearst III
Dr & Mrs Mar cian E Hof f
Christine Hughes & 

Abe Ostr ovsky
Colin Hunter
C Bradfor d Jef fries
Hal Jesperson
Rober t E Kahn
Jerry Kaplan
Alan Kay & Bonnie MacBir d
Ernest E Keet
Harold Kellman
Kiasma - Museum of 

Contemporar y Ar t
Dr & Mrs Leonar d Kleinrock
Donald & Jill Knuth
Marc LeBr un
Richard Lowenthal
Daniel & Kar en L ynch
Karen Mathews
Rober t R Maxfield
Frank L McConnell
Car ver A Mead
George A Michael
Microsoft Studios
Gordon E & Betty I Moor e
Hal Nissley

Charles Pfef ferkorn
Paul Pier ce
Chris Poda & Nancy Mason
Dennis Ritchie
Toni & Ar thur Rock
Dave & Jan Rossetti
Peter & V alerie Samson
Morey & Barbara Schapira
Michael Simmons
Charles Simonyi
Michael Skok
Alvy Ray Smith
Mr & Mrs Rober t F Spr oull
Skip Stritter
Del Thor ndike & Steve T eicher
Richard Tennant
Larry Tesler & Colleen Bar ton
John & Elizabeth T oole
L Cur tis W iddoes Jr
Ann Winblad
William Wulf & Anita K Jones
Enrica D’Ettor re & 

Pierluigi Zappacosta
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

GENERAL SUPPORTERS

Adobe
Dennis Austin
Autodesk
Allen Baum & Donya White
Erich & Renee Bloch
John D Brillhar t
Christopher Charla & 

Carrie Shepher d

Compaq Corporation
George Comstock
George Conrades
Samuel Cooke
Michael Coulter
John Dykstra
Electronic Design 

Automation Consor tium
Douglas G Fairbair n
Bill Feier eisen
David H Floyd
Jerry Fochtman
John & W endy-Ann Francis
Bill and Peri Frantz
Dwight Freund
Alan Frisbie
Rev Dr Christopher Gar cia
Eli Goldber g
Rober t Goldber g
Thomas Gould
Ber t Graeve
John & Andr ea Hennessy
Patricia Nelson Her ring
IEEE Computer Society
Imagine Media
Mark Kaminsky
Thomas Kur tz
Walter Leuchs
Donald & Alice Loughr y
Carl & Claudia Lowenstein
Steven Mayer
Landon Noll
David Novak
Richard Pekelney

Scott Peterson
Rober t Praetorius
Bill & Rochelle Pratt
Daniel Rubin
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
John Sanguinetti
Roger Smith
The Sopkin Family
Dag Spicer
Sun Micr osystems Foundation
Matching Gift Pr ogram
Chris Swenson
Edward Taft
Morgan Tamplin
Edward Thelan
United Way of King County
United Way of Santa Clara
Michael W W atson
Carol Welsh
John Whar ton
Duane Wise
Karyn Wolfe & John R Mabr y
Alan Yeo

This list is cur rent as of
September 20, 2000.  
Please notify us of any 
changes to your listing
(wolfe@computer histor y.org).
Thank you.
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MYSTERY
ITEMS
FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE 

COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER 

WHAT IS
THIS?
THIS ITEM WILL BE EXPLAINED IN THE 

NEXT ISSUE OF CORE. 

Explained fr om CORE 1.2

The MIT RDA Dif ferential Analyzer
Component was par t of an enor mous
mechanical “computer” built at MIT in
late 1941 under the dir ection of U.S.
wartime r esearch head V annevar Bush.
The RDA, or “Rockefeller Dif ferential
Analyzer” (funding came in par t from the
Rockefeller Foundation), weighed
200,000 lbs (100 tons), had 2,000
vacuum tubes, 200 miles of wiring, and
150 motors. Legendar y mathematician
and electrical engineer Richar d
Hamming donated this par ticular
component to the Museum in May of
1987. At the time of his donation,
Hamming wr ote, “I had used it for
impor tant work in guided missiles in
1946-47 and later , when I hear d it was
being tor n down, I asked, politely , for a
piece. They sent the dif ferential gears
that wer e the for m of addition on the
machine. I have dr opped it numer ous
times so that the gears ar e not as
backlash fr ee as they wer e originally on
the machine, which was per haps the
most accurate analog computer of its
size yet built.”

M I T  R D A  D I F F E R E N T I A L  A N A L Y Z E R

C O M P O N E N T  ( 1 9 4 1 ) ,  X 8 3 8 . 8 7 ,  G I F T

O F  R I C H A R D  H A M M I N G

The RDA operated 24 hours per day and
solved many critical pr oblems in atomic
physics, acoustics, ballistics, and other
fields during WWII. By 1949, a digital
version of the dif ferential analyzer called
MADDIDA (see page 2) was constr ucted
by the Nor throp Corporation. The RDA
ran its last calculation in 1950, when it
was finally dismantled, bringing to a
close the era of lar ge mechanical
differential analyzers.

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
10/15/00 along with your name and
shipping addr ess. The first thr ee cor rect
entries will r eceive fr ee posters: 
2 5  Y E A R S  O F  M I C R O P R O C E S S O R

E V O L U T I O N .
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I am pleased to r epor t that we have
reached a new level of pr ofessional
organization at the Museum. W e now
need your help to “blast thr ough” the
next plateau on our way to our
permanent home. After you see what we
are accomplishing, please help us
exceed our expectations in our annual
financial campaign, which is the
lifeblood needed to bring lectur es,
preser vation activities, detailed
planning, and ener gy to ever yone
engaged in our mission.

It’s also the right time to invite
everyone to help expand our Museum
community, which is so impor tant for
our long-ter m growth. But please don’ t
forget to ENJOY our evolving Museum
culture—you made it all happen, so I
hope you ar e taking advantage of our
lectures, events, and Fellows A wards…
just as you might enjoy fine wine with
friends. 

As many of you know , I’ve personally
immersed myself in our people and
events, concluding (again) that we have
the most amazing gr oup of
suppor ters— fr om the best dr eamers to
the best “doers” I have ever seen. If we
share the excitement and tur n it into
action, we cannot fail!

The past quar ter has been extr emely
active. Remember those priorities I
established in the June issue of CORE?
Let’s see what’ s been happening—you
can read mor e details in other
articles—but her e are some snippets
and highlights: 

People – Please welcome Kirsten
Tashev and Julie Stein as new
employees. Kirsten is our new building
and exhibits pr oject manager . She
comes to us with a solid backgr ound in
both ar eas, and has worked for both

commercial fir ms and museums. Julie is
an executive assistant, so you’ll be
seeing her in many r oles, including
working projects at many functions. 

Our volunteers have been
extraordinary—on volunteer days, on
regular days, and for major events. Our
“volunteer steering committee” has
begun to or ganize, brainstor m, and
improve communications. They ar e
sur veying other museum volunteer
programs, planting the seeds for our
own docent pr ogram, and developing
signage for our V isible Storage Exhibit
Area. 

Innovation – We’re star ting to discuss
and collect a lar ge number of ideas
about our futur e building as well as our
web presence—including cr eative ways
to exhibit our collection. Y ou are going
to be hearing lots mor e on this in the
next six months and we welcome your
thoughts. 

Communities – We have spent many
productive hours with dif ferent groups—
gathering feedback and ideas, and
planning collaborations. For instance,
we presented at the V intage Computer
Festival; spent quality time at the
Charles Babbage Institute’ s confer ence
on “Unbundling Histor y: the Emer gence
of the Softwar e Product;” and met with
several CEO’ s, curators, pr ofessors, 
and executive dir ectors of places such
as the Oakland Museum of Califor nia,
Heinz Nixdor f Museum, and the
University of Sussex, to name just 
a few. 

Operations – I hope you have seen
many of the new items in our V isible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea, and you will see
even mor e changes in the futur e. In
addition to the new sample display of
our robotics collection, we hope to put

more networking and softwar e ar tifacts
out for you ver y soon. Our collection
continues to gr ow—see page 17 for
examples. I’ve r eceived many positive
compliments about our r ecent lectur es
and hope to see you at our futur e ones.
We are also getting our message out in
exciting and cr eative ways such as
hosting executive r eceptions (for
example, the TTI V anguard group in
September), doing inter views, and
accommodating film cr ews.

I also want to emphasize how impor tant
and helpful NASA has been to us. Plans
for the NASA Resear ch Park at Mof fett
Field, the site of our futur e building, ar e
moving ahead rapidly . We are attending
monthly par tner meetings among all
participating or ganizations, and
developing a cooperative view of our
future home. Y ou will be seeing a gr eat
deal of publicity as we move thr ough the
Environmental Impact Statement
submissions. As you can see, the
dream you have begun to dr eam with us
is on the way to becoming a r eality!

I hope you can feel the positive
movement. Y et, we ar e also limited in
resources by what we can do, and I
want to begin a new phase of gr owth
next year . So please help us in ever y
way possible in our annual campaign—
not just in dollars donated but also in
the number of people we ar e able to
reach. Both metrics ar e ver y impor tant
as we build an institution that you’ll be
proud of over the next 3, 5, 10, 25, and
50 years.

Thanks again for all your help. W e’ve
got an exciting year ahead!
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There are ver y few computer users who
still can r ecall the fr ustration of having
to wait for a printout. For instance,
around 1953-1954, at the Lawr ence
Livermore National Laborator y (LLNL),
the first printers used in conjunction
with the UNIV AC I—our first computer—
were nothing mor e than typewriters with
print rates of per haps 6 characters per
second (cps). Since the typical output
from a design calculation involved
between 50,000-100,000 characters,
printing would take an inor dinately long
time. The quest for speedy printing at
LLNL led us thr ough a succession of
interesting machines, one of which we
relied on for about 10 years, star ting in
1964. This was the so-called “Radiation
Printer,” an eccentric and demanding
invention that met our needs for speed
despite its own oddities.

ON-THE-JOB HEARING LOSS

One of the first attempts to get
something faster than the 6cps
“typewriter” ar rived from Remington
Rand about 1957. This was a 600-line-
per-minute impact printer , wher e a line
included any number of characters fr om
0 to 120; each page held about 50
lines. As fast as this was, it was still
too slow to ser ve the needs of dozens
of people who spent too much of their
valuable time waiting for r esults Also,
when these so-called impact printers
ran, the noise level was danger ously

high. A few intense users lost some of
their hearing fr om standing in fr ont of
this printer , anxiously tr ying to r ead
their output as it was being printed. In
addition to being ver y noisy , impact
printers wer e not suf ficiently r eliable, so
we sought other solutions.

THE GIRL WITH A CURL

We tried a mar riage of cathode ray
tubes and xer ography: the SC5000 built
by Str omberg Carlson in 1959. This
device for med characters by pr ojecting
an electr on beam thr ough a character
mask, cr eating a spatial distribution of
electrons that for med the selected
character when plotted on the scr een of
a CR T. The SC5000 fur ther selected
where to position the character along
the print line. The light thus generated
was pr ojected onto a selenium-coated
drum that is fundamental in the
xerographic printing pr ocedure. In this
process, after the image was for med on
the selenium dr um, it was dusted with
xerographic powder (“toner”), which
adhered only wher e the light had
suitably char ged the sur face. By
bringing paper into contact with the
drum, the image was transfer red. The
paper then moved thr ough an oven
where the powder was fused to the
paper, fixing the powder in place. 
Input to the printing system was via
magnetic tape.

THE 
RADIATION PRINTER 
GEORGE MICHAEL

The SC5000s wer e modified so that
they printed at an impr essive rate of
about one page per second. This
required expanding the fusing oven and
adding a Rube Goldber g device to z-fold
the printed output. Quite often, the
paper would catch fir e as it moved
through the fusing oven. The printer
kept r unning, but now acted mor e like
an automatic stoking device, feeding
fresh paper into the fir e! The SC5000
was ver y much like the angelic little girl
with a curl right in the middle of her
forehead: “when she was good, she
was ver y, ver y good, but when she was
bad, she was hor rid.”

THE RADIATION PRINTER

Even when printouts wer e produced at
the one-page-per -second rate, the total
time was just too long to meet the
aggregate needs of all users. The
search for faster printing continued, so
everyone was primed to welcome a new
printing technology , ultimately embodied
in the so-called “Radiation Printer .”

Two technologies came together in the
Radiation Printer . First, the actual print
process was based on an electr ographic
printing technology , and second, the
process was wedded to a standar d
printing press that far pr edated the
advent of computers, but was r ugged
and reliable. Befor e the ar rival of
computers, most printing pr esses wer e

designed to pr oduce many copies of the
same page. For LLNL applications on
computers, the pr oblem is to pr oduce
just one copy for each of thousands of
output files. The electr ographic
technique, which is both fast and clean,
uses light to car ry infor mation to an
electrically char ged material wher e a
toner is used to make the image visible.
The image is then transfer red to paper
where it is fixed by chemistr y or heat.
Xerography is a good example of this
technology. Even though fur ther
discussion of the pr ocess is beyond the
scope of this ar ticle, some basic
differences as used in the Radiation
Printer are impor tant to note.

Instead of light, electr onic char ge was
used to car ry the infor mation. The
charge was made to pr oduce an electric
arc from a selected stylus to a black
electrographic web thr ough a whitened
paint-like material that coated the web.
The ar c burned a tiny hole in the coating
thereby revealing the blackness of the
web. This made toning and fixing steps
unnecessar y. One saw a black dot, 
and enough black dots pr oduced a
simulacr um of the image sent by the
computer.

This type of printing pr ocess was
normally used for the pr oduction of
mailing labels for magazines like T ime
and Newsweek. Although no actual

printer existed, ever yone felt confident
that a printer could be scaled up fr om a
mailing label size to a lar ger page
format, and it seemed it could be made
to go quite fast and it pr omised to be
economical. W e solicited bids for a high-
speed printer , and what became known
as the Radiation Printer was chosen. 

Some salesman got the Radiation
Printer to brag about itself. Her e are
quotes fr om the literatur e (I have
focused on the por tions that appear to
be accurate):

“The Radiation Incorporated…Printer
operates in a line-at-a-time mode,
providing 30,000 alpha-numeric lines
per minute, each line containing 120
characters. The input data rate of
60,000 characters per second is
compatible to [sic] the data transfer
rates between many existing digital
computers and magnetic tape output
units. Automatic transfer between the
magnetic tape units allows for nearly
uninterrupted data flow into the
printer….Key to the printer’ s high speed
is its Electr osensitive, Multistylus
Recording Technique which eliminates
the mechanical iner tia of high impact
mechanisms and per mits a dr y,
immediately available output without
subsequent pr ocessing. High-speed
recording is attained by swiftly moving
the recording paper under a closely-

The paper r equired for the Radiation printer was a sandwich of a
black conductive layer coated with a white top layer . The overall
appearance was bluish-gray . Printing was accomplished by an
electric ar c burning a hole in the white coating to r eveal the black
layer under neath. Too bad we can’ t produce the odor her e!



spaced r ow of fixed styli. Styli ar e
selected accor ding to the character to
be printed and ener gized with high
velocity cur rent pulses. Passing these
pulses of cur rent through the
electrosensitive r ecording paper
exposes high contrast marks on the
paper. A paper transpor ting system
handles the paper so that the printer
need not be inter rupted to add paper .”

The printer had 600 styli ar ranged in
100 styli modules. The print ar ea was
about eleven inches in width, the page
was 11 inches tall, and the images
were not consider ed to be ver y high
resolution. A traditional printing pr ess
was used to move the web past the
styli. The pr ocedure was dubbed
“Revelation Printing,” because the
coating was bur ned away by the char ge
coming fr om the styli, thus r evealing the
black paper under neath. During
operation, the styli tended to get
contaminated with bur nt paint debris
and the printer would stop functioning.
The solution had nothing to do with
modern technology: cleanliness was
achieved by blowing pulverized walnut
shells against the styli. It was claimed
that other nuts would not work. 

A few additional r emarks seem to be in
order. First, the Radiation Printer had
nothing to do with radiation, but simply
was named for the company that built

the printer: Radiation, Inc., of
Melbourne, Florida. The company
modified a r eal (Hamilton) printing pr ess
and added the needed electr onics and
controls to pr oduce a printer that ran at
seven pages per second (for Indy
drivers, this tur ns out to be about 4.3
mph).  Printers in the newspaper
business r un even faster although they
don’t seem as versatile. In addition to
printing at that speed, it punched
binding holes at the top and bottom of
each page, per forated each page so
jobs could be separated, fan-folded the
output, and separated the jobs one
from another . The various per formance
numbers for the printer ar e summarized
in the tables on page six.

There were enough styli to allow up to
120 character positions per print line,
and each character was for med within a
7 x 9 dot matrix. Suitable spacing
between characters and between lines
of characters was ther eby provided, so
that in practice a page could contain up
to 10 columns of numbers each up to
12 decimal digits, each column
containing 55 to 60 numbers. The
capacity of a page was thus about
5,000 characters. It was also possible
(but not easy) to addr ess any point in a
line, so that with some special
programming tricks, graphs could be
produced. Printing was thus
accomplished exactly as a video-

scanned raster is pr oduced.
Something in the print pr ocess gave the
output a disagr eeable odor . Some of the
users actually complained of
headaches. An investigation of the odor
failed to expose any serious health
hazards, so the simplest r esponse to
this was to authorize the issue of fans
that could keep the odor away fr om
those sensitive noses. 

THE IMPLICATIONS OF SPEED

So what does seven pages per second
mean to the users? Each page was
approximately 11 inches squar e. This
implies the speed of the paper thr ough
the printer is about 77 inches per
second. The print data was supplied
from any magnetic tape able to pr ovide
a nominal 60,000 characters per
second—we used IBM 729 tape
handlers written at 800 characters per
inch. Such tapes had a nominal rate of
transfer of up to 62,500 characters per
second, mor e than adequate for
printing, so the extra time available
allowed for the filling and emptying of
buffers, and for the movement of the
paper past ar eas at the top and bottom
where no printing was done. On balance
then, of the seven pages per second,
about 1.3 pages-wor th of that time was
not used for printing, but for the extra
movement of paper r equired to get fr om
one page to the next, as well as time
for hole punching and page scoring.
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One of the cabinets shown her e is the SC5000, cir ca 196O, that was pr one to catching
the paper on fir e. The print rate was one page per second, with input via magnetic tape.
One can also see a homemade device for Z-folding the paper .

(above) Operator Mona Millings stands at the table wher e
the separated output was deliver ed from the printer , and
at the other end, the lar ge rolls of paper used by the
machine. Paper fr om the r olls could be spliced head to
tail so ther e was no or dinary need for r ethreading thr ough
the press. A r oll lasted about 45 minutes and a special
dolly was needed to move the r olls, since at over 200
pounds, they wer e far too heavy to be moved by hand.

(left) The machine per forated, folded, and hole-punched
the printouts.



Recently, over several hours of
videotaped inter views conducted by
William Aspray , Executive Dir ector of
Computing Resear ch Association, Gene
Amdahl r eflected on his pr ofessional
experiences and documented the course
of his amazing technical life. The
following material condenses some of
the stor y that was gather ed.

Gene Myr on Amdahl was bor n in
Flandreau, South Dakota in 1922. Even
though his father had only thr ee years
of schooling, the elder Amdahl knew the
impor tance of education. When Gene
declared his intention to go to South
Dakota State to study engineering, his
father encouraged him to get a liberal
arts education instead, emphasizing
that lear ning how to make a living was
not as impor tant as lear ning how to get
the most out of life. Never theless,
Amdahl went on to South Dakota State
and accomplished both goals. Although
he began as an average student, his
per formance changed dramatically when
he took a physics course during the
summer of his fr eshman year . He

became consumed by a passion that
not only alter ed the course of his life,
but which later had a pr ofound impact
on the entir e computer industr y.

Although his under graduate work was
interrupted during W orld War II by a two-
year stint in the U.S. Navy , Amdahl
returned to South Dakota State and
received his bachelor’ s degr ee in
engineering physics in 1948. He then
began his graduate work at the
University of W isconsin with a thesis on
“The Contributions to the Magnetic
Moments of Heavy Nuclei Due to Spin
Anti-Symmetr y and V elocity-Dependent
Forces.” 

Meanwhile, he began designing
computers on his own time. When the
Electrical Engineering depar tment hear d
about this “other” work, Amdahl was
encouraged to build a computer that
could be used to train graduate
students in the emer ging field of digital
computing. The r esulting computer ,
known as the W isconsin Integrally
Synchronized Computer (WISC), was

designed in the summer of 1950, and
submitted as Amdahl’ s doctoral thesis
in June 1951. His ideas wer e so
innovative that the Physics Depar tment
felt unqualified to evaluate it and sent it
to others for r eview and acceptance. His
thesis passed the test, and Amdahl
received his doctorate in theor etical
physics in 1952.

After graduate school, Amdahl wanted to
star t a company building computers but
he lacked suf ficient financing. He
interviewed with Inter national Business
Machines (IBM) and was hir ed, in par t,
because IBM was impr essed with the
quality of the writing in his doctoral
thesis. Rather than the dr y, technical
style of most theses, Amdahl’ s writing
had a missionar y’s zeal that engaged
his r eaders. He accepted a position with
IBM in 1952 and was the most highly-
paid person in the histor y of IBM to be
hired directly out of school.

In the fifties, the envir onment at IBM
was one of innovation and excitement
when new technologies emer ging from

GENE
AMDAHL:
COMPUTER
PIONEER

ALEXIS DANIELS

Gene Amdahl’ s WISC is cur rently on display at the The Computer Museum Histor y Center’ s V isible Storage Exhibit Ar ea.
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Thus the rated speed of seven pages
per second meant that the user was
getting about six completed pages per
second within the seven-page time. As
you might expect, the users became
more sophisticated at doing other things
while waiting for their printouts. In total,
then, the thr oughput speed of this
printer was generally adequate to meet
the needs of the gr owing user
community, and it did so for a bit over
ten years. 

The Radiation Printer was integrated
into the nor mal operations of the
computation depar tment, and ver y
quickly was pr oducing ar ound
40,000,000 pages per year . This was
only about one-fifth to one-thir d of its
capacity, which was a good thing. The
machine could be taken down for
emergency maintenance, and still ver y
quickly clean out the entir e print backlog
when it was br ought back on line. Later
on during its tenur e, some micr ofiche
recorders wer e added. Their annual
output quickly gr ew to about
130,000,000 pages distributed over
about 1,000,000 pieces of fiche. The
effect on the Radiation Printer was less
than expected however: the annual
output dr opped to ar ound 30,000,000
pages per year and stayed ther e. For
most users, the fiche was used for long-

term storage of the pr oblem r esults,
and output fr om the Radiation Printer
was used mostly for day-to-day
checking. When a pr oject was finished,
the paper was generally discar ded.

CONCLUSION

The output fr om the Radiation Printer
was not pr etty. It was har d to r ead; the
gray-on-black paper was heavier than
ordinary paper; it had, for some, an
undesirable odor; and it took up too
much storage space. The users often
referred to the output as “scunge,” 
but it met their needs, pr oducing at the
rate of seven pages per second. None
of the printers that wer e brought in to
replace it ever came close to this
speed. However , as ef fective as the
printer was, no one shed a tear when 
it was r emoved sometime during the
late 1970s.

AFTERWORD

It’s always humbling and sometimes
instructive to ask if anything was
learned. Ther e are several lessons
available, though who lear ned them is
not clear , nor is the question of whether
the lessons have had any long-ter m
positive ef fects. Somewhat in the spirit
of a post mor tem, her e are some things
that wer e lear nable:

Simple works best soonest;
Speed wins—most of the time;
True zealots will put up with practically
anything to get the job done;
On the matter of print tradeof fs, most
users pr efer quality mor e than they
prefer quantity.

In the course of dealing with users of all
sor ts, we evolved an additional r ule to
help get thr ough the day: Generally , if
somebody doesn’ t know what to do,
don’t ask him. 

A  NOTE  ABOUT  DA TES : more precise dates
may exist, but most of ficial r ecords appear to be in
a state of flux. The dates used her e are my best
approximations.

George Michael began working as a physicist in
1953 at Lawr ence Liver more National Laborator y
(LLNL). Michael’ s inter est in computing and the
physics of what you could do with a computer
began with the ar rival, one week later , of their 
first computer—a UNIV AC 1—and has continued
ever since. He has been r etired for seven years 
and is cur rently inter viewing the people who built
the original computing systems at LLNL (then 
called the University of Califor nia Radiation
Laborator y—UCRL).

TABLE 1. APPROXIMATE PAGES OF COMPUTER PRINTOUTS PER MONTH IN 1978

TELETYPES 200,000
35 MM FILM 600,000
ON LINE PRINTERS 830,000
RADIATION PRINTER 3,400,000
6 MICROFICHE RECORDERS 9,800,000

TABLE 2. EARLY COMPUTER PRINTING TO 1974 (APPROXIMATE SPEEDS)

TYPEWRITERS 1/20 LINES/SEC 1953
LINE PRINTERS (IBM 406) 2.5 LINES/SEC 1954
HIGH SPEED PRINTER (REMINGTON RAND) 10 LINES/SEC 1958
SC5000 60 LINES/SEC 1959
RADIATION PRINTER 420 LINES/SEC 1964

TABLE 3. A SUMMARY OF RADIATION PRINTER PERFORMANCE NUMBERS

PRINT TECHNOLOGY ELECTROGRAPHIC, REVELA TION
DATA SOURCE MAGNETIC T APE, UP TO 800 BPI; 75 IPS
CHARACTER RA TE UP TO 62.5 KCPS
PRINT RA TE 7 PAGES/SEC; 4.3 MPH
PRINT SIZE 5000CH/PG

Table contents ar e par tially extracted fr om several
unpublished inter nal repor ts. The values ar e for
comparison only .
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The IBM 7030, also known as the STRETCH pr oject,
was begun in 1956. It used the then-new transistor
technology and intr oduced many novel ar chitectural
concepts such as pipelining, multipr ogramming,
memor y protection, a generalized inter rupt system,
memor y interleaving, speculative execution, lookahead
(overlap of memor y and arithmetic ops), the concept
of a memor y bus, the coupling of two computers to a
single memor y, lar ge cor e memor y (1MB), the eight-bit
character (the “byte”), variable wor d length, and a
standard I/O inter face

the war ef fort were beginning to be
applied in industr y. Amdahl initially
worked on machine designs for
character r ecognition and simulation
studies to deter mine if a machine could
be made to behave like a human brain.
He was the chief ar chitect for the IBM
704 computer , IBM’ s first commer cial
machine with floating-point har dware
and the first widely-used machine to use
indexing and a high-level pr ogramming
language (FOR TRAN). While the
marketing depar tment at IBM pr edicted
a market of only six machines, Amdahl
himself pr edicted a market for 32
machines, and the price of the 704 was
based on that pr ojection. Since 140
machines wer e sold, the 704 pr oved to
be highly pr ofitable to IBM and secur ed
Amdahl’s place within IBM as a bold,
innovative thinker and manager .

In 1955, Amdahl, John Backus and
others at IBM began work on the 7030
project, also known as “STRETCH.” The
goal of the STRETCH pr oject was to
build a super computer for the Los

Alamos National Laborator y with 100
times the per formance of anything else
available at that time and to “str etch”
IBM inter nally in ter ms of design,
manufacturing, and device technologies.
Frustrated with management’ s
directions, Amdahl left IBM in 1956. He
worked for other computer companies
on a variety of pr ojects that included
designing airbor ne computers for fighter
planes to maximize the plane’ s
capabilities in a dogfight, as well as
creating a data entr y system for F AA
flight planning. Back at IBM, the first of
nine STRETCH computers was deliver ed
in 1959 and, although each was sold at
a loss, the intellectual debt IBM’ s later
System 7000 and System/360 family of
computers owed to STRETCH was to be
enormous.

Despite his earlier disenchantment with
IBM, Amdahl agr eed to r eturn to the
company in 1960. He was named
Manager of Ar chitecture for the IBM
System/360 family of mainframe
computers. The System/360,

announced in April of 1964, was a
series of instr uction-set compatible
machines covering a 400:1
per formance range. It became the
greatest success stor y in the histor y of
computing and IBM’ s most pr ofitable
product line ever—in fact, the basic
System/360 ar chitecture is still
embedded in many cur rent IBM
products today .

By 1969, Amdahl had been named an
IBM Fellow, that company’ s highest
honor, and was made dir ector of IBM’ s
Advanced Computing Systems
Laborator y in Menlo Park, Califor nia.
After a time, Amdahl again became
disenchanted with IBM’ s bur eaucracy
and the inter nal bar riers he felt wer e
hampering the company’ s gr owth and
ACS pr oduct development. Even though
many company executives believed his
ideas had merit, they r efused to change
direction, and so, once again, Amdahl
left IBM.

The Amdahl 470 V/6 was the first pr oduct of
Amdahl Corporation. It was intr oduced to the
marketplace in 1975, to compete with IBM’ s
mainframe computers. These computer clones
were known as “plug-to-plug compatibles.” 

Amdahl was the chief design engineer of the IBM
704, the first commer cial machine with floating-
point har dware. Unlike the 701A, the 704 was not
compatible with the 701.

When Amdahl r esigned fr om IBM for the
second time, he decided to pursue the
dream he had held since completing
graduate school: to star t a company 
that would build computers. In or der to
circumvent futur e legal pr oblems, he
fully disclosed his plans to senior
management at IBM who cautioned him
that ther e was no money to be made in
large computers. 

In 1970, Amdahl Corporation was
formed in Sunnyvale, Califor nia, with the
mission to build mor e innovative
mainframe computers (called PCMs—
Plug Compatible Mainframes) and to
compete head-to-head with IBM. Most
industr y analysts thought Amdahl was
foolish to take on IBM and he
experienced pr oblems raising the capital
he needed. Despite the dif ficulties,
Amdahl was able to simplify design,
improve technology , and build
discounted computers that could be
substituted for the mor e costly IBM
models. The company’ s first computer ,
the Amdahl 470 V/6, shipped in 1975

and sold briskly , being a dir ect, dr op-in
replacement for IBM’ s System 360/165
but one-quar ter the size and four times
as fast (the price was the same at $3.5
million).

Although IBM had not originally
considered Amdahl Corporation as a
potential competitor , the company soon
learned that it had under estimated its
former employee’ s deter mination. At its
peak, Amdahl Corporation captur ed 22%
of the lar ge systems market and had a
pre-tax profit of 30%. Amdahl
Corporation became the biggest thr eat
to IBM’ s domination of the mainframe
market and for ced IBM to r e-align its
marketing strategies to take PCM
manufacturers into account.

Ever in sear ch of new challenges,
Amdahl left Amdahl Corporation in 1980
and went on to establish thr ee other
companies: T rilogy Systems (now par t of
Elxsi Corporation), Andor Systems, and
Commercial Data Ser vers (CDS). In
1991, The T imes of London named him

one of the “1,000 Makers of the 20th
Centur y,” and Computer world called him
one of the 25 people that “changed the
world.” 

Gene Amdahl not only followed his
father’s advice to lear n to make a living
and to get the most out of life, but he
also left a lasting mark on the computer
industr y with his well-known law on the
theor y of computer ar chitecture itself. 1

His innovative and pioneering spirit
showed the world that it was possible 
to compete with IBM on its own ter ms.
Yet per haps most notable and
memorable ar e his sustained r ecords 
of accomplishment and ener gy over 
a lifetime.

1 Amdahl’s Law states: “If x of a pr ogram is
inherently sequential, the maximum attainable
speedup is 1/x.” Experience has shown this law 
to be fundamental to computer designs which
incorporate multi-thr eaded ker nels and parallelism.

CRA’s W illliam Aspray , Gene Amdahl, and The Computer
Museum Histor y Center’ s John T oole at the taping of
the Amdahl inter view in September , 2000.

Gene Amdahl was the chief ar chitect of the IBM 360 family
of computers, the first instr uction-set compatible machines.



toy that could be pr ogrammed to move,
talk and car ry objects. The first US ads
for OMNIBOT pictur ed it as a butler
ser ving drinks and making jokes with
partygoers.

Due to space limitations, not all of our
robots ar e cur rently on display . Some of
the machines that ar e not yet being
shown include T akeo Kanade’ s Dir ect
Drive Ar m (1981), the Mars Rover
Software (testbed) Pr ototype (1977),
and Hans Moravec’ s Stanfor d Car t
(1965).

Chris Gar cia is Historical Collections 
Coordinator at The Computer Museum 
Histor y Center
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FROM THE
COLLECTION

The final pieces of The Computer
Museum collection ar rived in Califor nia
in 1999. Along with most of the earliest
PCs (a r esult of our “Earliest PC
Contest” in the 1980s), par ts of the
UNIVAC 1, rar e punch car d equipment
from the 1920s, and 200 other
artifacts r ejoined the main collection.
Some of the mor e inter esting of these
artifacts ar e machines fr om the “Robot
Theatre,” a Boston exhibit highlighting
some of the world’ s earliest and most
influential r obots.

Recently, many of these r obots wer e put
on display in the Museum’ s V isible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea. The massive Mars
Rover Har dware Prototype (Jet
Propulsion Labs, 1977) dominates the
15-robot display . Designed to explor e
and map the r ugged Mar tian ter rain, the
Rover used caterpillar tracks on flexible
legs, which allowed the Rover to r emain
level as it moved over the uneven
sur face. The first Mars Rover pr oject
was abandoned in 1978 when manned
space flight became NASA ’s priority .

Shakey (Stanfor d Resear ch Institute,
1970) also featur es pr ominently in the
display. The first mobile r obot to use
artificial intelligence to contr ol its
actions, Shakey employed sensing
devices such as a laser rangefinder ,
bump sensors, and a TV camera, and
transmitted data to DEC PDP-10 and
PDP-15 computers. The computers
radioed back commands, allowing
Shakey to plan its dir ections. The
process was slow—it could take up to
30 minutes for Shakey to move one
meter. 

The collection also includes several
impor tant robot ar ms. The ORM (V ictor
Scheinman and Lar ry Leifer, 1965) was
the first attempt at a computer -
controlled ar m. The ORM, whose name
means “snake” in Nor wegian, featur es
seven metal disks sandwiching 28
inflatable air sacks. The method used to
create movement—inflating dif ferent
combinations of sacks—pr oved to be
the ar m’s undoing, as it was not easy to
repeat movements accurately . 

The Stanfor d Ar m (V ictor Scheinman,
1969) was the first successful
electrically power ed, computer -controlled
robot ar m. Built to help develop
industrial assembly techniques for
commercial r obots, the Stanfor d Ar m
design eventually led to the V icarm, a
robot ar m used in r esearch.

The display also featur es commer cial
robots used for household and
enter tainment purposes. The mobile
Hubot (Hubotics Corporation, 1981) was
designed for home use and was
advertised as “the first home r obot
that’s a personal companion, educator ,
enter tainer and sentr y…and he can
talk!” The ads for Hubot also pointed
out that he could function as a personal
computer, with 128k memor y, disk
drive, and keyboar d. The Her o Jr.
(Heath/Zenith, 1980) was also
designed for home use, and came as a
kit. The Her o Jr. could r oam hallways,
play games, and even act as an alar m
clock. The OMNIBOT 2000 (T omy Kyogo
Company, 1985) was a complex r obot 

Oblex, a snake-like r over, is cur rently on display in the new r obot exhibit

The Robot Theatr e as it appear ed on display at the Computer Museum, Boston

SRI’s Shakey , with labels on the various
instruments used to allow Shakey to manuever

The Denning Mobile Robot, used to guar d hallways
in areas such as prisons and war ehouses, was
equipped with sonar and micr owave beacons to
guide it along

ROBOTS ENTER
VISIBLE STORAGE 
CHRIS GARCIA



members, advisors, financial
suppor ters, computer devotees,
students, industr y professionals,
retirees, and others. W ith the new
additions to senior management in
place, we ar e equipped to move to the
next level and achieve the goal of a
permanent and sustainable institution.

Donna, as an entrepreneur in the world
of wireless handheld computing, what
appeals to you about the old, and very
large computers, and the way in which
size and power have changed ratios
over the years?

We view handheld computing as the
next generation of computing. Just as
minis wer e radically dif ferent from
mainframes, and PCs wer e radically
different from minis, handhelds will be
that much dif ferent from PCs. Y et, at
the same time, ther e are cer tain
elements of logical pr ogression
regarding systems ar chitecture that 
are compelling. I love seeing our tiny
products in the context of the 
historical giants.

Donna, when you tell your colleagues
about The Computer Museum History
Center, you convey an enthusiasm for
and excellent understanding of the
special niche the Museum holds in the
high-tech culture of Silicon Valley and
in the world of museums in general.
Please expand upon this concept for
our readers. 

I believe that in or der to build the futur e
one needs to understand the past. W e
each stand on the shoulders of those
before us, and ther e is so much work
we do that would not have been
possible without those pioneers of prior
days, whether they wer e successful or
not. I think the Museum will play an
impor tant role in understanding the past
and in honoring the people who cr eated
it. I also think that it is impor tant that
this museum be located in Silicon
Valley, which has been such an
epicenter for the industr y, par ticularly in
the most r ecent 20 years.

Donna, given your extraordinarily busy
life, why did you decide to take on the
extra mantle of “Trustee” for The
Computer Museum History Center?

I’m ver y excited about being able to
contribute. I just want to see it happen,
and I want it to be gr eat, so I’m willing
to invest some of my own time and
effort to help make that happen. I think
it is impor tant to donate to causes that
you relate to at a personal level. I’d
rather focus on a few things that I car e
about than give to ever ything—although
I cer tainly get called by ever ybody! I
don’t really expect anything explicit back
from people to whom I donate other
than living up to whatever commitment
they have made in their own pr ojects.

Len, you’ve often told the story of how
The Computer Museum helped you find
and marry Donna. Tell our readers, too!

I always enjoy telling this stor y. In
1997, The Computer Museum in Boston
did a special issue of the newsletter
highlighting our establishment of the
Histor y Center as a west-coast
subsidiar y, and it included a page-long
profile of me. T o my surprise, a long-
time suppor ter read it and became
interested in me! She mentioned it to a
friend who, not seeing any r eference to
a wife or family , tracked me down,
qualified me as available, and set up a
blind date. Thence followed Phase One,
wherein I was pursued, and Phase T wo,
wherein I was smitten, and we ar e now
in Phase Thr ee, wher ein Donna
Dubinsky and I ar e ver y happily mar ried.
I don’ t necessarily r ecommend the
Museum network as a dating ser vice for
everyone, but it worked for me!

And Donna, what’s your perspective on
this story?

I think Lenny described it well. I r ead
the ar ticle in the Boston Computer
Museum newsletter . Since I have always
loved histor y, and I have been involved
in the computer business for 20 years,
it seemed like a tr ue intersection of my
interests. The inter view with Lenny
intrigued me because of his sense of
humor and his passion for the pr oject,
so I decided to check him out! My
favorite line was that his best advice
was to “always initialize your variables.”

Donna, what are your dreams and
goals for the Museum and how will 
you work in your role as Trustee to
achieve them?

I look for ward to helping build a center
for excellence in understanding the
histor y of computers. I think ther e will
be many challenges, such as cataloging
the histor y of softwar e, or the web, or
understanding and explaining the 
Silicon V alley ecosystem. It seems to
me that the easiest task is to display
the har dware. The har der task will be 
to build a coher ent historical r ecord 
that includes the bigger pictur e. I am
also anxious to see the Museum
capture histor y today, whether using
videotape or other media, such that we
preser ve for futur e generations the
spark and dynamism that is happening
here and now .

Len, what do you think are the
greatest contributions The Computer
Museum History Center can make to
the culture of Silicon Valley in the next
10 years?

The Museum is inter national in scope
and not bounded by geography , but we
are physically based in Silicon V alley
because it is the cur rent center of the
world for the computer industr y. We
intend to become one of the landmark
institutions her e. W e will be one of the
“things to see” for the high-school and
above cr owd. We will be one of the
regular tourist attractions to which
visitors at Silicon V alley companies 
and conventions go—they will go to The
Tech to lear n about the latest in science
and technology , and to our Museum to
see how computers happened and who
did it. Our location is an extraor dinary
site next to the dirigible hangar at
Moffett Field, and our building will be
architecturally significant and not just
another concr ete tilt-up. Mor e than that,
our goal is to become the center for
activities and events that ar e infused
with computer histor y, to be the place
to take pride in our accomplishments.
From live lectur es by pioneers to private
company events in “The Hall of
Supercomputers,” fr om seminars on
histor y to company pr ess par ties among
the exhibits, the Museum will be a
destination. 

Eleanor Dickman is V ice Pr esident of 
Development & Public Relations at 
The Computer Museum Histor y Center
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Note: W e invite you to meet r ecently
married Len Shustek (co-founder of
Network General, occasional pr ofessor
at Stanfor d University , and cur rent
Chairman of the Boar d of T rustees of
The Computer Museum Histor y Center)
and Donna Dubinsky (former president
of Palm Computing, co-founder and CEO
of Handspring, and new member of the
Board of T rustees of the Museum).
Here, in their own wor ds, ar e their
reasons for suppor ting the Museum. 
We hope you will enjoy , as we so often
do, their enthusiasm, insight, and
commitment to a good cause.

Len, you’ve been involved in The
Computer Museum History Center for 
a long time. Please comment on the
continuing fascination you have for 
this institution and articulate why.

The computing r evolution is not just a
phenomenon of inter est to the computer
industr y; it is r eshaping our civilization.
Most people would agr ee that the
computer is one of the half-dozen most
significant inventions ever , and its
ultimate ef fect on our lives is
impossible to pr edict.

The astounding thing is that most of its
histor y has unfolded within the last 50
years. Many of the pioneers ar e still
living. Yet viewed fr om 500 years fr om
now, this will seem like a point event:
“suddenly, computers appear ed.”

We owe it to ourselves, and our
descendents, to tell the stor y of how 
it happened. And it’ s only incidentally 
a stor y of machines; it’ s mor e richly 
a stor y of successes and failur es, of
company founders and investors, of
evangelists and charlatans, of
visionaries and beneficiaries of that
vision. It is, in other wor ds, a stor y 
of people.

Len, you’ve often expressed concerns
that the “legacy of the information age
is [in danger of] being lost.” Why do
you feel that The Computer Museum
History Center is the “right” place to
see that legacy is preserved?

There are ver y few or ganizations in the
world whose primar y focus is pr eser ving
the histor y of the infor mation r evolution.
The Museum has that as its sole
mission and it is, as investment
bankers like to say , a “pur e play.” It has
no inter nal competing inter ests. It has
amassed what is pr obably the best
collection of computer histor y ar tifacts
in the world, which was seeded by the
collection fr om The Computer Museum
in Boston and has been aggr essively
expanded since.

More impor tantly, The Computer
Museum Histor y Center has an 
involved community of people who ar e
passionate about the mission. That
includes our har d-working staf f as 
well as volunteers of all kinds: boar d



September and October wer e especially
busy months her e at The Computer
Museum Histor y Center with both staf f
and volunteers par ticipating in a number
of events. W e presented two lectur es
that wer e par t of our on-going lectur e
series, hosted an event for TTI
Vanguard, and par ticipated in the
Vintage Computer Festival. The
Museum’ s volunteer corps pr ovided a
tremendous amount of help and suppor t
for all of these events. V ery special
thanks go out to Dave Babcock, Lee
Cour tney, Sue Cox, Pat Elson, Jake
Feinler, John C. Gr een, T racy King, Ron
Mak, Eugene Miya, Charlie Pfef ferkorn,
Bill Scofield, Ed Thelen, and Betsy
Toole. 

The lectur e series plays a special r ole
at the Museum by giving us
oppor tunities to deliver on our
commitment to pr eser ve and pr esent
the stories of the infor mation age.
These ar e the stories that inspir e us
and amplify the impor tance of the
human experience that is such a critical
part of technological achievement. 

On September 6, a diverse audience of
more than 100 people fr om childr en to
old-timers attended a lectur e by high-
tech nomad, Steve Rober ts. A pioneer

in integrating mobile computing and
communications, Rober ts has pedaled
over 17,000 miles ar ound the US on a
computerized and networked r ecumbent
bicycle that allowed him to r emain
connected and pr oductive while
wandering freely. During his
presentation, Rober ts demonstrated his
bicycle, the BEHEMOTH. Later , during a
reception at the Museum’ s V isible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea, attendees wer e
able to examine the bike up close, as
well as check out Steve’ s latest work in
progress, a solar/sail-power ed satellite-
networked computerized folding trimaran
called the Micr oship. Again, the entir e
staf f, and many volunteers assisted
with this event.

On September 7, the Museum hosted a
reception and tour for 130 people who
were attending “The Futur e of Systems”
conference pr esented by TTI V anguard.
Executive Dir ector & CEO John T oole
welcomed the gr oup on behalf of the
Museum, and was followed by NASA
speakers Bill Ber ry, L ynn Rothschild,
and Peter Nor vig, who discussed
NASA’s latest r esearch projects. 

About 75 people attended a lectur e on
September 28 by Pr ofessor Richar d
Grimsdale of the University of Sussex. 

A computer pioneer who got har dware
working in 1947, Pr ofessor Grimsdale
talked about his work on industrial
applications of pr ocess contr ol
computers including the Fer ranti Mark
1. He designed what is consider ed one
of the earliest transistor computers—
the Manchester University T ransistor
Computer. Pr ofessor Grimsdale showed
the audience the W illiams T ube from the
Ferranti Mark 1 and a dr um from the
Atlas, a computer that had a 100-
nanosecond r ead-only memor y.

The Computer Museum Histor y Center
was a lar ge presence at this year’ s
Vintage Computer Festival (September
30 and October 1). An estimated 400
people visited our booth wher e we wer e
showed them the Apollo Guidance
Computer, the Apple 1, a working
Kenbak-1, a Scelbi, and Ivan
Sutherland’ s VR glasses pr ototype,
among other ar tifacts. John T oole and
Dag Spicer pr esented a seminar , and
Dag was an exhibit judge. Additional
Museum staf f (Betsy T oole and Chris
Garcia) also par ticipated in this event
and were suppor ted by volunteers John
Francis, Lee Cour tney, Alex Bochannek,
Ed Thelen, Mike W alton, Mike Albaugh,
and Eli Goldber g.

The rest of the year looks as if it is
going to continue at a hectic pace with
three lectur es and the Fellow A wards
Banquet alr eady scheduled. Be sur e to
check the calendar of events on page
17 to see what’ s ahead. W e are also
mounting a vigor ous year -end fund
raising campaign and continuing to
develop plans for the constr uction of
our per manent home. Many thanks to
the donors, volunteers, and staf f who
continue to pr ovide the suppor t we need
to make The Computer Museum Histor y
Center the pr eeminent r esource of its
kind in the world. 

The Computer Museum Histor y Center
preser ves the personalities, stories,
and visions of the infor mation age
through its extensive ar chive of
videotapes—now 2,000 titles and
growing. The Museum is pr oud to of fer
a wide selection of its video holdings 
for classr oom and personal use.
Available soon thr ough our website: 

Thomas Sterling on BEOWULF

Clif f Stoll, Whit Dif fie, Peter Neumann,
and John Markof f on COMPUTER CRIME

Stuar t Feldman on the OBJECTS OF 

E-COMMERCE (OOPSLA 1999)

Several mor e new titles will be
announced soon as the Museum
continues to r ecord its lectur e series
and collect other inter esting and
impor tant presentations. Our 
archives include: 

MUSEUM "COMPUTER HISTORY" LECTURES by
leading computing innovators. Often these
videos ar e the only per manent r ecord of 
impor tant talks and favorite ideas 
of people who have influenced the technology
revolution. 

MUSEUM "HISTORY IN THE MAKING"

LECTURES, meant to captur e the pr esent
vision, technology , and pr ocess of people
who may one day be impor tant par ts of
computing histor y. 

RECORDINGS IN THE GRAY-BELL ARCHIVE,
including pr esentations by computing legends
and innovators derived fr om mor e than a
decade of work by University V ideo
Communications (UVC).

Steve Rober ts takes a final spin on his
computerized and networked r ecumbent bicycle,
the BEHEMOTH (Big Electr onic Human-Engineer ed
Machine… Only T oo Heavy.) The BEHEMOTH is now
on an open-ended loan to the Museum and can be
seen in the V isible Storage Exhibit Ar ea.

A guest at the Steve Rober ts lectur e examines the
user inter face that connected Steve to his bike.
One of Steve’ s goals was to continue his writing
while mobile. This helmet allowed him to do that. It
has a heads-up display unit with a 720 x 280
screen, a cursor contr olled by ultrasonic sensors
activated by head movement, and a keyboar d in
the handlebars. T o combat the pr oblem of
overheating in the Styr ofoam-lined helmet, Steve
recirculated ice water thr ough the helmet liner fr om
a seven liter tank.

Steve Rober ts explains his latest pr oject, the
Microship. He is building a pair of canoe-based
amphibian pedal/solar/sail Linux-power ed
trimarans. This Fall, Rober ts, his par tner, Natasha,
and their cat, Java, will set sail on a multi-year
expedition thoughout the US.

Volunteer docent Ed Thelen conducts a tour of the
Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea for TTI V anguard
conference attendees during a r eception hosted by
the Museum

Executive Dir ector & CEO John T oole welcomes
guests to Pr ofessor Richar d Grimsdale’ s lectur e on
The Manchester University T ransistor Computer

(from left) Eleanor Dickman, VP of Development &
PR; Dag Spicer , Curator and Manager of Historical
Collections; Pr ofessor Richar d Grimsdale; Betsy
Toole; Executive Dir ector John T oole; and Chris
Garcia, Historical Collections Coor dinator, enjoying
the Grimsdale lectur e reception

Chairman of the Boar d Len Shustek shows lectur e
attendees how the Cray 2 kept its components cool
by immersing its entir e CPU in iner t fluorocarbon,
the substance used for ar tificial blood
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VIDEO COLLECTION EXPANDS WITH NEW RECORDINGS
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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THANKS TO OUR ANNUAL FUND DONORS 

YES, I want to help save computing history. Please process my donation

at the level indicated. I look forward to learning more about the programs

and activities of The Computer Museum History Center, especially its plans

for growth in the coming years.

____ Enclosed is my check payable to: 

____ The Computer Museum History Center

____ I prefer to donate stock and will notify you when the transfer is made

____ Charge my     Visa _____     Mastercard _____

Visa/Mastercard number ________________________________________________

Expiration date ________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s name ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s signature __________________________________________________

P L E A S E  P R I N T :

Name(s) as I/we like it to appear in printed material 

________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation ______________________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________________

Preferred mailing address ______________________________________________

City, ST, Zip, Country __________________________________________________

(please circle)       work home

Email address __________________________________________________________

Home phone __________________________________________________________

Work phone   __________________________________________________________

CORE BENEFACTOR

____ other $ ________________

____ 16K ($16,384)

MAJOR CORE SUPPORTER

____ 8K ($8,192)

CORE SUPPORTER

____ 4K ($4,096)

____ 2K ($2,048)

____ 1K ($1,024)

GENERAL SUPPORTER

____ $500

____ $250

____ $100

____ $35 (student)

____ other $ ________________

Please return this form (or facsimile) 

with your remittance to:

The Computer Museum History Center

P.O. Box 367  Moffett Field, CA 94035

+1 650 604 2575 (tel)

+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

www.computerhistory.org

YOUR ANNUAL DONATION to The Computer Museum History Center will

help preserve the artifacts and stories of the Information Age for future generations.

Please help us fulfill this important mission.

WELCOME to our network of supporters. We look forward to getting to know you!

CONTACT INFORMATION

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Dir ector & CEO
+1 650 604 2581
jtoole@computer histor y.or g

GWEN BELL

Founding Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
gbell@computer histor y.or g

AMY BODINE

Collections Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
bodine@computer histor y.or g

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coor dinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.or g

ELEANOR WEBER DICKMAN
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ANNUAL FUND APPEAL

Is your name on our list of Annual Fund
donors? If so, you ar e one of a select
group of people who appr eciates the
impact of the computing r evolution on
our lives today . You also take pride in
your own r ole in ensuring that this
histor y of innovation is pr eser ved for
posterity. We are grateful for your
generosity and suppor t. And if your
name is not on this list, we welcome
your contribution and will be delighted
to add your name to our r oster. You
may use the for m on this page to join
our family of donors. Thank you! 

STOCK DONATIONS

We gratefully accept dir ect transfers of
securities to our account. Appr eciated
securities for warded to our br oker
should be designated as follows:  

FBO: The Computer Museum Histor y
Center; DWR Account # 112-014033-
072; DTC #015; and sent to Matthew
Ives at Mor gan Stanley Dean W itter,
245 L ytton A venue, Suite 200, Palo
Alto, CA 94301-1963. 

In order to be pr operly cr edited for 
your gift, you must notify us dir ectly
when you make the transfer . If you 
have any questions r egarding a 
transfer of securities, please contact
Eleanor Dickman.

NOVEMBER 8, 6 PM

THE STRETCH-HARVEST COMPILER

Fran Allen, IBM Fellow
Computer Histor y Lectur e
Pake Auditorium, Xer ox PARC

NOVEMBER 9, 6 PM

2000 FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET

INDUCTEES: FRAN ALLEN, 

VINTON CERF, AND TOM KILBURN

Hotel Sofitel at San Francisco Bay
Redwood Shor es, Califor nia

NOVEMBER 18, 9 AM - 5 PM

VOLUNTEER WORK PARTY

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field, Califor nia

DECEMBER 9, 9 AM - 5 PM

VOLUNTEER WORK PARTY

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field, Califor nia

FEBRUARY 6, 6 PM

IT’S 2001: WHERE’S HAL?

David G Stork
Ricoh Califor nia Resear ch Center & 

Stanford University
Location TBD

ATTENDING EVENTS AND TOURING 

THE COLLECTION

The Museum is housed at NASA Ames
Research Center , Mof fett Field, Califor nia.
The collection is open to the general public
by appointment on W ednesdays at 1:00 pm.
To attend an event or to tour the collection,
please call W endy-Ann Francis at least 24
hours in advance. Donors may also r equest
private tours.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

The Museum tries to match its needs with
the skills and inter ests of its volunteers.
Monthly volunteer work par ties ar e listed in
the calenda. For mor e infor mation, please
visit our volunteer web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers.

We acknowledge with 
deep appr eciation the
individuals and
organizations that 
have given gener ously 
to the Annual Fund.

CORE BENEFACTORS 

16K+ ($16,384+)

Gwen & C Gor don Bell
Elaine & Eric Hahn 
Gardner Hendrie & 

Karen Johansen
Peter Hirshber g
Dave House
Steve & Michele Kirsch 

Foundation
John Shoch
Len Shustek

MAJOR CORE

SUPPORTERS 

8K+ ($8,192+)

Paul & Evelyn Baran
Donna Dubinsky
Chuck & Jenny House
John Mashey & Angela Hey
Microsoft Matching Gift Pr ogram
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Suhas & Jayashr ee Patil 

Family Fund
Bernard L Peuto
Grant & Dor rit Saviers
Sigma Par tners

CORE SUPPORTERS 

1K+ ($1,024+)

ACM - SF Bay Ar ea Chapter
Pamela Alexander
Frances Allen

Gene & Marian Amdahl
Anonymous
Shanda Bahles
John & Sheila Banning
Jef f & MacKenzie Bezos
Steven Blank & Alison Elliott
Barry W Boehm
Gary Boone
Peggy Burke
Ned Chapin
Richard J Clayton
Patti & Ed Cluss
The Computer Language 

Company
CMP Media
Stephen Cr ocker
Yogen & Peggy Dalal
William Davidow
Lloyd & Eleanor Dickman
Disk/Trend
L John Doer r & Ann Howland
John Humble
Gordon E Eubanks
Whitfield Dif fie & 

Mary Lynn Fischer
Fish & Richar dson
Bob Frankston
Marc Friend
Samuel H Fuller
Rober t B Gar ner
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Charles & Nancy Geschke
John & Patricia Grillos
Forrest Gunnison
Trip Hawkins
William R Hearst III
Dr & Mrs Mar cian E Hof f
Christine Hughes & 

Abe Ostr ovsky
Colin Hunter

C Bradfor d Jef fries
Hal Jesperson
Rober t E Kahn
Jerry Kaplan
Alan Kay & Bonnie MacBir d
Ernest E Keet
Harold Kellman
Kiasma - Museum of 

Contemporar y Ar t
Dr & Mrs Leonar d Kleinrock
Donald & Jill Knuth
Marc LeBr un
Richard Lowenthal
Daniel & Kar en L ynch
Karen Mathews
Rober t R Maxfield
Frank L McConnell
Charles McManis
Car ver A Mead
George A Michael
Microsoft Studios
Mid-Peninsula Bank
Gordon E & Betty I Moor e
Hal Nissley
Charles Pfef ferkorn
Paul Pier ce
Chris Poda & Nancy Mason
Dennis Ritchie
Toni & Ar thur Rock
Dave & Jan Rossetti
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Peter & V alerie Samson
Morey & Barbara Schapira
Michael Simmons
Charles Simonyi
Michael Skok
Alvy Ray Smith
Mr & Mrs Rober t F Spr oull
Skip Stritter
Del Thor ndike & Steve T eicher

Richard Tennant
Larry Tesler & Colleen Bar ton
John & Elizabeth T oole
L Cur tis W iddoes Jr
Ann Winblad
William Wulf & Anita K Jones
Enrica D’Ettor re & 

Pierluigi Zappacosta
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

GENERAL SUPPORTERS

Anonymous
Adobe
Mary Ar tibee & Milt Mallor y
Dennis Austin
Autodesk
Allen Baum & Donya White
Erich & Renee Bloch
Paolo Bor mido
John D Brillhar t
Christopher Charla & 

Carrie Shepher d
Compaq Corporation
George Comstock
George Conrades
Samuel Cooke
Michael Coulter
Peter & Dor othy Denning
Mark Duncan
John Dykstra
Electronic Design 

Automation Consor tium
Ray Egan
Douglas G Fairbair n
Bill Feier eisen
David H Floyd
Jerry Fochtman
John & W endy-Ann Francis
Bill and Peri Frantz
Dwight Freund

Alan Frisbie
Rev Dr Christopher Gar cia
Bandit Gangwer e
Michael Godfr ey
Gary M Goelkel
Eli Goldber g
Rober t Goldber g
Thomas Gould
Ber t Graeve
Rollin Har ding
Ann Har dy
John & Andr ea Hennessy
Patricia Nelson Her ring
Thea Hodge
IEEE Computer Society
Imagine Media
Mark Kaminsky
Jordan Kare
Thomas Kur tz
Walter Leuchs
Fred Loewy
Donald & Alice Loughr y
Carl & Claudia Lowenstein
Steven Mayer
Landon Noll
David Novak
Dave Olson
Richard Pekelney
Scott Peterson
Antonio Prado
Rober t Praetorius
Bill & Rochelle Pratt
Mark Resch
Daniel Rubin
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
John Sanguinetti
Fritz & Marie Schneider
Rober t Sher wood
Jean Shuler
David Singmaster

Roger Smith
The Sopkin Family
Dag Spicer
Armando P Stettner
Sun Micr osystems Foundation 

Matching Gift Pr ogram
Chris Swenson
Edward Taft
Morgan Tamplin
Edward Thelen
James T omayko
United Way of King County
United Way of Santa Clara
Christopher V ogt
Greg & Sysan W ageman
Bud Warashina
Michael W W atson
Michael W eaver
Carol Welsh
John Whar ton
Duane Wise
Karyn Wolfe & John R Mabr y
Alan Yeo
Bob Zeidman

This list is cur rent as of October
31, 2000.  Please notify us of
any changes to your listing
(wolfe@computer histor y.org).
Thank you.

BEHEMOTH (Big Electr onic Human-Engineer ed 
Machine... Only T oo Heavy) (1983-1991), 
L2003.2001, Loan fr om Steven K. Rober ts

IBM T ype 85 Electr ostatic Storage T ube 
(from IBM 701) (1952), L2062.2001, 
Loan from Bob Br ubaker

Gavilan Mobile Computer (1981), X2001.2001, 
Gift of David Fylstra

Apple Newton Message Pad (1993), X2002.2001, 
Gift of David Fylstra

Palm Pilot Pr ototype (1995), X1980.2001, 
Gift of Rober t Marinetti

TI SR-56 Pr ogrammable Calculator (1976), 
X2013.2001, Gift of James T omayko

Halicrafters Super Defiant Radio (ca 1940), 
X2003.2001, Gift of Har vey Ulijohn

Varityper (1980), X2043.2001, 
Gift of T om Kleinschmidt

Heathkit H-89 (1980), X2052.2001, 
Gift of Paul Edwar ds

Hayes 300 bps MODEM (1978), X2053.2001, 
Gift of Paul Edwar ds

Cray Y -M/P 8I (1988), X2044.2001, 
Gift of NASA Ames Resear ch Center

RECENT DONATIONS
TO THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER COLLECTION



Explained fr om CORE 1.3

40 RCA Selectr on tubes on Rand
Corporation’ s JOHNNIAC Computer
constituted the 256 wor d 40-bit memor y
of the machine. A Selectr on tube
consists of a lar ge cylindrical vacuum
tube with a ther mionic cathode down
the axis and a dielectric for ming the
curved sur face; bits ar e written and
read by a complex series of “holding
beams” and a ver y precise mechanical
alignment of inter nal cir cuit elements.
The Selectr on was designed by RCA ’s
Jan Rachman in the early 1950s and
saw limited use in the first generation of
custom built computing machines such
as the RAND JOHNNIAC. JOHNNIAC went
operational for the first time in the first
half of 1953 with 256 40-bit wor ds of
RCA Selectr on Tube storage. The plans
for the tube itself wer e scaled down 

from providing 4,096 bits per tube to
256, lar gely due to the device’ s
inherent complexity and poor
manufacturability. Nonetheless,
Selectr on memor y was ver y reliable,
once tubes wer e qualified and “bur ned-
in.” Later that year , RAND contracted
with Telemeter Magnetics for the first
commercially built cor e storage for the
JOHNNIAC. The Selectr on tubes 

were removed in 1954 in anticipation of
the coming cor e storage r eplacement. 
In March 1955, the machine was back
on-line with 4,096 40-bit wor ds of
magnetic cor e storage. This became the
dominant for m of computer memor y for
nearly the next thir ty years, and the
Selectr on’s brief lifetime as a memor y
technology came to an end.

Prior to cor e storage’ s availability ,
however, ENIAC co-designer Pr esper
Ecker t commented favorably on the
Selectr on as a viable memor y system,
stating: “Except for its complex
constr uctional details and its cost, ther e
is much to r ecommend the Selectr on as
a memor y system: it does not r equire
regeneration; the access time is
reasonable; ther e is no destr uction on
readout; the locating system does not
drift since it is mechanical in character
and fixed in r elation to the storage
element; and ther e is no r esolution
problem since 
the storage elements ar e isolated one
from another . Somewhat like other
electrostatic systems, the Selectr on is
not subject to loss of memor y in the
event of a shor t power failur e.” 

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
12/15/00 along with your name and
shipping addr ess. The first thr ee cor rect
entries will each r eceive a fr ee poster: 
2 5  Y E A R S  O F  M I C R O P R O C E S S O R

E V O L U T I O N .

The Computer Museum History Center

PO Box 367, Moffett Field, CA 94035

Address Service Requested
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PERMIT NO. 50

MYSTERY
ITEMS
FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE 
COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER 

WHAT IS
THIS?
THIS ITEM WILL BE EXPLAINED IN THE 

NEXT ISSUE OF CORE. 

RCA Selectr on Tube
from JOHNNIAC, RCA
(1953), XD215.80,
Gift of John Postley
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CORE 2.2

At the end of June, the Museum will end
another fiscal year . T ime has flown as
we’ve gr own and changed in so many
ways. I hope that each of you have
already become str ong suppor ters in
every aspect of our gr owth, including
our annual campaign–it’s so critical to
our operation. And ther e’s still time to
help us meet the financial demands of
this year’s pr ograms!  

Let’s take a shor t walk together ar ound
the Museum, and see what’s been
happening. With a goal of becoming
operational in 2005, getting the
programs, or ganization, and most
impor tantly, the people in place is
essential.

The ar chitectural and exhibit design
teams have begun the schematic design
phase of our new building. This is a
particularly exciting time to be engaged
as we seriously think thr ough the
relationships of ar chitecture, event
space, exhibits, storage, and visitor
experience. And speaking of r elated
plans, have you seen some of the
“facelift” changes in the Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea, or the plans for the interim
office and storage space we’ll be using
until the new building opens?

People make the Museum succeed—
Board, staf f, volunteers, and the public.
Please welcome to our Boar d of
Trustees Sally Abel (Fenwick and W est
LLP) and David Emerson (Cooley
Godward LLP). The legal exper tise of
these two new members is tr uly
welcome in our fast-paced or ganization
and is alr eady being put to good use.  

At the staf f level, Curator Dag Spicer
left in Mar ch after five years of ser vice
with the Museum. He’s taking a well

deser ved rest befor e deciding what to
do next. His dedication, exper tise, and
smiling face will be sor ely missed,
although I feel he will be par t of our
future in some way . We have focused
key recruiting ef forts on building a new
curatorial staf f for the years ahead.
Charlie Pfef ferkorn—a gr eat r esource
and long-time volunteer—has been
contracted to help during this transition. 

In other depar tments, Camilla Neve
joined as a development associate to
suppor t the gr owing expectations of our
fundraising team. W e also have two
NASA inter ns working on staf f: Amy
Bodine is finishing her inter nship as a
collections and web ser vices inter n, and
Jessica Huynh is the new web ser vices
intern. For cur rent staf f openings, see
www.computer histor y.org/jobs.

The number of volunteers has been
growing, and they par ticipate in ever y
way imaginable. If you’ve been by
recently, you may have noticed that the
great docents we have ar e much mor e
visible. Ed Thelen does many of our
regular public tours on W ednesdays and
Fridays, and the entir e group has won
the hear ts of gr oups like the Stanfor d
Alumni that r ecently visited. This is 
just a hint of our futur e docent pr ogram
that will be evolving over the next
several months. 

You can pr obably tell that we’r e ver y
proud of wher e we ar e at the close of
this fiscal year . In addition to the above:

Events—Two exciting events, the Xer ox
Alto r etrospective and DECWORLD
2001, cap of f our wonder ful spring
lecture series. Kar en Mathews gives an
account on page 11 of cur rent Museum
operations and events.

Visible Storage Exhibit Area—The staf f
and volunteers have worked har d to give
the middle bay a new “look and feel.”
For example, if you haven’t seen the
new exhibit “Innovation 101,” you ar e in
for a tr eat.  

Collections—As wor d spr eads, our
collection gr ows, which emphasizes our
need for space and staf f to take car e of
the new items. 

Interim plans—In or der to gr ow and
operate until the opening of our
permanent home, we must
accommodate incr easing war ehouse
and people space. W e are moving
forward with a temporar y str ucture that
will allow us to build our operation and
manage a dynamic collection pr ocess.

This is a par ticularly impor tant time for
the Museum. W e are growing in
programs, people, and facilities, but we
are also vulnerable to the economic
downturn and changes that r esult. W e
could not have achieved what we have
already without the gener ous suppor t of
so many Museum friends. But to gr ow,
we’ve got to expand and matur e in so
many ways. For tunately, your suppor t
makes all the dif ference, and I
encourage you to contribute to our
annual campaign as gener ously as you
can. You’ll hear mor e about our capital
campaign in the futur e.   

Finally, I hope you ar e enjoying the
diverse and impor tant programs that ar e
available. W e are on the steep slope of
growth to build a new cultural institution
that celebrates computing histor y, and
many of you have been par t of that rise.
Help bring others into the cir cle of
Museum friends.

A FISCAL YEAR OF
CHANGE

May 2001
A publication of The Computer Museum Histor y Center
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having seen ENIAC, Williams became 
aware that the lack of a suitable
storage mechanism was holding up the
development of electr onic computers,
and decided to investigate the
possibility of using cathode ray tubes
(CRTs) to solve the pr oblem. W ork
elsewhere in the world at that time was
investigating the use of mer cury delay
lines to solve the storage pr oblem, and
RCA was working on yet another device,
the Selectr on tube, for the US flagship
IAS machine being developed under
John von Neumann. 

Williams r eturned to the University of
Manchester in December 1946 as
Professor of Electr o-technics (soon
renamed Electrical Engineering). He
chose Kilbur n to come with him on
secondment (loan) fr om TRE to work full 

time on the CRT pr oject. Kilbur n spent 
1947 tackling the pr oblem and building
prototypes to pr ove the viability of CRT
storage, ending up with a 2048 bit stor e
on a standar d radar CRT . In December
1947, he wr ote a definitive r epor t on
the mechanism. However , he knew that
the most ef fective pr oof of the
mechanism would be to use CRT s in a
computer. So, with the help of G. C.
(Geof f) Tootill, he designed and built a
small computer incorporating the CRT
store. This computer—the Baby—had a
store size of 32 wor ds, consisted of
some 650 valves (vacuum tubes), was
16 feet long, and weighed half a ton. It
worked successfully for the first time on
June 21, 1948 and so became the
world’s first functioning stor ed program
electronic computer .

A program was loaded into the Baby’s
memor y using hand keys and then the
stored program was executed. This
program, which calculated the highest
factor of a number—and which Kilbur n
admitted was pr obably the only
complete pr ogram he ever wr ote—was
an early example of computer softwar e.
The CRT storage system pioneer ed by
Kilburn and Williams was used ar ound
the world by computer systems as an
alternative to mer cury delay line stor es
until the mid 1950s, when both wer e
supplanted by cor e memor y. The
Selectr on design of RCA could not be
made to work, and the IAS machine and
its clones r esor ted to “Williams T ube”
storage, as it became known, until the
JOHNNIAC was able to use a much-
modified design in 1953.

A TRIBUTE TO 

TOM KILBURN 
BRIAN NAPPER AND HILARY KAHN

1921-2001

PA G E  2 PA G E  3

Tom Kilbur n, who died on Januar y 17,
2001 at the age of 79, spent his
lifetime at the for efront of the
computing r evolution that he himself
helped to star t. By co-inventing the first
effective electr onic storage (memor y),
and then leading the design and
development of five major computer
systems, he kept England’s University
of Manchester at the center of the
“second industrial r evolution” for a 25-
year period.

Kilburn was bor n in 1921 and educated
in Dewsbur y, Yorkshire, England. In
1940 he went to Cambridge University
to read Mathematics. Upon graduating
with first-class honors in 1942, he
chose to enlist in the militar y for
unspecified key war work. He was sent
on a six-week intensive electr onics
course and then to the T elecom-
munications Resear ch Establishment
(TRE), wher e he joined a gr oup led by 
F. C. (Fr eddie) Williams. This gr oup
concentrated on tr oubleshooting
problems in radar and other electr onic
circuitr y for gr oups both inside and
outside TRE. 

By the end of the war , Williams had an
international r eputation and Kilbur n had
become an accomplished electr onics
engineer. In the summer of 1946, 

Freddie Williams led the ef fort to use cathode
ray tubes (CRT s) in the 40s to solve the need
for memor y. Geof f Tootill in fr ont of the r ebuilt Baby machine at the Museum of Science and

Industr y in Manchester

Freddie Williams (right) and T om Kilbur n in fr ont of
the Mark 1 console in 1949

While working for Williams, Kilbur n and Tootill built the Baby to demonstrate the viability of
CRTs for storage (memor y). It worked successfully for the first time on June 21, 1948,
becoming the world’s first functioning stor ed program electr onic computer .

The UK’s University of Manchester , which T om
Kilburn helped keep at the center of the computing
revolution for 25 years

Tom Kilbur n TCMHC photo #102621798
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At the University of Manchester , Tom
Kilburn led fur ther developments based
on the Baby . By October 1949, a full-
sized machine (the Manchester Mark 1)
was operating. This machine was the
prototype of the Fer ranti Mark 1 that
Ferranti Ltd. r eleased in Febr uary 1951
as the world’s first commer cial
computer. The machine had a fast
random access magnetic dr um and
instruction modification r egisters added
to it. So by 1949, the Manchester team
had ef fectively added two mor e
“primitives” [basic capabilities] to the
five of the classic von Neumann
computer model: the two-level stor e
(memor y) and the index r egister. The
two-level stor e used CRT s as the main
store (nowadays RAM) and the dr um as
the secondar y stor e (nowadays the har d
disc). In other early machines that did
not have index r egisters, ever y
instruction that r eferred to an addr ess
not known befor e the pr ogram was
loaded–for example to access an ar ray
element–had to be physically alter ed in
store each time befor e it was obeyed.

In 1951 Kilbur n took over the active
management of the computer gr oup
within Williams’ depar tment at the
University of Manchester . Work star ted
on two new pioneering computers, the
Transistor Computer (that first worked in
1953) to experiment with using
transistors instead of vacuum tubes,
and MEG (1954), which pr ovided
floating-point arithmetic. These wer e
amongst the ver y earliest, if not the
earliest, machines of their class. The
more experimental T ransistor Computer
was manufactur ed by Metr opolitan
Vickers as the MV950 (first deliver ed
1956), and MEG, now with cor e 

memor y, was manufactur ed as the
Ferranti Mer cury (1957). Nineteen
Mercurys wer e sold, pr oviding a major
computing r esource for the UK scientific
community. Meanwhile the softwar e
wing of the computer gr oup set up a
large computing ser vice on the
depar tment’s Fer ranti Mark 1. This
ser vice was used by many other
universities, industrial fir ms, and
government or ganizations. R.A. (T ony)
Brooker ably led the softwar e side
star ting in 1951 and in 1954 pr oduced
his first high-level language, the 
Mark 1 Autocode.

PA G E  4 PA G E  5

TONY BROOKER’S MARK 1 AUTOCODE

A suitable instr uction sequence for
evaluating the sum of squar es of 
v1, v2, . . . v100.

n1 = 1
v101 = 0

2 v102 = vn1 x vn1
v101 = v101 + v102
n1 = n1 + 1

j2, 100 >= n1

In 1956 T om Kilbur n and his team
star ted to look at the design of a
machine that would be far lar ger and,
with transistors and cor e memor y now
available, much faster . It was called
MUSE (for micr oSEcond) and aimed at 
a speed of 1 million instr uctions per
second. This was 1,000 times faster
than the Mark 1 that was still r unning
the computer ser vice. The innovation
required to achieve this speed, and then
to deal ef fectively with the implications
of it, was massive. This included a long
list of new featur es that made the jump
from the basic designs of the early
1950s to the sophisticated mainframes
of the middle 1960s, including the key
advance of multipr ogramming. Although
two similar pr ojects in the US with a
similar timescale (LARC and the IBM
STRETCH) wer e proceeding, little
practical help was to be gained fr om
their progress. And of course the 

massive impr ovement in power
necessitated an explosion in softwar e
requirements as well—a lar ge operating
system and (given the number of
languages appearing by the early
sixties) a lar ge coor dinated 
compiler suite. 

Ferranti for mally joined the MUSE
project in 1959 and the machine was
renamed Atlas. The first Atlas star ted
working (at the University) in late 1962.
During the 1960s Atlas was the jewel of
the UK and Eur opean computer
industries, and was for a shor t time
arguably the most power ful machine in
the world, and (for a longer time) the
most sophisticated. Per haps the most
impor tant featur es of Atlas that wer e
unique to Manchester wer e vir tual
memor y and Br ooker’s Compiler
Compiler.

Atlas innovations included: 
• interrupts, pipelining, interleaved 

storage, autonomous transfers 
• extracodes, r ead-only memor y (for key 

super visor r outines and extracodes) 
• virtual memor y (one-level stor e, 

paging, associative stor e) 
• virtual computer for user pr ogram, 

(pseudo) parallel pr ocesses within 
a program 

• large operating system (distributed 
over ROM, RAM, dr ums, tape) 

• multiprogramming, spooling, job 
scheduling, simple file stor e 

• inter face between user , computing 
ser vice and operating system (O/S) 

• provision of a homogeneous set of 
compilers (using the Compiler 
Compiler), and their integration with 
the O/S

• new languages Atlas Autocode and 
the Compiler Compiler

The Williams T ube cathode ray tube memor y system pioneer ed by Kilbur n and
Williams was used ar ound the world by computer systems as an alter native to
mercury delay line stor es until the mid 1950s, when both wer e supplanted by
core memor y.

Tom Kilbur n (right) at the console of the Fer ranti Mark 1

The Fer ranti Mer cury (MEG)

An emotional moment on the day the Manchester Atlas was finally switched of f.
Tom Kilbur n is seated at the machine and (we believe) the people behind him ar e
singing Auld Lang Syne!

Inside the Williams T ube 
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As Ansel Adams suggested,
photographs ar e unique tools. Photos
capture moments in time, unusual
perspectives, human r eactions, as well
as facts and details. They not only
explore the subject, but also por tray
context. Because of this, the Museum
actively collects and uses photographs
in fulfilling its mission of pr eser ving and
presenting the ar tifacts and stories of
the infor mation age. 

The 10 photos shown her e are drawn
from the Museum’s collection of over
5,000 images. They illustrate the
complexity of computing histor y and
show how an object and its context can

be appr eciated thr ough dif ferent lenses.
We hope you will find these photos
interesting and infor mative.

Individuals and companies, as well 
as pr ofessional and amateur
photographers, have donated much 
of the material in the ar chive. This
variety of sour ces and r easons for
photographing brings to mind another 
of Adams’ obser vations that “ther e 
are always two people in ever y pictur e:
the photographer and the viewer .” 
Why a photo was taken can often be 
as r evealing as what the photo shows
and how it was taken. Thus, the images
in our ar chive not only document the

content of the infor mation age, they
also document the cultural
assumptions, aspirations, and motives
of those who have been watching it 
and remarking upon it. Even today , 
our reactions to these photos r eveal 
the assumptions that we make about
the past.

If you have photos that document
computing histor y, please contact
media@computer histor y.org or call me,
Chris Gar cia, at +1 650 604 2572. I
would be delighted to speak with you
about making a donation of your
personal photos to our per manent
photographic ar chive.

To photograph truthfully and effectively is to see beneath the surfaces and record
the qualities of nature and humanity that live or are latent in all things. 

-Ansel Adams

The final machine built under Kilbur n’s
active leadership was MU5 (1972). The
main focus of MU5 was to pr ovide an
architecture geared to the ef ficient
coding and r unning of pr ograms written
in high-level languages. Unlike all the
previous Manchester machines, MU5
was not tur ned directly into a
manufactured computer , but the
architecture of the successful ICL 2900
series incorporated many featur es
developed for MU5.

Obviously T om Kilbur n did not do all this
work on his own! In the later years the
university-based team that he led with
focus and vision contributed gr eatly.
Ferranti personnel also contributed in
impor tant ways to the pr oduction of the
machines. In the early years Kilbur n
leaned a lot on Williams’ experience,
enterprise, and leadership, but fr om the
spring of 1947 and on, Kilbur n himself
provided the main technical and
innovative driving for ce and, together
with Tootill, physically built the CRT
store and the Baby . He also did the bulk
of the design of the Manchester Mark 1.
By 1951, Kilbur n was actively leading
the computer gr oup and continued to
maintain a fir m grip on the details of
central computer design for the next 20
years. He was much less active on the
software side, but he still had to
manage both the softwar e development
and the continuous development of the
computer ser vice, which made a
significant contribution to the funding of
new research, as indeed did the 80 or
so patents to which he was par ty.

In 1964 Kilbur n made a major
contribution to the academic life of the
UK by founding the first Computer
Science depar tment, sizeable fr om the

star t, and distinguished fr om other
depar tments that followed by its high
hardware content.

In general, Kilbur n’s computers wer e
great technical rather than commer cial
successes. Like STRETCH—of which
only a dozen systems wer e sold—
Kilburn’s contributions to ideas and
techniques advanced the computer
industr y towar d more commer cially
successful machines. T om was quite
happy about this. He was a modest man
and a tr ue gentleman, for whom
technical achievement meant far mor e
than financial gain. He was, however , a
very firm believer in his own work, and
aware of the r elevance of money to help
fund fur ther research. Impor tantly, he
was also awar e of the value of his
contributions to the British economy by
fending of f US dominance in the UK
computer industr y.

Kilburn was appointed pr ofessor of
computer engineering in 1960 and in
1964 became pr ofessor of computer
science. He was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society (FRS) in 1965 and
appointed as a Commander of the
British Empir e (CBE) in 1973. Honors
from around the world r ecognized his
pioneering work. These included the first
ever John Player A ward of the BCS
(1973), the Computer Pioneer A ward
from the IEEE (1982), and the Ecker t-
Mauchly awar d from ACM-IEEE (1984). 

Tom Kilbur n star ted a quiet r etirement
in 1981, but in 1998 was persuaded to
play a major r ole in the celebration of
the 50th anniversar y of the bir th of the
Baby. This included advising the British
Computer Society (BCS) Computer
Conser vation Society on the building of
a working r eplica of the Baby , now
installed in the Museum of Science and
Industr y in Manchester . His final honor
was to be made a Fellow of The
Computer Museum Histor y Center and
his last pr ofessional act, in November
2000, the week befor e going into
hospital, was r ecording an acceptance
speech in fr ont of the working r eplica.

Tom Kilbur n is sur vived by a son and 
a daughter.

Dr Brian Napper was a lectur er in the Depar tment 
of Computer Science, University of Manchester for
over 30 years. His r esearch inter ests wer e in the
area of compiler technology , including in par ticular,
the Revised Compiler-Compiler . After r etiring in
1997, he took over the development of the web
site http://www .computer50.or g, devoted to the
histor y of early computer development at
Manchester. His e-mail addr ess is
brian.napper@cs.man.ac.uk.

Professor Hilar y Kahn has also been on the
academic staf f of the Depar tment of Computer
Science, University of Manchester for over 
30 years. Her r esearch inter ests include the
application of modeling in engineering and in lar ge
system integration, and the use of advanced
software engineering techniques to suppor t
hardware and system design. She planned the 
50th Anniversar y celebrations that took place in
June 1998 to commemorate the first successful
operation of the Baby machine, and acts as curator
for the historical collection held in the Depar tment.
Her e-mail addr ess is hilar y.kahn@cs.man.ac.uk.
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FROM THE PHOTO COLLECTION:
CAPTURING HISTORY  
CHRIS GARCIA

This Atlas, “T itan” was situated in the mathematical
laborator y and was the main Cambridge University
computer during the late 60s.

Tom Kilbur n accepting the awar d designating him a
Fellow of The Computer Museum Histor y Center in
November 2000
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Exploring the details of artifacts
communicates a better understanding
of items. This image of a late 19th
century cir cular slide r ule gives an
excellent view of the merits and failings
of contemporar y slide r ules. The slide
shown is designed to be used for
geometric calculations, and fr om this
close-up view , we can see the numbers
clearly, but users at the time would
have had tr ouble making accurate
calculations because the numbers wer e
uncomfor tably close and dif ficult to
distinguish.

Gilson Cir cular Slide Rule (c. 1900), 
photo by D. Bromfield, TCMHC photo #102624000 (P4455)
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Capturing the beauty of historic
artifacts has been a favorite activity of
photographers. For instance, r enowned
New York City fashion photographer
Todd Eberle cr eated an XX-page photo
art essay for WIRED magazine drawing
primarily from items in the Museum
collection. In this pictur e, an unknown
photographer chose the ar rangement of
the wiring connecting to heads on the
drum memor y unit of the Librascope

General Pr ecision Model 30 (LGP-30) as
a point of focus because of its
aesthetic qualities. The machine, often
seen in early years at universities and
smaller companies, used a magnetic
drum with a capacity of 4096 thir ty-two-
bit wor ds.

Librascope General Pr ecision Model 30 (LGP-30)
Drum Memor y Unit (c. 1960)
TCMHC photo #102621820 (P1631)

The people and the tasks they
performed are windows to the inside
stories of what it meant to live and
work in the technological past. The ETL
Mark IV-A was Japan’s first
transistorized computer and her e we
see a young man wiring the backplane
by hand, a laborious task r equired for
most early machines. Note the tunnel
diode memor y (left) and the plated-wir e
memor y (upper right) as well as the
miles of wiring.

Backplane wiring of the ETL Mark IV-A (1959), 
TCMHC photo #102623913 (P1195)

Photographs help us to remember
machines that no longer physically
exist. This photo of an ar tist’s
rendering of the ERA 1103A, an early
commercially successful scientific
computer, is a good r ecord of the size
and scope of the system. Images of
complete systems such as this wer e
used by companies in deciding which
systems to pur chase and now for
exhibit design and by pr op makers as a
way to pr oduce good r eplicas for film
and television.

Remington Rand Engineering Resear ch Associates
1103A (1954)
© The Charles Babbage Institute, Used by Permission

Museums often excel at recreating
atmospheres that existed in earlier
times for exhibits. Her e, we see an
insurance of fice at the tur n of the 20th
century. On the right, W alter Wright, the
first actuar y in New England, uses the
Arithmeter, a cylindrical slide r ule
employed fr equently by the insurance
industr y to compute life expectancy . 
The second gentleman appears to be

working with a book of tables, and we
can also see an early typewriter as well
as a planimeter , used for measuring
distances on maps, on the back wall.

Insurance Of fice (c. 1890), 
TCMHC photo #102621823 (P4445)

Although few people have the privilege
of being present when history is made,
photographers have r ecorded moments
such as the completion of the trans-
continental railr oad, the Hindenbur g
explosion, or outstanding por traiture
such as pr oduced by master
photographer Yousf Karsh. This photo
shows the UNIV AC 1 computer
predicting that Eisenhower would win
the 1952 pr esidential election, and
portrays subtle clues to the atmospher e
of the moment. A young W alter Cr onkite 

examines a printout by UNIV AC 1 while
J. Pr esper Ecker t interpr ets the r esults.
This photo captur es a major milestone
in the shifting public per ception of
computers. For a few years befor e IBM
became synonymous with computers,
UNIVAC was a generic ter m for a
computer, just as Kleenex is for tissue
or Band-Aid for a wound dr essing.

UNIVAC 1 pr edicts Eisenhower Election Victor y
(1952), TCMHC photo #102621909 (P2000)

Photos can help to document
manufacturing processes. This photo
demonstrates the four successive steps
in making a printed cir cuit boar d during
the1950s: cutting, firing, and shrinking
the boar ds; applying cir cuit wiring;
adding resistors; and finally , completing
the package by applying the miniatur e
tubes. T aken by the National Bur eau of
Standards, this photo gives us a visual
account of the techniques used in this
historical pr ocess.

Making a printed cir cuit element (c. 1950s),
National Bur eau of Standar ds 
TCMHC photo #102622814 (P1893)



The Computer Museum Histor y Center
has begun taking dramatic steps
forward to ensur e the success of our
long-range plan to open a landmark
museum facility by the year 2005. We
are suppor ting an incr eased level of
outreach and activity with new staf f; we
are creating mor e events (lectur es and
other celebrations); and we ar e
developing infor mational materials to
tell our changing stor y in an ef fective
and meaningful way–fr om publications
to exhibits and even building
design. Here are some specific
activities and happenings since the last
issue of CORE. I hope you can see how
much progress we ar e making and why
we are ver y excited. 

LECTURES PRESENT THE INVENTORS’

PERSPECTIVES ON IMPORTANT

INNOVATIONS

John McCar thy, Museum Fellow and
Professor Emeritus, Stanfor d University ,
enter tained about 180 people on 
March 8, 2001 with the “Origins of
Artificial Intelligence,” a personal
retrospective fr om a founder of the field.
McCar thy told the stor y of how a
proposal—by Mar vin Minsky, Nathaniel
Rochester, Claude Shannon, and John
McCar thy—was made for a Dar tmouth
working group on ar tificial intelligence to
be held in the summer of 1956. It was
hoped that the workshop would bring in
new ideas and make substantial
progress on the AI pr oblem. The
proposal to the Rockefeller Foundation,
available as
http://www .formal.stanfor d.edu/jmc/
histor y/dar tmouth.html, was appar ently
the first appearance of the phrase
“ar tificial intelligence.”

On April 18, Museum Fellow and
Internet pioneer Vint Cer f lectur ed to an 

audience of over 300 people about “The
Internet: 21st Centur y T idal Wave.” Cer f
presented fascinating insights into the
Internet’s cur rent scale and gr owth
rates, new applications that the Inter net
is being adapted to suppor t, the
appearance of Inter net-enabled
appliances, and the need for a new
version of Inter net Protocol to allow the
Net to gr ow well beyond its cur rent size.
He also outlined the Interplanetar y
Internet ef fort now under way at the Jet
Propulsion Laborator y in Pasadena,
California.

Our next lectur e presentation, “Xer ox
Alto: A Personal Retr ospective,” by two
of the Alto designers, Butler Lampson
and Chuck Thacker , takes place at
Moffett Field on June 4 at 6:00 PM. The
revolutionar y Xer ox Alto was an 

impor tant attempt in the early 1970s to
create a “personal-sized” device that
was power ful enough to handle serious
applications. Fur ther details can be
found on our website. 

As always, Museum lectur es ar e
captured on videotape for the
permanent ar chives, and we ar e 
moving to make transcripts and
videotape copies of these lectur es
available to those who can’t attend in
person. In or der to cr eate videos for
outside distribution, the Museum seeks
a sponsor/par tner for the post-
production pr ocess. If you can help
either with ser vices or with 
sponsorship, please write to me at
mathews@computer histor y.org or call
+1 650 604 2568.

Photos can demonstrate various
technologies that developed
concurrently with computing. For
instance, many devices wer e developed
to allow users to communicate with
computers. This Computek graphics
tablet allowed a user to use a stylus to
draw pictures that wer e presented on a
CRT display . The technology allowed for
the development of new applications in
medicine and the ar ts.

Computek Graphics T ablet (1968), 
TCMHC photo #102627488 (P4522)

Chris Gar cia is Historical Collections 
Coordinator at The Computer Museum 
Histor y Center
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REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
KAREN MATHEWS 

Karen Mathews is Executive Vice
President at The Computer Museum
Histor y Center

Museum Fellow John McCar thy reminisced about
the origins of ar tificial intelligence in a lectur e on
March 8.

Len Shustek, John T oole, Vint Cer f, Dave House,
and Karen Mathews (left to right) after Cer f’s
lecture at a r eception in the Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea

Museum Fellow Vint Cer f discussed the past and
future Inter net in a lectur e on April 18.

The Xer ox Alto will be the subject of a lectur e by
Butler Lampson and Chuck Thacker on June 4.

Recording institutional history is
impor tant. Many institutions wer e
critical to the development of computer
technology, and the Museum itself is
also an institution whose histor y needs
to be r ecorded. Her e is a photo of a
Museum anniversar y dinner that
includes key developers of critical
technology who wer e also contributors
to the cr eation and gr owth of the
Museum. The conversation includes
DEC founder and CEO Ken Olsen
(center), who, along with Rober t Everett,
helped ensur e the Museum’s

acquisition of MIT’s Whirlwind; Gwen
Bell (left), founding pr esident of the
Museum; and Geor ge Michael (right), a
physicist at Lawr ence Liver more
National Labs dating back to the days of
the UNIVAC I. Geor ge has helped the
Museum collect several super computers
and also ser ved on the Museum boar d
for several years.

The Computer Museum Anniversar y Dinner
conversation between Ken Olsen, Gwen Bell, and
George Michael (May 11, 1983)
photo by Carolyn Sweeney, © 1983 TCMHC photo #102621821 (P5010)

Depictions of people using computers
are less abundant than photos of the
machines themselves. The language
BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic
Instruction Code) was developed as a
way to allow Dar tmouth students to use
the GE 235 based time-sharing system.
The BASIC language pr oved to be easy
enough to allow elementar y school
students the oppor tunity to lear n it, like
the one shown her e str uggling with his
program. BASIC pr oved a versatile

language, migrating fr om mainframes to
the PDP-11 based time-sharing systems
to early personal computers.

Student using T eletype to code in BASIC (c. 1970),
TCMHC photo #102627494 (P1036)



APPRECIATION FOR OUR SUPPORTERS 

Ike Nassi and Ronee Nassi invited Cor e
Suppor ters (annual suppor ters at the
$1,000 level and higher) into their home
for a special par ty on April 22. Ever yone
enjoyed hearing inside stories about the
Museum’s pr ogress, including updates
on the selection pr ocess for the
architect being chosen to design the
Museum’s new building and pr eliminar y
information on plans for the Museum’s
new identity .

As our fiscal year draws to a close, the
Development team is working day and
night in an ef fort to r each our goals for
the Annual Fund—the suppor t that
makes our innovative pr ograms
possible. Although donations to the
Annual Fund ar e higher than last year ,
we also have a much mor e challenging
goal. A fiscal year-end campaign is now
underway to raise the needed funds
that ar e so impor tant to pr eser ve our
past, celebrate our pr esent, and plan
for the futur e. Please know that we
treasure your par ticipation and
suppor t—we ar e building this Museum
together. 

COLLECTION CONTINUES TO GROW

Recent donations to the collection
include an Encor e Multimax and a Cray
Y-MP EL (1992) fr om the Naval
Postgraduate school; an 8080-based
Homebrew PC (1980), fr om Rober t
Belleville; and the personal collection of
Michael Plitkins of T ellme, which
includes an IBM T ube Logic T rainer,
early Apple pr oducts (such as a Lisa 1
prototype and the GLM or “Gr eat Little
Machine”), a Pixar Image Computer , a
Symbolics machine, an Osbor ne Vixen,
various English 8-bit micr os, two
Mindset computers, a Canon cat and
many mor e items.  

When asked how he began collecting,
Michael r eplied, “I star ted collecting 
when I was a kid and didn’t know it. 
I was using Apple and Commodor e 
machines, and pr etty much anything
else I could get my hands on, and 
decided that ther e was a lot of r eally
neat equipment out ther e with some 
very unique designs. Many years later 
I discover ed that people wer e just 
relegating much of this old technology
to trash heaps and that seemed 
wrong. So I star ted buying equipment
when inter esting things became 
available.” Michael got most things
working whenever he could, but 
eventually ran out of space and time. 
“It all comes down to pr eser vation and 
passing along old knowledge,” he said.
“Acor n machines, T ransputers... many 
people have never even hear d of these
wonder ful things, and they deser ve to 
be preser ved so people can see how
they worked.”

Visit the Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea
soon to see some of these new
acquisitions on display!

VOLUNTEERS AND STAFF TRANSFORM

MUSEUM EXHIBIT SPACE

It took an amazing amount of focus and
energy over the course of five Satur day
work par ties, but volunteers and staf f
have succeeded in r eplacing the ceiling
tile thr oughout the entir e Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea—no small feat.

In addition, a lar ge por tion of the PC
collection on display has now been 
placed on shelves, and plans ar e
underway to significantly upgrade the 
exhibits in the r est of the “middle bay .”

These pr ojects ar e just some of several
site impr ovements planned to enhance
the Museum’s main exhibit space.

Progress is visible in the Museum’s
second war ehouse building also, with 
major consolidation, racking and
document pr ocessing impr ovements in
recent weeks.

Everyone her e is excited to see these
changes in the main buildings housing 
our collections especially in the ar eas
where tours and most Museum 
receptions take place. It’s thrilling to
work together with you, our volunteers,
to accomplish so much together .

NEW EXHIBITS MAKING GREAT STRIDES

One of the behind-the-scenes
committees working towar d the
Museum’s futur e world-class building
and exhibit space is the Exhibit
Committee, headed by T rustee Gar dner
Hendrie. Calling upon the talents of
volunteers, tr ustees and staf f, this
committee has r esearched, debated,
and explor ed many ideas on how best
to por tray aspects of computing histor y.
Discussions have center ed around the
inventors’ stories, personal computers,
networking, softwar e, pr ocessing
technology, storage and super-
computing, as well as analyses of the
effects of computers on society , the
industr y’s grand failur es, and mor e. 
The work of this committee is essential
to the Museum’s ar chitecture and
exhibit design fir ms as we go thr ough
the new building design pr ocess. 
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Saturday, June 16, 2001

9:30am - 10:00pm

DAY

The Computer Museum 
Histor y Center 

Mountain View , Califor nia, USA 

EVENING 

Santa Clara Mar riott 
Santa Clara, Califor nia, USA

$125 per person
(to cover lunch, dinner , and snacks)

Space is limited and r eser vations ar e
required. 

For conference infor mation and to
register, contact:

DECWORLD 2001
The Computer Museum Histor y Center
Building T12-A
Moffett Field, CA 94035, USA
+1 650 604 2579
decworld@computer histor y.org
www.computer histor y.org/decworld

The purposes of this special one-day
conference ar e:

1) to have fun

2) to bring together people who took
part in the rise of Digital Equipment
Corporation in or der to hear and
contribute stories that will become par t
of the Museum’s per manent ar chive of
the histor y of computing, and

3) to shar e Digital’s gr eatness with non-
Digital people who would like to
understand the unique social
phenomenon that was Digital Equipment
Corporation.

90-minute audience-interactive panels
will cover thr ee “eras:” fr om star t-up, to
product lines, to For tune 1000
presence and taking on IBM. Leading
the panel sessions will be Digital alumni
with Gor don Bell, Len Bosack, Ed
Kramer, Jack Smith, Richie Lar y, Grant
Saviers, Julius Mar cus, Bob Supnik, and
YOU (see the website for an updated
list of panelists).

Memorabilia contributed by attendees
will be on display , and r oving recorders
will document stories for Museum
archives. A r eception will be held in the
Museum’s exhibit ar ea wher e many 
DEC ar tifacts will be on display among
hundreds of other computing ar tifacts.
An evening banquet and keynote with 
Ed Schein and Win Hindle will wrap up
the event.
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MUSEUM COLLABORATES WITH INTEL’S

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FAIR

Each year, Intel Corporation sponsors a
science fair to honor the achievements
of secondar y students fr om around the
world. Mor e than 1,200 students fr om
over 40 countries par ticipate in the
International Science and Engineering
Fair (ISEF). This year , Intel ISEF took
place at San Jose’s Convention Center
from May 6-11, and featur ed a special
lobby exhibit entitled “Innovation 101,”
developed in collaboration with The
Computer Museum Histor y Center . The
exhibit highlighted Silicon V alley
computing industr y pioneers, and the
Museum pr ovided photographs of the
innovators and ar tifacts that
demonstrate their accomplishments.
Staf f members Kirsten T ashev, Dag
Spicer, Chris Gar cia, and Eleanor
Dickman coor dinated the content
research, acquisition of display items,
and text development for the multi-
dimensional exhibit panels. After ISEF ,
“Innovation 101” will be r elocated to
Museum’s Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea.
In addition to the pleasur e of pr oductive
collaboration, the experience was a
good exer cise for Museum staf f as the
process of exhibit development is
explored and pr ototyped.

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES 
CONTINUED 

COME TO 

DECWORLD 2001!
WHAT MADE DIGITAL GREAT

Michael Plitkins r ecently donated the Vixen
Osborne and many other items fr om his personal
collection to TCMHC.
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An avowed Inter net enthusiast and early
participant, Elizabeth “Jake” Feinler
came to The Computer Museum Histor y
Center (TCMHC) with two garages full of
Internet documents collected over the
years and encouraged Founding
President Gwen Bell and Curator Dag
Spicer to expand the Museum’s
horizons to include Inter net histor y.
Then she volunteer ed to help develop a
system for or ganizing the Museum’s
document collection and has been
donating her time ever since!

Jake tells her stor y with a wicked sense
of humor. Take, for example, how she
got her nickname: “When I was bor n,
double names wer e popular. My r eal
name is Elizabeth Jocelyn Feinler , and
my family was going to call me Betty Jo
to match my sister’s name, Mar y Lou.
Only two at the time, my sister’s version
of Betty Jo sounded like Baby Jake. I
always say , Thank goodness they
dropped the ‘Baby.’” 

A West Vir ginia native with an academic
background in biochemistr y (an
undergraduate degr ee from West Liber ty
State College, and graduate study at
Purdue University), Jake has honed her
skills as an infor mation scientist on a
variety of pr ojects over the years. 
Early on at Chemical Abstracts Ser vice
in Columbus, Ohio, she ser ved as
assistant editor on one of the biggest
information pr ojects in the world at the
time: indexing the world’s chemical
compounds back almost 100 years.
Then she came to Califor nia where she
headed up the Infor mation Resear ch
Depar tment at SRI Inter national. “Ther e
were no big computerized sear ch
ser vices at that time, so one had to
search the big abstract ser vices for
information, and r un down the ar ticles
the har d way.” She assisted with such
projects as the Handbook of
Psychophar macology and the Chemical
Process Economics Handbook. Once,
she even “helped save some baby
walruses by finding the composition of
walrus milk!”

Jake was working on a lar ge handbook
project for the NASA Skylabs pr ogram
when she decided she needed computer
power to do the job. “It was then,” she
recalls, “that I discover ed a gr oup of
people (mostly with bear ds and wild
hair, wearing Birkenstocks, and looking
like unmade beds) up on the second
floor of SRI, totally engr ossed in staring
at television sets and r olling little
devices ar ound on a table.” This was
Douglas Engelbar t’s Augmentation
Research Center (ARC) gr oup, and the
“little device” was his invention, 
the mouse.

Jake joined ARC in 1972, and in 1973
became principal investigator for the
Network Infor mation Center under
contract to the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARP A), and
the Defense Communications Agency
(DCA). Her gr oup managed the Inter net
Naming Registr y, and was r esponsible
for coming up with the cur rent Inter net
host-naming scheme of dot com, dot
org, dot edu, and dot gov . Jake then

Jake was convinced of the
importance of preserving the
history of the Internet and
salvaged anything that could
describe how the Internet
had evolved. In one case,
she remembers literally
scooping a huge pile of
“trash” off the floor at
midnight to keep the janitors
from hauling it away.

went on to become center dir ector for
the Network Infor mation Systems Center
at SRI. After she left SRI, in 1989, she
worked as a network r equirements
manager and helped develop guidelines
for managing the NASA web for NASA
Ames Resear ch Center .

Over the years, Jake was convinced of
the impor tance of pr eser ving the histor y
of the Inter net and salvaged anything
that could describe how the Inter net
had evolved. In one case, she
remembers literally scooping a huge pile
of “trash” of f the floor at midnight to
keep the janitors fr om hauling it away .
To Jake, “the evolution of the Inter net
and of computers ar e inter twined and
cannot be separated, and the stor y of
how they both evolved is one well wor th
preser ving.” While at NASA, she lear ned
that a computer histor y museum was
being established, and was delighted to
find in TCMHC a “match” for all the
material she had collected.

Now a volunteer and a member of the
TCMHC V olunteer Steering Committee,
Jake considers the Museum to be
similar to a Silicon V alley star t-up. She
likes being involved with the “exciting
challenges of any star t-up, and it is fun
to be included in the excitement and
enthusiasm of the staf f, boar d, and
donors as they tr y to pull of f this
gigantic under taking.” She also “enjoys
the social aspects of helping to host
events, meeting old friends, and hearing
computer giants tell tales of how it was.
And, of course, the camaraderie with
the other volunteers and staf f.”

Jake feels that The Computer Museum
Histor y Center has an impor tant
educational and cultural contribution to
make. She r emembers r eading many
years ago the book, The Soul of a New
Machine, and being thrilled by the Who,
What, Wher e, When, and Why of it. She
says, “The Computer Museum Histor y
Center will pr eser ve the cor e of Silicon
Valley histor y and will thrill countless
‘newbies’ with the stor y of computers
and the Inter net and their impact on
society.”

Even though she insists she is “a
perennial beginner at most hobbies,”
Jake pursues a variety of inter ests in
addition to volunteering at the Museum.
She says, “I dabble at water colors
(badly), help a friend write books on
Celtic quilting (I’ve never made a quilt),
and collect pincushions” (a collection
her friends star ted for her when she
said she was tir ed of sticking pins into
a tomato.) She r ecently adopted a
Siberian Husky who likes to r etreat with
her to her cabin in the woods. She’s an
opera “ring head” about to experience
her four th full pr oduction of W agner's
Der Ring des Nibelungen when the new
production opens in Seattle. She likes
nature travel to places like Australia and
Antarctica, and her ultimate goal is to
“free my right brain befor e it atr ophies.”
Meanwhile, The Computer Museum
Histor y Center is delighted to be the
beneficiar y of Jake’s love of infor mation
about the Inter net and the cr eativity she
brings to her work at the Museum! 

Eleanor Dickman is Vice Pr esident of Development
& Public Relations at The Computer Museum
Histor y Center

FOCUS ON PEOPLE 

INTERNET HISTORY BUFF: 

JAKE FEINLER
ELEANOR DICKMAN

The Computer Museum Histor y Center
offers a unique chance to help build a
world-class Museum that will pr eser ve
and present infor mation age ar tifacts
and stories for generations to come.

We are actively seeking qualified,
motivated, and talented people for the
following positions:

STAFF

· Curator of Exhibits
· Curator of Collections
· Director of Development
· Administrative Assistant
· Vice Pr esident of Facilities & 

Logistics
· Director of Cyber museum Exhibits

For detailed infor mation about these job
oppor tunities and how to apply , 
please visit our website at
www.computer histor y.org/jobs

VOLUNTEER

· Research & Refer ence team member
· Office or ganization & systems 

suppor t
· Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea 

renovation team member
· Website pr ojects including 

CGI scripting
· DECWORLD 2001 event team

· Fellow Awards 2001 event team

For detailed infor mation about these
and other volunteer oppor tunities, 
please visit our website at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers
or call Kar yn Wolfe.

CURRENT
STAFF AND
VOLUNTEER
OPENINGS



UPCOMING EVENTS
PLEASE RSVP FOR ALL EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
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THANKS TO OUR ANNUAL DONORS 

YES, I want to help save computing history. Please process my donation

at the level indicated. I look forward to learning more about the programs

and activities of The Computer Museum History Center, especially its plans

for growth in the coming years.

____ Enclosed is my check payable to: 

____ The Computer Museum History Center

____ I prefer to donate stock and will notify you when the transfer is made

____ Charge my     Visa _____     Mastercard _____

Visa/Mastercard number ________________________________________________

Expiration date ________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s name ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s signature __________________________________________________

P L E A S E  P R I N T :

Name(s) as I/we like it to appear in printed material 

________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation ______________________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________________

Preferred mailing address ______________________________________________

City, ST, Zip, Country __________________________________________________

(please circle)       work home

Email address __________________________________________________________

Home phone __________________________________________________________

Work phone   __________________________________________________________

CORE BENEFACTOR

____ other $ ________________

____ 16K ($16,384)

MAJOR CORE SUPPORTER

____ 8K ($8,192)

CORE SUPPORTER

____ 4K ($4,096)

____ 2K ($2,048)

____ 1K ($1,024)

GENERAL SUPPORTER

____ $500

____ $250

____ $100

____ $35 (student)

____ other $ ________________

Please return this form (or facsimile) 

with your remittance to:

The Computer Museum History Center

P.O. Box 367  Moffett Field, CA 94035 

USA

+1 650 604 2575 (tel)

+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

www.computerhistory.org

YOUR ANNUAL DONATION to The Computer Museum History Center will

help preserve the artifacts and stories of the Information Age for future generations.

Please help us fulfill this important mission.

WELCOME to our network of supporters. We look forward to getting to know you!

CORE 2.2

CONTACT INFORMATION

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Dir ector & CEO
+1 650 604 2581
jtoole@computer histor y.or g

AMY BODINE

Collections & W eb Ser vices Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
bodine@computer histor y.or g

PAM CLEVELAND

Event Manager 
+1 650 604 2571
cleveland@computer histor y.or g

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coor dinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.or g

ELEANOR DICKMAN

Vice Pr esident of Development & PR
+1 650 604 2575
dickman@computer histor y.or g

WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Of fice Administrator
+1 650 604 5205
francis@computer histor y.or g

CHRIS GARCIA

Historical Collections Coor dinator
+1 650 604 2572
garcia@computer histor y.or g 

JESSICA HUYNH

Web Ser vices Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
huynh@computer histor y.or g

KAREN MATHEWS

Executive Vice Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
mathews@computer histor y.or g

CAMILLA NEVE

Development Associate
+1 650 604 5133
neve@computer histor y.or g

CHARLIE PFEFFERKORN

Museum Collections Consultant
+1 650 604 2578
pfef ferkorn@computer histor y.or g

JULIE STEIN

Executive Assistant
+1 650 604 5145
stein@computer histor y.or g

KIRSTEN TASHEV

Building & Exhibits Pr oject Manager
+1 650 604 2580
tashev@computer histor y.or g

BETSY TOOLE

Hospitality & Facilities Suppor t
+1 650 604 2567
etoole@computer histor y.or g

KARYN WOLFE

Special Pr ojects Manager
+1 650 604 2570
wolfe@computer histor y.or g

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER

Building T12-A
Mof fett Field, CA 94035, USA
+1 650 604 2579
+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

or
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER

PO Box 367, Mof fett Field, CA 94035, USA

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

Cur rent staf f openings ar e listed on page 15.

ANNUAL APPEAL

Is your name on our list of Annual
donors? If so, you ar e one of a select
group of people who appr eciates the
impact of the computing r evolution on
our lives today . You also take pride in
your own r ole in ensuring that this
histor y of innovation is pr eser ved for
posterity. We are grateful for your
generosity and suppor t. And if your
name is not on this list, we welcome
your contribution and will be delighted
to add your name to our r oster. You
may use the for m on this page to join
our family of donors. Thank you! 

STOCK DONATIONS

We gratefully accept dir ect transfers of
securities to our account. Appr eciated
securities for warded to our br oker
should be designated as follows:  

FBO: The Computer Museum Histor y
Center; DWR Account # 112-014033-
072; DTC #015; and sent to Matthew
Ives at Mor gan Stanley Dean Witter ,
245 L ytton A venue, Suite 200, Palo
Alto, CA 94301-1963. 

In order to be pr operly cr edited for 
your gift, you must notify us dir ectly
when you make the transfer . If you 
have any questions r egarding a 
transfer of securities, please contact
Eleanor Dickman at +1 650 604 2575.

MON, JUNE 4, 6 PM

XEROX ALTO: A PERSONAL

RETROSPECTIVE

Chuck Thacker & Butler Lampson,
Microsoft
LOCATION: NASA Ames Main Auditorium
Moffett Field, CA

SAT, JUNE 16, 9:30 AM – 10:00 PM

DECWORLD 2001

WHAT MADE DIGITAL GREAT

See page 13 for mor e infor mation.
LOCATION: Moffett Field & Santa Clara, CA

MON, SEPTEMBER 17, 6 PM

ORIGINS OF LINUX

Linus Torvalds, T ransmeta Corporation
LOCATION AND DATE TO BE CONFIRMED

TUES, OCTOBER 23

FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET

LOCATION: Fairmont Hotel, San Jose, CA

THURS, NOVEMBER 8, 6 PM

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Donald Knuth, Stanfor d University
LOCATION: NASA Ames Main Auditorium
Moffett Field, CA

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers. See page 15 for cur rent
special pr oject openings. Monthly work
parties generally occur on the 2nd
Saturday of each month (below). For
more infor mation, please visit 
our volunteer web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers .

WORK PARTIES

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole.

Sat, June 9, 9am
Sat, July 14, 9am
Sat, Aug 11, 9am
Sat, Sept 8, 9am

EVENT SUPPORT

The Museum r elies on r egular volunteer
suppor t for events (listed at left).
Contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand!

We acknowledge with 
deep appr eciation the
individuals and or ganizations
that have given gener ously 
to the Annual Fund.

CCOORREE BBEENNEEFFAACCTTOORR --
(($$1166,,338844 ++ ))
Gwen & C Gor don Bell
Steve Blank & Alison Elliott
Andrea Cunningham
Donna Dubinsky
Elaine & Eric Hahn
Gardner Hendrie & 

Karen Johansen
David & Karla House
The Krause Foundation
The L ynch Family Foundation
John Mashey & Angela Hey
Grant & Dor rit Saviers 

Foundation
John & Sher ee Shoch
Leonard J Shustek

MMAAJJOORR CCOORREE SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERR
-- (($$88,,119922 ++ ))
Paul & Evelyn Baran
Peggy Burke
J B Jamieson
Sheldon Laube & Nancy Engel
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Bernard L Peuto
Sigma Par tners

CCOORREE SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERR --
(($$11,,002244 ++ ))
Pamela Alexander
Frances Allen
Shanda Bahles
John & Sheila Banning
Craig & Barbara Bar rett
Erich & Renee Bloch
Barry W Boehm
Gary Boone
Jerry Brenholz
Walter M Carlson
Ned Chapin
Bruce & Gail Chizen
Citigate Cunningham
Patti & Ed Cluss
Computer Reseller News

R T Coslet
Stephen Cr ocker
William & Sonja Davidow
Lloyd & Eleanor Dickman
L John Doer r & Ann Howland
Les Ear nest
David Emerson
Chris Espinosa
Gordon E Eubanks
Whitfield Dif fie & 

Mary Lynn Fischer
Tracey Stewar t & 

Barry James Folsom
Frank-Ratchye Family Foundation
Bob Frankston
Fujitsu Micr oelectronics
Samuel H Fuller
Rober t B Gar ner
The Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation
Charles & Nancy Geschke
Charles Giancarlo
John Grillos
Rober t & Marion Grimm
Forrest Gunnison
Trip Hawkins
William R Hearst III
The Kenneth Laf ferty Hess 

Family Foundation
Stephen & Diana Hill
Chuck & Jenny House
John Humble
Colin Hunter
IBM Inter national Foundation
Matthew B Ives
C Bradfor d Jef fries
Craig Jensen
Jump Star t-Up Communications
Jerry & Michelle Kaplan
Alan Kay & Bonnie MacBir d
Ernest E Keet
J S Kilby
Steve & Michele Kirsch 

Foundation
Jerry & Judy Klein
Donald & Jill Knuth
Lucio Lanza
Kenneth Larsen
Laura & Gar y Lauder
Marc LeBr un
Sam Lee
Richard Lowenthal

Ron Marianetti
Karen H Mathews
Rober t R Maxfield
Frank L McConnell
Charles McManis
Tom Melcher
George Michael
Gordon E & Betty I Moor e
Malachy Moynihan
Jim & Stephanie Nisbet
Hal & Juanita Nissley
Raymond Ozzie & 

Dawna Bousquet
Charles Pfef ferkorn
Paul Pier ce
Bill & Rochelle Pratt
Dennis Ritchie
Toni & Ar thur Rock
Dave & Jan Rossetti
Saal Family Foundation
Jean Sammet
Peter & V alerie Samson
Morey & Barbara Schapira
Rober t Shaw
Michael Simmons
Charles Simonyi
Michael Skok
Alvy Ray Smith
Steven & Kim Sommer
Stephen Squir es & 

Ann Mar mour
Tom Stepien & Car olyn Rogers
Sun Micr osystems, Inc
Del Thor ndike & Steve T eicher
Richard Tennant
Marty & Bonnie T enenbaum
The Computer Language 

Company Inc
Thelma Estrin
John & Elizabeth T oole
Paul S Winalski
William Wulf & Anita K Jones
John & Rosemar y Young
Alber t Y Y u
Pierluigi Zappacosta & 

Enrica D’Ettor re
Rober t & Car rie Zeidman
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

GGEENNEERRAALL SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERRSS
Reesa Abrams
George B Adams III

Allan Alcor n
John Amos
Melissa Anderson & 

Howard Look
Paul & Joan Ar mer
Milt Mallor y & Mar y Ar tibee
The Dennis & Janet Austin Fund
Charles Bachman
David H Bailey
Ross Bassett
Allen Baum & Donya White
Sandy & Ann Benett
Paul Ber ry
Paolo Bor mida
Stuar t W Bowen
Douglas Br entliner
John D Brillhar t
Frederick Br ooks
Jack Bur ness
Dennis & Jan Car ter
Mihir Kumar Choudhar y
Richard J Clayton
Paul L Comey
George Comstock
Jef ferson Connell
Samuel Cooke
Michael Coulter
Peter & Dor othy Denning
Frank Dietrich
Mark Duncan
John Dykstra
Ray Egan
John Ehr man
Mr & Mrs Bob O Evans
Simon & Amy Favr e
Bill Feier eisen
Bill & Peri Frantz
Barbara & Joseph Fr edrick
Dwight Freund
Bandit Gangwer e
George Glaser
Bob & Dee Glorioso
Michael Godfr ey
Gary M Goelkel
Eli Goldber g
Ber t Graeve
Georgia R Grant & Paul V Atkins
E Michael Gr eenawalt
Philip Gr egor y
Joe Gr oss
Rolin Har ding
Ann Har dy

John & Andr ea Hennessy
Thea Hodge
Dave & Shar on Hoyt
John Impaliazzo
Sam Ismail
Tom Jennings
Luanne Johnson
Suzanne M Johnson
Rober t Kahn
Laurel & Ray Kaleda
Mark Kaminsky
Jordin Kare
Richard Kashdan
Randy Katz
Steven Klooster
Eric Korpela
John Kowaleski
Thomas Kur tz
Larry Kwicinski
Michael A Lamber t
Grayson & David Lane
John L Larson
David A Laws
Roy Kwok Ming Lee
Debbie Lienhar t
Fred Loewy
Thomas P Lojacono
Carl Lowenstein
Jim L yons & Vir ginia L yons
Walter Main
John Maloney & 

Roxanne Guilhamet Maloney
Paul Meola
Kenrick Mock & Khristy Parker
Jeff Moffatt
J Craig Mudge
Marilee Niemi
Landon Noll
Mike & Betsy Noonen
David Novak
Dave Olson
James L Paulos
Shirley & Douglas Pearson
Michael Pique
Michael Pittor o
Monroe H Postman
Antonio Elder Prado
Rober t Praetorius
Prashanth Shitikond
Donald & Sandie Pugh
Mark Resch
David Richey

Frederic Ricquebour g
Kathleen L R ydar
Paul L Saf fo
Gordon Saint Clair
John & Christine Sanguinetti
Stephen Savitzky
Eric Schmidt
Fritz Schneider
Marge Sentous
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
Matthew Shafer
Chris Sheedy & Marsha Br ewer
Rober t Sher wood
Jean Shuler
Dan & Kar on Siewior ek
Chris & Jade Simonson
David Singmaster
Alan Jay Smith
Joseph M Smith
Matt Chew Spence
Steven Stepanek
Armando P Stettner
Bob Supnik
Edward Taft
Larry Tesler & Colleen Bar ton
Edward Thelen
Frank Tobin
James T omayko
Fritz & Nomi T rapnell
United Way of King County
Christopher V ogt
Greg & Susan W ageman
Bud Warashina
Forrest W arthman
Michael W eaver
John Whar ton
Duane Wise
Karyn Wolfe & John R Mabr y
Anthony J W ood
Jim Work
Dr John G Zabolitzky

This infor mation is cur rent as 
of May 01, 2001. 
Please notify us of any changes
to your listing
(wolfe@computer histor y.org).
Thank you.



Explained from CORE 2.1

TELEFUNKEN DIODE MATRIX (1965) 

This is a T elefunken micr ocode diode
matrix boar d. Telefunken was a Ger man
firm that began as “Gesellschaft fur
drahtlose T elegraphie m.b.h.” (Usually
known as “System T elephunken”) in
1903 as a subsidiar y of Allgemeine
Elektricitats-Gesellschaft (AEG) and
Siemens and Halske AG to do work in
radio. Among other companies in W est
Germany (Siemens, Zuse, SEL),
Telefunken enter ed the computer
business in the 1950s.

The use of diode matrices for decoding
instructions and generating micr ocode
was ver y common in the pr e-IC era and
was r elatively flexible in that micr ocode 

could even be modified in the field 
by simply adding or subtracting diodes
from the matrix. 

The use of diode matrices for decoding
instruction sets was used as early as
1950 in the MIT Whirlwind computer .
Also, the 1956 Royal McBee LGP-30
(Librascope General Pr ecision) computer
used 1450 diodes to decode its full
instruction set (16). Both the diode
matrix and the independent concept of
using micr ocode (Maurice Wilkes) wer e
later used together to pr oduce diode
microcode boar ds like this T elefunken
board in 1965.

The use of a diode ar ray to generate
microcode would have been ver y 

efficient in ter ms of cost, power , and
space. The diodes could per form both
AND functions to decode the instr uction
and OR functions to combine all
instructions that gated par ticular data
paths at par ticular times. The same
technique, but using transistors 
instead of diodes, was used later in
microprocessors, including the Data
General Micr oNova.

Prior to using diode matrixes,
instructions wer e usually implemented
in separate sets of electr onic cir cuits.

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
07/15/01 along with your name and
shipping addr ess. The first thr ee cor rect
entries will each r eceive a fr ee poster:
COMPUTER CHRONOLOGY – THE

EMERGENCE OF THE INFORMATION AGE

The Computer Museum History Center

PO Box 367, Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA

Address Service Requested
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Telefunken Diode Matrix (1965) 
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Our vision of a computer histor y
museum is taking shape. It includes 
1) a per manent home with unique
artifacts and exhibits, 2) a Cyber-
Museum of vir tual displays and digital
information, and 3) communities of
people acr oss the world linked by a
variety of Museum pr ograms. Our goal
is to build a single or ganization that
combines these thr ee vital r esources
into a lasting institution.

I am happy to r epor t that we ended the
last fiscal year in the black–a critically
impor tant accomplishment in a down
economy–and our gr owth is almost
doubling ever y year! Congratulations to
all involved for helping to cr eate tangible
progress out of gr eat ideas. As you can
guess, we ar e vigilant about the
economy and its financial impact on us
this year , but ar e doing ever ything we
can to minimize our risks.

I’d like to welcome Lori Crawfor d as the
most r ecent addition to our Boar d of
Trustees. Lori comes to us fr om Infinity
Capital with a wealth (!) of non-pr ofit
experience and will be chairing the
Finance Committee.

We have also made some significant
staf f changes in the last several months
that ar e ver y impor tant to our futur e.
Mike Williams, Pr ofessor Emeritus of
Computer Science at the University of
Calgar y, has joined us as head curator .
Known worldwide as a computer
historian, Mike has published
extensively, ser ved as editor of the IEEE
Annals of the History of Computing,
curated exhibits for other museums,
and fallen in love with our collection and
plans. I hope you have alr eady met him
and shar e our excitement about
welcoming him to the Museum. In
addition, Dag Spicer , after a leave of
absence, has r ejoined us for several
months as exhibit curator to for mulate
plans for the per manent building.   

David Miller came on boar d with gr eat
energy and experience as the vice
president of development. He has taken
the reigns fr om Eleanor Dickman, who
had a wonder ful year with us. Both
Board and staf f are working to
strengthen and expand our alr eady
successful development or ganization to
insure future growth. 

Mike Walton joined us in June as the
director of cyber exhibits. Some of you
may know Mike fr om his work at
ConXion, which hosts our web site, or
his pr evious volunteer work at the
Museum. The CyberMuseum team has
already begun a series of experiments
and explorations to help for mulate our
long-term technical strategies and to
add real value to the cur rent
organization. This includes, among 
other things, experimenting with video
from DECWORLD 2001 and looking at
long-term “cyber exhibits.”

Pam Cleveland has joined us as events
manager and her exper tise has been so
impor tant with the fr equent,
spectacular, and unique events the
Museum is hosting.  

Finally, we welcomed the ar rival of thr ee
new NASA inter ns in June: Jennifer
Cheng brings experience and ener gy to
our event planning and development
teams, Kathy V o Jozefowicz is defining
and implementing our e-stor e, and
Rober t Yeh provides financial and
administrative suppor t. We are ver y
happy to have such pr ofessional and
dedicated people working with us and
have wonder ed how we would have
sur vived our summer of gr owth without
their help. 

Our interim building is well under way . At
press time, we ar e moving for ward with
a temporar y steel str ucture–including
22.5K squar e feet for the war ehouse,
9K squar e feet for exhibits/meetings,
and 9.5K squar e feet of of fice
space–that we expect to complete by
April 2002. It will allow us to build our
operation and manage a dynamic
collection pr ocess for several years. In
addition, we intend to keep buildings

126 and 45 until they ar e demolished
for the pr oposed NASA Resear ch Park. 
I think we will all see an exciting
physical pr esence ver y soon.  

Meanwhile, the ar chitecture and exhibit
design teams for our per manent home
are moving rapidly ahead. As of
August/September we ar e finishing the
“programming” phase and will be
moving into the “schematic design”
phase of the pr oject. Please r eview the
materials on our website–we want your
feedback and ideas. 

Inside this issue, you’ll see mor e about
our volunteers and the gr eat r ole they
play in so many ways.  Our V olunteer
Appreciation Day in August was only a
very small token of our appr eciation for
each and ever y one of them.

I can’t close without acknowledging the
great pr ograms we’ve r ecently had and
reminding you that the 2001 Fellow
Awards Banquet is coming up on
October 23r d. This year , we have put
together an incr edible pr ogram to honor
Fred Brooks, Jean Sammet, and
Maurice Wilkes. In addition to the Fellow
Awards, we will update you on our
exciting pr ogress and celebrate our
international outr each with a unique
series of events in cooperation with the
offices of the Consulate General of
Switzerland. Ar tifact donations, a
distinguished lectur e panel, and a
special r eception will make that week
very wonder ful indeed. 

Finally, we continue to need your
suppor t in so many ways, but hope you
are also enjoying the multitude of
experiences thr ough which computing
histor y can be pr eser ved. The next six
months ar e shaping up to be ver y
impor tant, and oppor tunities abound to
engage in the or ganization–just ask! It
is exciting to tur n dreams into r eality
and to have so many people ever ywhere
be par t of it.

SHAPING UP FOR SUCCESS

JOHN C TOOLE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CEO
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None of these stories are the
truth; these are all of our
recollections after the fact.
–Gordon Bell

All the stories I’m going to
tell you are true; some of the
details have been revised to
enhance the audience
experience. –Joe DiNucci

In June 2001, The Computer Museum
Histor y Center sponsor ed an unusual
event: DECWORLD 2001, a r etro-
spective confer ence focused on the
stories and r ecollections of the people
who helped cr eate and develop the now-
defunct Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC). Appr oximately 200 people
attended the weekend, which included
informal get-togethers, a DEC ar tifact
exhibit, show-and-tell, panel and open
mike sessions, video pr esentations, a
speaker banquet, video inter views, and
lots of time to talk and get
reacquainted. 

The Museum cr eated DECWORLD 2001
in order to gather stories and
information that might other wise be
widely dispersed or even lost. The event
was ver y successful in helping the
Museum to fulfill its mission “to
preser ve and pr esent for posterity the
artifacts and stories of the infor mation
age.” W e collected hundr eds of quotes
and comments, r eceived donations of
new DEC har dware, and captur ed hours
of presentations, stories, and
interviews. As we synthesize these new
materials into our ar chives, we ar e
learning how to best make them usable
and available for r esearch and display
both in our physical Museum and in our
CyberMuseum that is under
development. Our experiences with
video, digital for matting, transcribing,
web posting, inter viewing, etc., ar e an
experiment that will infor m upcoming
collection ef forts. 

We thought that the best way to convey
the results of our ef forts was to show
you just a por tion of the material that
we collected while documenting the
unique cultur e and technical
contributions of Digital Equipment
Corporation. For a longer version of this
article, for mor e infor mation about the
program and attendees, and for pictur es
and detailed r epor ts about the event,
please visit our website at
www.computer histor y.org/decworld. 

Gordon Bell examines an ar tifact at the
“show and tell.”
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NEW WAYS TO EXPLORE
COMPUTING HISTORY:
PROTOTYPING THE PROCESS AT DECWORLD 2001

BY KARYN WOLFE

The DECWORLD 2001 experiment included
videotaped inter views with many ex-DEC
employees.

Grant Saviers spor ted multiple badges fr om his
years at DEC.

T H E  C O M P U T E R  M U S E U M  H I S T O R Y  C E N T E R



Evening speaker Win Hindle described DEC’s
internal cultur e as “merit-based, yet competitive;
contentious, but fair; critical and open-minded.”

Evening speaker Ed Schein asser ted that DEC
was “based on ver y str ong individuals, which is
the quintessential American, individualistic,
competitive company .”

“

”

“He Who Proposes, Does”
Everyone was encouraged to accept
responsibility for pr ograms. The
expression ‘He who pr oposes, does’
was ver y common and the idea that
someone like myself, for instance, in
1981, having been with the company
only six to eight months, could take a
proposal all the way to the Boar d of
Directors was something ver y foreign 
to me. –Jef f Kalb

“Do The Right Thing” Drove the
Organization
It seems that the most empowering
value of the company was to ‘Do the
Right Thing.’ That gave people a
tremendous sense of personal
responsibility and suppor t for the things
that they did. So many wer e able to get
positions of r esponsibility much gr eater
than they ever would have expected to.
–Ted Johnson

DEC was Training Ground for Many
Entrepreneurs
Probably the huge legacy of Digital was
the incr edible training gr ound that we
provided. A vast number of people went
on to become CEOs, to found new
companies, to do things as
entrepreneurs. I’m r eally pr oud to be
associated with those that have gone
on to do gr eat things. Periodically
somebody will say , ‘Y eah, I was at DEC
and star ted this company…’ and they
transpor ted the DEC envir onment to
create good cultur es and essentially
great designs. –Gor don Bell

A Company of Techies
Field sales had a test for who the
customers wer e. If the customer
couldn’t pr ogram the machine and fix it
from one of the handbooks, they didn’t
pass the test as a customer and we
bypassed them. That’s the kind of
company it was. –Julius Mar cus

Group Process Really Works
As a young consultant, one of the most
unusual things about Ken Olsen’s
approach was that he did not set me up
to make pr esentations or to give
lectures. He said: ‘Come to the
meetings and see what you can do.’
What I saw was people inter rupting,
people shouting at each other . ‘What’s
this all about?’ I thought, and began to
realize it was about finding tr uth. No
one person was smar t enough. But,
when we got into a gr oup and debated
the issue, we would get smar t ver y fast.
That was a ver y impor tant philosophical
principle for how DEC worked. The
reason you don’t make arbitrar y
decisions fr om a position of authority is
because you’r e probably not that smar t.
–Ed Schein

A Boundary-less Organization
Digital was a place without laws. I r ead
General Electric’s annual r epor ts and
Jack Welch talks about tr ying to be a
‘boundar y-less’ or ganization. W ell, in a
very natural way , that was Digital during
the early days and quite far into the
company’s histor y. We were boundar y-
less because people wer e empower ed
to get the job done by using the
resources of the company in whatever
way was possible. And that meant going
directly—not up thr ough the hierar chy
and down again—to the place fr om
where you needed the help. And, by 
and lar ge, that help was always given in
the spirit in which it was r equested.
–Win Hindle

I never, in my life, spent a
period of time with so many
truly brilliant people as I did
at DEC. –Jeff Kalb

DIGITAL “RULES” AND CULTURE 

Attendees described the unique cultur e and “r ules of the game” found at
DEC, par ticularly in the early days when the company was small and literally
defining much of the market. Her e are some of their thoughts.
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“ ”
Digital’s Role in Interactive Computing
Digital had a unique r ole in computer
histor y. The industr y was comprised of
companies that took punched car ds,
sor ted them, and did a little bit of
arithmetic with them. Fr om the ver y
beginning we star ted with computers
controlling things. So we built interactive
computers, which was almost beyond
the understanding of most people. W e
had this new concept—like with the
SAGE system—that computers had the
ability to do something, to interact with
something. It was a paradigm shift.
–Stan Olsen

The Invention of the OEM and VAR
Approaches
In my r ole in commer cial OEM at DEC,
we revolutionized the sale of
commercial computers into the industr y.
We invented the V AR [Value Added
Reseller] pr ogram and we r eally got
minicomputers established in the
commercial marketplace in a wide
variety of applications, spur ring a huge
growth within the industr y. Almost all
the computer companies now use the
VAR appr oach to selling those kind of
systems. –Jim Willis

VMS Safe and Secure
I want to draw your attention to just how
good VMS is. It’s actually the 25th
anniversar y of the first boot up of VMS
Starlet on June 14, 1976. So VMS is
25 years old, and it’s still 25 years
ahead of the SQLs and the NT s. And to
this day , if you want to make a safe web
site, you put it up on VMS with
freeware, and it’s so secur e that no one
can hack it, and the only VMS people
that could hack it ar e too ethical to do
so, thank you ver y much! –Max Bur net

Timesharing
Digital anticipated personal computing.
Even in the early days with PDP-6 and
DEC-10, timesharing made it possible
for people to do computations
individually, in r eal time, and let the
pace of thought contr ol what happened
as opposed to the pace of the computer
and the operations. So I think Digital’s
contribution, in the lar ge, was to enable
individual use of computing and then
the company embodied that by allowing
individuals to do their ver y best. 
–David Rodgers

CONCLUSION

As you can hopefully see, the day
resulted in wonder ful reminiscences
and rich contributions to the Museum’s
archival cof fers. Thanks to all who
participated. Attendee and Museum
volunteer Mike Baxter made the
following comments a few days after 
the event:

I’m still in awe at what I experienced at
DECWORLD 2001. It was mind-
bogglingly impor tant, a successful
experiment, and a most matur e
retrospective…I was ver y impressed to
see mistakes discussed openly and
without r ecrimination. This is r eally
impor tant lear ning, know-how that can
be reused. “Museum” does not
adequately describe what The Computer
Museum Histor y Center has done: The
artifacts ar e by no means idle museum
pieces, ther e are layers of stories
hidden within them waiting to get out. 

By 1980, finally people 
knew that “Digital” didn’t
mean watches. 
–Grant Saviers

We hope you visit
www.computerhistory.org/decworld for
a more complete pictur e and to discover
more anecdotes and quotes, including:

Cats in the Cabinet by Marcia Russell

How VAX Got Started by Rich Lar y

The Loading Dock Problem by Len Bosack

The Story of Mullen Blue by Pat Mullen

700 Pounds of Lead by Pat Mullen

UNIX for Sale – ouch! By Bob Glorioso

The Origin of “PDP” by Stan Olsen

Problem Solving for the Imp-11 by Jim Leve

The Story of the Digital Handbook Concept
by Stan Olsen

Marketing Starts Writing Code by Bud Hyler

Giving Up “Frenchness” by Ed Schein

DEC Takes over Rhode Island
by Marcia Russell

My Job Description (memo) by Ken Olsen
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Panel Two included Grant Saviers, Dick Clayton,
Julius “Mark” Mar cus, Len Bosack, and Rich Lar y
presenting thoughts about 1970-1980, when
“product lines wer e in full for ce.”

TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

In addition to the atmospher e of working at DEC, attendees expr essed
admiration for the contributions they saw the company had made to the
development of the computing industr y… fr om the idea of interactive
computing, to the concept of OEMs and V ARs as channels of distribution for
complete pr oducts, to the pr ecocity and longevity of concepts such as VMS. 
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A WALK THROUGH
“VISIBLE STORAGE”
BY LEN SHUSTEK

Like all serious collecting museums,
The Computer Museum Histor y Center
can only display a small par t of the
collected ar tifacts at any one time. In
our cur rent temporar y facilities at the
NASA Ames Resear ch Center at Mof fett
Field in Mountain View , Califor nia, we
have configur ed one of the war ehouses
into a “Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea”
where you can see, smell, and even
(curators should stop r eading her e!)
touch about two hundr ed of the
thousands of items in our collection.
And this is only the “ir on;” we also have
software, documents, photos, posters,
audiotapes, videos, films, t-shir ts, and
cof fee cups—ever ything you need to
document the histor y of a r evolution,
which this is.

Every Museum docent gives a dif ferent
tour, stopping at cer tain items, telling
unique stories—each weaving dif ferent
threads of computing histor y’s stor y.
Here is one vir tual and ver y personal
tour, and I ask for giveness if I’ve
omitted any of your favorites. Ever y item
shown her e—with the exception of 
the people pictur ed!—is cur rently on
display at The Computer Museum
Histor y Center .

EARLY COMPUTING

Once upon a time, “computers” wer e
people that computed, not computing
machines. Mechanical devices helped
make the people mor e reliable and
faster than a r eckoner who had only
pencil and paper . For instance, the
1895 Swiss “Millionaire” was one of 

the first af fordable mass-pr oduced
machines that could multiply and divide
as well as add and subtract. About
5,000 wer e produced, and this, one of
several in our collection, still works as
well as it did the day it was made.

The Comptometer was used, mostly 

by businesses, only for adding and
subtracting, but trained operators could
tally a column of numbers blazingly fast
because all the digits of a single
number could be pushed at the same
time. If you don’t believe this, I’ll get 
my mother, who was a Comptometer
operator in the early 1940s, to give you
a demonstration. But mechanical
calculators wer e not the genesis of
modern electr onic computers, they 
were instead one of many dead ends.

W W W. C O M P U T E R H I S T O R Y . O R G
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Once upon a time,
“computers” were people
that computed, not
computing machines.
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ANCESTRAL BEGINNINGS

One of the dir ect ancestors of the
computer was the handsome Hollerith
census machine, which was designed 

to solve a new kind of pr oblem. In
1880, the U.S. census had taken seven
years to pr oduce 21,000 pages of data.
There was a r eal danger that the 1890
census might take mor e than 10 years
to count, which would trigger a
constitutional crisis because that
document r equires an “actual
enumeration” ever y decade for
allocating seats in the House of
Representatives. A young New Y ork
engineer named Her man Hollerith won 
a three-way competition for technology
to save the day by using “punched
cards” to r ecord and then tabulate the
data. It was a gr eat success, and
26,000 pages of data wer e compiled 
in only 2 1⁄2 years. 

But as a business, Hollerith’s
“Tabulating Machine Corporation” had 
a less than stellar business plan: they
had only one pr oduct, and one major
customer that bought ever y 10 years.
Hollerith gradually made the transition
to supplying general of fice machines
based on the same technology , and
diversified the pr oduct line by mer ging
with a computing scale company and a
time clock company , calling the r esult
CTR (“Computing-T abulating-Recording”)
Company. Hollerith’s health was failing
and he r etired in 1911 with about a
million dollars, which was serious
money in those days. 

It took a consummate salesman fir ed
from National Cash Register in 1911 to
rename the company “IBM” in 1924
and create the dominant for ce in
computers for many decades. That
salesman was T.J. Watson, and he and 

his son T om Watson, Jr . ran the
company for an astounding 60 years
between them. 

IBM star ted befor e the invention of the
electronic computer . Its pr oducts 
were electr o-mechanical machines
designed primarily for of fice automation,
based on Hollerith’s punched car d. 
Here are machines used for punching,
copying, and sorting the car ds.

IBM’s business model was brilliant:
instead of selling machines, they 
leased them and so cr eated a r ecurring
revenue str eam. And, they sold the
“razor” for your “shaver” as well: in
1930 IBM sold 3 billion of those
punched paper car ds, accounting for
10% of their r evenue and 35% of 
their profit.

T H E  C O M P U T E R  M U S E U M  H I S T O R Y  C E N T E R
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…as a business, Hollerith’s “Tabulating
Machine Corporation” had a less than
stellar business plan: they had only one
product, and one major customer that
bought every 10 years.
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The drive towar d fast electr onic
computers with no moving par ts was
natural and unstoppable, but some
people still enjoyed tinkering with
homebuilt computers made out of mor e
unusual technology . Her e are three
examples, constr ucted as early as
1932, by Pr of. Der rick Lehmer at the
University of Califor nia at Berkeley . One
is built fr om bicycle chains and scr ews,
one from industrial gears and
toothpicks, and one fr om 16mm film
strips and wooden bobbins. 

Lehmer’s Sieves, thr ee ver y dif ferent 

“computers,” solve the same 
problem—finding prime numbers using
the Sieve of Erastasthones—and
dramatically demonstrate that an
algorithm and the device that executes
it are ver y dif ferent indeed.

ELECTRONIC BEGINNINGS

It wasn’t until the 1940s that electr onic
devices we r ecognize as being similar to
modern computers began to appear .
Here is a small par t of one of the first,
the ENIAC (“Electr onic Numerical
Integrator and Calculator”), designed 

during WWII at the University of
Pennsylvania to compute ballistics
tables for the Ar my. Unfor tunately
ENIAC, a r oom-sized monstr osity with
18,000 vacuum tubes, was finished too
late to help with the war ef fort. And, it
wasn’t r eally a computer in the moder n
sense, because it didn’t have a pr ogram
stored in memor y that could be easily
changed. 

The “stor ed program” br eakthrough
occurred June 21, 1948 at the
University of Manchester on a test
computer called “The Baby” that at the
time wasn’t consider ed impor tant
enough to pr eser ve so it no longer
exists. But star ting in 1949 and based
on that idea, tr ue computers as we
know them today began to appear . The
Johnniac was one of the first generation 

of computers in that moder n design,
and the only one ever named for John
Von Neumann, the brilliant Hungarian-
born mathematician who played an
impor tant role in the invention of the
modern “stor ed program” computer . The
Johnniac was built by the Rand
Corporation of Santa Monica, Califor nia,
and was an appr oximate copy of the
machine built under V on Neumann’s
super vision at Princeton’s Institute for
Advanced Studies. It wasn’t exactly the
same, but that was ok because in those
days the notion of computers sharing
program “softwar e” (a ter m not yet
invented) was not an issue—if you had
a computer , you wr ote pr ograms
specifically for it and no other machine
used them. 

These new contraptions wer e clearly
going to be useful for many dif ferent
things. But in the early 1950s if you
wanted a computer for , say , calculating
some physics equations for your PhD
disser tation, you had a pr oblem.
Computers had been invented, but you
couldn’t buy one. If you wer e
determined enough, like Gene Amdahl
at the University of Wisconsin, you
simply built one for yourself. This is his
WISC from 1952, the “Wisconsin 
Integrally Synchr onized Computer .” In 

the process Amdahl decided that
building the computer was mor e fun
than doing the physics, and he went on
to design many impor tant computers
that wer e manufactur ed first by IBM and
later by his own eponymous company .
But this early handcrafted WISC, like
many of the objects in our collection, is
a one-of-a-kind item. If you look closely
you can also see that it is the only
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in those days the notion of
computers sharing program
“software” (a term not yet
invented) was not an issue—
if you had a computer, you
wrote programs specifically
for it and no other machine
used them. 



object in our collection that is
per forated with bullet holes, a
punishment many of us have wished 
but not dar ed to inflict on our own
computers. For the r eal stor y on the
bullet holes, visit the Museum and ask
a docent.

MEMORY MAKES IT WORK

The biggest impediment to building
computers in the early 1950s was the
lack of a good way to stor e data—which
was now both numbers and pr ograms.
Early machines experimented with a
wide variety of bizar re schemes, fr om
vacuum tubes that conducted a cur rent
or not, to CRT scr eens with spots of
light and dark, to this strange-looking
delay line from the UNIVAC I that 

stored infor mation as sound waves
traveling thr ough metal tubes filled with
liquid mer cury.

The 1953 br eakthrough that caused
computers to flourish was the magnetic
core: a small fer rite doughnut that could 

be magnetized either clockwise (“zer o”)
or counter-clockwise (“one”). An W ang
at Har vard pioneer ed the use of cor e,
and Jay Forrester at MIT made it 

practical by inventing a matrix scheme
using two wir es at right angles to r ead
and write individual cor es without having
a separate wir e for each one. 

Magnetic cor e became the dominant
computer memor y for 25 years until
semiconductor memories wer e invented.
Forrester, who was inducted as a
Museum Fellow in 1995, decided
shor tly after his invention that all the
really inter esting pr oblems in computer
hardware had been solved, and he
moved on to other fields wher e he made
equally brilliant and seminal
contributions.

One of the first lar ge computers that
core memor y made possible was a huge
system for the militar y with the combat-
speak name of “Semi-Automatic Gr ound
Environment” or SAGE. This photo 

shows only a few of SAGE’s 51,000
vacuum tubes, ever y one of which had
to be working simultaneously in or der
for the computer to work. 

There were 46 SAGE computers built,
one plus a second hot-standby backup 

in each of 23 under ground bunkers
located in the nor thern U.S. and
Canada. Their purpose was to pr ocess
radar data and detect Russian piloted
bombers coming over the nor th pole
toward the U.S. Despite all the tubes,
these machines wer e incr edibly r eliable
and were operated until the early
1980s. The fact that by then Russia
had long since developed Inter-
Continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs)
and SAGE was not fast enough to track
them usefully didn’t put them out of
business.  Per haps the Russians didn’t
know SAGE’s limitations.
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The biggest impediment to
building computers in the
early 1950s was the lack of
a good way to store data—
which was now both
numbers and programs.



BUILDING SUPERCOMPUTERS

Many of the ar tifacts in the collection
demonstrate technological or
commercial failur es, and studying these
is one of the best ways to lear n from
histor y. The “STRETCH,” IBM’s attempt 

in the late 1950s to build a
supercomputer dramatically better than
anything that had come befor e, was a
commercial failur e because it was too
expensive and not fast enough. But it
pioneered amazing technology that later
sur faced in other computers over the
next 20 years. Due to its commer cial
failure project engineer Red Dunwell
was consider ed a persona non grata by
T.J. W atson for many years, but later
was lauded by W atson when STRETCH’s
numerous innovations had become
apparent.

Although IBM was ver y successful in
providing computers for the militar y and
for ordinary businesses, fr om STRETCH
onward, and for the next several
decades, it str uggled with building the
very fastest scientific computers. In
1965, a small company in Minnesota
introduced the CDC 6600, which 

tweaked IBM’s nose by being the
fastest computer in the world for many
years. An angr y T.J. W atson blasted his
staf f with this memo: “Last week,
Control Data...announced the 6600
system. I understand that in the
laborator y...ther e are only 34 people
including the janitor . Of these, 14 ar e

engineers and 4 ar e programmers.... 
Contrasting this modest ef fort with our
vast development activities, I fail to
understand why we have lost our
industr y leadership position by letting
someone else of fer the world’s most
power ful computer .” 

Sometimes, Mr . Watson, bigger 
isn’t better .

Part of CDC’s advantage over IBM was
its smallness, but par t was the
remarkable genius of its principal
designer, Seymour Cray . He got his star t
designing computers for the militar y,
like this Univac NTDS computer used on 

board a battleship and built like a tank.
In general, the militar y’s influence in the
early development of computers was
huge and the industr y would not have
developed as quickly without it.

Seymour Cray had a long and 

distinguished car eer based on
repeatedly designing the world’s fastest
computers until his untimely death in a
car accident in 1997. This Cray-1 from 

1975, sometimes called the “world’s
most expensive loveseat,” is per haps
the most famous example.

The physical design of fast
supercomputers pr esents two impor tant
problems: keeping the cir cuitry close
together so that delays caused by wiring
are minimized, and getting the heat out
so that cir cuits don’t over heat. In
speaking about this machine at the
time, Cray was as pr oud of the plumbing
that kept it cool as the electr onics that
did the computing, and would talk at
length about his patents for copper tube
extrusions into the aluminum cooling
columns.
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Cray’s next machine, uncr eatively called
the “Cray-2,” solved the cooling/ 

plumbing pr oblem another way: the
boards themselves wer e swimming in a
non-conducting liquid called “Fluoriner t,”
an ar tificial blood plasma that just
happens to have the right ther mal,
mechanical, and electrical pr oper ties.
Changing out a defective boar d within
the 30-minute “mean time to r epair”
requirement was a challenge, though,
since all the Fluoriner t had to first be
pumped into a holding tank, the boar d
replaced, and the liquid pumped back. 

Other people solved the cooling pr oblem
for super computers in other ways. The
“ETA-10,” created by engineers who, 

like Cray, had left CDC, contained cir cuit
boards that wer e immersed in a vat of
liquid nitr ogen. 

MAKING MAINFRAMES

In the meantime, IBM was doing a
booming business selling mid-sized
computers for both business and
scientific purposes. But by the early
1960s it had a looming crisis: it was
building too many dif ferent kinds of
computers. Each used dif ferent
technology, softwar e, engineers,
salesmen, and suppor t technicians. 
To consolidate behind a single unifor m
product line that could do both scientific
and business computing at both small
and lar ge scale, W atson put a 28-year-
old untested manager by the name of
Fred Brooks in char ge of a “you bet your
company” pr oject that would obsolete
their entir e product line. It was a
remarkably bold move for a 60-year-old
prosperous company and it could have
been a colossal disaster , but the r esult
was wild success: IBM dominated the
mainframe computer industr y for 
20 years with the System/360 that 
was intr oduced in 1964. 

Within the 360 family , IBM did finally
manage to build a super computer that
could compete with the CDC 6600. And
this IBM 360/91 was per haps the 

pinnacle of the “lights and switches”
front console design, although even by
then most of the operation and fault
diagnosis of computers was being done
electronically. The end of the flashing
lights and whir ring tape drives since
then has made computers mor e
efficient but much less photogenic. 

MINI COMPUTERS FOR THE MASSES

While Seymour Cray’s companies wer e
building massive super computers,
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) was
a pioneer in “mini-computers” for the
masses. This PDP-8 from 1965 was a 
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huge success; for about $17,000
anyone could own a serious
professional computer . You could even
argue that it was the first “personal”
computer, if that means a computer
small enough for one (str ong) person to
pick up and put in his car! 

By that definition, DEC had star ted by
making decidedly non-personal
computers like this PDP-1, which had 

only 8K of memor y, weighed a ton, and
could fit in no one’s car . But DEC’s
machines wer e always appr oachable
and touchable, and this one was the
inspiration for one of the first computer
games, SpaceW ar!, which simulated
dueling r ockets ships on the scr een of
the cir cular display tube.

DEC went on to make many other
medium-sized computers. One that set a
standard was the 1978 V AX, of which
we have several in the collection. For
years r umors wer e floating ar ound that
cer tain easter n European countries had
built clones of U.S. computers because
they could build the machine and then
steal the pr ograms; softwar e had as
much value as har dware. After the fall
of the Berlin wall and the collapse of
the Soviet Union we wer e able to get
this clone of a DEC VAX, made fr om 

U.S. and British integrated cir cuits and
Bulgarian (?) cir cuit boar ds, all r unning
purloined DEC softwar e. 

The computer r evolution has been a
worldwide activity , and our collection is
appropriately inter national in scope.
This Z-23 medium-sized computer was 

built by the Ger man Zuse Computer
Company in the early 1960s. Its
designer, Konrad Zuse, a for merly
under-recognized genius of computer
design, independently invented many
concepts befor e WWII that wer e
subsequently r einvented by others in
different countries. But he lost that
advantage to engineers fr om Great
Britain and the U.S. because of
Germany’s war activities. His son, Horst
Zuse, a computer scientist himself, has
worked to r estore his father’s pr oper
place in histor y and facilitated the
donation of this machine to us. 

BUT DO THEY STILL WORK?

Many people touring the Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea ask how many of our
machines still work. The answer ,
unfortunately, is “ver y few.” Even if we
have complete har dware and
documentation and the necessar y
software, it takes a huge ef fort to
restore and keep the older machines
running. But it can be done, and this
IBM 1620, designed in 1959, is an
example. 

A dedicated team of Museum volunteers
led by the indefatigable Dave Babcock
worked for over a year to get this early
transistorized machine back in working
condition. As par t of the pr oject, they
also cr eated an exquisitely detailed
cycle-by-cycle simulator that r uns on the
web. They collected a huge librar y of
1620 softwar e on original punched
cards, which wer e conver ted to moder n
storage and can now r un on both the
real machine and on the simulator . In
the long ter m—think 100 or 500
years—the only consistent way to keep
these old machines r unning and to
preser ve the accomplishments they
represent will be to do it in “vir tual
space” thr ough simulations.
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The end of the flashing lights
and whirring tape drives
since then has made
computers more efficient but
much less photogenic.



PERSONAL COMPUTING POWER

By the mid-1970s, computers became
really personal and star ted showing up
in homes. The do-it-yourself computer kit
that star ted this r evolution was the
Altair 8800, which appear ed on the 

cover of Popular Electronics in Januar y 

1975 and had thousands of pr opeller-
head hobbyists dr eaming of owning 
their own. 

None of the companies that built “r eal”
computers took this kind of computer
seriously . But new companies star ted in
the most unassuming ways and
surprised the establishment. The two
scruffy-bearded Steves (Jobs and
Wozniak) who showed of f this Apple I at
a Homebr ew Computer 

Club meeting in 1977 wer e not obvious
candidates for cr eating Apple Computer ,
a hugely impor tant computer company
that would still be an major for ce 25
years later . 

Only a few hundr ed of the Apple I’s wer e
built. The company’s first big success
was the Apple II, which was wildly 

popular in schools and even made a
foray into businesses because of
VisiCalc, the world’s first interactive
spreadsheet. Apple kept moving quickly:
their first big failur e was the Apple III, 

their first non-pr oduct was the Lisa, and 

the world’s first mass-market high-
resolution graphical computer was the
justifiably famous Macintosh. 

Eventually lar ge companies r ecognized
that personal computers wer e becoming
a serious for ce, and even IBM pr oduced
one that subsequently set the standar d
for 90% of the desktop computers. In
retrospect, that was a most unusual
turn of events: the “open standar d”
computer was pr oduced by the star ched
shir ts at “Big Blue” wher eas the hippies
at Apple kept their design to
themselves. The interpr etations and
lessons of this bit of histor y will be
debated for years.

But the 1982 IBM PC, of which we have
many examples in the collection, was
not IBM’s first personal computer . Back
in 1975 they had pr oduced this “IBM
5100” to r un the BASIC and APL 

languages. The r emarkable thing,
besides the high price tag, was that it
was actually a shr unken mainframe on 
a desktop r unning an emulation of the
big 360 systems and their softwar e.
Fred Brooks’ idea of “one computer 
for ever ything” had per haps gone a bit
too far.
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INNOVATION AND FIRSTS

Where were the big companies when
the innovative pr oducts wer e first
coming out of the young upstar ts? W ell,
in some cases, they wer e creating
innovations and failing to make
products out of them. Xer ox, in their
Palo Alto Resear ch Center (P ARC),
created the Alto, a high-r esolution 

graphic computer that was intended to
be what the Macintosh became. Xer ox
PARC also cr eated the world’s first
prototype laser printer, based on a 

standard of fice copier . But even with
that head star t they did not come to
dominate the early laser printer market. 

PARC also pr ototyped por table
computers, like the NoteTaker, 

which was never pr oduced but looks
remarkably similar to the later 
Osborne 1. How Xer ox repeatedly 

managed to invent the futur e but failed
to build it has been chr onicled in
several books like the aptly titled
Fumbling the Future by Douglas Smith
and Rober t Alexander and the mor e
recent Dealers of Lightning by 
Michael Hiltzik.

One of the minefields in the
technological histor y business is the
election of “firsts.” It depends on
pedantically pr ecise definitions, r equires
meticulous and detailed r ecords, is
almost always contr oversial, is often
historically meaningless, and engenders
emotional r esponses that can
sometimes lead to fisticuf fs. But it’s
fun! So in that spirit, The Boston
Computer Museum, our ancestor whose
collection is the cor e of ours, ran a
contest in 1985 to discover the r eal
first personal computer . The winner , as
the “first adver tised commer cially-
available non-kit computer under
$1000,” was a computer you have
never hear d of: the Kenbak-1, designed 

by John V . Blankenbaker and adver tised
in Scientific American in 1971. “Firsts,”
when you find them, may not be what
you expect. 

The Museum’s awar d for the first
microprocessor-based computer was
given to an almost equally obscur e
French computer , the Micral, designed
by Vietnamese immigrant Thi T ruong
around an Intel 8008 and pr ogrammed
by Philippe Kahn.
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The election of “firsts”
depends on pedantically
precise definitions, requires
meticulous and detailed
records, is almost always
controversial, is often
historically meaningless,
and engenders emotional
responses that can
sometimes lead to
fisticuffs. But it’s fun!
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Speaking of micr oprocessors and firsts,
what was the first micr oprocessor-based
device? It was this calculator from
Busicom, a Japanese company that
hired Intel in 1971 to cr eate the world’s
first micr oprocessor , the 4004. This 

prototype, fr om Federico Faggin’s desk,
has one of the world’s first working
microprocessor chips plugged into it. 

ALTERNATE ROUTES AND DEAD ENDS

Although the digital electr onic computer
now dominates, it wasn’t always clear
that binar y was the best way to
compute. Fr om the 1920s to the 1960s
“analog computers” r epresented
numbers in a much mor e direct way
than an abstract string of bits: a signal
of 5.2 volts could be the number 5.2.
You could add, subtract, multiply , and
divide at blazingly fast electr onic
speeds. But the accuracy of the r esults
and the complexity of the computational
sequences was limited, so stand-alone
analog computers, like these made by
EAI and Heathkit, became dinosaurs
that only sur vive in textbooks and
computer histor y museums.

The Museum collection contains many
other instr uctive dead-ends, although
not all of them wer e failur es. The 
Illiac IV from 1970 was an experiment 

in making one fast computer out of a
bunch of slower ones that all execute
the same pr ogram in lock-step on
different data. It worked, but it tur ns out
not to be a gr eat way to build fast
computers. Note the cof fee-table-sized
hard disks, that hold about as much as
yesterday’s floppy disk. 
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Stand-alone analog computers
became dinosaurs that only
survive in textbooks and
computer history museums.
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Some computers in the collection
always bring a smile to visitor’s faces.
This “kitchen computer” was the
fantasy item in the Neiman-Mar cus 

catalog in 1965, and was an attempt to
answer the persistent and puzzling
question: Why would anyone want a
computer in their home? The standar d
answer for years had been “for storing
recipes,” and this computer had a built-
in chopping boar d to facilitate following
its r ecipe instr uctions. Of course, the
input was in binar y and the output was
in octal, so the user inter face left
something to be desir ed! For about
$10,000, you could get the computer ,
an apron, a set of cookbooks, and a
two-week programming course. As a
measure of the social sensibility of the
time, the adver tising tag line for this
Honeywell-built computer was “If only
she could cook as well as Honeywell
can compute.” W e have no indication
that even one of these wonder ful home
appliances was actually sold, but many
home computers still come with 
recipe softwar e. 

UBIQUITOUS NETWORKING

The most dramatic change in computing
in the last five years has been the
astounding gr owth of the Inter net and
the World Wide W eb. This
interconnection of millions of computers
star ted modestly in the late 1960s by a
government-funded project called
ARPANET. This r efrigerator-sized
computer was the “Inter face Message
Processor” (“IMP”) manufactured by 

Bolt Beranek and Newman of
Cambridge, Mass., as the
communications pipe for the ARP ANET,
which star ted with only four nodes:
mainframe computers at Stanfor d,
UCLA, UC Santa Barbara, and the
University of Utah. Thir ty years later ,
even cell phones can be nodes on 
the network.

At the dawn of the era of ubiquitous
mobile computing, this vir tual tour
appropriately ends with an early ungainly
example of mobile personal computing:
Steve Rober ts’ computerized r ecumbent
bicycle BEHEMOTH (Big Electr onic
Human-Energized Machine ...Only T oo
Heavy). In the 1980s, Steve logged 

about 17,000 pedal-power ed miles
while sending email fr om a chor ded
keyboard built into the handlebars and
reading r esponses on the heads-up
display attached to his helmet. If it
sounds like Steve was pedaling to the
beat of a dif ferent dr ummer, think 
about him in a few years when ever y
device you own is seamlessly connected
to the Inter net and you do email while in
the shower . 

If you have enjoyed this vir tual tour of
our Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea, I
encourage you to visit in person and
see the other 2/3 of it, which altogether
is still only 10% of our har dware
collection. And if you think it is
impor tant to pr eser ve these items and
stories as a r ecord of one of most
remarkable technological achievements
of our civilization, please suppor t The
Computer Museum Histor y Center . 

W W W. C O M P U T E R H I S T O R Y . O R G

Leonard J. Shustek is the chair man of the Boar d of T rustees of The Computer Museum Histor y
Center. Len Shustek’s educational backgr ound is in computer science (MS, PhD, Stanfor d
University) by way of physics (BS, MS, Polytechnic University in Br ooklyn NY). After graduation he
joined the faculty at Car negie Mellon University as an assistant pr ofessor of Computer Science. 

In 1979 he co-founded Nestar Systems Inc., an early pr oducer of networked client-ser ver
computer systems. In 1986 he was co-founder of Network General Corporation, a manufactur er of
network analysis tools, notably “The Snif fer(tm)”. The company became Network Associates Inc.
after mer ging with McAfee Associates and PGP . Shustek is now semi-r etired and ser ves on the
boards of several high-tech star tups and thr ee non-profit or ganizations. 

He teaches occasionally as a consulting pr ofessor at Stanfor d University , and is a par tner at
VenCraft, a small “angel financing” ventur e capital fund. He is also a tr ustee of Polytechnic
University. Write to him at shustek@computer histor y.org.
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RECENT DONATIONS
TO THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY CENTER COLLECTION

Apple IIe, Amdek data display , Daisywheel
Printer, and sheet feeder (1985),
X2164.2001, Gift of C. T . Kennedy

Assor ted early PDAs including a Grid Pad, 
a Toshiba T100X, an NCR System 3130, and
a GO G400 PDA with exter nal disk drives 
(c. 1992), X2165.2001 - X2168.2001, 
Gift of Ed Devinney

IBM 1130 computer system with extensive
software and documentation (1964),
X2180.2001, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

Three-and-a-half linear feet of assor ted
documents, many dealing with early IBM 
and CDC computers, X2191.2002, 
Gift of Douglas Alber t

"The Bus Pr obe" Cur cuit Boar d (1981),
X2192.2002, Gift of Peter Inger man

Cromemco System 3, LSI Infor mation
Terminal, Prism printer , disk drives, and 
a complete librar y of associated softwar e
and documentation (c. 1980s), 
X2217.2002, X2256.2002, X2190.2002, 
Gift of Peter Inger man

Onyx C8002, Zephyr Console T erminal, 
and extensive documentation and operating
manuals (c. 1981), X2218.2002, 
Gift of Douglas Br oyles

Two "Cedar" cir cuit boar ds (c. 1995),
X2219.2002, Gift of Dr . Allan Malony

IBM Selectric (1963), X2221.2002, 
Gift of Donald Knuth

Twelve books on pr ogramming and personal
computing topics (c. 1982-1992),
X2223.2002, Gift of Mark Possof f

Six linear feet of assor ted rare publications,
documents, and personal papers (c. 1950-
1980s), X2224.2002, Gift of Geor ge Michael

HP65 and HP67 User's Librar y (c. 1975-
1977), X2233.2002, Gift of Geor ge Michael

Hitachi TFT display and accessories, cor e
memor y module, and IBM data car tridges,
X2235.2002, Gift of Joshua Shapir o

Olivetti PR-2300 printer (JP 101) (c. 1985),
X2238.2002, Gift of Mark Possof f

Interact Model 1 Home Computer System
with a complete librar y of softwar e and
documentation (c. 1982), X2239.2002, 
Gift of Lawr ence Ching

Aaron Paint System (c. 1990), X2240.2002,
Gift of Har old Cohen

PT-396/AS plotter (c. 1950s), X2241.2002,
Gift of Douglas Br entlinger

Assor ted ephemera including UNIV AC and
other early flow char t templates, cor e
memor y, UNIVAC publications, and computer
textbooks (c. 1966-1970s), X2242.2002,
Gift of Richar d and Jean Lehman

DEC baseball cap, X2243.2002, 
Gift of Gor don Bell

PDP-6 backplane and a gr oup of PDP-6
system modules (c. 1963), X2244.2002, 
Gift of Rober t Gar ner

PDP-10 disk (c. 1967), X2245.2002, 
Gift of Elizabeth Feinler

Assor ted DEC t-shir ts and softwar e,
X2247.2002, Gift of Pier re Hahn

"Alpha Implementations and Ar chitecture"
signed and donated by the author (1996),
X2248.2002, Gift of Dileep P . Bhandarkar

AI textbook collection (c. 1980s),
X2251.2002, Gift of Ar thur Iadonisi

Replicas of the Genaille-Lucas Arithmetique,
"Napier's Bones," Napier's Calculating Box,
and Schickar d's Clock, X2252.2002 -
X2256.2002, Gift of Gor don Bell

VT 180 "Robin" computer system complete
with disk drives and modems (1982),
X2262.2002, Gift of H. Michael Boyd

RX180 AB Disk Drive (1982), X2263.2002,
Gift of H. Michael Boyd

RISC II Chip (c. 1985), X2265.2002, 
Gift of David Patterson

Macintosh Por table Computer , Apple Desktop
Bus Mouse, power adapter , and case (1989),
X2266.2002, Gift of Randy Katz

TI programmable 59 calculator with a
PC100C printer/docking por t, including cover ,
full program librar y, complete manuals, and
clippings (c. 1977), X2267.2002, 
Gift of Br uce Watts

HP 9810A calculator (Model 10), pr ogram
library and associated documents,
X2269.2002, Gift of Rober t Schapp, Jr .

Osborne 1 por table computer , Trantor
external hard drive, and extensive associated
Osborne softwar e and documentation
(1981), X2271.2002, Gift of Ann Hyde

Millenium Infor mation Systems Pr ogramming
Panel, CPU, 2 2-Slot 8" disk drives, an Atari
1200 XL, and five boxes of associated
software and documentation (c. 1978-1982),
X2272.2002, Gift of Har ry Stewar t

Four linear feet of assor ted computing
documents including networking and 
Stanford AI Lab documents, X2273.2002,
Gift of Mark Kahrs

Metaphor digital workstation unit with
infrared keyboar d, numeric keypad, special
purpose keypad, and mouse (c. 1997),
X2274.2002, Gift of T im VanRoekel

IBM Personal System por table computer ,
Model 8573-401 (1991), X2276.2002, 
Gift of Dana Herber t

Visual T echnology, Inc., Notebook por table
computer with original instr uction manual 
and two OS manuals, X2277.2002, 
Gift of Sylvio Demers

Extensive donation of Lotus softwar e,
ephemera, and publications as well as
industr y literatur e (1980-2000),
X2278.2002, Gift of the Lotus Division 
of IBM

Assor ted UNIVAC I and UNIV AC II equipment
(c. 1953-1958), X2279.2002, 
Gift of Mac Maginty
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In July of 2001, The Computer Museum
Histor y Center celebrated its second
anniversar y as an independent non-
profit institution, with the exciting and
impor tant mission to pr eser ve and
present early infor mation age
developments. In two shor t years we
have tripled our staf f, volunteer base,
events, and annual budget. W e have
significantly incr eased our world-class
collection and the number of tours we
offer. All the while, we have worked
behind the scenes planning a pr emier
Museum building, complete with
innovative and inspiring exhibits,
scheduled to open in 2005. In shor t, 
we have made amazing pr ogress acr oss
all ar eas of the Museum. Her e are
some highlights.

MAKE HISTORY ON OCTOBER 23: DON’T

MISS THE ANNUAL FELLOW AWARDS

Each year, on one brilliant evening,
hundreds of industr y luminaries come
together to applaud the achievements of
three outstanding people in the
computer technology world. This year
that evening is T uesday, October 23 at
the San Jose Fair mont Hotel.

Honorees ar e: Frederick P. Brooks for
his contributions to computer
architecture, operating systems, and
software engineering; Jean E. Sammet,
for her contributions to the field of
programming languages and its histor y;
and Maurice Wilkes, for his life-long
contributions to computer technology ,
including early machine design,
microprogramming, and the Cambridge
ring network.

Hosts for the evening ar e Donna
Dubinsky, Len Shustek, Suhas Patil,
Jayashree Patil, Elaine Hahn, Eric Hahn,
Karla House, Dave House, Angela Hey ,
John Mashey , and Peter Hirshber g. The
master of cer emonies is Inter net
luminary and 2000 Fellow Vinton Cer f. 

To fur ther enhance the magical evening,
a reception prior to the banquet and
ceremony will featur e an impr essive
exhibit of ar tifacts r ecently donated to
the Museum by various Swiss
individuals and or ganizations, initiated
and coor dinated by the Swiss Science
and Technology Of fice in San Francisco
and shipped cour tesy of PRS Pr esence
Switzerland. A number of dignitaries and
pioneers fr om Switzerland will be in
attendance.

Don’t miss this mar quis event!  Call or
visit www.computer histor y.org for details
and registration.

DECWORLD 2001

Museum-sponsor ed DECWORLD 2001
represented another benchmark in the
Museum’s quest to gather and pr eser ve
personal stories of the computing
revolution. Nearly 200 people fr om 16
states and two countries—many who
had not seen each other for years—
gathered to pr esent the inside stories of
Digital Equipment Corporation, a
company whose achievements notably
influenced the technology boom. Twenty-
seven people donated items to the
Museum's collection. Over 60 DEC
alumni wer e inter viewed, r ecording
stories for posterity , and appr oximately
10 hours of video r ecorded the entir e
proceedings. Museum staf f is busy
conver ting videos, transcripts, and other
images of the event for posting to the
web. For details, see Kar yn Wolfe’s
article in this issue and visit
http://www .computer histor y.org/
decworld.

PERSONAL RETROSPECTIVES ON THE

XEROX ALTO 

On June 4, Butler Lampson and Chuck
Thacker closed the Spring Lectur e
Program with an enter taining talk given
to over 300 people that included
personal stories fr om time spent at
Xerox PARC developing the Xer ox Alto.
Attendance, by a show of hands at the
lecture, included a high per centage of 

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
KAREN MATHEWS 

Karen Mathews is Executive Vice
President at The Computer Museum
Histor y Center

The 2000 Fellow A wards Banquet br ought together
more than 300 industr y luminaries and enthusiasts
to celebrate thr ee new Fellows: Fran Allen, 
Vint Cer f, and T om Kilbur n.

Banquet emcee Peter Hirshber g, 2000 Fellow 
Vint Cer f, Museum CEO John T oole, and Museum
Trustee Chair man Len Shustek celebrated with 
Cer f at his induction as a Fellow .



people who had been in the
development gr oup itself. The Alto
demonstrated many new concepts in
computing, and the same design team
invented so many , many things whose
impacts ar e still with us: for example,
LANs, Ether net, bit-mapped displays,
graphical user inter faces, laser printing,
and object oriented pr ogramming.
Lecturers discussed how Xer ox did
better capitalizing on ancillar y
investments at P ARC (e.g. Ether net,
physics) than it did on the Alto.

GENE AMDAHL LAUNCHES FALL

LECTURE LINEUP

The first of our fall lectur ers, Gene
Amdahl spoke on September 5 to an
appreciative cr owd of 200. He told the
stor y of how , thr ough a series of events
at IBM, he was able to identify a
business oppor tunity for a theor etical
competitor to cr eate a lower-priced
machine at the high end of IBM’s line.
IBM would likely have had to lower the
price of its own high-end machine,
impacting the prices of the entir e line.
Thus, they could not lower prices, even
at the high end, giving a theor etical
competitor the edge.

After leaving IBM, Amdahl set out to
deliver on this idea under the auspices
of Amdahl Corporation. He r elayed some
of the dif ficulties and oppor tunities
along the path and how eventually ,
through sheer tenacity , Amdahl Corp.
was funded by the Heiser Corporation
and later, Fujitsu, and Nixdor f, who
made it possible to fulfill his vision. The
company gr ew exponentially: it went
from $50 million in sales in its first
year, to $100 million, $200 million, and
$400 million by the four th year. Amdahl
left the company after five years, and
subsequently founded thr ee other
companies.

COLLECTION HIGHLIGHTS

Here are some of our r ecent
acquisitions:

The IBM 1130. Pur chased and donated
by Rober t Gar ner, this small computer
designed for both scientific and
business applications became popular
with universities. Machines like this
occasionally appear on Inter net auction
sites and with help fr om people like
Rober t, the Museum is able to acquir e
them for the per manent collection. Says
Garner, "It’s a thrill to discover and then
donate workhorse computers of bygone
eras to the Museum. The mid-west
owners of this operational IBM 1130,
selling it on eBay , were delighted that it
found a suitable home. I myself have
pleasant memories playing Star T rek on
the 1130 late in the evenings while an
undergraduate!"

RISC II Chip. Donated by UC Berkeley
Professor David Patterson, the RISC II
contained 40,760 transistors and ran at
3 MHz. Designed by Bob Sherbur ne and
Manolis Katevenis, students of
Professors David Patterson and Carlo
Sequin, this is the second in a
revolutionar y line of Reduced Instr uction
Set Computers.  

Aaron Paint System. Donated by ar tist
and inventor Har old Cohen. Aar on, an
artificial intelligence-based system for
drawing, has changed over the years.
The version donated used a small
robotic ar m with a built-in paint deliver y
system. The association between Cohen
and the Museum dates back to the late
1970s when Cohen and an earlier
system painted a mural for the
Museum’s original site in Marlbor ough.  

EXHIBITING AT HOT CHIPS

Museum staf f created an exhibit for the
recent Hot Chips and Hot Inter connect
Conferences at Stanfor d University . The
exhibit featur ed highlights fr om various
areas of the collection, including Don
Lancaster’s TV Typewriter Pr ototype, an
early RISC wafer , and the "canonical
teapot" used in many early computer
graphics tests.  

Hot Chips or ganizing committee member
Allen Baum said, "Listening to
presentations about the latest cutting
edge technology is gr eat, but it r eally
hits home when you can see what used
to be the latest and gr eatest, and how
little time it took to advance fr om ther e.
An exhibit like this gives perspective on
what we can look for ward to, and just
how fast it is likely to come." 

CYBERMUSEUM ACTIVITIES

As mor e physical ar tifacts make their
way into the digital r ealm, we will need
great ways to r epresent the complex
relationship of ideas, people,
companies, and computing machines
that comprise computing histor y. An
enthusiastic new addition to the staf f,
Mike Walton, has joined us as dir ector
of cyber exhibits to help tackle these
problems.  Backed by an impr essive
CyberMuseum Committee led by Gor don
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Chuck Thacker and Butler Lampson discussed
the Alto and other advances made during their
time at Xer ox PARC in the final lectur e of the
Spring pr ogram.

Gene and Marian Amdahl stand in fr ont of Gene’s
PhD thesis—the WISC computer—after his Fall
lecture that opened the 2001 lectur e program.



Bell, the gr oup is exploring
methodologies for collecting and
presenting stories and oral histories
online, capturing visitor submissions
about the ar tifacts in discussion
forums, and taking in digital ar tifact
donations such as pictur es, media, or
software.

As the CyberMuseum gr ows, you will
see it star t to manifest in par ts of our
current website. Each new experiment 
completed by the staf f will add a new
feature or exhibit to the site. As the
process is r efined, the CyberMuseum
will extend the r eal-world Museum into
cyberspace. In the futur e, it may also
give depth to the exhibits in the r eal-
world, physical Museum.

PUBLIC RELATIONS UPDATE

Media attention has stepped up in
recent months. Ar ticles about the
Museum have appear ed in the New Y ork
Times, Inter national Herald, and the

San Francisco Chr onicle among others.
Associated Pr ess and Newhouse News
Wire released ar ticles that wer e picked
up by several publications acr oss the
countr y. CNN.com taped a show in the
Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea featuring 
an inter view with John T oole, KICU
Channel 36 ran an inter view with T oole,
and NPR featur ed an inter view with
Museum Boar d of T rustees Chair man
Len Shustek.

APPRECIATION FOR OUR VOLUNTEERS 

Volunteers have given their all at a
number of work par ties, r eceptions, and
events over the past four months.
Museum staf f had the happy occasion
to honor and thank these wonder ful
volunteers at an Appr eciation Par ty on
August 18. A picnic at Chase Park,
Moffett Field, featur ed horseshoes,
volleyball, T exas barbecue, and "Car niac
the Magnificent," a computer histor y
trivia buf f wearing a turban and
cape–aka John T oole!  

VISIT THE
MUSEUM’S
ON-LINE
STORE

We are proud to make
Museum souvenirs and items
from our archives available to
you, including:

VIDEOS

200+ UVC videos fr om the Gray-Bell
archive include pr esentations by
computing legends and innovators. See
and hear Seymour Cray , Danny Hillis,
John Hennessy , Alan Kay , James
Gosling and others talk about their work
and visions. 

POSTERS

Some of our most popular items. Our
posters depict the stories of the
Internet, micr oprocessor evolution,
memor y, and the chr onology of
computers. The posters ar e both
beautiful and educational. 

DECWORLD 2001 ITEMS

Tote bags and polo shir ts ar e of ver y
high quality and celebrate a company
that impacted computing histor y (see
article on page 2).

HATS

Our staf f and volunteers wear these
baseball caps pr oudly (yes, in the
Museum) and we hope you will too.
Here’s an easy way to spr ead the wor d
about the Museum.

POSTCARDS

These collectible postcar ds ar e printed
on high-quality paper , and each one
pictures and describes a one-of-a-kind
artifact fr om our collection. 

COMING SOON

We will soon be making videos available
from the Museum’s lectur e series. 
Visit our website to be put on the
mailing list:

www.computer histor y.org/stor e
+1 650 604 2577

www.computerhistory.org/store
+1 650 604 2577
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John “Car niac” Toole illuminated and enter tained
volunteers and staf f with some amazing facts
about computing histor y at the annual
appreciation event.

Volunteers who attended the Museum’s annual
appreciation event r eceived a t-shir t, a cer tificate
of appr eciation fr om the staf f and T rustees, a gr eat
barbeque, and hear tfelt thanks fr om Museum staf f.



PA G E  2 0 THANKS TO OUR ANNUAL DONORS 

YES, I want to help save computing history. Please process my donation

at the level indicated. I look forward to learning more about the programs

and activities of The Computer Museum History Center, especially its plans

for growth in the coming years.

____ Enclosed is my check payable to: 

____ The Computer Museum History Center

____ I prefer to donate stock and will notify you when the transfer is made

____ Charge my     Visa _____     Mastercard _____

Visa/Mastercard number ________________________________________________

Expiration date ________________________________________________________

Cardholder’s name ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s signature __________________________________________________

P L E A S E  P R I N T :

Name(s) as I/we like it to appear in printed material 

________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation ______________________________________________________________

Title __________________________________________________________________

Preferred mailing address ______________________________________________

City, ST, Zip, Country __________________________________________________

(please circle)       work home

Email address __________________________________________________________

Home phone __________________________________________________________

Work phone   __________________________________________________________

CORE BENEFACTOR

____ other $ ________________

____ 16K ($16,384)

MAJOR CORE SUPPORTER

____ 8K ($8,192)

CORE SUPPORTER

____ 4K ($4,096)

____ 2K ($2,048)

____ 1K ($1,024)

GENERAL SUPPORTER

____ $500

____ $250

____ $100

____ $35 (student)

____ other $ ________________

Please return this form (or facsimile) 

with your remittance to:

The Computer Museum History Center

P.O. Box 367  Moffett Field, CA 94035 

USA

+1 650 604 2575 (tel)

+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

www.computerhistory.org

YOUR ANNUAL DONATION to The Computer Museum History Center will

help preserve the artifacts and stories of the Information Age for future generations.

Please help us fulfill this important mission.

CORE 2.3

ANNUAL APPEAL

If your name is on our list of Annual
donors, you ar e one of a select gr oup
of people who appr eciate the impact of
computing on our lives. Y ou also take
pride in your own r ole in ensuring that
this histor y of innovation is pr eser ved
for posterity . We are grateful for your
generosity and suppor t. And if your
name is not on this list, we welcome
your contribution and will be delighted
to add your name to our r oster. You
may use the for m on this page to join
our family of donors. Thank you! 

STOCK DONATIONS

We gratefully accept dir ect transfers of
securities to our account. Appr eciated
securities for warded to our br oker
should be designated as follows:  

FBO: The Computer Museum Histor y
Center; DWR Account # 112-014033-
072; DTC #015; and sent to Matthew
Ives at Mor gan Stanley Dean Witter ,
245 L ytton A venue, Suite 200, Palo
Alto, CA 94301-1963. 

In order to be pr operly cr edited for 
your gift, you must notify us dir ectly
when you make the transfer . Please
contact David Miller with questions or
concerns at +1 650 604 2575.

We acknowledge with 
deep appr eciation the
individuals and or ganizations
that have given gener ously 
to the Annual Fund.

CCOORREE BBEENNEEFFAACCTTOORRSS -- 
(($$1166,,338844 ++ ))
Gwen & C Gordon Bell
Steve Blank & Alison Elliott
Andrea Cunningham
L John Doerr & Ann Doerr
Donna Dubinsky
Elaine & Eric Hahn
Jeff Hawkins & Janet Strauss
Gardner Hendrie & Karen Johansen
Kristina & Mike Homer
David & Karla House
The Krause Foundation
John Mashey & Angela Hey
Grant & Dorrit Saviers Foundation
John & Sheree Shoch
Leonard J Shustek

MMAAJJOORR CCOORREE SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERRSS --
(($$88,,119922 ++ ))
Paul & Evelyn Baran
Vinton & Sigrid Cerf
Dave Cutler
J Burgess Jamieson
Jump Start-Up Communications
Sheldon Laube & Nancy Engel
The Lynch Family Foundation
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Bernard L Peuto
Allen Rudolph

CCOORREE SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERRSS -- 
(($$11,,002244 ++ ))
Sally M Abel & Mogens Lauritzen
Gene & Marian Amdahl
David & Robin Anderson
Austrade
The Avram Miller Family Foundation
Shanda Bahles
John & Sheila Banning
Craig & Barbara Barrett
Bruce G & Leona D Baumgart
Erich & Renee Bloch
Gary Boone
Jerry Brenholz
Peggy Burke
Walter M Carlson
Ned Chapin
Bruce & Gail Chizen
Patti & Ed Cluss
The Computer Language Company Inc
R T Coslet
Stephen Crocker
Citigate Cunningham

Yogen & Peggy Dalal
William & Sonja Davidow
Lloyd & Eleanor Dickman
Les Earnest
David Emerson
Chris Espinosa
Thelma & Gerald Estrin
Gordon E Eubanks
Federico & Elvia Faggin
Irwin & Concepción Federman
Tracey Stewart & Barry James Folsom
Frank-Ratchye Family Foundation
Bob Frankston
Fujitsu Microelectronics
Samuel H Fuller
Robert B Garner
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Charles & Nancy Geschke
Charles Giancarlo
John Grillos
Robert & Marion Grimm
Forrest Gunnison
Trip Hawkins
William R Hearst III
Stephen & Diana Hill
Chuck & Jenny House
Tim & Nancy Howes
Christine Hughes & Abe Ostrovsky
John Humble
Colin Hunter
Matthew B Ives
James N Porter
C Bradford Jeffries
Craig Jensen
Jerry & Michelle Kaplan
Alan Kay & Bonnie MacBird
J S Kilby
Steve & Michele Kirsch Foundation
Jerry & Judy Klein
Donald & Jill Knuth
Lucio Lanza
Kenneth Larsen
Laura & Gary Lauder
Marc LeBrun
Sam & Sandra Lee
Richard & Ellen Lowenthal
Ron & Deb Marianetti
James A Markevitch
Karen H Mathews
Robert & Katherine Maxfield
Frank L McConnell
Charles McManis
Tom & Sharon Melcher
Gordon E & Betty I Moore
Malachy Moynihan
Jim & Stephanie Nisbet
Hal & Juanita Nissley
Raymond Ozzie & Dawna Bousquet
Charles Pfefferkorn
Paul Pierce
Susan Poduska & John W Poduska

Bill & Rochelle Pratt
Dennis Ritchie
Toni & Arthur Rock
The Rockwell International 

Corporation Trust
Tom Stepien & Carolyn Rogers
Dave & Jan Rossetti
Saal Family Foundation
Jean Sammet
Peter & Valerie Samson
Morey & Barbara Schapira
Robert Shaw
Jean Shuler
Michael Simmons
Charles Simonyi
Michael Skok
Alvy Ray Smith
Steven & Kim Sommer
Lee & Robert Sproull
Stephen Squires & Ann Marmor
Sun Microsystems, Inc
Edward Taft
Del Thorndike & Steve Teicher
Jay M & Arlene B Tenenbaum
Richard Tennant
The Kenneth Lafferty Hess 

Family Foundation
John & Elizabeth Toole
Larry & Dawn Weber
Paul S Winalski
William Wulf & Anita K Jones
John & Rosemary Young
Albert Y Yu
Pierluigi Zappacosta & Enrica D’Ettorre
Robert & Carrie Zeidman
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

GGEENNEERRAALL SSUUPPPPOORRTTEERRSS
Anonymous
George B Adams III
Allan Alcorn
Saul Amarel
John Amos
Melissa Anderson & Howard Look
Paul & Joan Armer
Milt Mallory & Mary Artibee
The Dennis & Janet Austin Fund
Charles Bachman
John Backus
David H Bailey
Ross Bassett
Allen Baum & Donya White
Sandy & Ann Benett
Paul Berry
Michael Blasgen
Bruce Blinn
Blumberg Capital Management
Barry W Boehm
Paolo Bormida
Stuart Bowen
Richard Brand

Douglas Brentliner
Frederick Brooks
John & Doris Brown
Werner Buchholz
Jack Burness
Dennis & Jan Carter
Stephen Casner
John Chang
Mihir Kumar Choudhary
Richard J Clayton
Richard & Dorene Cohen
Paul L Comey
George Comstock
Jefferson Connell
Michael Coulter
Naren Dasu
Peter & Dorothy Denning
Frank Dietrich
Mark Duncan
John Dykstra
Ray Egan
John Ehrman
Jack Esbin
Mr & Mrs Bob O Evans
Douglas G Fairbairn
Simon & Amy Favre
Jim Forster
John & Wendy-Ann Francis
Bill & Peri Frantz
Barbara & Joseph Fredrick
Dwight Freund
Bandit Gangwere
Chris Garcia
George Glaser
Bob & Dee Glorioso
Michael Godfrey
Gary M Goelkel
Eli Goldberg
Bert Graeve
Georgia R Grant & Paul V Atkins
E Michael Greenawalt
Philip Gregory
Joe Gross
Rollin C Harding
Ann Hardy
Roy & Virginia Harrington
Dan Hill
Win Hindle
Thea Hodge
Dave & Sharon Hoyt
IBM International Foundation
John Impaliazzo
Sam Ismail
Tom Jennings
Luanne Johnson
Suzanne M Johnson
Chuck Kaekel
Brewster Kahle
Robert Kahn & Patrice Lyons
Laurel & Ray Kaleda
Mark Kaminsky

Jordin Kare
Richard Kashdan
Randy Katz
Tabinda Khan
Steven Klooster
Eric Korpela
John Kowaleski
Philip Kurjan
Thomas Kurtz
Larry Kwicinski
Michael A Lambert
Grayson & David Lane
Cecilia A Larsen
John L Larson
David A Laws
Roy Kwok Ming Lee
Debbie Lienhart
Jefferson Lilly
Joyce Currie Little
Fred Loewy
Thomas P Lojacono
Carl & Claudia Lowenstein
Jim Lyons & Virginia Lyons
Slava & Hana Mach
Walter Main
Michael Malcolm
John Maloney & 

Roxanne Guilhamet Maloney
Connie Martinez
George Maul
Stanley & Maurine Mazor
Stuart McHugh
Paul Meola
Microsoft Matching Gift Program
David Miller
Charlene Miyashita
Kenrick Mock & Khristy Parker
Jeff Moffatt
J Craig Mudge
John Murray
Stephen Nagy
Marilee Niemi
Landon Noll
Mike & Betsy Noonen
David Novak
Dave Olson
James L Paulos
Shirley & Douglas Pearson
S Michael Perlmutter
Michael Pique
Michael Pittoro
Monroe H Postman
Antonio Elder Prado
Robert Praetorius
Donald & Sandie Pugh
Carol Randall
Mark Resch
Dr Glenn Ricart
David Richey
Frederic Ricquebourg
Annie Roe-Rever

Phillip Rupp
Kathleen L Rydar
Paul Saffo III
John & Linda Sailors
Gordon Saint Clair
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
John & Christine Sanguinetti
Stephen Savitzky
Eric Schmidt
Fritz Schneider
Marge Sentous
Matthew & Melissa Shafer
Chris Sheedy & Marsha Brewer
Robert Sherwood
Prashanth Shitikond
Dick Shoup
Dan & Karon Siewiorek
Chris & Jade Simonson
Paramjeet Singh
David Singmaster
Alan Jay Smith
Joseph M Smith
Matt Chew Spence
Dag Spicer
Lee & Robert Sproull
Larry Staley
David Stearns
Steven Stepanek
Armando Stettner
Peter Stewart
Bob Supnik
Richard Swan & Claudia Mazzetti
Larry Tesler & Colleen Barton
Edward Thelen
Frank Tobin
James Tomayko
Fritz & Nomi Trapnell
Joseph Traub & Pamela McCorduck
United Way of King County
Teruo Utsumi
Christopher Vogt
Duane & Lorna Wadsworth
Greg & Susan Wageman
Bud Warashina
Forrest Warthman
Michael Weaver
John Weirich
John Wharton
Duane Wise
Jon & Marsha Witkin
Anthony J Wood
Jim Work
Dr John G Zabolitzky
John Zuk

This information is current as 
of September 27, 2001. 
Please notify us of any changes to your
listing (liska@computerhistory.org).
Thank you.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Dir ector & CEO
+1 650 604 2581
jtoole@computer histor y.or g

JENNIFER CHENG

Event and PR Inter n
+1 650 604 2714
cheng@computer histor y.or g 

JEREMY CLARK

Registrar
+1 650 604 1524
clark@computer histor y.or g

PAM CLEVELAND

Event Manager 
+1 650 604 2062
cleveland@computer histor y.or g

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coor dinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.or g

WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Of fice Administrator
+1 650 604 5205
francis@computer histor y.or g

CHRIS GARCIA

Historical Collections Coor dinator
+1 650 604 2572
garcia@computer histor y.or g 

JESSICA HUYNH

Web Ser vices Inter n
+1 650 604 2070
huynh@computer histor y.or g

KATHY VO JOZEFOWICZ

E-Commer ce Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
jozefowicz@computer histor y.or g

DAPHNE LISKA

Development Associate
+1 650 604 2579
liska@computer histor y.or g

JACKIE McCRIMMON

Acting Executive Assistant
+1 650 604 5145
mccrimmon@computer histor y.or g

KAREN MATHEWS

Executive Vice Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
mathews@computer histor y.or g

DAVID MILLER

Vice Pr esident of Development
+1 650 604 2575
miller@computer histor y.or g

CAMILLA NEVE

Development Associate
+1 650 604 5133
neve@computer histor y.or g

CHARLIE PFEFFERKORN

Museum Collections Consultant
+1 650 604 2578
pfef ferkorn@computer histor y.or g

DAG SPICER

Exhibits Curator
+1 650 604 2160
spicer@computer histor y.or g

KIRSTEN TASHEV

Building & Exhibits Pr oject Manager
+1 650 604 2580
tashev@computer histor y.or g

BETSY TOOLE

Hospitality & Facilities Suppor t
+1 650 604 2567
etoole@computer histor y.or g

MIKE WALTON

Director of Cyber Exhibits
+1 650 604 1662
walton@computer histor y.or g

MIKE WILLIAMS

Head Curator
williams@computer histor y.or g

KARYN WOLFE

Special Pr ojects Manager
+1 650 604 2570
wolfe@computer histor y.or g

ROBERT YEH

Administration and Accounting Inter n
+1 650 604 2067
yeh@computer histor y.or g 

THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY

CENTER

Building T12-A
Mof fett Field, CA 94035, USA
+1 650 604 2579
+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

or
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM HISTORY

CENTER
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Cur rent staf f openings can be found at
www.computer histor y.or g/jobs.

Please RSVP for all events and activities
by calling +1 650 604 2714 or visiting
www.computer histor y.org/events.
Please verify location and date 24 hours
prior to attending. Thank you!

THU, OCTOBER 11, 6:30 PM

FROM SMALLTALK TO SQUEAK 

Dan Ingalls
LOCATION: Xerox PARC, Pake Auditorium

WED, OCTOBER 17, 6PM

EARLY COMPUTER MOUSE ENCOUNTERS

Panel Presentation: Daniel Bor el, Stuar t
Card, Bill English, Jean-Daniel Nicoud,
and Niklaus Wir th
LOCATION: Xerox PARC, Pake Auditorium

TUE, OCTOBER 23, 6 PM

ANNUAL FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET &

SWISS TECHNOLOGY RECEPTION

LOCATION: Fairmont Hotel, San Jose,
California, USA
www.computer histor y.org/fellows

MON, OCTOBER 24, 6 PM

LECTURE TITLE TO BE ANNOUNCED

Fred Brooks, University of Nor th
Carolina Chapel Hill

THU, NOVEMBER 8, 6 PM

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Donald Knuth, Stanfor d University

THU, DECEMBER 6, 6 PM

LECTURE TITLE TO BE ANNOUNCED 

Eric Schmidt

POSTPONED. 

DORON SWADE, AUTHOR 

THE DIFFERENCE ENGINE

Please check our website for new date
and time

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers and r elies on r egular
volunteer suppor t for events and
projects. Monthly work par ties generally
occur on the 2nd Satur day of each
month, including:  

NOVEMBER 10, DECEMBER 8, 

JANUARY 12

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole for work par ties,
and contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand in other ways! For mor e
information, please visit our volunteer
web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers
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Explained from CORE 2.2

THE COMPTOMETER

The early, wooden-cased Comptometer
mechanical calculator was invented in
1886 by Dor r E Felt of Chicago, who
claimed that it was the first successful
key-driven adding and calculating
machine. For each digit to add, a
pushbutton number ed from 1 to 9 is
selected, ther eby rotating a Pascal-type
wheel with the cor responding number of
increments. The car rying of tens is 
accomplished by power generated by 

the action of the keys stor ed in a helical
spring, which is automatically r eleased
at the pr oper instant to per form the
carry. Numbers ar e subtracted by
adding the complement (shown on the
keys in smaller numbers).

Through ef fective marketing and training
(at Comptometer Schools) of skilled
operators versed in complement
arithmetic, these machines became the 

workhorses of the accounting pr ofession
in the first par t of the centur y. They
never successfully advanced into the
electromechanical era, but r emained
purely mechanical, two-function adding
and subtracting machines.

For fur ther infor mation:
http://members.cr uzio.com/~vagabond
/ComptHome.html#Intr o

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
11/15/01 along with your name and
shipping addr ess. The first thr ee cor rect
entries will each r eceive a fr ee poster:
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EMERGENCE OF THE INFORMATION AGE
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CORE 3.1

The achievements of tomor row must be
rooted in the actions we take today .
Many exciting and impor tant events
have happened since our last CORE
publication, and they have been
carefully chosen to strategically shape
where we will be in five years.   

First, let me of ficially intr oduce our 
new name and logo to ever yone who
has not seen them befor e. The
Computer Museum Histor y Center has
become the Computer Histor y Museum
(CHM). W e have adopted the wonder ful
new logo that you see her e and will 
use it ever ywhere in our institutional
communications and designs. It
symbolizes the str engths we have in 
an ar tifact-rich collection, the digital 
age of the Museum’s pr esent and
future, and people and communities
worldwide—those who build our
organization, the public we ser ve, and
the lessons of histor y we pass on to
future generations. W e are ver y grateful
to Museum T rustee Peggy Burke and
her team at 1185 Design who worked
so enthusiastically to help us cr eate 
our new look.

A huge thank you to ever yone who
contributed gener ously and early to our
Annual Fund campaign. In today’s
environment of public benefit
corporations, annual fundraising is
perhaps the most dif ficult task, yet one
of the most impor tant to sustained
success. Our gr owth path is steep, and
we need ever yone to help make our
organization successful. If you for got to
renew by calendar year-end, please do
so right now as you r ead this. It makes
a big dif ference. 

In early December , we held a pr ess
conference to announce many exciting
things—our gr owing relationship with
NASA, constr uction of the “Beta
Building” scheduled to open in early fall,
our new name and logo, appointment of
our new Head Curator Mike Williams,
and our futur e plans. In my opinion, it

was an outstanding success, and I 
hope you caught the impact of these
announcements that have heightened
awareness of our enterprise in the
community. I’m ver y grateful to Har ry
McDonald (dir ector of NASA Ames), Len
Shustek (chair man of our Boar d of
Trustees), Donna Dubinsky (Museum
Trustee and CEO of Handspring), and
Bill Campbell (chair man of Intuit) who
participated as panelists. W e were
fortunate to r eceive good media
coverage and wer e honor ed with special
guests that included Dan Goldin, for mer
NASA administrator; Zoe Lofgr en, US
Congresswoman for the Santa Clara
Valley; Don Knuth; Gene Amdahl; Randy
Katz; and Jef f Hawkins; among others.

Our announcements, taken together ,
created much mor e than just a “typical”
press event. It was also the “vir tual
groundbreaking” of a new or ganization
ready to meet the challenges of its
future. With pride, I looked at about 100
people attending fr om all over Silicon
Valley; viewed the gr eat ar tifact display
symbolic of one of the world’s finest
collections; listened to Mike Williams’
passion and excitement while giving his
tour; smiled at the awe and inter est of
people who met us for the first time;
and saw the work of a dedicated staf f
who created a highly pr ofessional event.  

We are building a community with
passion, enthusiasm, and the
commitment to build something that

simply doesn’t exist anywher e else in
the world. With your sustained help, our
actions have been able to speak much
louder than wor ds, and it is my goal to
see that we ar e able to follow thr ough
on our dr eams!

This issue of CORE is loaded with
technical content and infor mation about
our or ganization—fr om a wonder ful
perspective on the first mobile
experiments in the SRI van and an
assessment of computing in
Switzerland, to our new buildings and
our emer ging CyberMuseum pr oject. Our
international pr esence is gr owing with
real content. I hope you see all of these
elements as actions we ar e taking to
meet the challenges of our futur e plans.  

Because NASA ’s gates ar e moving 
back, making us accessible by all, a
sustained public pr esence will now be
possible for us. Y ou also should have
heard about us at the public
environmental impact hearings for the
NASA Resear ch Park. They ar e now
completed, and have also raised our
visibility in the community . Finally, our
programs continue to gr ow—we’ve got a
great series of lectur es and events for
this year . Enjoy the Museum in ever y
way you can.  

There are still many incr edible
challenges ahead, and it will take lots of
hard work and suppor t. Our new Beta
Building, being constr ucted next to our
proposed per manent location, will gr ow
to be a Silicon V alley icon, and is
symbolic of lots mor e to come for the
entire community . Help us build a gr eat
institution and enjoy the steps along the
way to celebrate computing histor y.

OUR ACTIONS TODAY
February 2002
A publication of the Computer Histor y Museum
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It should be pointed out that the
introduction of a radio segment to
supplement the ARP ANET came fr om
simply following the militar y context in
which this and a gr eat deal of r esearch
in the United States is done. If the
militar y were to ultimately employ this
new interactive digital technology , ther e
would have to be allowances for the
militar y’s inher ent mobility and possible
deployment to any point on ear th. So a
radio network, par ticularly one that
ser ved a mobile population, was
needed. It tur ned out to be intrinsically
different from the existing fixed, wir ed
one. This clear dif ference, along with
the need for the two networks to work
well in tandem, led to the notion of a
communication softwar e str ucture 
that would ef fectively bind these
disparate networks together as though
they wer e one. 

One technical insight needs to be
inser ted her e to understand how
disparate packet networks can easily
function together . In most
communications networks it is only the
source and destination ter minals that
are visible to network users. The
resources that lie in between ar e
normally of little inter est to them as
long as they fulfill their r ole. In cir cuit

switching, once chosen, the same
physical pathway is maintained for the
whole session. When cir cuits ar e
leased, the connection may even be
“hardwired.” 

In packet switching, wher e sub-units of
a single message may travel entir ely
different routes fr om sour ce to
destination, the exact r ole of inter vening
resources would not even nor mally be
known. Thus, ther e arose the concept of
a “vir tual cir cuit,” wher e the only
defining network nodes lay at the ends
and in which the inter vening nodes ar e
neither specified nor known by either
network users or pr oviders. This
switching concept had been par t of the
basic ARP ANET design and was now to
be extended to this amalgam of wir e
and radio networks and thus to the
world of inter nets.

It was the clear dif ferences between the
wire-based ARPANET and the radio-
based packet radio (and eventually
satellite networks) that led Kahn, then
heading the networking ef forts at ARP A,
and Cer f at Stanfor d University , to
design the first end-to-end pr otocol that
could span dissimilar packet networks.
The essence of such a constr uct began
to emer ge when Kahn addr essed the

problem posed by these dissimilar
networks at a seminar held by Cer f in
the summer of 1973. 3 After some airing
in the inter net community , the
rudimentar y elements of such a
protocol came together for them on an
October 1973 weekend at the Palo Alto
Rickey’s Hotel. 4 They published the
design in May 1974, 5 and named it the
TCP, or T ransmission Contr ol Protocol.
With some modifications, it is still in
use as the basis for transpor t in the
worldwide Inter net.  

Following the intr oduction of TCP , ARPA
contracted for thr ee separate
implementations: Stanfor d University ,
BBN, and University College in London.
The first, clearly “buggy” specification to
appear was in December of 1974 when
Stanford produced RFC 675. BBN had
an in-house version working r eliably
about a year later and began exchanging
TCP traf fic with Stanfor d on an intranet
basis. Jim Mathis, a student of Cer f’s
at Stanfor d, star ted to implement their
protocol in 1975. He came to SRI in the
summer of 1976, wher e he completed a
version that would r un on the much
more modest hosts of the packet radio
network (Digital Equipment Corporation
LSI-11 micr ocomputers). In the
meantime, Cer f, now a pr ogram

Since the days when it was a
stagecoach stop between San Francisco
and Monter ey, Rossotti’s was a well-
known San Francisco mid-peninsula
“watering hole” nestled in the second
bank of foothills west of San Francisco
Bay. In the 1970s, it had a casual
atmospher e and some outdoor
seating—a good location for the small
ceremony about to take place. No one
would mind if we parked SRI’s “br ead
truck” van alongside the cour tyard and
ran a few wir es to one of the tables. It
was far enough fr om SRI (Stanfor d
Research Institute) to qualify as
“remote,” but close enough to have
good radio contact with them thr ough a
repeater station atop a hill above
Stanford. 

So it was that this venue was chosen to
mark the occasion of the first inter net
transmission on August 27, 1976. 1 The
van was an SRI-outfitted mobile radio
lab that contained the equipment
needed to make it a por table node on
the emer ging Packet Radio Network
(PRNET). PRNET was sponsor ed at SRI
by ARPA (Advanced Resear ch Projects
Agency) and star ted in 1973 or so.
Placing a ter minal on one of the wooden
cour tyard tables and connecting it to
the van, a number of SRI people who

had gather ed for the celebration filed a
normal weekly Packet Radio Pr ogram
repor t—r epresenting the work of all the
Program’s contractors—to ARP A. While
the testing of such a connection had
been going on for several months, this
long e-mail r epor t was, in a cer emonial
sense, the first inter net transmission;
that is, the first for mal use of the
internet protocol known as “TCP .” 2

TCP was designed to car ry infor mation
over dissimilar networks, in this case
the PRNET, thr ough a gateway at SRI,
then acr oss the ARP ANET to a set of
hosts distributed ar ound the United
States. This small, vir tually unknown,
but deliberate episode became a
milestone in mobile digital radio and the
flexible integration of digital
communications networks. But let’s
back up a bit and r eview in mor e detail
the emer gence of inter networking and
the role the SRI van played in it.

In the early 1970s, the ARP ANET was
growing rapidly. Universities, or their
close af filiates, wer e the main players
connecting to the network. Under
inducement fr om the sponsors at ARP A,
and through their own inventions of new
and useful network ser vices such as
electronic mail, network traf fic began to

grow. In the meantime, the notion of a
radio version of the wir ed ARPANET had
come to Lar ry Rober ts at ARP A. When
Rober ts left, first Bob Kahn and then
Vint Cer f pursued that same idea at
ARPA. Both Rober ts and Kahn had seen
the militar y need for a mobile, wir eless
version of the embr yonic ARPANET. SRI
and ARPA had also discussed the
possibility of a transpor table, possibly
handheld, ter minal or switching node for
such a network rather than the massive,
seemingly nuclear-har dened early IMPs
(see back cover for mor e on the IMP) of
the fixed network. Following that
instinct, ARP A for med a team of
contractors in what came to be called
the Packet Radio Pr ogram. The team’s
mission was to cr eate a wir eless
adjunct to the evolving ARP ANET.
Members of the new Packet Radio
Program wer e Bolt Beranek and
Newman (BBN) in Boston, Collins Radio
in Dallas, Network Analysis on Long
Island, University of Califor nia Los
Angeles, and SRI. Because it had a
good understanding of radio and
systems integration, SRI was chosen 
as system engineer and technical
director (SETD) of the pr ogram as well
as integrator for ARP A’s packet radio
effort, a position it maintained for over
a decade.
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(left) Packet Radio van with antennas atop.
Deliberately left unmarked over its years of ser vice,
the van was often full of expensive equipment and
in some cases also full of Ar my generals. SRI was
trying to not attract attention…and, except for one
curious San Francisco police of ficer, it didn’t. 

(right) The inside of the van with a DEC LSI-11
running TCP at the top of the rack and two packet
radios lower down. A Datamedia ter minal sits to
the right of the rack on the workbench.

Stanford Resear ch Institute (SRI) V an, X1590.99, Gift of SRI Inter national



manager at ARP A, was tr ying his best to
inculcate the Depar tment of Defense
with the vir tues of packet switching and
TCP for their futur e data networks.

As a par t of this emer ging digital radio
network, SRI for esaw the need for a
mobile laborator y. A lot of design work
lay ahead r egarding the notions of nodal
power and r each, the size of packets
and the functions they wer e to per form,
and the r outing and r eliability strategies
in a network characterized by packet
loss rates much higher than that seen
on wire-based networks. Then ther e
were the critical choices of radio
frequencies and the signal pr ocessing
strategies for the pr opagation and noise
environments in which such a packet-
switched radio network would operate.
Since computers ar e notoriously
intolerant of er rors, how could a
vulnerable radio envir onment be made
to transpor t per fect data?

The SRI van was first used to
characterize the radio fr equency channel
on which a packet radio system would
be expected to operate. This was to be
a fault-tolerant, dynamically-adaptable
network. And so, a tough urban setting,
with its shielding, r eflective buildings,
and electrical noise, was chosen. Radio
modulation was designed that was
tolerant of multipath distor tion and
noise. Packets wer e encoded for er ror
detection and r e-transmission when
received inaccurately . Noise and the
propagation patter ns wer e
characterized. When it came time to
transpor t infor mation acr oss the packet
radio network, a subnet was installed in
the Bay Ar ea and the van became a
mobile node in that network. The PRNET
became a self-or ganizing network, with
addressing and r outing, capable of
accommodating the transmission
challenges imposed by mobile users. It
was the first mobile packet network.

Given the dif ficulty of the radio
environment, a couple of inter esting
demonstrations wer e often used at the
time to illustrate the r obustness of this
new concept of networking. T o illustrate
the flow of traf fic between a ter minal in
the mobile van and some distant
network host, a character generator
would grind out continuous

alphanumeric sequences that for med
patterns on a CRT in which er rors would
be obvious. While moving at high speed
in the SRI van, the signal would
sometimes be inter rupted due to
shielding of the radio signal (as when
going beneath an underpass). The flow
would stop momentarily but no er rors
were obser ved. Er ror-detecting cyclic
redundancy checks, applied at the end
of each transmitted packet, wer e used
to verify r eception accuracy . These
checks plus the end-to-end or dering and
re-transmission pr oper ties of TCP would
not per mit deliver y of alter ed packets
even though packets wer e frequently
lost! Another similar pr ocedure was to
withdraw the synthesizer car d from the
packet radio. This would ter minate the
character flow, but r e-inser ting it would
star t it again. Thus, traf fic would stop,
then resume, but no er rors wer e ever
obser ved. Those demonstrations wer e
splendid evidence that each packet
could have sanctity , even in a tough
environment of inter mittent pr opagation
and noise. This was an exciting
consequence and cer tainly for eign to
those cir cuit-oriented engineers who
saw mobile digital radio systems as
some sor t of oxymor on. 

The first testing of TCP acr oss
dissimilar networks star ted in the
summer of 1976. The first trials stayed
one radio hop fr om the Packet Radio
station (the PRNET’s contr olling node)
where the bidir ectional ARP ANET
gateway softwar e, built by Ginny
Strazisar at BBN, was located. During
July and August the SRI team tested
and tuned Mathis’ version of TCP for
better accuracy and speed. It was in
August of 1976 that a ter minal,
attached to an LSI-11 “host” r unning
TCP that was in tur n attached to the
PRNET, pr oceeded thr ough a gateway to
first access an ARP ANET host. For the
first time, at least in a cer emonial
sense, dissimilar networks wer e bridged
by TCP, thus clearly cr eating a two-
network inter net connection. That
specific network configuration is shown
in the figur e at the top right, which is
copied fr om a packet radio pr ogress
repor t written at that time. 6 The
occasion was the afor ementioned
distribution via TCP of the nor mal, long
weekly Packet Radio Pr ogram repor t.
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(Those SRI people pr esent ar e also
shown in the pictur es on the left page.)
Other two-network TCP connections
would soon follow .7

Within a year , and fulfilling the assumed
need for a network of global r each,
ARPA moved to include its thir d packet
network, one that was satellite-based. It
was then time to demonstrate all thr ee
networks together . On November 22,
1977, what has come to be mor e
generally r egarded as the first inter net
transmission occur red between the SRI
mobile packet radio van and a host
computer at USC by way of London! The
route is shown on the bottom right. 8

So inter networking was bor n of
necessity , to demonstrate at ARP A that
the innovations of packet switching
were indeed r elevant to the militar y’s
mode of operation. No matter wher e
deployed, they could move about as
needed and still be tether ed to the
power ful computing hosts kept safely
away from the fighting. The r obustness
of the networks, be they fixed or
mobile, was, of course, not just a
militar y featur e. Packet switching was
sensible fr om the point of view of high
network utilization and for of fering a
soft failur e in the pr esence of moderate
network congestion or even limited
node failur e. To be sur e, the PRNET
was a collective ef fort of many people,
just as wer e the first workings of the
internet. But the SRI van, pur chased by
SRI as a piece of capital equipment and
designed to be used in a wide variety of
experimental r oles, found its major r ole
in these first inter networking
experiments.  

(top) The site of the first two-network inter net
transmission on August 27, 1976 (fr om the left:
Don Cone, (unknown), Nicki Geannacopulos, 
Dave Retz, Ron Kunzelman, Jim McClur g, and 
Jim Mathis). 

(bottom) Nicki Geannacopulos compiles and sends
online the packet radio weekly r epor t.

(top) Diagram of the first two-network inter net
transmission on August 27, 1976. (Original
illustration fr om an SRI technical r eport "Pr ogress
Repor t on Packet Radio Experimental Network"
published in September 1977.) 

(bottom) Diagram of the first thr ee-network inter net
transmission on November 27, 1977, comprised of
three physical and four logical networks, the
ARPANET being used twice. (Original illustration
from an SRI technical r eport "Pr ogress Repor t on
Packet Radio Experimental Network" published in
February 1978.)
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(top) SRI’s Speech Packet Pr oject Leader Earl
Craighill in the SRI van, which housed the speech
encoding and packetizing equipment. 

(bottom) SRI’s Jan Edl demonstrating speech
transmission over the Inter net. The Mickey Mouse
phone was deliberately used to illustrate that the
speech equipment har dware and softwar e was
designed to accommodate a standar d, of f-the-shelf
telephone.
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AFTERWORD 

The possible impor tance of “the van”
began to sur face sometime in 1996
when an IEEE Spectrum editor called
and mentioned that Vint Cer f had said
in an inter view that “SRI was the site of
the first inter net transmission.” I said I
would look into it and began digging
through old PRNET documentation to
verify a couple of events that I vaguely
remembered. 

After the November 1977 date was
confirmed and defined accurately and
had been pr omulgated a bit, the next
call came fr om The Computer Museum
Histor y Center (now the Computer
Histor y Museum) about celebrating the
20th anniversar y of the Inter net at the
Supercomputer Confer ence in San Jose
in 1997. I of fered that the van was still
at SRI but had languished unused for
perhaps 10 years on the back lot. When
it was clear ther e was inter est in putting
it on the convention floor , Don Alves of
SRI and I began the job of getting it
running, dr essing it up as best we
could, tr ying to r eplenish the almost
non-existent radio and inter net
equipment that had been in it, getting it
re-licensed, and coaxing it to San Jose.
While not beautiful, it did seem to car ry
some symbolism for many who saw it.
So, rather than r eturning it to cer tain
deterioration and scrap, SRI of fered it
to the Museum, wher e it lives today .

Don Nielson has been at Stanfor d Resear ch
Institute, now SRI Inter national, for 40 of its 55-
year histor y. During the events associated with the
internet transmissions mentioned above, he was
the SRI principal investigator for ARP A in the early
stages of the packet radio pr ogram. While that
program was unfolding, he became dir ector of SRI’s
Telecommunication Sciences Center (1975), the
center at SRI for computer networking. T o better
align its work with the futur e of computing, this
group was per mitted by SRI to join the Computer
Science Division, which Don came to head fr om
1983 until his r etirement as an SRI vice pr esident
in 1998. Since then he has been writing a book on
SRI’s major innovations, fr om which this segment
about the SRI van was drawn.

1 Identifying the first of anything that is cr eated in
a collaborative way is somewhat arbitrar y. Cer tainly,
experimental trials had been conducted prior to this
time. Then ther e is the question of how many
networks it takes to qualify as an “inter net.” In this
case we have chosen first the minimum number—
two—and then about a year later—thr ee. In all this
we are of course r eferring to just the transpor t
aspects of inter networking. The ter minology of
“packets” arises fr om how message traf fic is
packaged in moder n digital networks. A packet is a
fixed-length, individually-addr essed subunit of a
message. Its fixed length simplifies buf fering
hardware at all the inter mediate nodes and its
addressing per mits both packet accountability and
diffusion acr oss unused por tions of a network.

2 TCP is the acr onym for T ransmission Contr ol
Protocol, network softwar e that establishes,
operates, and closes a r eliable vir tual cir cuit acr oss
dissimilar networks. While still in use today , the
overhead for this type of connection was deemed
excessive for some types of traf fic. This soon led to
a companion transaction pr otocol called the
Internet Protocol (IP). T ogether they comprise the
transpor t system of today’s Inter net.

3 Abbate, Janet. Inventing the Internet , MIT Pr ess,
1999, page 127.

4 Communication with Vinton Cer f, Januar y 15,
2002.

5 Cer f, Vinton G, and Rober t E. Kahn. “A Pr otocol
for Packet Network Inter connection,” IEEE
Transactions on Communications , Vol. Comm-22,
No. 5, May 1974.

6 From “Pr ogress Repor t on Packet Radio
Experimental Network,” by R.C. Kunzelman, M.A.
Placko, and R.T . Wolfram. Quar terly Technical
Repor t 5, SRI Pr oject 2325, Contract DAHC15-73-C-
0187, ARP A Or der 2302, September 1977.

7 An expected par t of the ARP A work was to
demonstrate pr ogress and give evidence of this
new networking capability . So TCP , spanning the
PRNET and the ARP ANET, would be demonstrated in
May 1977 between the SRI van and hosts at ISIC
and SRIKL. On August 11, 1977, a TELNET
connection was demonstrated between the van and
the Naval Ocean Systems Center in San Diego for
Admiral Stansfield T urner (Dir. CIA) and William
Perry (DDR&E). On September 19, 1977, a single
LSI-11 micr ocomputer, r unning a multi-connection
TCP, multiplexed four ter minals thr ough a packet
radio to four dif ferent ARPANET hosts, essentially
all of the ones r unning TCP ser vers at the time.

8 From “Pr ogress Repor t on Packet Radio
Experimental Network,” by R.C. Kunzelman, V .D.
Cone, K.S. Klemba, J.E. Mathis, J.L. McClur g, and
D.L. Nielson. Contract MDA903-78-C-0126, ARP A
Order 2302, Febr uary 1978.

THE SRI VAN AND
EARLY PACKET
SPEECH 

When the ARP ANET was per haps five
years old and befor e the development
of inter net protocols, Bob Kahn at ARP A
set a gr oup of contractors exploring how
the new network could handle nor mal
telephone traf fic. Given the initial focus
on reliable data transmission, it was
not clear whether the variability in
interpacket delay would per mit the
smooth flow r equired by a voice call. In
1974, Kahn initiated the Network
Speech Compr ession Pr ogram because
of the nar row bandwidth of the initial
circuits comprising the net. This
program resulted in the choice of some
compression algorithms and these wer e
first tried over the ARP ANET. In 1976,
SRI’s Earl Craighill and T om Magill, both
of whom had been working on the
speech pr ogram, convinced ARP A to let
them tr y speech on the Bay Ar ea
PRNET. By this time the inter net
protocol, TCP , was also being tested
and so speech experiments began also
on an inter net basis.

Because the SRI van was an easily
outfitted facility and alr eady had packet
radio and inter net equipment installed,
it became the first mobile node for
packet speech experiments. In addition
to the challenges of mobile data
transpor t, transpor ting natural-sounding
speech focused on the impor tance of
delay variance. Innovations wer e
needed in variable rate encoding, new
buffering strategies, and rapid r erouting
of packets whenever the r oute in use
failed. All these wer e to help smooth
the flow of speech. Impor tantly, these
requirements for packet speech
influenced the decomposition of the
protocol into r eliable or guaranteed
(TCP) and non-guaranteed (IP) ser vices.

Thus, inter net speech connections wer e
being conducted as early as 1977-
1978, about the same time as the
Internet itself was becoming a r eality.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past 150 years, pr oducts such
as instant cof fee and soups, pr ecision
tools and machiner y, pharmaceuticals,
and medicines have elevated
Switzerland to a leading position among
the world’s industrialized nations. One
might ther efore expect Switzerland to
have equally made a name for itself in
the development and marketing of
computers. Despite some brilliant
computer pioneers, such is not the
case, however , and Swiss pr oducts
don’t hold as pr ominent positions in the
world computer market as they do in
textile machiner y and gas turbines. But
who knows what will happen in the
future?

EARLY COMPUTING AND THE 

LILITH COMPUTER

The best place to begin our sear ch for
innovative computer pr oducts is at the
Swiss Federal Institute of T echnology in
Zurich (ETHZ), one of the few
universities in Eur ope that could stand

comparison with the elite universities of
the United States. Between 1954 and
1959, electrical engineer and Pr ofessor
Eduard Stiefel and two of his assistants
(later pr ofessors themselves), Heinz
Rutishauser and Ambr os Speiser ,
developed a science-oriented computer ,
the ERMETH. This early computer has
indeed been seen as a significant
advancement, but it was rapidly
over taken by other computing
developments. In par ticular, as noted by
Ambros Speiser: “The r eal impor tance
of data pr ocessing in the commer cial
field was not r ecognized until these
applications began to over take those of
a scientific natur e.”

In 1976, Niklaus Wir th, a Zurich
computer specialist who at the time
regarded himself as an electrical
engineer, traveled to the Xer ox Palo Alto
Research Center (P ARC) in Califor nia.
There he saw a “workstation” for the
first time: a machine capable of
dialogue with the user that would make

possible an entir ely new appr oach to
computing. At the end of a year in
California, Wir th made the r eturn
journey to Switzerland with a computer
mouse in his suitcase and an impr oved
workstation design in his head.
Developed under the name Lilith, the
workstation had a high-r esolution
graphical scr een (592 x 768 pixels,
compared to the alphanumeric display
of 24 lines of 40 characters of the
contemporar y Apple II) and made use of
a mouse as well as r udimentar y
windowing technology . This computer
was never theless not yet based on a
microprocessor but rather on r elatively
low-integration level cir cuits. 

When its commer cialization star ted in
1982, the Lilith machine was sold as a
pure research computer . A first batch of
10 was built in the USA at a unit price
of 20,000 Swiss Francs. The first
“outsider” to discover this Swiss
machine was Heinz W aldburger who, as
head of computer ser vices at Nestlé,

was looking for a high-per formance
solution for his corporation. W aldburger
was alr eady looking ahead to the
concept of a multimedia computer
capable of pr ocessing not just data but
also images and sounds. His
specifications helped pr ovide a name
for the new company that would market
the Lilith: DISER (Data-Image-Sound-
Processor and Emitter-Receiver system).
The line included two “Modula
Computers”—an MC 1 and an MC 2.
DISER had ambitious objectives and it
opened sales of fices in Zurich,
Lausanne, Or em, Atlanta, Chicago,
Dallas, and Paris. But a total of only
140 machines wer e manufactur ed, of
which 120 wer e sold. The company
misjudged its market and after six
months it was alr eady at the end of the
road. Cheap memor y chips and high
per formance micr oprocessors had
ushered in a new era. 

LOGITECH—KING OF THE 

COMPUTER MOUSE 

When Wir th set out to build his Lilith
workstation in 1978 he found himself in
need of a computer mouse. His
colleague, Jean-Daniel Nicoud of the
Swiss Federal Institute of T echnology in
Lausanne, managed to get the pr ecision
engineering exper t André Guignar d
interested in the pr oject. The r esult was
the first computer mouse “made in
Switzerland,” which was built by the
Dépraz company and used for the Lilith
workstation. 

Roughly at the same time another
Swiss, Daniel Bor el, a physicist and
graduate student at Stanfor d,
discovered the Alto workstation, the new
inter face technologies—mice, menus,
and windows—as well as America’s
entrepreneurial spirit. That pr ovided him
with inspiration to found his own
company. He began thinking har d about
exciting pr oducts on which to base a
new company. In 1981, Daniel Bor el,
Pierluigi Zappacosta, and Giacomo
Marini founded Logitech. 

Logitech eventually took over the mouse
concepts and pr oducts fr om Nicoud and
Dépraz, developed pr ototypes suitable
for mass pr oduction and showed these
to potential clients in the computer
industr y. “Various companies including
Hewlett-Packard immediately showed an
interest. But they told us our pr oducts
were too costly ,” r emembers Bor el. The
next step was decisive for the ultimate
sur vival of the company: they managed
to cr eate a subsidiar y in Taiwan and to
transfer pr oduction ther e. Because
dozens of T aiwanese competitors soon
arose, Logitech had to r eact quickly and
always work har d to under cut them. This
was only made possible because the
subsidiar y was managed locally fr om
Taiwan, wher eas business could not
have been conducted out of Switzerland
or Califor nia. Today Logitech is a leader
not only in the computer mouse field
but more generally in computer-human
inter faces (touchpads, keyboar ds,
trackballs, joysticks, webcams, etc.).

COMPUTERS 

MADE IN 
SWITZERLAND
BY DOMINIK LANDWEHR

4 5 61 2 3

1 The Swiss Federal Insitute of T echnology (ETHZ) in Zurich opened the first Swiss computing depar tment
(called the Institute for Applied Mathematics) in Januar y, 1948, wher e the earliest Swiss computer , the
ERMETH, was developed under the dir ection of Eduar d Stiefel.

2 After an extensive sur vey of (primarily U.S.) computers existing at the time, Stiefel and his team
developed the ERMETH—Elektr onische Rechenmaschine der Eidgenössischen T echnischen Hochschule
(ETH)—which was of simple design, built to per form reliable scientific calculations, and which ran for the
first time in July 1956.

3 In the late 1970s, Zurich computer specialist Niklaus Wir th was inspir ed by the "workstation" concept he
discovered at Xer ox PARC. He r eturned to Switzerland to build the Lilith machine, which had a scr een of
higher resolution than the contemporar y Apple II, and made use of a mouse.

4 Wirth built the Lilith computer between 1977 and 1980. The power ful workstation was one of the first to
have a mouse, a high-r esolution monitor , and a graphical user inter face—well configur ed for graphics
creation. By comparison, at this time, the Apple II was equipped with just a keyboar d for input.

5 The Dépraz mouse, the first computer mouse “made in Switzerland," was manufactur ed by pr ecision
engineering exper t André Guignar d for Wir th's Lilith workstation.

6 A bottom view of the Dépraz mouse.
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While the Logitech head of fice r emains
in Switzerland, the company’s
operational headquar ters ar e in
Fremont, not far fr om Stanfor d
University. It is no coincidence that the
same building also houses an
organization by the name of Bootstrap,
the consulting fir m of the inventor of the
mouse, Doug Engelbar t. Engelbar t
pioneered the mouse and a number of
other developments at the Stanfor d
Research Institute (SRI) in the 1960s.
Engelbar t did not become rich fr om his
inventions, and indeed the r ecognition
of his achievements was late in coming.
But as a guest of Logitech, Bootstrap
pays no r ent. It is Bor el’s way of saying
thank you to the r esearcher who made
it all possible. 

BYE-BYE SUPERCOMPUTER

It was not that long ago that the name
of Anton Gunzinger , a Zurich computer
specialist, was ver y popular. In a 1994
Time magazine special issue, Gunzinger
was named one of 100 people who will

inluence events in the 21st centur y.
Gunzinger had succeeded in developing
a ver y promising new computer that not
only impr oved per formance significantly
while consuming less ener gy, but mor e
impor tantly, cost a mer e fraction of the
“super computers” then on the market.
Gunzinger and his team cr eated a
design based on 170 pr ocessors, all
working in parallel, which in practice
achieved a speed of 10 gigaflops, i.e.,
10,000 million floating-point operations
per second, with the maximum possible
speed at that time being between 100-
200 gigaflops. Encouraged by his
achievements, Gunzinger founded the
company Super computing Systems
(SCS) in 1993. The new star t-up was
built on a dr eam: “W e shall make
supercomputers in Switzerland and ear n
a living at it.” The company’s
presentation included the tr endy tag
line: “because it’s fun.” 

Switzerland’s first commer cial
supercomputer hit the market in 1995

with the combative name “GigaBooster .”
But just 10 units wer e sold. T oday
Gunzinger coolly analyzes the flop in the
following ter ms: “At a time when PCs
were becoming mor e power ful with each
passing year , we wer e competing in the
wrong market and r esearch funds fr om
the state and other sour ces simply
dried up.” Ther e was another pr oblem
too: the softwar e had to be fr equently
updated and the costs soon exceeded
the capabilities of such a small fir m,
which brought pr oduction to a halt. 

Gunzinger’s SCS did, however ,
overcome this har dship and is still 
going str ong today, employing some 
60 people. As Gunzinger says, “W e
have lear ned from our mistakes and we
now stick to what we ar e good at,
namely developing computer systems.”
SCS is now active in a wide variety of
fields, and has developed, for instance,
a digital sound mixer based on up to
126 pr ocessors, making use of
Gigabooster technology , as well as a

7

8 9 10 11 12

new encr yption system that is able to
encode and decode at a rate of 155
megabits per second. 

CONCLUSION

One out of these thr ee ventur es became
a worldwide and widely-r espected player
in the computer business. Not a bad
percentage overall, although one could
have dreamed of a mor e prominent r ole
for Switzerland in the har dware field. On
the other hand, in niches like knowledge
management, secur e banking
transactions, cr yptography, etc., many
Swiss pioneers and companies ar e key
players, and venues like biocomputing
are just beginning to be explor ed.

The discover y of this mostly unknown
role in computer histor y has also paved
the way for various conser vation
initiatives. The Museum of
Communication in Ber n displays the
most impor tant milestones of the PC’s
histor y worldwide in its temporar y
exhibition, “Contr ol-Alt-Collect:

Computers in Retir ement,” which will
last until Spring 2003. V arious private
collections have been made accessible
to the public. A private initiative led by
the Association of Friends of the Swiss
Computer Museum, which aims at
better understanding the incr easing
influence of infor mation and
communication technologies on society ,
plans to cr eate a museum which will
gather lar ge Swiss collections of
calculating and typing machines as well
as computers. Finally , in October 2001,
the enthusiastic donation of mor e than
3.5 tons of computers fr om Switzerland
to the Computer Histor y Museum is yet
another sign of the incr eased inter est in
this global technology r evolution. 

Dominik Landwehr is the head of the Science and
Future Depar tment at the Migr os Cultur e
Percentage, a private Swiss benefactor that is
designed to give the general public access to
cultural and social events. Landwehr is r unning a
number of educational and ar tistic pr ograms in the
field of technology . He r egularly contributes ar ticles
to a number of publications, including the r enowned
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, which covers a wide ar ray of
topics about technology and society . At pr esent he
is doing r esearch into the use of the Ger man cipher
machine Enigma, which was widely used in
Switzerland during W orld War II. Landwehr
graduated fr om Zurich University and has worked for
various Swiss newspaper , radio, and television
agencies. A number of missions for the
International Committee of the Red Cr oss (ICRC)
brought him to Thailand, Romania, and the Afghan
border in Pakistan.

7 Daniel Bor el was inspir ed by "new" inter face technologies—mice, menus, and windows—and
ultimately co-founded Logitech in 1981. He is now pr esident of this successful company .

8 Doug Engelbar t pioneer ed the mouse in the 1960s at SRI.

9 In 1994, Super computing Systems (SCS) founder Anton Gunzinger was highlighted in a Time
magazine special issue as one of 100 figur es who will influence events in the 21st centur y. 
SCS then deliver ed the pr omising, but commer cially unsuccessful, GigaBooster super computer to
the market.

10 SupercomputingSystems' GigaBooster hit the market in 1995 as a pr omising super computer that gr eatly
increased per formance for a fraction of the cost. Y et only 10 units wer e sold.

11 Jean-Daniel Nicoud facilitated the donation of a significant por tion of the items listed on page 13. 
A for emost developer of micr oprocessor-based computers in Switzerland, Nicoud spent hours
documenting the donation for the Museum.

12 This logic module fr om the ERMETH computer now r esides in the collection of the Computer Histor y
Museum. The first computer ever built in Switzerland, the ERMETH is cur rently on display at the
Technorama in Winter thur, Switzerland.



COMPUTING IN SWITZERLAND ITEMS

Bobst Graphic Lausanne Scrib por table computer
(1977), X2310.2002, Gift of Bobst Gr oup SA

Convex Computer Corporation, C3820 Gallium
Arsenide Super computer System (1994),
X2301.2002, Gift of the Swiss Center for 
Scientific Computing

Convex Computer Corporation, C3820 manual
collection (c. 1991), X2327.2002, Gift of the Swiss
Center for Scientific Computing

Crocus manual collection (c. 1976), X2328.2002,
Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Epsilon-System, SA, Cr ocus micr ocomputer system
kit (1977), X2313.2002, Gift of André Thalmann

Epsitec Smaky manual collection (1986-1994),
X2325.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Epsitec Systems Belmont/Lausanne Smaky 324
single boar d computer (1987), X2302.2002, 
Gift of Epsitec SA

Epsitec Systems Smaky 100 personal computer
(1984), X2307.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Epsitec Systems Smaky 130 personal computer
system (1990), X2308.2002, 
Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Epsitec Systems Smaky 300 personal computer
(1990), X2311.2002, Gift of Epsitec Systems SA

Epsitec Systems Smaky 400 single boar d computer
(1996), X2312.2002, Gift of Epsitec Systems SA

Epsitec Systems Smaky 6 Micr ocomputer and
Stoppani Electr onic SA MICROLERU Smaky 6
microcomputer paper tape r eader (1978),
X2309.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

ETH Zurich Cer es-1 (1987), X2321.2002, 
Gift of Hans Eberle

ETH Zurich Cer es-3 personal computer system
(1990), X2318.2002, Gift of Nicklaus Wir th and
ETH Zurich

ETH Zurich ERMETH logic module (c. 1956),
X2314.2002, Gift of Ambr os Speiser

LCD-EPFL Novasim Vir tual Data General NOV A
peripheral (1972), X2306.2002, 
Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

LCD-EPFL Stoppani, Ltd. T ravers Dolphin (Dauphin)
System “Club” development system (1977-1980),
X2304.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

LCD-EPFL Stoppani, Ltd. T ravers Dolphin (Dauphin)
System “Industr y” development system (1977-
1980), X2305.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

LCD-LAMI-EPFL OMS Data Aquisition System
(1972), X2303.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Microscope journal collection (1975-1980),
X2326.2002, Gift of Jean-Daniel Nicoud

Supercomputing Systems GigaBooster (1992),
X2316.2002, Gift of Super computing Systems

Supercomputing Systems MUSIC (Multipr ocessor
System with Intelligent Communication) (1994),
X2317.2002, Gift of Super computing Systems

Supercomputing Systems Swiss TNet cr ossbar
switch and connectors (1999), X2315.2002, 
Gift of Super computing Systems

Swisscom AG Swiss public telephone booth
containing a working T eleguide electr onic telephone
director y (c. 1997), X2319.2002, 
Gift of Swisscom AG
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RECENT DONATIONS
TO THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM COLLECTION

EXPANDING THE COLLECTION

ARTIFACTS AND SOFTWARE

Computer Displays, Inc., Mechanical Mouse 
(c. 1970), X2322.2002, Gift of Richar d Fr yer

Data General/One Notebook computer , printer ,
software, documentation, and car rying case 
(c. 1983), X2297.2002, Gift of William Geiger

DEC VLSI V AX micr ocode and documentation 
CD-ROM ar chive, X2350.2002, Gift of Bob Supnik

ETH Zurich Switcherland (1993-98), X2323.2002,
Gift of Hans Eberle

Fairchild Semiconductor 1/2-inch wafer of 
planar transistors (1958), X2351.2002, Gift of 
Ar t Zafir opoulo

Fairchild Semiconductor first working planar
transistor (1957), X2352.2002, 
Gift of Ar t Zafir opoulo 

Hewlett-Packard HP110 por table computer (1984),
X2338.2002, Gift of Allen Chalmers

IBM 026 keypunch print wheel (c. 1960),
X2243.2002, Gift of Lee Schur

IBM 10SR MODII 14-inch har d drive assembly
(HDA), X2344.2002, Gift of Will Galloway

IBM Model 604 Electr onic Calculating Punch
(1948), X2294.2002, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

Marchant Calculating Machine Company
“Figuremaster” calculator (1948), X2320.2002, 
Gift of Geor ge William Bolton

Non-Linear Systems Kaypr o 4 por table computer ,
documentation, and softwar e collection (1984),
X2333.2002, Gift of Ronnie Sue Helzner

Punch card equipment and book collection 
(c. 1958), X2281.2002, Gift of Alfr ed C Hexter

DOCUMENTATION

Applied Computer T echniques Apricot Softwar e
collection (1985), X2332.2002, 
Gift of Michael Kimball

Automatic Digital Calculators (1965), X2324.2002,
Gift of Allen Baum

Basic Pr ogramming Concepts and the 
IBM 1620 Computer (1962), X2282.2002, 
Gift of Der ek Peschel

Computer book collection (various dates),
X2299.2002, Gift of Har ry Stewar t

Early computing texts collection (various dates),
X2354.2002, Gift of L Peter Deutsch

Operating Principle of the Belgrade Hand Pr osthesis
Mechanism, X2293.2002, 
Gift of T om Callahan

Preliminar y description of the UNIV AC (1950),
X2292.2002 A, Gift of Rober t Gar ner 

RCA 301 documentation collection (c. 1965),
X2339.2002, Gift of Allen Chalmers

RCA 301 salesmen’s model (c. 1960s),
X2337.2002, Gift of Allen Chalmers

Texas Instr uments Advanced Scientific Computer
internal memo collection and machine descriptions
(c. 1968), X2347.2002, Gift of William Kastner

Two early pr ogramming texts by Kristen Nygaar d 
(c. 1965), X2336.2002, Gift of Kristen Nygaar d

UNIVAC Maintenance Manual (1958), 
X2292.2002 B, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

UNIVAC Solid-State 90 bound manual set (1959),
X2292.2002 C, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

Xerox PARC technical r epor t collection 
(70 publications) (1970s-1980s), X2353.2002, 
Gift of James Mitchell

Xerox PARC technical r epor t collection (c. 1970s-
1980s), X2295.2002, Gift of Mike Rutenber g

GIFTS OF MICHAEL PLITKINS

Apple Computer , Inc., Apple II GS W oz Edition
personal computer system (c. 1989), X2415.2002

Apple Computer , Inc., Lisa II System including four
profile exter nal hard drives, an AppleW riter printer,
an ImageW riter II printer , an Apple Modem 1200,
and assor ted PCBs (c. 1990), X2431.2002

Apple Computer , Inc., Lisa/Mac XL personal
computer system (1984), X2410.2002

Apple Computer , Inc., Newton Message Pad 100
(1993), X2405.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 400 home
computer (c. 1980), X2422.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 400 home
computer (c. 1980), X2423.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 800 home
computer (c. 1982), X2424.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 800 home
computer (c. 1982), X2427.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 810 home
computer disk drive (c. 1982), X2425.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Atari 810 home
computer disk drive (c. 1982), X2426.2002

Atari Computer Corporation Por tfolio 16-bit personal
computer (1989), X2407.2002

Canon Cat V777 W ork Processor (1987),
X2402.2002

Commodore Business Machines Amiga 1060
personal computer (c. 1985), X2419.2002

Commodore Business Machines Commodor e 16 
(c. 1983), X2417.2002

Commodore Business Machines Commodor e 64 
(c. 1978), X2418.2002

Commodore Business Machines PET 2001 Personal
Computer (1977), X2400.2002

Commodore Business Machines plus/4 Personal
Computer (c. 1983), X2416.2002

Convergent Technologies, Inc., W orkslate (1983),
X2406.2002

Convergent Technologies, Inc., W orkslate
microprinter (c. 1985), X2428.2002

Hewlett-Packard Integral Personal Computer (1985),
X2412.2002

IBM Vacuum Tube Logic T rainer (c. 1955),
X2411.2002

Mindset Corporation MINDSET personal computer
system (1983), X2408.2002

Mindset Corporation MINDSET personal computer
system (1983), X2409.2002

Motorola, Inc., Envoy Personal Wir eless
Communicator (c. 1994), X2405.2002

Osborne Computer Corporation Executive Por table
Computer (1982), X2401.2002

Osborne Computer Corporation Vixen por table
computer (1987), X2403.2002

Radio Shack TRS-80 64K Color Computer 2 
(c. 1985), X2414.2002

Radio Shack TRS-80 Micr o Color Computer 
(c. 1984), X2413.2002

Sinclair Resear ch Ltd. QL micr ocomputer (c. 1984),
X2429.2002

Sony Corporation Hit Bit HB-75AS home computer
(c. 1983), X2428.2002

Sun Micr osystems Sun-3/80 workstation system
(1990), X2420.2002

Symbolics, Inc., 3620 LISP workstation system 
(c. 1990), X2430.2002

Texas Instr uments Homecomputer 99/4A (c. 1979),
X2421.2002

If you would like to update the Museum r egarding
your ar tifact donation, please contact Registrar
Jeremy Clark at +1 650 604 1524 or
clark@computer histor y.org.

The Computer Histor y Museum often r eceives suppor t from friends of computing
histor y who work with our collections team to expand the collection in impor tant
ways. Individual donors may contribute their own collections, as with the items listed
on the opposite page that wer e donated by Michael Plitkins, a senior staf f engineer
in advanced telephony at T ellMe. A quick scan thr ough the list r eveals Plitkins to be
a collector of both popular and obscur e computing ar tifacts—including rar e
prototypes—with a r eal nose for the impor tant details of computing histor y as well. It
is an honor that he chose the Museum to be the r ecipient of his devoted and
personal collecting ef forts.

The items listed on this page r eflect another such ef fort, when several people and
organizations made a gr oup donation this past fall of ar tifacts r elated to computing
in Switzerland. Over the course of many months, the Swiss Science and T echnology
Office at the Swiss Consulate in San Francisco helped pull together a donation of
computers, peripherals, documentation, and stories by several key players. The
items wer e then shipped (cour tesy of PRS Pr esence Switzerland) to the Museum
(most wer e shipped fr om Switzerland), and wer e exhibited at a r eception prior to the
Fellow Awards Banquet on October 23, 2001. This exhibit of a tr uly “inter national”
flavor was much appr eciated by donors and friends of the Museum, since many of
them had never had the oppor tunity to see Swiss-made computing innovations,
except Logitech mice, of course!

One of the “key players” in this par ticular donation was Jean-Daniel Nicoud, a leader
in Swiss micr oprocessor-based computing and micr o-robotics and pr ofessor emeritus
at the Swiss Federal Institute of T echnology in Lausanne. Not just a pr olific inventor ,
Nicoud was also a favorite with students because of his interactive and cr eative
teaching style, as well as the variety of r obot-building contests he set up over time.
In 1974, he or ganized the first Inter national Confer ence on Micr oprocessors and
coordinated 10 other confer ences over the years. Nicoud indicates that
miniaturization and human interaction have always held an attraction for him, and he
continues to develop small mobile r obots, with par ticular inter est in defusing
landmines and in the development of autonomous flying r obots. As a co-developer of
the first Swiss mouse and of several subsequent Logitech mice, Nicoud also
developed the Scrib, the first por table computer for jour nalists, and built the line of
Smaky personal computers, which wer e the only Swiss-made computers that sold in
significant numbers. In the course of this “Swiss” donation, Nicoud spent hours
religiously documenting the machines and their development pr ocesses so that the
Museum could have appr opriate materials thr ough which to understand and exhibit
the items.

As an institution, the Museum is grateful for the time and dedication of people like
Plitkins and Nicoud who tr uly value pr eser ving the stories and ar tifacts of the
information age. Indeed, it is only because of people like these that the Museum
exists and will continue to gr ow.
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HOW BIG A BOX DO YOU NEED?

What would you do if you wanted to
present the entir e histor y of computing
and had limited squar e footage in which
to put it? This is the challenge that the
Computer Histor y Museum faces, and
for us the answer is clear: W e need to
present online the wealth of knowledge
contained in our Museum.

You have pr obably hear d of the gr eat
progress towar d our per manent home in
2005, but another impor tant innovation
has been developing in our back r ooms.
As par t of our critical mission, we ar e
going to pr eser ve much of computing
histor y using today’s computers and
present it acr oss the networks of
tomorrow. While the physical Museum is
being car efully crafted and planned to
inhabit 120,000 squar e feet in the
future, the Museum online is fr ee to
expand beyond the space r estrictions of
the “r eal” world. 

We are calling this pr oject the
CyberMuseum. The name is derived
from the ter m “Cyberspace,” first
coined by science-fiction author 
William Gibson in 1984 in his book
Neuromancer:

Cyberspace. A consensual
hallucination experienced daily by
billions of legitimate operators in
every nation, by childr en being taught
mathematical concepts....A graphical
representation of data abstracted
from the banks of ever y computer in
the human system. Unthinkable
complexity. Lines of light ranged in
the non-space of the mind, clusters
and constellations of data. Like city
lights, r eceding...

Cyberspace was thus defined as a place
where the world’s infor mation could be
visualized. In the CyberMuseum, our
goal over time is to visualize and access
the entir ety of computing histor y,
making the institution an exciting place

for the novice and serious r esearcher
alike, enabling the gathering of
authentic infor mation at all levels of
interest. This vision becomes power ful
and challenging when coupled with the
magnitude and quality of ar tifacts in our
collection.

“GOING” ONLINE

An enterprising company today would
probably never consider whether or not
to have a website. The Inter net has
arrived, and if you’r e not ther e, it’s like
being cut out of the phone book. In
many cases, “going” online usually
means r epresenting the physical
institution with a phone number ,
address or driving dir ections—
information that ties the website to the
physical.

Our CyberMuseum will most cer tainly do
this, but this “vir tual” facsimile of the
real world will inhabit only a por tion of
the overall CyberMuseum. Both the
physical Museum and the CyberMuseum
will benefit fr om shar ed research,
overlapping exhibit design, and ever-
increasing data about the collection.
CyberMuseum pr ojects can build tools
to help manage our Museum data
internally. Such tools can help the
Museum develop, use, modify , and
expand data in a centralized manner .

The CyberMuseum can go beyond the
normal “vir tual” museum, allowing our
collection, media librar y, and other
resources to be accessed thr ough one
easy-to-navigate por tal. Exhibits online
can provide multiple levels of
experience, allowing any depth of
research. The challenges of this vision,
of course, ar e also gr eat—to rapidly
adapt and pr esent consistent data in
different views to a world-wide audience
while keeping it simple enough to
navigate by novice users, all on a 
small budget! 

PRESERVING BITS AND PIECES

Experiments cur rently under way are
exploring the possibilities outside the
“vir tual museum” box. The initial
approach is to systematically conver t
the wealth of knowledge in our librar y,
collections, and media stor es into
digital for mat while indexing what we
have to incr ease depth and
completeness of our data. By digitizing
our collection, we ar e fulfilling multiple
purposes: we pr eser ve the infor mation,
and at the same time we make it
usable for the web and other pr ojects
such as physical exhibit design.

Meanwhile, we ar e tr ying various ways
to display , exhibit, and update this
information. W e are investigating ways
to enrich video with other content, such
as r unning transcripts or closed
captioning. It is possible to cr eate
hyperlinks within the media to access
material outside of the video
presentation and thus enrich the
experience. 

To get thr ough just a por tion of the
large collection we have acquir ed at the
Computer Histor y Museum would take
years. So to begin, we identified some
of the most significant subjects and
objects, and ar e working with them in
limited digital conversion exhibit
experiments. T ogether with the exhibit
design teams for the physical building,
we are str eamlining the pr ocess. By
getting the “r ecipe” right for the many
types of materials, we can begin the
task of automating the lengthy pr ocess
of working thr ough the r est of the
collection.

Some of the issues that arise as these
experiments ar e car ried out ar e: What
formats will have longevity? How can
the complex hyperlinks of inter related
information be managed? How detailed
do these r ecords actually need to be?
How do you r econcile conflicting and
missing infor mation in such a complex 

environment? How do you best 
instill the “human factor” into 
digital r epor ting?

CYBERMUSEUM CHAMPIONS 

The CyberMuseum pr oject is not just
about web objects, but is also about
people and communities. Gor don Bell,
an original founder and cur rent Trustee
of the Museum and a senior r esearcher
at Micr osoft, is a major champion of the
CyberMuseum. He has dedicated a lot
of personal time and r esources to help
bring the Computer Histor y Museum’s
mission and vision to Cyberspace. 

Bell has been per forming a number of
interesting personal explorations over
the last few years in a pr oject he calls
MyMainBrain. Par tly experiment in data
representation, par tly personal librarian,
and right now , all about Gor don,
MyMainBrain contains digitized
documentation, images, media, and
minutiae fr om his long car eer. He hopes
to make the pr ocess available as a
software tool for others to or ganize and
catalog their own lifetime achievements
or as a memor y assistant and
productivity aid.

The experiments and experience fr om
MyMainBrain have alr eady helped the
CyberMuseum pr oject by laying some of
the groundwork for storage methods
and data acquisition. 

Bell also was a pioneer earlier in his
career, among other places, as vice
president of r esearch and development
at Digital Equipment Corporation. Digital
led the r evolution that empower ed end
users to interact dir ectly with
computers, for ever abolishing the idea 

of computers as untouchable by
inexperienced hands. Cyberspace is
advancing in this same spirit, and a 
CyberMuseum goal is to put the histor y
of computing dir ectly into the hands of
the public.

CAPTURING ORAL HISTORIES

A pictur e and list of specifications might
be an adequate display for a specific
computer, but pr esenting personal
histories with stories and media is a
much mor e complex endeavor . The
CyberMuseum is conducting
experiments in capturing stories on
video in a number of oral histor y
projects. One of the for tunate facts
about computing histor y today is that
many of the early pioneers ar e alive to
tell their stories. Some of the best
information comes fr om the individuals
who were on the fr ont lines of
computing histor y. Recor ding a stor y
“straight fr om the horse’s mouth” can
capture not just basic statistics of the
era but also a sense of the par ticipant’s
world view, interpr etation of events, and
the emotions of actually being ther e.

Oral histories ar e often done by
interviewers who ar e exper ts in the field
and with highest pr oduction values
wherever possible. The Computer
Histor y Museum is tr eating oral
histories with the gr eat car e expected of
a historical collecting museum, yet is
also experimenting with new methods.
We are also moving for ward in our “pr o-
casual” video collection. By cr eating a
portable r ecording studio, we can be on
the spot for impr omptu inter views.

The CyberMuseum plans to or ganize the
oral histories online, posting past and

present inter views along with statistics,
artifact infor mation, and materials fr om
other sour ces to cr eate an infor mation-
rich environment. Our monthly lectur es
are also videotaped and can be added
to our per manent display on the web.
Soon you might be able to watch our
lectures str eamed live fr om location.

At this stage, the r ole of the
CyberMuseum pr oject is to experiment,
evaluate the technologies, pr ovide
recipes, and ensur e the pr eser vation of
materials in for mats that can be used
online. 

FOSTERING AN INTERNATIONAL

COMMUNITY

Perhaps the gr eatest potential for the
CyberMuseum pr oject lies in r eaching a
much lar ger audience than the physical
Museum could expect to r each. People
who may never see us in person will be
able to get much of the experience and
information online. While nothing can
replace the visceral experience of
seeing the collection first-hand, the
CyberMuseum will bring as much of it 
to life as possible.

We hope our ef forts will bring together
many outside sour ces of r esearch in a
multilateral pr eser vation ef fort. A
fortune in data and r esearch is alr eady
at risk of disappearing for lack of
funding or inter est. The CyberMuseum
can link r esearchers, user communities,
universities, and collectors, while
enrolling them whenever possible to
participate in the common mission of
presenting and pr eser ving the stories 
of computing histor y. 

If you would like to get involved with 
the project or contribute your stories 
or insights to the Museum, please
contact us and become a par t of 
our community.

Mike Walton is the Dir ector of Cyber Exhibits at the
Computer Histor y Museum.

BEYOND VIRTUAL
BY MIKE WALTON

Chair of the CyberMuseum Committee Gor don Bell
(right) and Dir ector of Cyber Exhibits Mike W alton
discuss the next set of pr oject goals. The
CyberMuseum will not only communicate the
physical Museum to web visitors but will also
present computing histor y in a dynamic and
inventive way. 



BENCHMARKS

During the pr ogramming phase,
Museum r epresentatives and the design
team conducted various infor mation-
gathering tours of local museums,
including the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Ar t, the San Jose Museum of
Art, the T ech Museum of Innovation in
San Jose, and the Childr en’s Discover y
Museum of San Jose. In the fall, the
team was also for tunate to visit some
outstanding inter national museums that
display computer histor y exhibits,
including the Science Museum in
London, England; the Deutsches
Museum in Munich, Ger many; and the
Heinz Nixdor f MuseumsFor um in
Paderborn, Ger many. These ar e
fantastic institutions and we ar e
honored to be building str ong
relationships with them. Their hospitality
was wonder ful and gr eatly contributed
to making the trip an over whelming
success.

BETA BUILDING UNDERWAY

Other exciting news cur rently in the
works is our plan to constr uct a
temporar y building to be located less
than 500 feet south of Mof fett Field’s
landmark Hangar One, and adjacent to
our future per manent building site.
Scheduled to open in the fall of 2002,
the temporar y space is being dubbed
the “Beta Building,” both a nod to the
computer industr y’s ter m for a pr oduct
in testing phase and an indication that
more is on the way with the Museum’s
permanent home opening in 2005.
When the temporar y space is
completed, it will contain 41,000 sf of
usable space, including 22,500 sf for
artifacts storage; 9,000 sf for exhibits
and event space for mor e than 200
people; and 9,500 sf for of fice space
and a catering pr ep kitchen. It will be
used for Museum functions, additional
artifact storage, and will bring together
staf f now housed in thr ee separate
buildings at Mof fett Field. The Beta 

Building will pr ovide the Museum with
the necessar y space to gr ow, hold
events, and stage and or ganize our
artifact collection, and will allow us to
explore new ideas as we plan our
permanent facility . 

The Beta Building is being designed by
Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall
Holmes & Nar ver (DMJMH+N), an
architecture, engineering, and
constr uction ser vices fir m with of fices
in San Francisco and ar ound the world.
DMJMH+N’s other r ecent public pr ojects
include the United States Botanic
Garden Conser vatory in W ashington,
DC; the School of Social and 

Behavioral Sciences at Califor nia State
University in San Ber nardino, Califor nia;
and the Per forming Ar ts Center at
California State Polytechnic University in
San Louis Obispo, Califor nia.

As you can see, we ar e moving for ward
rapidly to cr eate critically impor tant
facilities necessar y for us to achieve
our goals and become the gr eat
institution we ar e striving to be. Our
building plans—coupled with our
CyberMuseum (see ar ticle on page 14),
our active pr ograms, and the
communities of people who ar e helping
us—will allow us to evolve and ser ve
the public for many years to come.  

Kirsten Tashev is the Building and Exhibits Pr oject
Manager at the Computer Histor y Museum.

NEW BUILDING—AMENITY BREAKDOWN/PHASING PLANS (NET SF)

AMENITY PHASE I PHASE I I TOT ALS
(2005) (2010)

EXHIB ITS  ( INCLUDES C IRC . )  32 ,500 sf 20 ,000 sf 52 ,500 sf
V IS ITORS SER VICES  7 ,230 0 7 ,230
CAFÉ  ( IN  LOBBY  AREA)  0 1 ,700 1,700
RETA IL  1 ,600 0 1 ,600
MULT IPURPOSE 1 ,600 9,000 10,600
ADMINISTRA T ION 6 ,560 5,000 11,560
L IBRAR Y  1 ,500 3,000 4 ,500
LOADING/SER VICES  4 ,200 0 4 ,200
BUILDING SER VICES  1 ,750 0 1 ,750
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SELECTING OUR TEAM

The Museum’s building plans have
passed some key milestones in the last
several months, including our plans for
both the per manent building and an
exciting temporar y facility . Last spring,
after completing a five-month “ideas
competition” with thr ee outstanding
architectural fir ms, the Museum
selected Esherick Homsey Dodge &
Davis (EHDD) of San Francisco,
California, to design the new building.
Museum T rustee and Building
Committee Chair man Grant Saviers
explained, “the purpose of the
competition was not to choose a design
for the new building, but to select the
best ar chitect for the pr oject going
forward.” (Excerpts of the competition
can be seen on our website). With the
competition behind us, we ar e ver y
pleased to be collaborating with the
EHDD team on the design of the
Museum’s per manent facility .

“We are thrilled to work with the
Computer Histor y Museum boar d and
staf f to design one of the first Silicon
Valley landmarks of the 21st Centur y,”
said Chuck Davis, senior design
principal, EHDD. “Our goal is to captur e
the unique character of the Computer
Histor y Museum and to cr eate an
inspiring envir onment wher e people can
learn and study computing histor y and
innovation.” Founded in 1946 by
legendar y architect Joseph Esherick,
EHDD has become a leader in the
architecture field, with a wide br eadth of
cultural institution experience including
aquariums, museums, zoos, and
libraries. EHDD has designed r ecognized
facilities such as the Monter ey Bay
Aquarium in Monter ey, Califor nia; the
National Museum of Marine
Biology/Aquarium near Kaohsiung,
Taiwan; the Exploris interactive museum
in Raleigh, Nor th Car olina; and the east
wing of the New England Aquarium in
Boston, Massachusetts.

The Museum selected another first-
class fir m to develop the exhibitions for
the new building. After an intensive
interview process with eight qualified
firms fr om acr oss the United States as
well as visits to the finalists’ r ecent
projects, we selected V an Sickle &
Rolleri (VSR) of Medfor d, New Jersey .
VSR is r ecognized for its work on the
Experience Music Pr oject in Seattle,
Washington; the Gerald R. For d Museum
in Grand Rapids, Michigan; and the
Intrepid Sea-Air-Space Museum in New
York, New Y ork. VSR has also r eceived
several awar ds including the
Southeaster n Museum Confer ence
Curator’s Committee Exhibition
Competition A ward and The American
Association for State and Local Histor y
Award of Merit in 2000. Dennis V an
Sickle, VSR principal, said, “W e look
forward to working on this most
prestigious pr oject and believe the time
has come to cr eate a museum that
captures the rich stories of an industr y
that has tr uly changed the world.”

CREATING COLLABORATION 

From the beginning, the Computer
Histor y Museum purposefully set out to
create a collaborative team r elationship
between ar chitecture and exhibits in
order to foster a pr ocess by which each
discipline would infor m the other . The
goal is to cr eate a building that
seamlessly integrates the ar chitecture
and exhibits, so that they suppor t and
enhance each other . Towards this end,
over the past summer , EHDD and VSR
worked ver y closely with Museum
representatives in the “pr ogramming”
phase of the new building. 

The purpose of the pr ogramming phase
has been to clearly identify the scope of
the building and to systematically r efine
the needs of the new facility in or der to
meet the Museum’s mission, budget,
and programs. Discussions have 

focused on the overall visitor experience
as well as defining specific
requirements including size, function,
character, adjacency , and quality of each
space (see char t on opposite page),
while allowing enough flexibility in the
design to accommodate futur e growth
and change. As you r ead this ar ticle,
the team is well into the next phase—
“schematic design”—that will r esult in a
more refined building pr ogram in ter ms
of architectural amenities and exhibit
spaces, as well as a signatur e building
design.

PHASING THE APPROACH

In the “pr ogramming” phase, the team
developed a strategy to build the new
facility in two phases: Phase I,
scheduled to open in late 2005, will
initially include 32,000 sf (squar e feet)
of galler y space with 23,000 sf of
exhibits fully installed. Phase I also
includes administrative of fices, a r etail
store, a small café car t, a r esearch
reference librar y, a multi-purpose r oom
for events, and other spaces for a total
of 72,000 sf. The r emaining 9,000 sf of
exhibits within Phase I ar e scheduled to
open in 2007. 

In Phase II, an auditorium will be added
as well as a lar ger restaurant. The
exhibits will be expanded, as will the
administration, librar y, and multi-
purpose events spaces. Phase II will
add approximately 48,000 sf and is
slated to open in 2010. This strategy
gives us flexibility with our pr ogram and
budget and brings us r emarkably close
to our first estimates and goals made
before the pr ogramming phase began.
Together, Phases I and II equal
approximately 120,000 sf.

REAL DESIGN, REAL BUILDINGS
BY KIRSTEN TASHEV

The Beta Building will be located at Mof fett Field, just south of the historic Hangar One and will pr ovide the
Museum with much-needed space for operations and exhibits during the pr ocess of building the new Museum
building, scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2005.
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Each new issue of CORE ser ves as a
marker of our steady pr ogress in
building a solid institution “to pr eser ve
and present for posterity the ar tifacts
and stories of the infor mation age.” 
I am always amazed and gratified to 
see how much ther e is to r elay to you.
Among many other topics thr oughout
this issue, we can tell you about our
successful year-end solicitation ef fort,
seven r ecent lectur es, fur ther
collections activities including a lar ge
donation and exhibit of computing
artifacts fr om Switzerland, the 2001
Fellow Awards event, Museum
participation in the CRN Industr y Hall 
of Fame event, and a major pr ess
announcement with NASA. 

YEAR-END CONTRIBUTORS ENABLE

MUSEUM GROWTH

Thanks to the gener osity of so many of
you who r esponded to our year-end fund-
raising appeal, we ar e well on our way
to meeting the ambitious financial goals
set for th at the beginning of the fiscal
year.  W e are grateful for the many
people who, in spite of r ecent financial
and political challenges in our countr y
and world, have demonstrated their
commitment to our mission. Hear tfelt
thanks to all of you.

We still have $359,000 to raise by the
end of our fiscal year on June 30, and
we hope that those of you who have not
yet given will make a pledge or a gift 
as soon as possible befor e we close
the year. Your suppor t will make a 
real dif ference!

PUBLIC PROGRAMS AT THE MUSEUM

We were proud to of fer a rich set of
lectures and events last fall. The
average attendance for Museum
lectures was 250 people, which speaks
volumes about the intellectual curiosity
and vigor of our community . I encourage
you to attend these wonder ful events
and to get the wor d out to others who
would enjoy hearing the inside stories
from the innovators of the infor mation
technology r evolution. Feel fr ee to make
suggestions for speakers and topics you
would like us to include. And please talk
to us about sponsorship of the lectur e
program—a ter rific oppor tunity to show
your suppor t of our gr owing public
presence. Among other things, this
would accelerate our ability to of fer
videos of these lectur es to our public.
Stay tuned for Charlie Spor ck on
semiconductor industr y histor y; Jef f
Hawkins, Donna Dubinsky , and Ed
Colligan on the cr eation of the handheld
computer; Charlie Bachman on the
origins of the database; and Al Shugar t
on early storage developments.

LINUS TORVALDS

THE ORIGINS OF LINUX

To an audience of 350 on September
18th at Space Camp, Linus T orvalds,
creator of the operating system
phenomenon Linux, pr ovided an inside
look at how he went fr om writing code
as a graduate student in Helsinki in the
early 1990s to becoming an icon for
open sour ce softwar e by the end of the
decade. At the age of 11, T orvalds
star ted using a Vic-20 computer as a
“classic geek with BASIC.” Early on, he
believed that UNIX was better than
everything else; however , in Finland it
was dif ficult to find UNIX for the
hobbyist. Why did he write his own
operating system? He said, “Because,
hey, that was what you did.” He added,
“When you don’t have anything to star t
with, you can’t see the pr ogress you ar e
making—it’s just one instr uction set at
a time.” Twice he had been about to
give up, but persever ed just the same.
Currently, Torvalds is a working member
of the softwar e team developing
Transmeta’s Code Morphing™ chip
software and Mobile Linux.

DAN INGALLS

FROM SMALLTALK TO SQUEAK

Smalltalk-80, the language fr om which
the Squeak pr ogramming envir onment is
derived, traces its r oots to the famous
beanbag chair cultur e of Xer ox PARC
(Palo Alto Resear ch Center) in the
1970s. Developed by a team headed 
by Dan Ingalls, Smalltalk was to be the
suppor ting softwar e environment for
Alan Kay’s visionar y por table and
networked Dynabook computer—a
concept that r emains compelling today .
Though the original Dynabook never
came into being, Smalltalk took r oot
and continued on. Ingalls told the stor y
at Xer ox PARC on October 11th to an
audience of over 200 Museum guests
of how the for ward-looking Smalltalk
concepts and capabilities have evolved
into a moder n environment called
Squeak. T ed Kaehler (who worked with
Dan at Xer ox PARC, Apple, Apple again,
Disney, and Viewpoints Resear ch
Institute) attended the talk and said,
“There are many attitudes and stances
in object-oriented softwar e that ar e
completely accepted now . Dan r eminded
us of how har d they wer e to think of and
defend 30 years ago.”

EARLY COMPUTER MOUSE ENCOUNTERS

The Museum, together with the San
Francisco Swiss Science & T echnology
Office, hosted a panel discussion on
October 17th at Xer ox PARC with Daniel

Borel, Stuar t Car d, Doug Engelbar t, Bill
English, Jean-Daniel Nicoud, and Niklaus
Wirth. These early developers and
proponents of the computer mouse
relayed insider stories of how the
concepts came about and wer e
implemented. This event was made
possible with the suppor t of PRS
Presence Switzerland. Zurich Network
sponsor ed the r eception and Spotlife is
providing web str eaming.

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s,
Doug Engelbar t and his lab at SRI
pioneered an elaborate hyper media-
groupware system called NLS (oNLine
System), most of whose now-common
features wer e conceived of, fully
integrated, and in ever yday operational
use by the early 1970s. NLS was first
demonstrated in public at the 1968 Fall
Joint Computer Confer ence in a
remarkable 90-minute multimedia
presentation, in which Engelbar t used
NLS to outline and illustrate his points,
while others of his staf f linked in fr om
his lab at SRI to demonstrate key
features of the system. This was the
world debut of the mouse, hyper media,
and on-scr een video teleconfer encing.
Engelbar t said, “It isn’t the human-
computer inter face I was looking at, it’s
the... human’s inter facing with [an]
augmentation system.” He explained
that “humans have cer tain basic
sensor y, perceptual, mental, and motor

capabilities, and we get appr oached
with various challenges such as
language and social issues. W e have to
adapt and lear n, and things [like the
mouse] essentially augment us so that
we can be capable within that
environment.”  

Stuar t Car d is a Xer ox research fellow
and manager of the User Inter face
Research group at Xer ox PARC. His
study of input devices led to the Fitts’s
Law characterization of the mouse and
was a major factor leading to the
mouse’s commer cial intr oduction by
Xerox. Daniel Bor el co-founded Logitech,
whose first commer cially-available
product was the computer mouse in
1982. Bill English was the first person
to ever use a mouse. In 1963, while he
was chief engineer for Engelbar t’s
Augmented Human Intellect Resear ch
Center, English built the first mouse
based on an idea in Engelbar t’s early
notes. He later developed the “Hawley”
mouse that was used with the Xer ox
PARC Video T erminal System and early
Alto computers. 

ETH Zurich Pr ofessor Emeritus Niklaus
Wirth spent two years on sabbatical at
Xerox PARC, wher e he became an
enthusiastic user of the workstation
Alto, which heralded a new era of
computing with its high-r esolution
display and the mouse. Back in

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
BY KAREN MATHEWS 

Karen Mathews is Executive
Vice Pr esident at the
Computer Histor y Museum

Revolutionar y Linus T orvalds spoke on September
18th about the extraor dinary and accidental Linux
phenomenon.

An October panel called “Early Mouse Encounters”
featured (left to right) Doug Engelbar t, Bill English,
Jean-Daniel Nicoud, Stuar t Car d, Niklaus Wir th, and
Daniel Bor el (not shown) on the earliest
developments of the mouse user inter face.

Fred Brooks addr essed an audience the day after
his induction as a Fellow of the Museum 
(see page 20).

A crowd of 250 people hear d Fred Brooks explor e
“What is the Real Vir tue in Vir tual Reality?”

In his lectur e last fall, Dan Ingalls discussed
Smalltalk, the softwar e environment meant to
suppor t the Dynabook computer , and which evolved
into the cur rent-day object-oriented Squeak.
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Switzerland, he used the mouse for the
workstations Lilith and Cer es, which he
designed in conjunction with the
programming languages Modula-2 and
Oberon. Jean-Daniel Nicoud is pr ofessor
emeritus of ETH Zurich in Lausanne,
Switzerland. Among many other
inventions, he developed the Dépraz
Mouse, initially sold by Logitech.

FRED BROOKS

WHAT IS THE REAL VIRTUE IN 

VIRTUAL REALITY?

Hewlett-Packard Company, with the help
of its Chief Science Of ficer Stephen
Squires, gener ously hosted this October
24 event, which included a lovely
reception. Fr ed Brooks addr essed an
enthusiastic cr owd of 250 people about
work since 1990 in vir tual reality at the
University of Nor th Car olina, Chapel Hill.
In that year , vir tual reality was hyped by
the press and by a pr ofessional
association confer ence panel,
unfortunately designed to “wow” people
rather than infor m them. Br ooks
reminded us that “a lily needs no
gilding—the plain tr uth is exciting
enough.” He posited that the r esearch
challenge of vir tual reality is to make it
“look r eal, sound r eal, feel r eal, and
interact r ealistically .” Even in today’s
world, Br ooks said, “vir tual reality bar ely
works.” Advancement in vir tual reality
technology consists of making strides in
four dimensions: fast, pr etty, handy, and

real. Br ooks said, “W e figure out which
one hur ts worse, work on it, then move
on to the next loudest pr oblem.”
Currently, the gr eatest inhibitor is
“swimming” due to lag (latency). Other
problems include poor r egistration with
the real world, er gonomics, cables (and
wireless), and the tedium of building
models. Br ooks assur ed us that vir tual
reality technology will one day fulfill its
promise as a useful tool in ar eas such
as vehicle simulation, molecular
medicine and str ucture, and mor e.
“Computer scientists ar e toolsmiths,”
he said. “Is this tool danger ous?” he
asked. “Sur e! All tools ar e danger ous.
The danger lies not in our tools, but in
ourselves.”

DONALD KNUTH

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Nearly 300 people gather ed at Xer ox
PARC on November 8th to tr y to “stump
the professor ,” a rar e oppor tunity to ask
The Art of Computer Programming
author Don Knuth anything and
everything about computer
programming. Knuth is pr ofessor
emeritus of The Ar t of Computer
Programming at Stanfor d University
where, since 1968, he super vised the
Ph.D. disser tations of 28 students. The
author of numer ous books, Knuth’s
software systems, T eX and MF , ar e
used extensively for book publishing
throughout the world. His numer ous

awards include the T uring Award, the
National Medal of Science, the Steele
Prize, the Adelsköld Medal, the Har vey
Prize, the John von Neumann Medal,
and the Kyoto Prize. He holds honorar y
doctorates fr om Oxfor d University , the
University of Paris, the Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm, the University
of St. Petersbur g, the University of
Marne-la-Vallee, Masar yk University , St.
Andrews University , Athens University of
Economics and Business, the University
of Tübingen, and 16 colleges and
universities in the USA. 

Attendee Bob Zeidman said, “It was
great to be able to hear Don Knuth, one
of the many pioneers that the Computer
Histor y Museum is able to bring in each
month. Pr ofessor Knuth is a living
legend for his developments in
computer science. He is also, I found
out, a quiet guy of towering height with
a good sense of humor who is quick to
point out his own shor tcomings. I
particularly agr eed with his call for
better communication skills among
programmers, and I’m looking for ward
to examining his CWEB language for
‘literate pr ogramming.’” 

2001: HAL’S LEGACY DOCUMENTARY

Museum members and guests enjoyed
a pre-broadcast pr eview on November
20th of the 90-minute version of a PBS
documentar y by David Stork comparing

state-of-the-ar t technology today with the
computer capabilities depicted in the
1968 epic film, “2001: A Space
Odyssey .” Now that 2001 has come and
gone, we can compar e the film’s
computer science “visions” with cur rent
technological fact—in par ticular those
related to its central character , the HAL
9000 computer , which could speak,
reason, see, play chess, plan, and
express emotions. In some domains,
reality has surpassed the vision in the
film. In numer ous others, r eality has
fallen far shor t. In the documentar y,
Stork navigates between scenes fr om
the film and inter views with Ar thur C.
Clarke, Mar vin Minsky, Gor don Moor e,
Rodney Br ooks, Lar ry Smar r, Daniel
Dennett, Raymond Kur zweil, Doug
Lenat, and others. These contributors to
“HAL’s Legacy” have given us mor e
than a scor ecard for the film and novel.
They have shown the r easons for the
way things developed—and may
continue to develop—to 2001 and
beyond. The film was pr oduced by David
Kennard and InCA and funded by the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 

Event attendee Ellen Sper tus, assistant
professor of computer science at Mills
College, Oakland, commented, “Even
people who say they don’t like
computers ar e fascinated by r obots,
real or imaginar y, making them a gr eat
way to draw people into computer

science. HAL’s Legacy , which I plan to
show my students, uses people’s
fascination with HAL, an imaginar y
artificial intelligence, to intr oduce them
to the even mor e fascinating r eal world
of ar tificial intelligence.”

ERIC SCHMIDT

UNWINNABLE WARS: PERSONAL

PERSPECTIVES ON TECHNOLOGY

LEADERSHIP

On December 6th at Xer ox PARC, Eric
Schmidt, chair man and CEO of Google
Inc., examined unwinnable battles he
was involved with or witnessed during
his rich and varied 20-year car eer in the
computer industr y. He r ecollected tr ying
experiences at Sun Micr osystems
attempting to r eplicate its initial
standardization victor y with NFS
(Network File System) in the company’s
long-standing battle to pr evail over other
UNIX companies and later , over
Microsoft itself. He looked at the futile
UNIX user-inter face wars (such as Open
Look vs. XOpen), the calamitous
merging of Sun’s UNIX (SunOS) and
AT&T’s UNIX (System V), and the failur e
of UNIX to unify behind a single version. 

He obser ved the impor tance of
understanding histor y, and that, “each
and ever y generation makes the same
mistakes.” An example that sur faced
during the talk was that some of the old
battles found during the UNIX wars

might be r eemerging on today’s Linux
stage. Lively discussion followed in the
question-and-answer period on topics
such as competing against a behemoth
(such as Micr osoft), and why
cooperative consor tia don’t work.
Schmidt made the point that the best
progress is often made when academia
or egos not inter ested in monetar y
profit ar e able to for m useful standar ds
(such as the Inter net standar ds cr eated
by Vint Cer f and the IETF).

Prior to his post at Google, Schmidt was
chairman and CEO of Novell, chief
technology of ficer and corporate
executive of ficer at Sun Micr osystems,
a member of the r esearch staf f at Xer ox
PARC, and held positions at Bell
Laboratories and Zilog.

COLLECTIONS HIGHLIGHTS

The repor t of items acquir ed in r ecent
months is on page 12. Her e are a few
highlights: Richar d Fr yer donated an
early CDI mouse, cir ca 1970, an
excellent example of an early
commercial mouse intended for use
with minicomputers and lar ger
mainframes. For mer Mar chant employee
George William Bolton donated a
“Figuremaster” mechanical calculator
and allowed the Museum to r ecord his
thoughts on his years working with
Marchant. And, longtime Museum
suppor ter and friend, Rober t Gar ner

Museum Fellow Don Knuth calls on an inquir er in
his lectur e, “Questions Answer ed,” that dr ew
almost 300 attendees.

Audience members pose questions in an “ask the
professor” style lectur e by Don Knuth.

David Stork addr essed friends of the Museum
before previewing “HAL's Legacy ,” his documentar y
film that investigates similarities and dif ferences
between the 1968 vision of technology in the year
2001, and technology as it actually evolved.

In December , Google, Inc. Chair man and CEO Eric
Schmidt discussed lessons lear ned from his
experience in the technology tr enches.

Museum volunteer and donor Rober t Gar ner acquir ed
and donated a 1948 IBM 604—a punched car d
calculator whose speed per formance was due to its
implementation with electr onics (vacuum tubes),
rather than IBM’s traditional r elay technology .

Museum suppor ter Ned Chapin examines the
Switcherland and MUSIC ar tifacts at the
“Computing in Switzerland” exhibit r eception prior
to the Fellow A wards Banquet on October 23r d.
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acquired an IBM 604 Electr onic
Calculating Punch for the Museum. The
604, a vacuum tube-based machine,
was announced by IBM in 1948 and
was pr obably the company’s first
attempt at a wholly electr onic machine
targeted at the emer ging commer cial
computing market. 

SPECIAL EXHIBIT OF COMPUTING

ARTIFACTS FROM SWITZERLAND

A reception prior to the Fellow A wards
banquet and cer emony on October 23r d
featured an impr essive exhibit of
artifacts donated to the Museum by
various Swiss individuals and
organizations. The exhibit displayed a
series of ar tifacts r elated to computing
in Switzerland, including: a 1956
ERMETH pluggable unit, 1972 Novasim,
1976 Cr ocus, 1977 Dauphin, 1978
Scrib, 1978 Smacky 6, 1986 Cer es-1,
1990 Cer es-3, 1991 MUSIC
microcomputer, 1993 Convex C3820,
1994 GigaBooster super computer, 
and the 1999 TNet switch. Additionally ,
a Swiss public telephone booth
equipped with a functioning T eleguide
electronic phone dir ector y (donated by
Swisscom AG) demonstrated how
inter twined computers have become
with our daily lives. 

Donors Hans Eberle, Jean-Daniel
Nicoud, and Niklaus Wir th were present
and spoke to the audience. Other

donors include Ambr os Speiser and
André Thalmann, The Bobst Gr oup,
Epsitec SA, ETH Zürich, Super computing
Systems AG, Swisscom AG, and the
Swiss Center for Scientific Computing. 

Swiss chocolatiers Alber t Uster Impor ts,
Nestlé Switzerland, Lindt, and others
donated delicious chocolates for exhibit
viewers. The ar tifact donation was
initiated and coor dinated by Christian
Simm and his staf f at the Swiss
Science and T echnology Of fice in San
Francisco, and shipped cour tesy of PRS
Presence Switzerland.

THE 2001 FELLOW AWARDS—A SUCCESS

BY ANY MEASURE

Over 400 Silicon V alley entr epreneurs,
computer scientists, business leaders,
academics, and other friends of
computing histor y suppor ted the
Museum at this year’s Fellow A wards
Banquet at the San Jose Fair mont Hotel
on October 23r d. Master of Cer emonies
and 2000 Museum Fellow Vint Cer f led
the evening to celebrate the
achievements of honor ees Fr ederick P.
Brooks, Jean E. Sammet, and Maurice
Wilkes.

Hewlett-Packard Company was the Lead
Sponsor for the event. Patr on Sponsors
were 1185 Design, Allegr o Networks,
Citigate Cunningham, eBay , Intel, and
Mid-Peninsula Bank. Hosts for the

evening wer e Donna Dubinsky , Len
Shustek, Suhas Patil, Jayashr ee Patil,
Elaine Hahn, Eric Hahn, Peter Hirshber g,
Angela Hey , and John Mashey . Following
are a few highlights fr om the evening.

Len Shustek cited John Br ockman’s
work with a gr oup of exper ts fr om
various fields to identify the most
impor tant inventions of the past 2000
years. Only thr ee inventions got mor e
than five votes each. Second on the list
was the invention of the computer (to
find out the other two you can buy
Brockman’s book!). Shustek pointed out
that for 5,000 years of r ecorded
civilization, ther e were no computers,
and suddenly computers appear ed. Now
and forevermore, computers will be
everywhere, af fecting what we do, how
we live, how we work, how we play . He
said, “W e need to pr eser ve the
structure of how that happened, so that
looking back fr om 500 years fr om now,
it doesn’t look like a point event—that
computers suddenly ar ose, with no
recognition of who did it, and why they
did it, and how they did it, and how it
came to be. That’s what the Museum is
here to pr eser ve.”  

Maurice Wilkes (via videotape) told us
that it took ar ound three years befor e
the first computers wer e working, and
how, while development was going on, it
seemed inter minable. “When pr essed, I

used to tell people that I hoped to have
a machine working in the summer . But I
did not say which summer,” he said,
and added, “No doubt as time goes on
we will see many mor e changes. And
this is wher e the Museum comes in. As
I see it, an impor tant function of the
Museum is to r ecord changes as they
occur, and to collect ar tifacts that will
illustrate those changes for the benefits
of posterity .” 

Fred Brooks said, “I r emember at age
13 reading Time magazine; it had a
cartoon on the fr ont of the Har vard
Mark I [computer] looking like a kind of
a beast. The ar ticle described this
computer. I knew at age 13 that that
was what I wanted to do.”

Vint Cer f pointed out after hearing our
2001 Fellows speak, “It illustrates how
their insights and their perspectives ar e
still incr edibly valuable to ever y one of
us today . It is by knowing and
understanding the past that we can
shape and guarantee the futur e.”  

CRN INDUSTRY HALL OF FAME

The Computer Histor y Museum
participated as a co-host of the CRN
Industr y Hall of Fame event on
November 12 in Las V egas. Honor ees
were Doug Engelbar t, Judy Estrin, Mor t
Rosenthal, Phil Zimmer man, the late
Rober t Noyce, and the late Grace

Hopper. Thanks to CRN for r ecognizing
the accomplishments and deter mination
of such wonder ful people in computing.
John Toole spoke at the event about the
Museum and its plans. I was pleased
and honor ed to accept the awar d for
Grace Hopper on behalf of the Museum
and to give a shor t tribute to her
memorable contributions, which include
the time- and er ror-saving compiler .

JOINT NASA/COMPUTER HISTORY

MUSEUM PRESS ANNOUNCEMENT 

On Friday, December 7th, the Museum
and NASA co-hosted a pr ess tour and
special announcement for nearly 100
people who gather ed to hear about the
Museum’s par tnership with NASA for a
presence in the NASA Resear ch Park,
the Beta Building (see page 16), the
appointment of Head Curator Michael R.
Williams, and the Museum’s new name
and logo. Panelists included NASA Ames
Research Center Dir ector Henr y
McDonald; Museum Executive Dir ector
& CEO John T oole; Chair man of the
Museum’s Boar d of T rustees Len
Shustek; Museum T rustee and CEO of
Handspring Donna Dubinsky; and
Intuit’s Chair man of the Boar d Bill
Campbell. The pr ess r esponded with
great enthusiasm and coverage included
KLIV, KGO, KTVU, KICU, the San Jose
Mercury News , and the San Jose
Business Jour nal.

The “Computing in Switzerland” exhibit showed
artifacts r elated to computing in Switzerland,
including much of the line of Smaky personal
computers.

Banquet attendees enjoy the Fellow A wards pr ogram. Museum T rustees Len Shustek and Donna
Dubinsky r elax after the Fellows banquet.

New Fellow Jean Sammet enjoys a moment at the
banquet table during the awar d ceremony.

New Fellow Maurice Wilkes, who r esides in the UK,
delivered an acceptance speech by videotape.

The 2001 Fellow A wards went to: Frederick P.
Brooks, for his contributions to computer
architecture, operating systems, and softwar e
engineering; Jean E. Sammet, for her contributions
to the field of pr ogramming languages and its
histor y; and Maurice Wilkes, for his lifelong
contributions to computer technology , including
early machine design, micr oprogramming, and the
Cambridge Ring network.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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P L E A S E  P R I N T :

Name __________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________

City __________________________________________ State ________________

Postal code/zip ________________________________ Country ______________

Daytime phone ______________________ Evening phone __________________

You may contact me by e-mail at ________________________________________

Employer   ____________________________________ Title __________________

Spouse’s employer ______________________________________________________

____ Enclosed is my check payable to: COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

____ Charge my:     Visa _____     Mastercard _____

Visa/Mastercard number ________________________________________________

Exp date   __________________________ Amount charged __________________

Cardholder’s name ______________________________________________________

Cardholder’s signature __________________________________________________

Please indicate how you would like to be acknowledged in printed material and 

on wall signage: 

________________________________________________________________________

____ I wish to donate securities. For more information, call +1 650 604 2575.

____ Consider this a pledge and mail me a statement for payment.

____ I want to increase my support to the Computer History Museum with 

a matching gift. My company form is enclosed (retirees and board 

members may also be eligible).

____ Please send information on investing in your building/endowment fund.

YES! I/We want to become an
Investor in Preservation! I/We
choose to make a donation to the
Annual Fund at the following level:

CORE BENEFACTOR

____ 64K ($65,536)

____ 32K ($32,768)

____ 16K ($16,384)

CORE INVESTOR

____ 8K ($8,192)

____ 4K ($4,096)

____ 2K ($2,048)

____ 1K ($1,024)

GENERAL SUPPORTER

____ $500

____ $250

____ $100

____ $50 (individual membership)

____ $35 (student or senior 
membership)

____ other $ ________________

Please return this form (or facsimile) 

with your remittance to:

Computer History Museum

P.O. Box 367  

Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA

+1 650 604 2575 (tel)

+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

www.computerhistory.org

YOUR CONTRIBUTION plays an essential role in guaranteeing the success and
future of the Museum. 

CORE 3.1

CONTACT INFORMATION

EXECUTIVE STAFF

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Dir ector & CEO
+1 650 604 2581
toole@computer histor y.or g

KAREN MATHEWS

Executive Vice Pr esident
+1 650 604 2568
mathews@computer histor y.org

DAVID MILLER

Vice Pr esident of Development
+1 650 604 2575
miller@computer histor y.org

MIKE WILLIAMS

Head Curator
+1 650 604 3516
williams@computer histor y.or g

FULL-TIME STAFF

JEREMY CLARK

Registrar
+1 650 604 1524
clark@computer histor y.or g

PAM CLEVELAND

Event Manager 
+1 650 604 2062
cleveland@computer histor y.or g

WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Of fice Administrator
+1 650 604 5205
francis@computer histor y.org

CHRIS GARCIA

Historical Collections Coor dinator
+1 650 604 2572
garcia@computer histor y.org 

DAPHNE LISKA

Development Associate
+1 650 604 2579
liska@computer histor y.org

JACKIE McCRIMMON

Executive Assistant
+1 650 604 5145
mccrimmon@computer histor y.or g

DAG SPICER

Exhibits Curator
+1 650 604 2160
spicer@computer histor y.org

CATRIONA SWEENEY

Development & PR Associate
+1 650 604 5133
sweeney@computer histor y.or g

KIRSTEN TASHEV

Building & Exhibits Pr oject Manager
+1 650 604 2580
tashev@computer histor y.or g

MIKE WALTON

Director of Cyber Exhibits
+1 650 604 1662
walton@computer histor y.org

KARYN WOLFE

Special Pr ojects Manager
+1 650 604 2570
wolfe@computer histor y.org

PART-TIME STAFF

JENNIFER CHENG

Event and PR Inter n
+1 650 604 2714
cheng@computer histor y.org 

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coor dinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.org

JESSICA HUYNH

Web Ser vices Inter n
+1 650 604 2070
huynh@computer histor y.org

KATHY VO JOZEFOWICZ

E-Commer ce Inter n
+1 650 604 2577
jozefowicz@computer histor y.or g

CHARLIE PFEFFERKORN

Museum Collections Consultant
+1 650 604 2578
pfef ferkorn@computer histor y.or g

BETSY TOOLE

Hospitality & Facilities Suppor t
+1 650 604 2567
etoole@computer histor y.or g

ROBERT YEH

Administration and Accounting Inter n
+1 650 604 2067
yeh@computer histor y.or g 

JOHN J VILAIKEO

Tech Supor t Inter n
vilaikeo@computer histor y.or g 

COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

Building T12-A
Mof fett Field, CA 94035, USA
+1 650 604 2579
+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

or
COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

PO Box 367
Mof fett Field, CA 94035, USA

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

Cur rent staf f openings can be found
at www.computer histor y.or g/jobs.

WHAT IS  NEEDED TO REALIZE THE
DREAM IS YOU!

THE ELEMENTS ARE HERE: artifacts,
photographs, videos and audiotapes, marketing
materials, documentation, and gigabytes of historic
software.

THE VISION IS  HERE: knowledgeable and
dedicated T rustees, Advisors, and staf f members
are implementing the dr eam: to build, endow , 
and operate a landmark facility wher e the
Museum’s collection can be adequately displayed
and researched.

THE OPPORTUNITY IS  HERE: the Museum 
is par t of the pr oposed NASA Resear ch Park at
Moffett Field, Califor nia, destined to become a
world-class, shar ed-use education and R&D
campus, par tnering with local communities,
academia, industr y, nonprofits, and 
government agencies. 

BECOME AN INVESTOR IN THE MUSEUM
Join this eminent community of people—including
collectors and historians, softwar e and har dware
engineers, computer scientists and theorists,
entrepreneurs and investors, visionaries and
inventors, and the general public—who shar e a
passion for pr eser ving computing histor y for
generations to come.

For pioneers at the for efront of the computing
industr y, suppor ting the Museum pr eser ves the
contributions that you made.

For industr y professionals, r esearchers, and
scholars, suppor ting the Museum ensur es access
to unique and valuable r esources that shed light on
the evolution and significance of computing histor y.

For those simply curious, inter ested, or excited by
computing histor y, suppor ting the Computer Histor y
Museum will allow ever yone a better understanding
of the impact of the infor mation age.

Please RSVP for all events and activities by
calling +1 650 604 2714 or visiting
www.computer histor y.org/events. Thank you!

TUE, FEBRUARY 26
THE PALMPILOT STORY
Donna Dubinsky , Jef f Hawkins, and Ed
Colligan of Handspring, Inc. along with
Andrea Butter , co-author of Piloting Palm
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field
LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Moffett Training & Confer ence Center , Bldg. 3

TUE, APRIL 16
THE INTEGRATED DATA STORE
(IDS)—THE PROBLEMS AND THEIR
SOLUTIONS
Charlie Bachman
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

Bldg 126, Mof fett Field
LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Moffett Training & Confer ence Center , Bldg. 3

TUE, MAY 21
THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF
ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Car ver Mead, Foveon, Inc.
Please check our website for location 
and time 

THU, SEPTEMBER 5
HALF A CENTURY OF DISK DRIVES
AND PHILOSOPHY: FROM IBM TO
SEAGATE
Al Shugar t, Al Shugar t Inter national
Please check our website for location 
and time 

THU, SEPTEMBER 26
VON NEUMANN: FROM STORED
PROGRAM CONCEPT TO THEORY
OF COMPUTING
Bill Aspray , Computing Resear ch Association
Please check our website for location 
and time

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers and r elies on r egular
volunteer suppor t for events and
projects. Monthly work par ties generally
occur on the 2nd Satur day of each
month, including:  

MARCH 9, APRIL 13, MAY 11, JUNE 8,

JULY 13, AUGUST 10

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole for work par ties,
and contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand in other ways! For mor e
information, please visit our volunteer
web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers

We acknowledge with deep
appreciation the individuals and
organizations that have given
generously to the Annual Fund.
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Paul Saf fo III
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Rex Sanders
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Eric Schmidt
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Dick Shoup
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Michael P Simon
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This infor mation is cur rent as 
of Januar y 11, 2002. Please notify 
us of any changes to your listing
(liska@computer histor y.org). 
Thank you.
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MUSEUM ARTIFACTS 
ON LOAN AT THE FOLLOWING EXHIBITS

FEB 8—MAY 27, 2002
BRAINS TO BYTES—THE
EVOLUTION OF INFORMATION
STORAGE
The Museum of American Heritage (MOAH)
Palo Alto, Califor nia
www.moah.or g

APRIL—SEPT 2002
WORLD'S FAIRS
San Francisco Inter national Airpor t 
Terminal C3
San Francisco, Califor nia
www.sfoar ts.or g

MAY—SEPT 2002
GAME ON! 
(THE WORLDWIDE CULTURE AND
HISTORY OF VIDEO GAMES)
Barbican Galler y, London, United Kingdom
www.barbican.or g.uk

SEPT 2002
THE COMPUTING REVOLUTION
Museum of Science  
Boston, Massachusetts
www.mos.or g



Explained fr om CORE 2.3

The Inter face Message Pr ocessor (IMP)
was the packet switching node of the
ARPANET, which connected computer
systems, beginning in the early 1970s,
into a nationwide r esearch network for
computer r esource sharing. This
ARPANET originally consisted of only
four nodes (UCLA, SRI, UCSB, and the
University of Utah) and eventually gr ew
to over 100 nodes. It was connected via
"gateways" (now called r outers) to two
other networks (packet radio and
SATNET) that wer e also suppor ted by
DARPA (Defense Advanced Resear ch
Projects Agency). These thr ee
interconnected networks ultimately
evolved into today's Inter net with its
tens of millions of nodes. 

During an early ARP ANET planning
session, engineer W esley Clark
suggested developing a standar d
minicomputer inter face in or der to avoid
creating separate har dware and
software for ever y dif ferent time-sharing
system that would be connected. The
IMP was thus a communications
"switch" accepting packets and r elaying
them to other IMPs or locally-connected
host computers. In December 1968,

DARPA selected Bolt Beranek and
Newman (BBN) to develop the IMP .
Frank Hear t led the team, with Sever o
Ornstein as lead har dware developer
and Bill Cr owther as lead pr ogrammer.
MIT pr ofessor Bob Kahn, who had taken
a leave of absence in 1966 to join BBN,
was r esponsible for the system design. 

Shor tly befor e the planned deliver y date
of September 1, 1969, the first IMP
arrived at the laborator y of Pr ofessor
Len Kleinr ock at UCLA. A month later ,
the second IMP ar rived at SRI and, soon
thereafter, the first characters wer e
transmitted between SRI and UCLA. 
In November and December , IMPs
number three and four wer e installed at
University of Califor nia Santa Barbara
and the University of Utah. The network
quietly expanded to 13 sites by 
Januar y 1971 and 23 by April 1972. 

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
04/15/02 along with your name,
shipping addr ess, and t-shir t size. The
first thr ee cor rect entries will each
receive a free t-shir t with the new
Museum logo and name.

PO Box 367, Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA

Address Service Requested
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The IMP (Inter face Message Pr ocessor), X105.82,
Gift of Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
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PUBLICATION STAFF

Karyn Wolfe
E D I T O R

As our fiscal year ends in June, it’s
natural to look at the Museum’s
accomplishments and futur e plans. It is
also a time to r eflect on how amazing
our annual fundraising suppor t has
been during a dif ficult year in the U.S.
and around the world. Thank you to
everyone who has contributed to our
expanding pr ograms and enabled us to
grow in statur e, capability , and
professionalism! It is critically impor tant
to operate in the black, and I am happy
to repor t that our audited 2001
financial statements show exactly that.
With your continued suppor t, we expect
to do the same this year and in the
upcoming fiscal year that star ts on 
July 1.

The economy , the war on ter rorism, and
the cor responding impacts on local
climates have been extraor dinary
challenges for all non-pr ofits, but the
Museum has r emained str ong with your
help. This is an impor tant testament to
our base of suppor t, which has helped
this or ganization thr ough good times
and bad. The mission of pr eser ving the
stories and ar tifacts of the infor mation
age strikes a fundamental note in many
people’s minds, which makes our
organization solid even in challenging
times. If you have not alr eady donated
to our annual campaign, please
consider this mission and what we ar e
trying to accomplish, and become a
contributor—we have included an inser t 
in this issue to make it as easy 
as possible. 

Look car efully at all the activities
repor ted in this issue, and you will see
how our or ganization is gr owing. The
free lectur e series has been a
tremendous success. Our curatorial
staf f is doing an outstanding job in
organizing the collections, focusing on
future exhibits, and working with an
impressive list of volunteers who ar e
helping as docents, gr eeters, and
enthusiastic helpers. W e are also
finding ourselves much mor e prominent
in the pr ess. T ours of our Visible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea (with expanded
Saturday hours twice a month) pr ovide
visitor access to our collection and
demonstrate our emphasis on content
in the fulfillment of our mission. Finally ,
the new building ar chitecture team, led
by EHDD, completed their schematic
design phase, and deliver ed an amazing
set of gr eat ideas for our per manent
home. The schematic design phase of
exhibit design will continue thr ough 
early fall.

While our public pr esence has continued
to incr ease during this economic
downturn, the T rustees and staf f have
also consider ed the challenges,
oppor tunities, and risks at ever y stage.
In fact, we have been constantly
evaluating our long-ter m plans, and 
have developed new insights into the
future. Although it’s too early to publicly
address any emer ging options, we ar e
continually challenging our assumptions
as we sear ch for the best investments
of our r esources. The changing economy 

poses some unique oppor tunities today ,
but also challenges us to pr oject our
next 10 years ver y carefully. We also
are getting much mor e infor mation on
the costs and timelines for our plan of
record with NASA, which becomes
impor tant to our analysis. The “Beta
Building” that will pr ovide additional
room for us to gr ow is still a major
priority, but will be delayed several
months in this calendar year as we
refine our plans. Stay tuned for mor e
information.

Although, over time, plans and details
may evolve to meet oppor tunities and 
to addr ess challenges, the building
blocks of our or ganization—the people,
the collection, and the mission—ar e
fundamentally str ong and the basis of 
a great institution. Help us make this
year the best ever!



In ef fect, navigating in space is the
same as navigating on Ear th. One might
take a star sighting with a sextant. That
information is put into the computer
and from it the state vector , i.e. the
position and velocity of the missile at
any point of time, is computed. The
computer orients the missile such that
the change in velocity will cause the
state vector to be updated so the
missile will fr ee-fall into the tar geted
point. While it is thr usting, the guidance
system must contr ol the attitude of the
vehicle, the magnitude of the thr ust in
the case of the Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM), and the dir ection of the thr ust in
the case of the command and ser vice
module.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Initially the need for a ver y reliable
computer with significant computational
capacity and speed was clear . The
design constraints included ver y limited
size, weight, and power consumption. 
If the designers had known then what
they lear ned later, or had a complete
set of specifications been available as
might be expected in today’s
environment, they would pr obably have
concluded that ther e was no solution
with the technology of the early sixties.

Establishing inter face r equirements was
a monumental task. The astr onaut
inter face was one of these. In 1962,
computers wer e not consider ed user-
friendly. Heated debates ar ose over the
nature of the computer displays. One
faction, which usually included the
astronauts, ar gued that meters and
dials wer e necessar y. Logically , the
pressur e for digital displays won most
of the ar guments because of their
greater flexibility in the limited ar ea
allowed for a contr ol panel. In late
1963, as the r equirements for the 
LEM wer e being fir med up, NASA
decided to use identical guidance
computers in both the command
module and the LEM.

In the early manned orbital missions
before Apollo, NASA lear ned that the
human animal, confined in a spacecraft
for a week or so, was not as clean as
might be expected fr om obser vations
on Ear th. This additional constraint had 

INTRODUCTION

The following ar ticle is drawn fr om a
lecture given by Apollo Guidance
Computer (AGC) lead designer Eldon
Hall on June 10, 1982 at The Computer
Museum in Boston. It was first printed
in The Computer Museum Report in Fall,
1982 and pr ovides some insight into
the development of a major component
that allowed “a giant leap for mankind.”

The Computer Histor y Museum
collection contains several items and
prototypes comprising the AGC,
including logic modules, a DSKY , 
and rope memor y; as well as lectur e
videotape; photos of the units in use
and under test; and various paper
documents that pr ovide us with 
further details. 

Eldon Hall led the har dware design
effort throughout the development of
the AGC and pioneer ed the use of
integrated cir cuits in this design.
His gr oup at the MIT Instr umentation
Laborator y (MIT/IL) was awar ded the
contract in 1961 to begin work on the
Apollo Guidance Computer after
their successful work on the Polaris
missile pr oject, in which Hall was
responsible for encouraging the Navy to
use digital guidance computers. Hall
received his AB in Mathematics at
Eastern Nazarene College, his AM in
Physics at Boston University , and had
completed much of a PhD in Physics
from Har vard when he took a position 
at MIT/IL in 1952.

DESIGNING THE AGC 
BY ELDON HALL

In the early sixties the so-called mini-
computer had not emer ged and ther e
was no commer cial computer suitable
for use in the Apollo mission. Most of
the technologies that wer e eventually
used in the Apollo computer wer e ones
just emer ging from research and
development ef forts. The “design” was
mainly a task of fitting the components
together in or der to meet the mission
requirements for computational capacity
and miniaturization.

FROM POLARIS TO APOLLO

Previous aer ospace computers gr eatly
influenced the development of the
Apollo Guidance Computer . The
demands placed on these computers
provided the motivation to miniaturize
and develop semiconductors. The MIT
Instrumentation Lab, now called Charles
Stark Draper Laborator y, had
responsibility for the design of the
computers used in the Polaris,
Poseidon, and Apollo pr ograms.

The lab’s first significant ventur e into
the field of digital computing was, for
the Polaris pr ogram, a ver y small
ballistic missile launched fr om a
submarine. A special-purpose digital
computer was designed to solve the
specific equations r equired for the
guidance and contr ol system based on
analog techniques originally developed
by the Navy . With a need for incr eased
accuracy, the Navy decided to use

digital techniques for the Polaris
program, r esulting in the constr uction of
a wired-program, special-purpose
computer to solve the guidance and
control equations. In 1959 the first
version of this system, called the Mark
1, flew in a Polaris missile. It was the
first ballistic missile flown with an on-
board digital computer pr oviding the
guidance and contr ol computations. The
computer occupied about four-tenths of
a cubic foot, weighed 26 pounds, and
consumed 80 watts. Even befor e this
first guided flight succeeded, designs
were already being explor ed that would
reduce the size and impr ove the
maintainability of the system. The new
design, eventually designated Mark 2,
repeated the ar chitecture and logic
design with impr ovements in cir cuits
and packaging.

In August 1961, when NASA contracted
the laborator y to develop the Apollo
guidance, navigation, and contr ol
system, the mission and its har dware
were defined in only ver y broad ter ms. 
A general-purpose digital computer
would be r equired to handle the data
and computational needs of the
spacecraft. Ther efore a special
arrangement of display and contr ols
would be necessar y for in-flight
operation. The boost phase of the
mission, which was the Satur n system,
had its own inter nal guidance system to
put the command and ser vice module in
translunar trajector y. Then the Apollo
system took over to guide the mission
to the moon.
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THE

APOLLO
GUIDANCE COMPUTER

BY ELDON HALL AND DAVID SCOTT
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Inside the Apollo capsule 

Assemblers at Raytheon testing and building AGC modules

Lead designer Eldon Hall testing the Apollo Guidance Computer



The Apollo Guidance Computer was r esponsible for the guidance, navigation, and contr ol computations in the
Apollo space capsule. The AGC was the first computer to use integrated cir cuit logic and occupied less than
one cubic foot of the spacecraft. It stor ed data in 15-bit wor ds plus a parity bit and had a memor y cycle time
of 11.7 micr oseconds, utilizing 2,000 wor ds of erasable cor e memor y and 36,000 wor ds of r ead-only
memor y. The frame is made of magnesium for lightness and designed to her metically seal the components.

The read-only memor y of the computer consisted of six r ope memor y modules, each containing 6,000 wor ds
of memor y. This unique type of cor e memor y treated each cor e as a transfor mer within a matrix of discr ete
“rope-like” wir es and depended on the patter ns set at the time of manufactur e. Wir es r unning through the
core stor ed a “1,” and those bypassing the cor e represented a “0.” It had five times the density and was far
more reliable than the coincident cur rent cor e memor y used for erasable storage in the computer . Being
unalterable, it also pr ovided a gr eater incentive for er ror-free softwar e development. 
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The module in the collection has been used only on Ear th. The Museum’s pr ototype computer ran at Draper
Labs and was used to test the r outines for in-flight machines. However , in space, all of the components had
to be completely “potted” to insur e that all the par ts would stay fir mly in place and r emain uncontaminated.

The read-only memor y of the computer
consisted of six r ope memor y modules,
each containing 6,000 wor ds of
memor y. This special type of cor e
memor y depended on the patter ns set
at the time of manufactur e. Its sensing
wires wer e woven into a set patter n. It
had five times the density and was far
more reliable than the coincident
current cor e memor y used for erasable
storage in the computer . Being
unalterable, it also pr ovided a gr eater
incentive for er ror-free softwar e
development.

The Apollo 11 lunar landing had an
anomaly that attracted public attention.
The computer in the LEM signaled a
restar t alar m condition several times
during a ver y critical period prior to
touchdown. This fact was br oadcast to
the public and those who knew its
significance wer e close to a state of
panic. 

After analysis, it was deter mined that
the alar ms wer e an indication to the
astronauts that the computer was
overloaded and was eliminating low
priority tasks fr om the waitlist. The
overload r esulted fr om the r endezvous
radar being set in the wr ong mode
during the lunar landing phase, wasting
computer memor y cycles. The computer
software was r esponding to overloads
as designed.

This incident trigger ed a news brief in
Datamation in October , 1969, faulting
the computer design for being too slow .
It rightfully claimed that ther e were a
number of minicomputers, including the
PDP-11, that wer e at least an or der of
magnitude faster . In the eight years
since the initiation of the Apollo
program, commer cial technology had far
surpassed that of the Apollo design and
capacity. However , no commer cial
computer could claim to match the
power consumption and space
characteristics of the AGC. 

The inter face with the astr onauts was the DSKY
(for display keyboar d). It used digital displays
and communicated with the astr onauts using
verb and noun patter ns and two-digit operation
and operand codes. A set of status and caution
lights is shown in the top left cor ner.

a rather inter esting and far-r eaching
impact on the mechanical design of the
computers and other har dware. All
electrical connections and metallic
sur faces had to be cor rosion r esistant
and even though the computer was
designed to have pluggable modules,
everything had to be her metically
sealed.

THE SUPPLIERS

By the end of 1962, NASA selected
contractors: General Motors’ AC
Sparkplug Division for the iner tial
systems and system integration;
Raytheon, Sudbur y Division, for the
computer and computer testing
equipment; Kollsman Instr ument for the
optical systems; Nor th American
Aviation for the command and ser vice
module; and Gr umman Air craft for the
Lunar Excursion Module.

In late 1959 and 1960 the lab began
evaluating semiconductors, pur chased
at $1,000 each fr om Texas 

Instruments. Reliability , power
consumption, noise generation, and
noise susceptibility wer e the prime
subjects of concer n in the use of
integrated cir cuits in the AGC. The
per formance of these units under
evaluation was suf ficient to justify their
exclusive use in place of the cor e
transistor logic pr oposed initially for the
Apollo pr oject design. The micr ologic
version of the Apollo computer was
constr ucted and tested in mid-1962 to
discover the pr oblems that the cir cuits
might exhibit when used in lar ge
numbers. Finally , in 1964, Philco-For d
was chosen to supply the integrated
circuits used in the pr ototype computer
that operated in Febr uary 1965. These
cost appr oximately $25 each.

SPECIFICATIONS

Approximately one cubic foot had been
allocated in the command module for
the computer . The first pr ototype was
operating in the spring of 1964 and
utilized the wir e wrap and modular
welded cor dwood constr uction that had
been pr oduced for the Polaris pr ogram.
It was designed to have pluggable trays
with room for spar e trays.

Since the clock in the computer was the
prime sour ce of time, it had to be
accurate to within a few par ts per
million. The data and instr uction wor ds
in the memor y were 15 bits plus parity .
Data was r epresented as 14-bit binar y
words plus the sign bit. Double-
precision operations wer e provided to
supply 28-bit computations. The
instruction wor d contained the addr ess
and operation codes for the computer
operation. The memor y address field
was extended by or ganizing the memor y
in banks.

The AGC had 2,000 15-bit wor ds of
erasable cor e memor y and star ted with
12,000 wor ds of r ead-only memor y,
called r ope memor y. It was quickly
upgraded to 24,000 wor ds. Then by
mid-1964, when the first mission
program requirements had been
conceived and documented, ther e was
increasing concer n about the possible
insuf ficiency of the memor y. This
prompted a fur ther expansion to
36,000 wor ds.

DESIGN AND USE OF THE CONSOLE

A display and keyboar d was developed
for the astr onauts and had the
designation DSKY (pr onounced
“Diskey”). Functionally , the DSKY was
an integral par t of the computer , and
two wer e mounted r emotely and
operated thr ough the discr ete inter face
circuits. One was for a sitting position
and another one near the entr y to the
LEM, convenient for a r eclining position.

The principle par t of the DSKY display
was a set of thr ee numeric light
registers. Each r egister contained five
decimal digits consisting of segmented
electro-luminescent lights. Five decimal
digits wer e used so that a computer
word of 15 bits could be displayed in
either decimal or octal. In addition,
three two-digit numeric displays
indicated the major pr ogram in
progress, the verb code, and the noun
code. The verb/noun for mat per mitted
communication in a language whose
syntax was similar to that of spoken
language. Examples of verbs wer e
display, monitor , load, and pr oceed.
Examples of nouns wer e time, gimbal
angles, er ror indications, and star
identifications. Commands and r equests
were made in a for m of sentences,
each with a noun and a verb, such as
“display velocity” or “load desir ed
angle.” T o command the computer , the
operator pr essed the V erb key followed
by a two-digit code. This enter ed the
desired verb into the computer . The
operator then pr essed the Noun key and
a cor responding code. When the enter
key was pr essed, the computer car ried
out the operation that had been
commanded. The computer r equested
action fr om the operator by displaying a
verb and noun in flashing lights to
attract the astr onauts’ attention.

IN-FLIGHT USE

Shor tly after the lift-of f of Apollo 12, two
lightning bolts str uck the spacecraft.
The cur rent passed thr ough the
command module and induced
temporar y power failur e in the fuel cells
supplying power to the AGC. During the
incident, the voltage fail cir cuits in the
computer detected a series of power
trenches and trigger ed several r estar ts.
The computer withstood these without
interruption of the mission pr ograms or
loss of data.
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MISSIONS WITH 
THE AGC
BY DAVID SCOTT

In 1963, when NASA was conducting
the selection of the thir d group of
astronauts for the U.S. space pr ogram, 
I had just r eceived a graduate degr ee at
MIT and finished test pilots school. My
interests and the pr ogram’s need for a
user to interact with the design of the
guidance computer at the MIT
Instrumentation Lab wer e a good fit. 
I was par t of the discussions whether to
use analog or digital contr ols.

THE MIT INTERFACE

When I was studying at MIT , the ability
to rendezvous in space was an issue for
debate. It wasn’t clear whether it was
possible to develop the mathematics
and speed of computation necessar y to
bring two vehicles together at a pr ecise
point in space and time—a critical issue
for the Apollo mission’s successful
landing on the moon and r eturn to
Earth. Between 1963 and 1969, with
the flight of Apollo 9, this was
accomplished. I stayed in the spacecraft
while Rusty Schweickar t and Jim
McDivitt got in the lunar module and
went out about 60 miles away . The
computer behaved flawlessly during our
first successful r endezvous in space.

Another assignment for Apollo 9 was to
take the first infrar ed photographs of
the Ear th from space. T o do this, a
large rack of four cameras was mounted 

on the spacecraft. Since they wer e fixed
to the spacecraft, the vehicle itself had
to track a per fect orbit such that the
cameras wer e precisely ver tical with
respect to the sur face that they wer e
photographing. During simulations it
was deter mined that manual orbit
procedures would be inaccurate. W e
were at a loss. 

About two weeks befor e the flight, I
called up MIT and asked if they could
program the computer to give the
vehicle a satisfactor y orbit rate. They
answered, “Of course. Which way do
you want to go and how fast?” In a
matter of a couple of days we had a
program and a simulator that
automatically dr ove a spacecraft at
per fect orbit rate. W e got into flight with
very little chance to practice or verify ,
but we put on the cameras and the
results wer e per fect.

POTENTIAL COMPUTER FAILURE

During the development pr ocess we ran
many simulations of in-flight computer
operations with par ticular concer n for 
in-flight failur e. But in the 10 years that
I spent in the pr ogram ther e was never
a real computer failur e. Yet people often
wonder what a computer failur e would
have meant on a mission. It would have
depended on the situation and the
manner in which the computer failed.

We probably would not have expir ed, but
there were some par ts of the mission in
which a computer failur e would have
been especially compr omising.
Navigation was not necessarily time
critical but the lunar landing was ver y
time critical. Y ou could have a situation
during a lunar landing in which, if the
computer failed, the engine would be
driven into the gr ound. Unless the
astronaut could r eact quickly enough to
stop it, the Lunar Module could have
been flung on its side. Chances ar e that
the astr onaut could pr event such an
event by switching to manual contr ol of
the vehicle. It must be r emembered that
the computer had been designed to be
as r eliable as possible and the
astronauts had a gr eat amount of
confidence in the machine.

PROBLEMS OF SUCCESS

We had a backup called the entr y
monitor system, which had a graphic
display based on the acceler ometers in
the spacecraft. With this display the
vehicle could be flown manually using
pre-drawn cur ves to be followed for
attitude, g-loading, and velocity . It was
reassuring to know that we wer e still
able to r eturn to Ear th even if the Apollo
Guidance Computer failed. During r e-
entry there was a scr oll in the entr y
monitor system and we could see the
computer tracking the pr edetermined
curves all the way to the landing site.
As our skills and the computer
programs impr oved over the years of the
Apollo pr ogram, we came down closer
and closer to the car rier waiting to meet
us. Finally , by the last Apollo mission,
they didn’t park the car rier directly on
the landing point.

Excerpted by Ben Goldber g from
remarks made by David Scott on June
10, 1982 at The Computer Museum in
Boston. Reprinted fr om The Computer
Museum Report, Fall 1982.

USAF Colonel David Scott flew on the
Gemini 8, Apollo 9, and was spacecraft
commander on Apollo 15. On the
Gemini 8 mission in 1966, Scott
and Command Pilot Neil Ar mstrong
per formed the first successful docking
of two vehicles in space. As Command
Module Pilot for Apollo 9 in 1969, 
Scott helped complete the first
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comprehensive Ear th orbital
qualification and verification test of a
fully configur ed Apollo spacecraft. In
1971 Scott commanded Apollo 15, the
first extended scientific exploration of
the Moon, doubling the lunar stay time
of previous flights and using the first
Lunar Roving V ehicle to explor e the
Hadley Rille and the Apennine
Mountains. Scott r eceived an MS and
an Engineer's Degr ee in Aer onautics
and Astr onautics fr om MIT in 1962.

AGC SPECIFICATIONS

Instruction Set 
Approximately 20 instr uctions; 
100 noun-verb pairs, data up to 
triple-precision 

Word Length 
16 bits (14 bits + sign + parity)

Memory 
ROM (r ope cor e) 36K wor ds; 
RAM (cor e) 2K wor ds

Disk
None

I/O
DSKY (two per spacecraft)

Performance
Approx. Add time: 20µs 

Basic machine cycle
2.048 MHz

Technology
RTL bipolar logic (flat pack)

Size 
AGC: 24" x 12.5" x 6" (HWD) 
DSKY : 8" x 8" x 7" (HWD)

Weight 
AGC: 70 lbs; DSKY : 17.5 lbs

Number produced 
AGC: 75; DSKY : 138

Cost 
Unknown

Power consumption 
Operating: 70W @ 28VDC 
Standby 15.0 watts 

IN THE COLLECTION

Burroughs Corporation Apollo Guidance
Computer r ead only r ope memor y
(1963), XD115.76, Gift of Charles Stark
Draper Laborator y

Draper Laboratories Apollo Guidance
Computer block 1 components: 3 logic
prototypes, 1 finished logic module
(1962), X1067.91, Gift of Eldon Hall

Draper Laboratories Apollo Guidance
Computer block 2 pr ototype
components: 1 sense amplifier , 2 logic
modules (year unknown), X1068.91, 
Gift of Eldon Hall

MIT Instr umentation Laborator y Apollo
memor y stack module (1962), X186.83,
Gift of Boguslaw Frankiewicz

MIT Instr umentation Laborator y,
Raytheon Company , Charles Stark
Draper Laborator y Apollo Guidance
Computer Pr ototype Pr ocessor-Logic-
Inter face-Memor y modules (1962),
X37.81B, Gift of Charles Stark 
Draper Laborator y

MIT Instr umentation Laborator y,
Raytheon Company , Charles Stark
Draper Laborator y Apollo Guidance
Computer Pr ototype Universal DSKY
Input/Output ar ray (1962), X37.81A,
Gift of Charles Stark Draper Laborator y

FURTHER READING

Apollo Operations Handbook, GUIDANCE
AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM (G&N), Basic
Date: 12 November 1966,
http://users.primar y.net/~pebecker/
apollogc.htm

For a summar y of NASA flight computers
and softwar e reliability, see:
http://www .dfrc.nasa.gov/Histor y/
Publications/f8ctf/chap3.html

Hall, Eldon. Journey to the Moon: The
History of the Apollo Guidance
Computer, Washington: American
Institute of Aer onautics, 1996.

For an Apollo 8 mission jour nal, see:
http://histor y.nasa.gov/ap08fj/
index.htm

An online version of Chariots for Apollo:
A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft,
by Cour tney G Br ooks, James M
Grimwood, Loyd S Swenson, published
as NASA Special Publication-4205 in the
NASA Histor y Series, 1979 can be
found at: http://www .hq.nasa.gov/
office/pao/Histor y/SP-4205/
contents.html

A thor ough histor y of the Apollo
Guidance Computer is located at:
http://hrst.mit.edu/hrs/apollo/public/

The Apollo 9 prime cr ew from left to right: Commander James A McDivitt, Command Module Pilot
David R Scott, and Lunar Module Pilot Russell L Schweickar t. The Apollo 9 mission was designed to
test the Apollo Command/Ser vice Module (CSM) and Lunar Module (LM) in Ear th orbit to verify that
the CSM could successfully dock with the LM, and to test the LM systems in a “fr ee flying” attitude
to ensur e that it per formed as per specifications. 

Even as the Apollo 11 cr ew—Ar mstrong, Aldrin, and Collins—wer e sitting on the launch pad, the only
“documentation” on the AGC pr ogram was the listing itself, par t of which is shown her e.
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The challenges encounter ed in cr eating
a computer histor y collection ar e often
different from those found in cr eating,
say, a collection of rar e historical
science books. For the latter , wide
agreement exists as to what constitutes
an historic br eakthrough and which
authors ar e the fundamental authorities.
Computers ar e, of course, a moder n
invention and we often do not have the
insight to say , with any r eal confidence,
what are the r eal advances and what
are simply derivative embellishments.
Additionally, many of the people who
worked in the early days of computing
are still alive, which makes documenting
histor y both easier and har der. It is only
human nature to consider one's own
accomplishments to be fundamentally
impor tant, which may or may not be 
the case.

When it comes to cr eating a collection
of relatively moder n ar tifacts, a
museum has two basic choices, both of
which have advantages. The first is to
simply collect ever ything possible
(within cer tain parameters) and hope
that another 15 or 20 years will bring
some perspective, allowing curators to
weed out unimpor tant items over time.
However, unless the subject is
something the size of a postage stamp,
storage space simply r uns out too soon.
The second methodology is to use the
best knowledge and intuition in deciding
what is or will be impor tant in the futur e
and from the star t to limit the items
brought into the collection. In this case,
some impor tant items will undoubtedly
be rejected and impossible to obtain at
a later date.

At the Computer Histor y Museum, we
have striven over the past twenty years 
to collect items accor ding to a pr ocess

of curatorial r eview center ed around the
Museum’s Collections Committee. W e
have been for tunate to have gener ous
storage space during this time.
However, since the institution’s move
West, the collection has doubled in size,
thanks to an aggr essive policy of
rescuing impor tant ar tifacts. Coupled
with the storage r equirements
demanded by the Museum’s
preser vation mission, space is
becoming an incr easing challenge and
will continue to be so, even with a 
new facility . 

When we accept a donation and
properly “accession” it thr ough
documents that transfer ownership
rights to us, we ar e legally obligated to
keep it for a specified period of time.
Legislation in this r egard was enacted
to prevent various unethical gr oups fr om
accepting potentially valuable donations
and selling them on the open market.
Here at the CHM we have an additional
policy that r equires us to keep each
item in our collection until the Boar d of
Trustees specifically authorizes the
Museum to “de-accession” it,
preventing staf f members fr om simply
cleaning house on a whim.

Many other considerations arise when
evaluating a potential donation. The
question of whether an item looks good
and would make an inter esting exhibit
must be balanced against its
usefulness in illustrating a par ticular
technology or its status as something of
such impor tance that it must be
obtained r egardless of its exhibiting
potential. One such item would be the
Apollo spacecraft guidance computer
(see page two), which may not much to
look at. But, who wouldn't agr ee that a
device that helped humans get to the
moon deser ves a place in the Museum?

Another appr oach can be to
compromise—per haps “hedge our bet”
is a better ter m—by accepting
illustrative pieces of something big. For
example, we r ecently decided that we
could not accept an entir e Fujitsu/
Amdahl 5995A (a system 390 class of
computer). Instead, we ar ranged for the
donation of sample boar ds fr om the
CPU and memor y sections as well as
the fundamental design documentation.
This gives us visually and technically
interesting items to exhibit as well as
information that futur e historians might
want. Additionally , the donor is now
investigating the possibility of pr oducing
a family tr ee of all 390 systems—
something historians will cer tainly find
interesting.

What the Museum has attempted to do
is to develop a philosophy to guide our
decision on any par ticular donation. In
essence it states, “we want to have as
many of the home r uns as possible, 
and a r epresentative sample of the
doubles, base hits, and strike-outs.” T o
accomplish this, the collections
depar tment meets once a week to
discuss items of fered for donation. If
the decision is obvious, we make it
there and then; for fur ther advice, we
consult the Collections Committee,
which is composed of members of our
Board of T rustees and other exper ts in
the field. 

Everyone has a favorite machine and
sometimes we must be ver y diplomatic
in declining an of fer. However , if anyone
knows of an IBM 650 or one of their
700 series of machines we will be
happy to consider it at our next weekly
collections meeting!

To find out how to donate an item, please visit our
web page at http://www .computer histor y.org/
collections/donateAr tifact/ or call Chris Gar cia at
+1 650 604 2572 for mor e infor mation.

HISTORY MATTERS
BY MICHAEL R WILLIAMS 

BUILDING A COLLECTION
IN A COMPUTER MUSEUM

Michael R Williams
is Head Curator at
the Computer
Histor y Museum.

RECENT DONATIONS
TO THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM COLLECTION

1940s-era slide r ule documentation collection
(various dates) X2389.2002, 
Gift of Herber t F. Spir er

A Computer Perspective (1973), The Personal
Computer Lilith (1981), X2386.2002, 
Gift of Ron Mak

APL documentation and ephemera collection (1963-
1995), X2393.2002, Gift of Cur tis Jones

Apple Macintosh PowerBook 165c and Color
StyleWriter 2200 (1993), X2384.2002, 
Gift of L ynne Engelber t

Atanasof f-Berry Add-Shift Module r eplica (c. 1995),
X2446.2002, Gift of John Gustafson

Bound firing tables for a 155mm M1/M1A1 gun
(1942), X2395.2002, Gift of the United States
Depar tment of the Ar my, Aber deen Proving Gr ound

Commodore SX-64 Executive por table computer
(1985), X2367.2002, Gift of Lee and Mar y Long

“Compu-mug” cof fee mug (c. 1980), X2364.2002,
Gift of Jim Gr oss

Computer Logic (1964) and Char ting Courses
(1931), X2392.2002, Gift of Steven Golson

Computer Simulation Applications (1971),
X2397.2002, Gift of Julian Reitman

Digital Equipment Corporation document collection,
including many Pocket Service Guide handbooks
(1964-1983), X2394.2002, Gift of Petar Sr edojevic

Early computing manuals collection (c. 1960-1980),
X2381.2002, Gift of Charles Jor tberg

Epson PX-8 laptop computer (1983), X2451.2002,
Gift of Chris Illes 

Guide to the IBM pavilion, 1964 W orld's Fair ,
X2382.2002, Gift of Dag Spicer

Hewlett-Packard Integral Personal Computer (1985),
X2369.2002, Gift of Peter Gulotta

IBM 1403 printer music audio tape (1970),
X2386.2002, Gift of Ron Mak

IBM adver tisements (c. 1950), X2450.2002, 
Gift of Rober t Gar ner

IBM manual collection (c. 1964-1969),
X2398.2002, Gift of Donald Keegan

IBM Models 3494 and 3590 T ape Librar y
Subsystems and Drives (c. 1998), X2399.2002,
Gift of University of Califor nia, Berkeley , 
Computer Science Division

IBM softwar e and documentation (various dates),
X2391.2002, Gift of Richar dson Data Ser vices

Illiac I dr um image (CD-ROM) (1952), X2447.2002,
Gift of Al Kossow

Inside NETBIOS (1986), X2383.2002, Gift of NASA
Ames Librar y

Laser Computer Inc. pc3 por table computer ,
software, and manuals (1989), X2390.2002, 
Gift of Bobby Gr eenberg

“Laws of Computer Pr ogramming” cof fee mug
(1982), X2365.2002, Gift of Jim Gr oss

MACTEP (MASTER) personal computer ,
documentation, and softwar e (c. 1993),
X2452.2002, Gift of Ser guei Nikolaev

Manual and documentation collection (various
dates), X2388.2002, Anonymous Donor

Palm Pilot VII (c. 1998), X2385.2002, 
Gift of Andr ea Butter

Promotional button collection (1970s-1980s),
X2451.2002, Gift of Chris Illes

Ricochet Model 21062 wir eless modem (1992),
X2448.2002, Gift of Kar en Mathews

Tano AVT2 Personal/Business Computer , manuals,
and softwar e (c. 1985), X2396.2002, 
Gift of Mark Possof

The Por table Companion collection and r elated
Osborne documentation (1982-1984), X2445.2002,
Gift of Leslie Blackwell

Two TRS-80 computer cassettes (c. 1982),
X2366.2002, Gift of Jim Gr oss

Tutorial Description of the Hewlett-Packar d Inter face
Bus (1980), X2387.2002, Gift of T J Forsyth

Various computer science manuals and
supercomputer documentation collection (various
dates), X2449.2002, Gift of Eugene Miya

Xerox 860 Infor mation Pr ocessing System printer
wheels and ribbons, documentation, and softwar e
library (c. 1980), X2453.20002, 
Gift of Kenneth G Lehmann

GIFTS OF DAVID BELKNAP

Apple Newton Message Pad (1993), X2357.2002

Apple Newton Message Pad 110 with GPS docking
port (1994), X2358.2002

Casio Z-7000 personal digital assistant (1993),
X2355.2002

GRiD System Corporation 2260 "Conver tible"
personal digital assistant (c. 1992), X2359.2002

GRiD System Corporation 2260 "Conver tible"
personal digital assistant (c. 1992), X2360.2002

GRiD System Corporation Model 2352 PalmPad
(1992), X2361.2002

GRiD System Corporation Model 2352 PalmPad
(1992), X2362.2002

MicroSlate Datellite 300L personal digital assistant
(1991), X2356.2002

NCR Safari 3115 CommStation docking por t  
(c. 1992), X2363.2002

NCR Safari 3115 por table computer (c. 1992),
X2363.2002

GIFTS OF MICHAEL PLITKINS

Apple GLM computer system (c. 1984),
X2435.2002

Apple IIc Plus computer system (1988),
X2433.2002

Apple III computer system (1980), X2437.2002

Apple LISA I pr ototype computer system (1983),
X2436.2002

Apple LISA II personal computer (c. 1984),
X2442.2002

Apple Lisa NOS cathode ray tube (c. 1983),
X2438.2002

Apple/Franklin floppy disk drive (c. 1978),
X2441.2002

Atari 520 ST personal computer system (c. 1985),
X2439.2002

Atari 520 ST personal computer system (c. 1985),
X2440.2002

Atari 520 STFM personal computer (c. 1985),
X2443.2002

IBM 320 POWERser ver (c. 1996), X2444.2002

Pixar Image computer in Symbolics SCOPE cabinet
(c. 1987), X2434.2002

Sony HB-75AS Hit Bit Home Computer (c. 1985),
X2432.2002

(Dates r epresent dates of intr oduction and not
necessarily dates of manufactur e.)

If you would like to update the Museum r egarding
your ar tifact donation, please contact Registrar
Jeremy Clark at +1 650 604 1524 or
clark@computer histor y.org.



Students using a PDP-8 based timesharing system
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Batch pr ocessing dominated the earliest
days of computing. A pr ogrammer would
take a deck of car ds he or she had
punched of f-line, give them to a system
operator, and wait, sometimes days, for
the results. Obviously , this meant lar ge
delays in analyzing and adjusting code,
since iterations could not be tested
immediately. 

The need for systems wher e multiple
users could function as individual
operators helped bring about the BASIC
language. BASIC, the “Beginners All-
Purpose Symbolic Instr uction Code,”
was invented in the early 1960s by two
Dartmouth mathematics pr ofessors,
Thomas Kur tz and John Kemeny , and
various Dar tmouth students. They
wanted to cr eate an easy-to-lear n
language that could be used on the
GE225 timesharing system that
Dartmouth was about to launch. This
time-sharing system would allow many
users to log in at the same time,
running programs r emotely via ter minals
in the mathematics and science
depar tments. 

Kurtz and Kemeny thought that the
most popular languages of the day ,
including For tran and ALGOL, wer e too
complex for non-technical users. Using
elements fr om several languages, and
adding featur es such as line numbering
that made tr oubleshooting easier , the
two developed BASIC. With just 14
commands in the beginning—including
the famous “GOTO”—BASIC could be
learned in as little as two lear ning
sessions, cr eating a tr emendous
advantage over other languages that
could take months to lear n. 
BASIC may have been the first
programming language written for use
by non-computer pr ofessionals. Many
early timesharing systems used BASIC,
including those power ed by GE
machines and DEC PDP-11 systems.
BASIC began to show up in many
elementar y schools ar ound the countr y,
particularly in cities wher e school
districts could use teletypes to get at
university mainframe timesharing
systems. Childr en as young as seven
years old lear ned BASIC as par t of 
their cur riculum. This early intr oduction
made sur e that BASIC would continue 
to evolve.

When the micr oprocessor was
introduced in the early 1970s, some of
the young people intr oduced to BASIC in
elementar y schools star ted building
computers fr om kits and went on to
star t companies. It should be no
surprise that many early micr ocomputing
systems chose BASIC, especially since
Kemeny and Kur tz never patented or
copyrighted the language. The first
BASIC consider ed to be a full language
implemented on a micr oprocessor was
Li Chen W ang’s T iny Basic, which
appeared in Dr Dobbs magazine in 
early 1975.

Bill Gates, then a student at Har vard,
wrote a BASIC interpr eter for the Altair
in March, 1975. Micr osoft (then Micr o-
Soft) r eleased their own version on
paper tape later in the year , once
deliver y of Altairs had star ted. A paper
tape was easy to pirate, because it
could be r un into the computer and a
copy could then be punched out. 

After this had been occur ring for awhile,
Bill Gates wr ote an open letter to
hobbyists (see page 12) claiming that
software copying was theft. He stated
that this theft had r esulted in an income

of two US dollars per hour for all the
work he and his team had put into
BASIC for the Altair . The letter was
published in many computer hobby
magazines and was the first time
people began to contemplate the idea
that softwar e sharing was piracy . Some
hobbyists believed passionately in fr ee
sharing of softwar e, and Gates’ letter
began to tur n some of them against
Gates and Micr osoft—an attitude that
persists even today .  

In 1983, BASIC designers Kemeny and
Kurtz released their own polished
version of BASIC called T rue BASIC. The
two originators claimed that the variants
of BASIC r eleased by multiple
companies wer e altering the pr emises
of BASIC, and the “tr ue” BASIC was to
be the definitive version. However , it did
not sell as well as the other versions on
the market, especially those made by
Microsoft.

Many new systems used BASIC to
introduce people to computing. In the
1980s, the British Br oadcasting
Corporation (BBC) used a version of
BASIC called BBCBASIC (occasionally
called BBasiC by the few Americans who

knew anything about it) to be used on
the BBCMicr o, later the Ar chimedes,
and many other British micr os. The BBC
Micro had been designed as par t of a
BBC plan to intr oduce computers to the
general population (since to a degr ee
Britain had been lagging behind the 
US in the per centage of homes and
classr ooms with computers). The
machine and the variant of BASIC ar e
almost unknown in America, though
some believe that it could have caught
on in the US with a pr oper intr oduction.
There continues to be a str ong group 
of users who pr oclaim BBCBASIC to 
be “the best, most power ful BASIC 
ever written.”

BASIC began to fade fr om the limelight
when languages like C and Pascal wer e
implemented for small machines. The
beginning of object-oriented
programming and languages like C++
brought a close to BASIC’s glor y days.
The language still exists today in
Microsoft’s QBASIC and a few other
products, and also as Visual BASIC, an
object-oriented language developed by
Microsoft, though it is less popular than
many of the other object-orientated
programming languages.

Some people point to BASIC as the
“gateway” pr ogramming language: it
was the first r eal language to enable the
common person to pr ogram computers
and it ultimately helped to make
computer science a discipline of its
own. Kemeny passed away in the early
1990s, but Kur tz continues to speak
and write about the early days of BASIC.
Recently, Kur tz denied the claim that
BASIC was the single-most impor tant
advancement in the histor y of
programming, commenting, “I’m sor ry to
say, but I don’t think we had much
effect…” 

Christopher Gar cia is Historical Collections
Coordinator at the Computer Histor y Museum.

FURTHER READING

Wexelblat, Richar d L. History of
Programming Languages, Academic
Press, New Y ork, 1981.

BASIC
BY CHRISTOPHER GARCIA

BASIC paper tape. W ritten by Bill Gates for the Altair 8800, BASIC quickly became the language of choice among
hobbyists, and was the first piece of softwar e to be heavily pirated.

Thomas Kur tz and John Kemeny , co-inventors of BASIC
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THOMAS KURTZ 
ON BASIC

INTRODUCTION

In an email exchange with Computer
Histor y Museum Curator of Exhibits Dag 
Spicer, Thomas Kur tz graciously
responded to several questions
regarding his experiences with BASIC.
Thomas Kur tz and John Kemeny , along
with many students at Dar tmouth,
invented BASIC in the 1960s. Kur tz and
Kemeny later wr ote a version called
True BASIC.

Dag Spicer: In your opinion, what was
required to transition fr om a single-user
paradigm to a timeshar ed paradigm in
computing? How did you obser ve this
happen and what, in r etrospect, is
striking about how it occur red?

Thomas Kurtz: T imesharing was a way
to provide many persons with a small
amount of computing r esources fr om a
single, expensive main frame, each user
having the impr ession that he/she
“owned” the whole computer .
Remember, 1964 was long befor e
personal computers or micr ocomputers,
and there were only mainframes.
Timesharing was a fantastic
improvement over punched car ds! In
other wor ds, ther e was no paradigm; it
was a matter of economics, plus
wanting to allow thousands of students
at the computer .

DS: Befor e the ar rival of the
GE225/235 BASIC timesharing system
in 1964, Dar tmouth students had
access to the school’s LGP-30 machine.
In your W exelblat paper you obser ve
that by using this machine, “a good
undergraduate could achieve what at
that time was a pr ofessional-level
accomplishment, namely , the design
and writing of a compiler .” What was
Dartmouth’s policy r egarding getting
machine time on the LGP-30? Did these
high-level accomplishments surprise
you? Why?

TK: Remember that what ar rived in
1964 wer e two machines, the GE-225
(later the 235) and the Datanet-30.
Dartmouth under graduate students built
the entir e timesharing system with their 

bare hands! Regar ding the LGP-30, at
the time we acquir ed the machine in
1959, ther e was a cr ude interpr eter
called “24.1.” What our students did
over the next few years was: build a
genuine algebraic language pr ocessor
(in one summer); build a compiler for
Algol-60 (actually , a subset of Algol-60);
build a load-and-go Algol-like pr ocessor
for student use (we called it SCALP for
Self Contained ALgol Pr ocessor); pr ove
a number theor y result about the tenth
Fermat number; constr uct a
concordance of the works of W allace
Stevens; and on and on. All this was
done by under graduate students in their
spare time. I obser ved that the work
done by our students was superior in
sophistication and quality to the work
done by the industrial users of the
same LGP-30.

DS: You once said that, “Lecturing
about computing doesn’t make any
sense, any mor e than lecturing on how
to drive a car makes sense.” How
impor tant was the timesharing
metaphor (in contradistinction to batch
punch car d processing) to your goals 
for BASIC as a language “for the r est 
of us?”

TK: Punched car ds could not do the job.
They wer e okay for pr ofessionals
working full time on huge pr ojects, but
students (with few exceptions) wouldn’t
stand for the messing ar ound with
keypunches, waiting in line for their job
to r un, and grappling with the
completely unintelligible er ror messages
that came back. They just wouldn’t do
it. And r ecall, we wer e tr ying to educate
ALL Dar tmouth students, especially
those having major inter ests in the
humanities and social sciences. 

Therefore, at the time, timesharing was
the only way . BASIC was a par t of the
solution, being far simpler to
understand and use than For tran or
Algol.

DS: Can you explain the r elationship
between BASIC and GE’s Mark I
timesharing system and how the
relationship helped pr omulgate BASIC
as a standar d?

TK: In the fall of 1964 or ther eabouts,
the GE Ser vice Bur eau decided to add
Dartmouth timesharing to their existing
offerings, which wer e restricted to
punched-card type ser vices. So they
hired the two students who wr ote the

Professor Thomas Kur tz lectur es to his class.
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William Henry Gates III 

February 3, 1976 

An Open Letter to Hobbyists 

To me, the most critical thing in the hobby market right now is the lack of
good software courses, books and software itself. Without good software and
an owner who understands programming, a hobby computer is wasted. Will
quality software be written for the hobby market? 

Almost a year ago, Paul Allen and myself, expecting the hobby market to
expand, hired Monte Davidoff and developed Altair BASIC. Though the initial
work took only two months, the three of us have spent most of the last year
documenting, improving and adding features to BASIC. Now we have 4K, 8K,
EXTENDED, ROM and DISK BASIC. The value of the computer time we have used
exceeds $40,000. 

The feedback we have gotten from the hundreds of people who say they are
using BASIC has all been positive. Two surprising things are apparent,
however, 1) Most of these “users” never bought BASIC (less than 10% of all
Altair owners have bought BASIC), and 2) The amount of royalties we have
received from sales to hobbyists makes the time spent on Altair BASIC worth
less than $2 an hour. 

Why is this? As the majority of hobbyists must be aware, most of you steal
your software. Hardware must be paid for, but software is something to
share. Who cares if the people who worked on it get paid? 

Is this fair? One thing you don’t do by stealing software is get back at
MITS for some problem you may have had. MITS doesn’t make money selling
software. The royalty paid to us, the manual, the tape and the overhead make
it a break-even operation. One thing you do do is prevent good software from
being written. Who can afford to do professional work for nothing? What
hobbyist can put 3-man years into programming, finding all bugs, documenting
his product and distribute for free? The fact is, no one besides us has
invested a lot of money in hobby software. We have written 6800 BASIC, and
are writing 8080 APL and 6800 APL, but there is very little incentive to
make this software available to hobbyists. Most directly, the thing you do
is theft. 

What about the guys who re-sell Altair BASIC, aren’t they making money on
hobby software? Yes, but those who have been reported to us may lose in the
end. They are the ones who give hobbyists a bad name, and should be kicked
out of any club meeting they show up at. 

I would appreciate letters from any one who wants to pay up, or has a
suggestion or comment. Just write to me at 1180 Alvarado SE, #114,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87108. Nothing would please me more than being able
to hire ten programmers and deluge the hobby market with good software. 

Bill Gates 
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For example, C was invented as a
higher-level impr ovement for assembly
language on Unix machines. 

DS: How did RAND’s JOSS (Johnniac
Open Shop System) influence you?

TK: John Kemeny had used JOSS at the
Rand Corporation, and so had
experience with timesharing systems.
But we did not adopt JOSS as ther e
were details that we pr eferred not to
use. For example, each JOSS statement
ended with a period. W ell, periods ar e
the way most folks r epresent decimal
numbers. Also, we wanted to make all
internal calculations in double-pr ecision
floating point to (a) pr ovide enough
accuracy for serious computations, and
(b) isolate our users fr om having to
learn about the inter nal number
formats. Other than that, I cannot r ecall
our discussions about JOSS.

DS: You are par t of a pr oject to
reconstr uct the Dar tmouth timesharing
system. Can you say mor e about that?

TK: Oddly enough, I didn’t write any of
the code. John Kemeny had written a
BASIC compiler for the GE-225 using
punched car ds during the summer of
1963, but didn’t do any coding once the
hardware ar rived in 1964. (I had written
much code for the LGP-30, as he did as
well.) It was clear that our students
were better at coding than we wer e. All
we did was to super vise the pr oject.
Kemeny was 1/12 time as the
super visor of the pr ogramming gr oup,
but inter fered little in their work, except
to maintain the main goals, such as
simplicity. I was the dir ector of the
“center.” W e collaborated on the original
design of BASIC, and on the additions
and improvements that wer e
subsequently made.

DS: You and Dr . Kemeny ar e heroes to
many for your invention of BASIC. Do
you have any her oes?

TK: Anyone who makes significant
progress towar d world peace.

DS: Is ther e anything you’d like to say
about the r ole of BASIC in the histor y of
computing?

TK: Dar tmouth BASIC will be celebrating
its for tieth bir thday in 2004. It is still
around; its cur rent incar nation is T rue
BASIC, which is used in schools and
some colleges. While we have used
True BASIC to build many serious
applications, its chief appeal is that it is
simple and easy to use. Plus, ther e
have been no major language changes
in the last decades; teachers much
prefer continuity , as they don’t want to
have to change their teaching materials
every year.

We are hot on this pr oject of r ecreating
the Dar tmouth timesharing system,
circa 1965. One of the then student
programmers, Steve Hobbs (for merly of
DEC and Compaq, now of Intel), has
located assembly language listings of
the BASIC compiler and r untime, the
Algol compiler and r untime, the 235
exec, and the D-30 exec. W e are now in
the process of hand transcribing these
listings into a machine-r eadable for m.
(We tried scanning but that didn’t work.
Plus, we have to pr oofread ver y carefully
anyhow.) As of the moment, the D-30
exec has been transcribed and
proofread. The Algol compiler and
runtime has been transcribed, but not 

proofread. Once the code is thus
finished, someone will write emulators
for the 235 and D-30. When completed,
we will actually have a working model 
of the original (well, one year later)
system.

Others who ar e directly involved in the
project ar e: John McGeachie, who wr ote
the original GE-235 exec to DTSS and
Ron Mar tin, who took over the code for
the D-30 exec (which had been originally
written by Mike Busch.) As we pr ogress, 
I am sur e mor e people will become
involved. A star t of a website for this
project can be found at:
http://www .dtss.or g. 

For more infor mation about T rue BASIC,
visit the company website at 
www.truebasic.com.

Early users of the Dar tmouth timesharing system on the GE-225A student goes over his pr ogram in the mid-1970s One of millions of young students who lear ned
BASIC at an early age

timesharing executive to go to Phoenix
to install the Dar tmouth timesharing
system on similar har dware at the
ser vice bureau. Of course, they
renamed it the GE timesharing system,
Mark I. It was with our blessing, as 
(1) they had pr ovided a slight bit mor e
than their usual educational discount
plus several other non-monetar y
benefits, and (2) we had no inter est in
marketing what we had built thr ough a
commercial operation. The timesharing
system, also called the GE-265, was the
basis of the GE ser vice bureau
operation for the next ten or so years,
and eventually pr ovided them with
$100,000,000 in annual r evenue. 
I seem to r ecall that the GE-265 was
replicated in over 50 locations, some of
them in the GE Ser vice Bur eau, the
others in various corporations and in a
few school districts.

Thus, BASIC became the most widely
used language in the timesharing world,
as other vendors “copied” the GE
approach on dif ferent computers. At one
time, ther e were over 100 companies in
the world of fering timesharing ser vices,
and the vast majority of fered some for m
of BASIC. Thus, when (finally)

microcomputers began to appear , the
vendors adopted BASIC as being 
(a) simple, (b) easy to lear n, and 
(c) able to fit in the teeny memories at
the time. This then motivated an ef fort
to standar dize BASIC in 1974. (It failed,
as coming too little, too late.) Gates and
Allen wr ote one of the first (not the first)
BASIC interpr eters in 1975. In shor t,
the GE connection was the vehicle that
popularized BASIC, which was then
picked up by the emer ging personal
computer industr y.

DS: What principles of BASIC do you
believe still r emain fundamentally
impor tant or tr ue? What ideas ar e so
ubiquitous today they no longer feel like
BASIC, but never theless ar e/were?

TK: Since most of the users would be
casual and occasional users, the
language had to be simple and easy to
remember. Er ror messages should be in
English and also be suggestive.
Beginners should not have to lear n
fancy stuf f of use mainly to exper ts.
These aspects ar e not pr esent today in
most computer applications. The
majority of applications ar e so huge that
a casual user must take a course to

figure out how to use them. Their
desktops ar e clutter ed with so much
junk that it is almost impossible to
figure things out without studying the
manual. And most manuals ar e
atrocious. The computer industr y is out
for the quick buck, and puts little ef fort
into cr eating r eliable and safe pr oducts
with readable and useful manuals. The
whole strategy is to bring out upgrades
on a r egular basis in or der to establish
a revenue str eam, each upgrade making
the product ever mor e complicated. The
whole vir tue of simplicity has been lost!

DS: Why do you think ther e has been
such a pr oliferation of pr ogramming
languages since the invention of the
stored-program computer some 
50 years ago?

TK: My opinion is that all (well, almost
all) pr ogramming languages ar e the
same, dif fering only in the spelling of
the wor ds, and the clientele for which
they ar e intended. Each new systems
programmer that comes along feels he
can impr ove things by inventing a new
language. In some cases, a new
language was needed because it was
intended for a dif ferent envir onment.
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It is clear—when we think about it—that
computer histor y is cr eated ever y day.
The challenge of pr eser ving and
presenting impor tant ar tifacts and
stories of that histor y is our abiding
passion at the Computer Histor y
Museum. Much of what we do on a daily
basis r elates to education and ser ving
the public; r esearching and planning for
the future building and the physical and
CyberMuseum exhibits; pr ocessing
artifact donations; cataloguing and
caring for the existing collection;
planning and holding pr ograms and
events; and of course, raising the funds
to continue and advance this impor tant
work. In my opinion, it is our gr eat
privilege to both facilitate and obser ve
the process of pr eser vation in action. 

CHARLIE SPORCK

PUTTING THE SILICON IN 

SILICON VALLEY

With SEMI (www .semi.or g) as our co-
host, Charlie Spor ck kicked of f the
Museum’s Spring 2002 lectur e series
on Januar y 16 with his talk, “Putting the
Silicon in Silicon V alley: The Bir th of the
Semiconductor Industr y in Silicon
Valley,” wher e he r elayed fascinating
and sometimes surprising personal
obser vations and stories about the
people and personalities who br ought
the semiconductor industr y in Silicon
Valley into being. Recr uited by Fair child
Semiconductor in Mountain View , Calif.,
Sporck began as a pr oduction manager
and rose to vice pr esident and general
manager. It was during this period at
Fairchild that Jean Hoer ni developed the
planar process and Bob Noyce, the
integrated cir cuit. These innovations,
together with the manufacturing
equipment and or ganization, became

the foundation of Silicon V alley. 

After leaving Fair child in the late 1960s,
Sporck distinguished himself as CEO of
National Semiconductor , wher e, under
his leadership, the company became a
multi-billion-dollar giant. With Richar d 
L Molay, Spor ck recently co-author ed
Spinoff: A Personal History of the
Industry that Changed the World, a book
about the Silicon V alley semiconductor
industr y. Lectur e attendee Mike
Cheponis r emarked, “I r eally
appreciated Charlie Spor ck’s talk and
book. I wish mor e computer old-timers
would do what he’s done! It is ver y nice
to see someone like him ‘giving back’ to
the community of pr eser ved histor y.”

JEFF HAWKINS, DONNA DUBINSKY,

AND ED COLLIGAN

THE PALMPILOT STORY

The late 1980s and early 1990s buzzed
with corporations and star tups tr ying to
develop por table computers that used
pens as the means of interaction. By
late 1993, ever y one of these ef forts
had failed. Though r unning out of
funding, one of these star tups, Palm
Computing, intr oduced the Pilot
organizer and Palm operating system,
which, in tur n, launched the handheld
computing industr y. Last Febr uary 26,
to an audience of 250, Jef f Hawkins,
Donna Dubinsky , and Ed Colligan
discussed the r oots of handheld
computing, how Palm lear ned from
failure, and the challenges of battling
conventional technology wisdom. Andr ea
Butter, for mer Palm marketing executive

and co-author of Piloting Palm: The
Inside Story of Palm, Handspring, and
the Birth of the Billion Dollar Handheld
Industry, facilitated the discussion.  

In 1994, Hawkins invented the original
PalmPilot pr oducts and founded Palm
Computing. He is often cr edited as the
designer who r einvented the handheld
market. As pr esident and CEO of Palm
Computing, Dubinsky helped make the
PalmPilot the best-selling handheld
computer and the most rapidly adopted
new computing pr oduct ever pr oduced. 

It is incr edible how much tenacity and
determination it took to make this
happen. As the vice pr esident of
marketing for Palm Computing, Colligan
worked with Hawkins and Dubinsky to
lead the pr oduct marketing and
communications ef forts for Palm. After
their successful r un together at Palm
Computing, Hawkins and Dubinsky co-
founded Handspring in July of 1998 to
create a new br eed of handheld
computers for consumers. Colligan
joined Handspring to lead the
development and marketing ef forts. 

Be sur e to visit our Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea and view the PalmPilot
prototype on display .

DOUG ENGELBART

OUTRACING THE FIRE: 50 YEARS 

(AND COUNTING) OF TECHNOLOGY 

AND CHANGE

Hosted at Micr osoft’s Silicon V alley
Campus on Mar ch 26, Doug
Engelbar t—thinker , inventor , and
humanitarian—shar ed with an audience
of 250 some of the influences and
struggles behind his life of r esearch.
Pierluigi Zappacosta, founder of
Logitech and chair man of Digital
Persona, facilitated the dialogue. 

Although he may be best known for his
tangible evidence of pr oductivity—the
computer mouse, display editing, 
outline pr ocessing, multiple r emote
online users of a networked pr ocessor , 

hyperlinking and in-file object
processing, multiple windows,
hypermedia, context-sensitive help—
Engelbar t’s drive has been to maximize
his pr ofessional contributions towar d
helping humankind cope with complex
and urgent pr oblems. 

Since 1989, he has become the
recipient of an extraor dinarily long string
of awards, including the Lemelson-MIT
Prize of $500,000, and the National
Medal of T echnology in 2000. Still to be
recognized is that Engelbar t’s
technological accomplishments ar e but
part of his humanitarian car eer. Said
lecture attendee Susan Nycum, “My
impressions ar e that Doug is, as
always, looking ahead and impatient
with looking behind—even at his own
accomplishments. [This is] something
he shar es with all the ‘young for their
age’ senior superstars I know .”

Our host and Micr osoft’s general
manager of cable ser vices, Colin Dixon,
said, “I think the most magical moment
for me… was when Doug mentioned,
almost of fhandedly, an invention he
made during the war . He described how
he held a tube of electr o-luminescent
gas up against an antenna he was
trying to tune. When he had the power
set just right, the gas in the tube
glowed most intensely . It was a
fascinating glimpse into the mind of a
consummate inventor .” Engelbar t
continues to pr opagate his ideas
through his Bootstrap Institute.
Additional backgr ound infor mation is
available at www .bootstrap.or g. 

CHARLIE BACHMAN

ASSEMBLING THE INTEGRATED DATA

STORE (IDS)

On April 16, Charlie Bachman, winner of
the ACM T uring Award and Distinguished
Fellow of the British Computer Society ,
described the cir cumstances under
which the first database management
system (DBMS) came into being. In
1960, General Electric was desperate to
computerize their manufacturing
systems, without each of 100
depar tments inventing their own
solution. Bachman and others at GE set
out to solve the pr oblem. By 1964 they
had created and put into pr oduction a
generic manufacturing system (MIACS),
a transaction-oriented operating system,
and the first database management
system (Integrated Data Stor e, or IDS),
all r unning on an 8K GE 225 computer .
IDS was a unique combination of
existing softwar e technologies: vir tual 

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
BY KAREN MATHEWS 

Karen Mathews is Executive
Vice Pr esident at the
Computer Histor y Museum

Charlie Spor ck (left) autographs his book, Spinoff:
A Personal History of the Industry that Changed the
World, after his Museum lectur e on Januar y 16.

Pioneers (left to right) Jef f Hawkins, Donna
Dubinsky, and Ed Colligan discuss the r oots and
challenges of the handheld computing industr y.

Handspring Chair man and Chief Pr oduct Of ficer Jef f
Hawkins (right) shows of f the T reo.

Doug Engelbar t (left) and Pierluigi Zappacosta
prepare for Engelbar t’s talk in which he r eminisced
about his lifetime of invention and r esearch.

Attendees r ecord their thoughts during
Engelbar t’s lectur e.

Andrea Butter , for mer Palm Computing marketing
executive, facilitated a panel discussion with
Hawkins, Dubinsky , and Colligan on Febr uary 26.

Handspring Pr esident and CEO Donna Dubinsky
autographs Butter’s book, Piloting Palm, befor e 
the panel discussion with colleagues Hawkins 
and Colligan.

250 people attended the Engelbar t event. 



memor y, blocked r ecords, list
processing, data descriptions, self
identifying r ecords, data manipulation
language, r ecover y and r estar t, etc.,
and was the first disk-based database
management system used in ever yday
production. Among other things,
Bachman was also r esponsible for
developing data str ucture diagrams (ER
diagrams), commonly known as
Bachman diagrams, as graphical
representations of semantic str uctures
within the data. 

In April 1983, Bachman Infor mation
Systems, Inc. was cr eated to
commercialize Computer Aided Softwar e
Engineering (CASE) concepts, which he
developed while at Honeywell and
Cullinet. In 1991 the company went
public, and in 1996, mer ged with Cadr e
Technology, Inc., to for m Cayenne
Software, Inc. Bachman’s IDS and CASE
products ar e still alive under the CA
banner. Today, Bachman is a consultant
and is cur rently working on a book
about the stor y of the development 
of IDS. 

STEVE RUSSELL AND 

NOLAN BUSHNELL 

SHALL WE PLAY A GAME? THE EARLY

YEARS OF COMPUTER GAMING

From their humble beginnings in the
1960s as demonstrations of computer
interactivity, computer video games have
become a major par t of popular cultur e
in America, Japan, Eur ope, and
elsewhere. On May 7, Stephen “Slug” 

Russell, inventor of the early computer
game SpaceW ar!, and Nolan Bushnell,
designer of Computer Space and
founder of Atari, shar ed their personal
stories, star ting from the days when
computer games wer e played on
mainframes. Stewar t Brand, publisher 
of the original Whole Earth Catalog
and president of The Long Now
Foundation, moderated this fascinating
discussion about the advent of the
modern gaming age.

Hanging out together at the model
railroad club and inspir ed by the writings
of sci-fi author E.E. “Doc” Smith,
Russell and his team of pr ogrammers 
at MIT worked to cr eate SpaceW ar! in
1962. “The space pr ogram was peaking
at the time and people didn’t have
much sense of what it might be like to
steer the spacecraft,” said Russell. “I
was into r ealism and r eally tr ying to
teach people what flying in space was
all about.” 

SpaceWar! was cr eated on a Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-1, an
early “interactive” mini-computer that
used a cathode-ray tube display and
keyboard input. The computer was a
donation to MIT fr om DEC, which hoped
MIT’s think tank would be able to do
something r emarkable with its pr oduct.
A game was possibly the last thing the
company expected. But Russell’s
SpaceWar! showed that fun could be a
driving force in the advancement of
computer technology . It influenced
companies like Atari and others in
creating a power ful new enter tainment
medium. 

As a youth in Salt Lake City , Bushnell
worked in the games depar tment of an
arcade. He first encounter ed SpaceW ar!
on an IBM machine in the mid 1960s
and describes himself at the time as
“truly obsessed with the game.”
Bushnell co-founded Atari in 1972 and
after four years of financial str uggles,
the company was pur chased by W arner
Communications. It had become “par t
of the Atari cultur e to get to the bank
first with your paycheck,” Bushnell
admitted. Having br ought PONG to 
the masses, Bushnell is justifiably
revered as the “Father of the Video
Game Industr y.” 

TOURS AT THE MUSEUM BRING PEOPLE

TOGETHER

You never know whom you will r un into
at the Museum’s Visible Storage Exhibit
area—nor what you will lear n about
them. For example, Jamis MacNiven,

owner of the famed Buck’s Restaurant
of Woodside, Califor nia (wher e hundreds
of businesses have been founded over
breakfast), r ecently or ganized a tour for
some of his friends. His guests
included: Brian Carlisle, founder of the
robotics fir m, Adept T echnology, wher e
the Milano Cookies ar e assembled;
venture capitalist Paul Dali; Reid
Dennis, founder of Institutional V enture
Partners and pilot of a 50-year-old
airplane that he r estored and flew
around the world; Kevin Kelly , co-founder
of WIRED Magazine and outspoken
optimist for the coming new age of
interconnectivity; Jacques Littlefield,
who has an impr essive operation in
Woodside to collect and r estore army 

tanks fr om around the world; Bill
Peacock, ventur e capitalist and for mer
assistant secr etar y of the United States
Army; networking pioneer and
entrepreneur Lar ry Rober ts; Dennis
Taylor, managing editor of Silicon Valley
Biz Ink; Meihong Xu, ventur e capitalist

with Möbius and for merly an intelligence
officer in China; and Steve Zelencik,
senior vice pr esident at Advanced Micr o
Devices and a gr eat finder of computer
artifacts himself.

Why not or ganize a tour for your
friends? Contact Kelly Geiger at 
+1 650 604 0345 to make
arrangements.

COLLECTION CONTINUES TO GROW

Among the many items r ecently donated
to the Museum’s collection (see page
nine), the following ar e par ticularly
notewor thy. A r eplica of an add-shift
module fr om the Atanasof f-Berry
Computer (ABC) r eplicates in exact
detail the cir cuitr y and components
used in the original ABC fr om 1937.
While the machine was not a dir ect
progenitor of the moder n stor ed
program digital computer , it played a key
role in a decades-long lawsuit over the
official “inventor” of the digital
computer, a legal battle that Atanasof f
eventually won.  

Secondly, the U.S. Ar my’s Aber deen
Proving Gr ound donated an original
World War II Ar tiller y Firing Table,
precisely the type of table the
production of which was the impetus for
the design and constr uction of the
ENIAC, the United States’ first
electronic computer . Gunners used the
1942 booklet of tables to pr operly guide
their ar tiller y shells to their tar gets. It
was the long pr ocess of calculating
these tables by r ooms full of human
“computers” that led the Ar my to
consider an automated method of
production. ENIAC, though completed
after the war , was still used to calculate
firing tables but also played a major 
role in the development of the 
hydrogen bomb.

Finally, Al Kossow donated an ILLIAC I
drum image: a snapshot of the actual
bit patter ns stor ed on the computer’s
drum memor y (deliver ed on paper tape).
The ILLIAC I, a vacuum tube machine
completed in about 1952, was a dir ect
descendant of the famous IAS (Institute
for Advanced Study) machine designed
by John von Neumann—the pr ototype of
the moder n stor ed-program, binar y,
parallel, digital computer . This

acquisition helps the Museum fulfill its
mission of pr eser ving not just har dware,
but softwar e as well, and is an exciting
find from the “pr ehistoric” era of the
modern computer.

VOLUNTEERS VISIT TANK FARM

About 30 Museum volunteers and staf f
went on a field trip on Mar ch 30 to Pony
Tracks Ranch in Por tola Valley to see
Jacques Littlefield’s tanks and 
the Militar y Vehicle Technology
Foundation or ganization. Curator Roy 
Rober tson showed us 150 of the nearly
200 tanks held on the site. Most of 
them ar e operable and many have been
restored to combat-r eady appearance 
and operating condition. W e are always
interested in seeing how other 
organizations collect, r estore, pr eser ve
and present their collections. The 
foundation is doing an impr essive job.
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Charlie Bachman discussed his experiences in
developing the first database management system,
the Integrated Data Stor e.

Video game fans gather ed to celebrate the 40th
birthday of Spacewar! and the 30th bir thday of
PONG. 

(left to right) Jacques Littlefield, Brian Carlisle,
Steve Zelencik, Reid Dennis, Meihong Xu, Bill
Peacock (behind), Len Shustek (behind), Kevin
Kelly, and Lar ry Rober ts converse in the Museum’s
Visible Storage Exhibit Ar ea.

On Mar ch 30, Museum volunteers and staf f visited
Jacques Littlefield’s T ank Farm in Por tola Valley.

A paper tape of the ILLIAC I dr um memor y was
recently donated to the Museum by Al Kossow .

Bill Peacock, Jacques Littlefield, and Jamis
MacNiven with Museum Curator of Exhibits Dag
Spicer at a special tour ar ranged by Buck’s
Restaurant owner MacNiven.

Slug Russell, Bill Pitts, Steve Golson, and Nolan
Bushnell (left to right) enjoyed the rar e oppor tunity
to play the Galaxy game, which was developed by
Pitts and based on Spacewar! Find Spacewar!
online at: http://agents.www .media.mit.edu/
groups/el/pr ojects/spacewar/

Delighted fans Cassidy Nolen and Nicole Ser vais
with Nolan Bushnell’s autograph.
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Cur rent staf f openings can be found
at www.computer histor y.or g/jobs.

Your company has played a critical r ole
in the computer industr y; you spent
nights sleeping under neath your desk
and an 80-hour work week was average.
Now it’s time for you to help pr eser ve
the histor y you cr eated by becoming a
corporate member of the Computer
Histor y Museum.

Corporate members join the Museum on
an annual basis, and enjoy many
advantages and exclusive privileges for
the critical suppor t they pr ovide. 

Through this pr ogram, your company will
be associated with the Museum’s most
visible and significant activities.

Contributions play an essential r ole in
guaranteeing the futur e success of the
Computer Histor y Museum, and helping
us to continue our work collecting the
artifacts and human stories of
computing histor y. 

The items we seek and the pioneers of
the industr y are disappearing; we need
your help to pr eser ve this piece of
histor y now.

For fur ther infor mation please contact
David Miller , vice pr esident of
development, at 650.604.2575 or
miller@computer histor y.org.

MUSEUM SEEKS
DIRECTOR OF
INDIVIDUAL GIVING
AND MAJOR GIFTS

The Computer Histor y Museum has an
immediate opening for a dir ector of
individual giving and major gifts. As a
member of the development team, the
director is r esponsible for the
Museum’s annual fund pr ogram and
goals and ser ves as major gifts of ficer
for the Museum’s capital campaign. 

For more infor mation please visit
www.computer histor y.org/jobs.

Please RSVP for all events and activities
by calling +1 650 604 2714 or visiting
www.computer histor y.org/events .
Thank you!

TUE, MAY 21
THE HISTORY AND FUTURE OF
ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY
Car ver Mead, Foveon, Inc.
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

LECTURE: 7:00 PM

AMD, Commons Building
Sunnyvale, California

TUE, JUNE 4
EARLY TECHNOLOGY MARKETING
EFFORTS: AN EVENING WITH
REGIS MCKENNA
Regis McKenna, The McKenna Gr oup
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Xerox PARC Auditorium
Palo Alto, California

THU, SEPTEMBER 5
HALF A CENTURY OF DISK DRIVES
AND PHILOSOPHY: FROM IBM 
TO SEAGATE
Al Shugar t, Al Shugar t Inter national
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Xerox PARC Auditorium
Palo Alto, California

TUE, OCTOBER 22
FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET
Fairmont Hotel, Imperial Ballroom
San Jose, California

TUE, NOVEMBER 12
JOHN WARNOCK AND 
CHUCK GESHKE
Adobe Systems, Inc.
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

Building 126
LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Moffett Training and Conference Center
Building 3
Moffett Field, California

TUE, DECEMBER 10
STEVE WOZNIAK
MEMBER RECEPTION: 6:00 PM

Building 126
LECTURE: 7:00 PM

Moffett Training and Conference Center
Building 3
Moffett Field, California

TOUR THE MUSEUM

Tours of the Museum’s Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea are nor mally held on
Wednesdays and Fridays at 1:00 p.m.
and the first and thir d Satur days of each
month at 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m.  For
tour registration call +1 650 604 2579.

VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES
The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skill and inter ests of its
volunteers and r elies on r egular
volunteer suppor t for events and
projects. In addition to special pr ojects,
monthly work par ties generally occur 
on the second Satur day of each month,
including:

JUNE 8, JULY 13, AUGUST 10,

SEPTEMBER 14, OCTOBER 12

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole for work par ties,
and contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand in other ways!  

For more infor mation, please visit our
volunteer web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers

We acknowledge with deep
appreciation the individuals and
organizations that have given to
the Annual Fund.
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This infor mation is cur rent as of
May 1, 2002. Please notify us of
any changes to your listing
(liska@computer histor y.org). 
Thank you.
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Explained from CORE 3.1

APOLLO GUIDANCE COMPUTER LOGIC

MODULE PROTOTYPE

Shown her e is a pr ototype logic module
from the Apollo Guidance Computer
(AGC) cur rently on display at the
Computer Histor y Museum. The AGC
was a 70 lb. box of integrated cir cuitr y
(with attached contr ol panel) that
per formed real-time guidance and
control and ser ved as a lifeline to
American astr onauts descending to the
lunar sur face in 1969. 

Spanning nearly a decade of
development, the AGC began in about
1961 as a r esearch project at the MIT
Instrumentation Lab in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. It was built by Raytheon
and used appr oximately 4,000 discr ete
integrated cir cuits fr om Fairchild
Semiconductor .

The Apollo Guidance Computer pr ogram
was a landmark both in ter ms of
hardware design and softwar e
management and laid the foundation for
SpaceLab and shuttle computer
systems development. The speed,
power, and size r equirements for the
AGC pushed along an entir e industr y
that was just taking its first steps along
the breathtaking cur ve of Moor e’s Law .

See page two for mor e infor mation
about the AGC.

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
07/15/02 along with your name,
shipping addr ess, and t-shir t size. The
first thr ee cor rect entries will each
receive a free t-shir t with the new
Museum logo and name.

PO Box 367, Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA

Address Service Requested
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MYSTERY ITEMS
FROM THE COLLECTION OF 

THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM 

WHAT IS
THIS?
THIS ITEM WILL BE EXPLAINED IN THE 

NEXT ISSUE OF CORE. 

MIT Instr umentation Laborator y, Raytheon
Company, Charles Stark Draper Laborator y
Apollo Guidance Computer Pr ototype Pr ocessor-
Logic-Inter face-Memor y modules (1962),
X37.81B, Gift of Charles Stark 
Draper Laborator y
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CORE 3.3WE HAVE PURCHASED
A GREAT BUILDING!

November 2002
A publication of the Computer Histor y Museum
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The year 2002 will for ever be ver y
special for the Computer Histor y
Museum. I am pr oud to announce that
we have acquir ed a spectacular
119,000 squar e-foot building on 
7.5 acr es of land at 1401 N. Shor eline
Blvd. in Mountain View , Califor nia. With
this pur chase, we ar e taking a major
step towar d realizing our dr eams of
having a per manent home, owning our
own land, dir ecting our futur e, focusing
on programs, and building new
relationships with the communities we
ser ve. 

The transfor mation won’t happen
overnight because we will open this new
space in several phases. W e plan to
move our staf f into the building by the
end of the year and unveil the first
phase of our public pr esence on
Shoreline Blvd. in May 2003 after a few
renovations ar e completed. Read mor e
about our exhibit planning pr ocess in
Kirsten Tashev’s ar ticle on page two.

It is awesome to see how we have
grown, wr estled with major decisions,
and emer ged even str onger in
commitment, passion, and action—all in
the past year or so. In that time, our
strategies have definitely changed, but
the goal r emains the same: to build a
major institution that pr eser ves and
presents the ar tifacts and stories of the
information age. I’m convinced mor e
than ever that we ar e setting the course
for an innovative futur e—our mission is
unique and focused, and we have one
of the best collections of computing
artifacts in the world.

We owe much to the people at NASA for
their suppor t and help in our own r ecent
histor y. We will continue to use
buildings 126 and 45 at Mof fett Field
for critical storage for as long as
possible. W e intend to foster gr eat
relationships with par tners in the NASA
Research Park over time; after all, our
building on Shor eline is just one fr eeway 

exit nor th of our cur rent of fices! W e are
neighbors in Mountain View now , with
federal and local gover nments
connected to a community of “can-do”
people.

We are watchful in this economic
climate and mindful of our duty to
faithfully fulfill our r esponsibilities to 
our suppor ters. For the impor tant cause
we represent, I’m pr oud to ask you to
please consider an incr eased or new
contribution to our annual fund, a
donation to our capital campaign, and 
to help spr ead the news about the
Museum to others. Look car efully at 
this issue of CORE to see what we 
have accomplished, and r emember 
that you ar e always a welcome par t of
our institution.

With the excitement of the new building,
don’t overlook the simultaneous
extensive gr owth in our public pr ograms,
which include world-class lectur es that
contribute to our historical ar chive, oral
histories, par ticipation in special events
to collect computing histories (such as
an IBM Str etch r eunion, DECWORLD
2001, and upcoming Apple
retrospective and database panel
events), and numer ous exhibitions that
bring ar tifacts and histor y alive. 

It is motivating to meet people
everywhere who shar e our dr eams,
including early suppor ters of the
Computer Histor y Museum. Although
some of you ar e geographically distant
from Califor nia, people ever ywhere 
want to be par t of the Museum. With 

this encouragement, we ar e incr easingly
offering special events and pr ograms
targeted to the needs of our “r emote”
community. It was a pleasur e, for
example, to be at the Museum of
Science in Boston this fall to celebrate
the opening of the “Computing
Revolution” exhibit, which featur es 
many of our ar tifacts. I hope those on
the East Coast will visit that exhibit 
and experience something of the
Computer Histor y Museum 3,000 miles
away from Califor nia.

Lastly, I want to thank ever yone involved
for their personal sacrifices, the long
hours, and the spectacular execution
this summer and fall in acquiring the
new building. The passion, persistence,
and gener osity of our T rustees, staf f,
volunteers, and suppor ters has enabled
our bold move—I could tell stor y after
stor y of how each person r eally made 
a dif ference.  

It’s a wonder ful but awesome
responsibility to pr eser ve a heritage. 
I’m pr oud to r epor t that we have been
taking some giant steps for ward. Help
us continue to gr ow—the best is yet 
to come!



INTRODUCTION

Currently the Museum is working on the
Schematic Designs—the r ough layout
and look of the exhibitions—for our
permanent home. This pr ocess is now
underway for our T imeline exhibit, which
will cover appr oximately 15,000 squar e
feet (s.f.) and focus on the milestones
of computing histor y. We are finding
that while it is easy to select ar tifacts
for the T imeline, it is ver y hard to
determine what to leave out, a pr oblem
commonly faced by museums. W e
struggle to tell the stor y of computer
histor y even in 15,000 s.f. For tunately,
we are also exploring ways to
complement the exhibits with online
exhibitions so that the W orld Wide W eb
becomes one of our “natural r esources”
as we build our per manent home.

Another challenge we face is that the
stor y we ar e tr ying to tell is unique.
There are relatively few computer
histor y museums—let alone computer
exhibits—in the world. On the one hand,
this gives us a lot of fr eedom; on the
other hand, we have few oppor tunities
to lear n from the successes and
failures of others. W e also face the
expectations of our futur e visitors who
have their own views on what a
computer histor y museum should be. As
Ed Rodley (see page 6) discover ed in
his audience r esearch for the MOS
exhibit, ir onically, many visitors expect a
computer histor y exhibit to be about
new stuf f. The wor d “computer ,” being
synonymous in our moder n culture with
“cutting-edge,” seems to neutralize the
other wor d in the sentence, namely
“histor y.” Even in working with museum
designers and other outside
consultants, we’ve found that people
imagine a “tech” museum featuring
exhibits full of the latest gadgets. In
many ways, our Museum is “the histor y
of the latest gadget,” beginning, 

however, with the abacus! Our challenge
is to har ness this fascination for the
“next new thing” and to find ways to
motivate our visitors to appr eciate the
achievements of the past as the
gadgets of their day.

MUSEUM STEPS

We are developing the curatorial outline
for the Museum’s futur e T imeline
exhibit. The Timeline will be divided 
into four eras, star ting with pr e-
computing and ending with the Inter net.
For each era, we have developed key
messages that we want to convey and
corresponding lists of potential
artifacts, images, diagrams, audio-
visuals, and computer “interactives”
that can help to communicate the key
messages. One of the challenges that
we found in developing the T imeline is
an inherent tension between showing
advances chr onologically versus
grouping them accor ding to genr e or
type. For example, a chr onological
layout allows visitors to see
developments occur ring around the
same time in various fields of
computing and their impact on each
other, while a thematic-based layout
allows the visitor to see developments
in a specific ar ea, such as 
memor y or softwar e, in a linear 
and comparative way . 

In developing the exhibit in our
prescribed 15,000 s.f., we constantly
have to ask ourselves whether an
artifact or stor y is a “headline” and
thus deser ving of a place on the
Timeline. In other wor ds, is an
achievement revolutionary or
evolutionary? For tunately, the new
Museum will have five Theme Rooms
(1,000 to 1,500 s.f. each), which will
allow us to explor e specific topics in
more detail and show developments in
sub-fields of computing side by side. 

Schematic Design is not just about
content, but also about design; we
begin to think about how the exhibits
will look. The Museum is working with
exhibit designers V an Sickle & Rolleri,
Ltd. (VSR) to develop conceptual exhibit
floorplans and elevations. Fr om our
curatorial outlines, VSR begins cr eating
“elevations,” or wall views, of each
exhibit ar ea. (See elevations on next
page.) They also cr eate conceptual floor
plans to deter mine adjacencies of
exhibit ar eas and potential traf fic flow.
When we saw VSR’s visual inter-
pretation of our curatorial outlines for
the first time, we wer e surprised by the
sheer scale r equired to accommodate
text, photos, and audio-visuals in
creating an exhibition rich in content. It
looked nothing like our cur rent Visible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea, with one machine
lined up next to another . The
transformative power of context on an
artifact is tr uly amazing. 

Our next steps ar e to develop
Schematic Designs for the r est of our
exhibits, including the Theme Rooms.
Then we will begin the Design
Development phase, in which each
discrete exhibit component is selected
and when draft text, photo r esearch,
and audio-visual design begin. In this
phase, we will mor e fully flesh out how
we will captur e dif ferent points of view
and incorporate multiple layers of
content for our diverse audiences. 

We still have a lot of work to do to open
the new Museum, and many issues to
resolve. Some of the challenges that we
face in developing the exhibits range
from the practical—such as whether the
Cray-1 is too heavy for a second floor—
to the conceptual, including who our
audience is and finding the right
balance between technical content,
people stories, and societal impacts. 
I would like to shar e with you some of
our thoughts about these issues.

MEMORY VS. HISTORY

Museums that seek to display
contemporar y histor y have a unique
challenge: they ar e about both histor y
and living memor y. Histor y is a
discipline in which we tr y to take a
distant and critical view of the past,
while memor y is personal and involves

individual connections with the past.
The Computer Histor y Museum, which
centers ar ound a r elatively
contemporar y topic, is faced with the
challenge of balancing memor y and
histor y. While exhibits indeed ser ve a
function of commemoration, the
Museum must be car eful to consider
the bias of its sour ces and obtain
information fr om a variety of places.
Exhibits must balance the need for
critical distance and objectivity with the
evocative power of personal stories. 
For example, telling the stor y of the first
personal computer inevitably brings
together people who r eminisce about
the Altair 8800 (1975), while the
historical r ecord shows that several
others pr eceded it, such as the 
Kenbak-1 (1971), the Micral (1973),
and even the lesser known 008A
Microcomputer Kit by RGS Electr onics
(1974). As English historian Eric

Hobsbawm wr ote, “Historians ar e the
professional r emembrancers of what
their fellow citizens wish to for get.” 

Our curatorial team is conducting
research by speaking to both the
pioneers of computing histor y and to
the many pr ofessionals who contributed
to the development of the industr y.
First-hand knowledge is balanced with
information fr om primar y sour ce
materials, the input of our historian
advisors, and the views of subject-
matter exper ts. W e are exploring ways
to cr eate exhibits that will captur e
multiple points of view and we also want
visitors to shar e their stories on the
exhibit floor thr ough both low- and high-
tech tools.

CONTENT VS. ENTERTAINMENT 

Museums have under gone a major
transformation over the last 50 years.

The days of the “cabinets of curiosities”
or the phylogenetic displays of the
traditional natural histor y museums ar e
a thing of the past. In the 1960s and
1970s, museums under went a
renaissance, primarily influenced by
developments in the fields of
communication, education, sociology ,
and psychology that had fundamentally
re-shaped our understanding of how
people lear n. These findings for ced
museums to r ethink how they exhibited
items. Concur rently, museums faced
reduced gover nment funding and
therefore had to attract mor e visitors
and increase gate r eceipts in or der to
supplement their income. This new
focus on attendance pushed museums
to be mor e visitor-focused and to
provide mor e intellectually-accessible
exhibits. In or der to attract visitors,
exhibits had to be not only academically
correct but also inter esting and even

EXHIBITING
COMPUTING HISTORY 
BY KIRSTEN TASHEV

The Museum is working with exhibit designers to deter mine how our exhibits will
look and how best to use photographs and other suppor ting materials to
communicate key messages. Shown her e are several “elevations” fr om our futur e
Timeline exhibit.
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enter taining. A new type of museum
emerged, namely the science center ,
which took a hands-on appr oach to
learning. Many world-class science
centers wer e developed, including the
groundbreaking Exploratorium in San
Francisco, Califor nia. 

As gover nment funding decr eased again
in the 1980s, the need to maximize
gate r eceipts incr eased and the era of
the blockbuster exhibit emer ged, with a
clear emphasis on enter tainment over
content—or “edutainment,” as it was
called. Mor e recently, however , the
pendulum has swung somewhat in a
reaction to “dumbed-down” exhibits.
Museums now r ealize that they can not
hope to compete with theme parks and
that they shouldn’t tr y. Instead, their
unique products ar e content and access
to the r eal thing. Fur thermore, as
museums build endowments and use
special events to help cover operating
costs, they ar e able to enjoy mor e
freedom and can develop unique,
content-rich pr ograms.

The Computer Histor y Museum will
most cer tainly focus on content, and
our goal is to make our exhibits
intellectually accessible to both people
who have significant knowledge of
computers as well as those who do not.
The primar y tar get audience of the
Museum is adults and the content will
be gear ed for high school age and
above. In or der to addr ess this diverse
audience, we ar e working on exhibits
that tell stories about technological
achievement as well as people. For
example, in telling the stor y of Konrad 

Zuse, you can focus on the fact that in
1941 he began building a machine
called the Z3 in 1941, widely
considered the first fully functional,
program-controlled electr omechanical
digital computer in the world. Y ou can
also mention the fact that it was
controlled by punched paper tape and
that it could calculate with floating point
numbers years befor e any other
machine. On the other hand, ther e is a
great personal stor y to be told. Konrad
Zuse, bor n in Berlin in 1910, was a
young man uncer tain about whether to
be an engineer or an ar tist. Choosing
engineering, he soon gr ew tired of the
tedious manual calculations r equired to
do his work at Henschel A viation
Company. Zuse quit his job and began
experimenting with some early
prototypes in his par ents’ living r oom.
His work was cut shor t during the war
since Berlin was under constant Allied
bombardment. Zuse and his pr egnant
wife, Gisela, fled the city and his Z4
was transpor ted to the countr yside
under cover of night. Desperate to
resume work on the Z4, he sur vived the
difficult years after the war by making
woodcuts and selling them. Eventually ,
Zuse went on to found the first
computer company in Ger many, Zuse
KG, and built 250 computers. He
continued to paint thr oughout his life. 

Given that we ar e working with
contemporar y histor y, we ar e for tunate
to have a rich collection of film footage
of pioneers telling their stories as well
as the oppor tunity to collect oral 
histories fr om the innovators of the
recent past and today . Exhibits can 

provide visitors with the unique
oppor tunity to view this rich ar chival
footage in the context of the ar tifacts
and other suppor ting documentation. Of
course, this is not to say that we won’t
have the specifications of ever y
machine. W e know that our “other”
audience—the most astute, detail-
oriented, skilled, and knowledgeable
“geeks”—will be ver y disappointed if we
don’t tell them what the Z4 could do.
We are exploring ways to communicate
multiple perspectives, including
technical data. W e have talked about
everything from flip panels that r eveal a
machine’s specs to handheld devices
that allow the visitor to get the har dware
perspective, the softwar e view, and so
on. W e also r ecognize that it will be
impossible to appr eciate the impor tance
of an ar tifact or stor y without some
understanding of the technological
breakthroughs it r epresents, and for
that reason we will pr ovide clear
explanations on the fundamentals of
how something works for our non-
technical visitors wher e necessar y.

HANDS-ON VS. MINDS-ON 

“I hear and I forget. I see and I
remember. I do and I understand.” 

– Confucius

While most people associate hands-on
exhibits with science centers and
children’s museums, interactivity also
has its place in the histor y museum.
The process of developing exhibitions
has been influenced gr eatly by the work 
of Dr. Howar d Gardner at the Har vard
School of Education over the past 30
years. Prior to Gar dner’s gr oundbreaking 

findings, educators had focused on
developmental lear ning stages, wher e
children shar e similar abilities accor ding
to their age gr oup. What Gar dner found
was that while childr en did go thr ough
developmental stages, they also had
different lear ning styles. These
individual lear ning styles continue into
adulthood, making his discoveries
applicable to exhibit planning. Gar dner
outlined several fundamentally dif ferent
learning styles, including:

1) Nar rational: people who lear n best by
hearing a stor y or a nar rative when
presented with a concept;
2) Logical-Quantitative: people who
approach a concept by using numerical
or deductive r easoning pr ocesses;
3) Foundational: people who examine a
concept fr om a philosophical point of
view;
4) Esthetic: people who r espond to
sensor y stimuli, and lear n through
images, sounds, etc.; and
5) Experiential: people who lear n best
with a hands-on appr oach, dealing
directly with the materials that convey
the concept.

Fortunately, museums ar e ideal settings
for people to acquir e new infor mation
using various lear ning styles. Exhibits
can be rich with text, data, sensor y
stimuli, and hands-on experiences.
Although our audience is primarily adults
who tend to be “minds-on,” many of
them will be attracted to experiential
hands-on activities as well. I can’t count
how many times I have been asked by
members and visitors, “will the
machines be operational and will 

visitors be able to play with them?” Of
course, for r easons of pr eser vation, it is
not possible to allow visitors to “play”
with the machines, and it is ver y
expensive to keep them operational.
However, we ar e thinking about softwar e
simulation, hands-on models of
machines, and, not to fear , select
machines r estored and operational for
visitors to enjoy with the help of a
trained docent. For example, the
recently-restored IBM 1620 might be
fired up once a week. Exhibit cabinetr y
might have special discover y drawers
that hold demonstration pieces for
docents to use to explain a concept or
to simply allow visitors to feel how light
a silicon wafer is. 

CYBER VS. ACTUAL REALITY 

“Cannot find REALITY.SYS...Universe
Halted.” –Anonymous

In developing the Museum’s physical
exhibits, we ar e exploring how they will
interact and complement the
CyberMuseum. Many museums have
Web sites, some have cyber exhibits,
and even fewer have cyber ar chives that
allow dir ect access to collection
information over the W eb. W e are
striving to develop our physical and
CyberMuseum concur rently so that each
can infor m the other . We see the
CyberMuseum as the digital hub of the
Museum’s exhibit halls, wher e many of
the lear ning experiences will take place
either on the exhibit floor at the
Museum or in the homes of our vir tual
visitors. The CyberMuseum will also
allow us to exhibit much mor e content
than we could display in the context of a
physical exhibition. W e are also thinking
about cr eating study ar eas within the
galleries so that visitors can delve mor e
deeply or , mor e likely, settle a dispute!

Ask your friends what they expect to 
see in a computer histor y museum; you
might be surprised by what they say .
And next time you ar e in the Visible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea, pictur e the
artifacts in content-rich exhibitions 
and, if you can, tr y to see if you can
decide what ar tifact to leave out. It’s
not easy!

Kirsten Tashev is Building and Exhibits Pr oject
Manager at the Computer Histor y Museum

SUMMARY OF EXHIBIT TECHNIQUES

1. Artifact displays with some
“touchability” thr ough a “study
collection” (ar tifacts with multiple
copies in the collection) and hands-
on explanator y models

2. Docent-led tours that ar e enhanced 
by live demonstrations of r unning
machines or hands-on viewing of the
“study collection” materials

3. Graphic and text enrichment of 
displays using diagrams, specs,
photos, vintage adver tisements,
excerpts fr om technical documents,
and visual/numerical metrics for
comparisons

4. Recreated envir onments that achieve 
a sense of “being ther e,” e.g. an
1890s punch-car d of fice or a 1950s
mainframe installation

5. Audio-video stations or mini-theaters 
that highlight people stories or
promotional films fr om the period

6. Computer interactives that explain 
concepts, simulate softwar e, or of fer
access to the Museum’s rich cyber
archive

7. Hand-held devices that allow visitors 
to drill down into infor mation with
increasing granularity

SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATIONAL

EXHIBIT LAYOUT

1. Timeline Exhibit: major headlines in
computing histor y, multi-layer ed with
a rich variety of both people stories
and technological achievements

2. Theme ar eas: chr onological focus on 
developments within key ar eas of
computing histor y: networking, I/O,
software, storage, and pr ocessors

3. Topical exhibits: changing exhibits on 
special topics such as privacy and
computers, AI, r obotics, computer
advertising, computers and
medicine, games, etc.

4. Visible storage: access to sections 
of the Museum’s rich collection of
artifacts in a densely-displayed ar ea
with minimal interpr etation (including
artifact labels, hand-held audio
guides, or docent led tours)

Konrad Zuse in his workshop (1986).To understand how much space will be r equired for an exhibition and deter mine the best adjacencies of
exhibit ar eas, exhibit designers cr eate space study models such as the one shown her e.
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Editor’s Note: As the Computer Histor y
Museum plans and designs its futur e
exhibits, we will shar e many “inside
looks” into our pr ogress, including the
update on page two by Building and
Exhibits Pr ogram Manager Kirsten
Tashev. Meanwhile, we have many
impor tant collaborations with peer
institutions that both educate and
highlight the ar tifacts and stories of 
the infor mation age. See page 25 for a
list of cur rent exhibits that featur e
Museum ar tifacts.

One impor tant collaboration is with the
Museum of Science (MOS) in Boston,
Massachusetts. Over the past year ,
Museum staf f have worked closely with
Ed Rodley, an exhibit planner at MOS, in
creating an exhibit called “The
Computing Revolution,” which opened
this fall. W e have pr ovided ar tifacts,
video footage, and r esearch to suppor t
the design pr ocess (see sidebar on
page ten). This collaboration highlights
the shar ed histor y between the Museum
and MOS and is a mutual oppor tunity to
exhibit impor tant computing histor y
information. Read the details on the
Museum’s histor y in CORE 1.2 at
www.computer histor y.org/core. 

In his ar ticle, Rodley describes the
“behind the scenes” pr ocess of exhibit
creation, par ticularly wher e computing
histor y is being pr esented at a hands-on
science museum. Two machines will be
discussed in detail: the MIT Whirlwind,
which belongs and will r eturn to the
Museum’s collection, and a model of
Schickard’s Rechenmaschine, cr eated
by master fabricators at MOS.

INTRODUCTION

The opening of “The Computing
Revolution,” a new exhibit at MOS on
computing histor y, highlights the 1999
merger of The Computer Museum in
Boston and the Museum of Science.
This exhibition, developed in
consultation with the Computer Histor y
Museum, will be the first of many
anticipated collaborations.

What does a computing histor y exhibit
at a science museum look like?
“The Computing Revolution” is not the
typical kind of exhibition done at MOS.
For the past decade, the museum has
focused on developing interactive
exhibitions that help visitors develop
science thinking skills. Cr eating a small,
artifact-based historical exhibition has
been a r eal change of pace and quite a
challenge. 

When The Computer Museum in Boston
originally opened its “People and
Computers” exhibit, it used almost
6,000 squar e feet (s.f.) to tell the stor y
of computing histor y. Our galler y for this
exhibit is a bit over 1,200 s.f., so
clearly it would be impossible to do an
encyclopedic exhibition. W e chose
instead to display even fewer objects
than possible but to interpr et those
objects in gr eater depth. 

Our exhibit follows a chr onological or der,
star ting with the development of
mechanical calculators and following
computing up to the pr esent. The exhibit
will have six theme ar eas, cor respond-
ing not to decades, but to eras, based
on society’s per ceptions of computers.
The eras ar e: Computer Pr e-Histor y,
World War II, Big Machines, Personal
Computers, The Inter net, and the 21st
Centur y.

Rather than cr eate a typical museum
display of objects with small descriptive
labels of 50 wor ds each, we selected a
dozen “highlight” objects to stand in for
entire generations of computers. These
items pr ovide focus for conveying layers
of historical, social, and technological
information. The cir cumstances that
gave bir th to the machines will be
explored and the items compar ed to a
personal computer of about the year
2000, in ter ms of power consumption,
physical size, memor y, processing
speed, etc. Since the machines ar e non-
functional, we will bring them to life
using media-rich experiences. Visitors
will be able to explor e how they worked;
listen to inventors and users; and take
in the sights and sounds of the era,
from newsr eels to TV ads. This
inevitably excludes a tr emendous
amount of infor mation, but it allows us
to do justice to a few objects, and to
tell some good stories.

EVALUATION (OR PLANNING FOR

SURPRISES)

The longest par t of the exhibit
development pr ocess her e at MOS is
the for mative evaluation phase. Since
exhibitions, especially interactive ones,
are so expensive to design, we spend
as much time as possible testing
concepts in pr ototype, cr eating a r ough
approximation that does what we want 
it to do. Once we’ve deter mined that 
the basic concept works, we’ll build a
slightly mor e polished version and test
that. This pr ocess continues until we
are confident that the exhibit will be
successful. 

For this pr oject, I wanted to know what
attitudes visitors would have about a
computer histor y exhibit at the
museum. W e administer ed a ver y brief

BRINGING COMPUTING HISTORY
TO THE PUBLIC
BY ED RODLEY MUSEUM OF SCIENCE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

sur vey that pr obed their level of
knowledge and inter est in computers. 
It became clear that the ar tifact exhibit 
I had envisioned would need some
rethinking. When we asked visitors,
“What would you expect to see in an
exhibit called ‘The Computing
Revolution?’” over half indicated
historical objects. In second place,
however, came “new stuf f.” When we
asked the similar question, “What would
you like to see in such an exhibit?” the
results wer e enlightening. Almost half
the visitors said they’d like to see “new
stuf f” and another quar ter wanted to
know how computers worked. Histor y,
even though the visitors knew it was a
histor y exhibit, came in a distant thir d.

Based on this feedback, we tried to
identify ways to make the exhibit mor e
appealing to the museum’s traditional
visitors who ar e accustomed to
interactive exhibits. I decided to add a
number of exhibits that had nothing to
do with the chr onology of computing.
These would addr ess some basic

aspects of computing—like how a har d
drive works, what’s inside a mouse, 
and what “hacking” means—and would
be placed thr oughout the galler y, so
that each section would appeal to 
many people.

We brainstor med a number of possible
interactive ideas and went back out
onto the exhibit halls to talk to visitors
with our top dozen ideas. W e asked
them to rate their inter est in each idea
on a simple four-point scale and to tell
us their age and gender . We collected 
101 sur veys and sat down to the 
much longer pr ocess of interpr eting 
the results. 

There were some inter esting dif ferences
between gr oups. W omen tended to like
components that explained how
computers worked. Hacking seemed to
interest adults in the 19–34 age range.
Overall, the most popular exhibit ideas
were on WWII code machines, when
computers go wr ong, and hacking. W e
liked all these components ourselves,

so it was good to get confir mation that
the ideas wer e appealing. The least
popular ideas wer e mechanical
calculators and the binar y number
system. Both of these wer e impor tant
to us, so we knew we had our work cut
out for us. 

Most tr oubling was finding that the least
popular ideas wer e all slated for the
very beginning of the exhibit. So, we
dropped a couple of these ideas and
altered the layout to make the initial
experience mor e dynamic and hopefully
tempt visitors into the galler y. We
moved the 21st Centur y into the entr y
opposite Pr ehistor y and moved The
Whirlwind so it could be seen as soon
as one walked thr ough the door . 

WHIRLWIND

A good example of our appr oach to
artifact interpr etation is the Whirlwind
computer. It is dif ficult to imagine a
more exciting piece of computing
histor y. The first electr onic digital 

Whirlwind contr ol room, 1954, fr om the film Making Electrons Count. Cour tesy of MIT Museum.
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technology in which it was possible to
detect what was going on without the 
aid of complicated sensors. Our test
array of eight cor es has compasses
sitting next to each cor e. When a cor e
is magnetized, you can see the
compass needle move and r ead the
array to deter mine the value (a “0” or 
a “1”) of each cor e. 

The prototype had several shor tcomings
that became appar ent during testing.
Hard fer rite cor es ar en’t easy to come
by anymor e, so we made do with dir ty
steel, which r equired quite a bit of
current. When a cor e was magnetized, 

the compass needle would gyrate wildly 
for several seconds befor e settling
down. The cor es would stay magnetized
for some time, so if the visitor didn’t
clear the ar ray befor e writing a number
to it, he or she might get an unexpected
answer. This “non-volatility” was the
major selling featur e of cor e memor y,
but it pr oved to be a pr oblem for us.
Some of the Whirlwind pr ogrammers we
interviewed mentioned having had the
same pr oblem when cor e memor y was
first installed in Whirlwind. The final
version of the exhibit will have a better
ferrite material for the cor es and
compasses that ar e a bit mor e stable.

SCHICKARD’S RECHENMASCHINE 

OF 1623

To provide a sense of the deep histor y
of computing and to counter the notion
that the only kind of computer is what
we see on our desks, we have built a
reconstr uction of the world’s first 
mechanical calculator , invented in 1623
by a Ger man scientist named Wilhelm
Schickard (1592-1635). His
Rechenmaschine (calculating or
“reckoning” machine) combined a
version of Napier’s bones with two
discrete gear mechanisms that allowed
the user to per form basic arithmetic
operations on numbers up to six digits
long. Only two examples of Schickar d’s
machine wer e ever built during his
lifetime, and after his death all
knowledge of it was seemingly lost.
Records of the machine r esur faced in
the 1930s among the papers of the
astronomer Johannes Kepler , a friend of
Schickard’s. These notes wer e again
lost during W orld War II, only to
reappear again in the 1950s. 

They came to the attention of Bar on
Bruno von Fr eytag Löringhof f, an
historian fr om Schickar d’s hometown of
Tübingen, Ger many. Using Schickar d’s
notes and sketches, the Bar on spent
years piecing together how the machine
worked and eventually built a working
model. Fr om the 1970s on, he
commissioned numer ous copies that
can now be found thr oughout Ger many. 
I had been looking for a mechanical
calculator to include in the exhibition, so
pursuing the Rechenmaschine seemed
like an easy decision. Ther e must be
plans with moder n measur ements,
albeit in Ger man, and it should just be 
a matter of getting a copy of the plans
and building our own. Or so it seemed.

After a year of e-mails and phone calls, 
I had lear ned a gr eat deal about
Schickard and the cir cle of scholars
studying him, but had nothing concr ete
on the Rechenmaschine. The Bar on had
died some years ago and ther e were no
plans among his papers. I finally located
the company that had built the Bar on’s
reconstr uctions in the 1970s, only to
find that they had destr oyed all their
plans after his death. But then another
hope appear ed. A high school in
Bautzen, Ger many had built a

computer built at MIT , Whirlwind was a
pioneer first-generation computer . It was
also the pr ototype for the United States’
first air defense system, known as
SAGE. The Whirlwind team, led by Jay
Forrester and Bob Ever ett, invented
magnetic cor e memor y to r eplace the
notoriously unr eliable electr ostatic
memor y systems then in use. By doing
so, they cr eated the dominant for m of
computer memor y for the next 25 years.
Throughout the 1950s, Whirlwind was
the machine on which a generation of
MIT scientists and engineers lear ned
computing and developed a style of
human-computer interaction ver y
different from that being pr omoted by
commercial computer manufactur ers
such as IBM, Remington Rand, and
others. Computer hacking (in the non-
pejorative sense still used at MIT)
star ted with Whirlwind.

Whirlwind originally occupied an entir e
floor of the Bar ta Building (N42) at MIT .
The Computer Histor y Museum owns
the bulk of the sur viving pieces of
Whirlwind. For this exhibit, MOS is
displaying six racks fr om the Whirlwind
control room, along with one of its cor e
memor y stacks and a “Flexowriter ,” a
typewriter-like device used to
communicate with the gr eat machine.
Thus, we have a non-functional fragment
of a machine that doesn’t even
resemble a computer to a lar ge
percentage of our visitors. Our challenge
from the outset was, ther efore, how to
convey that impor tance and excitement 

to a lay audience. The most
straightfor ward way to do that was to
have Whirlwind users tell their stories.
We inter viewed a number of Whirlwind
alumni, many of whom ar e still active in
computing. Their first-hand accounts of
using Whirlwind pr ovided not only
technical insights, but also personal
views of the pr oject and its people. W e
will supply the lar ger context thr ough
the use of contemporar y film and
television footage. 

We also decided to add a simple
interactive display of the basic concept
behind magnetic cor e memor y. Early on,
we discussed the merit of spending
time (and money) developing interactive
material on an obsolete technology . In
the end, though, we agr eed to make a
simple cor e memor y ar ray that visitors
could operate. The r easons wer e two-
fold: first, I felt it would be ver y dif ficult
to interpr et the ar tifact unless visitors
could see what it did; and second, cor e
memor y was also the last storage 

Whirlwind alumnus and ACM T uring Award winner
Fernando Corbató went on to pioneer timesharing
at MIT with CTSS and later Multics.

The inter nal workings of Whirlwind. Her e, the machine’s size dwar fs thr ee technicians (John A.
O’Brien, Charles L. Cor derman, and Nor man H. Dagger t) working on the Electr ostatic Storage
Rack. At left, Jay For rester and Nor man H. T aylor inspect the Arithmetic Element Rack, 1952.

Whirlwind was the first r eal-time, parallel-pr ocessing computer with cor e memor y. At left ar e the mar ginal
checking and toggle-switch test contr ol panels. Fr om left to right: Stephen H. Dodd, Jay W . Forrester, Rober t
R. Ever ett, and Ramona Fer enz, 1951. 

Magnetic cor e memor y, first exhibit pr ototype at the Museum of Science. 
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First pr ototype Schickar d Rechenmaschine in the workshop at the Museum of Science.
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Rechenmaschine, based on one of the
Baron’s copies. After several e-mails
and more weeks, a r eply. They had built
a machine and had plans they would let
us use. They would even machine the
gears if we wanted! 

More months passed until we r eceived
blueprints for the cabinet of the
machine. W e looked for the plans for
the gear mechanisms, but to no avail.
More months, and mor e e-mails passed
as we tried to ascer tain whether plans
for the gears existed. In the meantime,
we built a cabinet and r otating dr um
assembly so that we could at least test
that much of the machine with the
public. 

Once you lear n how to use the machine,
you can do multiplications on it faster
than you can on paper , but we wer en’t
at all confident that we could get

visitors to successfully use the
machine. However , after only thr ee days
of user testing, it became clear that the
machine was ver y popular. This may
have something to do with its
appearance. It is the only wooden object
in a r oom full of metal and plastic. Or it
may have been labeling the item as “a
calculator fr om 1623.” What was clear
was that adults and childr en would
spend several minutes calculating with
the machine. Completing the machine
took on a new ur gency. 

Finally, out of the blue, an extr emely
heavy package ar rived from Ger many. 
It was full of gears… and nothing else—
no plans, no assembly instr uctions. One
of our technical designers sat down with
the pile and some photographs of the
mechanism and managed to put all the
pieces together .

AN EXHIBIT READY FOR VISITORS

Over the summer , we enter ed the main
production phase of the exhibition. By
the opening in September , we had
prepared the galler y, finalized designs
for components, evaluated our
remaining pr ototypes, and installed the
artifacts. If you happen to be in Boston
this fall, I encourage you to see how it
all tur ned out. 

Ed Rodley is an Exhibit Planner at the Museum of
Science, Boston. In his 15 years ther e, he has
developed exhibitions on topics ranging fr om the
Soviet space pr ogram to Leonar do da Vinci. His
current research inter ests involve using handheld
computers in a museum setting.

Anderson-Jacobson acoustically-coupled modem

Apollo Guidance Computer logic module

Apollo memor y stack module

Apple II, Drive II

Apple Macintosh CPU, keyboar d, and mouse

Assor ted punch car ds (077 plugboar d, 96 col S/3)

Bell Telephone Labs transistor

Control Data Corporation memor y disk

Data General cor e planes (2)

Digital Equipment Corporation cor e plane PCB

Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8e fr om the 
Massachusetts General brain sur gery station

Early IBM br ochure

First black-and-white TV used with an Apple on 
the East Coast

Friden Flexowriter

Hollerith Census Machine model

Hollerith Electric T abulation System Pantograph 
(reproduction) 

Hollerith punch car d

IBM “THINK” sign

IBM Model 016 keypunch

IBM PC CPU, keyboar d, and monitor

Internet Worm Sour ce Code

Marchant adding machine

MITS Altair 8800 

MITS Altair BASIC sour ce tape

MS-6502 BASIC, data cassettes (22)

Paper tapes

Remington-Rand 1958 UNIV AC br ochure

SpaceWar! sour ce tape

SWAC Williams tube

UNIVAC I super visor y contr ol console

UNIVAC instr uctional manual

UNIVAC pr oducts St. Paul (1959)

UNIVAC system r outines (1958)

UNIVAC Uniser vo 

UNIVAC Unityper

US Ar my firing tables gun, 155-MM, M1 and 
M1A1 firing shell, H.E., M101

USAF SAGE backgr ound material, photos, 
press kit, and r ed book

USAF SAGE exhibit backgr ound references

USAF SAGE lightgun

Visicalc for Apple V1.0 (1979)

Whirlwind cor e memor y stack A 69

Whirlwind filament transfor mer panel 
including table

Whirlwind indicator panel (s/n 18)

Whirlwind indicator panel (s/n 78)

Whirlwind operations matrix driver mating panel #1

Whirlwind operations matrix driver mating panel #3

Xerox PARC Ether net transceiver

ITEMS ON LOAN TO MOS BY FOR 
“THE COMPUTING REVOLUTION” EXHIBIT
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I am privileged to have met many of the
great pioneers in computing. Some of
them wer e aloof, some unpleasant,
some r emarkably friendly , but all wer e
interesting. Of course, many of the
earliest pioneers (Schickar d, Pascal,
Leibniz, etc.) didn’t live during my
lifespan, and I couldn’t meet others
such as Russian pioneer Ser gey
Lebedev due to political considerations.
It is possible to r esearch these people’s
lives, but still, nothing matches the
chance to meet someone in person. 

Artifacts tell the stor y of the
development of computing, but it is the
people behind these devices that I find
most fascinating, and among them, I
have a gr eat fondness for Konrad Zuse.
I first met Konrad in the late 1970s and
was immediately str uck by his friendly ,
open ways. W e had supper together one
night and I spent additional time with
him over a one-week period. 

He is best known for his early cr eation
of automatic mechanical and r elay-
based calculating machines: the Z1
through the Z4 and several special-
purpose machines that wer e used on
the assembly line of the Henschel
Aircraft factor y where he worked. He
was also instr umental in devising the
first high-level language, the Plankalkül,
for describing the actions of a computer
program. These technical achievements
are notewor thy, but he also had other
accomplishments that shaped his life.

Zuse was a painter of note. He gave up
early ambitions of becoming an ar chitect
to pursue air craft engineering. His
interest in cityscapes is clearly evident
in his paintings, many of which have
abstract futuristic city themes (see
photo on this page and on page five).

While at the university , he and a gr oup
of friends put on a weekly cabar et. Like
many such per formances in pr e-war
(WWII) Berlin, they wer e satirical and 

drew lar ge cr owds. One in par ticular
aimed dir ectly at political figur es of the
day; Hitler’s police raided the theater
and shut them down, while mor e sever e
sanctions wer e taken against several
Jewish per formers. This impacted Zuse
deeply and although, like many
Germans, he worked in the war ef fort
and was intensely pr oud of his Ger man
roots, he r emained distr ustful of
political par ties and their leaders for the
rest of his life. I well r emember that
when asked publicly how his machines
had contributed to the Holocaust, he
was par ticularly incensed. He quietly
explained that such an inquir y only
showed a lack of knowledge about his
life and views; and, he r emained visibly
upset for the r est of the day .

In the last days of the war , with Russian
troops on the outskir ts of Berlin, Zuse
and Werner von Braun, the famous
rocket scientist, spirited the unfinished
Z4 into a far mhouse basement for
safekeeping. Later , pr oud of their
accomplishments and hoping to
continue their work, the men willingly
surrendered to American tr oops and
explained what they had been doing
during the war . Of course, the r ocket
exper t was immediately shown of f to
the press, while Zuse was almost
completely ignor ed. A man fr om
Hollerith, the British tabulating machine
company, inter rogated him. Although the
representative didn’t seem to either
appreciate or understand the concepts
behind Zuse’s automatic computing

machines, pr obably only a handful of
people in the world at the time could
have. He was r eleased to go back to 
his family .

The next time you tune into a
documentar y about the end of the war ,
watch von Braun’s sur render closely .
Emerging from a DC3, he appears to be
raising his ar m in a Nazi-style salute. In
actuality, he was wearing a body cast
from neck to waist, his ar m in a raised
position. In the ef fort to squir rel away
the Z4, the massive machine had tipped
over on von Braun, badly injuring him.

Post-war Ger many was not an easy
place to star t a computer fir m. Initially ,
in genuine har dship, Zuse found himself
looking thr ough far mers’ fields for the
occasional for gotten tur nip in or der to
feed his family . Even when basic food
and shelter became mor e available, it
was still surprising to find someone
refurbishing a computer—the Z4—and
gathering engineers together to cr eate
computing machines. 

Konrad Zuse was a visionar y who
always managed to find a way thr ough
difficult situations and rightly deser ves
a place in our memories as both a
fascinating person and a pioneer of
computing histor y.

Michael R Williams is Head Curator at the
Computer Histor y Museum.

HISTORY MATTERS
BY MICHAEL R WILLIAMS 

A PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
ON KONRAD ZUSE

Konrad Zuse’s workshop was filled with paintings
made by the pioneer himself.

Overleaf: A typical IBM System 360 installation.
Introduced in April of 1964, the System 360 was a
family of softwar e-compatible mainframe computers
spanning a 40:1 per formance range. The Model
40, one of the smaller models, is shown her e. With
IBM’s legendar y sales and customer suppor t, as
well as a complete line of new peripherals, the
announcement allowed IBM to consolidate its
divergent pr oduct lines into one unified
architecture. The r esult was near total dominance
of the computing market by IBM for the next
decade, with half a dozen other companies fighting
over only 20% of the market.
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When you think of 1950s computers,
does the “UNIV AC” come to mind?
Besides being the first commer cial
computer in the United States, the
UNIVAC became synonymous with
“computer,” due in par t to the power of
a single event: the CBS television
coverage of the 1952 election. Now ,
during the 2002 election season, it
seems appr opriate to r emember that
event 50 years ago. 

FOUNDATIONS IN THE CITY OF

BROTHERLY LOVE

The UNIVAC was the second
commercially sold electr onic computer
in the world, beaten by one month by
the Fer ranti’s Mark I in Manchester ,
England. A 30,000-pound, r oom-sized
computer with 5,400 vacuum tubes that
consumed 125,000 watts of power , the
UNIVAC had origins in the “ENIAC,” built
by Presper Ecker t and John Mauchly for
the U.S. Ar my at the University of
Pennsylvania’s Moor e School of
Electrical Engineering. The ENIAC was

completed by 1946, and design of the
follow-on “EDV AC” machine had begun
by the time the pair left the school over
patent issues in Mar ch of that year .
Ecker t and Mauchly stayed in
Philadelphia and founded a par tnership,
the Electr onic Contr ol Company (ECC),
to produce computers for both scientific
and business use. The company
received a National Bur eau of Standar ds
grant of $75,000 to study mer cury
delay line memor y systems and tape
I/O (“input/output”) devices. ECC hir ed
employees and took out space on
Walnut Str eet in Philadelphia. The two
soon came to r ealize that the study
could be tur ned into a complete
computer system and changed the
name of the company to Ecker t-Mauchly
Computer Corporation (EMCC). The
EDVAC was never for mally completed
but for med a test bed for the pair’s next
machine, the “UNIV AC.”

Originally r eferred to as an “EDV AC-type
machine,” and r enamed UNIV AC (for

“Universal Automatic Computer”) in
1947, the r esearch project led to a
design contract for $169,000 in June
1948. These amounts did not cover
actual costs, but Ecker t and Mauchly
hoped to r ecover the dif ference in
sales. They applied for additional
government grants and pursued private
investors but met with little success. In
the climate of the Cold W ar in the
United States, “security issues” wer e
raised about Mauchly and several other
employees and the company lost sales
to the Navy as well as a nuclear pr oject
at the Oak Ridge National Laborator y.

THE BINAC

In the interim, Ecker t and Mauchly
agreed to build a machine for Nor throp
Aircraft called the BINAC (“ BINary
Automatic Computer”). EMCC accepted
the contract in October of 1947, with
the ambitious—some would say
unattainable—goal of completing the
machine by the next May . The BINAC
was a dual-CPU system, which used

mercury delay lines and a magnetic
tape unit for I/O. In August of 1949,
EMCC deliver ed the BINAC to Nor throp
after several months of operation in
Philadelphia. The BINAC cost almost
three times as much to build as Ecker t
and Mauchly had estimated and was of
marginal reliability, leading some key
members of EMCC staf f to leave for
firmer ground with companies such as
Burroughs and GE that wer e just
entering the business. 

BECOMING UNIVAC

After the completion of the BINAC,
EMCC contracted with the U.S.
government to build thr ee computers,
one for the Census Bur eau, and one
each for the Air For ce and the Ar my Map
Ser vice, with contracts of $150,000 for
the first machine and $250,000 for the
other two. EMCC had also signed deals
with the Pr udential Insurance Company
and A.C. Nielsen—contracts that made
IBM stand up and take notice that a
new business might be for ming. By the

time these contracts wer e signed,
EMCC was r unning out of money , putting
the future of the company in jeopar dy.
Fortunately, a new investor , the
American Totalisator Company (A TC), 
the makers of T ote® boar ds for posting
racetrack odds, saw pr omise in the
UNIVAC for racetrack use, and gave
EMCC $500,000 to keep the company
afloat. Even with the infusion of cash,
EMCC could not cover the development
costs of the UNIV AC, and so, on
February 1, 1950, Remington Rand
Corporation pur chased the company ,
paying stockholders $100,000 plus
49% of pr ofits over the first eight years. 

The UNIVAC had one thousand wor ds of
mercury delay line memor y and a basic
clock rate of 2.25 MHz. The machine
came with eight “UNISER VO” tape
drives, using 1,500-foot r eels of metal
tape. No punched car d equipment was
available at first, so the UNITYPER was
developed to enter infor mation dir ectly
from keyboar d to tape. The inability to

use punched car d equipment with the
UNIVAC led many companies to go to
IBM for computers that could be used
with the IBM accounting machines they
already owned. Ecker t and Mauchly
recognized this weakness and of fered a
100-card-per-minute card-to-tape option.
Originally designed for 80-column IBM
cards, the system was r edesigned after
the buyout to use Remington Rand’s 90-
column car ds, a system that employed
round holes instead of r ectangular ones
as IBM’s did. 

THE ELECTION OF 1952

In August of 1952, CBS’ dir ector of
News and Public Af fairs, Sig Mickleson,
met with a Remington Rand public
relations r epresentative who indicated
that they could pr ovide a machine that
would help pr edict the election r eturns
of that year . While Mickleson knew
enough about computers to see the
fault in this pr oposition, he thought that
the machine could speed up the
processing and analysis of the r eturns,

UNIVAC THE FIRST 
AMERICAN 
COMMERCIAL 
COMPUTER
BY CHRIS CARCIA

Operator (fr ont) at the UNIV AC console while colleague mounts a new data tape on a UNISER VO tape drive. While an operator looks on, Pr esper Ecker t (standing, left) and a young W alter Cr onkite (right) examine UNIV AC’s
1952 election pr ediction r esults.



giving CBS an edge over the other
networks. Mickelson ar ranged for
several CBS staf f members, including
anchor Walter Cr onkite and r epor ter
Charles Collingwood, to visit the UNIV AC
that would be used in Philadelphia.
Collingwood ar rived late for the meeting,
which allowed a mischievous coder to
program a T eletype to print,
“Collingwood, you’r e late. Wher e have
you been?” This simple event
completely astonished Collingwood,
making him the per fect person to sell
the UNIVAC to television viewers. 

With only thr ee months until the debut,
the UNIVAC team went about designing
a way to interpr et the r esults. Max
Woodbury, a mathematician at the
University of Pennsylvania, wr ote a
program that would make a pr ediction
based on r eturns fr om precincts CBS
had decided wer e most significant. He
devised an “if X, then Y” pr ogram that
would bring the r esults into focus. It
turned out to be a bigger task than
expected, and the team had to be
expanded to six people in or der to
complete it in time for election night.

The program completed, the election
coverage was set, with W oodbury,
Mauchly, and stationed at the
Philadelphia site with the UNIV AC serial
number 5, and Collingwood and Cr onkite
at the CBS studio in New Y ork. A
Teletype allowed communications
between the various teams and a
console with blinking lights was set up
in New Y ork, with the teletype r elaying
the output fr om the UNIV AC in
Philadelphia. The election night
coverage began at 8 p.m. EST and the
first r ound of r esults was r un at about
that time, befor e the polls had closed in
the wester n states. 

NOT THE ANSWER WE’RE LOOKING FOR

The first r un of all the r eturns fr om the
CBS “key pr ecincts” r eturned an
unexpected r esult: odds of 100–1 in
favor of an Eisenhower victor y. Pre-
election poll r esults had indicated a
very close election with Adlai Stevenson
as the fr ont-runner. The wor d of the
prediction sent the cr ew into hur ried
debates over whether or not to
announce the numbers. Mickleson
eventually made the call not to go on air 

\

with them and to have the numbers
rerun. Woodbury ran another set of
information, with the UNIV AC coming up
with odds of 8–7 in favor of Eisenhower , 
which Collingwood announced about 
9 p.m. While r eviewing the r esults,
Woodbury detected an er ror in the data:
he had added a zer o to Stevenson’s
totals fr om New Y ork State. He r eran
the cor rect set of numbers, and
Eisenhower’s odds wer e back up to
100–1. At that point, ther e was no
interpreting the r esults in any other way
and CBS became the first network to
call the election. As it tur ned out, the
UNIVAC’s calculations wer e remarkably
accurate, with pr edicted totals for
Eisenhower being 32,915,000 votes,
while the actual total was
33,936,252—a dif ference of less 
than 3%. 

ELECTIONS HAVE NEVER BEEN 

THE SAME

The ef fects of CBS’s use of the UNIV AC
became clear during the next election
when ever y major network began using
a computer to pr edict the r esults. As
computer speeds incr eased, so did the
ability of news or ganizations to call
elections quickly . As early as 1972,
elections wer e thought to be over as
soon as a computer gave an early
prediction based on as little as 3% of 

the total vote. Many have said that the
availability of such early computer
predictions, often befor e the polls ar e 
closed on the W est Coast, have
changed the course of elections, giving
early front-runners a lar ge advantage
with the weight of these computer
predictions and discouraging voters in
western states fr om going to the polls. 

Significant par ts of the UNIV AC I for m
part of the Computer Histor y Museum’s
permanent collection and may be seen,
on temporar y exhibit, at the Museum 
of Science in Boston, until 2005. 
A UNIVAC I mer cury delay line is on
display at the Museum’s Visible 
Storage Exhibit Ar ea in Mountain 
View, Califor nia.

Christopher Gar cia is Historical Collections
Coordinator at the Computer Histor y Museum.
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UNIVAC I SPECIFICATIONS 

Architecture: serial, decimal, 
stored program

Word length: 11 digits + sign

Memor y size: 1,000 wor ds (Mer cury
acoustic delay line) + 100,000-wor d
magnetic tape (metal substrate)

Speed: Mer cury delay line: 400µs; 
12, 800 characters per second

Clock rate: 2.25 MHz

Arithmetic element: fixed-point (softwar e
floating point)

Instruction for mat: 2 instr uctions per
word; 45 instr uctions

I/O: magnetic tape (“UNISER VO”), 80-
or 90-column punch car ds, printer
(“UNIPRINTER”), paper tape

Technology: vacuum tube (5,800) +
diode (18,000)

Power consumption: 124.5 KV A + 
35-ton air conditioning unit

Size: 1,000 squar e feet

Purchase price: $950,000 [1953
dollars] for CPU + 10 UNIVSER VOs

Rental cost: $16,200 per month for a 
1 shift, 5 days per week

Weight: 29,853 lbs

First shipment: Mar ch 1951, 
U.S. Bur eau of the Census

Number built: 46

Typical customers: U.S. Census, USAF ,
GE, Metr opolitan Life, U.S. Steel, AEC,
Westinghouse, Consolidated Edison,
Dupont, Chesapeake, and Ohio Railway 
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Stern, N.B., From ENIAC to UNIVAC: An
Appraisal of the Eckert-Mauchly
Computers, Bedfor d (Mass.): Digital
Equipment Corporation, 1981.

Weik, M.H., A Survey of Domestic
Electronic Digital Computing Systems,
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Ballistic Resear ch Laboratories,
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Wilkes, M., Automatic Digital
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(above and right) With its “UNISER VO” tape drives, the UNIV AC was pr obably the first commer cial machine
to use magnetic tape as a storage medium.  Customers initially r esisted this technology since they could
no longer “see” their data as they could with punch car ds. IBM salesmen played up this fear , “hinting”
that the UNIV AC, if it went out of contr ol, could pr oject shar ds of metal tape, potentially injuring or even
killing customers. 

John Mauchly (left) and Pr esper Ecker t with a piece of the ENIAC machine at a 1966 confer ence in San Francisco.



A wise person once said, “If you want to
predict the futur e, go to histor y for
advice.” In the world of infor mation
technology, we seek to pr ovide access
to the wisdom of histor y, ever y day.
Here are some highlights of our
activities since the last CORE
publication.

CARVER MEAD ON ELECTRONIC

PHOTOGRAPHY—HISTORY IN 

THE MAKING

On May 21, AMD graciously hosted 300
attendees for a r eception and lectur e by
Car ver Mead, Foveon chair man and
Caltech Gor don and Betty Moor e
professor emeritus. Mead pointed out
that the pioneers of photography , like
those of computing, have r epeatedly
stumbled thr ough an ar ray of steps
before they wer e able to ar rive at new
solutions.

Although the first photographic images
were obtained in 1727, it was not until
1837 that a r epeatable and useable
photographic pr ocess was developed.
Various schemes wer e tried over the
ensuing centur y for enabling 

monochrome silver-halide technology to
produce color images, culminating in the
introduction of Kodachr ome in 1935. 

The first electr onic images wer e
captured by vacuum tubes, and mor e
recently by solid-state sensors. Once
again, the underlying photosensitive
process was basically monochr ome, and
the ef forts to conver t it to a color
technology showed striking parallels
with the earlier silver-halide appr oaches.
In 2002, Foveon intr oduced X3, the first
electronic full-color technology , ther eby
completing the evolution of color-image-
sensing and, in fact, challenging the
definition of “pixel” to include r ed, gr een
and blue in one complete pictur e
element.

Attendee Baldwin Cheng, of McCann
Erickson, said, “Car ver Mead is a
fascinating innovator and a tr ue
character. His talk was not only an
educational r eview of the histor y of
photographic technology but also an
exciting look at its futur e. Now my 
1.3 ‘megapixel’ Olympus seems as
advanced as a Kodak Br ownie.”

REGIS MCKENNA ON EARLY

TECHNOLOGY MARKETING IN 

SILICON VALLEY

Together with the Silicon V alley
American Marketing Association, the
Museum hosted a lectur e by Regis
McKenna on June 4 to an audience of
250 at P ARC in Palo Alto. McKenna,
who has worked with some 
of the most r ecognizable companies in
Silicon V alley and helped launch many
impor tant technological innovations,
discussed his personal experiences 
and obser vations fr om 30 years in the
marketing tr enches. He r ecalled that, 
in the 1970s, only science writers 
were covering technology and prior to
1983, the Wall Street Journal would 
not publish an ar ticle about any
company not alr eady on the New Y ork
Stock Exchange. 

One of McKenna’s main messages was
that Silicon V alley is missing a dialogue
with the past. He said, “It’s not just r e-
investing money , it’s r e-investing
knowledge.” In this r egard, he advised 

today’s entr epreneurs and business
people to concentrate on building
infrastructure and standar ds rather than
brands. “Marketing is going to follow
quality,” he said, “and if you ar e
successful it almost doesn’t matter
what you call the ef fort.” 

Museum volunteer and lectur e attendee
Tim Boyd r emarked, “I most enjoyed his
stor y of his grandkids. His grand-
daughter’s [r emark] that, ‘we don’t need
software—we just go on the Inter net
and get what we want’ was ver y on-
point, and fun to hear the telling of it.
Like other ner ds…I’ve been caught in
the middle of the r eligious ar gument
about whether my friends or family
should buy Macs or PCs. Like Regis, I’d
concluded that for most people the
larger number of softwar e titles gives
the PC the nod. About thr ee years back
I had the epiphany ...that for many
people br owsing was the thing, along
with e-mail, and it matter ed not which
hardware you choose.”
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RECENT ADDITIONS
TO THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM COLLECTION

Assor ted documentation, including several early
Texas Instr uments calculator manuals
(1972–1980), X2466.2002, Gift of David G. Pitts

Car terphone, Inc., original Car ter fone (c. 1959),
X2468.2002, Gift of Scott Br ear

COBOL document collection (1965–1986),
X2461.2002, Gift of Jitze Couper us

Collection of Don Hoef fler’s Micro Electronic News
(1979-1984), X2464.2002, Gift of Thomas S Knight

Collection of historic computing printed cir cuit
boards, documents, books, and magnetic 
media (various dates), X2487.2002, Gift of
Shushan T eager

Collection of 19 antique vacuum tubes (c. 1940–
1960), X2455.2002, Gift of Mar tin B Cowan

Collection of UNIV AC manuals and documentation
(c. 1955), X2480.2002, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

The Community Computerist’s Directory, two issues
(1981), X2470.2002, Gift of Stephen Pizzo

CompuPro, micr ocomputer system and softwar e
collection (c. 1978), X2472.2002, Gift of NASA
Ames Resear ch Center

Digital Conver gence Corporation, CueCat bar code
scanner (c. 1998), X2460.2002, Gift of John Levy

E.S.R., Inc., DIGI-COMP I (1963), X2463.2002, 
Gift of Peter Schwar z

Fujitsu Technology Solutions, Inc., 5990 
document and photograph collection (c. 1988–
1992), X2458.2002, Gift of Fujitsu T echnology
Solutions, Inc. 

IBM, commemorative r eproductions of the FORTRAN
language manual and pr ogramming guide for the
704 (1982), X2477.2002, Gift of Don Ewar t

IBM, complete English language documentation for
the first of fice softwar e suite for the IBM PC
(1984), X2478.2002, Gift of Paul F May

IBM, FORTRAN 25th Anniversar y videotape (1983),
X2477.2002, Gift of Don Ewar t

IBM, mainframe subr outines fr om a Russian librar y
(1984), X2475.2002, Gift of Michael Lehner

IBM, PC T echnical Refer ence Manual (1981),
X2456.2002, Gift of Laur el V Kaleda

IBM, ThinkPad T rans Note (1999), X2465.2002, 
Gift of Steve Wildstr om

IBM, two Japanese language softwar e and
documentation packages applications for the 
IBM PC (1984), X2478.2002, Gift of Paul F May

Lotus, Lotus 1-2-3 documentation (1983),
X2456.2002, Gift of Laur el V Kaleda

Marchant, ACRM adding machine (c. 1932),
X2482.2002, Gift of Mike Smolin

Maxis, SimCity V1.0 for Windows (1989),
X2486.2002, Gift of Lisa Pegg

Metaphor, 1200 ML5 workstation (1988),
X2479.2002, Gift of Charles Irby

NEC, SX-4 pr omotional video collection (c. 1996),
X2457.2002, Gift of Philip T annenbaum

NLS chor d set keyboar d (c. 1972), X2481.2002,
Gift of Douglas Gage

Persci, dual-floppy 8” disk drive (c. 1977),
X2483.2002, Gift of Ira D Baxter

Quantum Corporation, har d disk drives collection
(1985–1995), X2460.2002, Gift of John Levy 

Russian “Felix” arithmometer (c. 1932),
X2480.2002, Gift of Rober t Gar ner

Scientific Data Systems, Sigma-5 computer system
(1965), X2473.2002, Gift of Car negie Mellon
University’s NMR Center for Biomedical Studies

SCOPUS, disk pack (c. 1975), X2461.2002, Gift of
Jitze Couper us

Softbook Pr ess, Softbook Model SB-200 e-book
(1998), X2484.2002, Gift of Gor don Bell

Sony, Magic Link Personal Intelligent Communicator
and keyboar d (c. 1994), X2465.2002, Gift of 
Steve Wildstr om

Summagraphics, MM1201 tablet with light pen 
(c. 1985), X2474.2002, Gift of NASA Ames
Research Center

Syner tek, KTM-3 user’s manual (1979),
X2482.2002, Gift of Mike Smolin

Syner tek, MOS data catalog (1979), X2482.2002,
Gift of Mike Smolin

System Integrators, Inc., Coyote workstation 
(c. 1985), X2467.2002, Gift of Paul Saf fo

Teletype Corporation, ASR-33 T eletype (1971),
X2485.2002, Gift of T om Kochender fer

Texas Instr uments, Inc., P ASS (Por table Analysis
Synthesis System) device and micr ophone (1985),
X2472.2002, Gift of NASA Ames Resear ch Center

Texas Instr uments, Inc., TM 990/189
microprocessor trainer (1979), X2471.2002, 
Gift of Christopher Gar cia

U.S. Census Bur eau, UNIV AC I serial number plate
(S/N 1) r eplica (1963), X2459.2002, Gift of 
F Grant Saviers

University of T exas at Austin, computer-generated
bronze casting of an earless monitor lizar d,
X2488.2002, Gift of T im Rowe

WaveMate, Jupiter Pr ocessor and associated
manuals (c. 1975), X2483.2002, Gift of 
Ira D Baxter

6 books (various dates), X2474.2002, Gift of 
Gary Bronstein

10 linear feet of early computing documents 
and manuals, including an IBM 701 Manual of
Operations (1951), X2454.2002, Gift of 
Gloria M Bauer

GIFTS OF THE MUSEUM OF AMERICAN
HERITAGE, PALO ALTO

Abacus (c. 1980), X2469.2002

Assor ted flexible disk drives and media,
X2469.2002

Assor ted optical media and drives (1990–1999),
X2469.2002

Dataplay disks (c. 2000), X2469.2002

IBM, Foxtail diskette (c. 1983), X2469.2002

Smar tMedia and Compact Flash car d assor tment
(c. 1998), X2469.2002

(Dates r epresent dates of intr oduction and not
necessarily dates of manufactur e.)

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
BY KAREN MATHEWS 

Karen Mathews is Executive
Vice Pr esident at the
Computer Histor y Museum

Car ver Mead explains in a lectur e on May 21 how the
electronic full-color imaging technology developed by
Foveon, a company he co-founded, addr esses a long-
standing vision for color-image sensing.

Regis McKenna r eminisced about technology
marketing in the Silicon V alley over the past 30
years, and made a few r ecommendations to
current entr epreneurs.

John Whar ton and a cr owd of 250 people
assembled on June 4 at P ARC to hear a lectur e by
Silicon V alley marketing legend Regis McKenna.
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AL SHUGART: HALF A CENTURY OF

DISK DRIVES AND PHILOSOPHY: FROM

IBM TO SEAGATE

Al Shugar t spoke on September 5 to an
audience of 250 at Xer ox PARC about
five decades of rich experience in the
disk drive industr y. Shugar t joined IBM
as a customer engineer in 1951 and
later par ticipated in the development of
IBM’s 305 RAMAC, the pr ecursor to
today’s har d drives. He pioneer ed the
floppy disk at Shugar t Associates, and
later co-founded Seagate in 1979 (with
an eight-page business plan and
$500,000 in funding on a handshake)
to develop small har d drives for
personal computers.

Said Shugar t, “One of my earlier
recollections of [the] IBM lab at 99
Notre Dame Str eet in San Jose was
watching Don Johnson, one of the
pioneers of this development, pouring
iron oxide paint onto a r otating 24-inch
disk fr om a Dixie cup. No cleaner , no
equipment. The equipment was so
crude the Dixie cup didn’t look out of
place. And I cer tainly had no idea I was
walking into the beginning of a
technology and a pr oduct development
program that would have such a
profound impact upon the entir e
computer industr y.”

Attendee Pete Delisi said, “It’s always
awe-inspiring to hear first person fr om
the people who cr eated these
industries. I r emember ver y well the
disk drive pr oducts that Al was
describing and r emember them as
significant shifts ever y time a new
product came out. Now we’r e dwar fed
by progress in ever y segment of the
computer industr y and it’s easy to lose
sight of the tr emendous contributions

that guys like Shugar t made. W e ‘old-
timers’ will never for get wher e we have
been.”

MITCH WALDROP: THE REVOLUTION

THAT MADE COMPUTING PERSONAL

In a lectur e on September 19 co-hosted
by Hewlett-Packar d, author Mitch
Waldrop brought us the fascinating stor y
of JCR Licklider and the personal
computing r evolution. Licklider may well
have been one of the most influential—
and east known—people in the histor y
of computer science. As a division
director in the Pentagon’s Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARP A) in the
early 1960s, Licklider put in place the
funding priorities which led to the
Internet and the inventions of the
“mouse,” “windows,” and “hyper text.”

Attendee Todd Anderson r emarked,
“Another gr eat piece of the puzzle…
Waldrop showed how quickly a good
piece of histor y and perspective
[almost!] slipped past us without
anybody capturing it. At least we know
we are missing par ts.”

PIONEERS OF VENTURE CAPITAL

Legendar y venture capitalists Bill
Draper, Pitch Johnson, Bur t McMur try,
Tom Perkins, Ar thur Rock, and Don
Valentine gather ed at Mof fett Field on
September 30 to par ticipate in a panel
moderated by Fenwick & W est’s Gor dy
Davidson. T o a standing-r oom-only
audience of over 300 people, these
founders and pioneers of the field told
fascinating tales of how they got their
star t, their “aha” moments, their
biggest hits, what they lear ned, and the
ones that got away .  

The panel was ar ranged by Museum
Trustee Donna Dubinsky , who r emarked,
“I was most str uck by the notion of
these pioneers as ‘company builders’
rather than ‘pr omoters.’ I think that
concept got lost a bit in the bubble, so
it was nice to hear it r eiterated.”

Museum T rustee Ike Nassi noted, “At
the Computer Histor y Museum we often
have the oppor tunity to interact with
pioneers, to hear their thoughts. At the
VC panel, we had an oppor tunity to not
only see some of the unquestioned
pioneers of this r evolution comment on
what it was like…but to hear them
interacting with each other , trading
stories…”

Generous funding for the pr esentation
was pr ovided by Allegis Capital and an
anonymous donor . Sponsorships like
these allow the Museum to fulfill its
mission and to pr oduce high-quality
programming. 

A videotape of this pr esentation may be
obtained thr ough the Museum’s website
at www.computer histor y.org/stor e.

DONOR APPRECIATION PARTY

The Museum held a special donor
appreciation par ty on June 8 to
celebrate and thank our valued
suppor ters. Mor e than 100 cur rent
members—including pioneers,
engineers, industr y fans, executives,
computer users, and VCs—assembled
at the home of Alexia Gilmor e and Colin
Hunter in Ather ton, Califor nia. Some
traveled fr om as far away as
Massachusetts for gr eat food,
enter tainment, and conversation. 

The per formance gr oup Teatro Zinzanni
delivered a Computer Histor y Museum
rendition of The 12 Days of Christmas
and a for tuneteller pr ovided r eadings.
Some of the lucky attendees r eceived
autographed lectur e posters and
Museum logo mer chandise. Thanks to
our hosts, Alexia, Colin, Sheila and John
Banning, and ever yone who came and
made the event such fun.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR HELPS LAUNCH

LLNL MUSEUM

On July 11, 2002, Lawr ence Liver more
National Laborator y opened the LLNL
Computer Histor y Museum exhibit in
conjunction with its 50th anniversar y.
After a brief talk by LLNL Dir ector
Emeritus Edwar d Teller, our own
Executive Dir ector and CEO John T oole
participated in the event with a

presentation, “Pr eser ving Computing
Histor y: From Teller to T eraflops.” The
visit by T eller was a surprise to many ,
including Toole, who had named his talk
after Teller. Toole was privileged to enjoy
a photo shoot and conversation
afterwards with the pioneer . “Even the
‘youngsters’ in the audience could
appreciate our computer histor y, though
they didn’t live thr ough it like some of
the rest of the audience,” said LLNL
Associate Dir ector of Computation,
Dona Crawfor d. The LLNL exhibit
features dozens of ar tifacts it has
donated to CHM over the years, and
which the Museum lent back to LLNL for
the exhibit.

COLLECTION HIGHLIGHTS

An original Car ter fone Communications
Corporation “Car terphone” was r ecently
donated by Scott Br ear. Manufactur ed
by Car ter Electr onics in 1959, the
telephone allowed mobile radio users 

More than 100 Museum members gather ed at the
home of Alexia Gilmor e and Colin Hunter for a
donor appr eciation par ty on June 8.

Members of the per forming group Teatro Zinzani
kicked of f the donor appr eciation par ty with a
lighthear ted song and dance about the Museum.

This year’s par ty recognizing annual donors was
hosted by John and Sheila Banning, Colin Hunter ,
and Alexia Gilmor e (left to right).

Museum Executive Dir ector and CEO John T oole
with LLNL Dir ector Emeritus Edwar d Teller and LLNL
Associate Dir ector for Computation Dona Crawfor d
(left to right).

Disk drive legend Al Shugar t spoke on September
5 at P ARC’s Pake Auditorium about 50 years of
experience in the industr y.

Mitch Waldrop spoke at Hewlett-Packar d Labs on
September 19 about the life and accomplishments
of JCR Licklider , fur ther detailed in his book The
Dream Machine.

A reception in the Museum’s Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea befor e the “Pioneers of V enture
Capital” lectur e enabled many local VIPs to see the
Museum’s collection for the first time.

Bill Draper (Draper Richar ds) and Pitch Johnson
(Asset Management Company)

Burt McMur try (Technology V enture Investors) and
moderator Gor don Davidson (Fenwick & W est LLP)

Arthur Rock (Ar thur Rock & Co.)

Tom Perkins (Iolon, News Corporation, and the
Hewlett-Packard Company) and Don V alentine
(Network Appliance)

An original Car ter fone, which sparked a debate
that eventually led to the FCC’s landmark
“Car terphone decision,” allowing thir d-party
companies to manufactur e and connect equipment
to the public-switched telephone network (PSTN).



to connect with the public telephone
network. In 1966, telephone 
companies challenged its legality , and 
a lengthy str uggle began. Eventually , 
the Federal Communications
Commission handed down the landmark
“Car terphone Decision,” which allowed
an open, competitive market to exist for 
communications equipment and
facilities. This Car terphone is one of a
few remaining such devices in
existence.

Thomas S. Knight donated a collection
(1979-1984) of Don Hoef fler’s Micro
Electronic News. Hoef fler was a Silicon
Valley icon who r epor ted on the
semiconductor industr y for many years.
He is widely accepted as the person
who, in 1972, first put into print the
term “Silicon V alley.” 

DOCENT TRAINING

The Museum has a small cadr e of
dedicated volunteers who have pr ovided
docent ser vices at the Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea over the past few years.
Now, our exposur e is incr easing and we
have a need for mor e trained docents to
lead visitors thr ough the collection.
Head Curator Mike Williams has cr eated
a new docent training pr ogram and
classes ar e available.  If you ar e
interested in becoming a docent, please
contact Betsy T oole for infor mation on
upcoming training sessions.

VOLUNTEERS IN MOTION

Over the past months, our volunteers
have contributed a tr emendous amount
of help to the Museum. This help is vital

to our operation and gr owth. Thank you
for ever ything you do.

Once ever y month, volunteers gather on
a Satur day to assist Museum staf f with
a variety of tasks. In June, volunteers
helped build pallet racks in one of our
warehouses. It took about 12 hours to
move ar tifacts out of the war ehouse,
build the racks, then r eorganize the
items in a much mor e accessible
arrangement. What a dif ference to the
collections and war ehouse staf f!

Another gr oup of volunteers helped
receive and or ganize a deliver y of
almost 200 boxes fr om the Digital
Equipment Corporation ar chive recently
donated by HP/Compaq. 

Volunteers also par ticipated as par t of
our annual Fellow A wards event team,
many and varied fundraising ef forts,
volunteer planning, and various of fice
duties. Others pr ovided graphic design,
web design, and scanning ser vices. 

If you ar e inter ested in helping the
Museum in any of its tasks to pr eser ve
and present computing histor y, please
contact Betsy T oole for mor e
information.

ANNUAL FELLOW AWARDS BANQUET

This year , the Museum once again
celebrated the inventors and visionaries
of the infor mation technology r evolution
at our Fellow A wards Banquet. About
400 people gather ed to honor four new
Fellows: John Cocke, Charles Geschke,
Car ver Mead, and John W arnock. 2000
Museum Fellow Fran Allen deliver ed an
acceptance speech on behalf of John
Cocke, who passed away earlier this
year.

The theme of the evening was
“Architects of Change” and attendees
were treated to a r eception exhibit
featuring the stories and ar tifacts of all
24 past and pr esent Museum Fellows. 
It was a wonder ful oppor tunity to r eflect
on the stunning intellect, cr eativity, and
vision that these innovators have
brought to our world.

Alloy Ventures general par tner and
Museum T rustee John Shoch
enter tained the audience and led the
evening as Master of Cer emonies.
Board of T rustees Chair man Len
Shustek addr essed the gr oup about the
impor tance of pr eser ving the ar tifacts
and stories fr om this incr edible time we
are experiencing—an infor mation
revolution that is cr eating tools to
amplify the human mind. John T oole,
Executive Dir ector and CEO, announced
the purchase of our new building at
1401 N Shor eline and pr esented a
retrospective multi-media pr esentation 

on the Museum’s histor y, from some of
the earliest lectur es and
advertisements, to the move west,
through cur rent visions for the building
and exhibits.

For those of you who missed this gala
event, her e are highlights of the
contributions for which our new Fellows
were honor ed.

At IBM, John Cocke developed the
concept of r educed instr uction set
computer (RISC) technology , a
cornerstone of high-speed computer
design, r elying on a minimal instr uction
set and highly ef ficient compiler design.
He was a multifaceted talent at IBM,
working in compilers and inventing the
concept of “lookahead” for the IBM
STRETCH computer . He inspir ed
generations of engineers and won the
National Medal of T echnology (1991),
the National Medal of Science (1994),
and the ACM T uring Award (1985) for 

his lifelong achievements in computer
science. Cocke graduated in 1956 fr om
Duke University with a Ph.D. in
mathematics. He passed away on 
July 16 of this year .

Visionar y and inventor Carver Mead has
spearheaded major innovations acr oss
many disciplines and made many
contributions to the field of
microelectronics. He cr eated what is
now called HEMT , the standar d
amplifying device used in
communications. He pioneer ed the
design concept for VLSI (ver y-large-scale
integrated) cir cuits, which is now
ubiquitous in the semiconductor
industr y. Mead has also experimented
with neuromorphic electr onic systems,
which imitate functions of living ner vous
systems. 

A professor for over 40 years at
Caltech, Mead also contributed to an
explosion of new chips on the market
through his mentoring of students. He
holds over 50 US patents, has written
and contributed to mor e than 100
scientific publications, and has r eceived
numerous awar ds.

Like many pioneers, Charles Geschke
and John Warnock left the str ucture of
a lar ge corporation to move the industr y
forward on their own as entr epreneurs.
In the early 1980s, Geschke and
Warnock wer e working at Xer ox’s Palo
Alto Resear ch Center to develop a page-
description language (PDL) called
Interpress. When Xer ox did not
introduce it, Geschke and W arnock
star ted Adobe Systems, Inc. in 1982
and began to work on solving some of
the long-standing pr oblems that plagued
the relationship between PCs and
printers. 

Together, John W arnock and Charles
Geschke cr eated PostScript, the PDL
that revolutionized the cr eation and
printing of documents and intr oduced a
new computer-based industr y—desktop
publishing. Over the years, the two men
have worked closely together and gr eatly
influenced the development of the
industr y over time. PostScript was
selected by the Inter national Standar ds
Organization (ISO) as the standar d PDL. 

Said attendee Alex Osadzinski, “I found
the Fellows banquet ver y moving. The
montage playing on the
screens…r eminded me of how this
industr y is built on the achievements of
just a few talented and visionar y
people. The humility exhibited by the
newly-elected Fellows was ver y
inspiring.…These folks ar e such
tremendous r ole models; we can all
learn something fr om them.”

Sincere thanks go to the many people
who suppor ted the banquet. Hewlett-
Packard Company was our Lead
Sponsor, and 1185 Design and Adobe 
Systems wer e Patr on Sponsors. The
Wizard circle of tables included W arburg 
Pincus, WIRED magazine, Gar ner
Hendrie and Kar en Johansen, and Len
Shustek and Donna Dubinsky . The Gur u
circle of tables included Alloy V entures, 
Gwen Bell, Paul Bor rill, Goldman Sachs,
John Mashey , and Ber nard Peuto. Our
gratitude also to the evening's hosts:
Robin and David Anderson, Donna
Dubinsky and Len Shustek, Elaine and
Eric Hahn, and Karla and Dave House.

1401 N SHORELINE BLVD., MOUNTAIN

VIEW, CALIFORNIA—THE MUSEUM’S

NEW HOME 

We hope you ar e as excited as we ar e
about our new building. Staf f,
volunteers, and T rustees have been
working hard behind the scenes to
prepare for operations in the new
space. Be sur e to check out John
Toole’s letter on the inside fr ont cover
of this issue of CORE to lear n more
about our plans.  Stay tuned for details
as they develop! And please feel fr ee to
contact us if you would like to have
more infor mation.
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Head Curator Mike Williams leads a gr oup of
docents in training thr ough the items in the Visible
Storage Exhibit Ar ea.

Master of Cer emonies and T rustee John Shoch,
new Fellow Car ver Mead, and Executive Dir ector
and CEO John T oole (left to right) after the
ceremonies at the Fellow A wards Banquet in
October

Museum T rustee Eric Hahn and volunteer
Angela Hey

A reception prior to the Fellow A wards Banquet
featured a walk thr ough the accomplishments of all
24 Museum Fellows

Barbara Warnock, Peggy Aspr ey, and
Marva Warnock

Trustee Peggy Burke and the 1185 Design table

(left to right): 2002 Museum Fellows John W arnock,
Charles Geschke, Car ver Mead, and Fran Allen
(who accepted the awar d on behalf of John Cocke)

Slava Mach assists with the installation of ar tifact
shelving during a volunteer work par ty.



UPCOMING EVENTS
Please RSVP for all events. Register by phone: +1 650 810 1027. Register online: www.computerhistory.org
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CONTACT INFORMATION
EXECUTIVE STAFF

JOHN TOOLE

Executive Director & CEO
+1 650 810 1000
toole@computer histor y.or g

MICHAEL FALARSKI

Vice President of Operations 
& Facilities
+1 650 810 1001
falarski@computer histor y.or g

KAREN MATHEWS

Executive Vice President
+1 650 810 1011
mathews@computer histor y.org

DAVID A MILLER

Vice President of Development
+1 650 810 1002
miller@computer histor y.org

MICHAEL R WILLIAMS

Head Curator
+1 650 810 1024
williams@computer histor y.org

OTHER FULL-TIME STAFF

SHARON BRUNZEL

Archivist
+1 650 810 1016
brunzel@computer histor y.org

MARLEN CANTRELL

Executive Assistant
+1 650 810 1018
cantrell@computer histor y.org

JENNIFER CHENG

Events Coordinator
+1 650 810 1019
cheng@computer histor y.org 

JEREMY CLARK

Registrar
+1 650 810 1020
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PAM CLEVELAND

Events Manager 
+1 650 810 1021
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WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Of fice Administrator
+1 650 810 1023
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Historical Collections Coordinator
+1 650 810 1041
garcia@computer histor y.or g 

JENNIFER HAAS

Data Coordinator
+1 650 810 1026
haas@computer histor y.org 

DAPHNE LISKA

Development Associate
+1 650 810 1029
liska@computer histor y.or g

JACKIE McCRIMMON

Graphics & Cyber Design Coordinator
+1 650 810 1031
mccrimmon@computer histor y.or g

DAG SPICER

Curator of Exhibits
+1 650 810 1035
spicer@computer histor y.org

CATRIONA SWEENEY

Development & PR Associate
+1 650 810 1036
sweeney@computer histor y.org

KIRSTEN TASHEV

Building & Exhibits Project Manager
+1 650 810 1037
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MIKE WALTON

Director of Cyber Exhibits
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walton@computer histor y.or g

KARYN WOLFE

Special Projects Manager
+1 650 810 1042
wolfe@computer histor y.or g

PART-TIME STAFF

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coordinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.org

DAVID CANTRELL

Oral Histories Intern
+1 650 810 1017
dcantrell@computer histor y.org

KELLY GEIGER

Accounting Intern
+1 650 810 1025
geiger@computer histor y.org

MANPREET KAUR

Events & PR Intern
+1 650 810 1027
kaur@computer histor y.org

SOWMYA KRISHNASWAMY

Database Services Intern
+1 650 810 1028
krishnaswamy@computer histor y.org

KAI MEI

E-Commerce Intern
+1 650 810 1032
mei@computer histor y.org

TANYA PODCHIYSKA

Web Services Intern
+1 650 810 1034
podchiyska@computer histor y.org
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etoole@computer histor y.org
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Technical Suppor t Intern
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Ef fective December 15, 2002:
COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

1401 N Shor eline Blvd
Mountain View , CA 94043-1311, USA
+1 650 810 1010
+1 650 810 1055 (fax)

Until December 15, 2002:
COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

Building T12-A
Mof fett Field, CA 94033, USA
+1 650 604 2579
+1 650 604 2594 (fax)

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

Cur rent staf f openings can be found
at www.computer histor y.or g/jobs.

TUE,  NOVEMBER 12
ADOBE SYSTEMS—
THE FOUNDERS’  PERSPECTIVE
John Warnock and Chuck Geschke

Member and VIP Reception—6:00 pm
Computer History Museum, Bldg 126
Lecture—7:00 pm
Moffett Training and Conference Center, Bldg 3
Moffett Field, California

TUE,  DECEMBER 10
AN EVENING WITH STEVE WOZNIAK
Steve W ozniak

Member and VIP Reception—6:00 pm
Computer History Museum, Bldg 126
Lecture—7:00 pm
Moffett Training and Conference Center, Bldg 3
Moffett Field, California

MON, FEBRUARY 10
DATABASE PANEL DISCUSSION
Chris Date, Herb Edelstein, Bob Epstein, 
Ken Jacobs, Pat Selinger , Roger Sippl, and 
Michael Stonebraker with Geor ge Schussel

Lecture—7:00 pm
Moffett Training and Conference Center, Bldg 3
Moffett Field, California

TOUR THE MUSEUM
Tours of the Museum’s Visible Storage
Exhibit Ar ea are held on W ednesdays
and Fridays at 1:00 p.m. and on the 1st
and 3rd Satur days of each month at
1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. Please make a
reser vation at +1 650 810 1010.

VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES
The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers and r elies on r egular
volunteer suppor t for events and
projects. In addition to special pr ojects,
monthly work par ties generally occur on
the 2nd Satur day of each month,
including:

NOVEMBER 9,  DECEMBER 14 
JANUARY 11,  FEBRUARY 8

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole for work par ties,
and contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand in other ways! For mor e
information, visit our web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers.

JULY 30–AUG 2,  2002
“TRANSFORMING FANTASY”

DARPATech 2002
Anaheim, California
www.darpa.mil/DARPATech2002/

APRIL–SEPTEMBER 2002
“WORLD’S FAIRS”

San Francisco International Airport
Terminal C3
San Francisco, California
www.sfoarts.org

OCTOBER 19,  2002–FEBRUARY 2,  2003
“GAME ON!  THE WORLDWIDE CULTURE
AND HISTORY OF VIDEO GAMES”

National Museums of Scotland
Edinburgh, Scotland
www.nms.ac.uk

MARCH 6,  2002–MARCH 6,  2003
“CENSUS CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION”

U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of the Census
On-line exhibit
www.census.gov/mso/www/centennial/

JULY 11–OCTOBER 15,  2002
“50 YEARS OF COMPUTING AT
LAWRENCE L IVERMORE NATIONAL
LABORATORY”

Livermore, California
Tours must be reserved in advance. 
Call +1 925 424 6575 or visit www.llnl.gov/PAO

SEPT 2002 (ONGOING)
“THE COMPUTING REVOLUTION”

Museum of Science
Boston, Massachusetts
www.mos.org

COOL
STUFF 
AT THE
MUSEUM
STORE!
POSTERS, POSTCARDS, 
VIDEOS, CLOTHING,
AND MORE!

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG/STORE

APPAREL
Clothing in many colors and styles with
the Museum logo shows your suppor t
for computing histor y

VIDEOS
Hundreds of computing histor y videos,
including: 

“Pioneers of V enture Capital” 
featuring Bill Draper , Pitch Johnson,
Burt McMur try, Tom Perkins, 
Ar thur Rock, and Don V alentine.

“The PalmPilot Stor y” 
with Jef f Hawkins, Donna Dubinsky , and
Ed Colligan

2003 CALENDAR
This beautiful calendar featur es
“Computing Pioneers and Their
Inventions” on simulated blue bar
tractor-feed printer paper .

THE CORE CIRCLE
CORE BENEFACTOR
64K ($65,536+)
Gwen & C Gor don Bell
L John Doer r & Ann Doer r
Donna Dubinsky
Elaine & Eric Hahn
Jef f Hawkins & Janet Strauss
Gardner Hendrie & Kar en Johansen
David & Karla House
Janice & Bob Lisbonne
Leonard J Shustek

CORE PATRON
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Mike & Kristina Homer
Grant & Dor rit Saviers Foundation
John & Sher ee Shoch

CORE SPONSOR
16K ($16,384)
Steve Blank & Alison Elliott
David Bohnett Foundation
Eric Schmidt

CORE PARTNER
8K ($8,192)
Andrea Cunningham
Steve & Michele Kirsch Foundation
Sheldon Laube & Dr Nancy Engel
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Bernard L Peuto
Sigma Par tners

THE CORE CLUB 
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4K ($4,096)
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Mr & Mrs Reid W Dennis
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Rober t Gar ner & Robin Ber esford
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Shawn & Doug MacKenzie
Deborah Mer edith & Cur tis Cole
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John & Elizabeth T oole
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2K ($2,048)
Sally M Abel & Mogens Lauritzen
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Asset Management Company
Charles & Nancy Geschke
Rob & Y ukari Haitani
Christine Hughes & Abe Ostr ovsky
Laura & Gar y Lauder
Jim & Stephanie Nisbet
Toni & Ar thur Rock
Dave & Jan Rossetti
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Alvy Ray & Zu Smith
Stephen Squir es & 

Ann Mar mor-Squires
Rich & Cindy T ennant
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1K ($1,024)
Anonymous
Adobe Systems—
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Frances Allen
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Sheila & John Banning
Craig & Barbara Bar rett
Allen Baum & Donya White
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Jerry Brenholz
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Ned Chapin
Bruce & Gail Chizen
Cisco Foundation
Richard J Clayton
The Computer Language Company Inc
R T Coslet
Lori Kulvin Crawfor d
Yogen & Peggy Dalal
Davidow Foundation
Eleanor & Lloyd Dickman
Friend in Honor of Computing Histor y 

at Lawrence Liver more National 
Laborator y

Whitfield Dif fie & Mar y Lynn Fischer
Les & Marian Ear nest
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The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Trip Hawkins
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Mary Henr y & Rajpal Sandhu
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Rober t & Car rie Zeidman
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

GENERAL SUPPORTERS
CHAMPION MEMBERS ($500)
The Dennis & Janet Austin Fund
Check Point Softwar e Technologies Inc
Stephen Cr ocker
Tracey Stewar t & Bar ry James Folsom
Rober t Kahn & Patrice L yons
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David & Grayson Lane
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David Miller
Arati Prabhakar & Patrick Windham
Virginia Shuler
Floy & Willis W are
Philip & Susan Y ost

SUPPORTING MEMBERS ($100)
Anonymous
Donald & Nancy Alper t
Saul & Ir ene Amar el
Carl & Debi Amdahl
Melissa Anderson & Howar d Look
Paul & Joan Ar mer
Mary Ar tibee
Connie & Charlie Bachman
John Backus
Sandy & Ann Benett
Doris & Alfr ed Ber tocchi
Frederick & Nancy Br ooks
Andrea Butter
Peggy & Dick Canning
Ruth Car ranza & Pamela W alton
Alison Chaiken & W olfgang Ruppr echt
Pamela Cleveland
Nancy & Thomas Colatosti
Compaq Computer Corp
George Comstock
Michael Coulter
Charles Crabb
Clive B Dawson
Sharon Br unzel & Stephen Deering
Peter & Dor othy Denning
Lena M Diethelm
Lee & Daniel Drake
Lillian & Alfr ed Dubinsky
John Ehr man
David Ellswor th
Thelma & Gerald Estrin
Maria & Bob Evans
Gloria A Ever ett
Douglas G Fairbair n
Rita Foley
Shawn For d
Barbara & Joseph Fr edrick
Gordon Garb
George Glaser & Kar en Duncan
Bob & Dee Glorioso
Gary M Goelkel
Steve Golson
John C Gr een Jr
Earl Haight
Norman Har dy
Lorraine Hariton & Stephen W eyl
Alys Hay
Dan Henderson
Winston Hindle
James Hur d
Hyperion
Joanne & Ir win Jacobs
Ole Jacobsen
Cur tis Jones & Lucille Boone
Marlene & Jef frey Kalb
Christopher A Kantarjiev
Randy Katz
Thomas & Mar y Kornei
Ed Kramer
Thomas Kur tz
Kenneth Larsen
Rober t A Ler che
Carl & Claudia Lowenstein
Jimmy & Dora Lu
Walt Main
Milt Mallor y
John Maloney & 

Roxanne Guilhamet Maloney
Julius Mar cus
Michael Maulick
Terry Mayer
William D & Dianne Mensch, Jr
David Miller
John & Frances Morse
Nicholas J Naclerio
Ronald Nicholson
Marilee J Niemi
Landon Noll
Mike & Betsy Noonen
Arthur Norber g
Ted Panofsky

Donn B Parker
Jef f Parker & Barbara W addy
Doug & Shirley Pearson
Perforce
Marc E Phillips
Christopher Poda & Nancy Mason
Hudi & Joe Podolsky
Polytechnic Alumni Association of 

Northern Califor nia
Jane & Bob Puf fer
Donald & Sandie Pugh
Heidi Roizen & David Mohler
Lynn & Geor ge Rossmann
Kathleen L R ydar
June R ynne & David R ynne
John & Linda Sailors
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
John & Christine Sanguinetti
Gail Schur e
Matthew & Melissa Shafer
Thomas Siekman & Pamela Siekman
Dan & Kar on Siewior ek
Silicon V alley For th Inter est Gr oup
Rebecca Elizabeth Skinner
Sally & Dick Smith
SmithKline Beecham Foundation
Sharon & Mark Smother man
David & Shirley Stackpole
Steven Stepanek
Studio Mobius
Christopher Swenson & Misty Azara
Ilene Chester & Frank T obin
The Vanguard Group Foundation
Daniel Wade
Duane & Lor na Wadswor th
Greg & Susan W ageman
Rob & Susan W alker
Greg Watson
Michael W eaver
Carol Welsh
Gio & V oy Wieder hold
Kevin Wilke & V alerie Shaw
W Roger B Willis
Duane Wise
Jon & Marsha Witkin
Jim & Sylvia W ork
Ko Yamamoto
Mark Showalter & Frank Y ellin
Bill Yundt
John G Zabolitzky
George D Zuras

GENERAL MEMBERS
Anonymous
Judith & Cur t Anderson
Joseph Bar rera
Ross Bassett
Owen Bates
Leslie Berlin & Rick Dodd
Philip Ber nosky
Paul Ber ry
Mohan Bethur
Lyle Bickley
Lutz Birkhahn
Philip Blanchar
Michael & Shar on Blasgen
Philippe Bouissou
Stuar t Bowen
Timothy Boyd
Ron & Mar garet Br ender
Doris & John Br own
Dorothy & W H Burkhar t
Sally & Amos Car ey
Brian Carlisle
Everett Car ter
M Trace Car ter
Christopher Charla
Karl Chester
Sanford Clark
Alexander Cole
Gordon Collins
George Crabb

Deborah & Michael Cussen
William Danielson
Naren Dasu
Alistair Davidson
Pete DeLisi
Michael diVittorio
William Donnelly
Kathleen Down-Logan
Mark Duncan
John Dykstra
Marlene & John Eastman
Glenn Edens
Stephen Ellis & Aglaia Panos
Walter Enos
Daniel Evans
Judy & Mike Falarski
Nicholas L Feakins
Marilyn Fedele
Guy Fedorkow
Elizabeth Feinler
Alan Scott Fitz
Jeanne Friedman
Stef fen Frost
Jim Fruchterman
Nancy Gabriel
Max Gebhar dt & John Gebhar dt
H M Gladney
Dr Bob Glass
Arlene & Earl Goetze
Steve Goldammer
Rober t E Goldber g
Ber t Graeve
Mark Graham
Martin & Selma Graham
Gary L Gray
Karen J Gr egor y RN
Douglas Gr eig
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Geri Hadley
Martin Haeberli
Matthew Hamrick
Rollin C Har ding
Ann Har dy
Andrew Har gadon
Richard Har rington
Glen B Haydon
Donald Head
Kevin & Shelby Hogan
Cynthia Holladay
Judy Horst
Joseph Impellizeri
Luanne Johnson
Lily Jow
Mark Kaminsky
Chester Karl
Yumi Kelley & T om Kelley
Martin Kenney
Tracy Holloway King
Steven Klooster
Rebecca Bur well & Leigh Klotz Jr
Daniel Kottke
Raymond Kover zin
Felix Kramer, Kramer Communications
Winston Kriger
Richard & Joanne Kurkowski
Andre Lamothe
Richard Lampar ter
John L Larson
Rober t H Lashley
Sofia & Jan Laskowski
Karl Lautman
John V Levy
Slava & Hana Mach
William Maddox
Daniel Mall
Bob Marinelli
Bill & Sandra Mar tin
Rober t Matthews
Russell McHugh
Madeline McMenamin, W atson W yatt
Carolyn & Mike McPherson
Philip Menzies

David Meyers
Anthony Mezzapelle
Jeremy Mika
Mike Mika
Celia & Gar y Miller
Peter & Mar y Mills
Chris Minneili
Charlene Miyashita
P J Mode
W E & Shar on Moer ner
Carol Moller
Michael Mor ganstern
Rober t Mor risette
Edward Munyak
Stephen Nagy
Dennis Nicholson
Rich Pasco
Jerry Lee Perkins
Steve Perlman & Sandi Dobr owolsky
S Michael Perlmutter
Lakshmi Pratur y
James Quinn
Sandhya Ramanathan
Carol Randall
Anne & Thomas Rarich
Earnest J Ray
Vicki & Mar c Rozycki
Dick Rubinstein
Rex Sanders
Fred Saviers
Wolf Schaechter
Marisa & W erner Schaer
Conrad Schneiker
Michael & W yn Schuh
David Schwader er
Gavin Scott
Catherine Povejsil & William Scull
Chris Sheedy & Marsha Br ewer
David Shelley
Michael P Simon
Chris & Jade Simonson
Rafael Skodlar
Randel A Sloan
Eric Smith
Richard A Smith
Frank Snow
John L Sokol
Linda Speer
Phil Spiegel
Daryl Spitzer
Tom Stall
Donald Stewar t
Harry B Stewar t
Jef f Stuesse
Elaine Sweeney
Brad Templeton
Dr Bradley S T ice
Philippe Tobler
Stephen T rimberger
Richard & Pamela T ucker
Alex Varanese
Thomas V elis
Vicki Viso
William A V orbau
Lisa Apfelber g & W Michael W alton
Michael C W ard
John Weirich
Marguerite & James W engler
Wyleczuk-Stern
Wai Chee Y ee
Rober t Yeh
Steve Yencho
Martin Zam
Fred Zeise
Douglas & Barbara Zody
Maria D Zorsky
Maureen & John Zuk

Current as of October 15, 2002. 
To cor rect your listing, please contact
liska@computer histor y.org.
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MUSEUM ARTIFACTS ON LOAN



Explained from CORE 3.2

ATANASOFF-BERRY COMPUTER (ABC)   

This moder n-day recreation of a critical
module in the ABC machine consists of
seven vacuum tubes mounted on a
sheet-metal chassis wir ed identically to
the original 1942 pr ototype, and hand-
assembled by engineers at Iowa State
University’s Ames Laborator y in the mid-
1990s using authentic antique compo-
nents. Appr oximate size: 8” x 5” x 4.”

John Vincent Atanasof f (1903-1995)
and graduate student Clif ford Ber ry
(1918-1963) star ted on the ABC design
in 1937 (completing it in 1942) as a
means of solving the thor ny
mathematical pr oblems they faced on a
daily basis. The machine was built into
a desk-sized car t and cost about
$5,000 (1940 dollars) to develop and
build. Using a for m of capacitor memor y
of Atanasof fís own design, the ABC
could solve up to 29 simultaneous
linear equations in 29 unknowns. While
the machine was somewhat unr eliable
(some question it ever having worked at
all), it was involved in one of the most
protracted patent disputes in U.S.

histor y (Honeywell vs. Sper ry-Rand),
centering on the “invention” of the
digital computer . Though Atanasof f was
legally cr edited with this invention at the
trial’s conclusion in 1973, most
historians feel this strict legal
interpretation to be inaccurate and that
credit pr operly goes the team at
Manchester University in Britain for their
“Baby” machine (1948).

Whatever one’s position on this issue,
the recreation is an impr essive
accomplishment in itself. Costing
$350,000 (1997 dollars) to complete, a
team of devoted faculty , students, and
interested individuals invested
thousands of person-hours into
research, fabrication, and testing to
bring back to life a machine fr om the
prehistoric era of computing. This
module is a spar e from that
reconstr uction ef fort. For mor e
information, see: http://www .cs.
iastate.edu/jva/jva-ar ticles.shtml.

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
12/31/02 along with your name,
shipping addr ess, and t-shir t size. The
first thr ee cor rect entries will each
receive a free t-shir t with the new
Museum logo and name.

PO Box 367, Moffett Field, CA 94035 USA
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ANNOUNCING OUR
ALPHA PHASE!

JOHN C TOOLE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CEO

C O M P U T E R  H I S T O R Y  M U S E U M

With the extraor dinary ef forts and
suppor t of so many people this year , we
have reached another major milestone.
The Museum initiated its Alpha Phase
on June 2 at 1401 N Shor eline Blvd!
This marks the of ficial opening of a new
Visible Storage display ar ea, the
dedication of the Hahn Auditorium, and
the beginning of our public pr esence in
our new home. Y et ther e’s much mor e
ahead to r ealize our dr eam—plans ar e
already under way for the Museum’s
Beta Phase, and Releases 1.0 and 2.0
over the next several years.

It’s exciting to see the oppor tunities our
new home has given us. In the new
Visible Storage, for example, you will
still find many favorite ar tifacts fr om the
display at Mof fett Field. However , we
now have an entir ely new look, labels
for all of the items, and about double
the number of ar tifacts in a lar ger
galler y for a mor e complete
representation of computing histor y. A
great online vir tual visible storage can
be found at www .computer histor y.org. I
know you will be pleased to see how we
are bringing that stor y to the world.

We also opened our new Hahn
Auditorium and multi-purpose r oom,
named in honor of the Hahn family , our
largest donor to date. Eric Hahn is also
a tr ustee who has helped us gr ow
dramatically and who ser ved as the first
chair of the Development Committee in
California. This space will become a
community gathering place for
computing histor y enthusiasts, host
everything from histor y lectur es to
major events, and allow us to r ecord
impor tant events for posterity .

Our new building has been drawing the
interest of corporations, attracting many
new volunteers, and allowing tr ustees,
staf f, and volunteers to pr oductively
work together in one envir onment. Since
June, we have moved most of our
collection fr om of fsite storage into
unused por tions of the Museum
building, and we may soon be of fering
special member tours to explor e the
deep r ecesses of our gr eat collection.

Although accomplishments have been
great, the economic climate has been
extremely challenging. W e need your
help in finding people and or ganizations
to suppor t us as we gr ow, and ar e
looking for volunteers to help in many
areas, including development. W e also
reorganized early this year in
anticipation of next year’s economic
situation, and have consolidated some
functions. The staf f has been
tremendous during this dif ficult time of
change, and you will see some of their
titles have changed. 

With our new pr esence in Mountain
View, you can tangibly see how we ar e
able to gr ow into a gr eat museum. Y et
our programs take suppor t and
dedicated people. Please consider
increasing your annual campaign
suppor t and making a capital campaign
gift. In addition, we have just kicked of f
a great corporate membership pr ogram
and have cr eated r ecognition walls for
all to see. For infor mation on the
member pr ograms and naming
oppor tunities please contact Kar en
Tucker.

Be sur e to r ead the r epor t on Museum
activities. While we’ve been pr eparing to
open our gr eat building, our public
programs have been spectacular . The
awesome lectur es and events we plan
and suppor t have tr uly brought to life
the meaning of pr eser ving the stories of
the infor mation age.  

The launch of our Alpha Phase is a giant
step for ward for the Museum. W e now
have an unparalleled public pr esence
that will be built in phases over time
along with gr eat pr ograms and access
to the lar gest collection in the world.
Help us to gr ow and let us know how
you enjoy your Museum!
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The Museum r eached a key milestone
with the opening of its Alpha Phase on
June 2, 2003. At an open house
celebration held at the new building, the
Museum unveiled a 400-person Hahn
Auditorium and meeting space, donor
acknowledgment walls, and a 9,000-
square-foot Visible Storage exhibit ar ea.
The opening was a gr eat success and
was attended by about 600 people,
including city of ficials, Museum
members, tr ustees, staf f, contractors,
and guests. The celebration began with
a ribbon cutting cer emony and
presentations by Executive Dir ector &
CEO John C. T oole and Museum
trustees, and was followed by tours of
the new Visible Storage exhibit ar ea and
a reception.

In October 2002, the Museum
purchased its landmark building at
1401 N. Shor eline Boulevar d in
Mountain View , Calif. Built in 1994, the
building was state-of-the-ar t for its time
and its open concept design lends itself
well to the Museum’s futur e plans. But,
several key upgrades wer e necessar y to
transform the building fr om of fice to
museum in compliance with public
assembly building codes. Renovations
were begun shor tly after pur chasing the
building and included such r equirements
as fir e walls, mechanical and safety
upgrades to accommodate a lar ger
occupancy capacity , and str uctural
upgrades to suppor t both the incr eased
occupancy of potential visitors as well
as the significant weight of some of the
Museum’s most historic ar tifacts.

THE HAHN AUDITORIUM

The renovations also allowed the
Museum to significantly impr ove its
facilities for ongoing public pr ograms.
The Museum’s popular speaker series
will now be held in the new 400-seat
auditorium. The Hahn Auditorium,
named after major benefactors Elaine
Hahn and Museum T rustee Eric Hahn, 
is equipped with a high quality sound
and recording system that will allow

the Museum to pr oduce well-engineer ed
events and to suppor t its ar chival
efforts. The Hahn Auditorium also
ser ves as a multi-purpose space,
allowing the Museum to hold any
number of institutional and potential
rental events, including banquets,
receptions, meetings, etc. This year the
Museum plans to hold the annual Fellow
Awards Celebration in the new facility on
October 21, 2003.

Kirsten Tashev is Dir ector of Collections and
Exhibitions at the Computer Histor y Museum
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After a ribbon cutting cer emony, over 600
guests celebrated the opening of the Museum’s
Alpha Phase. 

The new Hahn Auditorium was named after
Eric and Elaine Hahn, has a 400-seat capacity ,
and will ser ve as a multi-purpose space for
banquets, r eceptions, and other events.

The Museum’s entrance at 1401 N. Shor eline in Mountain View , Calif.

The open house included tours of Visible
Storage and a r eception.

ALPHA PHASE
BY KIRSTEN TASHEV 
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UNVEILING OF DONOR WALLS

Also at the opening, the Museum
unveiled a series of donor walls,
including plaques that r ecognize the
early Boston and Silicon V alley founders,
as well as the cur rent annual donors,
corporate members, and capital
campaign donors. The new donor walls
are prominently displayed in the lobby
reception ar ea and will continue to
recognize the financial suppor t of the
many individuals and companies who
enable the futur e growth of the
Museum.

A REVITALIZED VISIBLE STORAGE

Key to the Alpha Phase opening was the
reincarnation of the Museum’s Visible
Storage exhibit ar ea. For merly housed in
a World War II-era war ehouse at Mof fett
Field, the original Visible Storage
suf fered from cramped quar ters, poor
lighting and climate contr ol, and little to
no interpr etation in the for m of labels or
other self-guided explanator y
information. Although docent-led tours
greatly enhanced the Visible Storage at
Moffett Field, docents wer e often
required to double back and point over
and between objects in or der to pr ovide
adequate tours of the histor y of
computing. 

As soon as it was clear that the
Museum would likely pur chase the
building at 1401 N. Shor eline Blvd., the
Museum’s collections and exhibitions
staf f, along with the exhibit design fir m,
Van Sickle & Rolleri Ltd., with the input
of tr ustees and other subject
specialists, began the work of designing
the new Visible Storage. Fr om the

outset, the design embraced the
concept of a Visible Storage rather than
a full-fledged museum exhibit. Visible
Storage—sometimes known in the
museum field as Open Storage—has
become quite popular in the last decade
as a legitimate display technique. Unlike
a Museum exhibit that attempts to
explain mor e complex infor mation
through extensive graphics, audio-
visuals, and computer interactives, a
Visible Storage r elies mainly on ar tifacts
or objects as the primar y means of
communication along with a limited
number of explanator y labels. Since the
majority of museums have limited space
and can only exhibit between 10 and 20
percent of their collections at any one
time, the low-cost method of Open
Storage allows them to pr ovide public
access to “back end” collections that
they other wise would not be able to
display.  In the case of the Computer
Histor y Museum, this appr oach allows
us to make our collection available to
the public while we fundraise to build
more content- and multimedia-rich
exhibitions.

Having worked for a little over a year on
the future 15,000 squar e-foot T imeline
of Computing Histor y exhibition
scheduled to open in two to four years,
the team had a solid outline of the
major highlights of computing histor y
fresh in their minds. Although r estricted
to using the ar tifacts themselves and to
limited explanator y techniques, the
team wanted to cr eate a new and
improved Visible Storage that would
attempt to touch on all aspects of
computing, including softwar e, har dware
and underlying technology , graphics
systems, networking, Inter net, and
computing pr ecursor systems. 

In developing the new Visible Storage, a
tension between pr esenting infor mation
chronologically versus thematically
presented itself. The end r esulted in a
compromise, so that the ar tifacts ar e
laid out in a loose chr onological or der,
yet the plan allows for diversion her e
and there to show developments by
theme in a specific ar ea such as
storage or peripheral devices, or
supercomputers, etc. 

The experience is gr eatly enhanced by
explanator y labels for each ar tifact.
Expanded labels explain mor e complex
or less object-based infor mation, such
as computing concepts or developments
in the field of softwar e. Although the
new Visible Storage is not a full-scale
exhibition, nor by any means a
comprehensive pr esentation of
computing histor y, with appr oximately
600 ar tifacts, 150 historic photos, and
a computer r estoration workshop
featuring the IBM Model 1620, it of fers
much greater access to the Museum’s
rich collection. 

FUTURE EXHIBITIONS

While the Alpha Phase opening is no
doubt a significant achievement for the
Museum, ther e still r emains much to be
done in or der to pr eser ve and pr esent
the amazing stor y of the computing
revolution. The Museum is cur rently
raising funds to expand its of ferings
through world-class exhibitions in futur e
phases or r eleases. The Museum plans
to cr eate exhibitions that ar e rich in
contextual media and interpr etive
content, covering all aspects of
computing histor y. These will include a
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A series of new donor walls in the lobby r eception
area acknowledge cur rent annual donors, corporate
members, capital campaign donors as well as early
Boston and Silicon V alley founders.

Visible Storage has been moved fr om a
warehouse at Mof fett Field (above) to the new
building (below). Many enhancements have
been made, including impr ovements in look
and feel, expanded labels, and an or ganized
layout displaying 50% mor e ar tifacts.
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1) Enter our new Visible Storage exhibit ar ea,
displaying appr oximately 600 ar tifacts, 150
historic photos, and a computer r estoration
workshop featuring the IBM 1620.

2) An or ganized layout, expanded labels, and
protective stanchions ar e helping to impr ove
visitor experience.

3) An of fice ar ea of the building was conver ted
for Visible Storage. The carpeting was r emoved
and the cement flooring was r e-finished, blinds
in the floor-to-ceiling windows ar e kept shut to
protect the ar tifacts fr om light, and cubicle
walls wer e re-purposed as dividers between
sections.

4) Even though the new Visible Storage has
more space and mor e ar tifacts, the displays
are still fairly dense with a lot of items located
closely together . To the inter ested, the
experience can be one of gr eat depth.

5) Just one of the new item labels found
throughout Visible Storage.
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Timeline of Computing Histor y that will
focus on headline stories in a
chronological for mat, five Theme Room
galleries that will explor e specific topics
in more detail and show developments
in sub-fields of computing side by side, 
and a lar ge galler y for changing topical
exhibits, the possibilities of which ar e
endless.

Plans also include a rich online
CyberMuseum experience to include
access to the Museum’s collections,
and a variety of interpr eted Cyber
Exhibits. In addition, the Museum plans
to of fer a r eference librar y, gift shop,
café, and multipurpose event and
classr oom spaces. These amenities will

enable us to expand our community and
will suppor t the Museum’s educational
programs, including a speaker series,
seminars, workshops, ar tifact
restorations, and other volunteer-led
projects. 

As I hope you can see, the Museum has
a solid base upon which to achieve its
objectives, with its deep collection,
enthusiastic suppor ters, pr omising
facility, and public mission. T o reach our
goals, however , we need your help as a
suppor ter, donor , and volunteer . Please
stop by , see our Alpha Phase, and help
us achieve our futur e plans thr ough your
suppor t and par ticipation.

Tours of the new Visible Storage ar e
now given on a r egular basis, and a
Vir tual Visible Storage is also now
available. For mor e infor mation, please
visit the Museum’s W eb site at
www.computer histor y.org.

The Museum is developing a T imeline Exhibit that will be media-rich and highly
interpretive. These ar tists r enderings explor e ideas for how this T imeline Exhibit
could be configur ed.

The Museum is planning additional building
renovations for two upcoming phases, Release 1.0
and Release 2.0. In addition to the T imeline Exhibit
and Theme Galleries, plans call for a r eference
library, gift shop, café, and multipurpose event and
classr oom spaces.



INTRODUCTION

In early 1972, a small gr oup of
computing pr ofessionals came together
in Kingston, Canada, to design a novel
computer system based on emer ging
microprocessor technology . The r esult of
their work at Micr o Computer Machines
Inc. (MCM) was the MCM/70 personal
computer. The following ar ticle details
the early stages in the development of
the MCM/70 micr ocomputer. The ar ticle
is based primarily on development notes
authored by Mers Kutt, the first
president of MCM. These notes, most
likely written between Febr uary and May
of 1972, ar e among the oldest r ecords
chronicling the coming of the personal
microcomputer. Quotations by Kutt,
Gordon Ramer, José Laraya, and
Morgan Smyth wer e obtained thr ough
interviews by the author between
March, 2001, and December , 2002.
Kutt’s notes and r ecordings of the
interviews cur rently r eside at the Y ork
University Computer Museum in T oronto,
Canada.

MCM/70 UNVEILED

The MCM/70 computer , designed by
MCM between 1972 and 1973, is
possibly the earliest example of a
microcomputer manufactur ed
specifically for personal use. Fr om the
hardware and softwar e engineering
points of view it does not have much in
common with early hobby computers,
such as the MITS Altair 8800 or Apple I,
except that these computers wer e
microprocessor-based. By the time the
Altair 8800 kit was of fered to hobbyists
in early 1975, with its 256 bytes of
RAM memor y and no high-level
programming language capability , the
MCM micr ocomputers wer e providing in-
house APL (A Pr ogramming Language)
suppor t for applications ranging fr om
engineering design, modeling and
simulation, to investment analysis and
education. By the time the Apple I boar d
was of fered for sale in 1976, the MCM
machines wer e being used by Chevr on
Oil Resear ch Company , Firestone,
Toronto Hospital for Sick Childr en, 

Mutual Life Insurance Company of New
York, Ontario Hydr o-Electric Power
Commission, NASA Goddar d Space
Flight Center , and the U.S. Ar my, to
name just a few MCM customers.

The of ficial announcement of the
MCM/70 came on September 25,
1973, in T oronto. Two days later , it was
unveiled in New Y ork and the following
day in Boston. An early pr ototype had
been demonstrated to the APL
community in May of 1973 during the
Fifth Inter national APL Users’
Conference in T oronto. Another
prototype was touring Eur ope in August
and September of that year and was
showcased by the MCM team in
Holland, Ger many, Switzerland, France,
Italy, and the U.K. Other pr ototypes of
the machine included an early
refinement of the Intel SIM8-01
development boar d, a rack-based wir e-
wrapped system, a desktop bar e-bones
system, and even a car dboard mockup.

THE MCM/70 
MICROCOMPUTER 

BY ZBIGNIEW STACHNIAK
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Announcement of the MCM/70 during the pr ess confer ence at the Royal Y ork Hotel in T oronto, September
25, 1973. Fr om left: Mers Kutt, Gor don Ramer, Ted Edwar ds, and Reg Rea. Sour ce: Canadian Datasystems,
October 1973, p. 49.

The MCM/70 desktop bar e-bones system. 3D
model cr eated by André Arpin.



KUTT SYSTEMS INC.

In the fall of 1971, just after he left his
first company , Consolidated Computer
Inc., Canadian inventor and
entrepreneur Mers Kutt decided to
develop a small desktop personal
computer that could be pr ogrammed in
APL. Kutt followed technological
developments and market tr ends in the
semiconductor industr y closely . He
personally knew Bob Noyce, then the
CEO of Intel Corporation, and was
meeting with Intel marketing staf f and
participating in Intel pr omotional
seminars. He had a good knowledge of
the technical specifications and of the
developmental pr ogress of Intel’s first
8-bit micr oprocessor—the 1201, later
renamed the 8008. For Kutt, the near
completion of the 8008 chip in late
1971 was a technological trigger point
urging him to move ahead with his
personal micr ocomputer pr oject.

In the beginning, ther e were just two:
Mers Kutt and Gor d Ramer, whom Kutt
recruited to work on the softwar e
aspect of the pr oject. Befor e joining
forces with Kutt, Ramer was the dir ector
of the Computing Center at St.
Lawrence College in Kingston. Befor e
that Ramer had worked at Y ork
University, then on the outskir ts of
Toronto, and developed the Y ork APL 

dialect of Iverson’s APL language. His
experience with space-ef ficient York APL
was critical for the writing of the
MCM/APL interpr eter, which Ramer
initiated even befor e the 8008 chip was
available in quantity fr om Intel.

The small company was incorporated on
December 28, 1971, under the name
Kutt Systems Inc. On the same day ,
Hank Smith, who was in char ge of
Intel’s Micr o Computer Systems Gr oup,
signed a shipment invoice for a SIM4-
01 development system, an MCS-4 chip
set, and an MP7-01 EPROM
programmer, together valued at $1,231,
to be deliver ed to Kutt at no char ge.
The second shipment fr om Intel, on 
May 23, 1972, deliver ed a SIM8-01
development boar d and an MP7-02
programmer. By that time, the company
had hired, among other people, a
hardware engineer by the name of José
Laraya, APL pr ogrammers Don Genner
and Mor gan Smyth, and softwar e
engineer André Arpin, whose main job
would be to develop the vir tual memor y
system for the MCM/70 computer .
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Mers Kutt speaking at Y ork University , Toronto, October 2001 

MCM was aiming
at a small,
microprocessor-
based desktop
computer that
would be
affordable, as
easy to use as a
hand-held
calculator, and
functionally as
powerful as a
mainframe
computer running
APL. Nothing
similar had ever
been built before.
At the time, in
December 1971,
the news of a
CPU on a single
chip was only
about one month
old. Furthermore,
APL interpreters
were not even
available for
minicomputers.
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The Key-Cassette drawing. Sour ce: M. Kutt’s notes

A fragment of the Key-Cassette’s keyboar d. Sour ce: M. Kutt’s notes

Page two of the MCM/70 User’s Guide intr oduces the keyboar d layout.



THE KEY-CASSETTE CONCEPT

The company was aiming at a small,
microprocessor-based desktop computer
that would be af fordable, as easy to
use as a hand-held calculator , and
functionally as power ful as a mainframe
computer r unning APL. Nothing similar
had ever been built befor e. At the time,
in December 1971, the news of a CPU
on a single chip was only about one
month old. Fur thermore, APL
interpreters wer e not even available 
for minicomputers.

The size, price, and usability tar gets set
by Kutt Systems for its micr ocomputer
focused the attention of the company
on the calculator market. “The world
was full of calculators,” r ecollects Kutt.
“They made a r eal Big Bang.” In his
notes, Kutt enter ed, “T ry and use
existing calculator cover , display , modify
power supply , and r eplace keyboar d.”
Indeed, of f-the-shelf calculator
components could save the company
money. For instance, to package the
computer into a case that would match
the design elegance of a calculator
cover, the case would have to be
manufactured using the injection
molding technique. But that was
expensive: a good quality mold with
sharp cor ners would cost ar ound
$25,000.

Kutt’s notes pr ovide an early glimpse of
the “computer of the futur e.” His
drawing, entitled Key-Cassette, is
among the oldest pr eser ved sketches of
a micr ocomputer to be manufactur ed for
the consumer market. The name “Key-
Cassette” most likely derives fr om “Key-
Edit,” the name of the data entr y
system manufactur ed by Kutt’s for mer
company, Consolidated Computer Inc.
The drawing depicts a case in the style
of a typical desktop calculator of that
time. The lower par t of the fr ont panel
hosts a built-in keyboar d and the top
part depicts a single cassette drive on
the right and either an acoustic coupler
or the second cassette drive on the left.
A small display and some switches ar e
placed in the middle of the panel.

The annotated drawing pr ovides enough
information to grasp the basic
operations of the Key-Cassette. The
small 32-key keyboar d of the Key-
Cassette would allow the user to enter

all the alphanumeric characters as 
well as the APL and special function
symbols. T o achieve such a degr ee of
compactness, each key was designed 
to enter up to 5 symbols (using a
combination of key str okes). The
symbols on the keys would be color
coded to distinguish between the
symbols that can be enter ed directly
(red symbols in the center of the keys)
and those that could be enter ed via a
combination of key str okes (black
symbols placed in the cor ners of 
the keys).

The one-line display of the Key-Cassette
would allow the user to view a single
line of APL code, a computer output, or
an er ror message. Using the r otate keys
“�” and “ �”, the displayed infor mation
could be scr olled left and right to fully
reveal its contents. Using the r oll keys
“�” and “ �”, one would scr oll thr ough
the lines of APL code. The sketch of the
Key-Cassette is augmented with two
drawings of possible segmented display
elements: one comprised of 13 display
segments and the other of 15
segments. Finally , the tape cassette
drives wer e to pr ovide exter nal storage.

The production model of the MCM/70
would be equipped with a mor e “user-
friendly” APL keyboar d (layout modeled
after the keyboar d of the IBM 2741
terminal), with a one-line plasma display
and up to two digital cassette drives
providing over 100KB of storage each.
Only the sides of the case would be
injection molded, while the r est of the
case would be made of cheaper
aluminum.

FROM THE KEY-CASSETTE TO THE 

M/C PROTOTYPE

Kutt’s notes contain a detailed analysis
of Intel’s MCS-4 chip set, the 8008
processor , the SIM8-01 development
system, and the MP7-02 pr ogrammer.
Kutt looks at the technical
specifications, pricing, and second
sourcing for electr onic components. 
He looks at Intel itself, its marketing
activities. 

In April of 1972, Kutt paid Intel a visit
and lear ned from Bob Noyce and Hank
Smith about the status of the 8008
chip, the availability of the SIM8-01
development boar d, and its suppor ting

software. He inquir ed about the
possibility of Intel manufacturing custom
CPU boar ds for the MCM computer . In
his notes, Kutt enter ed that standar d
8008 pr ototyping boar ds, ones that
could be used to pr ototype and test an
MCS-8 based system without building
his own boar d, would have a
“tremendous impact.”

A month later , Kutt r eceived the SIM8-
01 boar d from Intel and gave it to José
Laraya for the evaluation and the
estimation of its potential for gr owing 
an APL machine out of it. Laraya r ecalls:
“Mers br ought it [the SIM8-01] in and
said, ‘Her e, see what it does.’ It was
really computing, it r eally did things, 
one little chip.” The experimentation
with the SIM8 boar d concentrated on
inter facing with various devices (such
as the teletype) and on the use of the
MP7-02 programmer for the purpose of
burning Ramer’s APL interpr eter into 
the EPROM chips. 

But this early attempt at building a
microcomputer, now called the M/C
prototype in the notes, was a
disappointment. Kutt wr ote that the
machine “is useless as is,” and has to
be “drawn up, r ewired, and debugged.”
In the end, Laraya decided to abandon
the SIM8 appr oach and, instead, was
determined to build his own har dware
from the gr ound up. He r emembers
thinking, “OK, this [SIM8-01] is fine,
great, inter esting, works with
teletype…But now , let’s build something
serious.’ ’ Laraya adds, “Mers got the
chips and on the basis of that I
developed the rack version….It was ver y
fast fr om the time we had the [SIM8-01]
development boar d.”

Laraya modularized the design of the
M/C pr ototype. One car d included the
8008-based CPU as well as the display
and the keyboar d inter faces. Another
card contained memor y. There was a
specially designed APL keyboar d, with
the soft character generator , and a
small plasma display (Bur roughs Self-
Scan 32-character display). The
production model would have one mor e
board with the cassette contr oller and
the Omnipor t inter face on it (to connect
a variety of peripherals via the Omnipor t
connector at the back of the machine).
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The rack pr ototype of the micr ocomputer
was good enough for Ramer and Genner
to star t por ting their APL interpr eter into
it. On November 11, 1972, the
prototype was demonstrated to
shareholders during the Special General
Meeting of the Shar eholders of Kutt
Systems in Kingston, Ontario. During
that meeting a motion was passed to
change the name of the company to
Micro Computer Machines.

THE MCM/APL

In the early 1970s, APL was only
available on mainframe computers. The
development of an APL interpr eter and
the memor y management system for an
8008-platform characterized by low
speed, r estricted instr uction set, and
small memor y addressing space was
the most challenging aspect of the
personal computer pr oject at MCM.

The team that developed the interpr eter
had worked together befor e. In late
1960s, Gor d Ramer designed a dialect
of the APL/360 language that he named
York APL. He implemented the language
with the assistance of Don Genner while
both Ramer and Genner held positions
in the Computing Center at Y ork
University. J. Mor gan Smyth was among
the first users of the Y ork APL and he
was fr equently commuting between his
work place—R yerson Polytechnic
Institute in T oronto—and Y ork University
to discuss the implementation issues of
York APL with Ramer and Genner . At
MCM, the trio would develop one of the
first high-level language interpr eters for
a micr oprocessor: Ramer would design
the language, Genner would implement
it, and Smyth would document it in an
excellent MCM/70 User’s Guide
published by MCM in 1974.

The work on the interpr eter star ted in
early 1972 even befor e MCM built any
hardware that could be used by the
software engineering gr oup. Having only
the specifications of the 8008 chip,
Ramer and Genner used the IBM
System/360 assembler to emulate the
8008. “The 360 assembler was written
in such a way that you could use
macros to generate code for any
hardware,” says Ramer . “Thus [we]
generated macr os for each 8008
instruction and voila!” A similar
emulator, the INTERP/8 (written in
Fortran IV), was later available fr om
Intel. It pr ovided a softwar e emulation of
the 8008 chip along with some
execution monitoring commands.

When the rack pr ototype of the
microcomputer was finally working at
MCM’s manufacturing facility in
Kingston, the development of the APL
interpreter could be done dir ectly on the
8008-based har dware and the
interpreter’s code could be bur ned into
EPROMs using the Intel MP7-02
programmer. Pr ogramming “was r eally
slow,” says Laraya, “and you had to
program it by hand using switches….W e
had to put the code and set the
switches and the addr esses and hit
‘program’ [the EPROM]. Ever y time we
programmed, Don [Genner] used to
smoke one cigar ette and say , ‘That’s
how long it takes to pr ogram a chip.’ He
smoked one cigar ette, and when he
finished, [the chip] was pr ogrammed.”

In his notes, Kutt sketches the
directions for the development of the
APL interpr eter for the micr ocomputer.
First, the basic, stripped-down version of
APL/360 would be implemented. The
description of an APL fragment that
comprises single dimension vectors,
some defined and some system
functions, spans two pages in the
notes. Then the interpr eter would be
extended in two dir ections to suppor t
the scientific and business utilization of
APL. “When we came up with the APL
[interpreter] for our PC,” says Kutt, “our
prime tar get was to make it simple to
use…so [the user] wouldn’t have to
become embr oiled in the little nitty-gritty
things you have to look after in APL.”

The full description of the MCM/APL
interpreter for the MCM/70 computer
appeared in the MCM/70 User’s Guide.

SELLING THE FUTURE

The notes disclose some ur gency to
prepare a viable demonstration of the
M/C computer . Early demonstrations
were vital to attract ventur e capital and
finance the operations of the young
company. Kutt sketches a “shor t-cut to
demo” in his notes and estimates its
completion at the early June of 1972.

The M/C demonstrator was to consist
of a single CPU and memor y boar d and
a power supply packed into a desktop
calculator-like case that featur ed a built-
in keyboar d and a small display . It was
to be basic har dware with just enough 
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Morgan Smyth (left), Don Genner , and Gor d Ramer
(right) at Y ork University , Toronto, October 2001

Programming
“was really slow
and….every time
we programmed,
Don [Genner]
used to smoke
one cigarette and
say, ‘That’s how
long it takes to
program a chip.’
He smoked one
cigarette, and
when he finished,
[the chip] was
programmed.” 

—José Laraya,
MCM Engineer
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software stor ed in ROM to demonstrate
the way the 8008 could handle a subset
of APL. It is unclear whether such a
machine was ever constr ucted.
However, a mor e refined por table
prototype of the MCM/70 was built 
and shown during the Fifth Inter national
APL Users’ Confer ence in T oronto, in
May of 1973. “I r emember we had the
fiberglass model ther e,” says Laraya. 
“It was heating up.” Ramer , too,
remembers the event vividly: “The 
demo had to be interspersed with shor t
talks to allow José [Laraya] to exchange
the heat-sensitive par ts and then
restar t the system for the next segment
of the demo.” 

With limited RAM and no exter nal
storage, that pr ototype was nothing but
an advanced APL-based scientific
calculator. However r udimentar y, it did
attract attention of the APL community
and made it evident that in the near
future high-level pr ogramming
languages, such as APL, would be
readily available on small desk-top
machines. Other pr ototypes of the
MCM/70, including one mounted in an
attaché case and power ed by batteries,
were showcased thr oughout Eur ope and
North America in the second half of
1973, attracting the attention of daily
and technical pr ess.

One of the most successful
demonstrators that the company put
together had, in fact, no har dware at all.
“We had a car dboard mockup of the
computer,” says Smyth. “It…was a
small, slick little box...it was just
cardboard. And we went ar ound to a law
firm in downtown T oronto and met with
the bunch of senior lawyers
there….Mers was gonna tr y to get some
venture capital.…These guys wer e quite
old and, at one point [during Kutt’s
presentation], actually the secr etar y 

came in with a can of candies….to perk
‘em up. And I thought, ‘man, we ar e
wasting our time her e.’” 

Smyth continues, “And near the tail of
our presentation, which went on for over
two hours, …one of these guys said,
‘Now, just a minute. This contradicts
what you said at the ver y beginning.’
I’m thinking, ‘What?’ They wer e paying
attention and I was ver y impressed…
We walked out of ther e with half a
million dollars….It was…just
cardboard….He [Kutt] is waving this
around: ‘This is what it’s going to look
like!’ Y ou are talking about selling the
future!”

GOOD LUCK, AND WELCOME TO THE

COMPUTER AGE!

The production model of the MCM/70
shared many technical featur es with the
Key-Cassette and the M/C concepts.
From its pr ototypes, the MCM/70
inherited a desktop design with built-in
APL keyboar d, a one-line plasma
display, and cassette drives mounted on
the front panel. The computer was
powered by the Intel 8008 

microprocessor and its ROM chips
contained the MCM/APL interpr eter.

But other featur es, not discussed in
Kutt’s notes, also make the MCM/70 a
truly unique piece of micr ocomputer
engineering. The MCM/70’s 14KB of
ROM contained not only the MCM/APL
interpreter but also the cassette and
virtual memor y operating systems
(called EASY and A VS, r espectively).
AVS, designed by André Arpin, used one
of the cassette drives to pr ovide vir tual
memor y by swapping pr ograms and data
between the cassette and RAM. With
virtual memor y, the MCM/70 of fered an
excess of 100KB of memor y. A power
failure protection system built into the
power supply of the computer allowed
continuous operation by batter y in the
event of power failur e. For extended
power loss, the computer initiated an
orderly shutdown: it automatically
provided system back-up by copying the
content of RAM to a cassette befor e
shutdown. The system was
automatically r einstated when power
was r estored and batteries wer e
recharged.

Kutt made some market analysis notes
looking primarily at the IBM
System/360 users who might benefit
from a smaller and much less expensive
system. He calculated APL university
prospects at ar ound 15 in Canada and
75 in the U.S. And indeed, following the
announcement of the MCM/70, many
academics expr essed inter est in the
MCM har dware: “APL is cur rently used
in all of our intr oductor y courses so that 
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The Shor t-cut to demo drawing. Sour ce: M. Kutt’s notes

The MCM/70. Cour tesy of Harley Cour tney
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the potential for systems like yours at
Yale is ver y high,” wr ote Mar tin H.
Schultz, Pr ofessor of Computer Science
at Yale University , to MCM in November
1973. By 1976, an estimated 27.5% of
the MCM systems sold in Nor th America
went to educational institutions.

The notes, however , do not make any
reference to “personal computing” nor
to possible marketing strategies aimed
at promoting the personal utilization of
MCM’s micr ocomputers. This is har dly a
surprise as the notes wer e made in the
very early stages of the development of
the MCM/70. That situation would
change with the publication of the first
promotional documents by MCM in
1973. “It has been a combination of
the complexity of the lar ge computer
machines and the complexity of the
special computer languages,” r eads the
MCM/70 Introductory Manual published
by MCM in 1973, “that has till now
prevented the general public fr om using
computers dir ectly themselves. But the
simplicity of the MCM/70 and its
associated computer language (known
as APL) make personal computer use
and ownership a r eality….Enjoy the
privilege of having your own personal
computer—It’s a privilege no computer
user has ever had befor e the
MCM/70….Good luck, and welcome 
to the computer age!”

It is dif ficult to explain unequivocally
why the MCM/70 was not the
commercial br eakthrough to launch 
the personal computing industr y. It is
also dif ficult to estimate the number 
of MCM/70 computers sold worldwide
or the scope of impact it had on the
APL community and on the rise of
personal computing. Even so, it was
MCM’s historical r ole to show that with
the advent of micr oprocessor
technology, af fordable personal
computing was at our finger tips. It was
not too far fetched to imagine that, “in
the coming years the computer field is
going to be made of millions of small
computers and a limited number of
large computers” (Mers Kutt, Boston,
September 28, 1973).

Zbigniew Stachniak is an associate pr ofessor of
computer science at Y ork University in T oronto,
Canada. His r esearch concentrates on for mal
methods in ar tificial intelligence (automated
reasoning, knowledge r epresentation), on symbolic
logic in computer science, histor y of computing,
and histor y of logic.

The author extends his gratitude to the National
Science and Engineering Resear ch Council of
Canada for suppor ting his r esearch on MCM.

FURTHER READING

Chevreau, J. “The Thir d Coming of Mers Kutt.”
Report on Business Magazine, November 1985, 
pp. 110-115.

Stachniak, Z. “The Making of the MCM/70
Microcomputer.” IEEE Annals of the History of
Computing, May/June, 2003.

The MCM Collection at Y ork University 
Computer Museum:
http://www .cs.yorku.ca/~zbigniew/MCM_col.html
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“The complexity
of the large
computer
machines and the
complexity 
of the special
computer
languages…has
till now prevented
the general public
from using
computers
directly
themselves. But
the simplicity of
the MCM/70 and
its associated
computer
language…make
personal
computer use 
and ownership a
reality….Enjoy
the privilege of
having your own
personal
computer.” 

—The MCM/70 Introductory 

Manual, 1973
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RECENT ADDITIONS
TO THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM COLLECTION

Two (2) Cor e Memor y Plane Assemblies (1973),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Two (2) micr ochip por tfolio sets (1976 – 1989),
X2497.2003, gift of Hewlett-Packar d Company

Three (3) publications r elating to early computers
(c. 1950-1955), X2529.2003, gift of Gor don Uber

Four (4) original photographs of Steve W ozniak and
Steve Jobs (1976), X2554.2003, gift of Joe Melena

Amdahl 470/V6 MCC (Multi Chip Car rier) (c. 1985),
X2576.2003, gift of Mr Naoya Ukai

Ampro Computers, Inc., Series 100 “Bookshelf”
CP/M Computer , operating softwar e, and
documentation, (c. 1982), X2535.2003, gift of
Steve Br ugler

Anderson Jacobson Model ADC 260 Acoustic
Coupler (c. 1975), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d
Walters

Anderson Jacobson Model ADC 300 Acoustic
Coupler (c. 1975), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d
Walters

Apollo Computer , Inc., “Network Outlet” connection
(1983), X2573.2003, gift of Jonathan Gr oss

Apple Macintosh (1984), X2523.2003, gift of
Richard Walters

Apple Macintosh Laptop with Duo Dock (c. 1994),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Bell Laboratories Pictur ephone (1964),
X2560.2003, gift of Les Ear nest

“The Binar y Slide Rule” (c. 1940), X2551.2003,
gift of W olfgang Schaechter

Bowmar Instr ument Company , MX55 Personal
Calculator (“Bowmar Brain”) (1970), X2510.2003,
gift of Michael Per cy

Bowmar Model 901B Calculator (c. 1973),
X2577.2003, gift of Mar y M Mourkas

Burroughs Adding Machines (two) (c. 1935 and 
c. 1945), X2525.2003, gift of Chuck Kaekel

Burroughs B1900 Mainframe Computer System
(including peripherals) (c. 1985), X2550.2003, gift
of the Pennyr oyal Center

Canon Cat V777 W ork Processor , associated
software and documentation (1987), X2538.2003,
gift of Paul Cubbage

Canon Cat180 Daisy Wheel Printer with Canon
Cat40 Cut Sheet Feeder Option (c. 1987),
X2538.2003, gift of Paul Cubbage

Check Point Softwar e Technologies, Inc., Fir eWall-1
Ver. 2.0 Media Pack (1994), X2513.2003, gift of
Check Point Softwar e Technologies, Inc.

Check Point Softwar e Technologies, Inc., SofaW are
S-box Inter net Security Appliance (2002),
X2513.2003, gift of Check Point Softwar e
Technologies, Inc.

Check Point Softwar e Technologies, Inc., VPN-1 &
FireWall-1 Media Pack (2002), X2513.2003, gift of
Check Point Softwar e Technologies, Inc.

Collection of early IBM ephemera, softwar e, and
documentation (c. 1950-1970), X2517.2003, gift of
Bob Br ubaker

Collection of Apple Developer Gr oup CD Series
compact discs (c. 1988-1993), X2531.2003, gift of
Lars Bor resen

Collection of Apple marketing materials on compact
disc (1990-1993), X2546.2003, gift of T erry L
Kristensen

Collection of ar tifacts, documents and media
related to the WEIZAC and GOLEM computers
(various dates), X2556.2003, gift of Gerald Estrin 

Collection of computer industr y business car ds
(1982-2003), X2561.2003, gift of T om Halfhill

Collection of Cray softwar e documentation (various
dates), X2514.2003, gift of W arren Yogi

Collection of Digital Equipment Corporation
ephemera (various dates), X2524.2003, gift of
Judith Bur gess

Collection of documents, photographs and slides
related to the histor y of super computing, mass
storage systems and networking at the National
Center for Atmospheric Resear ch (c. 1979-2000),
X2548.2003, gift of Basil L Ir win

Collection of early timesharing manuals by
Tymshare, Inc., (1974-1984), X2547.2003, gift of
Joe Smith

Collection of early Xer ox Corporation computer
manuals, newsletters and r epor ts (various dates),
X2542.2003, gift of Mike Rutenber g

Collection of ephemera r elated to the development
of computer memor y (various dates), X2537.2003,
gift of William F Jor dan

Collection of ephemera, documents and slides
related to the histor y of micr oelectronics (various
dates), X2549.2003, gift of Olive Thompson

Collection of four teen (14) adver tisements for
Honeywell computers (c. 1965), X2539.2003, gift
of Mark Bar nett

Collection of IBM ephemera, documents and media
(c. 1955-1967), X2558.2003, gift of Neil Lewis

Collection of machine and pr ogram manuals and
brochures (c. 1950-1969), X2564.2003, gift of
Chuck Baker

Collection of photographs and ephemera r elated to
the IBM Model 1360 “Cypr ess” Photo-Digital
Storage Systems (c. 1967), X2509.2003, gift of
Jack Harker

Collection of photographs of the UNIV AC
Incremental Computer (1956), X2529.2003, gift of
Gordon Uber

Collection of r eference manuals, flowchar ting
template, pocket guides, and pr ogrammer r eference
cards (1964-1985), X2553.2003, gift of Ken Nor th

Collection of selected materials fr om the T andem
Archival Collection (various dates), X2528.2003,
gift of Hewlett-Packar d Company

Collection of seven (7) boxes of assor ted softwar e
and related documentation (1980-1990),
X2502.2003, gift of Ar el Lucas

Collection of softwar e and documentation r elated to
personal computing (c. 1980-1995), X2557.2003,
gift of Geor ge Glaser

Collection of the first one hundr ed Sun
Microsystems Laboratories technical r epor ts (1991-
2002), X2544.2003, gift of Sun Micr osystems, Inc.

Collection of UNIV AC materials (various dates),
X2562.2003, gift of Car ol Canzano-Zito

Collection of various materials r elating to the
industrial design of the Xer ox Alto (1973),
X2536.2002, gift of T erry West

Commodore “SuperPET” SP9000 personal
computers (two), dual disk drive, har d drive,
software and documentation (c. 1981),
X2494.2003, gift of Vladimir Stef fel

“Computer Music fr om the University of Illinois”
record album (c. 1963), X2552.2003, gift of
Richard Ellis

Computers (Boy Scouts of America Merit Badge
Series) (1968), X2493.2003, gift of Dag Spicer

Computran Model AN 7 Computer T rainer (c. 1965),
X2514.2003, gift of W arren Yogi

Control Data Corporation Removable Disk Pack 
(c. 1970), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Core Memor y Plane Assembly (1960),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

“CRAM-80” homebr ew computer (c. 1975),
X2566.2003, gift of Steven E Y oung

DEC softwar e and manual collection (various
dates), X2571.2003, gift of Kenneth L V oss

Designing with FPGAs & CPLDs (2002) and Verilog
Designer’s Library (1999), X2506.2003, gift of Bob
Zeidman

Digital Equipment Corporation “Computer Lab”
Digital Logic T rainer (c. 1962), X2518.2003, gift of
Rob Keeney

DOS 3.30 for the Dynabyte 5200 Computer Unit
(1982), X2535.2003, gift of Steve Br ugler

Dynabyte Business Computers, T echnical Manual
for the Dynabyte 5200 Computer Unit (c.1982),
X2535.2003, gift of Steve Br ugler

DYSEAC components and documents (1954),
X2489.2003, gift of David E Har tsig 

E & L Instr uments Mini-Micr o Designer (MMD) 1
8080 trainer boar d (c. 1976), X2534.2003, gift of
Phil Keller

Electronics Australia EDUC-8 micr ocomputer (1975),
X2520.2003, gift of John Whitehouse

Franklin ACE 1000 with documentation and
software (c. 1983), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d
Walters

Friden Flexowriter (c. 1961), X2515.2003, gift of
Richard Leamer

Fujitsu Stylistic ST4100 (2003), X2575.2003, gift
of Mr Toshio Mor ohoshi

Gavilan Mobile Computer , softwar e, and
documentation (1984), X2505.2003, gift of
Angelina M Jimenez

Gear and ar m from Science Museum, London,
Babbage Engine constr uction (2003), X2563.2003,
gift Dr Thomas Ber gin
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Handspring, Inc., T reo 180 Communicator (2002),
X2503.2003, gift of Donna Dubinsky

Hewlett-Packard HP-85 Personal Computer 
(c. 1983), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Hewlett-Packard HP-97 Pr ogrammable Calculator 
(c. 1979), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Hewlett-Packard Model 200C Oscillator (c. 1940),
X2526.2003, gift of Geor ge Dur fey

Hewlett-Packard Model 200C Oscillator (c. 1940),
X2565.2003, gift of SRI Inter national

Hewlett-Packard production pr ototype DDS-1 tape
drive and data car tridge (c. 1987), X2512.2003,
gift of Dominic McCar thy

IBM “Reflexione” ("THINK") Sign (c. 1970),
X2545.2003, gift of T om Reif

IBM 360/30 CCROS car d (c. 1965), X2578.2004,
gift of Brian Knittel

IBM 5110 minicomputer system, with original CPU,
monitor, disk drive, tape unit, printer ,
documentation, and softwar e librar y (c. 1978),
X2511.2003, gift of Jan Engel

IBM 700-series pluggable unit (1952),
X2491.2003, gift of Gwen Bell

IBM AN/FSQ-7 (SAGE) Theor y of Pr ogramming
Manual (1957), X2527.2003, gift of Rober t 
F Mar tina 

IBM cor e plane (c. 1960), X2499.2003, gift of Ar t
Siegel

IBM Har d Drive Assembly (c. 1970), X2523.2003,
gift of Richar d Walters

IBM Hexadecimal Adder (1957), X2545.2003, gift
of Tom Reif

IBM Manual of Instruction Customer Engineering
(1946), X2568.2003, gift of W arren Yogi

IBM Model 10 Car d Punch (c. 1940), X2523.2003,
gift of Richar d Walters

IBM Model 5151 Personal Computer Display 
(c. 1981), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

IBM T ime Clock (c. 1913), X2569.2003, gift of Len
Shustek

IMSAI 8080 Micr ocomputers with documentation
libraries (two) (c. 1976), X2523.2003, gift of
Richard Walters

IMSAI Dual 8” Floppy Disk Drive (c. 1976),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

International Cor respondence Schools Computer
Code T ranslator Slide-Char t (1983), X2519.2003,
gift of Bill Kochanczyk

Kaypro 2000 Personal Computer and Docking Por t
(c. 1987), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Keuffel & Esser Company , Beginner Slide Rule 
(c. 1954), X2553.2003, gift of Ken Nor th

Let ERMA Do It (1956), X2507.2003, gift of Geor ge
Durfey

Livermore Data Systems Model B Acoustic Coupler
(c. 1965), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

M & R Enterprises Pennywhistle 103 modem,
X2559.2003, gift of Bill Hill

Mechanical Analog Computer (c. 1965),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Monroe Epic 2000 Electr onic Printing Calculator 
(c. 1955), X2530.2003, gift of Dor othy Burkhar t

Netronics Resear ch and Development, Ltd.,
COSMAC ELF micr ocomputer (1976), X2532.2003,
gift of Bill Buzbee

Okimate 10 Personal Color Printer (c. 1984),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Olympia magnetic dictation machine (c. 1970),
X2521.2003, gift of Bob Fer etich

Original Homebr ew Computer Club T-shir t (c. 1986),
X2579.2004, gift of Car rie Karnos

“The Or m” r obotic ar m (1965), X2574.2003, gift of
Stanford University

Packard Bell PB 250 minicomputer and collection of
associated softwar e and documentation (1961),
X2515.2003, gift of Richar d Leamer

PCD Maltr on Er gonomic Keyboar d (c. 1990),
X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Philips Nino 300 Personal Data Assistant (c. 1998)
and Nino T-Shir t, X2555.2003, gift of Kevin T urner

Processor T echnology Corporation SOL T erminal
Computers (two) (c. 1978), X2523.2003, gift of
Richard Walters

Programming Systems & Languages (1967), 
A SNOBOL4 Primer (1973), and Computers and
Society (1972), X2567.2003, gift of Jim Gr oss

Punch card car rying case (c. 1960), X2504.2003,
gift of Her man Grif fin

Quantum Computer Ser vices, Inc., America Online
Ver. 1.0 (1989), X2508.2003, gift of Adam Gr oss

Radio Shack (TRS-80) 64K Color Computer 2 
(c. 1985), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Radio Shack (TRS-80) Model 4 Micr o Computer 
(c. 1985), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

“Rancho Ar m” r obotic ar m (1963), X2574.2003,
gift of Stanfor d University

Remington Rand Corporation magnetic tape 
(c. 1966), X2573.2003, gift of Jonathan Gr oss

Rockwell Inter national R6500 Advanced Interactive
Microcomputer (c. 1979), X2522.2003, gift of Bob
Bynum

Russian “Micr ocalculator Electr onica B3-36”
calculator (1983), X2514.2003, gift of W arren Yogi

Russian “Olimpik-C” personal computer (c. 1993),
X2514.2003, gift of W arren Yogi

Russian abacus ( stchoty) (c. 1963), X2514.2003,
gift of W arren Yogi

Sama & Etami, Inc., “The Concise Conversion
Tables and Cir cular Slide Rule” (c. 1960),
X2551.2003, gift of W olfgang Schaechter

Seagate ST-225 har d disk drive (1984),
X2572.2003, gift of Henr y Plummer and Rober t
Lewis

Sharp Corporation Model OZ-7000 “Wizar d”
Electronic Or ganizer and Inter face Softwar e (date
unknown), X2543.2003, gift of Eugene Miya

Signed pr omotional poster: “Intel Delivers
Solutions” (c. 1982), X2533.2003, gift of Stephen
Casner

Silicon wafer collection (c. 1965-1995),
X2495.2003, gift of Mark Nor eng

Smithsonian Institution Annual Repor t 1874,
X2563.2003, gift of Dr Thomas Ber gin

Tadpole Technology SP ARC-book 2 (1993),
X2500.2003, gift of Bill McKie

Tandy 1400 FD Personal Computer with associated
cables, manuals and softwar e (c. 1989),
X2540.2003, gift of Mark Gilkey

Tandy Acoustic Coupler 2 (c. 1989), X2540.2003,
gift of Mark Gilkey

Tandy Corporation TRS-80 III (1981), X2501.2003,
gift of Bob Zeidman

Tandy Radio Shack Model 200 Por table Computer
(1985), X2523.2003, gift of Richar d Walters

Technical Design Labs Xitan micr ocomputer 
(c. 1977), X2516.2003, gift of Cappy Jack

TeleSensor y Systems, Inc., Speech+ Calculator
(English language model) (1975), X2535.2003, 
gift of Steve Br ugler

TeleSensor y Systems, Inc., Speech+ Calculator
(German language model) (1976), X2535.2003, 
gift of Steve Br ugler

Unisys historic videotape collection (various dates),
X2492.2003, gift of Unisys Corporation 

UNIVAC Pr oducts Handbook (copy) (1959),
X2570.2003, gift of Unisys Corporation

Vacuum Tube Flip Flop Module (c. 1975),
X2523.2003, gift of

VISICALC 1.0 softwar e (1982), X2490.2003, gift of
Mary Cooper

Wozniak “Blue Box” (c. 1972), X2541.2003, gift of
Allen Baum

Wyse Technology, Inc., Series 7000i Model 760 MP
computer (c. 1994), X2498.2003, gift of Barbara
Gasman

Xerox 860 infor mation pr ocessing system (1980),
X2496.2003, gift of Ken Lehmann 

(Dates r epresent dates of intr oduction and not
necessarily dates of manufactur e.)

RECENT ADDITIONS, CONT’D



One never knows wher e one will find
hidden tr easure. In this case, a 
photo posted on Usenet contained 
a ser endipitous glimpse of hidden
treasure, and this is the stor y of how 
an operational 35-year-old mainframe
computer system was discover ed,
donated, and moved to the Computer
Histor y Museum. 

FINDING A PIECE OF MAINFRAME

HISTORY

In August 2000, while per using the
PDP-8 newsgr oup, I ran acr oss a quer y
about an old computer (see
www.computer histor y.org/projects/
pdp8_restoration/). Pittsbur gh graduate
student Raymond Jensen was asking
for infor mation on an old system—the
PDP-8 made by the now-defunct Digital
Equipment Corporation—he had
discovered in a basement laborator y
along with several other lar ge unknown
computers. He subsequently pr ovided a
Web page with photos of the
equipment, which indeed depicted a
PDP-8 minicomputer . However , one
picture also showed a por tion of a lar ge
tape drive, which I immediately
recognized as a Scientific Data Systems
(SDS) r eel-to-reel tape drive like the one
I had used on an SDS Sigma 7
mainframe computer in the early
1970s. W as it possible that a Sigma-
series mainframe was attached to that
tape drive? By chance had I stumbled
across what was per haps a 1960s-era
mainframe still persisting “in the wild?”

I immediately contacted Jensen and
told him the machine just outside the
picture could be an older SDS
mainframe, and might be of inter est to
the Computer Histor y Museum. A few
days later I r eceived an email fr om him
indicating that it was indeed a Sigma 5
mainframe and that it was located at
Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) in the
chemistr y depar tment’s NMR (Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance) Facility for
Biomedical Studies. Jensen knew
nothing mor e about the system, its
origin, or even its manufactur er, except
that it was r eally big and was comprised
of several cabinets. He pr ovided the
CMU email addr esses of Dr . Aksel
Bothner-By and Dr . Joseph Dadok, both
of whom wer e retired from the
chemistr y depar tment. 

PRESERVING HISTORY: 

THE SDS 
SIGMA 5
FINDS 
A NEW
HOME
BY LEE COURTNEY
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CPU and tape
drive cabinets 



My immediate thought was that this
would make an excellent addition to the
collection at the Computer Histor y
Museum. I wr ote both Bothner-By and
Dadok, along with the cur rent Chemistr y
Depar tment Chair man Richar d
McCullough, asking for mor e infor mation
on the Sigma 5, its cur rent status, and
their inter est in donating the system to
the Computer Histor y Museum.

Bothner-By and Dadok r elayed that the
system was indeed an SDS Sigma 5
mainframe first installed at CMU ar ound
1968 and was still operational although
no longer used. And the chemistr y
depar tment was inter ested in seeing
the system pr eser ved at the Computer
Histor y Museum. Since the system was
still operational, it would be impor tant
to make sur e it ar rived at the Museum
in the same condition. This would
require car eful de-installation,
documentation, and packing of the
system. Unfor tunately, CMU would not
be able to pr ovide resources to per form 
these tasks. 

DONATION RECONNAISSANCE AND

AGREEMENT

It turned out I was taking a business
trip to the east coast in November 2001
and was able to make a side trip to
meet with both Dadok and Bothner-By .
The purpose of the trip was to examine
the system in person, deter mine a
rough inventor y of what items would be
part of the donation, assess the scope
of the necessar y shipping pr eparation,
and lear n more about the machine’s
histor y and possibilities it might have
for future use. 

I anxiously ar rived at CMU and met
Bothner-By in his of fice at the Mellon

Institute. The Sigma 5 r esided in a 
sub-basement laborator y in par t of the
building that has not been r enovated
since original constr uction in the
1940s. 

We went downstairs thr ough the
basement to the sub-basement, with
pipes over head and long cor ridors
stretching into the distance. W e passed
many of fices and labs as we descended
deeper and deeper into the building. 
I felt like I was walking into an episode
of the X-Files. Bothner-By explained that
the Sigma 5 r esided in a par t of the
building that had housed a small-scale
prototype chemical plant during W orld
War II. At the end of one long cor ridor,
we reached the NMR Lab with the
magnet and contr ol rooms on the right
side of the hallway and a computer
room with the Sigma 5 on the left.
Dadok, who had emigrated fr om
Czechoslovakia in 1968, soon joined us
after an event honoring a visit by the
new president of that countr y. 

Entering the Sigma 5 computer r oom
was a step back in time to the days
when mammoth computers wer e
isolated in lar ge rooms with raised
floors for snaking cables between
cabinets and for hiding lar ge power
conduits, while air-conditioning units
constantly blew cold air to cool the
systems. The Sigma 5 sat in the center
of the r oom, as it had for the last 33
years. At opposite ends of the computer
room wer e a 1960s-era PDP-8 system,
a 1970s-era Har ris minicomputer , and a
late-1980s V AX. Racks holding 1/2-inch
magnetic tapes used with the Sigma 5
stood along one wall. V arious storage
cabinets and bookshelves with printouts
and systems’ documentation cover ed

the other walls. W e had to talk loudly
over the low r umble of a lar ge air-
conditioning unit. 

The atmospher e took me vividly back 
to the early 1970s when I used an SDS
Sigma 7 in high school and later worked
as the console operator for my
university’s IBM mainframe. That one
moment standing in the computer 
room with the Sigma 5 made the trip
worthwhile.

We talked briefly about the cur rent 
state of the Sigma 5. One impor tant
task I wanted to accomplish on that
visit was to captur e Bothner-By and
Dadok’s experiences with the system
and stories of its use. I videotaped
Bothner-By discussing the work done 
in his lab and Dadok discussing his
careful maintenance of the machine 
and associated instr umentation during
all the years of use. W e spent several
hours videotaping the machine in
operation, with Dadok powering on 
the system and going thr ough the
different components, how the 
machine operated, and quirks of the
Sigma 5. Unfor tunately, a har dware 
error prevented us fr om booting up 
the system. 

In addition to videotaping the Sigma 5,
we also discussed the instr umentation
attached to the Sigma 5 and its function
and contributions to science over the
years. The attached equipment included
the original NMR spectr ometer, mor e
recent NMR instr umentation, and a
custom-built system for contr olling the
instrument that inter faced to the 
Sigma 5. The contr ol system was
composed of two 19-inch racks
containing various consoles and
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Lee Cour ney inventories the Sigma 5 shipment after ar rival at the
Museum.

Console teletype. Thr ough the mid-1970s, most mainframe computer
systems used har dcopy ter minal as consoles to aid in r esource
accounting, operator tasks, and general system debugging. The Sigma 5
was unusual in that it employed a TTY utilizing EBCDIC rather than the
more common ASCII character encoding.
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electronic equipment including an SDS
A-D (Analog-to-Digital) conver ter, which
conver ted signals fr om the instr ument
and sensors to digital for m that could
then be stor ed and pr ocessed by the
Sigma 5. 

Bothner-By and Dadok pr ovided a wealth
of infor mation on how the Sigma 5 was
used at CMU. Originally the Sigma 5
was pur chased by the NIH (National
Institute of Health) and installed at the
University of Indiana. After a year it
became available and Bothner-By wr ote
a proposal for its installation in his 
lab at CMU. In 1968 the system was
moved to CMU and installed as par t of
the NIH-sponsor ed National NMR Facility
for Biomedical Studies in the chemistr y
depar tment. This facility pr ovided
access to an extr emely power ful nuclear
magnetic r esonance spectr ometer that
allowed biologists, biochemists, and
other scientists to analyze the chemical
makeup and str ucture of or ganic
compounds. 

When intr oduced, the Sigma 5 was
marketed as a r eal-time and pr ocess-
control system, as well as a small
mainframe for business or scientific
computing. T rue to its r eal-time natur e,
the Sigma 5 was the primar y contr ol,
data collection, and analysis tool used
for the spectr ometer. Since the Lab was
a national facility sponsor ed by the NIH,
users came fr om all over the United
States as well as other countries. For
many years, the magnet used in the
NMR spectr ometer contr olled by the
Sigma 5 was one of the most power ful
of its type. 

When a sample was being analyzed, the
Sigma 5 was connected to various

sensors that collected data that was
recorded on a r eel-to-reel magnetic tape
or a high-speed fixed-head single-platter
disc called a RAD. Once collected, the
Sigma 5 could r educe, analyze, or
display the data. Originally the system
was outfitted with a plotter and could
produce graphical r epresentations of
data. A FORTRAN compiler was also
available for cr eation of pr ograms to
per form analysis. However , many
scientists using the instr ument wrote
their data to magnetic tape for later
analysis at their home institution. 

An ar tifact of 1960s computing that
benefited the lab was that complete
hardware documentation and system
software sour ce code wer e provided
with the Sigma 5. In addition to I/O
designed to facilitate “custom”
hardware and inter faces, the complete
documentation allowed Dadok to design
and inter face scientific instr uments
unanticipated by the original designers
and to apply the system to new
problems. 

Today we would r efer to these attributes
as open standar ds, design, and sour ce.
By studying the Sigma 5 and its
contemporaries, we can see 
that the concept of “open sour ce” was
already a well-established practice even
by the time the Sigma 5 came into
being in the mid-1960s. 

After capturing about four hours of video
of the system along with Bothner-By and
Dadok describing the lab, instr uments,
Sigma 5 system, and how all wer e used
in the scientific community , it was time
to head to the airpor t. I had taken this
trip to lear n what I could about the
system in or der to pr epare a pr oposal to

the Museum for acquiring it. It was
apparent that this could be a significant
addition to the Museum’s collection and
could help to document computing
histor y, especially 1960s-era mainframe
technology. 

APPROVING THE DONATION

Once back in Califor nia, it was time to
work on the Museum end of things. 
Each week the Museum r eceives
multiple inquiries about potential
donations. Unfor tunately, it cannot
automatically accept all of them.
Currently, the collection occupies over
35,000-squar e-feet of horizontal storage
space, so obvious practical constraints
affect the acceptance of new items.
Because the Museum must car efully
consider the historical value of an
artifact befor e accepting it, a
Collections Committee—a gr oup of staf f
and volunteers chair ed by Museum
Trustee John Mashey—meets r egularly
to consider , accept, and decline
donations. 

Using collective experience as well as
formal evaluative criteria, the
Collections Committee looks for
donations that ar e relevant to the
mission of the Museum—to pr eser ve
and present for posterity the ar tifacts
and stories of the infor mation age—and
that add to our understanding of
computing histor y. 

These items generally fall into one of
five categories: har dware, softwar e,
documentation and printed matter ,
films/video/photos, and ephemera.
Items cur rently in the collection range
from individual har dware components
such as vacuum tubes fr om early
computers to softwar e such as Bill

Button detailThe car d reader, the primar y input device for
programming the Sigma 5



The cables wer e hard-wired into the cabinets and had cir cuit boar ds
attached at various points.

The weave of cables fr om cabinet to cabinet to power sour ce wer e like a
Gordian knot—almost impossible to untangle without a swor d.

Gates and Paul Allen’s original BASIC
paper tape, to complete mainframe/
supercomputer systems such as the
Cray-1, and include films and videos of
impor tant lectur es given by pioneers in
the field of computing. 

In preparing a pr oposal for the
Collections Committee, I consider ed
how the Sigma 5 would contribute to the
collection, its value in establishing an
historical r ecord for its era, and how it
could pr ovide insight into the evolution
of computing. The donation met the
Museum’s desir e to collect items
greater than 10 years old, having been
installed at CMU in 1968. In addition, I
considered the r ole SDS played as a
company in the mid-1960s, the
Museum’s need for a r epresentative
sample of 1960s-era mainframe
computing technology , and how a well-
documented and operational mid-1960s
mainframe would contribute to the
understanding of computing. While the
SDS Sigma series was not the most
prevalent system of its time, it was an
excellent touchstone and example of
1960s computing.

This donation would pr ovide the
Museum with a rar e and ver y desirable
oppor tunity: to appr oach an ar tifact
acquisition fr om a systems perspective.
Often items, especially lar ger ones such
as the Sigma 5, ar rive at the Museum
in par tial condition, lacking essential
peripherals, softwar e, and/or
documentation, or they ar e too fragile or
damaged to be handled or used.
Collecting a piece of a system such as
part of a CPU or even a set of individual
components does not allow the entir e
system to be studied, understood, or

experienced. In this instance, CMU was
offering to donate all har dware, spar e
parts, softwar e, and documentation for
a system that was in r unning condition. 1

The Sigma 5 could per fectly meet the
Museum’s desir e to collect and
preser ve ar tifacts that would pr ovide an
accurate and complete pictur e of
computing technology . 

I proposed to the Collections Committee
that we accept the donation of the
Sigma 5 and all r elated pieces that
would provide a complete pictur e of the
Sigma 5 system and 1960s mainframe
computing, including items such as the
metal file cabinet used to stor e
punched car ds. The committee saw the
Sigma 5 as a valuable addition to the
collection and agr eed that we should
accept the system as a whole. Now all
that was left was to ar range de-
installation of the system and shipment
to the Museum in Califor nia. 

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS

Initial conversations with Bothner-By and
Dadok indicated ther e was no r ush to
move the system. CMU would wait until
adequate space became available at
the Museum. I began r esearching the
logistics of actually getting the donation
to Califor nia. 

Then one day I r eceived an ur gent email
from Bothner-By: the system must be
moved as soon as possible. The
machine r oom housing the Sigma 5 had
been transfer red from the chemistr y to
a dif ferent depar tment and was
scheduled to be demolished and
remodeled. The Sigma 5, along with all
other contents of the NMR Lab, needed
to be r emoved immediately! 

This put the transpor tation planning
process into hyper-drive. Two significant
challenges had to be faced:
transpor tation costs and pr eparing the
system for pickup. Based on our histor y
of transpor ting similar systems, we
estimated that it would cost about
$7,500 to pr epare and ship the Sigma
5. Unfor tunately, the Museum budget
did not have an allocation for this.
However, I knew that Max Palevsky , one
of the founders of Scientific Data
Systems, had gener ously contributed to
the initial founding of the Museum. I
wrote asking if he would sponsor the
move and soon r eceived a phone call
indicating he would be happy to. With
funds in hand, we began the task of
planning the actual move.

For transpor tation of high-value ar tifacts
that ar e fragile, heavy , and bulky , the
Museum uses a car rier with experience
in transpor ting computers, electr onics,
and similar equipment. Usually the
Museum r eceives donations of lar ge
systems that have been de-installed
without planning for futur e use or study .
Cables ar e often cut instead of being
unplugged and car efully packed;
software and documentation ar e
missing; and integral pieces of the
system have been abandoned or
disposed. Even when an item is
donated “intact,” it is often r emoved or
packed with an eye towar ds expediency
rather than pr eser vation. For example,
packing tape may be dir ectly applied to
sur faces, leaving damaging r esidue or
pulling of f paint and sur face material
when removed. 

Given the excellent condition and
completeness of the Sigma 5, avoiding
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these mistakes was a ver y high priority .
Having facilitated several system
moves, I knew that a Museum
representative needed to do the actual
preparation of the system for shipping
to Califor nia. W e worked out a date and
logistics for pick-up and began to plan
the de-installation pr ocess.

THE DE-INSTALLATION

Again my travel plans coincided with
Museum needs and I made a trip to
Pittsburgh in June 2002. T o help the de-
install of the Sigma 5 pr oceed smoothly ,
a preliminar y written plan was cr eated
to document the pr ocess with both
photographs and a log kept in my
notebook computer .

I planned to spend the day documenting
the system configuration, uncabling,
packing, and staging the donation for
pick-up. Consulting with staf f at the
Museum and others who had dir ect
experience with SDS and XDS—Xer ox
purchased SDS in 1969 and named the
company XDS, or Xer ox Data Systems—
machines, I lear ned how to best pr epare
the system, i.e., what to do or not, what
was impor tant, and what could be left
behind. For example, a for mer SDS
hardware engineer told me that
connectors on peripheral cables wer e
very fragile and would often br eak when
being removed. He pr ovided advice on
how to r emove a cable and avoid strain
that could damage it. This advice pr oved
to be invaluable and insur ed that many
fragile items wer e handled cor rectly and
without damage. 

I met Bothner-By in Pittsbur gh on
Thursday mor ning, May 17, about
8:30am. I found the computer r oom in

the same condition as the year befor e.
The NMR Spectr ometer had alr eady
been disassembled, so the contr ol room
equipment and Sigma 5 wer e left.
The plan called to first map the system
in situ, take photographs, and inventor y
all the cabinets, spar e par ts, softwar e,
documentation, and other donated
items. I inventoried the major pieces
that would need to be handled by
movers: har dware cabinets, peripherals,
and several cabinets holding punched
cards and spar e par ts. W e also did a
quick inventor y of softwar e stor ed on
magnetic tape. T ools for disassembly
were located in a helium generation
room down the hall, along with some
system documentation.

The next step was to pull floor tiles and
do a quick assessment of which
cabinets to uncable first. Yikes!
Removing mor e and mor e floor tiles
revealed an ever-mor e complicated
Gordian Knot 2 of data and power cables
snaking all over the machine r oom.
Usually when de-installing, one would
take Alexander the Gr eat’s appr oach to
loosen the original Gor dian Knot, but
because we wanted to pr eser ve the
Sigma 5 intact, that appr oach was
avoided. I had an inkling this might take
a little longer than I initially thought. 

Uncabling the CPU pr esented several
problems. I had hoped to just unplug
the power cables and keep them with
the system. However , after tracing the
paths of the primar y and peripheral
power cables, I found them r unning
through a hole in the wall into the next
room that was (of course) locked and
inaccessible. If I couldn’t unplug fr om
the building power , I’d just disconnect

the har d-wired cables. Although the
power was har d-wired into the main CPU
cabinet, it fed power to other cabinets
in the system, which simplified that par t
of the disassembly . 

Fortunately, the br eaker box was located
in the computer r oom. Befor e
disconnecting power , I double-checked
that the thr ee-phase 408V power to the
system was tur ned of f at the br eaker
box. Then I checked again.

Separating the cabinets fr om each other
was even mor e complicated. Unlike
modern systems wher e elements such
as disc, memor y, tape, and CPU ar e
physically pr esent in a single cabinet,
the Sigma 5 CPU was composed of
three lar ge inter connected cabinets
housing the CPU, floating point unit, and
core memor y. Tens of cables wer e laced
between, thr ough, and under these
cabinets. In addition, cables connected
the CPU and peripherals, some of which
were physically next to the CPU, and
some of which wer e located at a
distance acr oss the r oom.

Today’s cables have connectors on each
end that allow them to be disconnected
quickly and easily . On the Sigma 5, in
addition to the mass of tangled cables
snaking between cabinets, each cable
had a 4x4-inch printed cir cuit boar d
hardwired to each end. I soon
discovered it got worse. Some cables
had not just two, but up to five car ds
hardwired at various points in-between
the ends and wer e 20 or mor e feet
long. These car ds enabled the cables to
plug into backplanes or car d cages in
one or mor e cabinets. 



I saw why most systems of this type ar e
removed fr om ser vice by cutting the
cables. Finding, untangling, and
removing what looked to be several
hundred cables seemed an impossible
task. It made sense to star t where the
peripherals attached to the CPU. With a
lot of patience and gently working with
cables that had not been moved in over
30 years, I was pr ovided a detailed
lesson in 1960s-era mainframe
packaging and inter connect technology .

In addition to untangling the cables
between the cabinets, it was impor tant
to record exactly wher e each cable was
plugged, in or der to facilitate the
eventual r econstr uction of the Sigma 5.
I defined a labeling pr otocol based on
designations pr esent in each har dware
cabinet. Each car d plugged into a
socket and was tagged with a code that
indicated 1) cabinet, 2) frame, 3) r ow,
and 4) slot. 

By the end of the day on Thursday , I had
removed only about a thir d of the
cables, no softwar e or spar e par ts had
been packed, and I was beginning to
worry about completing the task by the
end of Friday . By working until 3am, I
finally disconnected and packed most
data cables. The next day , Bothner-By
and I star ted working at 9am with a
goal to finish pr eparing the system by
1pm so I could catch my plane that
afternoon. Hope springs eter nal. About
3pm, it was obvious that ther e were
several mor e hours of work and I
changed my depar ture to Satur day
morning. 

The Computer Histor y Gods must have
been smiling on us because the

process of separating the system in an
orderly fashion became easier and
easier with each cable. The cor e
memor y cabinet was the first to be
completely decabled. Once several bolts
holding the cabinets together wer e
removed, it was moved aside for the
first time in 30 years. I made a mental
note that r ubber wheels sitting in one
position for that period of time also tend
to flatten, so it was as much pushed as
it was r olled. 

While I concentrated on physically
separating the cabinets, Bothner-By was
packing away documentation and spar e
parts. Since the lab closur e called for
removing all fur niture and systems, he
just packed all the spar es in place in
their storage cabinets to be shipped to
California. Cabinets of punched car ds
were likewise secur ed and locked. The
system documentation was packed into
six lar ge boxes. I looked thr ough a tape
library of about 200 half-inch magnetic
tapes, picked those that appear ed to
contain system softwar e, and packed
them into another four or five boxes. 
In the late after noon, all cables wer e
disconnected except those in the CPU
cabinet with the operator fr ont panel. In
the inter est of time, these wer e simply
rolled up and packed in a lar ge box on
top of the cabinet, leaving one end still
connected. This was OK for transpor t,
and the cables would be r emoved on
arrival at the Museum. When this was
completed, all cabinets had been
separated, positioned, and labeled for
pick-up the following week. An inventor y
was cr eated for the shippers. The de-
installation and pr eparation of the
Sigma 5 was complete by about 5pm 
on Friday.

It looked like ther e would be some
unused r oom in the shipment. In
addition to the Sigma 5, the machine
room contained a PDP-8 with two seven-
track 1/2-inch tape drives. While the
Museum has several PDP-8 systems, I
knew of no operational 7-track tape
drives. Since these ar e extr emely rar e,
they would be ver y useful for r eading
and conver ting the Museum’s collection
of 7-track tape media. Bothner-By and I
tracked down Pr ofessor Mor t Kaplan
who owned the PDP-8. He confir med it
was no longer being used and agr eed to
donate it to the Museum. After a phone
check with the Collections Staf f to
confirm we would accept donation of the
PDP-8, it was quickly pr epped and
moved into place to piggy-back on the
shipment.

At 9pm Friday , I left the Mellon Institute
at CMU, my original eight-hour de-install
task completed after almost 31 hours of
work in a 48-hour time period. I was
exhausted as I dr ove to the Pittsbur gh
airpor t, but still ver y excited thinking
that soon the Museum would be in
possession of an almost mint-condition
artifact for the collection. 

LESSONS LEARNED

What was lear ned from this de-install?
In addition to lear ning about
interconnect technology on the Sigma 5
and navigating the inner sub-basement
sanctum of the Mellon Institute, I also
learned that assumptions based on
experience with a contemporar y system
are not always applicable to older
mainframe technology . I was r eminded
how impor tant it is to plan your work
and work your plan. A standar d set of
tools can make the job go much faster .
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Talking with subject matter exper ts for
the Sigma har dware, scoping out the
donation and logistics ahead of time,
and lots of patience paid of f in spades
when it came time to actually de-install,
prepare, and move the system. T aking
notes in r eal-time on a laptop and
annotating with photos fr om a digital
camera was a big help in gauging my
progress and should gr eatly facilitate
reconstr uction of the system in the
future and with other SDS/XDS
hardware donated to the Museum. 
I also lear ned a lot of dust and debris
can accumulate under a computer 
room false floor over a 30-year period.

THE SIGMA 5 AT THE COMPUTER

HISTORY MUSEUM

The Sigma 5 was deliver ed to the
Museum in Califor nia about a month
after I completed the de-installation. It
was initially stor ed in the Museum’s
warehouse at Mof fett Field. Upon
arrival, the dif ferent pieces in the
shipment wer e enter ed into the
Museum’s collection database. This
process r ecords a description of each
artifact, physical characteristics, and
assigns it a per manent, unique
accession number for futur e reference. 

On April 4, 2003, the CPU cabinet with
operator panel, car d reader, teletype
console, and tape drive wer e moved to
the Museum’s new building in Mountain
View Califor nia. A display ar ea was
prepared for the Sigma 5 describing the
system and its capabilities. The Sigma
5 is on display for visitors in the new
Visible Storage eshibit ar ea along with
the CDC 6600, IBM System 360, SAGE,
and 600 other ar tifacts fr om the
collection. 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THE SIGMA 5, AND

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

With the Sigma 5 acquisition safely in
California, many possible pr ojects ar e
envisioned for it. Immediate pr ojects
include photographing and making a
more detailed catalog of the Sigma 5
artifacts. This will allow the Sigma 5 
to be displayed via the CyberMuseum 
at the component and system level. 
A mor e detailed catalog needs to be
completed of the Sigma 5
documentation, softwar e, and 
spare par ts. 

Longer ter m projects might include
reconstituting the Sigma 5 as a r unning
system, incorporating the system as
part of a lar ger exhibit, scanning the
SDS/XDS documentation and ephemera
and making them available via the W eb,
or creating a working Sigma simulator
which could r un the softwar e donated
with the Sigma 5. Completing an oral
histor y project of Scientific Data
Systems would pr ovide significant
insight into the state of the computer
industr y in the 1960s when many
business and technology innovations
were realized. 

A mor e for mal set of de-installation
guidelines for ar tifacts based on the
notes and log fr om the Sigma 5 and
other ar tifact donations need to be
created and adopted for futur e
acquisitions. 

As with other Museum pr ojects, the
likelihood of these pr ojects being
implemented r elies on knowledgeable,
reliable, and motivated volunteers. If
you have an idea for or would like to
participate in a pr oject involving the

Sigma 5, or other facet of the Museum,
as the volunteer coor dinator, I will be
very happy to hear fr om you. Please feel
free to send me an email at
cour tney@computer histor y.org. 

And as always, the Collections
Committee is inter ested in considering
additional SDS and XDS ar tifact
donations that complement the Sigma
5, fr om components to softwar e to
ephemera to other SDS/XDS systems.

The Computer Histor y Museum is
entering a new and exciting phase of its
life. Many pieces ar e coming together to
allow the Museum to build a world-class
institution documenting the histor y of
the infor mation age. Now the Sigma 5,
and other ar tifacts like it, can be
properly pr eser ved for study and
enjoyment for past, pr esent, and futur e
generations.  

AFTERWARD

Many expectations and goals for this
acquisition wer e exceeded because of
advanced planning, for esight of donors,
generous contributions, and har d work
on the par t of volunteers and others
interested in seeing computing histor y
recognized and pr eser ved. This
acquisition was the r esult of the ef forts
of many people. 

Thanks go to: Drs. Aksel Bothner-By and
Joseph Dadok of the CMU Chemistr y
Depar tment for their time and ef fort to
keep the system r unning, r ecognizing
the value of the system to documenting
the histor y of computing, and working to
facilitate its contribution to the
Museum; numer ous volunteers on the
Web who pr ovided invaluable

Sigma adver tisements pr omoted the machine’s ability to handle r eal-time
applications while r unning backgr ound processes (far left) and their ability
to handle mor e input and output than existing technologies r equired.
“Anything you deliver we can handle,” the ad concludes (immediate left).



SIGMA 5 SPECIFICATIONS 

Instruction set: 90 instr uctions

Word length: 32 bits plus parity , EBCDIC character 
encoding

Memory: Up to 512K bytes multipor t cor e 
memor y with 2- or 4-way interleaving 
and 950 nsec cycle time

I/O: Multiplexed IO pr ocessor: 8 to 24 
channels each with bandwidth of 450 
or 900KB/sec and suppor ting up to 
32 standar d speed devices each

Optional selector IO processor: 8 to 32 channels each with bandwidth 
of 3.3MB/sec

Performance Min – Max (all times in usec)
AW Add Word: 2.0 – 3.36

LW Load Word: 2.0 – 3.36
STW Store Word: 2.5 – 3.94

AWM Add Word to Memory: 3.3 – 5.0
BAL Branch and Link: 1.3 – 3.22

Technology: Discrete transistors

Number customer installations: Approximately 250 as of 1972

Purchase price: $90-500K

Installed base markets: Defense, scientific/engineering R&D, 
space, universities

Primary competitive systems: IBM 360/40, /44, /50, 370/135,
/145; DECSystem 1040, 1050, 
1055; CDC 3300, 1700; 
Univac 418-III

System software: Basic Contr ol Monitor , Batch 
Processing Monitor , and Batch 
Timesharing Monitor; FORTRAN IV ; 
Assembler; COBOL; scientific libraries

Peripherals: RAD files (fixed head disk), disk, 7- 
and 9-track magnetic tape, har dcopy 
TTY and CRT ter minals, unit r ecord 
equipment, paper tape, plotters, 
datacomm, and A/D & D/A conver ters

Sources: Sigma 5/8 Sales Guide, Xer ox Data 
Systems, Januar y 20, 1972, and the SDS 
Sigma 5 Computer Reference Manual, 
September 1968
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information allowing me to successfully
complete this pr oject—in par ticular
Keith Calkins, Geor ge Plue, and Ed
Bryan; and Max Palevsky for his
generous suppor t of this pr oject and
the Museum in general. Special thanks
to the staf f in the Collections
Depar tment and Collections Committee
who approved the donation and helped
with ar rangements for its safe transpor t
to Califor nia.

When not serving as the Chair of the Museum's
Volunteer Steering Committee, participating in
numerous Museum initiatives and projects, and
pestering the staff about SDS/XDS items, Lee
Courtney is an Engineering Manager at MontaVista
Software and harried father of a very energetic
three-year-old boy, who also happens to be the
Museum’s youngest volunteer.

1When the Chemistr y Depar tment acquir ed the
Sigma 5 in the late 1960s, SDS, and subsequently
Xerox Data Systems (XDS), wer e contracted to
per form periodic maintenance on the system. In
1975, Xer ox exited the mainframe computer
business and sold their customer base to
Honeywell. After some false star ts, CMU, like many
other Sigma sites, opted for self-maintenance. This
meant accumulating a supply of spar e par ts and
collecting the documentation needed to maintain
the system. In addition to self-maintenance of
hardware, CMU opted to maintain its own system
software. This was for tuitous for the Museum
because it pr ovided a tr easure trove of infor mation
to accompany the Sigma 5. Additionally , because
Bothner-By and Dadok took such car e in
maintaining and documenting the system, the
Museum and its visitors will benefit fr om a br eadth
and depth of equipment and infor mation rar ely
available for this class and age of system.

2The Gor dian knot has come to r epresent a most
difficult puzzle. Accor ding to Gr eek legend, an
oracle pr ophesied that the futur e king of Phr ygia
would come into town riding in a wagon. When the
peasant Gor dius and his wife did just that, the
elders made Gor dius king. He dedicated his wagon
to Zeus, tying it in fr ont of his palace with an
intricate “Gor dian” knot as a r eminder of his
humble beginnings. Decades later , an oracle
foretold that the person who finally unraveled the
Gordian knot would r ule all of Asia. Many , many
men tried to untie the famous Gor dian knot until
Alexander the Gr eat dr ew his swor d, slicing the
knot in half.



In 1961, Scientific Data Systems (SDS)
star ted with an objective of pr oviding
computers for the scientific,
engineering, and education markets.
Many of the founders of SDS had
pioneered this market while at the
original Packar d Bell Computer Corp. By
using solid-state but serial logic and an
innovative memor y technology cheaper
than cor e, Packar d Bell was able to
offer a machine star ting at $40,000.
Until then, a price below about
$100,000 was dif ficult for
manufacturers to of fer so a computer
priced at less than half that opened up
new markets. Cr ossing a lower price
threshold—thus attracting new
customers—has happened several
times in the histor y of computers. Once
hooked, their demand for capability
increases, and prices rise once again. 

SDS par ticipated in this tr end and
provided mor e capabilities to that same
market. The Series 9 machines used
core memor y with serial solid-state logic
for an initial price of $54,000 for the
SDS 910 in 1962. However , when the
customer finished acquiring necessar y
peripherals and additional memor y, the
price would often be two to four times
that amount. The Series 9 machines
were successfully used in a variety of
“embedded” applications wher e they
provided contr ol and captur ed data fr om
systems, experimental envir onments,
and other r eal-time situations. 

A desir e for computers that could
combine these tasks with business
applications led SDS, with its Sigma
line, to focus on multi-use and
timesharing capabilities. T o meet these
requirements, SDS invented a memor y

map to allow dynamic r elocation of
programs that wer e being r un at the
same time. A fixed-head Rapid Access
Disk with storage of up to 3MB
suppor ted the high-speed swapping of
programs in and out of memor y.
Reading or writing up to eight heads in
parallel on some models gave a transfer
rate of 3MB/sec. 

In April 1964, IBM announced the
System/360, which pr ovided many new
characteristics but not capability for
timesharing or any significant r eal-time
applications. The 360 incorporated base
registers to make pr ograms less
sensitive to their location in memor y but
did not pr ovide a means to r elocate
programs dynamically . These
shor tcomings gave SDS an oppor tunity
that it exploited well.

After Sigma ar chitecture was set and
the Sigma 7 announced, other
timesharing endeavors came to light.
IBM star ted a pr oject working with
universities (Michigan, Car negie Mellon)
to modify a 360/65. UC Berkeley
modified an SDS-930 to pr ovide a
memor y map and lar ger memor y. SDS
productized and sold that modification
as the 940 to the gr owing timesharing
ser vice bureau market until the softwar e
for the Sigma 7 could be finished. 

The Sigma 7 was first deliver ed in
December 1966, and the Sigma 5 was
delivered in August 1967. These
machines still used cor e memor y but
more of it, up to 512K bytes. The logic
was now bit parallel for mor e speed and
early integrated cir cuits wer e used for
implementing the working r egisters.  
The goal of the Sigma 5 was to pr ovide

real-time and batch simultaneously ,
allowing batch capability to be used for
software development, data pr ocessing
from real-time captur e, business
applications, or pr ocessing student
jobs—all while the machine r emained
responsive to r eal-time needs. The
Sigma 5 had the same pr ocessing
capability as the Sigma 7 although
some of it was optional. It had the
same inter rupt system, flexible I/O, and
RAD, but it did not have the memor y
map. And it found its way into
applications similar to many of the
original 9 series machines but with the
benefit of multi-use. 

After a few years of tr ying to suppor t
the minimally-configur ed Sigma 5 at its
star ting price of $90-100,000, basic
requirements wer e incr eased and the
base price was mor e like $160,000.
But, still, a typical configuration could
get to $500,000. The Sigma 7, fully
configured, could be well over
$1,000,000. 

This par ticular cycle star ted with
computers that cost only $40,000.
Another cycle star ted when DEC
introduced the PDP-8s for $10,000.
Even with limited capability , they
enabled a new set of customers to
obtain computers for the first time. 
As time passed, customer demands
increased and the Minicomputer’s
capabilities and cost gr ew until it too
passed $1,000,000 for some
configurations. And then came the
Microcomputer or PC…

Pete England was the ar chitect of the SDS Sigma
series of machines. Ed Br yan and W endell Shultz
developed the operating systems for the series. 

THE SDS SIGMA 5
IN CONTEXT
BY PETE ENGLAND 

WITH ED BRYAN AND WENDELL SHULTZ
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WE HAVE MADE GREAT STRIDES

With the pur chase of our new building in
October 2002 came an exciting change
of direction fr om the Museum’s
previous plan to build at NASA Ames, a
change that enabled us to “step up the
pace” and of fer more to our members
and to the public than ever befor e.  

And step up the pace we did. In
December 2002, less than two months
after the completed pur chase, with help
from volunteers and many others, the
Museum r elocated to the new building.
Constr uction on a Visible Storage
exhibit ar ea and a new auditorium
began the following month and was
completed in May 2003. On June 2,
over 600 people gather ed to celebrate
the opening of the Alpha Phase. See the
article on page two for mor e details. It
was a wonder ful evening and gave us
all a chance to celebrate how far we
have come in so shor t a time.

Museum lectur es and events continue
to featur e innovators and champions of
computing histor y. Here are just some
of our r ecent of ferings. 

ADOBE SYSTEMS—THE FOUNDERS’

PERSPECTIVE

On November 22, 2002, the 20th
anniversar y year of Adobe Systems,
more than 300 people gather ed at
Moffett Field to hear Adobe founders
John Warnock and Charles Geschke in a
talk facilitated by Ber nard Peuto. The
two spoke about the company’s
success thr oughout the years and
shared key philosophies and strategies
that enabled the company to
revolutionize desktop publishing. 

From PostScript to Illustrator to
Photoshop to Acr obat, Adobe r epeatedly
introduced pr oducts for which ther e was
no market. W arnock said that, “it’s
really impor tant...not to tr y essentially
for today’s market, but to look a couple
years out and shoot ahead of the duck.”
Geschke explained policies and cultur e
that they believe helped the company to
experience success and longevity . He
said, “W e wanted to build…a place that,
frankly, we would like to work…And we
felt if we did that, we could attract…the
great engineers, the insightful marketing
people, the dedicated sales people.”
Over the years, when asked to delineate 
the “Adobe way ,” he would r eply, 

“There’s r eally only one r ule: if you ar e
confused about how to deal with
[someone]…just tr eat that individual the
way you’d like to be tr eated…and that
will be the ‘Adobe way .’”  

AN EVENING WITH STEVE WOZNIAK

Apple co-founder Steve “W oz” W ozniak
engaged an audience of 300 people at
Moffett Field on December 10, 2002
with personal stories about his 
childhood—including pranks he used to
play. He r ecalled his inter est in
electronics, the inspiration of T om Swift  
books, his success in science fairs, and
positive feedback he r eceived fr om his
teachers and his par ents. He r elayed
how he became a licensed ham radio
operator in 6th grade. He said he “went
all the way thr ough high school thinking,
‘I’m designing computers right and left,
but I don’t think they ever have jobs
designing computers. I mean engineers,
which I want to be, you know , they
design TVs and radios and things.’” He
described how early on he “measur ed
himself by how few chips” he used and
discussed the sequence of br eak-
throughs and events that eventually led
to early Apple designs. T o lear n more,
check out the events section of the
Museum W eb site.

REPORT ON MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
BY KAREN TUCKER 

Karen Tucker is Vice Pr esident of
Development, Marketing, and PR
at the Computer Histor y Museum

Board Chair man Len Shustek (left) and Executive
Director and CEO John T oole of ficially usher ed in the
Museum’s Alpha Phase in a ribbon cutting cer emony
with the city of Mountain View at the new building.

Adobe co-founder Charles Geschke described his
and Warnock’s ef forts to cr eate a company cultur e
that was positive and r espectful of employees,
customers, shar eholders, and the community alike.

Adobe co-founder John W arnock expr essed the
impor tance of “shooting ahead of the duck” when
introducing new technology .

Steve W ozniak autographs a BYTE magazine.

Steve W ozniak told stories about a childhood full of
pranks and pr ogramming and discussed early
innovations at Apple.
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25 YEARS OF HENNESSY AND

PATTERSON 

On Januar y 7, the Museum opened the
new year with a lectur e at P ARC with
John Hennessy and David Patterson and
facilitated by John Mashey . Mor e than
200 people hear d these legendar y men
speak about early RISC development
and their work since that time. As
assistant pr ofessors, both men taught
“brainstor ming” classes to explor e new
technology dir ections. Hennessy
recalled the class goal of designing a
processor wher e they “almost naively”
assumed, “given that VLSI is going to
become the implementation technology ,
we need to r e-look at the question of
how processors should be ar chitected
when they’r e not being built fr om gate
arrays or bits-wise kinds of technology .”
He added, “the fact that we had a
limited number of transistors for ced us
to think r eally har d about what belonged
in hardware and what belonged in
software.” 

Patterson r ecalled being visited early on
by John Cocke, who encouraged both
him and Hennessy in their r espective
work. Patterson sur mised that, although
Cocke never said it, he visited the west
coast to “communicate ideas so they
could figur e out how” to cr eate the 

chips IBM was somehow not managing
to cr eate. “IBM was super-secr etive with
ideas, except Cocke would just go talk
with a bunch of faculty and grad
students…and get us excited....” “This
was ver y contr oversial stuf f. We did this
as assistant pr ofessors….It was her esy.
It got emotional r eactions.” 

Together the two author ed Computer
Architecture: A Quantitative Approach,
considered for over a decade to be
essential r eading for ever y serious
student and practitioner of computer
design.

HOW DATABASES CHANGED THE WORLD 

Chris Date, Herb Edelstein, Bob Epstein,
Ken Jacobs, Pat Selinger , Roger Sippl
and Michael Stonebraker , with
moderator Geor ge Schussel gather ed on
February 10 to shar e database stories
and lessons lear ned. 

After intr oductions, Date star ted the
panel with a memorable acknowledg-
ment of r elational database pioneer
Edgar “Ted” Codd, who was unable to
attend (and sadly , passed away just two
months later on April 18). Date said,
“We are all her e…in this r oom because
of what T ed Codd did back in the 70s”
at IBM when he pr oposed the r elational
database model that “basically put the
whole field of database management
onto a solid scientific footing.” 

The panel noted the paradigm shift of
relational databases and told stories of
the companies and people that 
developed, used, and marketed
database technologies over the past
three decades. Marketing was noted as
of primar y impor tance to successful
products and Selinger discussed some 
of the user testing that IBM under went 
in its decision to stick with SQL, a
power ful language criticized as
problematic and sometimes
cumbersome. Epstein pr edicted that
databases will be used mor e and mor e
as monitoring systems to pr ocess
streaming data, wher e companies will
be “passing data thr ough queries
instead of passing queries thr ough 
data.” Sippl said, “Ther e is a new
revolution coming, not of the algebra of
how to deal with tables of data, but how 

to deal with combinations of business
processes….Ther e’s going to be a 
simple, power ful model for doing
that…that will have as big an impact as
the relational database did. It’s dealing
with our pr ocesses, not just our data.”
Edelstein concluded that ther e is and
will continue to be a “vast incr ease in
the scale of infor mation” being
processed, wher e great “complexities
come fr om the natur e of data and the
rules associated with data.” W e are
going to “need a way to deal with these
complexities….Someone [will sur face
who will] abstract these new
complexities into a new paradigm.”

NATURE OR NURTURE: ESTRIN’S LIFE

IN TECHNOLOGY, SO FAR 

Judy Estrin, second-generation computer
scientist thrice named to Fortune
magazine’s list of the 50 most power ful
women in American business, spoke at 
a Museum event hosted by Micr osoft on
March 5. Long-time friend and ventur e
capitalist Y ogen Dalal master fully
facilitated the conversation. Estrin
described her “rich beginnings” and the
“incredible r ole models in ter ms of
values, ethics, and love of lear ning” she
found in her par ents, Thelma and Gerald
Estrin, who worked together to build
Israel’s first mainframe computer , the
Weizac. She said, “most of the people
who grew up with me knew me as a

John Hennessy r ecollected how he got into
computers in the first place, how RISC developed,
and how the technology evolved over time.

Dave Patterson was first intr oduced to computers
one semester in college when he took a
programming class because all of the math
sections wer e full.

The database panel discussed the paradigm shift
of relational databases, the incr edible gr owth of
the database industr y, and ideas about the futur e
of data management.

George Schussel moderated the database panel.
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people person and maybe a facilitator ,
but not necessarily a leader….I’m not
sure that anybody would have guessed
that I would have ended up being an
entrepreneur. On the other hand,” she
countered, “I think that I per haps was
destined to be a technologist” because
of her family envir onment, among other
things. 

Estrin, who has co-founded multiple
star tup companies and become an
exper t in or ganizational management,
described her experiences at several
companies over the years. She
remembers writing her first business
plan on a TRS-80 with cassette tape
storage. At Zilog, she “lear ned that
marketing matters.” She had been
quoted fr om those days as saying that
“marketing is an unnecessar y evil,” but
came to believe that “technology for
technology’s sake doesn’t solve
anybody’s pr oblems because it never
gets to the customer .” Estrin co-founded
her first star tup at age 26, her thir d
star tup was acquir ed by Cisco Systems,
and she is pr esently CEO of Packet
Design, her four th star tup company. 

THE ORIGINS AND IMPACT OF VISICALC

On April 8, Dan Bricklin, Bob Frankston,
and Mitch Kapor along with Charles
Simonyi discussed the invention of
VisiCalc, the first electr onic spr eadsheet
program. Bricklin and Frankston cr eated
VisiCalc and Kapor followed their
innovation with Lotus 1-2-3. 

Bricklin came to understand the need
for changeable content and pr ototyping
through obser ving his dad’s printing
business. In college, he daydr eamed
about a “magic, typeable blackboar d
that would do what I couldn’t, which is,
when I made a mistake…in my
[spreadsheet] homework, I could erase 
one number and have [the blackboar d]
change all the numbers.”

Frankston r eminisced about
programming much of the softwar e,
creating final code that was just 20KB,
including operating system, scr een 
buffer, and disk utilities. Simonyi
pointed out that today’s Micr osoft Excel
requires 8.7MB for the softwar e alone. 

Kapor admitted that when Frankston
gave him the first demo of VisiCalc,  he
said, “huh?” Then added, “For tunately
that was not the last demo I got!” In
creating Lotus 1-2-3, Kapor wanted to
“design something that could just stand
next to VisiCalc without embar rass-
ment.” Bricklin obser ved that in Lotus
1-2-3, Kapor kept “all the things [fr om
VisiCalc] that ended up being the right
things, as opposed to making it
different for the sake of dif ferent, and
then added new featur es” and changed
things that wer e wor th changing. 

The lectur e was co-hosted and held at
Microsoft in Mountain View . Visit
www.bricklin.com for a personal histor y
of VisiCalc.

CELEBRATING THE ETHERNET’S 30TH

ANNIVERSARY

On May 22, the Museum and P ARC co-
hosted a special celebration of
“Ethernet at 30.” The event was
sponsor ed by 3Com, Cisco, HP , and
Intel, and held at P ARC in Palo Alto,
Calif. The first panel of speakers
included inventor Bob Metcalfe and
early Ether net pioneers Gor don Bell,
Judy Estrin, and David Liddle. 

Metcalfe r emembered that, in 1982, he
thought with amazement, “ther e are
people buying Ether net whom I have
never met.” He r emembers thinking just
four years later that “ther e are people
inventing Ethernet whom I have never 
met!” He went on to define several
elements that made Ether net
successful, including packets, layering,
distribution, the ether itself, and the
Ethernet “business model,” which
consists of de jure standards,
proprietar y implementations, fier ce
competition moderated by a market
committed to inter operability, and an
evolution over time that pr eser ves the
same base technology . Estrin pointed
out the commitment to being a “best”
technology, instead of a deter ministic
one limited by the lowest common
denominator. Liddle gave an inter esting
histor y of competing standar ds that
enabled Ether net, although bar ely at
times, to continue to succeed. Bell, who
was instr umental in developing
corporate alliances, told stories of his
advocacy for the technology .

Ann Winblad moderated the second
panel discussion on the futur e of
networking with industr y thought-leaders
Andy Bechtolsheim, Eric Benhamou, 
W. Eric Mentzer , and Stephen Squir es.
Bechtolsheim expr essed his belief that
the har dware and technology evolution 
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Venture capitalist Y ogen Dalal facilitated a
conversation with Judy Estrin. The first time he met
her, he was “str uck by her incr edible amount of
energy...and adventur esome spirit.”

Mitch Kapor followed on VisiCalc with Lotus 1-2-3,
wanting to do something that “took it to the next
level.” 

Dan Bricklin (left) and Bob Frankston (right) cr eated 
VisiCalc, the first electr onic spr eadsheet pr ogram.

Judy Estrin has been a r ole model for women in
business, and always just “assumed” she would
succeed in her ef forts. She gives cr edit to her “rich
beginnings” within a cr eative technology family .
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will continue, but that “the challenge
before us is in softwar e, at the
intersection of computing and
connectivity.” Benhamou r eminded us
that Aristotle defined ether as the
substance that sur rounded the ear th.
This vision of “per vasive connectivity
will be ever mor e relevant as we head
into the 21st centur y,” he said. Squir es
characterized Ether net as an “enduring
and multidimensional invention” and
envisioned the next 30 years suppor ting
the successful implementation of nano-
technology in ever y aspect of our lives.
It “won’t be just a little mor e of the
same,” he said, “but a leveraging” of
current advances—molecular
electronics, scalable modules, new
abstractions and visualizations to hide
the details, systems gr owth, and
applications development—to cr eate
comprehensive change. 

Mentzer r eflected on the continuing 
“conver gence of the digital and r eal
worlds” and concluded the pr ogram with
high praise for Ether net, asking, “How
many technologies do you know that ar e
30 years old that you still want to be
working on?”

FIST LECTURE EVENT IN THE

MUSEUM’S NEW BUILDING

On June 10, the Museum christened
the Hahn Auditorium with its first panel
event in the new building: “Jurassic
Software: A Look Back at The
Beginnings of Consumer Softwar e.” On
the panel, Intuit co-founder Scott Cook;
Broderbund Softwar e co-founder Doug
Carlston; and Electr onic Ar ts and 3DO
founder Trip Hawkins r eminisced about
the early days and r ecalled lessons
learned in the founding of a new
industr y. Stewar t Alsop, ventur e
capitalist, for mer P.C. Letter publisher,
and Demo and Agenda confer ence
founder, moderated the lively
discussion. 

Attendee Bob Glass r emarked, “It was
exciting to hear the ‘grand masters’ talk
about the anecdotes that for med the
beginning of personal computing! It put
a human touch to my knowledge of the
evolution of consumer softwar e.”

John Whar ton said, “What fascinated
me at the Consumer Softwar e panel
was hearing the inventors themselves
describe the context of their work—what
they’d been doing when inspiration hit,
how they fleshed out their basic
concepts, and who helped them hone
their ideas to cr eate a successful
product. You can’t get stuf f like that
from books” 

VOLUNTEERS AND THE MUSEUM: CAN’T

HAVE ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER

The Computer Histor y Museum’s
volunteers ar e the lifeblood of the
organization! Behind-the-scenes
volunteers contribute many hours of
their time helping with a diverse ar ray of
projects. Some help plan new displays, 

assist with the W eb site, or ar range for
future exhibits. Some help with
administration at the Museum’s of fice.
Still others open the Museum to six
public tours each week as well as many
special tours and scheduled events.
Since moving to the new Shor eline
location and opening the Alpha Phase,
more than 50 dedicated volunteers
have been involved with the staf f and
their projects. 

Also since our move to the new
building, 20 new docents have enabled
us to incr ease the number of tours fr om
two to six per week. T ours ar e now
available W ednesday, Friday, and
Saturday after noons. Thanks to
Museum volunteers who have taken the
training to become docents and
greeters—they independently r un public
tours, welcome visitors, handle sales in
our Museum stor e, and make the
collection come alive. 

The Volunteer Steering Committee, a
representative gr oup that meets with
staf f regularly, is the voice of the
volunteers. The gr oup is headed by Lee
Cour tney, who ser ves as chair man.
Send r equests for infor mation or
comments on the volunteer pr ogram to
Lee Cour tney or to V olunteer Pr ogram
Manager Betsy T oole. For those
interested in helping, please visit
www.computer histor y.org/volunteer and
click on “Become a V olunteer.” 

YOUR SUPPORT COUNTS

Our members and suppor ters ar e
providing faithful and gener ous suppor t
for the Museum in spite of the
challenges of the cur rent economy . See
the list of people on page 28 who ar e
current members at the $100 and
above level. 

If you have been contemplating joining
or lending your financial suppor t to the
Museum, we encourage you to “take
the plunge!”  Not only can you enjoy the
benefits of being associated with this
great institution, you can take pleasur e
in your suppor t of impor tant work to
preser ve and pr esent key objects and
stories of this amazing time in histor y.
Please contact me if I can help you in
any way. Thank you!!

Bob Metcalfe celebrated the 30th anniversar y of
Ethernet on May 22. Other pr esenters included
Gordon Bell, Judy Estrin, David Liddle, Andy
Bechtolsheim, Eric Benhamou, W . Eric Mentzer , and
Stephen Squir es. 

The Museum held its first lectur e in the Hahn
Auditorium on June 10, 2003. A panel on early
software included Scott Cook, Doug Carlston, and
Trip Hawkins, with moderator Stewar t Alsop.

Cake to celebrate the anniversar y of this long-lived
and successful technology
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THE CORE CIRCLE
CORE BENEFACTOR
64K ($65,536+)
Gwen & C Gor don Bell
L John Doer r & Ann Doer r
Donna Dubinsky
Elaine & Eric Hahn
Jef f Hawkins & Janet Strauss
Gardner Hendrie & Kar en Johansen
David & Karla House
Leonard J Shustek
Charles Simonyi

CORE PATRON
32K ($32,768+)
Bill & Rober ta Campbell
Pierre & Pam Omidyar
John & Sher ee Shoch

CORE SPONSOR
16K ($16,384+)
Grant & Dor rit Saviers
Peter Hirshber g
Mike & Kristina Homer
The Krause Foundation
John Mashey & Angela Hey

CORE PARTNER
8K ($8,192+)
Eric Br ewer
Lisa & Ed Colligan
David N Cutler
Sonja & William Davidow
Susan & Phil Goldman
Draper Fisher Jur vetson
Sheldon Laube & Dr Nancy Engel
Audrey MacLean & Mike Clair
The Markkula Foundation
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Jim & Stephanie Nisbet
Suhas & Jayashr ee Patil Family Fund
Steve Perlman & S&i Dobr owolsky
Bernard L Peuto
Pierluigi Zappacosta & Enrica D'Ettor re

THE CORE CLUB 
CORE INVESTOR
4K ($4,096+)
Paul & Evelyn Baran
John Seely Br own & Susan Haviland
Peggy Burke & Dennis Boyle
Rober t Gar ner & Robin Ber esford
Peter & Louise Hamm
Nancy & T im Howes
J Bur gess Jamieson
Deborah Mer edith & Cur tis Cole
Elizabeth & Paul Mockapetris
Dave & Jan Rossetti
Rudolph & Sletten, Inc
Charles L Seitz
John & Elizabeth T oole
Wakerly Family Foundation
Wade & Br enda Woodson
Cindy & Peter Ziebelman

CORE CONTRIBUTOR
2K ($2,048+)
Anonymous
Sally M Abel & Mogens Lauritzen
Allan Alcor n
Allegis Capital
Frances Allen
Dr Gene & Marian Amdahl
Asset Management Company
Carol A Bar tz
Carolyn Bell & For est Baskett
Michael & Shar on Blasgen
Jack & Casey Carsten
Ned & June Chapin
Bruce & Gail Chizen
Ed & Patti Cluss
John & Nor ma Crawfor d
Yogen & Peggy Dalal
Sharon Br unzel & Stephen Deering
Whitfield Dif fie & Mar y Lynn Fischer
Judy Estrin & Bill Car rico
Lori & Joe Fabris
Federico & Elvia Faggin
Judi & Mike Falarski
Tracey Stewar t & Bar ry James Folsom
Ed Frank & Sarah Ratchye
Bob Frankston
Buck Gee
Charles & Nancy Geschke
Lorraine Hariton & Stephen W eyl
Christine Hughes & Abe Ostr ovsky
Matthew & Connie Ives
Ernest E Keet

Steve & Michele Kirsch Foundation
Sandra Kur tzig & Carl Br unsting
Larry Kwicinski & Nanci Caldwell
Ronni & Ber nie LaCr oute
Jan & Sofia Laskowski
Laura & Gar y Lauder
Marc & Marian LeBr un
Shawn & Douglas MacKenzie
James & Patricia Markevitch
Rober t & Katherine Maxfield
The Avram Miller Family Foundation
Gerhard & Car ol Parker
Bill & Rochelle Pratt
Dennis Ritchie
Toni & Ar thur Rock
Saal Family Foundation
Jean Sammet
Alvy Ray & Zu Smith
Stephen Squir es & Ann Mar mor-Squires
Karen & Mark T ucker
Floy & Willis W are
Gio & V oy Wieder hold
Paul Winalski

CORE FRIEND
1K ($1,024+)
Anonymous
David & Robin Anderson
The Dennis & Janet Austin Fund
Connie & Charlie Bachman
Sheila & John Banning
Allen Baum & Donya White
Bruce G & Leona D Baumgar t
Barry & Sharla Boehm
Gary Boone
Jerry Brenholz
Susan & David Bur wen
Check Point Softwar e Technologies Inc
Richard J Clayton
R T Coslet
Andrea Cunningham & Rand Siegfried
Bill Danielson
Eleanor & Lloyd Dickman
Les & Marian Ear nest
David Emerson
Amy Roth & Rober t Epstein
Thelma & Gerald Estrin
John Galloway
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
E Michael Gr eenawalt
Gregor y Gretsch
Dave & Dee Gustavson
Judy & Mar cian Hof f
George & Emily Jaquette
Craig Jensen
Jerry Jensen
Derry & Charlene Kabcenell
Jerry & Judy Klein
Dr & Mrs Leonar d Kleinrock
Donald & Jill Knuth
Tom Kopec & Leah Car neiro
David & Grayson Lane
Lorie Family Fund
Ron & Deb Marianetti
James McElwee
Lore Harp McGover n & Patrick McGover n
Rober t Metcalfe
Tashia & John Mor gridge
Joan Myers & Stanley Myers
Jef frey Ber g & Debra Paget
Paul Pier ce
James N Por ter
Brian D Quint
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Cir esi LLP
The Rockwell Inter national Corporation 

Trust
Peter & V alerie Samson
Secure Computing
Stephen & Paula Smith Family Foundation
Steve Sommer
Bob & V erna Spinrad
George Spix
Rober t & Lee Spr oull
SRI Inter national
Naoya & Masako Ukai
Larry & Dawn W eber
Susan & Anthony W ood
Xerox Palo Alto Resear ch Center
Janet & Del Y ocam
Warren Yogi

GENERAL SUPPORTERS
CHAMPION MEMBERS 
($500+)
Kathleen & Duane Adams
Autodesk, Inc
David Babcock
Gene P Car ter
Lori Kulvin Crawfor d
Stephen Cr ocker

Claudette & Henr y Cr ouse
Vicki & Dr ew Dusebout
Barbara & Joseph Fr edrick
Oliver Friedrichs
Frank S Gr eene
Geri Hadley & Ron Cote
William R Hearst III
William Holtzman
Jennifer & Chuck House
John Impagliazzo
Elizabeth & Dan Jick
Rober t Kahn & Patrice L yons
Marlene & Jef frey Kalb
Laurel & Ray Kaleda
Frank McConnell
Randall & Julaine Nef f
Donald & Helen Nielson
Perforce
Jay Per ry
Arati Prabhakar & Patrick Windham
Judith & Steven Puthuf f
Catherine E Rossi-Roos
John & Christine Sanguinetti
Virginia Shuler
Zalman Ster n
Bob Supnik
Brad Templeton
Duane & Lor na Wadswor th
Michael W eaver
Jim & Sylvia W ork

SUPPORTING MEMBERS 
($100+)
Anonymous
Rhonda Abrams
George B Adams III
Jim Aitken
Saul & Ir ene Amar el
Melissa Anderson & Howar d Look
Mary Ar tibee & Milt Mallor y
Greg Astfalk
Rebecca Gurley Bace
John Backus
Bob & Jean Banning
Eric Barbour
Ross Bassett
David & Bonnie Bell
Ann & Sanfor d Benett
Rober t N Blair , M.Inst.P
Daniel Bobr ow
Frederick & Nancy Br ooks
Jack Bur ness
Jerome Calvo
Paul Cer uzzi
Alison Chaiken & W olfgang Ruppr echt
Brian Chase
George Comstock & Anne Hillman
Harlan Cr owder
William Culber tson
Deborah & Michael Cussen
Paul Dali
Barton Dar nell
Lillian & Alfr ed Dubinsky
Marlene & Duane Dunwoodie
John Ehr man
David Ellswor th
Sarah & David Epstein
Matthew Ettus
Joe Eykholt
Elizabeth Feinler
Daniel Fenton
Lon Fiala
Chris Fralic
Alan Frindell
Enid & Ber nard Galler
Victor Galvez
Karen Tier ney-Gay & Riki Gay
Lance & W endy Glasser
Steve Golson
Paul & Beatrice Gomor y
Georgia R Grant & Paul V Atkins
Douglas Gr eig
Rober t & Marion Grimm
Laura & Stephen Gr ubb
Forrest Gunnison
Kathleen & Philip Gust
Michael Gustafson
Rollin C Har ding
Alys Hay
John & Andr ea Hennessy
Daniel Hill
Winston Hindle
Harold Holbr ook
Marc W Howar d
Dave & Shar on Hoyt
V Br uce & Debra M Hunt
Hyperion Solutions Corp
Dina & Neil Jacobson
Steve Jasik
Cathr yn Jenkins

Luanne Johnson
Cur tis Jones & Lucille Boone
William Jor dan
Lily Jow
Randy Katz
Jakob Nielsen
Thomas & Mark Kor nei
Eric J Korpela
Rober t Kresek
Kevin Krewell
Winston Kriger
Thomas Kur tz
Rober t H Lashley
David A Laws
Deborah Levinger
Jef ferson Lilly
Eva & Michael Loeb
Liza Loop
Alice & Donald Loughr y
Carl & Claudia Lowenstein
Jim & Vir ginia L yons
John Maloney & Roxanne Guilhamet 

Maloney
Patricia & Dwight Manley
Julius Mar cus
Rober t Marshall
Craig Mathias
George Maul
James P Mayer
Stanley & Maurine Mazor
Brion McDonald
Paul & Raquel McJones
Patricia & Patrick McV eigh
William D & Dianne Mensch, Jr
David Miller
Celia & Gar y Miller
Jim Mitchell
Tim Mitchell
Jef f & Jennifer Mof fatt
Michael Mor ganstern
Carol Newton
Dean Nichols
Ronald Nicholson
Marilee J Niemi
Landon Noll
David Novak
Tim Oren
Ted Panofsky
Donn B Parker
Doug & Shirley Pearson
Michael Pique
Nancy Mason & Christopher Poda
Polytechnic Alumni Association of 

Northern Califor nia
James & Betty Quinn
Michael M Rober ts
Ron Rohner
Heidi Roizen & David Mohler
Lynn & Geor ge Rossmann
Jef frey Rudy
Kathleen L R ydar
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
Scott & Jennifer Sandell
Rex Sanders
Sandon Associates
Morey & Barbara Schapira
Judith Schwar tz & William Conlon
Catherine Povejsil & William Scull
Eric Shepher d
Richard Shoup
Howard S Shubs
Angela Sidddall
Dan & Kar on Siewior ek
Silicon V alley For th Inter est Gr oup
Horst Simon
Chris & Jade Simonson
Peter Skillman
Matt Chew Spence
David M Stear ns
Nina & James Steiner
Steven Stepanek
Greg Stikeleather
Richard Sweet
Larry Tesler & Colleen Bar ton
Geof frey Thompson
Ilene Chester & Frank T obin
Philippe Tobler
Joseph T raub & Pamela McCor duck
Lydia Varmazis
Greg & Susan W ageman
Roy & V erna Weaver
Carol Welsh
Susan & Stephen Wildstr om
Kevin Wilke & V alerie Shaw
Malcolm Wing
Donna Yobs
John G Zabolitzky
John & Mar y Zolnowsky
George D Zuras

ENTERPRISE
50K ($50,000+)
HP

SYSTEMS
20K ($20,000+)
Microsoft
Rambus
Sun Micr osystems

NETWORK
10K ($10,000+)
3COM
Adobe Systems
Cisco Systems
Convergys
Intel 
Maxtor
PeopleSoft
Sigma Par tners
Thomas W eisel V enture Par tners

INFRASTRUCTURE
5K ($5,000+)
Analog Devices
EHDD
Fish & Neave
Google
IBM 
Mid Peninsula Bank
Rudolph and Sletten
Sendmail

PETA DONORS
$10 MILL ION
Elaine & Eric Hahn

TERA DONORS
$5—9.99 MILL ION
L John Doer r & Ann Doer r
Donna Dubinsky
Jef f Hawkins & Janet Strauss
Gardner Hendrie & Kar en Johansen
Dave House Family Foundation
Intuit, in honor of founder Scott Cook
Leonard J Shustek

GIGA DONORS
$1—4.99 MILL ION
Gwen & C Gor don Bell
Mike & Kristina Homer
John & Sher ee Shoch

MEGA DONORS
100K—999K 
($100,000—999,999)
Steve Blank & Alison Elliott
Bill & Rober ta Campbell
Sheldon Laube & Dr Nancy Engel
John Mashey & Angela Hey
Ike & Ronee Nassi
Bernard L Peuto
Saal Family Foundation
Grant & Dor rit Saviers
Pierluigi Zappacosta & Enrica D'Ettor re

KILO DONORS
TO 99K (TO $99,999)
Sally M Abel & Mogens Lauritzen
David & Robin Anderson
Peggy Burke & Dennis Boyle
Lori Kulvin Crawfor d
Andrea Cunningham & Rand Siegfried
David Emerson
Carol & Chris Espinosa
Samuel H Fuller
Jennifer & Chuck House
Christine Hughes & Abe Ostr ovsky
Pierre & Pam Omidyar

Current as of September 1, 2003. 
To correct your listing, please contact
henderson@computerhistory.org.

For information about individual and
corporate memberships, sponsorships,
and other giving oppor tunities, please
contact Kar en Tucker. 

THANKS TO OUR SUPPORTERS 
We thank our members and donors for their loyalty and enthusiasm and look for ward to working with new friends as we build for t he future.  

ANNUAL DONORS CORPORATE MEMBERS

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN
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CONTACT INFORMATION
EXECUTIVE STAFF

JOHN C TOOLE

Executive Director & CEO
+1 650 810 1000
toole@computer histor y.or g

MICHAEL FALARSKI

Vice President of Operations 
& Facilities
+1 650 810 1001
falarski@computer histor y.or g

KIRSTEN TASHEV

Director of Collections and Exhibitions
+1 650 810 1037
tashev@computer histor y.or g

KAREN (MATHEWS) TUCKER

Vice President of Development,
Marketing, & PR
+1 650 810 1011
tucker@computer histor y.or g

MICHAEL R WILLIAMS

Head Curator
+1 650 810 1024
williams@computer histor y.or g

OTHER FULL-TIME STAFF

SHARON BRUNZEL

Archivist
+1 650 810 1016
brunzel@computer histor y.or g

MARLEN CANTRELL

Of fice Manager
+1 650 810 1018
cantrell@computer histor y.or g

JENNIFER CHENG

Events Coordinator
+1 650 810 1019
cheng@computer histor y.or g 

JEREMY CLARK

Registrar
+1 650 810 1020
clark@computer histor y.or g

PAM CLEVELAND

Events Manager 
+1 650 810 1021
cleveland@computer histor y.or g

WENDY-ANN FRANCIS

Accountant
+1 650 810 1023
francis@computer histor y.or g

CHRIS GARCIA

Historical Collections Coordinator
+1 650 810 1041
garcia@computer histor y.or g 

CATRIONA HARRIS

Development & PR Associate
+1 650 810 1036
harris@computer histor y.or g

LAURA HENDERSON

Associate Director of Development
+1 650 810 1029
henderson@computer histor y.org

DAG SPICER

Curator of Exhibits
+1 650 810 1035
spicer@computer histor y.or g

MIKE WALTON

IT Director
+1 650 810 1040
walton@computer histor y.or g

PART-TIME STAFF

LEE COURTNEY

Volunteer Coordinator 
cour tney@computer histor y.or g

DAVID CANTRELL

Oral Histories Intern
+1 650 810 1017
dcantrell@computer histor y.org

ALEX CHAN

Accounting Intern
+1 650 810 1025
chan@computer histor y.org

SOWMYA KRISHNASWAMY

Database Services Intern
+1 650 810 1028
krishnaswamy@computer histor y.org

BETSY TOOLE

Volunteer Program Manager
+1 650 810 1038
etoole@computer histor y.or g

VINH QUACH

IT Suppor t
+1 650 810 1039
quach@computer histor y.or g 

COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

1401 N Shor eline Blvd
Mountain View , CA 94043-1311, USA
+1 650 810 1010
+1 650 810 1055 (fax)

WWW.COMPUTERHISTORY.ORG

Cur rent staf f openings can be found
at www.computer histor y.or g/jobs.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Please visit www.computerhistory.org/events for
more event details and to RSVP for all events. 
More information is available at +1 650 810 1013.

THU,  SEPTEMBER 25
THREE DECADES OF INNOVATION:
PHIL IPPE KAHN’S PERSONAL STORIES 
Hahn Auditorium, Computer History Museum

TUE,  OCTOBER 21
FELLOW AWARDS CELEBRATION
Hahn Auditorium, Computer History Museum

WED, OCTOBER 22
TIM BERNERS-LEE
Hahn Auditorium, Computer History Museum

WED, NOVEMBER 12
SUHAS PATIL
Hahn Auditorium, Computer History Museum

WED, DECEMBER 3
DON KNUTH:  A DOZEN PRECURSORS OF
FORTRAN
Hahn Auditorium, Computer History Museum

MUSEUM ARTIFACTS
ON LOAN

ONGOING (2003)
“THE COMPUTING REVOLUTION”

Museum of Science
Boston, Massachusetts
www.mos.org

TOUR THE MUSEUM
Tours of Visible Storage ar e now
available on W ednesday, Friday, and
Saturday after noons at 1:00pm and
2:30pm. T ours take about an hour .

Please make your r eser vation by calling
+1 650 810 1013 or emailing:
tours@computer histor y.org.

VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITIES
The Museum tries to match its needs
with the skills and inter ests of its
volunteers and r elies on r egular
volunteer suppor t for events and
projects. In addition to special pr ojects,
monthly work par ties generally occur on
the 2nd Satur day of each month,
including:

OCTOBER 11,  NOVEMBER 8,
DECEMBER 13

Please RSVP at least 48 hours in
advance to Betsy T oole for work par ties,
and contact us if you ar e inter ested in
lending a hand in other ways! For mor e
information, visit our web page at
www.computer histor y.org/volunteers.
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Explained from CORE 3.3

This small section of the British DEUCE
(Digital Electr onic Universal Computing
Engine) computer constr ucted at the
English Electric Company is appr ox-
imately 2 lbs. and 4 1/8" x 8" x 

2 15/16" (HWD). This thr ee-vacuum-
tube module for med par t of the
machine’s mer cury delay line memor y,
which translated a digital pulse train
into sound waves, sent these waves
down a tube, then r ecirculated the
waves back thr ough the tube.

The English Electric Deuce was a
general-purpose vacuum tube digital
computer, with a serial or ganization and
a 1 MHz clock rate. It was a r e-
engineered Pilot ACE (Automatic
Computing Engine), a landmark machine
conceived but unr ealized by Alan T uring
and developed by the UK National
Physical Laborator y. The ACE can be
seen today at the Science Museum,
London. The DEUCE contained 1,450
vacuum tubes and was nearly twice the
size of the ACE pr ototype.

The DEUCE’s wor d length was 32 bits,
and its arithmetic units wer e capable of
per forming single, double, and mixed
precision binar y integer arithmetic. The
fast main memor y was comprised of 12
mercury delay lines. Eight delay lines

held executable instr uctions, and four
delay lines comprised auxiliar y storage.
The magnetic r ecording dr um (an
example of which r esides at the
Computer Histor y Museum) contained
one block of 16 r ead heads and a
separate block of 16 write heads. Each
head provided access to a track of 32
words and both blocks could be moved
independently to any of 16 positions. 

The DEUCE used standar d Hollerith
(IBM) 80-column punched car d
machines. Reading and punching
transfer red one binar y word per r ow of a
card and conversion to and fr om
decimal was per formed by softwar e. 

The first machine was deliver ed in the
spring of 1955. Fr om late 1955
onwards, English Electric began selling
the DEUCE 2, followed in 1957 by a
DEUCE 2A; these featur ed, among other
things, r e-engineered input/output
systems. The company sold about 31
DEUCE 1 and 2 machines between
1955 and 1964, priced at ar ound
50,000 UK Pounds in 1958.

Please send your best guess to
myster y@computer histor y.org befor e
12/15/03 along with your name, and
shipping addr ess. The first thr ee cor rect
entries will each r eceive a fr ee travel
mug with the Museum’s logo.

1401 N Shoreline Blvd, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA

Address Service Requested
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MYSTERY 
ITEMS
FROM THE COLLECTION OF 

THE COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM 

WHAT IS
THIS?
THIS ITEM WILL BE EXPLAINED IN THE 

NEXT ISSUE OF CORE. 

English Electric, DEUCE Mer cury Delay Line
Amplifier Cir cuit (1955), XD 4.75, Gift of Mur ray
Allen. 
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Cover artwork: Engraving of The Turk, 1789.

In 1770, Hungarian inventor Wolfgang von 

Kempelen created a chess-playing automaton 

called The Turk whose human-like playing 

qualities amazed audiences across Europe 

and America. Some observers guessed the 

secret that was a mystery for most of its 

career: the source of its playing strength was 

a human chess player hidden inside.  Courtesy 

of the Library Company of Philadelphia, CHM# 

L062302012.

Photo this page: In 1968, David Levy played a 

friendly game of chess with Stanford professor 

John McCarthy. After the match McCarthy 

remarked that within ten years a computer 

program would defeat Levy. Levy bet McCarthy 

500 pounds that this would not be the case. 

In August 1978, Levy (shown here) won the bet 

when he defeated Chess 4.6, the strongest 

chess playing computer of the day. Gift of David 

Levy, CHM# 102634530
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E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

This issue of Core is a wonderful demonstration that being a com-
puter museum is about more than just collecting old computers.

It is about designing physical and web-based exhibits to explain 
the excitement of trying to build smart machines. It is about telling 
hitherto unknown spy stories leading to the development of Rus-
sian computers during the Cold War. It is about bringing classic 
machines from 40 years ago back to life. It is about the changing 
fashion in how computers are promoted and sold. It is about build-
ing a comprehensive and eclectic collection that includes make-
shift hardware, legendary software source code, historic t-shirts, 
computer-generated 45 RPM records, and news releases about at-
tempted espionage of computer technology.

All these efforts represent different aspects of the same mission: 
the information revolution is having a profound effect on our civi-
lization, and we owe it to future generations to preserve, under-
stand, and explain how it came to be. To do so, we collect objects 
of all types as the raw material, we recreate historical conditions 
for study, and we describe what we know to others. These goals are 
lofty and important.

But we also do it because it’s fun! Would we have restored the  
PDP-1 if it wasn’t the “Spacewar! Machine?” Maybe, but maybe 
not. The man-machine conflict in the computer chess exhibit is 
the essence of science fiction. The Zelenograd story is in the best 
tradition of dramatic spy thrillers, except that it’s true. The story 
of the computer is just not the facts of technological development: 
it is a rich human story. 

What of the chapters that are being written now? The pace of devel-
opment in computers blurs the distinction between past and future. 
The British psychiatrist R. D. Laing said, “We live in a moment 
of history where change is so speeded up that we begin to see the 
present only when it is already disappearing.” Unlike those who 
study the history of the printing press or the Crusades, we are both 
burdened and privileged by having the object of our study evolving 
in our lifetimes. What an experience that is!

I hope you enjoy this and future issues of Core, and get involved in 
the effort to preserve computing history. We live in a remarkable 
time of technological change and should celebrate it joyously.

Len Shustek

Len Shustek is the Chairman of the Computer History Museum.  

He has been the co-founder of two high-tech companies, a 

trustee of various non-profits, a director of several corporations, 

and on the faculty of Carnegie Mellon and Stanford Universities.
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nal) forces as a means of explaining nature. 
This knowledge was extended dramatically 
in the first third of the 20th century on 
both theoretical and experimental planes 
and resulted in the invention of such things 
as widespread electrification, the light 
bulb, the automobile, the airplane, motion 
pictures, radio, sound recording, televi-
sion, and air conditioning, to name but a 
few practical inventions; on the theoretical 
level, some of the key developments were 
quantum theory, organic chemistry, dis-
covery of the electron, and Einstein’s three 
earth-shattering papers of 1905 that would 
re-write physics forever. The world was 
transitioning from mysticism to science.

Concurrently, as companies and gov-
ernments sought to automate the process-
ing of information that was generated by 
modern-day life, initially mechanical solu-
tions (like the Hollerith census machine of 
1890) were proposed. These were followed 
in the 1910s and ‘20s by electrical machines, 
then, during WWII, by electronic solu-
tions. In particular, the modern “statistical 
society,” with its government-driven desire 
to acquire quantitative justifications for its 
policy decisions, was, and remains, a major 
driving force behind the development of 
computers. No one considered these early 
mechanical or electrical machines “think-
ing” in any way. 

G I A N T  B R A I N S

However, the emergence of the electronic 
computer in the late 1940s led to much 
speculation about “thinking” machines. In 
light of all the scientific accomplishments 
at the time, there seemed to be no limit to 
what science could achieve, including, per-
haps, building a machine that could think. 
If a computer could play chess, so went the 
reasoning, then perhaps other problems 
that seemed to require human intelligence 
might also be solved. For example, in a 
1949 paper, Claude Shannon, a researcher 
at MIT and Bell Laboratories, said of pro-
gramming a computer to play chess that, 

“Although of no practical importance, the 
question is of theoretical interest, and 
it is hoped that...this problem will act as 
a wedge in attacking other problems...of 
greater significance.” 

Another computer pioneer, the Eng-
lishman Alan Turing, one of the most bril-
liant mathematical minds of the 20th cen-
tury, studied the idea of “building a brain” 
and developed a theoretical computer 
chess program as an example of machine 
intelligence. Working at a time before he 
had access to a computer, in 1947 Turing 
designed the first program to play chess, 

testing it with paper and pencil and using 
himself as the “computer.”

Commercial computers arrived in the 
early to mid-1950s as companies applied 
knowledge gained through WWII tech-
nological developments to new products. 

“Electronic” computers at this stage meant 
that such machines were based on vacuum 
tubes. These tubes could switch hundreds, 
even thousands, of times faster than the 
previous relay or mechanical systems of 
just five years earlier, resulting in comput-
ing machines that could accomplish in sec-
onds what would previously have taken a 
human months or years to calculate. 

O P E N I N G  M O V E S

A colleague of Turing’s, Dr. Dietrich Prinz, 
a research scientist on one of these new 
electronic machines (the Ferranti Mark I 
computer at Manchester University), con-
tinued the quest to create a chess-playing 
computer program. Prinz wrote the first 
limited program in 1951. Although the 
computer was not powerful enough to play 
a full game, it could find the best move if it 
was only two moves away from checkmate, 
known as the “mate-in-two” problem. 

In the United States, Alex Bernstein, 
an experienced chess player and a pro-
grammer at IBM, wrote a program in 1958 
that could play a full chess game on an 
IBM 704 mainframe computer. The pro-
gram could be defeated by a novice player 
and each move took eight minutes. The 
interface—front panel switches for input 
and a printer for output—was not easy to 
use either.

While Prinz, Bernstein, and others 
wrote rudimentary programs, it was in 
this environment that scientists developed 
and extended the fundamental theoreti-
cal techniques for evaluating chess posi-
tions and for searching possible moves and 
counter-moves.

For example, early artificial intelli-
gence pioneers Allen Newell and Herbert 
Simon from Carnegie Mellon University 
together with Cliff Shaw at the Rand Cor-
poration, developed some of the funda-
mental programming ideas behind all com-
puter chess programs in the mid-to-late 
1950s. Their NSS (Newell, Simon, Shaw) 
program combined “algorithms” (step-by-
step procedures) that searched for good 
moves with “heuristics” (rules of thumb) 
that captured well-known chess strategies 
to reduce the number of possible moves to 
explore. Specifically, the program used the 

“minimax” algorithm with the “alpha-beta 
pruning” technique. 

Thinking Machine, Astounding Science Fiction 
cover, Oct. 1957-10. Used with permission of 
Dell Magazines. CHM# L062302011 
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Chess is a very ancient game. It 
probably came to the west from Persia (Iran) via India during the 
reign of the Persian king Chosroes (d. 576 A.D.). For much of the 
last fifteen hundred years, chess has been popular with the ruling 
classes as a test of tactical and strategic acumen, a test whose les-
sons could possibly be applied to the world stage itself. Indeed, in 
the Middle East, chess is known as “the game of the king,” and 
the word “Schach mat” (“Shah mat” in Persian) signifies “the 
king is dead,” thus “Checkmate.” 

Although it had royal origins, chess was also popular with the 
less privileged, since it is inexpensive to play, requiring nothing 
more than a board with 64 black and white squares and some game 
pieces. Chess boards themselves could be status symbols but the 
game itself, of course, was no respector of persons. While it is easy 
to learn—even children can attain remarkable proficiency—chess 
has been associated with intellectual pursuits since its earliest be-
ginnings. Since the rules were easy to program into a computer and 
it had nearly infinite (10 to the 120th power) possible games, chess 
was interesting to early computer pioneers as a test bed for ideas 
about computer reasoning. As pioneers in the 1940s sought ways 
to understand and apply computers to real-world problems, they 
began almost immediately to use chess.

T H E  T U R K

But the story begins not with the birth of the computer in the 1940s, 
but 170 years earlier in 1770, when diplomat and inventor Wolfgang 
von Kempelen built a mechanical chess player called “The Turk.” 
As part of his desire to rise in social position, Von Kempelen cre-
ated The Turk as an entertainment and presented it to the Empress 
Maria Theresa of Austria-Hungary. The Empress and her court 
were stunned by The Turk’s strong play as well as by its mysterious 
movements which seemed to indicate it was “thinking.” 

Word of The Turk spread quickly throughout Europe and it 
became a sensation. It would travel to public fairs and royal courts 
for the next 85 years, amazing audiences and playing such well-
known figures as Napoleon Bonaparte, Benjamin Franklin, and 
even Charles Babbage (who would later design and build one of 
the earliest mechanical calculating machines). Although some of 
The Turk’s observers guessed its secret, most had no idea that the 
source of its playing strength was a human chess player carefully 
hidden inside. 

Although The Turk was eventually revealed to be a magic 
trick, the drive to build a machine that appeared to think or mimic 
human abilities continued throughout the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Indeed, European craftsmen built automata (literally: self-guided 
machines) that appeared to write, sing, and even play musical in-
struments. These automata grew out of the Enlightenment concept 
of humans as machines that could be understood through rational 
principles. The movements of automata were usually guided by 
clockwork mechanisms, which were becoming a mature technol-
ogy by the mid-19th century.

Such creations were illusion, of course, no more intelligent 
than the mute wood and metal parts out of which they were con-
structed. The era of automata ended about 1900 at a time when the 
world’s scientific knowledge was evolving into a system based on 
mathematically-understood principles supplemented by profound 
distaste for “metaphysics” or references to mystical (i.e. non-ratio-

W H Y  C O M P U T E R  C H E S S ?

In September 2005, the Computer History Museum opened 
“Mastering the Game: A History of Computer Chess,” a dy-
namic new exhibit that chronicles the story of how computer 
science explored the bounds of machine thinking through the 
design of a computer to play chess. 

This exhibit represented a two-year project to examine 
how to teach visitors about software—an abstract and tradi-
tionally challenging topic to display. In fall 2003, the museum 
formed a Software Exhibits Committee and the team explored 
conceptually a variety of “software” topics, including the his-
tory of text processing, programming languages, and game soft-
ware. Within a year, the team decided to prototype an exhibit 
in order to fully understand the challenges. 

The history of computer chess as an exhibit topic was 
proposed when discussing game software. The topic immedi-
ately resonated with the team. A five-decade-long story with a  
distinguished cast of characters, the history of computer chess 
also mirrored the larger story of computer history, providing 
visitors with an overview of general technological develop-
ments over time.

Computer chess also represented an accessible way for 
visitors to learn about software. Even if they don’t play, most 
people know that chess is a difficult problem to solve for people 
and machines alike. With this familiar jumping off point, visi-
tors could begin to explore some important computing software 
concepts such as algorithms, upon which all computer chess 
programs are built. 

Additionally, as part of its international mission, the mu-
seum is committed to providing online visitors with access to 
exhibits and source material from the collection. To that end, 
delving into the topic of computer chess through exhibit devel-
opment has unearthed broad and deep source material such 
as research papers, tournament brochures and photographs, 
source code as well as oral histories conducted by the museum 
during the research phase of the exhibition. This rich content 
makes the topic well-suited for more exploration in cyberspace 
and the museum has created an online exhibit to parallel the 
physical exhibit at its headquarters.

Finally, the history of computer chess also has drama; it 
is a story, ostensibly about man vs. machine, and the dream to 
build a thinking machine, a topic that continues to fascinate. 

You are invited to visit the “Mastering the Game: 
A History of Computer Chess” exhibit at the museum 
or online. Here is an overview of the topic to whet your  
appetite!

from previous page:
Computer pioneer Claude Shannon developed the 
foundations of computer search strategies for how 
a machine might place chess. Shannon (right) and 
chess champion Edward Lasker play with Shannon’s 
early relay-based endgame machine, c. 1940. Gift of 
Monroe Newborn, CHM# 102645398

King Otto IV of Brandenburg playing chess 
with woman, illumination from Heidelberg 
Lieder manuscript, 14th century.
© Archivo Iconografico, S.A./CORBIS
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B R U T E  F O R C E

Work on computer chess continued, mainly 
in universities. By the 1970s, a community 
of researchers emerged and began to share 
new techniques and programs. The intro-
duction of annual computer chess tourna-
ments, hosted by the Association for Com-
puting Machinery (ACM), also created a 
friendly but competitive atmosphere for 
programmers to demonstrate and test their 
programs. Tournament organizer Monty 
Newborn said of these tournaments: “Play 
was often interrupted to resuscitate an ail-
ing computer or terminal. The audience 
howled with laughter. For the participants, 
however, it was a learning experience.” 

At the same time, computers were 
doubling in speed about every two years. 
Early computer pioneers tried to make their 
programs play like people do by relying on 
knowledge-based searches (or heuristics) 
to choose the best moves. A new genera-
tion of researchers included heuristics, but 
also relied on increasingly fast hardware 
to conduct “brute force” searches of game 
trees, allowing the evaluation of millions 
of chess positions—something no human 
could do. 

In fact, it was in 1977 at Bell Laborato-
ries, when researchers Ken Thompson and 
Joe Condon took the brute force approach 
one step further by developing a custom 
chess-playing computer called Belle. Con-
nected to a minicomputer, by 1980 Belle 
included highly specialized circuitry that 

contained a “move generator” and “board 
evaluator,” allowing the computer to ex-
amine 160,000 positions per second. This 
custom hardware revolutionized computer 
chess and was so effective that in 1982 at 
the North American Computer Chess 
Championships (NACCC), this $17,000 
chess machine beat the Cray Blitz program 
running on a $10 million supercomputer. 
It was a harbinger of how more nimble sys-
tems would meet, and ultimately bypass, 
the performance of much larger machines.

Early success led to giddy predictions about the prom-
ise of computers. In fact, psychologist and artificial 
intelligence pioneer Herbert Simon claimed in 1965 
that, “machines will be capable, within 20 years, of 
doing any work that a man can do.”

1 In the late 1950s, Carnegie Mellon 
University researchers Allen Newell (right) 
and Herbert Simon (left), along with Cliff 
Shaw (not shown) at the Rand Corporation, 
were early pioneers in the field of artificial 
intelligence and chess software, c. 1958. 
Courtesy of Carnegie Mellon University, CHM# 
L062302007

2 John McCarthy, artificial intelligence 
pioneer (shown here, c. 1967) used an 
improved version of a program developed 
by Alan Kotok at MIT to play correspondence 
chess against a Soviet program at the 
Moscow Institute for Theoretical and 
Experimental Physics (ITEP) created by 
George Adelson-Velsky and others. In 1967, 
the four-game match played over nine months 
was won 3-1 by the Soviet program. Courtesy 
of Stanford University, CHM# L062302006

3 Mikhail Donskoy (shown here in 1974) 
developed the Kaissa chess program along 
with Soviet scientists Vladimir Aralzarov and 
Alexander Ushkov at Moscow’s Institute for 
Control Science. In 1974, Kaissa won all four 
games at the first World Computer Chess 
Championship in Stockholm. Gift of Monroe 
Newborn, CHM# 102645348

4 In 1977, Ken Thompson (right), best known 
as the co-creator of the Unix operating 
system, and Joe Condon (left) designed 
and built Belle, a dedicated chess-playing 
machine connected to a minicomputer. Belle’s 
custom hardware and endgame database 
revolutionized computer chess. Courtesy of 
Bell Laboratories, CHM# L062302004

Minimax allowed the computer to 
search a game tree of possible moves and 
counter-moves, evaluating the best move 
on its turn and the worst move on its op-
ponent’s turn. The “alpha-beta pruning” 
technique ignored or “pruned” branches 
of the search tree that would yield less fa-
vorable results, thus saving time. Today 
most two-person game-playing computer 
programs use the minimax algorithm with 
the alpha-beta pruning technique.

The NSS chess program ran on the 
Johnniac computer, which is on display in 
the Computer History Museum’s Visible 
Storage area. 

By the early 1960s, students at almost 
every major university had access to com-
puters, which inevitably led to more re-
search on computer chess. It was in 1959 
that MIT freshmen Alan Kotok, Elwyn R. 
Berlekamp, Michael Lieberman, Charles 
Niessen, and Robert A. Wagner started 
working on a chess-playing program for 
the IBM 7090 mainframe computer. Their 
program was based on research by artifi-
cial intelligence pioneer John McCarthy. 
By the time they had graduated in 1962, 
the program could beat amateurs. 

Richard Greenblatt, an MIT pro-
grammer and accomplished chess player, 
looked at this earlier MIT program and de-
cided he could do better. He added 50 heu-
ristics that captured his in-depth knowl-
edge of chess. His MacHack VI program 
for the DEC PDP-6 computer played at 
a level far above its predecessors. In 1967, 
it was the first computer to play against a 
person in a chess tournament and earned 
a rating of 1400, the level of a good high 
school player. 

This early success led to giddy predic-
tions about the promise of computers. In 
fact, psychologist and artificial intelligence 
pioneer Herbert Simon claimed in 1965 
that, “machines will be capable, within 20 
years, of doing any work that a man can 
do.”

Dr. Dietrich Prinz wrote the first limited chess pro-
gram in 1951. Although the computer was not power-
ful enough to play a full game, it could find the best 
move if it was only two moves away from checkmate, 
known as the “mate-in-two” problem.

IBM programmer Alex Bernstein wrote a 
chess program for the IBM 704 mainframe 
computer in 1958. Bernstein told the 
computer what move to make by flipping the 
switches on the front panel. Courtesy of the 
IBM Archives, CHM# L02645391
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In this period, chess software also 
made dramatic progress. The programs 
CHESS (developed at Northwestern 
University), the Russian KAISSA, and 
Thompson and Condon’s Belle introduced 
several novel features, many of which are 
still used today. One of most powerful 
techniques was “iterative deepening,” a 
technique that gradually increased the 
depth of the search tree that a computer 
could examine, rather than searching to 
a fixed depth. This allowed the most ef-
ficient use of the limited time each player 
was given to choose a move.

Although computer chess programs 
had improved significantly, they were still 
not a match for the top human players. In 
fact, in 1968 International Master David 
Levy made a famous bet against John Mc-
Carthy that no chess program would beat 
him for the next 10 years. The Canadian 
National Exhibition in Toronto in 1978 
presented Levy with an opportunity to de-
fend his bet. The top program, CHESS 4.7, 
would be participating in the tournament. 
“Until 1977,” said Levy, “there seemed to 
be no point in my playing a formal chal-

lenge match against any chess program 
because none of them were good enough, 
but when CHESS 4.5 began doing well...
it was time for me...to defend the human 
race against the coming invasion.” Levy 
won his bet.

M I G H T Y  M I C R O S

Just as Levy was winning his bet, home 
computers, such as the Apple II, TRS-80 
and Commodore PET, were introduced. 
It wasn’t long after their introduction that 
programmers began writing chess pro-
grams for these machines so that anyone 
with a microcomputer could play chess 
against a computer. 

Before these commercially available 
machines, the first microprocessor-based 
chess programs were produced by hobby-
ists who shared information openly through 
computer clubs and magazines. One of the 
first such programs was Microchess, writ-

ten in 1976 by Peter Jennings. Microchess 
sold several million copies and demon-
strated that there was an audience for early 
computer games. Interestingly, some of the 
early profits from Microchess were used by 
the company Personal Software, (which 
had purchased Microchess from Jennings), 
to help finance the marketing of one of the 
first spreadsheet programs, VisiCalc.

By the early 1980s, computer software 
companies and others began selling dedi-
cated chess computers and boards. One of 
the most successful chess boards was the 
Chess Challenger, sold by Fidelity Elec-
tronics. Even though Chess Challenger 
played below amateur-level chess, the 
novelty of the product made it an instant 
success. Other consumer chess boards 
included interesting features such as feed-
back and evaluation, which allowed begin-
ners to improve their game. Boris, a Chess 
Challenger rival, displayed messages in 
response to the player’s moves such as: “I 
expected that.” 

Annual computer-to-computer com-
petitions also stimulated improvements. 
The World Microcomputer Chess Cham-
pionships (WMCCC) started in 1980. 
Funding came from chess software manu-
facturers, who hoped that placing well in 
the competition would lead to increased 
sales. Each year the top programmers re-
fined their code in an effort to win the next 
World Championship title. Although this 
competitive atmosphere spurred the de-
velopment of high-quality chess programs, 
many early participants lamented the loss 
of collegiality and openness. Some micro-
processor-based programs began challeng-
ing mainframe and supercomputer-based 
programs. For example, in 1989, Sargon, 
running on a personal computer, defeated 
the chess program AWIT running on a six- 
million dollar mainframe computer.

C H A L L E N G I N G  T H E  M A S T E R S

As computers steadily played better chess, 
some developers began to turn their atten-
tion to the ultimate challenge: defeating 
the best human player in the world. The 
Fredkin Prize, established by Ed Fredkin 
at Carnegie Mellon University in 1980, of-
fered three prizes for achievement in com-
puter chess. The top prize of $100,000 was 
for the first program to defeat a reigning 
World Chess Champion. 

One of the major centers of such de-
velopment was Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity. In the mid-1980s, two competing 
research groups developed separate chess 
computers, one named Hitech and the 

Organizer Monty Newborn said of these tournaments: 
“Play was often interrupted to resuscitate an ailing 
computer or terminal. The audience howled with 
laughter. For the participants, however, it was a learn-
ing experience.”

In 1968, David Levy played a friendly 
game of chess with Stanford professor 
John McCarthy. After the match McCarthy 
remarked that within ten years there would 
be a computer program that would defeat 
Levy. Levy bet McCarthy 500 pounds that 
this would not be the case. In August 1978, 
Levy (shown here) won the bet when he 
defeated Chess 4.6, the strongest chess 
playing computer of the day. Gift of David 
Levy, CHM# 102634530

1 Microchess (shown here on the Radio Shack 
TRS-80, 1976), created by Peter Jennings, was 
the first commercially-available microcomputer-
based chess program. It was first introduced in a 
small advertisement in the KIM-1 user magazine, 
known as KIM-1 User Notes. Courtesy of Peter 
Jennings and Digibarn, CHM# L062302022

3 The Sargon III (shown here running on an Apple 
II microcomputer) computer chess program was 
developed in 1984 by Kathe and Dan Spracklen, a 
husband and wife team. CHM# L062302024

2 By the early 1980s, computer software 
companies and others began selling dedicated 
chess computers and boards. Some consumer 
chess boards included interesting features, such 
as the Novag Robot Adversary (shown here) 
which used a robotic arm to move the chess 
pieces of the computer. It was programmed 
by David Kittinger in 1982 and used a Z-80 
processor. Gift of Monroe Newborn, CHM# 
102645420
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Larry Atkin (front) and David Slate’s chess 
program dominated computer chess 
tournaments for nearly a decade, winning 
every championship except two in the 1980s. 
At the 10th Annual ACM Computer Chess 
Championship supercomputer-based Chess 
4.9 won the tournament, followed closely by 
custom chess machine Belle. Sargon 2.5 the 
only microprocessor-based chess program 
in the tournament, came in an impressive 
seventh place. Gift of Monroe Newborn, 
CHM# 102645350



W H A T ’ S  N E X T ?

Today, computer chess programs that play 
as powerfully as Deep Blue run on person-
al computers as well as portable chess ma-
chines that fit in a pocket. This shrinking 
has interesting effects on observers: Deep 
Blue, made up of two imposing seven foot 
tall cabinets with blinking lights is much 
more impressive than its rough equiva-
lent today, something the size of a cellular 
phone. While many might have thought 
Deep Blue was intelligent, it is much hard-
er to consider something that fits in one’s 
pocket as being so. Nonetheless, the qual-
ity of these programs is remarkable: they 
can defeat over 99% of all human players 
and cost well under $100. Grandmasters 
and World Champions alike use them 
to train for play, both against machines 
and other humans. The way the game is 
taught and played is different: a 16-year-
old novice, for example, with access to all 
of a Grandmaster’s games on the Internet, 
could conceivably defeat him by exploit-
ing a weakness revealed during a computer 
simulation of such games.

In spite of the millions of positions 
per second being evaluated, computers 
and humans (at the highest level) are still 
very closely matched. To date, for example, 
there have been only two other matches 
between a computer and a World Chess 
Champion and both have ended in ties.

Deep Blue defeated the best human 
chess player using large amounts of calcu-
lation. But was it a thinking machine? As 
Murray Campbell, Deep Blue team mem-
ber, pointed out, “I never considered Deep 
Blue intelligent in any way. It’s just an 
excellent problem solver in this very spe-
cific domain.” Campbell’s remarks bring 
to mind Alan Turing’s observation that to 
determine whether a machine is intelligent 
requires only that it fool a human into be-
lieving so. In other words, there is no ob-
jective test for intelligence that lies outside 
of human perception. Though some ar-
gue that human thinking is simply a form 
of calculation and therefore amenable to 
computer simulation, many disagree. Be-
yond extremely impressive achievements 
in specific domains—which will have far-
reaching effects on our lives—a machine 
that can reason in general terms is still 
quite a few years and many startling break-
throughs away. 

Dag Spicer is senior curator at the Computer His-

tory Museum and Kirsten Tashev is vice president 

of collections and exhibitions.

Deep Blue (1997) was based on IBM’s RS/6000 
SP2 supercomputer, consisting of 30 processors 
in two towers (shown). The 480 identical custom 
chess chips (integrated circuits) were key to 
the system’s performance as a chess playing 
machine. It calculated 200 million positions 
per second, at times up to thirty moves ahead. 
Courtesy of IBM Archives, CHM# L062302016

other ChipTest. While both machines took 
different programming approaches, they 
shared advances in custom chip technol-
ogy, allowing them to further implement 
brute force search strategies in hardware 
that had previously been performed by 
software. This allowed faster and thus 
deeper searching. 

Building on the initial ChipTest ma-
chine, the team developed a second ma-
chine, called Deep Thought, after the 
fictional computer in The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to the Galaxy. This machine won 
the Fredkin Intermediate Prize in 1989 for 
the first system to play at the Grandmaster 
level (above 2400). Both Hitech and Deep 
Thought won many computer-to-comput-
er chess tournaments. More importantly, 
they stunned the chess community in 1988 
by defeating human opponents, Grand-
masters Arnold Denker (Hitech) and Bent 
Larsen (Deep Thought). Concurrently, 
microcomputers were steadily advancing, 
leading to David Kittinger’s micropro-

cessor-based program, WChess, which in 
1994 achieved worldwide acclaim when it 
won against American Grandmasters at 
the Intel-Harvard Cup “Man vs. Machine” 
tournament.

D E E P  B L U E

The goal to defeat the top human player 
seemed within reach and the recognition 
that would come to whoever built a system 
to do so got one company interested in the 
challenge: IBM. In 1989, key members of 
the Deep Thought team graduated and 
were hired by IBM to develop a computer 
to explicitly defeat reigning World Chess 
Champion Garry Kasparov. The first 
match took place at the New York Acade-
my of Science in 1989. Kasparov’s win was 
swift but the team learned many valuable 
lessons and spent the next seven years re-
fining the machine’s software and adding 
more custom processors. 

In 1996, Deep Thought was renamed 
Deep Blue. By now it could examine 100 
million chess positions per second (or 
about nine to 11 moves ahead). The team 
felt that Deep Blue was ready to face Kasp-
arov again. At that year’s ACM annual 
conference in Philadelphia, Deep Blue and 
Kasparov played a best-of-six game match. 
In the first game, Deep Blue made history 
by defeating Kasparov, marking the first 
time a current World Chess Champion had 
ever lost a game to a computer in a tourna-
ment. Kasparov bounced back, however, to 
win the match with a score of 4-2. At the 
end of the match, to the delight of the IBM 
team, Kasparov remarked, “In certain 
kinds of positions it sees so deeply that it 
plays like God.”

Kasparov quickly agreed to a re-match 
challenge for the following year. To pre-
pare, the team tested the machine against 
several Grandmasters, and doubled the 
performance of the hardware. A six-game 
rematch took place in Manhattan in May 
1997. Kasparov won the first game but 
missed an opportunity in the second game 
and lost. He never recovered his compo-
sure and played defensively for the remain-
der of the match. In the last game, he made 
a simple mistake and lost, marking May 
11, 1997, the day on which a World Chess 
Champion lost a match to a computer. 

In spite of his loss, it is remarkable 
that a human could hold his own against 
a machine that could evaluate 200 million 
positions per second. For Kasparov, it was 
a novel forum: his typical psychological 
strategy of intimidation had no effect on 
Deep Blue, nor did the machine ever tire 
or get frustrated, factors which began to 
affect Kasparov’s play as the match pro-
gressed. In fact, most observers felt that 
Kasparov beat himself by not playing his 
best during the match, though this should 
not detract from the achievement of the 
Deep Blue team.

The popular media had portrayed the 
1997 re-match as a battle between “man 
and machine.” Kasparov also played along, 
proclaiming “playing such a match is like 
defending humanity.” In fact, it was not a 
battle of man vs. machine at all. As philos-
opher John Searle suggests, the match was 
really about man vs. man, that is, Kasp-
arov vs. Deep Blue’s programmers, a view 
shared by most of them as well. Much like 
The Turk before it, Deep Blue’s “magic” 
relied on human abilities hidden within a 
box, and on publicity and ballyhoo about 
the machine.

In 1982 at the North American Computer Chess 
Championships (NACCC), the $17,000 chess ma-
chine, Belle, beat the Cray Blitz program running on a 
$10 million supercomputer. It was a harbinger of how 
more nimble systems would meet, and ultimately by-
pass, the performance of much larger machines.

Deep Thought I circuit board, 1988 ca., 
102645419, Gift of Feng-Hsiung Hsu. 
Carnegie Mellon University students Mur-
ray Campbell, Feng-Hsiung Hsu, Thomas 
Anantharaman, Mike Browne and Andreas 
Nowatzyk developed custom chess ma-
chine Deep Thought I in 1988.
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World Chess Champion chess player Garry 
Kasparov (shown right) was defeated by IBM’s 
Deep Blue chess-playing computer in a six-
game match in May, 1997. The match received 
enormous media coverage, much of which 
emphasized the notion that Kasparov was 
defending humanity’s honor. Courtesy of Najlah 
Feanny/CORBIS SABA, CHM# NF1108205

To promote its image as a leader in computer 
technology, IBM supported the development 
of a computer that could beat the World Chess 
Champion. The Deep Blue team included (left-
right) Joe Hoane, Joel Benjamin, Jerry Brody, 
Feng-Hsiung Hsu, C.J. Tan and Murray Campbell. 
IBM also hoped that this research might have 
applications to complex problems in business 
and science. Courtesy of IBM Archives, CHM# 
L062302000

Deep Blue custom chess chip, version 2, 
1997, 102645415, Gift of Feng-Hsiung Hsu. 
IBM’s Deep Blue relied on custom chess 
chips designed by Feng-Hsiung Hsu. 
The chips, one of which is shown here, 
contained 1.5 million transistors and ran at 
24 MHz. Although this chip contained only 
one quarter the number of transistors of 
a Pentium 2—the top microprocessor at 
the time—it was immensely powerful as a 
specialized chess processor.
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Google corkboard server rack
Date: 1999
Collection: Object 
Donor: Gift of Google
CHM#: X2839.2005

Google’s use of inexpensive personal comput-
ers as the backbone of its search engine was 
born of necessity since founders Larry Page 
and Sergey Brin did not have much money 
for equipment. By building a system based on 
commodity PCs, Google’s aim was to maxi-
mize the amount of computational horsepower 
per square foot at low cost. 

This do-it-yourself rack was one of about 30 
that Google strung together in its first data 
center. Even though several of the installed 
PCs typically failed over time and could not 
be repaired easily, these “corkboard” server 
racks—so-called because the four PC system 
boards on each of its trays are insulated from 
each other by sheets of cork—launched Google 
as a company.  

—Chris Garcia

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

O B J E C T
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News release, Software AG of  
North America

Date: May 5, 1982
Collection: Document-text
Donor: Gift of John Maguire
CHM#: 102641740

Espionage and senate hearings: it’s all in a day’s 
work for the museum’s Information Technology 
Corporate Histories Project (ITCHP). This 
May 5, 1982 news release from Software AG of 
North America announces that company presi-
dent John Maguire gave testimony before the 
U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on In-
vestigations regarding the continued Soviet ac-
quisition of U.S. technology. Maguire provided 
a first-hand account of the personal interactions 
that he and other Software AG employees had 
with Soviet agents over several years, beginning 
in 1979. That year, Maguire was contacted by a 
Soviet agent who sought to purchase the source 
code for Software AG’s database management 
system, ADABAS. Without the agent’s knowl-
edge, Maguire notified the FBI of the agent’s 
attempt to obtain the technology. Maguire then 
cooperated with the FBI by tape-recording con-
versations with the agent regarding a possible 
transaction. Thanks to Maguire’s cooperation, 
the agent was eventually charged and sentenced 
for his efforts to obtain the source code.

The complete document and many others re-
lated to the case, including Maguire’s full state-
ment are available on the museum’s website.

Supported by a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation, the ITCHP’s objective is to con-
struct and preserve a database of historical 
source materials for approximately thirty infor-
mation technology companies using the Inter-
net to both collect the materials and to provide 
access to them. Materials being collected are 
personal recollections contributed in various 
forms (key entry, documents, photos, personal 
stories, etc.) by people currently or formerly af-
filiated with selected companies. The web site 
allows people to add stories to the database, 
comment on stories submitted by others, and 
engage in discussions with other contributors. 

—Sarah Wilson

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

D O C U M E N T

Listing of Micro-Soft BASIC source code with 
handwritten notations

Date: 1976
Collection: Software 
Donor: Gift of David Gjerdrum
CHM#: X2977.2005
 
Few pieces of software were more important to 
the early history of personal computing than 
Micro-Soft BASIC. Initially developed at Dart-
mouth in the early 1960s, Micro-Soft’s BASIC 
was one of the first languages converted for use 
on microcomputers. This made BASIC the 
most shared and copied program over the first 
years of homebrew computing. The fact that ev-
eryone shared (copied) the program led to the 
famous “open letter” from Micro-Soft head Bill 
Gates, who denounced the practice and brought 
the concept of software piracy to light.

This listing shows source code for the 8K ver-
sion of BASIC 1.1 (for the 6502 microproces-
sor) that Micro-Soft released in 1976. The 
donor made several hand-written notes in the 
margins. This sort of documentation, complete 
with notation, is rare and helps researchers un-
derstand the methods of use, the roads not tak-
en, and the ways in which software evolves. 

The museum’s collection includes several ver-
sions of Micro-Soft BASIC in various formats, 
including paper tape and cassette as well as 
early hobbyist magazines that discuss both the 
advantages and disadvantages of Micro-Soft’s 
version of the language. 

—Chris Garcia

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

S O F T W A R E
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Underwood was one of about 30 firms entering the computer 
business by the early 1950s. In 1956, their Elecom “50,” The First 
Electronic Accounting Machine, was deliberately not marketed to 
businesses as a “computer,” but rather for its “accurate-low cost 
accounting,” which positioned it as an advanced calculator (see pg. 
18, item B). Marketing that emphasized similarity to earlier prod-
ucts promoted acceptance of a new product by making it seem to be 
an extension of existing equipment and techniques. 

Yet Elecom is a word created from the first three letters of 
electronic computer. The brochure iconography uses the canonical 
stylized Bohr model of the atom so effectively used throughout the 
1950s as shorthand for “modern,” “space-age,” and “advanced.”  

B U T T O N E D - U P  C O M P U T I N G  / /  As is typical of the 
computer industry “life-cycle,” by the early 1960s, many of the 
office products vendors had already left the business, including 
Underwood. The Control Data 160-A Computer brochure from 
1962 markets the same computer for commercial and scientific uses 
while squarely selling the machine as an electronic computer— not 
an advanced calculator (see pg. 18, item C). 

Fourteen years after the first UNIVAC brochure, Control 
Data makes many similar claims, advertising the 160-A for “general 
data processing...data acquisition and reduction...peripheral pro-
cessing...scientific computing with FORTRAN...civil engineering 
problems...biomedical experimentation and analysis.” The 160-A 
is a “low cost” scientific wonder. The technologically savvy person 
and/or the businessman could read more than five pages of speci-
fications, including that of a magnetic core memory “consist[ing] 
of 8,192 words...divided into two banks of storage—each with 
a capacity of 4,096 12-bit words and a storage cycle time of 6.4 
microseconds.” The 160-A was sold as a serious business or sci-
entific tool, with men in suits operating the machine that retailed 
for $60,000.

FA S H I O N  C O M P U T I N G  / /  In sharp contrast to the brush 
cut and slide-rule culture of the scientific user, the 1966 Electronic 
Associates, Inc. brochure for their 640 Digital Computing System 
represents an unusual front cover and perhaps the first computer 
photo shoot that acts in imitation of fashion photography (see pg. 
18, item D). Though not Miami Beach, the computer is fully acces-
sorized with peripherals, posing in an outdoor courtyard replete 
with a model lounging by the fountain. For the bargain minded, 
the 640 was available at prices starting below $30,000. 

Most important, the EAI 640 strikes a balance between the work it can do 

and the cost to do it. Simply stated, balance means value. The EAI 640 

Digital Computing System offers the best value available in small scale 

computer systems.

 provides a fascinating window into how popular 
perceptions and the common understanding of computers have 
changed. The omnipresent nature of computers in 21st century 
everyday life, where a new tech gizmo is announced daily, begs 
the question of how computers were first sold and to whom? 
The Computer History Museum’s new online exhibit Selling the 
Computer Revolution: Marketing Brochures in the Collection provides 
materials that can help answer this question by providing a view 
into the evolving world of computer sales over four decades.

The exhibit presents 261 brochures, just a small sampling of 
the Computer History Museum document collection, estimated at 
12 million pages or 4,000 linear feet. The curatorial staff selected 
materials that were eye-catching and reflected a diversity of 
decades, companies (both well-known & short lived), applications 
(i.e. personal, business, scientific etc.) and categories (i.e. main-
frames, input-output, software etc.). Additional effort was made to 
include brochures that sold software or were directed toward the 
technologically-savvy individuals of the time. 

T H E  F I R S T  M A R K E T I N G  B R O C H U R E  / /  In the 
earliest years of electronic computers, the first customers were 
large: typically government agencies, such as the American Census 
Bureau, or insurance companies. The Eckert-Mauchly Computer 
Corporation, produced a brochure in 1948 (see pg. 18, item A) for 
their new UNIVAC computer that made interesting claims, either 
visionary or foolish, depending on your point of view:

WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM? Is it the tedious record-keeping and the  

arduous figure-work of commerce and industry? Or is it the intricate 

mathematics of science? Perhaps your problem is now considered 

impossible because of prohibitive costs associated with conventional 

methods of solution. The UNIVAC* SYSTEM has been developed by the 

Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation to solve such problems. Within its 

scope come applications as diverse as air traffic control, census tabula-

tions, market research studies, insurance records, aerodynamic design, 

oil prospecting, searching chemical literature and economic planning.

In 1951, the first UNIVAC was delivered to the U.S. Census 
Bureau. Remington Rand, which had bought out the two inven-
tors the year before, created a “UNIVAC Division,” and eventually 
delivered 46 machines at prices of over $1 million each.

19 5 0 s :  T R A D I T I O N  D O M I N AT E S  I N  T H E  FAC E  
O F  I N N OVAT I O N  / /  The UNIVAC brochure (possibly the 
first computer marketing brochure) does not accurately represent 
the marketing strategies typically developed in the 1950s when 
computers were usually marketed as “super-calculators,” not gen-
eral-purpose machines. Marketing materials were usually narrowly 
targeted to either business or scientific users, rather than both, as 
UNIVAC attempted.

A 39” x 12” poster depicts marketing brochure 
covers from the museum’s collection of 
historical marketing materials (1948-1988). Learn 
more at the museum’s latest online exhibit at 
www.computerhistory.org/brochures. 

The posters are on sale at the museum’s gift 
shop. (1185 Design, Palo Alto, California)
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By the mid-1960s, advertisers were stressing the flexibility, 
versatility, expandability, and capacity of the computer to make 
logical decisions. The computer had come a long way, from being 
an “advanced calculator” to part of a complete information man-
agement system. 

M I N I S  E V E R Y W H E R E  / /  By 1970, the tenor of com-
puter marketing had changed again due to the expanding markets 
achieved with lower cost minicomputers and timesharing services. 
The DEC PDP-11 brochure shows the joint evolution of the mini-
computer and mini skirt (item E). It is one of the first brochures 
with women appearing in non-traditional roles. On page five, two 
women are shown in white lab coats while pursuing research. 
Possibly this is why the brochure emphasized hard-to-find clerical 
workers. 

One of the most difficult problems facing business today is increasing 

the productivity of costly, hard-to-find clerks and secretaries. RSTS-11’s 

power and flexibility offer the benefits of reduced costs, increased cus-

tomer satisfaction, and increased job satisfaction for clerical workers.

Many advertising campaigns of the 1970s focused on revolu-
tionizing the office through the promise of office automation with 
a PDP-11, starting at just $20,000.

C O M P U T I N G  F O R  T H E  M A S S E S  / /  Is Software 
Development Getting You Down? Some brochures were just too 
eye-catching to pass-up, such as Leeco’s 1981 Dimension software 
(item F), which assisted programmers in writing software. Like 
so many other marketing materials, the brochure’s pitch centered 
on taking “advantage of state-of-the-art technology while slashing 
costs.” 

Twenty-five years after the Elecom “50,” technology profes-
sionals are starting to forego business attire. Any brochure before 
the 1970s would have shunned the rolled up sleeves, off kilter 
ties and chaos depicted in this front cover image. The brochure 
also illustrates another persistent aspect of the computer indus-
try–short-lived companies. Just as Underwood stopped producing 
computers by 1960, we are so far unable to locate any information 
about Leeco.

The 1980s and onward saw the mass marketing of comput-
ers as they started becoming ubiquitous in everyday life. But the 
industry first had to convince people that they needed a computer 
in their home by encouraging the belief that innovations in the 
computer industry would make life better. For popular appeal, 
computer companies made use of well-known celebrity spokesper-
sons such as William Shatner for Commodore or Jack Nicklaus for 

Atari, along with the use of popular media (TV and mass market 
periodicals for the first time) and imagery. 

One of the most famous TV ads of all time may still be Apple’s 
“1984” Super bowl commercial. Playing on Orwellian themes of 
centralized, bureaucratic control–a reference to IBM’s perceived 
dominance of the computer market–Apple introduced their new 
personal computer with, “On January 24 Apple Computer will 
introduce Macintosh. And you’ll see why 1984 won’t be like 
1984.”

The personal computer industry has been spectacularly 
successful. In 1984, as the first Mac was being marketed, 8% of 
American households owned computers. Almost 20 years later in 
2003, 62% of American households (70 million), had one or more 
computers (55% with Internet access). What a dramatic change 
from the 1950s, when marketing consisted of extremely targeted 
mailings to a very small group of interested professionals.

It is 2030 and the Computer History Museum’s “Selling the 
Computer Revolution”–version 10 has just been announced. What 
will bring smiles from 2006? The 2006 Consumer Electronics 
Show, just might provide some intriguing possibilities. Many of the 
pitches revolve around celebrity, fashion, and size. Will the descen-
dents of the iPod be just as fashionable in 2030?

Our Smallest iPod Yet

The size of a pack of gum, iPod shuffle weighs less than a car key. Which 

means there’s nowhere your skip-free iPod shuffle can’t go. And it makes 

a tuneful fashion statement. Just throw the included lanyard around your 

neck and take a walk.” [emphasis added]

Appearances by actors Robin Williams and Tom Cruise 
make it apparent that celebrity marketing is here to stay in  
the electronics industry. Unlike William Shatner hawking 
Commodores over 20 years ago, now many technologists have 
become superstars in their own right–think “Steve, Bill, Larry and 
Sergey!”

The staff, volunteers and interns working on the project had a 
great time reflecting upon the technological advances, marketing 
strategies, and iconographic changes in the world of tech market-
ing while creating the website. We hope you’ll enjoy the exhibit just 
as much. Though not celebrities, we hope you’ve read our market-
ing pitch–so go turn on that computer, type in www.computerhis-
tory.org/brochures and explore the 261 brochures through curated 
topics–decades, categories and applications–or a keyword search.

Paula Jabloner is archivist at the Computer History Museum.

C O M PA N I E S

91 :  Represented in website exhibit

20 :  Brochures for IBM (largest 

 representation)

12 :  Brochures for Hewlett-Packard 

 (2nd largest representation)

17:   Brochures with UNIVAC in the title

49 :  Companies with just one 

 representative brochure

P R O J E C T

261 :  Brochures included in website

2871 :   Pages scanned

17:  People helped create the site

455 :  Intern hours

39 :  Minutes—average time to catalog 

 one brochure

1 :   Website created

DAT E S

1948-1978 :  Date range of UNIVAC brochures 

1948 -1988 :  Years covered in collection (40)

S E L L I N G  T H E  C O M P U T E R  R E V O L U T I O N :  O N L I N E  E X H I B I T  B Y  T H E  N U M B E R S

Item A

Eckert Mauchley 

Computer 

Corporation 

Univac System, 

1948 (front cover) 

CHM # 102646308

Item B

Underwood 

Elecom “50” the 

First Electronic 

Accounting 

Machine, 1956 

(front cover) 

CHM# 102646271

Item C

Control Data 

Corporation 

160-A Computer, 

1962 (front cover) 

CHM# 102646114

Item D

EAI 640 Digital 

Computing System, 

1966 (front cover) 

CHM# 102646101 

Item E

Digital Equipment 

Corporation PDP-11  

time sharing, 1970 

(front cover) CHM# 

102646128

Item F

Leeco Inc., 

Is Software 

Development Getting 

You Down?, 1981 

(front cover) CHM# 

102646182
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B E C O M E  A  M E M B E R
Join Us in Bringing Alive Computer History 
Enjoy unique member benefits, including:
• Complimentary admission to the Speaker Series

• Admittance to Speaker Series receptions

• Discount admission to special museum activities

• Member e-mail announcements

• Museum memento

• And more!

Call 650.810.1026 or join online at www.computerhistory.org/contribute/individual/

Over the past two years, I’ve had the privilege 
of working with a dedicated, brilliant bunch 
of guys to bring one of the museum’s PDP-1 
minicomputers (first shipped in 1961) back to 
an operational state. The machine is currently 
restored, and will soon be moving from the 
restoration lab into the museum’s demonstra-
tion area where it can be seen by all.

Restoring the DEC 
PDP-1 Computer
Mike Cheponis

In the early 1960s, Bob Savelle used a 
light pen on the screen of the DEC Type 
30 display, which was the display for 
the PDP-1. The power supplies in the 
Type 30  took many, many months to fix. 
This was, in large measure, because the 
restoration team didn’t want to summarily 
replace the originals with modern units 
and because they had no schematics or 
other documentation of the supplies, which 
therefore required reverse engineering. 
CHM#: 102618913
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He Saw the Cat: Computer Speech,  
45 RPM record

Date: 1963
Collection: Media 
Donor: Gift of Warren Yogi 
CHM#: X3119.2005

Bell Labs was one of the earliest research 
groups to explore computer speech. Dur-
ing the late 1950s and early 1960s, various 
scientists there undertook research in com-
puter voice synthesis for possible applica-
tion to the telephone system.
 
While they sound primitive today, these 
early experiments reflected one of the most 
important research programs in the world 
attempting to place computer speech on a 
firm scientific foundation. 

The highlight of this recording is the song 
“Daisy,” performed on an IBM 7094 com-
puter in 1961 with special speech hardware. 
When film director Stanley Kubrick heard 
this recording some time later, he decided 
to use a version of it to form the “dying” 
words of the ethically-ambiguous HAL 
9000 computer in Kubrick’s masterpiece, 
“2001: A Space Odyssey.” 

—Chris Garcia

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

M E D I A
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back to the increment instruction, a two-
word program. If you go to the website at 
www.computerhistory.org/pdp-1, you can 
click on a link that will show you the short 
movie we made that day. Incidentally, the 
reason we were so careful to use just a few 
words of main memory, which is good old 
18-bit-word core memory, was so that we 
could read the contents of core and pre-
serve it, as it is part of the artifact. Eric 
whipped up a USB interface to Linux, and 
a small amount of electronics allowed a 
bit-serial-type interface to dump the whole 

12K (three 4K banks) of memory. We 
haven’t tried to figure out what was there, 
but at least we can restore it bit-for-bit if 
we need to.

Naturally, the main reason for restor-
ing the PDP-1 was to run the original com-
puter game Spacewar!, which was written 
in 1962 in PDP-1 assembly language. We 
knew that having this program running 
and available to Museum visitors would 
bring back memories to old timers but 
would also help build a bridge between 
today’s “MTV generation” and people who 

were their own age in the early 1960s.
Right about this time, Peter Samson 

joined our group. Peter, you see, was one 
of the original contributors to Spacewar! 
(Steve Russell, who helped the team at 
our kickoff meeting, and who has all along 
helped via email, was the main Spacewar! 
creator, and he had help from Peter Sam-
son, Martin Graetz, Wayne Witanen, Alan 
Kotok, and Dan Edwards.) 

Peter also had a trick or two up his 
sleeve. It turned out that he had written a 
four-part, music-playing program “in the 

right, top to bottom

In the restoration room, team members worked 
on various projects, from examining the 
PDP-1 backplane with a high intensity lamp to 
analyzing and repairing the paper tape punch in 
documented step-by-step methods. Then there’s 
always the power supply to ponder!

It takes three to tangle with an old piece of 
hardware. The restoration team worked on every 
aspect of the PDP-1. Here they examine the 
front panel. Note the famous whiteboard in the 
background!

T I M E L I N E

The original proposal for restoration was 
written in 2001 when the museum was 
based at Moffett Field. Joe Fredrick, Eric 
Smith, and I produced our final proposal 
on November 4, 2003. The PDP-1 itself 
was running on May 18, 2004, and the 
complete machine was fully restored as of 
November 1, 2005, almost two years to the 
day since beginning of the project.

Team members have now begun 
working on the “maintenance phase” and 
will continue as long as we wish to keep the 
machine running.

G E T T I N G  S T A R T E D

The team was comprised mostly of alumni 
of Dave Babcock’s IBM 1620 restoration 
team, which pioneered the restoration pro-
gram at the CHM, so we had a good idea 
of how to go about the project. We had the 
three of us (Joe as the hardware lead, Eric 
the software lead, and me), the machine, 
and a task.

We did no “recruiting” of restoration 
team members; we figured that if people 
wanted to help, they would hear about the 
new effort by the osmosis of being associ-
ated with the museum! In fact, that turned 
out to be a very good way to acquire team 
members, and our initial expanded team 
thus included: Bob Lash, Peter Jennings, 
Rafael Skodlar, and Al Kossow. Each 
member came with an impressive array of 
experience and passion.

Bob Lash had used a PDP-1 at Stan-
ford; Peter Jennings brought a wealth of 
experience in electronics and old electron-
ic equipment restoration; Rafael Skodlar 
used to be a DEC service technician on 
later DEC gear; and Al Kossow is a docu-
ment scanning and software archiving 
wizard extraordinaire. Without Al’s cease-
less efforts to acquire and scan in PDP-1 
documentation and software, we would 
still be toggling in programs via the panel 
switches!

We decided to hold our restoration 
meetings on Tuesday evenings from 6-9 
pm. We promised all that no matter how 
interesting or hopeful an effort might be, 
we would always be out of the lab by 10 pm. 
This scheduling and rule worked out quite 
well for this project.

The team proceeded to do the things 
all restorations must do: Check and reviv-
ify the power supplies, inspect for missing 
or broken parts, replace dangerously frayed 
power cables, etc. In these early stages, 

Eric wrote a program to allow power sup-
ply capacitor “reforming” to the specs that 
Bob and Joe had prepared. This phase took 
about three months, consistent with the 
power supply timeline that had been re-
quired for the IBM1620 restoration.

O N G O I N G  O P E R A T I O N S

One of our buddies from the 1620 Resto-
ration Project, electronics genius R. Tim 
Coslet, decided to join our group, and it 
took barely a nanosecond to have him wel-
comed to the team. You see, we had a few 
“ground rules” and one of them was that 
existing team members voted on whether a 
prospective member should join the team. 
Everybody got one vote, and it had to be 
unanimous.

This kept our team cohesive. Shortly 
afterward, Lyle Bickley, a well-known 
long-time restorer of vintage computers 
with a wealth of experience also joined the 
team.

One advantage of having more mem-
bers on the team was the ability to attack 
several problems during the same work ses-

sion. So, for example, while Joe and Bob 
were reforming capacitors, Rafael and Pe-
ter could be inspecting and repairing cool-
ing fans, and Eric and Al could be reading 
in more PDP-1 software paper tapes.

In fact, the entire project was driven 
by a “checklist” that was written on the 
whiteboard. Checkmarks showed up as 
tasks were completed.

One “big” checkmark appeared on 
May 18th, 2004. On that day we got our 
first “toggled-in” program to run; it incre-
mented the accumulator and then jumped 

this page, left to right

Cover of 1963 Programmed Data Processor 
1 (PDP-1) brochure. Read more about the 
museum’s extensive documentation of 
marketing brochures on page 16. © Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC). CHM#: 
102646296

Closeup of the PDP-1 backplane. During 
the restoration, the team was pleasantly 
surprised at how well the PDP-1’s circuits 
had fared over the years.



Although we did have some documen-
tation on the Soroban’s operation, includ-
ing a complete adjustment manual that Al 
Kossow found, it was still quite a task to get 
it working again. Ken wondered if it would 
ever work! And of course by that time, the 
project was being called “The Soroban 
Restoration Project”—not because every-
body was working on the Soroban, but be-
cause it took months and months to finally 
“checkmark” on the whiteboard.

A N D  S O ,  I T  W O R K S !

You might ask, “Why did it take so long to 
restore this machine? After all, during its 
service lifetime, it darn well had better be 
put back into working order in a matter of 
days at most!” Well, yes.

We carried over Dave Babcock’s 
“Principles of Restoration” from the IBM 
1620 restoration project. We were always 
mindful that we were working on an arti-
fact—that we were to “do no harm.” Any 
decisions on this point were made as a 
group, and, even then, if we thought we 
needed further clarification or assistance, 
we didn’t hesitate to contact Dag Spicer, 
the museum’s senior curator, for advice.

Whenever a component was replaced, 
it was “tagged and bagged” and its replace-
ment was marked with red nail polish or 
red tape. Removed old parts had recorded 
the date of their removal, the location from 
which they were removed, and the reason 
for their removal. Hundreds of components 
have been replaced, from the line cords on 
the cooling fans, to the bearings in the pa-
per tape reader, to germanium transistors 
on logic boards.

We only worked on the machine about 
three hours per week. This was a volunteer 
effort, where the volunteers also paid for 
most of the replacement parts and tools out 
of their own pockets. Sometimes we were 
able to get manufacturers to send us free or 
low-cost samples, and a few times we did 
ask the museum for help.

Also, none of us was ever a PDP-1 
repairman. We’re electrical engineers and 
software engineers by training, so a lot of 
what we did was to study schematics, prin-
ciples of operation manuals, and observe 
behavior to figure out what we should fix. 
Having had no history with fixing the ma-
chine previously, we also didn’t know what 
the frequent failure modes were.

Lastly, we tended to be very conserva-
tive with our repairs. If we could test the 
problem on the bench and prove that we 
had a solution, then we’d proceed. Mak-

ing test jigs, test procedures, and running 
them takes longer than swapping a few cir-
cuit cards and watching what happens.

But, after all, we have a working  
PDP-1 that has been carefully brought 
back to functioning. And we believe this is 
the only functioning PDP-1 in the world!

E T E R N A L  G R A T I T U D E

Besides the tremendous support given to 
the team by the museum when required, 
Robert Garner stands out as a major con-
tributor to the project’s success. Early on, 
he took an interest in the project and has 
donated boxes and boxes of spare PDP-1 
modules that he was able to acquire.

P A R A D E  O F  V I S I T O R S

This story wouldn’t be complete without 
mentioning some of the VIPs who have 
graced our PDP-1 since it became at least 
partially functional. 

In November 2004, Lyle and I had 
gone to the lab to take some measurements 
for a replacement part on the paper tape 
punch. While we were minding our busi-
ness, in trooped a cadre of folks, including 
museum CEO John Toole, board members 
Dave House and Len Shustek, and some 
guy who had just given a lecture upstairs... 
I think I got his name right, yes, it was Bill 
Gates! We demo’d Spacewar! and Bill told 
us about a baseball game he had written 
while at Harvard that used a PDP-1 dis-
play for output.

And there have been many other won-
derful folk who’ve seen the machine work-
ing, usually playing Spacewar!, including 
Gordon Bell, Alan Kotok, Carver Mead, 
George Gilder, Bert Sutherland, Bob 
Sproull, Paul Baran, and many others. 

I hope you will visit the restored  
PDP-1 at the Computer History Museum 
and experience a piece of living history!

Mike Cheponis first worked on the PDP-1 at MIT 

(located in 26-256, which also housed the TX-0) 

in 1972 when he was an undergrad. His love of 

all machines DEC continued and he was selected  

to be a co-op student at DEC Marlborough, em-

ployee ID 26571, working on DECsystem-10 OS 

software. Mike owns and operates California 

Wireless, Inc., a Silicon Valley consulting firm spe-

cializing in hardware and software for communi-

cations systems. He has a working DEC PDP-11/45 

in his living room, and still remains married!

P R E S E R V E  T H E  H I S T O R Y  
O F  C O M P U T I N G    

•Help build a world-class museum  
and research institution

•Preserve historical records
•Learn about computing history
•Interact with industry leaders

Volunteers assist with lectures, 
receptions, tours, and special 

functions. 

They research historical content, 
build and enhance the museum’s 

infrastructure and collection, restore 
computing artifacts, and help with 

administration and operations.

To find out more:
www.computerhistory.org/volunteers 

650.810.1027

Transform your next event 
into something truly

O N E - O F - A - K I N D
E X C I T I N G

C O N V E N I E N T
A F F O R D A B L E
M E M O R A B L E

Locate your
Meeting, conference, or party 

at the Computer History Museum

Experienced staff will help   
create your best event ever!

650.810.1013
myevent@computerhistory.org

day.” And, thankfully, the museum had 
the various music data sets on paper tape. 
There was just one problem: Peter was un-
able to find his original source code. Well, 
for an ordinary mortal, this would have 
been a problem, but for Peter, well, obvi-
ously, the thing to do was to reverse-en-
gineer the music data format, and then to 
re-write the program from scratch to play 
the music! 

But, that wouldn’t be enough. No, he 
would then proceed to use Bob Supnik’s 
PDP-1 simulator to assemble and test his 
code (on a modern PC), and that turned 
out to be good. But a modern PC doesn’t 
have four bits coming out of a register at-
tached to speakers to make sound. And yet, 
when Peter’s program was first run on the 
restored PDP-1, it played the music cor-
rectly and at the right pitch! So four-part 
music is also an important part of the up-
coming PDP-1 display, thanks to Peter’s 
efforts!

I T ’ S  N O T  R E A L L Y  T H E  P D P - 1  
P R O J E C T  A N Y M O R E . . .

While it was a great feeling to have the 
main PDP-1 running again, the peripher-
als were not working except for the paper 
tape reader. It wasn’t for lack of trying, it’s 
just that mechanical monsters tend to be 
less reliable than the transistorized elec-
tronics in the PDP-1, and also tend to be 
more finicky.

But, just as the teacher arrives when 
the student is ready, Ken Sumrall arrived 
when the Soroban mechanical typewriter 
was ready. In fact, we had invited Ken, a 
well-known restoration enthusiast and mu-
seum volunteer, to view our first try at get-
ting Spacewar! to work. Of course, it didn’t 
work that night, but Ken was still hooked, 
and joined up to do mechanical work, 
mainly, at first with superman Rafael.

For the longest time, we all joked that 
this was no longer the PDP-1 restoration: 
it had become the “Type 30 Restoration 
Project”—the Type 30 being the model 
number of the DEC display. That periph-
eral has not a lot of electronics, but does 

have a lot of power supplies and of course a 
light-pen input device. The power supplies 
in the Type 30 took many, many months to 
fix, in large measure because we wanted to 
preserve the artifact as completely as possi-
ble (meaning we didn’t want to just replace 
the original power supplies with modern 
units), and because we had no schematics 
or other documentation on most of these 
supplies, and therefore required reverse 
engineering. Eventually, the “50 Volt” 
adjustable power supply started to work 
after we fixed a cold solder joint, and the 

Type 30 has been reliable ever since. Ken 
and Joe worked on the light pen, which did 
require a modern 1 KV power supply be-
cause the original was potted shut and suf-
fered a failed transformer (no replacement 
was available.)

Then there was the Soroban console 
typewriter. An early IBM electric type-
writer with a modification unit attached to 
the bottom by the Soroban Company, it al-
lowed the computer to actuate the printing 
mechanism, and also typing on the key-
board to be captured by the PDP-1.

top to bottom

Around 1960, this man used a light pen on the 
screen to maniupulate a drawing on the PDP-1 
display. CHM# 102652246

This photograph from about 1960 was most likely 
a promotional shot. Note the wooden floors, a 
legacy of the woolen mill that preceded DEC in 
this building. CHM# 102652245
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In early 1973 an American spy operating 
under the cover name Philip Staros overcame his claustrophobia 
and squeezed into the crowded control room of a brand new 
Soviet Tango-class submarine as it plunged under the icy waters 
of the Baltic Sea. The largest diesel-powered submarine ever 
built, the Tango was created to elude and destroy American 
nuclear submarines.

Speaking confidently in flawless Russian, Staros was demon-
strating to a group of Soviet admirals how the Uzel, the first digital 
computer used in a Soviet sub, could track several targets simul-
taneously and calculate how the torpedoes should be aimed and 
fired. He and another American, Joel Barr, known in Russia by the 
KGB-supplied alias Joseph Berg, had led the team that designed 
the Uzel. 

The story of how Staros—whose real name was Alfred  
Sarant—came to be onboard that submarine, and of how he and 
Barr created the Uzel and many other advanced Soviet military 

Joel Barr (left) and Alfred Sarant in 1944 in 
front of the apartment at 65 Morton Street 
in Greenwich Village, New York, where they 
microfilmed American military secrets for 
Soviet intelligence.

First West Coast Computer  
Faire T-shirt

Date: April 15-17, 1977
Collection: Ephemera
Donor: Gift of Richard Delp
CHM#: X3288.2006

Computer users have been meeting since the 
days of the first commercial computers, begin-
ning in about the mid-1950s. These groups 
(such as SHARE for mainframes and later DE-
CUS for minis) began as informal meetings for 
sharing ideas (and software) but quickly be-
came regular, well-planned, elaborate forums 
for the exchange of scientific and professional 
information as well as the creation and renewal 
of personal contacts.  

In 1977, as microprocessor-based computers 
began to be sold, Jim Warren and Bob Reil-
ing organized the West Coast Computer Faire, 
which took place on April 15-17 at the Brooks 
Civic Auditorium in San Francisco, Califor-
nia. Exhibitors included the major computer kit 
companies like MITS and Digital Research, as 
well as computer and chip makers such as Intel 
and Commodore. 

As had happened with their mainframe and 
minicomputer forebears, this annual conference 
became critically important to the success of 
both customers and computer makers. In fact, 
many historians consider this first Faire as the 
beginning of the microcomputer revolution.

It was at the first West Coast Computer Faire, 
for example, that two of the three most suc-
cessful microcomputers were introduced: The 
Apple I (demonstrated by 21-year old Steve Jobs 
and Steve Wozniak) and the Commodore Pet. 
The success of the Faire led to the creation of 
other trade shows, including the hugely popular 
COMDEX. 

—Chris Garcia

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

E P H E M E R A
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HOW TWO 
AMERICAN SPIES 
HELPED BUILD 
THE SOVIET 
SILICON VALLEY
BY STEVEN T. USDIN

technologies, begins in New York in the 1930s. It is a Cold War 
drama combining espionage, high technology, romance, and be-
trayal. And it hinges on a question that is as relevant today as it was 
seven decades ago: Why do intelligent young people dedicate their 
lives to ideological fantasies?

Six decades later, Barr vividly remembered the personal cir-
cumstances that led him to embrace communism as a teenager 
during the Depression. First there was a “tremendously harrow-
ing scene” when marshals evicted his family from their Brooklyn 
apartment, then their shame at relying on charity for groceries, and 
finally the miserable tenement “with no toilet in the apartment, no 
hot water, only a coal stove for heat,” and elevated trains roaring 
by twice per minute just feet from the windows.

The Communists’ analysis, that the nation was run by and for 
a tiny, greedy elite that oppressed the workers, seemed plausible to 
Barr, as it did to thousands of other young people who grew up in 
the 1930s in New York’s Jewish ghetto. 



contacts, and made plans to travel. Barr told his girlfriend that he 
planned to try to visit the Soviet Union to get a first-hand look at 
communism. 

Barr remained in covert contact with the KGB as he traveled 
in Europe, enjoying a bohemian life. He arrived in Paris on July 4, 
1949, and convinced Olivier Messiaen, a world famous avant-garde 
composer, to accept him as a student. 

Events at home, especially newspaper stories about the arrests 
of Soviet spies, troubled Barr. Worry turned to panic in June 1950, 

when the arrest of Ethel Rosenberg’s brother, David Greenglass, 
was announced. It was clear that the cloak of secrecy around his 
espionage was unraveling. 

The morning after newspapers reported Greenglass’s arrest, 
Barr walked out of his Paris apartment carrying a single bag, with 
a viola slung over his shoulder. As far as subsequent FBI and CIA 
investigations launched about a month later could determine, he 
vanished at this moment. For more than three decades, no one in 
the West knew where Barr was, or even whether he was alive or 
dead.

In fact, the KGB helped Barr escape to Prague, where they 
gave him a new identity. For the rest of his life, Barr told friends, 
family and colleagues that he was born in Johannesburg, South 
Africa. His new name, Joseph Berg, was a KGB joke: he was Joe 
Berg from Jo’burg.

Barr’s former partners in espionage weren’t as well placed to 
disappear. In addition to the Rosenbergs, other members of the 
ring were tracked down and arrested. 

The FBI knocked on Sarant’s door in July 1950. Rather than 

immediately arrest him, the Bureau interrogated Sarant intensive-
ly for a week, hoping that he would crack. Sarant kept his cool, 
however, and managed to give the FBI the slip. Accompanied by 
Carol Dayton, a neighbor with whom he’d been having an affair, 
Sarant escaped to Mexico. Each left a spouse and two young chil-
dren behind. 

Sarant and Dayton contacted Polish intelligence officers in 
Mexico City. Their escape was straight out of a spy novel, includ-
ing hiding in safe houses for months, wearing disguises, carrying 
false passports, waiting for a moonless night to wade across a river 

Two pages from Joel Barr’s address book. On the left, his KGB-supplied “legend,” with imaginary 
birth and death dates for his parents and details of his putative South African education. On the right, 
reminders of logistics for clandestine meetings in Prague (Staro is an abbreviation for Staromestske, 
the Old Town Square in the heart of Prague). Barr could arrange a meeting with his KGB contact by 
telephoning a certain number and introducing himself in German; a paper slid under his door would 
summon him to a meeting.

Barr enrolled in City College of New York (CCNY), the most 
radical campus in America, to study electrical engineering. Like 
other colleges it had two main political groupings; instead of iden-
tifying themselves as Democrats or Republicans, however, CCNY 
students’ allegiance was divided between Stalin and Trotsky. The 
faculty published an underground Communist publication, Teach-
er and Worker, that echoed the Daily Worker.  

Barr quickly associated himself with the Stalinists and joined 
a Young Communist League chapter headed by Julius Rosenberg. 

After graduating, Barr, Rosenberg and many of their CCNY 
friends joined the Communist Party. Their 
world was turned upside down on August 
21, 1939, by news of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. 
Barr’s friends remained in the Party and, 
as Jews who understood Hitler’s intentions, 
in doing so they crossed the line from the 
left edge of the political spectrum into the 
territory of the zealot. 

After a decade of economic depres-
sion, Barr and his comrades considered 
themselves fortunate to find any work, so 
they took jobs with virtually the only em-
ployer that was hiring, the military. 

When Barr started at the U.S. Army 
Signal Corps Laboratory in the summer of 
1940, everything about the technology he 
worked on, even the word “radar,” was a 
military secret. Although the job was in-
tellectually stimulating, contributing to 
the war effort was troubling to Barr and 
his comrades. The Communist Party of 
the U.S., following the line dictated by the 
Kremlin, was stridently opposed to Amer-
ican preparation for war or assistance to 
Great Britain. 

Rosenberg conceived of a way out 
of the dilemma, a solution that would al-
low dedicated communists to work for the 
military while remaining true to their ideals. The answer was star-
ing them in the face every day: the blueprints and manuals they 
worked with could be of great value to the Soviet Union.

Rosenberg started down the road to becoming a spy before 
German troops crossed into Russia—that is, at a time when Stalin 
was allied with Hitler and there was every reason to expect that 
information given to Moscow would be sent on to Berlin. He and 
Barr volunteered their services as Soviet patriots. 

Members of the Rosenberg ring were optimally placed to ob-
tain valuable technical information. While senior scientists were 
subject to strict security measures, including compartmentaliza-
tion, the CCNY graduates designed manufacturing processes and 
performed quality-control inspections at factories. They needed to 
know how weapons were built and were encouraged both to study 
related weapons and to bring their work home. 

The Russians merely had to supply Leica cameras for micro-
filming and provide their agents with rudimentary training in spy 
craft to minimize the chances that their activities would be de-
tected. The amateur spies were more talented at stealing and copy-
ing classified information than at covering their tracks. But, their 
astounding successes were made possible by U.S. counterintelli-
gence, which was fixated on Nazi espionage and viewed domestic 
communists as potential subversives, not industrial spies. 

The FBI aggressively searched for communists in sensitive 
government jobs, but it took half-hearted actions when it found 

them. When the Bureau alerted Army 
counterintelligence that Barr was a secret 
member of the Communist Party, he was 
quickly fired, an act which should have 
been the end of his career in military elec-
tronics and thus as a Soviet spy. 

Barr wasn’t out of work long, how-
ever. Within three weeks he was working 
for Western Electric Corp. and had access 
to some of the most sensitive defense-elec-
tronics secrets in the American arsenal. 
Rosenberg and other members of their es-
pionage ring had similar experiences.

Barr recruited Sarant to assist with 
extracting and microfilming classified 
documents. Together Barr and Sarant 
gave the USSR over 9,000 pages of docu-
ments detailing over 100 weapons systems, 
including not only the most advanced 
land- and air-based radar systems used to 
track aircraft, guide bombs and locate ene-
my submarines, but also analog computers 
and insights on manufacturing techniques. 
Other members of the Rosenberg ring 
provided Russia with the proximity fuse 
and 12,000 pages of blueprints for the first 
American jet fighter. 

Secret documents that Barr and his 
colleagues slipped to Soviet intelligence hastened the Red Army’s 
march to Berlin, jump-started its post-war development of nuclear 
weapons and delivery systems, and later helped Communist troops 
in North Korea fight the American military to a stand-off.

By June 1947 security procedures at defense contractors had 
tightened up a bit and Barr’s employer, Sperry Gyroscope, con-
tacted the FBI to ask about his reliability. A quick inspection of 
the Bureau’s files revealed that he’d been fired as a communist five 
years previously. The FBI interviewed two of three references Barr 
had provided Sperry, but they provided no useful information. In-
explicably, the third reference was never contacted; his name was 
Julius Rosenberg. 

When Sperry fired Barr in October 1947, he figured that his 
career was over at a minimum, and that he might be in danger. 
He sold all of his belongings, collected some cash from his KGB 
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of steel or make enormous dams, but in its ability to manipulate 
atoms and molecules. The key to catching up with and surpassing 
the West, he said, would be microelectronics, a word Sarant had 
introduced into the Russian language. 

Sarant proposed the creation of a secret city dedicated to 
microelectronics. To his and Barr’s astonishment, Khrushchev 
agreed on the spot. Within months an official decree establishing 
a new city on the outskirts of Moscow was formally promulgated. 
The Soviet leader personally signed the papers inducting Sarant 
into the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and making him a 
citizen. In August 1962 Sarant drove the first stake into the ground 

marking the beginning of construction of Zelenograd. 
Although it was widely known that they were not Russians, 

Sarant and Barr’s origins were kept secret: Barr’s wife didn’t learn 
his real name or that he was American until 20 years after they’d 
married. There was more than a little opposition to foreigners get-
ting the top positions at a high prestige operation like Zelenograd. 
In the end, Sarant was denied the top job and very reluctantly 
had to settle for number two, scientific director. Still, he had over 
20,000 people with advanced degrees reporting to him and more 
authority than any other American had ever wielded in Soviet mili-
tary industry.

Sarant and Barr’s meteoric rise was largely due to Khrush-
chev’s patronage, and when he was deposed in the winter of 1964 
they were forced out of Zelenograd. In typical Soviet fashion, Sa-
rant’s role in conceiving and designing Zelenograd, which rapidly 

became the Soviet version of Silicon Valley, became a non-event. 
The two Americans retreated to Leningrad where they were 

commissioned to build computers and microelectronic compo-
nents for the Soviet space program, the Red Air Force, and civilian 
industry. The CIA and American technical journals learned about 
some of Sarant and Barr’s computers and, without having any idea 
that they were designed by Americans, rated them as among the 
best ever produced in the USSR. 

A Rand Corporation journal suggested in 1972 that one of 
their computers, the Electronica K-200, signaled “some funda-
mental shifts and improvements in Soviet design policies.” The 

authors had no idea how correct they were when they wrote that 
“everything we know about [the Electronica K-200] suggests tech-
nological transfer: transfer of technology from a qualified, capable 
(by Soviet standards) design and production environment to an 
application environment long thwarted by unreliable, inappropri-
ate, and scarce computational equipment. The K-200 is the first 
Soviet production computer that can be fairly characterized as 
well-engineered. It may not be up to Western standards, but it eas-
ily surpasses anything else known to be currently available in the 
Soviet Union for process control automation.”

Barr and Sarant’s most lasting physical legacy, beyond Zele-
nograd, is the Uzel. The Soviet military liked to reuse hardware 
whenever possible to keep development costs down and to enhance 
reliability. When another generation of diesel subs was designed, 
which NATO calls Kilo class, it retained the Uzel; there is still a 
team of programmers in St. Petersburg working on Uzel software 
upgrades. 

Nikita Khrushchev’s visit to Alfred Sarant and Joel Barr’s enterprise, Design Bureau Number 2 (KB-2), 
May 4, 1962. Left to right: Admiral Sergei Gorshkov, commander-in-chief of the Soviet Navy and deputy 
minister of defense; Dmitri Ustinov, deputy chief of the Soviet Council of Ministers; Alexander Shokin, 
chairman of the State Committee of Electronic Technology (GKET) and minister of the USSR; Alfred 
Sarant (aka Philip Staros), director and chief designer, KB-2; Nikita Khrushchev; Joel Barr (aka Joseph 
Berg) (standing to Khrushchev’s right, wearing glasses), chief engineer and principal scientist, KB-2; 
Yevgeny Zhukov, senior engineer, KB-2; Nikolai Averin, director, Special Design Bureau 998. 

into Guatemala, and sailing to Casablanca in the hold of a Polish 
cargo ship. 

The American couple were stashed in Warsaw for half a year 
and then sent to Moscow. Barr, who had been working as an en-
gineer in Prague, was brought to the Soviet capital for a dramatic 
reunion with his old friend. 

Sarant, who was given the name Philip Staros, presented him-
self to the Russians as a brilliant engineer who had been thwarted 
because of his communist beliefs. The KGB believed him, or at 
any rate was willing to let him prove himself.

The trio was sent to Prague, where Sarant and Barr were put 

in charge of a team of engineers and tasked with creating a com-
puterized anti-aircraft weapon. They succeeded, building an ana-
log computer that received input from radar, predicted a plane’s 
future path, and controlled artillery. The first computerized anti-
aircraft weapon built in the Soviet bloc, it was still in use with 
minor modifications at least into the late 1980s.

Eagerly accepting a subsequent invitation to put their skills 
to work in the Soviet Union, Sarant and Barr, Dayton, and Barr’s 
Czech wife, moved to Leningrad in January 1956. Sarant and 
Barr’s first project was to design a component for the equipment 
that tracked the Sputnik. 

In July 1959, a team led by Sarant and Barr created a pro-
totype of a new computer, which they dubbed the UM-1. The 
UM-1 achieved a number of Soviet firsts; among them, it was the 
first Soviet computer to use transistors. In contrast to the room-
sized monsters produced by other Soviet computer designers, the  

UM-1 was small enough to fit on a kitchen table and light enough 
for one person to lift, and it required about the same power as a 
light bulb. 

This success led to an expansion of their team to about 2,000 
people over the next two years. They designed another computer, 
a civilian version of the UM-1 called the UM-1NKh, which was 
eventually put into production and was widely used in applications 
such as steel plants and nuclear power stations. 

Barr and Sarant then went to work on a much more advanced 
computer, an all-purpose computer for use in airplanes, in space 
and for missile control. The team also developed components that 

would be needed to create new generations of computers, includ-
ing a novel ferrite core computer memory that was likely more ad-
vanced than anything in the U.S. at the time.

In 1962 Staros and Berg received a visit from a young engi-
neer who was looking for help with some components of a cruise 
missile guidance system. He was quite impressed by their achieve-
ments and reported on them to his father. The engineer’s name was 
Sergei Khrushchev, and his father was Nikita Khrushchev. Sergei’s 
comments, and strong support from top Soviet military defense 
officials, prompted Nikita Khrushchev to arrange a visit to meet 
the two foreigners. 

On May 4, 1962, Khrushchev toured Sarant and Barr’s labo-
ratories, accompanied by a delegation that included the chief of the 
Communist Party in Leningrad, the head of the Soviet Navy and 
other senior defense industry officials. Sarant told Khrushchev 
that the future of Soviet power lay not in its capacity to roll tons 

The Scientific Center at Zelenograd, headquarters for the Soviet Union’s 
version of Silicon Valley.
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Among the quietest and most dead-
ly submarines in the world, Kilo subs 
equipped with Uzels are operating today 
in the fleets of China, Iran, and India. 
If the Chinese launch an attack on Tai-
wan, the Iranians decide to scuttle tank-
ers in the Persian Gulf, or India attacks 
Pakistan’s sea lanes, the torpedoes will be 
aimed and the craft will be navigated with 
the assistance of a computer designed by 
two American Soviet engineers.

About the time the Uzel was com-
pleted, Barr and Sarant’s fortunes took 
turns for the worse. One of their leading 

antagonists, the head of the Leningrad Party branch, was pro-
moted to a candidate member of the Politburo. Through a series 
of maneuvers, their autonomy was reduced and finally eliminated. 
Sarant found himself a position as the director of a new artificial-
intelligence institute in Vladivostok, as far away from Leningrad 
as a person could get and still remain in the Soviet Union. Barr 
stayed behind, retained a super-sized salary, but had few or no of-
ficial responsibilities.

Sarant died from a heart attack in 1979 and was eulogized in 
Izvestia as “a tireless scientist, a talented organizer who for many 
years gave all his strength and bright talent to the development 
of Soviet science and technology.” There wasn’t a mention of his 
foreign origins.

Traveling on a Soviet passport as Joseph Berg, Barr returned 
the United States in October 1990 to address an international 
semiconductor technology conference in San Francisco. He was 
astounded that his arrival was apparently unnoticed by the FBI 
and the press. 

Barr visited the U.S. a second time in early 1991 to speak at 
another conference, where he met Gordon Moore and told the In-
tel Corp. founder that he and Staros had often cited “Moore’s Law” 
(that the number of transistors per square inch of integrated circuit 
would double roughly every year) to the Soviet leadership. 

On his second trip the United States Barr applied for a U.S. 
passport, writing on the form that he’d lost his old one in Prague 
in 1950. A few weeks later a shiny new American passport bearing 
his picture and the name Joel Barr arrived. Barr split the remain-
ing years of his life between Russia and the U.S., maintaining dual 
lives. He received a Russian pension and Supplemental Security 
Income as well as Medicaid in the U.S., voting in the 1992 New 
York presidential primary for Jerry Brown and in 1996 in Russia for 
the communist presidential candidate. 

Barr died in a Moscow hospital in August 1998. 

Joel Barr in 1995.

BEHIND THE STORY
INTERVIEW WITH STEVE USDIN

E D I T O R :  Your book, Engineering Communism: How Two 
Americans Spied for Stalin and Founded the Soviet Silicon Valley 
was published in 2005. How did you come to research and 
write about this particular subject?

S T E V E :  As a journalist, I have reported on the intersec-
tion of technology, science and public policy for over twenty 
years. I met Joel Barr in Moscow in 1990. I was researching 
an article about opportunities for American companies to 
acquire the rights to Soviet technology. He was introduced 
to me as a Russian named Joseph Berg. It was clear within 
seconds that he wasn’t Russian; he sounded like a grown up 
Bugs Bunny, and an accent like that could only come from 
New York. The afternoon that we met he took me to Zeleno-
grad, the Soviet Silicon Valley, although he didn’t mention 
his role in creating it. 

We developed a close friendship, I visited him in St. Peters-
burg several times and he lived at my home in Washington 
for weeks and months at a time. We started to work on his 
autobiography, but the project never got far because Barr was 
more interested in talking about what could have or should 
have been than what really happened. 

After Barr died I started to put together the picture from 
other sources—declassified American, Soviet and Czech in-
telligence files, interviews with friends, colleagues and rela-
tives—and it quickly became clear that his life and the life 
of his friend, Alfred Sarant, were far more interesting than 
I’d realized. Not only were they fascinating individuals, but 
they had played significant roles both as spies for the Soviet 
Union during World War II and as pioneers of Soviet high 
technology. 

E D I T O R :  Tell us what you know about the personal lives of 
Barr and Sarant and their families.

S T E V E :  From the moment Barr joined the Communist 
Party in 1939—and especially after he started spying for the 
KGB—he led parallel lives. The habit of secrecy and duplic-
ity spilled over into his personal life. The starkest example of 
this was his family life. He was a genuinely devoted family 
man, with a wife and four children. But at the same time, he 
had a passionate relationship with a married mistress who 
raised two of his children. Barr’s wife didn’t learn about the 
affair for almost two decades. 

Sarant’s life, and especially the story of Carol Dayton, the 
woman who ran away with him, is even more fantastic. She 
had four children in Russia but was haunted by thoughts of 
the two children she’d left behind in the United States. In-
credibly, after Sarant died the KGB arranged for a reunion, 
secretly bringing Dayton’s children to Prague in 1981. Day-
ton returned to the United States in 1991 and reconciled 
with the husband she’d abandoned in 1950. 

Steve Usdin is senior editor at BioCentury Publications. 
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The following artifacts demonstrate the variety of 

donations the museum receives to its collection. 

To view a complete list of items received since 

spring 2003, visit the Core website.

1 Source Code Listing for Adventure 
Game
Date: 1977
Collection: D O C U M E N T
Donor:  Gift of Mark G. Leonard
CHM#: X3230.2006
In the minicomputer era, games became 
very popular, especially in college comput-
er centers. One of the most popular, Colos-
sal Cave Adventure, (also simply known as 
Adventure) was designed by Will Crowther 
and written in the FORTRAN program-
ming language.  

2 iPod Prototypes
Date: 2001-present
Collection: O B J E C T
Donor: Gift of Jon Rubinstein
CHM#: X2943.2005
Apple Computer introduced the iPod mu-
sic player in October 2001. The computer-
based device gained a global following due 
to its capacity and its special iTunes soft-
ware that made sharing music simple.  

3 Screen Shots from Video Games 
Date: 1980s-90s
Collection: M E D I A
Donor: Gift of Arnie Katz and Joyce 
Worley-Katz 
CHM#: X3286.2006
In 1981, Arnie and Joyce Worley-Katz 
started one of the earliest video game mag-
azines, Electronic Games. This donation 
comprises thousands of screenshots and 
publicity stills for new videogames that 
they were sent by developers.

4 NORDSIECK Differential Analyzer
Date: 1950
Collection: O B J E C T
Donor: Gift of Dick Norberg
CHM#: X2933.2005
Hand-made in 1950 at Washington Uni-
versity by Professor Richard Norberg using 
war surplus components, the Nordsieck is 
a mathematical equation solver capable of 
solving sophisticated equations for relative-
ly low cost. Differential analyzers represent 
a technology between hand or mechanical 
adding machine methods of calculation 
and digital computers. This model was 
used to verify problems in nuclear science 
and astrophysics and as a teaching aid.

5 Collection of Mugs
Date: 1980s-2000s
Collection: E P H E M E R A
Donor: Gift of Howard, Louise, Cynthia, 
and Liz Karr 
CHM#: X2672.2004
This collection comprises over 300 mugs 
assembled over 20 years by Howard, Cyn-
thia, and Liz Karr, principals of the fi-
nance executive recruiting firm, Karr and 
Associates. The mugs represent a broad 
spectrum of computer companies—many 
of which no longer exist. 

A R T I FA C T  D O N AT I O N S
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Cray-3 Supercomputer, 2 CPU Octant
Date: 1993
Collection: Object
Donor: Len Shustek
CHM Accession #: 102631029

This is part of a Cray-3 supercomputer, 
a liquid-cooled machine that had a theo-
retical performance of 15 GFLOPS (bil-
lion floating point operations per second) 
and that used exotic gallium arsenide 
(GaAs), instead of silicon, for its circuitry. 
The Cray-3 was designed to be the fast-
est machine in the world: a computation 
that took the fabled 1946 ENIAC machine  
67 years, for example, could be completed 
by the Cray-3 in just one second.

E X P L O R E  
T H E  C O L L E C T I O N

M Y S T E R Y  I T E M

The 366 modules in the “octant” shown 
here comprise a multi-layer sandwich of 
printed circuit boards that contain 69 elec-
trical layers and four layers of GaAs cir-
cuitry. Cray’s skillful use of packaging is 
truly awe-inspiring: in each module, three-
dimensional package design required drill-
ing 350,000 precision holes, mounting up 
to 1,024 integrated circuits into 64 boards, 
and making 120,000 connections with 240 
feet of stranded wire.

A 2-octant (four-processor) machine con-
sumed 90,000 watts of power (enough to 
power 35 average U.S homes) and, like 
the Cray-2, was cooled by immersion in 
Fluorinert, a liquid, non-conducting fluo-
rocarbon also used as a blood plasma sub-
stitute. One observer of a running Cray-3 
described peering at the liquid cooled ma-
chine’s interconnect wires through the top 
cover and seeing them “...waving like kelp 
in a sea current.”

As the computing world moved to mas-
sively parallel computer architectures, ma-
chines like the C-3 ceased being attractive. 
Although Cray Computer Corporation 
(CCC) shipped one complete 2 octant (4-
processor) Cray-3 to NCAR, another to a 
U.S. intelligence agency on a trial basis, and 
had a third 4 octant (8-procesor) machine 
in-house, the market failure of the machine 
forced CCC into bankruptcy. Estimated 
cost of a full system was $30,000,000.

Take your best guess! The first three 
correct submissions are eligible to 
receive museum posters. View a close-
up photo and make your guess at www.
computerhistory.org⁄core or email 
editor@computerhistory.org.
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Artifact donations (alphabetical by donor's last name)

IBM Model K Head Disk Assembly (HDA), X3425.2006, Gift of Carmin Adams

Shugart Associates Model SA400 5 1/4" floppy disk drive, X3186.2005, Gift of James Adkisson

Assorted electronic games (1970s), X3448.2006, Gift of Dwain Aidala

Assorted IBM software, X3144.2005, Gift of Mike Albaugh

Computer-related books (1987-1996), X2756.2004, Gift of Diane Alexander

Intel 80960 and i486 microprocessor databooks (c. 1988), X3197.2006, Gift of Diane Alexander

Assorted Turbo Pascal software & manuals, X3389.2006, Gift of Jonathan Allan

Modula-2 software development system, X2765.2004, Gift of Jonathan Allen

Collection of 435 computer buttons, X2832.2005, Gift of Dorothy Allen

AltaVista promotional items, documents, X2654.2004, Gift of AltaVista

Assorted awards and documents (1970s-2000s), X3242.2006, Gift of Gene M. Amdahl

Apple Pippin game system (S/N 1) and others, X2769.2004, Gift of Dr. Gilbert Amelio



Assorted Honeywell manuals, X3264.2006, Gift of Donald R. Ames

Radio Shack Catalogs (1979-1987), X2636.2004, Gift of John Amos

Assorted programming and engineering texts (1970-1990), X3292.2006, Gift of Karl W. Anderson

Trial software assortment, X3066.2005, Gift of Karl W. Anderson

Apple Macintosh software, X2594.2004, Gift of Rick Andrews

Three Rivers PERQ 1 computer (c. 1983), X2778.2004, Gift of a anonymous donor

"NETSCAPE All Hands Meeting" (May 28, 1998) videotape, X2859.2005, Gift of a anonymous donor

“Only the Paranoid Survive ...," book by Andy Grove, X2989.2005, Gift of a anonymous donor

“Paradiso” Philippe Kahn CD recording, X2973.2005, Gift of a anonymous donor

Appletalk and Resedit reference books, X2836.2005, Gift of a anonymous donor

IBM 1.8" and 3.25"glass hard disk platter, X3125.2005, Gift of a anonymous donor

Oral History of Cuthbert Hurd (1995), X2731.2004, Gift of a anonymous donor
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DEC and TI handbooks (1973-1975), X2771.2004, Gift of Lawrence Butcher
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Commodore 774D electronic calculator, X2896.2005, Gift of Matthew L. Carr

Intel PDS-100 development system & software, X2776.2004, Gift of Jack Carsten
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IBM DOS version 2.00 (1983), X3178.2005, Gift of Paul Casey
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Memorex 1270, 3670 and 3660 parts catalogs, X3487.2006, Gift of Tom Gardner

TEAC Corporation FD-55GFR disc drive, X3080.2005, Gift of Tom Gardner

DEC PDP-6 circuit modules (c. 1963), X3103.2005, Gift of Robert Garner



IBM 1401 RPG & SPS source listings, X3508.2006, Gift of Robert Garner

IBM unit record machines videotapes, X2936.2005, Gift of Robert Garner

Power Computing, Inc., PowerBase 240 Macintosh clone, X3346.2006, Gift of Ronald Garner

Microsoft Windows/286 Presentation Manager v. 2.1, X2893.2005, Gift of Terrall R. Garrison

Early Intel development system hardware & documents, X2826.2005, Gift of Robert Garrow

Collection of IBM manuals, X2787.2004, Gift of Mark Geary

Epson PX-8 portable computer (1982), X3134.2005, Courtesy of Michael J. Howe

Intel commemorative belt buckle & wine bottle (1977), X2813.2005, Gift of Edward Gelbach

Modular Programming Symposium Preprint (1968), X2604.2004, Gift of Dennis P. Geller

Assorted Slate materials (1989-1993), X3337.2006, Gift of Mark Gerrior

Digital Research manuals, guides and software (1979-1981), X3533.2006, Gift of Curt Geske

IBM Oral Histories, X2965.2005, Gift of IBM

Supercomputing Research Center Splash-2 printed circuit board (1995), X3162.2005, Gift of the Supercomputing Research Center



Tektronix 909 desktop scientific programmable calculator & peripherals, X2900.2005, Gift of Kenneth P. Gilliland

Printout of MS-BASIC source code (1976), X2977.2005, Gift of David Gjerdrum

Borland, HP, IBM, Microsoft, Qualcomm, US Robotics literature, X2638.2004, Gift of George Glaser

Documents on BEA Systems, voice recognition, Y2K and semiconductor industry (1970-2000), X2717.2004, Gift of George Glaser

Mainframe-era business computing documents, X2902.2005, Gift of George Glaser

Assorted humorous books on computing by Robert Glass, X3160.2005, Gift of Robert L. Glass

EMIDEC 2400 Computer Training Manual (1962), X2712.2004, Gift of John Gleeson

Apple-related ephemera, text, videocassettes, software, hardware and images, X2870.2005, Gift of AppleLore

Easel, Inc. t-shirt, X2640.2004|102626789, Gift of Eli Goldberg

Apple Lisa release poster, X2582.2004|102630214, Gift of William Goldberg

Apple Macintosh 512 EPROM Adapter Board, X2619.2004|102626827, Gift of William Goldberg

IBM Selectric type typeballs, English and Hebrew, X2805.2004, Gift of William Goldberg

Assorted personal computing magazines (1975-1990), X3451.2006, Gift of Mark Goldstein



GCC Maria 1702B Graphics Processor poster, X2841.2005, Gift of Steve Golson

OS-9 documentation, X2980.2005, Gift of Dave Good

MSA Coaster caddy with coasters, X3363.2006, Gift of Bill Goodhew

Early books on computers and society (1950s), X3187.2005, Gift of Jessica Gordon

Heath H89 computer (1979), manuals & software, X3099.2005, Gift of Carl A. Goy

Heath H8 microcomputer (1977), X3177.2005, Gift of Carl Goy

Royal-McBee edge puncher, X2928.2005, Gift of JM Graetz

Apple Computer MessagePad 120 and promotional buttons, X2610.2004, Gift of Maxine Graham

"Lotus Selects" catalog (1991), X2669.2004 , Gift of Bea Gramann

ConSeal Personal Firewall demoware for Windows95, X3249.2006, Gift of James Grant

Data General manuals & arithmetic test program paper tape, X2831.2005, Gift of David Graybeal

Mountain Computer 1100A Intelligent Card Reader & manuals, X2913.2005, Gift of Michael E. Green

Intel ephemera, X2822.2005, Gift of Robert Greene



Microsoft Access version 1.1 (1993), X3184.2005, Gift of Gabe Groner

ADAPSO Brochure on disk copying, X2625.2004, Gift of Jim Gross

Documents relating to 1970s printers and processors, X2877.2005, Gift of Jim Gross, University of Wisconsin Sheboygen

Apollo Computer network outlet, Univac magnetic tape, X2573.2003|102630212, Gift of Jonathan Gross

CMU iWarp and TI GaAs microprocessor documents, X3145.2005, Gift of Thomas Gross

Assorted software on cassette (c. 1978), X3071.2005, Gift of Kathy Groves

"WYLBUR Overview” manual, X2960.2005, Gift of Dick Guertin

PL360 code on CD-ROM, X2974.2005, Gift of Dick Guertin

"Introduction to PL360 Programming" book, X2620.2004, Gift of Richard L. Guertin

Opus Systems 32/30 add-on processor board (c. 1988), X2690.2004, Gift of Ronald F. Guilmette

HP 2648 software, X2795.2004, Gift of Peter Gulotta

Code for SQLBase and SQLWindows (1988), X2688.2004, Gift of Umang Gupta

Leisure Suit Larry Collection of computer games, X2730.2004, Gift of Edward Haas Jr.



Catalog of digital computer specifications and companies, X3460.2006, Gift of Richard Haines

Documents related to computer history (1981-1989), X3308.2006, Gift of Jan Half

Compute! magazine (1981-1990), X3018.2005, Gift of Tom Halfhill

Software Digest Ratings Newsletter (1984-1997), X3020.2005, Gift of the San Francisco Public Library

Harvard Graphics 3.0 and design team photographs, X3526.2006, Gift of Buck Hallen

Wylbur, Milten, Orvyl - Stanford University mainframe software, X2796.2004, Gift of Stanford University

Transcript "Management Systems for the Space Generation" - Plaintiffs v. IBM 1976, X3412.2006, Gift of Larry Hanson

Jepperson Sanderson aviation calculator, X2857.2005, Gift of Mrs. Raymond O. Hargis

Orange Micro, Inc., Apple II microcomputer clone (1982), X3283.2006, Gift of Zvi Harrel

Early Apple Macintosh software, X2737.2004, Gift of Gary Harris

"Harvard Project Manager 3.0" cover signed by team members, X3505.2006, Gift of Lee Harris

Assorted photographs relating to computer service companies, X3284.2006, Gift of Peter Harris

DYSEAC-related artifacts (c. 1954), X2647.2004, Gift of David Hartsig



PFS software and manuals, X3528.2006, Gift of Barbara Harvie

"The Transistor: Dawn of a New Era" book (1997), X3326.2006, Gift of Charles C. Harwood

Assorted documents relating to floppy disk technology (1980s), X3223.2006, Gift of Marilyn Hasler

Ashton-Tate dBase II software package with disks and documentation, X3527.2006, Gift of John M. Hedblom

Rolodex REX cards, X3476.2006, Gift of David Henkel-Wallace

Manuals on IBM CPC, IBM 650, X3101.2005, Gift of Sarah T. Herriot

Data sheets on Honeywell instruments, X2994.2005, Gift of The Museum of American Heritage

Metal skip bar for the IBM 010, IBM Stick Printer Head, IBM 407 Print Wheel, IBM Key Punch Programmable, Two IBM components encased in Lucite, X2602.2004, 
Gift of Warren Higgins

Prolog development kit for Intel 4004, X2889.2005, Gift of Rhodes Hileman

Expander microcomputer, documentation (1981), X2626.2004, Gift of Bill Hill

Intel Mug (1985), X2812.2005, Gift of David House

Design specifications & documentation for Context MBA (1981) software, X2996.2005, Gift of Gilbert Hoxie

Deep Blue v.2 custom VLSI processor (1997), X3095.2005, Gift of Feng-Hsiung Hsu



Photographs (scans) relating to Deep Thought (I & II), Deep Blue, & HiTech computer chess machines (c. 1988-1997), X3306.2006, Gift of Feng-Hsiung Hsu

Osborne manuals and newsletters, X3229.2006, Gift of Merrill Hulse

 Electronic Parts Catalogs and Data books from Fairchild, Motorola, National, General Electric, RCA, IBM & others, X3401.2006, Gift of Leslie Hurwitz

Assorted photos and documents relating to the SWAC, EDVAC, Pilot Ace, & G-15 computers (c. 1947-1965), X3247.2006, Gift of Harry Huskey

Harry Huskey personal papers related to the SWAC computer (1948-1982), X3462.2006, Gift of Harry Huskey

DEC VAX 8600, X2733.2004, Gift of Sellam Ismail

Philco Electronics All-in-One Experimenter's Kit (1961), X3042.2005, Gift of Pearl S. Jackson

Assorted DEC photgraphs and ephemera, X3227.2006, Gift of Joanne and Irwin"Jake" Jacobs

Assorted blank punched cards & documents (ca. 1967-1980), X3494.2006, Gift of David L. Jaffe

Manuals for dBase III, GemDraw, & Wordstar (c. 1982), X3398.2006, Gift of David L. Jaffe

Manuals on Compuserve Information Service and DEC VT-100 terminal, X3317.2006, Gift of David L. Jaffe

Aldus PageMaker Version 5.0 software, X2853.2005, Gift of Dr. James M. Janky

Apple Computer, PowerPC prototype card (c. 1993), X2665.2004, Gift of Steve Jasik



U. S. Air Defense Command "AN/FSQ-7/8 (SAGE) Digital Displays, X3405.2006, Gift of Alan Jeddloh

"Microchess" source code, program & documents (c. 1977), X3305.2006, Gift of Peter Jennings.

Luxor ABC 80 micrcomputer systgems, X3345.2006, Gift of IT-ceum, the Swedish Computer Museum

Assorted COMDEX buttons, X3113.2005, Gift of Allyson Johnson

"Computer development (SEAC and DYSEAC) at the National Bureau of Standards" book (1955), X2700.2004, Gift of Bruce G. Johnson

Early IBM San Jose ephemera relating to Rey Johnson (1951-1991), X3312.2006, Gift of David R. Johnson

IBM Model 85 punched card collator & manuals, X3421.2006, Gift of Joel Jones

IBM optical scanning device, X2614.2004|102626822, Gift of Dr. Stephen A. Jove

"The World of Objects" DVD, X3520.2006, Gift of Philippe Kahn

IBM manuals, brochures, films and books, X2725.2004, Gift of Ray and Laurel Kaleda

PAM Medac 310 (medical accounting) system, X2967.2005, Gift of Roger Kammeier

Scan of Eckert and Mauchly Computer Corporation business plan (1946), X3232.2006, Gift of Mitch Kapor

"Handbook of Mathematical Functions With Formulas, Graphs, and Mathematical Tables", X3522.2006, Gift of Carrie Karnos



"The Engineer's Manual" (1917) & "C.R.C. Standard Mathematical Tables" (1956), X3282.2006, Gift of Carrie Karnos

HP Stat/Math Calculator  (c. 1990), X2660.2004, Gift of Carrie Karnos

Assorted Burroughs manuals, X2618.2004, Gift of Daniel Karpen

Cray Research, Inc. documents, X2599.2004, Gift of Daniel Karpen

275 Silicon Valley company coffee mugs, X2672.2004, Gift of Howard, Louise, Cynthia and Liz Karr

Caltech Hypercube Mark III supercomputer (1988), X3053.2005, Gift of Daniel S. Katz

Enigma booklets, X2942.2005, Gift of Jeff Katz

Univac 1107 Reference Manuals, &c., X3083.2005, Gift of Jeff Katz

Xerox PARC Alto II computer, X2932.2005, Gift of Dr. Alan Kay

DEC-11 Portable prototype, X3385.2006, Gift of Benjamin Kennedy

Assorted Apple ephemera, X3336.2006, Gift of Mariou Kenworthy

"Linux Journal" collection (1994-1999), X2644.2004, Gift of David Keppel

Linux Jounral magazine, X3303.2006, Gift of David Keppel



IBM 5140 &original carrying case, X2931.2005, Gift of James C. King

Esther Dyson and Release 1.0 papers, X2780.2004, Gift of Esther Dyson

IBM 360/30 CCROS card, X2578.2004|102630209, Gift of Brian Knittel

Artwork consisting of a drawing on printed paper, X2920.2005, Gift of Donald E. Knuth

“VISICALC Instant Calculating Electronic Worksheet” software (1979), X3104.2005, Gift of Richard A. Koenen

 IBM 7030 ("Stretch") simulation results and early computer generated films (1958-1970), X3023.2005, Gift of Harwood G. Kolsky

Personal papers of Harwood G. Kolsky, X3021.2005, Gift of Harwood G. Kolsky

Assorted Prime and DEC manuals, X3392.2006, Gift of Pam Kompany

Optotech drive & manuals and software, X3506.2006, Gift of Mike Konshak

Collection of ACM publications, X2894.2005, Gift of Roger Kovach

Philco flow chart template, X2788.2004, Gift of Roger Kovach

CMG Conference proceedings (1980s), X2898.2005, Gift of Roger P. Kovach

Collection of computer journals, X2904.2005, Gift of Philip and Holly Kramer



Books on Russian BESM computer (1955-1966), X2673.2004, Gift of Herman Krieger

Apple Mani stone (c. 1997), X2628.2004, Gift of Ken and Chris Krugler

"The Origins of MATLAB" DVD, X3334.2006, Gift of The MathWorks, Inc.

IBM 1800 application brief for CYAC Haddam Neck Plant document, X2947.2005, Gift of Peter Kushkowski

DEC DECPro 350, RT-11 and 1984 VENIX software & manuals, X3051.2005, Gift of Gail LaForge

Lecture transcript on the SDS 940 (1966), X2793.2004, Gift of Butler Lampson

Momenta, GRiD and Dauphin pen computers (c. 1991-1995), X2651.2004, Gift of Sam Lanahan

Soviet adding and subtracting device, X3088.2005, Gift of Henry (Genrykh) Landa

Vercon Kyivverst documents, X3354.2006, Gift of Henry (Genrykh) Landa

Advertising documents from DEC, Byte, &c., X3429.2006, Gift of Willem Langeveld

Ephemera: Harvard Graphics mug; PFS pin; SPC Advanced Technology Group T-shirt, Still image: Harvard Graphics Roadrunner Team photograph", X3521.2006, Gift 
of Barbara Langworthy

Bernoulli Box A220H, manuals, software (1983), X3390.2006, Gift of John Larribeau

IBM SAGE – A/N FSQ-7 manuals, X2951.2005, Gift of Ken Larsen



"IBM Poughkeepsie News", X2682.2004, Gift of Chris Larson

IBM Historical Disk Drive Collection (1964-2000), X3372.2006, Gift of the IBM Corporation

Assorted circuit cards for the Apple II computer (1970s-1980s), X3426.2006, Gift of Robert Lashley

Assorted coffee mugs, X3347.2006, Gift of Jan Laskowski

Frox computer system, X2930.2005, Gift of Sheldon Laube

"Electronic Data Processing at the Bureau of the Census" booklet, X3163.2005, Gift of Kathryn Lauricella

Octopus 6600, LRLTRAN, CDC 3600 manuals, X2840.2005, Gift of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

AMD AM29116 16-bit bipolar microprocessor, X2955.2005, Gift of David Laws

AMD posters, X2940.2005, Gift of David Laws

MacConnection Advertising Cards, X2650.2004, Gift of Ken Laws

Collection of videotext-related documents (1982-1990), X2643.2004, Gift of Harold A. Layer

Cray Research Inc. manuals, X2934.2005, Gift of Art Lazanoff

"Inside Windows NT Workstation 4: Certified Administrator’s Resource Edition" book, X3214.2006, Gift of Glenn Lea



Assorted Control Data Corporation manuals, X3152.2005, Gift of Glenn Lea

Lotus Notes developer documents, X3360.2006, Gift of Glenn Lea

Commodore 128 and software (1985), X2713.2004, Gift of Homer W. Ledford

"2005 Computerworld Honors Program" DVD (2005), X3374.2006, Gift of Deborah Lee

Miscellaneous educational artifacts, still images & videotapes, X2677.2004, Gift of J.A.N. Lee

Photos from the "Annals of the History of Computing" (c. 1980-95), X3191.2005, Gift of J.A.N. Lee

Various calculation games/educational toys & photographs related to the "Annals of the History of Computing", X3341.2006, Gift of J.A.N. Lee

Quantum Hardcard EZ (c. 1993), X3073.2005, Gift of Joe Lee

SDS manuals (4); various other scanned manuals, X2848.2005 , Gift of Tim Lee

Early IBM promotional & instructional films (1950s), X2843.2005, Gift of Dan Leeson

Photographs of Herman Hollerith and family & tabulating devices, X3510.2006, Gift of Lucia B. Lefferts

"Computer development (SEAC and DYSEAC) at the National Bureau of Standards" (1955), X2699.2004, Gift of Alan and Henrietta Leiner

Booklet: “A new tool for the mind: The National Bureau of Standards Eastern Automatic Computer (SEAC)” (1950), X2728.2004, Gift of Alan and Henrietta Leiner



PILOT and DYSEAC documents (c. 1940), X2803.2004, Gift of Alan L. Leiner

Assorted IBM and Cray manuals, X2714.2004, Gift of Gary C. Lelvis

"Computer Tree" geneology poster, X2884.2005, Gift of Gary Lelvis

Panasonic RL-H1400 Hand Held Computer (c. 1982), X2758.2004, Gift of Gary Lelvis

 Intel 3000 series manual (1976), MCS-40 manual (1974), X2819.2005, Gift of Dan Lenehan

Intel 80186 "One Million Shipped” key chain (1984), X2827.2005, Gift of Mary Lenehan

FORTRAN Source code for "Adventure", X3230.2006, Gift of Mark G. Leonard

Apple Macintosh 10th anniversary press packet (1994), X2710.2004, Gift of Marianne L. Lettieri

 Eagle Computer PC & manual (1982), X3410.2006, Gift of Gary leung

Photographs of David Levy playing chess, X2905.2005, Gift of David Levy

Seagate ST-225 Hard Disk Drive (1984), X2572.2003|102630205, Gift of Henry Plummer and Robert Lewis

Practice Keyboard for the Apple IIe, X2601.2004|102630239, Gift of Neil Lewis

Databooks from National Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, Intel, Fairchild, GE, Signetics, DEC, RCA & others (1980s), X3423.2006, Gift of Michael J. Licata



Assorted ephemera from Symantec, McAfee, Microsoft, Aldus, Microsoft, &c., X3477.2006, Gift of Ruthann Quindlen

Apple II Video Overlay Card Protoype, X2596.2004|102630237, Gift of Mike Liebhold

Infineon Technologies, Wearable Cyberjacket (2004), X3386.2005, Gift of Christoph Liedtke

Books, MS-Excel for Windows (1985), X3161.2005, Gift of Bob and Sharon Lindsay

IBM basic computer functions manual (1967), X2708.2004, Gift of Bob and Sharon Lindsay

Digital Research, Inc. Concurrent DOS (1986) manual, X2658.2004, Gift of Bob Lindsay

NT Displayphone NT6K00, X2874.2005, Gift of Donald C. Lindsay

Apple Computer-related books, manuals and papers, X2697.2004, Gift of Mike Miley

Apple Macintosh software, X2964.2005, Gift of Owen W. Linzmayer

WAP-enabled cellular telephone assortment, X2801.2004, Gift of Openwave Systems Inc.

"Tom Thumb" Adding Machine, X3358.2006, Gift of Marc L'Italien

Caltech Mk III Hypercube supercomputer circuit board prototype, X2611.2004, Gift of Ruby Loch

Dragon Systems, Inc., Dragon Dictate software (1982), X3381.2006, Gift of Paul N. Loewenstein



Assorted computer books, X3403.2006, Gift of Esfandiar Lohrasbpour

Bendix G-15 computer manual (c. 1958), X3179.2005, Gift of Esfandiar Lohrasbpour

Computer-related books, X3077.2005, Gift of Esfandiar Lohrasbpour

Documents relating to computer architecture (ca. 1964-1984), X3488.2006, Gift of Esfandiar Lohrasbpour

Quantel "Picture Box" graphics subsystem, X3371.2006, Gift of Liza Loop

Computer-related buttons, X2881.2005, Gift of Linda Lorenzetti

Computer-related buttons, X2847.2005, Gift of Lorenzetti

“D: All Things Digital” conference videotapes, X3027.2005, Gift of the Wall Street Journal

Cray 1 supercomputer (1976), X2966.2005, Gift of Los Alamos National Laboratory

Borland Delphi version 1.0 (c. 1995), X3049.2005, Gift of Lisa Loud

IBM model 360 documents, X2875.2005, Gift of Donald Luke

USE compiler manual for UNIVAC 1103A and 1105 computers (c. 1958), X2623.2004, Gift of Terry Lydon

Burroughs computer manuals, X2909.2005, Gift of Brian Lyles



"The Lengthening Shadow" internal IBM book on T. J. Watson, Sr. (1962), X3262.2006, Gift of John H. MacFarlane

The Digital Group computer system, manuals & software  System 3 (1980), X3370.2006, Gift of Charles H. Mackey

“The First Computers: History and Architectures" (2000) book, X3253.2006, Gift of William Maddox

SGI personal workstations (1990-1997), X3089.2005, Gift of SGI

"The Personal Computer Lilith" (April 1981), X3529.2006, Gift of Ronald Mak

IBM 1401 software, X3133.2005, Gift of Ronald Mak

"Amazing Amiga" and "Amazing Computer" magazines (1989-1997), X3393.2006, Gift of Carl Malberg

SRI International Magnetic Logic computer, X2915.2005, Gift of SRI International

Original SRI International mouse prototype, X3016.2005, Gift of SRI International

DEC corporate archives, X2675.2004, Gift of Hewlett-Packard Company

DEC KL-10 computer system design documents, X3149.2005, Gift of Hewlett-Packard Company

Exemplar supercomputer (1997), X3034.2005, Gift of Hewlett-Packard Company

"History of Control Data Corporation (CDC)" slide presentation, X3467.2006, Gift of Liz Manly



Teletype Corporation Model 19 teletypewriter (1942), X3420.2006, Gift of Lorna Mansfield

Early I/O equipment, X3142.2005, Gift of Armon Markarian

Various Datapro magazines, X2616.2004, Gift of Intel Corporation

Fidelity Electronics Chess Voice Sensory Challenger game & documents (1981), X3165.2005, Gift of Tony Marsland

Manuals from Scientific Data Systems (SDS) and Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), X3316.2006, Gift of David W. Masters

Control Data Corporation (CDC) CDC 3000 core stack & CDC 6000 60-pin cable terminator, X3480.2006, Gift of David McCall

"The Last of the First: CSIRAC: Australia’s First Computer" book, X2919.2005, Gift of John McCarthy

Indecks Research, punch card data-processing system (c. 1966), X3070.2005, Gift of Jim McClure

OS/2 and Windows Magazine journals, X3114.2005, Gift of Steve McGinnis

Regis McKenna personal papers & videotapes, X2903.2005, Gift of Regis McKenna

Intel SDK-80 (1976) & Intel MCS-86 kit (1978) development systems, X2823.2005, Gift of Ken McKenzie

DEC "Introduction to Minicomputers" series -12 books, X3226.2006, Gift of Margery Meadow

Items relating to A Programing Language (APL), X3489.2006, Gift of George Mendonsa



Digital Research, Inc. software, documents & ephemera, X3514.2006, Gift of Marcel Mendoza

Ardent/Stardent 500 Stiletto computer prototype (1989), X3014.2005, Gift of Douglas Merrell

"Silicon Valley Bank: Reinventing an industry, financing the future" video (2003), X2736.2004, Gift of Silicon Valley Bank

Janus II timesharing system manual (c. 1969), X2789.2004, Gift of Bill Merritt

HP Pascal 3.0, HP Basic 3.0 software & manuals (1984), X3293.2006, Gift of Delta Electronics Mfg. Corp., Beverly MA

"What To Do After You Hit Return", X3365.2006, Gift of George Michael

Early microcomputer manuals & "A Programmer's Palimpsest"notes, X3465.2006, Gift of George Michael

Vector routines for the Cray-1 manual (1981), X2946.2005, Gift of George Michaels

"The Art of Computer Programming: Sorting & Searching" book (1998), X3195.2005, Gift of Margaret (Micki) Miller

Assorted catalogs, X2917.2005, Gift of Michael G. Miller

IBM Personal Computer Seminar Proceedings (1980s), X2910.2005, Gift of Michael G. Miller

"The Art of Computer Programming," first edition (1968), X2666.2004, Gift of Micki Miller

DEC-related ephemera, documents, X2642.2004, Gift of Sandy Mangia



Documents relating to Digital Research and Gary Kildall, X3516.2006, Gift of Maureen Minnes

Illiac IV and PDP-10 related documents (c. 1975), X3444.2006, Gift of Greg Minshall

Cray Research, Inc. documents, X2589.2004|102630231, Courtesy of Eugene Miya

"AI" journal (late 1980s to mid-1990s), X3224.2006, Gift of Eugene Miya

Assorted Cray documents & ephemera, X3367.2006, Gift of Eugene Miya

Cray manuals, X2753.2004, Gift of Eugene Miya

Cray-2 ECL logic board in lucite (1985), EFF materials, X2633.2004, Gift of Eugene Miya

Documents related to Supercomputing 2003 conference (2003), X3335.2006, Gift of Eugene Miya

Electronic Freedom Foundation (EFF) t-shirt, poster, document, X3294.2006, Gift of Eugene Miya

Ephemera, X3030.2005, Gift of Eugene Miya

Gary Kasparov at Salishan (19, X2962.2005, Gift of Eugene Miya

Supercomputing documents, X3267.2006, Gift of Eugene Miya

Supercomputing ephemera, X2842.2005, Gift of Eugene Miya



USENIX and Cray conference proceedings, X2747.2004, Gift of Eugene Miya

Recorder wire (c. 1956-1965), X2668.2004, Gift of NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Macintosh PowerBook 170 used on Space Shuttle, X3028.2005, Gift of Silvano P. Colombano

IBM 5161 PC Expansion Chassis, X3072.2005, Gift of Roy Mize

IBM coffee mug, X3040.2005, Gift of Roy Mize

IBM punched card manuals, X3220.2006, Gift of Shel Molter

Complete set of IBM TSS S/370 manuals, X3216.2006, Gift of Robert Monnette

Datapoint Corporation ARCNET hub (c. 1984), X3085.2005, Gift of David A. Monroe

Dynamac in original carrying case, X2981.2005, Gift of Mike Moore

Intel Data Catalog (1975), X2816.2005, Gift of David Mooring

Microsoft Windows Operating Environment version 1.0, X3449.2006, Gift of Tom Moran

Intuit “MacInTax 1984 Version 1.0” (1984), X3102.2005, Gift of Michael Morgan

Fujitsu Stylistic ST4100 Tablet PC (2003), X2575.2003, Gift of Mr. Toshio Morohoshi



The Laureate Journal of The Computerworld Honors Program (2003), Computerworld Honors Program Archive 2003 CD-ROM (2003), X2605.2004, Gift of 
Computerworld

Bowmar 901B calculator, X2577.2003|102630208, Gift of Mary M. Mourkas

Early credit card verification machine, X2770.2004, Gift of Robert and Stephanie Munoz

Hyperion computer systems, peripherals, manuals & software (1982-1984), X3377.2006, Gift of R.A. Murch

“ARCNET” license plate, X2969.2005, Gift of John  A. Murphy

Digi-Comp 1 educational computer kit (1963), X2691.2004, Gift of Paul Nahay

Google Corkboard Server Rack (1999), X2839.2005, Gift of Google, Inc.

Commemorative coffee mugs, X2588.2004, Gift of Randy Neff

HP 95LX calculator with manuals, X2914.2005, Gift of Keith D. Neilson

IBM Skip Bar Punch for the 010 and 031 Key Punches, IBM Relay Tester, Small collection of IBM spare parts, Various IBM customer engineering manuals and aids, 
Papers and documents related to and/or published by IBM, X2608.2004, Gift of Carl R. Nelson

CDC 7600 printed circuit board & manuals, X2935.2005, Gift of Terry Nelson

Board Game: “In The Chips: Silicon Valley" (1980), X3081.2005, Gift of Dave Nettleman

Training program for dBASE III/III Plus”, X2878.2005, Gift of Laura Neuman



Mark-8 microcomputer (Radio-Electronics magazine, 1974) & manuals, X2918.2005, Gift of Harley Newsom

SAMS Computerfacts (1985-1995), X2648.2004, Gift of East Meadow Public Library

SRI Internet Van (1973), X3258.2006, Gift of Don Nielson

Fujitsu VX supercomputer (1996), X2671.2004, Gift of Fujitsu America, Inc.

Documents relating to computer art and 3-D animation, X3155.2005, Gift of A. Michael Noll

IBM MagCard II Selectric Typewriter with reader & manuals, X3206.2006, Gift of Pam Nollkamper

NORDSIECK Differential Analyzer & documents (1948), X2933.2005, Gift of Dick Norberg

"The Origins of Cyberspace" book (2005), X3388.2006, Gift of Jeremy Norman

Items related to Presper Eckert personal papers, X3400.2006, Gift of Jeremy Norman

IBM 632 Electronic Typing Calculator Models 5,6 and 7 manual (1961), X3041.2005, Gift of Robert Northrop

Lotus 123 Release 1A, Grateful Med (1984, 1993), X3222.2006, Gift of Dr. Toni Novick

Peronal papers of Cuthbert Hurd, X2772.2004, Gift of Elizabeth R. Nowicki and William Nowicki

Assorted IBM and Intel ephemera, X2818.2005, Gift of Harry Nystrom



Intel Commemorative Wine Bottle (1977), X2811.2005, Gift of Hank O'Hara

Books on programming and database management, X2892.2005, Gift of Bruce Olsen

Documents & ephemera relating to GE and Tymshare, X3105.2005 , Gift of Tim O'Rourke

Digital Research CP/M manuals, X2945.2005, Gift of Steve O'Toole

Mitsubishi Amity-SP tablet computer (1996), X2693.2004, Gift of Akira Otsuka

Apple Macintosh IIci-based laserdisc system (1989), X3399.2006, Gift of Scott Palamar

Intel 486 and Pentium die shots, X2834.2005, Gift of Max Palevsky

Univac 1004 plugboard & misc. items, X2978.2005, Gift of Enrico Palumbo

Autographed print of supercomputing pioneers & Ergo computer, X3039.2005, Gift of Greg Papadopoulus

DEC manuals for VAX/VMS, PDP-11, X2686.2004, Gift of Nick Pappas

DEC software and manuals, X2868.2005, Gift of Nick Pappas

DEC word processing software and manuals, X2867.2005, Gift of Nick Pappas

IBM PC software (1990s), X2907.2005, Gift of Richard Pasco



Early IBM 700-series manuals, modules, X3139.2005, Gift of Robert L. Patrick

Items related to the Rand Corporation and U.S. Defense Department (1950-1970), X3189.2005, Gift of Robert L. Patrick

Personal papers of Robert Patrick related to graphics, X3464.2006, Gift of Robert L. Patrick

Assorted Atari peripherals & games, X3245.2006, Gift of Ronald L. Paul

IBM-related manuals, &c., X3022.2005, Gift of Ray Peck

XOR NFL Challenge game (1985), X3181.2005, Gift of Ray Peck

Newton Apple MessagePad 100 (1993), X2921.2005, Gift of Marcos Peixoto

Assorted gate arrays prototypes and wafers, X3307.2006, Gift of Warren Peluso

Photograph of Craig Barrett, X3002.2005, Gift of Charlie Perrell

Sun Microsystems, Inc., tape drive, X3364.2006, Gift of Charles petrie

First issue of "Macworld" and Macintosh magazine (1984), X2790.2004, Gift of John G. Petry

Genealogy of Silicon Valley companies poster, X2685.2004, Gift of Kathleen Petry

Fidelity Electronics Voice Chess Challenger game (1979), X3086.2005, Gift of Bernard L. Peuto



Miscellaneous WESCON brochures (c. 1965), X3501.2006, Gift of David Matthew Pierce

Four generations of SETI's Multi-Channel Spectrum Analyzers, X3052.2005, Gift of the SETI Institute

SETI-related schematics, documents & ephemera (c. 1985-1995), X3180.2005, Gift of the SETI Institute

SAP System R/3 version 2.1 software, X3033.2005, Gift of SAP Ag

75th anniversary edition of IBM’s “Think” magazine (1989), X2797.2004, Gift of Michael Plitkins

nCUBE-2 supercomputer array circuit board, X2988.2005, Gift of C-COR Solutions

Intel Ceramic Coaster, X2810.2005, Gift of Michael Pope

Assorted utility, game software & Hypercard documentation, X3481.2006, Gift of David Porter

APL conference proceedings and manuals (1972-1983), X2711.2004, Gift of Jerry Porter

Magnetic drum, Univac documentation and misc., X2781.2004, Gift of Monroe H. Postman

"The Well" poster, X3416.2006, Gift of John T. Powers, Jr.

"Video Panorama for Apple Computer" videotape, X2858.2005, Gift of Allen Price

Items relating to the GE / Bank of America ERMA system (1959), X3192.2005, Gift of Warren Prince



Assorted experimental floppy disks, &c., X3173.2005, Gift of William Proctor

Datapoint Corporation documents (1970s), X3207.2006, Gift of Harry S. Pyle

Olivetti M20 computer and monitor, X3078.2005, Gift of Carl Quinn

Assorted software, ephemera & text, X2869.2005, Gift of Karen Quinn

Product demo CD-ROMs (65), X2854.2005, Gift of Karen Quinn

 Kalpana Etherswitch EPS-1500  (c. 1994), X2653.2004, Gift of Moh Rajabzadeh

Assorted IBM and CDC manuals, X3228.2006, Gift of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

IBM 026 card punch & unit record manuals, X3015.2005, Gift of the Estate of Walter Meffert

Apple Macintosh MacWorks XL software, X2761.2004, Gift of Dave Redell

Microsoft Corp., MS-DOS 6 upgrade (c. 1993), X2667.2004, Gift of Steve Reinhardt

Time capsule of 1904 Westinghouse plants and people, films, photos and text DVD, X3320.2006, Gift of Julain Reitman

NCR CRAM Deck (1960s-70s), X2880.2005, Gift of L. David Reynolds

Photograph of Donald Knuth, X3001.2005, Gift of Glenn Ricart



AT&T 3B1/7300 "UNIX PC" & Bell Labs BLIT Terminal (1982), X3281.2006, Gift of Bill Rieken

AT&T 730 graphics terminal, software & manuals (1993), X3280.2006, Gift of William M. Rieken, Jr.

IBM 1401 DOS source code and documentation (c. 1961), X3210.2006, Gift of Marvin Ritter

MITS Altair Christmas catalog (1975), X3017.2005, Gift of Scott Roberson

IBM 1401 System (1960), X2704.2004, Gift of Robert Garner, Grant Saviers, Len Shustek, Bernard Peuto, Mike Cheponis

Software Publishing Corporation lucite paperweights, X3524.2006, Gift of Mary D. Roberts

IBM publications (1980-1984), X2635.2004, Gift of Sanford Rockowitz

AT&T Unix PC 7300 & manuals, X2888.2005, Gift of Greg Roelofs

Apple documents, ephemera, X2750.2004, Gift of Dobbie Roisen

"Creative Computing" magazines (1978-1983), X2830.2005, Gift of William Rollins

Punched card voting ballots, X2777.2004, Gift of Elma Rosa

Atari video games and manuals, X2866.2005, Gift of Allen E. Rosenzweig

Fujitsu Commander ST mobile telephone, X3138.2005, Gift of Judy Rosner



Software, X2987.2005, Gift of Peter Ross

 Infogear iPhone, Cisco Webpad (1997, 2001), X2759.2004, Gift of Cisco Systems

Osborne 3 hardware, software, text & ephemera, X2844.2005, Gift of Brian Roth

IBM Braille electric typewriter keyboard chart, X2698.2004, Gift of Harriet B. Rowe

Interviews with microcomputer pioneers on CD-ROM, X3373.2006, Gift of Jack Rubin

iPod prototypes, X2943.2005, Gift of Jon Rubinstein

Prototypes of the first five generations of Apple iPod, X3493.2006, Gift of Jon Rubinstein

Documents and film relating to early magnetic drum memory (c. 1963), X3094.2005, Gift of Richard Rubinstein

Assorted HP 3000 documents, X3391.2006, Gift of Evan Rudderow

Documents relating to the HP3000 computer system, X3340.2006, Gift of Evan Rudderow

Wrightline punch card sorting tray, X2585.2004|102630215, Gift of Phillip Rupp

Digital Research Artline (1998), X3554.2006 , Gift of Meryle Sachs

“People and Computers: Who Teaches Whom?” (1980) book, X3271.2006, Gift of Jim Sadaccini



Assorted  interface devices for the disabled & software, X3342.2006, Gift of Lon S. Safko

Assorted early DEC software by Peter Samson (c. 1962), X3463.2006, Gift of Peter Samson

Listings of early microcomputer music by Peter Samson (1960s), X3411.2006, Gift of Peter Samson

PDP-6 version of Spacewar! source code (c. 1964), X3026.2005, Gift of Peter Samson

Programming books (1968-1988), X3082.2005, Gift of The University of Tennessee at Martin/Paul Meek Library

"Print Unchained : 50 Years of Digital Printing, 1950-2000 and Beyond" book, X3164.2005, Gift of Grant Saviers

DEC magazines and annual reports, X2629.2004, Gift of Grant Saviers

DEC handbooks, X2865.2005, Gift of Deepak Saxena

IBM 7030 memos (1956-1957), X2681.2004, Gift of Casper Scalzi

Paean ACT 33 1/3" record of IBM songs, X3474.2006, Gift of Oscar Schachter

Bally professional arcade game system (c. 1978), X2767.2004, Gift of Barry and Wo Schiffman

HP-32S and HP-14B 50th Anniversary Edition calculators (1988, 1989), X3248.2006, Gift of Dale Schmidt

General Consumer Electric/Milton-Bradley Vectrex arcade system, 3-D goggles, software, manuals (1982), X3338.2006, Gift of Marc Schneider



AGS Computers, Inc. documents, X3212.2006, Gift of Lawrence Schoenberg

IBM 402 accounting machine plugboards, X2924.2005, Gift of Vern and Peggy Schoeneman

DTR Dauphin 486SLC pen computer (1993), X2976.2005, Gift of Chris Schriner

"APL 91" coffee mug, X3447.2006, Gift of Charles A. Schulz

PFS Bestsellers coffee mug, X3517.2006, Gift of Simon Schuster

Adversary Video Game System, X3470.2006, Gift of Barbara Schwartz

The Michigan Algorithm Decoder (MAD) Manual (1966), X3244.2006, Gift of Dana H. Shultz

"Monopoly: The .Com Edition" game (c. 2000), X2732.2004, Gift of Joseph J. Scuncio

Promotional materials and documentation for the IBM 705, 650, 702 and other IBM machines, X2609.2004, Gift of Martin M. Seldon

Ethernet transceivers attached to particle board with signatures of developers, X3323.2006, Gift of Bill Selmeier

“Great Moments in Semiconductor History: Manufacturing” DVD, X3235.2006, Gift of Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI)

PC software collection, X2783.2004, Gift of Dan M. Shaffer

Assorted books and journals on computing, X2584.2003, Gift of Joshua Shapiro



Cambridge Computer Z88, misc., X2674.2004, Gift of Joshua Shapiro

Rex Pro PC-Card organizer & Docking Station & Software, X3079.2005, Gift of Joshua Shapiro

Atari 1400 ST system, X2952.2005, Gift of John Shumate

IBM TopView operating system (1985), X2657.2004, Gift of Len Shustek

MIR onboard spaceflight computer, X2873.2005, Gift of Len Shustek

VERDAN computer documents, X2597.2004, Gift of Milton Siegel

“BEYOND RISC!: An Essential Guide to Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture" book, X2837.2005, Gift of Stan Sieler

Assorted manuals from GE, Honeywell, Heath, &c. (1965-80), X3366.2006, Gift of Stan Sieler

HP3000 technical, reference manuals, X2757.2004, Gift of Stan Sieler

MOS Technology documents, Sybex computer lectures, X3158.2005, Gift of Stan Sieler

Olivetti ET351 word processor (c. 1980), X2716.2004, Gift of Fred Siemon

Apple computer, Inc., Macintosh Macwrite & Macpaint software (1985), X3309.2006, Gift of Gary J. Silver

Apple Computer videos, X2791.2004, Gift of Arynne Simon



Supercomputing-related documents, X2864.2005, Gift of Horst Simon

Data books and architecture manuals, X2992.2005, Gift of Richard Simoni

Go Corporation PenPoint operating system documents (1992), X3246.2006, Gift of Richard Simoni

Lectures by computer professionals videotapes, X2856.2005, Gift of Richard Simoni

Assorted manuals and software, X2939.2005, Gift of Alfred Simonsen

Osborne User Group magazines (1983-1984), X2745.2004, Gift of Dr. Vernon L. Singleton

History of Computing & Mathematics CD-ROM, X3003.2005, Gift of David Singmaster

FORTRAN documents, X3143.2005, Gift of Richard Sites

David Slate, Larry Atkins, Source code of "Chess 4.6", X3188.2005, Gift of David Slate

Apple Computer, Original 128K Macintosh, X2954.2005, Gift of LeRoy Smith

SUBALGOL Reference Manual (October 1965), X2998.2005, Gift of Robert L. Smith

Be, Inc. Bebox (1996), X3190.2005, Gift of Trevor Smith

Amiga Development Conference notes, X2949.2005, Gift of Mike Smithwick



National Semiconductor Corporation SC/MP development system documentation (1976), X3402.2006, Gift of Michael Smolin

IMSAI 8080 User Manual (1975), X3254.2006, Gift of Harlan Snyder

German Logarithm tables (c. 1945), X3121.2005, Gift of Robert M. Snyder

Assorted FORTRAN programs, X3238.2006, Gift of Van Snyder

Assorted manuals, software from various companies (ca. 1980-1990s), X3272.2006, Gift of Henri Socha

Elliot Automation Model 405 computer technical notes (1956), X3408.2006, Gift of Software History Center

Apple Computer - Japan commemorative wrist watch, X2615.2004|102626811, Gift of Reiko Sota

Videotape: "Broadcasting’s forgotten father: The Charles Herrold story", X2729.2004, Gift of Dag Spicer

"Sargon, Sargon II and III" computer chess software (1979-1983), X3151.2005, Gift of Kathleen Spracklen

"Linux Journal" collection (1994-2003), X2655.2004, Gift of SSC Publications

Felsenstein wedding - Souvenir pocket protector, X2876.2005, Gift of Barbara Toby Stack

IBM Deep Blue supercomputer commemorative pins, X2990.2005, Gift of IBM

Tandem computer system (c. 1985), X3300.2006, Gift of Stanford University



The Orm and Rancho Arm robots, X2574.2003, Gift of Stanford University

HP Audio Oscillator 200C, X3446.2006, Gift of Larry Steinke

SPC badges, Harvard Graphics mouse pad, PFS beach ball, X3519.2006, Gift of Jane D. Stepak

Ephemera from Data General and Harris Corporation (1980), X3266.2006, Gift of J.J. Stives.

Storage Technology Corporation ST 3630 and ST 8650 documents (1982), X3260.2006, Gift of the StorageTek Corporation

Teletype Model 43, X2912.2005, Gift of Mark Stout

MIT Lincoln Labs TX-0 transistor pluggable unit (c. 1953), X3193.2005, Gift of M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory

Punched card stock information and specifications, X3087.2005, Gift of Roland L. Sundstrom

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) ephemera, photographs & documents, X3339.2006, Gift of Robert M. Supnik

The Personal Jukebox original prototype, X2906.2005, Gift of Robert M. Supnik

"The Online Graphical Specifications of Computer Procedures" software CD-ROM, X3325.2006, Gift of William Sutherland

"Mac User" magazine (24, Jan. 1990 - Dec. 1991), X3511.2006, Gift of Richard H. Sutor

Assorted VHS tapes from Apple Computer, Inc. & others, X3409.2006, Gift of Richard H. Sutor



IBM 16mm films on computer compatibility and competitive analysis, X2739.2004, Gift of Jerome Svigals

Wright Punch 2620 manual card punch, X2911.2005, Gift of David Swanson

"Journal of Supercomputing" (1990-2001), X2637.2004, Gift of Australia Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO HPCC

U.S. Robotics Palm Pilot PDA (1996) & Creative Labs Rio 500 MP3 player (1999), X3349.2006, Gift of Todor Tashev

Polish-language Apple Macintosh software & posters, X2887.2005, Gift of Jan Tataruiewicz

"Silicon Gulch Gazette"  (2 issues, 1977), X2689.2004, Gift of J. Tauber-Lovik

Apple-related photographs, X2922.2005, Gift of AplinUnoCreative

Shugart SR900/901 items, X3172.2005, Gift of Herbert Thompson

Photographs (scans) relating to computer chess history (c. 1975-85), X3304.2006, Gift of Ken Thompson

Digital Equipment Corporation Technical Journals and related publications (1982-1989), X3263.2006, Gift of Mike Titelbaum

Apple Computer, Inc., "Gerbil Vice" button, X3503.2006, Gift of Dana Tom

E-mails to STETCH alumni, X2680.2004, Gift of Kenneth V. Tooker

Unique Atari and Commodore computer prototypes (c. 1983), X3106.2005, Gift of Leonard Tramiel



Atari 800 system with documents, software (1979), X3170.2005, Gift of Joey Tranchina

Computer Usage Company documents (1960s), X3199.2006, Gift of George Trimble

MITS Altair 8800 with ADM2 monitor and software, X2961.2005, Gift of Michael Trinkala

Intel bubble memory prototyping kit, X2646.2004, Gift of John Trotter

NEC  Silentwriter LC 890 printer  (c. 1991), X2676.2004, Gift of John Trotter

"RCA 301 Programmers' Reference Manual" (1996), X3417.2006, Gift of Larry A. Morris

Items relating to the Texas Instruments TMC 1795 microprocessor (1996-1997), X3194.2005, Gift of Karen Tucker

Assorted early IBM hardware and core memory samples, X2986.2005, Gift of Mike Turin

"Digital Retro: The Evolution And Design Of The Personal Computer” book, X3124.2005, Gift of Chris Turner

NTDS prototype computer console photograph (c. 1958), X2754.2004, Gift of Gordon Uber

Schematic diagrams for the Remington Rand Incremental Computer (1956), X2600.2004, Gift of Gordon Uber

Amdahl Multi-Chip Carrier Module, X2576.2003|102630206, Gift of Mr. Naoya Ukai

DYCON automated dialing and announcing device, X2678.2004, Gift of Richard Umphrey



Univac Products Handbook (1947-1959), X2570.2003, Gift of Unisys Corporation

OS/2 operating system manuals and misc. items, X2741.2004, Gift of William Usim

Intel t-shirt, button &champagne, X2814.2005, Gift of Les Vadasz

Documents relating to the R2E Micral microcomputer (1973-2005), X3236.2006, Gift of Armand Van Dormael

Early Stanford University Ethertip modules & accessories, X3250.2006, Gift of Bob Vaughan

TeleVideo TPC-I CP/M portable computer & software, manuals, X2883.2005, Gift of Wayne Veatch

Apple Computer, "The Visual Almanac" (c. 1989), X2652.2004, Gift of Laurie Vertelney

Xerox PARC Electronics Laboratory components - study collection (1990s), X3313.2006, Gift of Frank Vest

IBM Portable Personal Computer &software (c. 1984), X2806.2004, Gift of Linda Vetter

Assorted IBM and DEC ephemera, X3241.2006, Gift of Paul Vilandre

Intel Microma watch (1976) & ephemera, X3277.2006, Gift of Paul Vilandre

Intel posters, X2899.2005, Gift of Paul Vilandre

NEC MobilePro 700, Sharp ZR-5800 palmtop computers (1997), X3137.2005, Gift of Harold Vogel



Teletype Model 33, X2925.2005, Gift of Don Vonada

DEC DECmate software, X2571.2003, Gift of Kenneth L. Voss

Silicon Graphics 320 and O2 workstations (1999), X2664.2004, Gift of Beau Vrolyk

SGI watch, X2997.2005, Gift of John R. Vrolyk

IBM PC Convertible (c. 1988), X2773.2004, Gift of Melissa Waggoner

“The Fairchild Chronicles” documentary DVD (2005), X3120.2005, Gift of Walker Research Associates

TeleRam Portabubble word processor (1983), X3168.2005, Gift of William N. Wallace

SCO Open Desktop development system documents & software, X3116.2005, Gift of Darlene Wallach

IBM System/34 with terminals, line printer and remote printers, X2897.2005, Gift of Stephen M. Walrath

MicroVax I computer with software and manual, X3531.2006, Gift of Kurt E. Wampler

Smarterm DEC VT100 terminal emulator (c. 1983), X3211.2006, Gift of Kevin Wang

HP-87 calculator, disk drive, software (1982), X3136.2005, Gift of Robert J. Wanty

Documents on computer & software design (1950s-1970s), X2852.2005 , Gift of Pete Warburton



HP 9000, Model 520 computer & BASIC operating system, X3333.2006, Gift of Fred Ware and John Kristensen

Personal papers, software, X2595.2004, Gift of James Warren

Intel/MOMA “Information Art” exhibition poster, X2959.2005, Gift of Ernie and Sue Waterman

Computer-related books, X3065.2005, Gift of Judy Waters

4P AMD Opteron system, incl. first mask and wafer (1997), X2937.2005, Gift of Fred Weber

Input Underground button (1972), X2855.2005, Gift of Ralph O. Weber

Intel EPROM Family in lucite, X2815.2005, Gift of Jim Weisenstein

General Electric GePac manuals, X3084.2005, Gift of Ronald E. West

"Once Upon Atari" documentary - DVD (2003), X3060.2005, Gift of Scott West

MITS Altair 8800 microcomputer, Compter II terminal (ca. 1976), X2958.2005, Gift of Louis Wheeler

Fairchild Semiconductor, “A Solid State of Progress” (c. 1973), X3075.2005, Donated by Marva Whelan-Wiedemer; In memory of Harvey L. Wiedemer Jr.

Assorted Apple Computer, Inc. reports and software, X3500.2006, Gift of Evelyn M. Stevens-White and Galen White

Assortment of Apple ephemera, X2603.2004, Gift of Janetta Whitley



CD of ALGOL bulletin (1959-1988), X2705.2004, Gift of Brian Wichmann

Chain for CDC chain printer, X2766.2004, Gift of Gio Wiederhold

Litronix 1100 "Checkmate" calculator (1973), X3289.2006, Gift of Joel Wiesner

Compaq iPAQ Home Internet Appliance, X3097.2005, Gift of Steve Wildstrom; Cornerstone software and text Gift of D. Jacob Wildstrom

Lehmer's Delay Line Sieve (DLS-157) photograph, X3376.2006, Gift of A.C. Williams

Assorted early calculation aids (reproductions), X2581.2004, Gift of Michael R. Williams

Sales models (2) IBM 360/50 and documents, X2613.2004 , Gift of Michael R. Williams

IBM 1401 Power Supply Unit (1960), X3383.2006, Gift of Richard D. Williams

Photograph of T.J. Watson, Jr., X2835.2005, Gift of Ron Williams

Collection of PC manuals, software and misc., X2782.2004, Gift of Ben N. Wilson

U.S. Robotics Palm Pilot 1000 PDA & cradle (1996), X3355.2006, Gift of Tom Wilson

Article describing Hollerith Census Machine in "Scientific American," August 30, 1890., X2828.2005, Gift of Malcolm Wing

Vector Graphic, Inc., Vector III MZ computer with auxiliary boards & Vector III-3100  computer, X3482.2006, Gift of Dennis Wingo



PL360 ALGOL, Pascal, EULER-IV translator listings, X2971.2005, Gift of Niklaus Wirth

Processor Technology ephemera, X3147.2005, Gift of Herb Wise

Grid, Gridlite Plus, X2824.2005, Gift of William Wong

Collection of CP/M 2 and Zilog manuals, X2882.2005, Gift of Romney Woodbury

Assorted Apollo Computer items, X3156.2005, Gift of David Worden

Assorted games, screenshots, software, photographs, and manuals relating to computer games (1970-1995), X3286.2006, Gift of Joyce Worley Katz

"IBM Systems Journal” & IBM documents (1964-2004), X2886.2005, Gift of William C. Worthington

Box of IBM Key Caps for APL character set, X3478.2006, Gift of William Worthington

IBM 1400 source code and listings, X3011.2005, Gift of William Worthington

Douglas C. Engelbart's "Argumentation: Collective-IQ and Communication tool" 2-DVD set (2005), X3279.2006, Gift of Atsushi Yamazaki

Digital Research, Inc., CP/M 1.3 & Pascal 1.4, X3344.2006, Gift of Brian Yee

Educational computing toys and games, X2586.2004, Courtesy of Warren Yogi"

33 1/3 LP recording of University of Illinois computer music, X2968.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi



7 1/4 ips recording of Univac Christmas Carols magnetic tape, X3387.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Ardent Computer Corporation coffee mug, X3237.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Assorted Cray, Honeywell, and IBM ephemera and manuals, X3290.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Assorted manuals on the NCR CRAM (c. 1963), X3252.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Bell Labs “He Saw the Cat: Computer Speech” record (1964), X3119.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

Collection of U.S. Army Artillery Slide Rules (1969-1972), X2703.2004, Gift of Warren Yogi

DEC Unibus card tester, X2927.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

Early mainframe documents (c. 1970), X3118.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

Facit Manual Calculating Machine, X3433.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Grace Hopper poster, X3208.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Honeywell Kangaroo poster, X2612.2004, Gift of Warren Yogi

Intel classroom computer education kit, X3182.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

Mechanical paper tape punch & splicer, X3043.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi



Microchip Technology, Inc., PIC-8 card and IMSAI documents, X3396.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Navy Tactical Data System (NTDS) documents (1958), X3159.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

NEC software manuals, X2804.2004, Gift of Warren Yogi

Shugart hard drive, Cray posters, IBM film, X2916.2005, Gift of Warren Yogi

Sonny Orificer Computer, X3499.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Telic Alcatel U.S. Videotel terminal, X3450.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Valiant Technology, Ltd., Logo Turtle system with manuals and software, X3301.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Wrightline 2600 portable key punch &carrying case, X3368.2006, Gift of Warren Yogi

Fujitsu OASYS Pocket3 word processor (1994), X3204.2006, Gift of Atsushi Yoshida

Homebrew S-100 system & spare printed circuit boards (c. 1975), X3369.2006, Gift of Paul Zander

Collection of Apple Macintosh computers (1989-1995), X2639.2004, Gift of Paul Zurakowski
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TO SEE THE FUTURE
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The computer. In all of human history, rarely has one invention done  
so much to change the world in such a short time. 

The Computer History Museum is home to the world’s largest collection 
of computing artifacts and offers a variety of exhibits, programs, and 
events. It’s where computing history lives.

Come visit us and see how far technology has come. 

E XH I B IT S
Innovation in the Valley (now – September 2009)
Mastering the Game: A History of Computer Chess (now – September 2009)
Visible Storage: 600+ Artifacts from the Museum Collection (now – May 2009)
Charles Babbage’s Difference Engine (September 2007 – August 2008)
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   4 Rescued treasures:  

 A curator’s personal account

It was a curator’s dream: a 

forgotten warehouse filled to the 

brim with computer artifacts,  

from Depression-era punch card 

equipment to mainframes and 

minicomputers. CHM’s senior 

curator tells the story of how he  

and volunteer Alex Bochannek, 

sponsored by SAP AG, rushed to 

Dortmund, Germany, to save this 

collection from destruction. 

_By dag Spicer

 I n d U S t R Y  t A L E S

10 the It corporate Histories Project

Stories bring history to life. With  

a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan 

Foundation, the Museum reached 

out to those who worked at early 

information technology companies 

and collected their pioneering tales. 

_By Luanne Johnson

 c o n V E R S A t I o n S

12 the oral History collection

What was it like to work at Apple  

in the early 1980s? In this excerpt 

from the Museum’s Oral History 

Collection, Bill Atkinson and Andy 

Hertzfeld, major contributors to 

the creation of the Macintosh, 

share anecdotes from the early  

days of Apple. _By Len Shustek

 E X t R A o R d I n A R Y  I M A G E S

15 Why take pictures of computers?

The vision of photographer Mark 

Richards helps us look at computers 

in new ways—as representations of 

their inventors’ ideas and dreams 

and lives.

 R E M A R K A B L E  P E o P L E

18 “Go off and do something  

 wonderful”

Robert Noyce is best known as  

the cofounder of Fairchild Semi-

conductor and Intel. Four stories 

from the life of Bob Noyce offer 

glimpses into what made him one  

of the twentieth century’s most 

important inventors and 

entrepreneurs. _By Leslie Berlin 

 E X P L o R E  t H E  c o L L E c t I o n

22 Slide-a-Mat Retailing System   

 prototype

24 Man & Computer, 16-mm film

25 IBM System/360 sales models

26 MacHack VI vs. Hubert dreyfus,  

 paper tape

27 typed resignation letter from  

 J. Presper Eckert, Jr., to dr. Pender

28 Recent donations

 E X H I B I t S

29 the Babbage difference Engine

In the nineteenth century, Charles 

Babbage set out to build an auto-

mated calculating machine. A five-

ton, 8,000-part construction of 

Babbage’s Difference Engine will 

be on display at the Museum 

beginning in the fall of 2007. 
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LesLie BerLin is 
project historian for  
the Silicon Valley 
Archives at Stanford 
University. Her first 
book, The Man  
Behind the Microchip: 
Robert Noyce and  
the Invention of  
Silicon Valley  

(themanbehindthemicrochip.com), won  
the 2006 Book Award from the American 
Association for History and Computing.  
Leslie holds a PhD in history from Stanford.

Luanne Johnson, 
cochair of the 
Computer History 
Museum Software 
Industry Special 
Interest Group, served 
as principal investigator 
for CHM’s Information 
Technology Corporate 
Histories Project. 
Luanne has more than 

forty years of experience in the information 
technology industry as a programmer, software 
entrepreneur, and executive with industry-
related nonprofit organizations.

Leonard J. shustek  
is chairman of the 
CHM Board of 
Trustees and a partner 
in the investment firm 
VenCraft. The retired 
cofounder of Network 
General Corporation 
(now Network 

Associates), Len is an occasional consulting 
professor at Stanford University, where he 
earned an MS and a PhD in computer science. 
He is also a trustee of Polytechnic University  
in Brooklyn, New York, where he earned his 
BS and MS in physics.

dag spicer is senior 
curator of the 
Computer History 
Museum, where he  
has been since 1996.  
A former electrical 
engineer, Dag also 
holds advanced degrees 
in the history of science 

and technology from the University of Toronto 
and Stanford University.
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stories of the information age
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Computer History Museum
1401 N. Shoreline Blvd.
Mountain View, CA 94043-1311 USA
+1 650 810 1010 main
+1 650 810 1055 fax
computerhistory.org 

The museum is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization,  
TID #77-0507525.

When I was a child, I hated history. It was boring, the teachers 
made me memorize irrelevant facts, and those facts bore no detect-
able relationship to my life. If “there is a history in all men’s lives,” 
as Shakespeare’s Warwick tells King Henry IV, then what’s so 
special about it?

The answer is that some history has impact. It changes lives. It  
inspires. It teaches. That is the history we must collect, and we 
must find exciting ways to present it. 

This issue of Core has multiple examples of collecting and present-
ing history that has impact. It starts with the remarkable story 
of discovering a previously unknown treasure trove of the raw 
material of history, in the form of hundreds of important artifacts 
hidden away in a warehouse in industrial Germany and destined 
for the scrap heap. They were rescued, thanks to the generosity of 
SAP AG, in a mission worthy of Raiders of the Lost Ark. 

Then on to another form of rescuing history: gathering the stories 
of pioneers while they are still available to be told. The Sloan 
Foundation–sponsored IT Corporate Histories Project used equal 
measures of web-based high technology and old-fashioned human 
outreach to accumulate valuable materials for historians and 
researchers to use.

The excerpts from our oral history of Bill Atkinson and Andy Hertz-
feld about their experiences at Apple give us insight into a remark-
able company culture at a time when established companies were 
threatened by young upstarts. There is good advice here, too, from 
how programmers can be great to how everyone should live life.

We have many remarkable heroes in the computer industry. Here 
Leslie Berlin presents anecdotes about Bob Noyce from her recent 
biography. Leslie not only shows us various sides of the Intel 
cofounder’s personality, but also helps us find the lessons we can 
learn from his successes and failures. 

Finally, we pause in the center section to appreciate the visual 
beauty of the computer and its component parts. There are many 
ways that computers are used to create art, but photographer Mark 
Richards shows us that, when looked at through the right lens, 
computers are art.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Core and, as always, we welcome 
your comments.

Len Shustek
Chairman
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Meet the distinguished 2007 Fellows on 
Tuesday, October 16, 2007. This fall our  
event marks twenty years of celebrating  
the stories of the information age.

For more information, visit: 
computerhistory.org/fellowawards

1185 Design
Bill and Roberta Campbell
Cisco
Carol and Chris Espinosa
Four Seasons Hotel  
Silicon Valley
Google
HP
Hunter Events

Madison Tyler Technology
Microsoft
SanDisk
San Jose Mercury News
SRI
SwiftPartners
Upright Marketing
Sammy Yip

A n n u A L  F E L L O W  AWA R d s  D I N N E R  &  C E R E M O N Y

Thank you to our 2006 sponsors:

L aST YEaR’S fELLOwS

Before you book one more 
predictable meeting room 
at one more predictable 
hotel, here’s an alternative 
with style and imagination: 
book it here at the Museum.

Whether you’re having a conference, meeting, or 
party, the Museum is conveniently located and 
definitely special. Our unique exhibits can’t be 
found at any other location. We can easily host up 
to 1,500 guests. And our staff  has the experience 
to make yours an event that everyone enjoys. 

To know more, call +1 650 810 1013 or email:  
myevent@computerhistory.org

Voted 
silicon Valley's 

Best Kept secret 
in the 2007 Hospitality Awards 

presented by the Silicon 

Valley  Concierge 

Association.

Book your next event at a place where even  
the walls are interesting.
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Rescued treasures:  
A curator’s 

personal account
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On December 8, 2006, the CMA CGM 

Hugo, three football fields long and one 

of the world’s largest deep ocean container ships, 

slipped into its berth at the sunny Port of Oakland. 

Among its precious cargo of more than 8,200 

forty-foot containers were six holding rare computer 

artifacts from a warehouse in 

northwestern Germany on their 

way to the Computer History 

Museum in Mountain View, 

their journey sponsored by 

software leader SAP AG.  

These artifacts were rescued 

only weeks earlier by a “rapid-

response team” composed of 

Museum volunteer (and native 

German speaker) Alex Bochannek and me, the 

Museum’s senior curator.

How did these rare objects make their multi-

thousand-mile journey to the Museum and why?

T R A c E s  O F  T h E  P A s T

This story begins in August 2006, when Siegfried M., a 
computer programmer and consultant from Dortmund, 
Germany, notified the Museum about a collection of rare 
computing objects in a warehouse near him. (For privacy 
reasons, I use only the initial of Siegfried’s surname.) The 
warehouse was on the outskirts of Castrop-Rauxel, a small 
town in an industrial area once rich in coal. The town was 
bombed with particular vigor by the Allies during World War 
II as it also had large chemical and explosives complexes—a 

“double score” for Allied bombers.

History is always present in  
Europe . . . and even during this 
mission, sixty or more years after the 
conflagration, traces of the past were 
all around us. 

We determined that the Castrop-
Rauxel warehouse was being used as 
an informal storage area by Gustav T., 
who apparently had hoped to establish 
a German computer museum of his 
own. Gustav appeared to have 
acquired a collection of items belong-

ing to a professor at the University of Aachen and combined  
it with small computer collections from other sources. After 
some time, Gustav was faced with personal bankruptcy. As  
a creditor, it was now Siegfried’s intent to have a court-
appointed administrator seize the collection and dispose of 
Gustav’s obligations to him through its sale. 

It was at this point that Siegfried contacted the Museum 
as a possible buyer. We were certainly interested!

Being sensitive to issues of national pride, we ensured 
that other German museums had had a chance to look over 
the collection and potentially acquire items for themselves. 
This “ecosystem” approach is used by most museums to make 
optimum use of scarce resources. As long as something is 
preserved in a professionally managed and stable institution, 
CHM is agnostic about where items ultimately rest.

Siegfried and volunteer Alex Bochannek spoke on the 
telephone at length about the collection coming to CHM. 
Siegfried agreed to travel to the warehouse that weekend and 
take pictures of the collection in situ.  

When we received the pictures, we were quite taken 
aback by the size of the warehouse and the scope of its 
contents. The warehouse was being shared with a construc-
tion equipment operator, and while it did have doors, they 
were left open all day and the warehouse contents were 
covered in dust . . . and, in places, bird droppings. 

a b ov e  | CHM’s Dag Spicer holding an IBM System/�70 CPU sign.

l e f t  | Phillips P �9�� dot matrix printer (ca. �98�) in situ in the  
German warehouse. That plants could grow vigorously shows the  
weak boundary between the inside and outside of the warehouse.
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A quick meeting 
was convened with 
CHM board chairman 
Len Shustek, CEO John 
Toole, and vice presi-
dent of operations 

David Dial to discuss next steps, if any. In a letter to the 
Acquisitions Committee of the Museum, I expressed my 
optimism at the opportunity: 

Alex and I believe this to be an opportunity of 
enormous scale, diversity, and significance. The 
Museum has never had such an opportunity in its 
over three-decade existence to fill existing gaps in 
the collection, provide spares for possible restora-
tions, obtain duplicate objects for loans or trades, 
and dramatically enhance the international scope  
of its collection.

We all agreed this collection had enormous potential and 
was at least worth a visit to assess it more closely. This was 
August 4. By noon on August 6, Alex and I were landing in 
Frankfurt—an airport of jaw-dropping scale—where we 
rented a car and then headed out onto the autobahn toward 
Dortmund. We arrived at our hotel in Castrop-Rauxel nearly 
twenty-four hours after leaving Mountain View.

T h E  W A R E h O u s E

The next morning, Alex and I were to briefly meet Siegfried 
at the warehouse, which turned out to be a storage building  
of the German national power company, RWE. We were very 
excited, not knowing in what condition to expect the building 
or its contents. Once on site, we checked in with the locals 
who brought us into the building.

What met us was so overwhelming—so broad, so high,  
so deep—that Alex and I exchanged incredulous smiles, 
probably half out of fear, half out of joy. At the warehouse we 
briefly met Siegfried, a personable man who spoke superb 
English (like most Germans today), and then returned to the 
hotel to prepare for the first working day of the visit.

Considerable preparation had been made in advance at 
the Museum in Mountain View to identify as many items as 
possible from Siegfried’s initial photographs. Once on site in 
Germany, Alex and I worked to a 2m-by-2m grid system in 
which the entire collection (more than 14,000 square feet in 
area) was divided. The contents of each 2m-by-2m square 
were recorded in a notebook and included (where possible) 
manufacturer, model, and any other relevant information. 
About 20 percent of the collection contained pallets of 
documents and media (magnetic and otherwise) containing 
historical software. Some of these documents were unique—
site planning documents and sales “requests for proposals” 
from universities and businesses wishing to bring computers 
into their organizations. These are rare and offer a great deal 
of information about business processes and their automation 
at a time when many organizations were making their first 
foray into computing.

r i g h t  | Exterior view  
of the warehouse.

f a r  r i g h t  | Initial aerial 
view of the warehouse.

b e l o w  | Map of western 
Germany. The warehouse 
was located in the village 
of Castrop-Rauxel.

It’s a good thing Alex and I did not understand the scope of    the collection beforehand or we may have become discouraged.
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Most of the collection, however, was hardware—it took 
Alex and me ten days to survey it—ranging from Depression-
era mechanical punch card office machines to mainframes 
and minicomputers.

While we worked away, after a few days Alex asked what 
the backhoe operator, who had been working just outside the 
building near us since we arrived, was doing. He was, to my 
chagrin but Alex’s bemusement (bravado?), looking for 
unexploded World War II ordnance. An unexploded 500-lb. 
bomb had been located only a week before we arrived, about 
1,000 feet away from where we were working. As I noted, 
history in Europe is everywhere, and even here—more than 
sixty years later near a warehouse in a small town—Allied 
bombs were still being found. 

On Day 5, representatives from the German moving 
company Hasenkamp visited us to discuss how to ship 
whatever items we decided ought to be sent on to Mountain 
View (later indicated by a yellow sticker as Alex and I walked 
around the collection one final time). When they arrived, they 
had the same smile Alex and I had had on our first arrival: 
Was it fear? Disbelief? Amazement? They were to return 
twice more before we left. 

w H a T  T O  S a v E ,  w H a T  T O  L E a v E

We now began the most difficult part of the adventure: decid-
ing which items to save and which to leave behind. With a 
budget already stretched, we had the task of taking “only” 
seven ocean containers’ worth of cargo. Alex and I had a great 

deal of support from CHM software curator Al Kossow, who 
put his research skills to great effect, whether it was looking 
up obscure German data processing equipment or com-
menting on the desirability of obtaining particular software. 
Vice president of operations David Dial was also critical in 
navigating the intricacies of international freight forward-
ing. Due to the span of computer history represented by the 
collection, the thousands of individual objects, the distances, 
and possible customs issues involved, this team approach was 
absolutely mandatory for success.

Alex and I displayed Marine-like discipline in not open-
ing boxes at random and exploring their contents—much as 
we would have liked to! Sadly, on a project of this scale, one 
must make instant decisions or end up saving nothing. We  
did allow ourselves fifteen minutes of “unstructured playtime” 
each day, which we spent opening random boxes as fast as  
we could in hopes of finding some highly interesting object. 
We were usually not disappointed. A 1950s Anker-Werke 
accounting machine (shown on page 8) and a 1960s AEG-
Telefunken computer system (pictured on page 9) were just 
two objects from the rescue mission.

I think it’s a good thing Alex and I did not understand 
the scope of the collection beforehand or we may have become 
discouraged. Now, we not only had to arrange for shipping 
the items we wanted halfway across the world, we had to 
arrange for proper recycling of the electronic waste from the 
items we did not retain (mostly common microcomputers). 
Europe has very strict recycling regulations but, thanks again 
to Alex, we were able to navigate the shipping and recycling 

It’s a good thing Alex and I did not understand the scope of    the collection beforehand or we may have become discouraged.
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smoothly. Prior to final recycling, CHM also invited several 
German computer clubs to look at the items we did not take 
and to consider bringing them into their own collections. 

As Alex and I finished tagging all the items coming to 
Mountain View on Day 9, we were glad to be leaving the 
respiratory problems, bird droppings, mold, rat poison, and 
occasional dead bird behind. We left early the next morning 
for the return flight to San Francisco.

When the Hugo finally pulled into the Port of Oakland, 
we were reminded of those days in the warehouse. Now we 
begin the multiyear process of inventorying and creating 
catalog records for each of the many thousands of objects in 
the donation. CHM also moved ahead by a year its planned 
purchase of off-site warehouse space to accommodate the 
German donation.

w O R k I N G  a G a I N S T  T I M E

Every day, year after year, the Computer History Museum 
works against time. Every year many thousands of tons of 
computer equipment are disposed of in the world’s landfills—
a problem unforeseen in the utopian days of early computing. 
Many of these items are rather uninteresting, mass-produced 
IBM-compatible machines of which the Museum has suf-
ficient exemplars.

But others are truly worthy of being saved. Although we 
cannot know absolutely, it seems certain that extremely rare 
(in some cases unique) items from computing’s early days are 
in this same waste stream. I say it “seems certain” because the 
few rescue missions with which CHM has been involved have 

had outstanding results—but have also left all involved with  
a feeling of “Wow, that was close!”

This incredible fragility of our world’s material traces—
hardware, software, the ideas behind them, the marketing 
materials, the people involved who can (for a while) be 
interviewed for an oral history—makes the window for 
preserving computing history especially narrow. While the 
delicate nature of artifact discovery and preservation is well 
known to archaeologists (from whom all museum curators 
draw some of their DNA), computers present unique chal-
lenges—first of which is a form of consciousness raising, so 
that old computers are not automatically considered to have 
no value.        

Missions like this one are central to the Museum’s 
purpose of being home to the world’s largest and most 
important collection of computers and computing-related 
objects. While some may say CHM was lucky, it has always 
been my view that luck is merely the intersection of prepara-
tion and opportunity. As this German adventure shows, 
CHM remains prepared to preserve computer history at a 
moment’s notice. 

I would like to dedicate this article to Alex Bochannek, who has 
volunteered at CHM for ten years and without whose generosity of 
spirit and language skills this acquisition simply could not have 
taken place. Alex is also a patient and fun travel companion. The 
entire Museum also thanks software industry leader SAP AG of 
Walldorf, Germany, which made an outstandingly big-hearted gift 
of $250,000 to CHM for the shipping and logistical support of this 
collection. Thank you both. _Dag Spicer

Missions like this one are central to the Museum’s purpose of being home to the world’s     largest and most important collection of computers and computing-related objects.
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f a r  l e f t  | anker-werke aG accounting 
machine (ca. �9��). This transitional 
technology, between punch card and 
electronic accounting methods, was 
used by the German banking industry 
for decades.

l e f t  | The “guano sorter” found in the 
warehouse. wintering birds were 
responsible. fortunately, this level of 
contamination was found only beneath  
warm warehouse lights, which were 
sparsely situated. for occupational 
health reasons, this item was not 
retained.

b e l o w  l e f t  | aEG-Telefunken TR ��0 
computer system (�9�9). This now rare 
German mainframe formed part of 
Germany's national industrial strategy 
to develop expertise in computer design 
systems.

tHIS coLLEctIon BRoUGHt to YoU BY SAP

o pportunities to obtain a large collection of museum artifacts 
are rare, and the financial and preservation responsibilities 

that go with such initiatives are significant. A most generous gift of 
$250,000 from global software leader SAP Ag helped to provide the 
required logistical support—as well as to cover shipping and storage 
costs—for the successful rescue of thousands of artifacts from more 
than 112 European and international manufacturers, including Tele-
funken, Siemens, Zuse, Olivetti, and groupe Bull.

Several of the artifacts will be used to populate the Computer His-
tory Museum’s 14,000-square-foot “Timeline of Computing History” 
exhibit, to be launched in 2009, as well as other future physical and 
virtual exhibits. The new collection greatly enhances the Museum’s 
ability to undertake major exhibits, and will provide researchers  
access to unique technical information unavailable anywhere else.

Missions like this one are central to the Museum’s purpose of being home to the world’s     largest and most important collection of computers and computing-related objects.
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One summer Sunday in 1973, on David  
del Rio’s first day of work at Software AG, 

the phone rang. A client in Los Angeles was 
having problems with a trial of Adabas, a data-
base management system developed in Germa-
ny and distributed by David’s new employer.

  Within twenty-four hours, David was on 
a plane from Virginia to Los Angeles with Dick 
McGann, an “experienced” Adabas program-
mer who had been with the company two whole 
months. David’s promised four to six weeks of 
training were compressed into an eight-hour 
flight to California, during which he frantically 
reviewed documentation—all in German—and 
asked questions of Dick—usually, “What is this 
in English?” That night he fell asleep over the 
manuals, and the next morning he was on site 
assisting the client.

a  C O L L E C T I O N  O f  S T O R I E S

If this story brings a smile to your face, it’s probably because 
you, too, have a fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants, scramble-to-
deliver-the-goods story to tell. The information technology 
industry was built by people who hustled to get the job done 
despite ever-changing requirements, impossible deadlines, 
and slim lines of support all around. It was hectic; it was ex-
hilarating; it was crazy. You either loved it or you got out.

The IT Corporate Histories Collection (computerhistory 
.org/corphist) is a repository for these stories and many more 
materials that preserve the history of information technology 
companies. The collection was developed by a partnership  

of the Computer History Museum, the Charles Babbage 
Foundation, and the Software History Center (subsequently 
acquired by the Computer History Museum) and funded by  
a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

Through an initiative to use the Internet to preserve the 
recent history of science and technology, the Sloan Foun-
dation encourages people to record history by telling their 
personal stories about working on technology projects. The 
IT Corporate Histories Collection focuses on stories told 
by people who worked for companies that developed and 
marketed information technology in all its permutations. The 
stories range from pithy anecdotes to in-depth descriptions of 
a company start-up or new product development. While most 
are memoirs written by the participants, the collection also 
includes a number of videotaped interviews.

E X P L O D I N G  M Y T H S

These stories provide great insights into the history of IT 
companies. Sometimes they serve to explode long-stand-
ing industry myths. For example, many in the IT industry 
have heard the story that Gary Kildall, the founder of Digital 
Research, Inc., blew off a meeting with “the suits” from IBM 
regarding licensing the CP/M operating system to go gal-
livanting in his private airplane. Supposedly the frustrated 
IBM folks turned to Microsoft’s MS-DOS operating system 
for their PC, and DRI missed out on the greatest opportunity 
in the software industry.

Claims and counter-claims about this story have floated 
about for years. But Curt Geske was there. In his story “DRI 
and IBM—First Meeting,” Geske tells us the meeting was a 
rather mundane affair between Dorothy Kildall, who ran the 
business end of things, and IBM lawyers over the wording of 
a nondisclosure agreement. IBM made it known that Micro-
soft already had a contract to do the work and expected DRI 

T h E  i T  c O R P O R A T E  h i s T O R i E s  P R O j E c T

ColleCting the stories 
of cOMPAniEs ThAT cREATEd 
ThE inFORMATiOn AGE
By Luanne Johnson

Steve Maysonave’s videotaped story describes 
the agreement between digital Research, Inc., 
and IBM for distribution of dRI’s cP/M operat-
ing system with the IBM Pc.
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to supply them with the full source code for CP/M, which 
DRI was understandably reluctant to do. DRI and IBM did 
eventually reach an agreement for IBM to distribute CP/M, 
but as recounted in Steve Maysonave’s videotaped story, the 
agreement was structured in a way that gave all the advantage 
to Microsoft. The outcome was consistent with the legend, 
but it hinged on the intricacies of contract negotiations rather 
than on Gary’s preference for flying over attending meetings. 

R E v E a L I N G  I N S I G H T S

Other stories in the collection support long-held beliefs. In 
the 1960s and 1970s, entrepreneurs had many war stories 
about how IBM—the “evil empire” of the time—was out to 
crush them. This was a persistent legend that was difficult 
to authenticate because IBM never had an official objective 
to crush competition. But stories from those who were there 
reveal how hard it could be to compete against a company 
that had such strong market dominance and controlled its 
customer accounts so effectively. 

In “Day One at SAGNA,” Michael Jakes recounts how a 
client refused to allow him to make copies of a report from a 
database selection committee that chose Software AG’s Ada-
bas over IBM’s product. The client was so fearful of reprisals 
from IBM if the results of an analysis unfavorable to IBM 
leaked out that he allowed Michael, hidden in a conference 
room, only an hour to make as many handwritten notes as  
he could.

In another story, “MRX 1270 Terminal Control Unit,” 
Robert DiMenna describes how IBM engineers provided 
incomplete interface specifications for their System 360/370 
computers, and how the IBM salesmen exaggerated the risks 
of attaching non-IBM equipment to their computers, thereby 
retarding sales of the Memorex 1270. Clearly the competitive 
obstacles were real, whether they were the result of official 
IBM policies or simply the fallout of IBM’s very focused mar-
keting strategy.

R E a C H I N G  O U T  f O R  M E M O R I E S

Because collecting personal stories was a key objective of the 
Sloan initiative, developing this collection required extensive 
outreach to find people who worked for these companies.  
The stories resulting from this effort are valuable historical 
source materials. Moreover, the outreach effort resulted in the 
collection of a large number of documents and other artifacts 
related to these companies—more than 1,500 documents in 
the online collection plus hundreds more donated to the 
Museum archives. The vast majority of these materials came 
from the personal files of individuals, not from corporate files. 
Because most of the companies covered by the project are 
defunct—long since acquired or otherwise out of business—
the materials collected from the basements and attics of the 
participants represent historical information that was at risk 
of being lost forever. 

More than 250 people have contributed everything 
from handwritten notes to organization charts to marketing 
brochures to network schematics—the whole hodgepodge of 
materials that employees of these companies saved for what-
ever reasons were important to them at the time. The Cincom 
collection includes marketing materials from the late 1960s 
that explain to potential customers what a database is and why 
you need one. Compare that to the Informix marketing bro-
chure from the mid-1990s, which tells a fanciful tale of how 
Napoleon used the Informix OnLine DBMS to win the battle 
of Waterloo. In the intervening decades, database marketing 
materials had shifted from explanations of what the product 
was to attention-getting tactics. 

The materials collected are critical to documenting the 
history of the industry that began to transform the world 
in the last half of the twentieth century. Thanks to the IT 
Corporate Histories Collection, they are being preserved to 
enlighten and inspire many generations to come. 

A 1972 schematic of the tymnet network. the tymshare collection 
also includes schematics from 1974, 1975, and 1977, illustrating the 
dramatic growth of tymnet.
.

from the Informix collection: A 1990s marketing brochure 
tells a fanciful tale of how napoleon used the Informix on-
Line database management system to manage his logistics 
and win the battle of Waterloo. 
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The early 1980s were the 
Gold Rush days for the 
personal computer. We 
want to learn about the 
atmosphere of the time. 
There was, everyone 
says, something 
different about Apple.

H E R T z F E l D :  The first 
computer I owned was an 
Apple II, serial number 
1708, which I bought in 
January 1978. I wanted 
my own computer and 
checked out the Altairs 
and the IMSAIs, but I 
wasn’t handy enough 

with a soldering iron. When the Apple 
II happened, I knew it was for me. I was 
a grad student at UC Berkeley, but it 
quickly just took over my life. 

I wasn’t an Apple employee then. I 
was one of those people who were led 
to Apple like a moth to the flame; the 
Apple II attracted me to Apple. I started 
at Apple in August of ’79.

A T k I N S o N :  The thing that drew me to 
Apple was this notion that you can do 
something with your life. Making a dent 
in the world is what Steve Jobs used 
to call it. You can have an impact for 
the positive if you are where things are 
being created.

I came to Apple in 1978. I was hired as 
the application software department, 
because there wasn’t one. Actually, at 
the time I was a little better at pushing 
chips than software, but that’s what 
they needed. So, okay, I can do that.

There is a famous legend that the 
Apple team visited xerox PARc (Palo 
Alto Research center) and carried away 
the user-interface ideas. What really 
happened?

A T k I N S o N :  In 1979, when the Lisa 
team went to visit, we got to see the Alto 
and the Smalltalk System and I think 
the Bravo text editor. What people 
misunderstand is that we didn’t just 
copy what we saw. It gave us great 
inspiration and gave us great confidence 
that, yes, we did want to do windowing, 
but then we had to go incrementally, 
evolutionary-wise, and develop this user 
interface a piece at a time by a lot of 
trial and error and a lot of stupid 
mistakes.

What really helped us was user testing. 
Larry Tesler was big on this. We 
wanted a beginning person to walk up 
and be able to figure it out. We’d give 
them tasks and say, “Here, edit this 
document and save it,” and asked them 
to mutter a stream of consciousness. 
What are they thinking about? That 
was very important because why they do 
something is just as important as what 
they do. Thousands of these kinds of 
tests where you find that people made 
mistakes are what led us to the user 
interface.

The Mac project was run very 
differently from—and almost in 
competition with—the Lisa that had 
been started years earlier.

H E R T z F E l D :  The Mac design did 
not flow out of the Lisa hardware. It 
was more like the Apple II, where you 
had a crazy genius coming up with 
very unorthodox techniques not used 
anywhere else. Burrell Smith, who 
designed the Macintosh digital board, 
really learned from Woz. The Apple II 

cOnVERsATiOns from the  
ORAL hisTORy cOLLEcTiOn By Len Shustek

For many years the Computer History Museum has had an active 
program to gather videotaped histories from people who have done 
pioneering work in this first century of the information age. These 
recordings are a rich aggregation of stories that are preserved in the 
collection, transcribed, and made available on the web to researchers, 
students, and anyone curious about how invention happens.

The oral histories the Museum collects are conversations about people’s 
lives. We want to know about their upbringing, their families, their 
education, and their jobs. But above all, we want to know how they 
came to the passion and creativity that leads to innovation.

Here, as an example, are excerpts from an interview conducted by 
Grady Booch on June 8, 2004, of Bill Atkinson and Andy Hertzfeld, 
who were major contributors to the creation of the Apple Macintosh.1

1. Oral histories are not scripted, and a transcript of casual 
speech is very different from what one would write. I have taken 
the liberty of editing and reordering freely for presentation.  
For the original transcript, see: archive.computerhistory.org/
search/oh.

Bill Atkinson and Andy Hertzfeld.
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was the immediate predecessor of the 
Macintosh hardware, not the Lisa.

Lisa had seven different applications all 
developed by Apple, which was another 
way the Lisa team diverged from the 
Apple II. One of the characteristics of 
the Apple II was the third-party market. 
With Lisa the idea was that all the 
applications would be written by Apple. 
But you get a different spirit. The Mac 

brought it back home. It combined the 
Apple II spirit and a thriving third-
party community. And Burrell and 
Woz are similar-type designers: the 
crazy genius instead of the conservative 
committee.

A T k I N S o N :  The goals of the two were 
very different. We were designing the 
Lisa for an office worker, and since we 
weren’t office workers ourselves, it was 

kind of hard to know exactly what they 
wanted. When the Mac was designed, I 
think we had a pretty clear picture of a 
fourteen-year-old boy using this thing, 
and we knew what they were like.

Every company has a unique culture  
for writing software. What was the  
Mac culture?

H E R T z F E l D :  Freewheeling. Bill was 
really the center of coming up with the 
user interface, but he worked at home so 
he would come in maybe two or three 
times a week, usually when he had 
discovered something new. We would 
all gather around and talk about it and 
give him feedback.

A T k I N S o N :  I’d get good suggestions 
from other people and say, “Oh, that’s  
a good idea.”

H E R T z F E l D :  It was very loose. In 
the Lisa group there were a lot more 
philosophical arguments about what 
is the best way to do it in the abstract. 
With the Mac, it was much more, “Try 
it out and see how it feels,” every step  
of the way.

gardner Hendrie
The founder 

and chair  

of the Oral 

History 

Committee at 

the Museum 

is gardner 

Hendrie, who 

tackled that project like everything he 

does: comprehensively and in depth. He 

bought multiple sets of equipment, 

funded the necessary staff position, took 

a course in how to do oral histories, and 

for the last five years has been either 

videographer or interviewer (or both!) 

for at least a third of the more than 120 

oral histories the Museum has done in 

locations all over the country.

Amazing as it sounds, this is only a small 

part of gardner’s contributions to the 

Museum. gardner has been a trustee for 

more than twenty years, starting back 

when CHM was The Computer Museum 

in Boston. He is on the Executive and 

Finance Committees, for which he flies 

out from Boston every month. He is 

chairman of both the Exhibits and 

Investment Committees and has 

recently reinvigorated the Major gifts 

committee. He personally gives at the 

highest level each year to the Annual 

Campaign and has made a multimillion-

dollar contribution to the Museum 

Campaign. He funds special projects 

whenever he sees the need. 

gardner is a computer pioneer himself. 

He was the designer of several early 

minicomputers and was one of the 

founders of Stratus Computer Inc. Since 

1985 he has been with Sigma Partners, 

a venture capital firm, and has served 

on many of their portfolio companies’ 

boards.

For the last ten years gardner has been 

my mentor and role model for energetic 

involvement. One of the great pleasures 

in being chairman of the Museum is the 

opportunity it provides to work with 

gardner, and I thank him profoundly for 

that. _Len Shustek

P RO f I L E  O f  a N  I N vO Lv E D  B Oa R D  M E M B E R

apple’s Lisa II and Macintosh.

Photo courtesy of Louis Fabian Bachrach.
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But creating software is about more 
than writing programs that work.

A T k I N S o N :  It’s an art form. It’s not 
just practical: “Does it do the job?” But 
is it clean inside? I would spend time 
rewriting whole sections of code just 
to make them more cleanly organized, 
more clear. I’m a firm believer that the 
best way to prevent bugs is to make 
it so that you can read the code and 
understand exactly what it’s doing. 

That was a little bit counter to what 
I ran into when I first came to Apple. 
There were a lot of people who prided 
themselves on how this little piece of 
code does something magic. I found 
that if I spent time going over the code, 
cleaning it up, making it sometimes 
tighter, but also making it so that it was 
straightforward for another person to 
follow in my footsteps, then I would feel 
proud of it.

just as famous as the Apple visit to  
xerox was Bill Gates’s visit to Apple.  
did Bill get it?

H E R T z F E l D :  Well, he didn’t get every 
detail, but definitely when he saw the 
Mac and the graphical user interface, he 
believed in it. He put a lot of resources 
on it, and Microsoft was really helpful 
in tweaking some of our rough edges. 
For a while they had almost as many 
people on the Mac as Apple did.

We always end by asking for advice for 
the next generation of innovators, in 
this case for software developers.

A T k I N S o N :  If you want to get it 
smooth, you’ve got to rewrite it from 
scratch at least five times. Do a lot of 
user testing, because you can’t see the 
things that you can’t see. Don’t try to 
ship that first prototype; hold off, and 
let it incubate in privacy. Don’t tell the 
marketing people you’re done when 
you’ve got the first fifth of it done! The 
thing that makes software smooth and 
useable is user testing, user testing, and 
user testing.

H E R T z F E l D :  Pick things to work on 
that you really, really want to use 
yourself. You can close the loop with 
the user testing, but if you are one of the 
users, you can just iterate in your head. 

Of all the things you can work on, work 
on the thing that isn’t in the world that 
you want to make be in the world. Then 
you can be both user and creator. There 
is real power in that. To some extent, 
that’s the secret of the Mac’s success. 
We all wanted the Mac more than 
anyone else. So much so, that we had  
to make it.

Follow your heart. You have to do work 
each day that you believe in.

And that, my friends, is advice  
that applies to more than just 
writing software.  

M y  F i R s T  c O M P u T E R ( s )

My first desktop computer (1982) was put together by  

San Francisco engineer and philanthropist Henry Dakin, 

who has helped many people in the nonprofit sector become 

computer functional. It consisted of a custom DOS-based 

computer, two eight-inch Shugart floppy drives, a big black-

and-white CRT, and a dot-matrix printer. My first husband 

was an editor at the San Jose Mercury News, and the Merc 

outfitted its staff with TRS-80 laptops to cover the 1984 

Democratic National Conven-

tion in San Francisco. I looked 

at his TRS-80 and said, “That’s 

neat!” And got one for myself.

Dr. Gloria C. Duffy
President and CEO
The Commonwealth Club  
of California
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why take pictures of computers?

Imagine we could be around during the time 
of the first printing press. What would you 
want to keep for civilization to see in the 
future? This is one of the questions I asked 
myself as I photographed these computers. I 
set out to document what I saw as the visual 
elements of the beginning of a new era, the 
age of the computer, a time as significant as 
the age of the early printing press. 

I wanted my photography to express the kind of passion that men 
and women felt when they were inventing these machines. More 
than just taking pictures, I wanted both the layperson and the 
computer professional to feel what I felt. To see these machines as 
more than steel and wire and plastic. To see that these are ideas 
and dreams and lives.

As a still photographer I can use only two dimensions, color, form, 
context, and a few other tricks. I must use them with my enthusi-
asm and my imagination, while staying true to the machines. My 
hope is that my photographs will allow people to see these machines 
in a new way. _Mark Richards

Mark Richards has 
photographed diverse 
human subjects, from 
combat in Afghanistan for 
Time to street gangs in 
Los Angeles for Newsweek. 
A California native, Mark 
has covered Silicon Valley 
since the early 1990s. 
His images have earned 
numerous awards from 
Communications Arts 
magazine, and his work has 

appeared in publications such as the New York Times Sunday Magazine, 
Fortune, Smithsonian, Life, and BusinessWeek.

These pictures are from Core Memory: A Visual Survey of Vintage 
Computers (Chronicle Books, 2007), which features Mark’s photographs of 
machines from the collection of the Computer History Museum with text 
by John Alderman. Core Memory presents “a guided tour through some of 
the most notable and curious devices in the history of computing.” The 
book is available in the Museum gift shop or by contacting Jim Somers 
at somers@computerhistory.org. The price for Museum members is $30, 
including tax. The book’s list price is $35.

Cray-� “brick” module.  
Cray Computer Corporation, 
�99�. Photo © Mark Richards.
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t h i s  p a g e  |  Univac I mercury delay line memory tank.  
Remington Rand, �9��.

o p p o s i t e  p a g e ,  t o p  |  Close-up of ENIaC (Electronic Numerical  
Integrator and Computer) function Table.  U.S. army, �9��.  

o p p o s i t e  p a g e ,  b o t t o m  |  CDC ��00. Control Data Corporation, �9��.  

All photos © Mark Richards.
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“Go off and do something wonderful”

Bob noyce (left) and his older brother Gaylord proudly display the glider they built in the summer of 1945.

f O U R  S T O R I E S  f R O M  T H E  L I f E  O f  R O B E R T  N O Y C E  / /  B Y  L E S L I E  B E R L I N

Image courtesy of Stanford University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
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He was only aloft for a few seconds, but he landed without 
crushing the machine and declared the experiment a success.

t a k e - a w a y.  Noyce, at age twelve, already possessed 
three attributes that would define his future success as a tech-
nical entrepreneur. First, his technical ability with his hands is 
evident. Throughout his life, Noyce was respected by engi-
neers as well as scientists because he was not simply a thinker; 
he was also a builder. Second, the adolescent Noyce pulled 
together a diverse team, each member of which he tapped for 
his or her ability to contribute something unique to the project. 
Finally, in the boy who reached the edge of the roof and kept 
on running, we see the soul of the man who lived without lim-
its, a man who believed that every idea could be taken further. 
These three attributes—technical credibility, the ability to as-
semble and motivate a diverse team, and a “no limits” mindset 
when it came to goal-setting—underpinned Noyce’s technical 
and business success.

S C I E N T I S T  T O  M a N a G E R

In September 1957, Noyce, then thirty 
years old, joined a rebellion led by  
seven of his coworkers. Julius Blank,  
Vic Grinich, Jean Hoerni, Eugene 
Kleiner, Jay Last, Gordon Moore, and 
Sheldon Roberts had met more than 
a year earlier when they were hired by 
William Shockley, coinventor of the 
transistor, to work at his new company 
in Mountain View.

In short order, Shockley proved  
an unpredictable micromanager. Even 

worse, he wrenched the company’s focus away from silicon 
transistors, the broad market for which was apparent even at 
that time, to four-layer diodes that were difficult to build and 
served a limited market. The group of seven, soon joined by 
Noyce, decided to leave.

It was not easy to find someone willing to fund a start-up 
company managed by young technologists in 1957, but with 
the help of two New York bankers (one of whom was Arthur 
Rock), the group did so. Fairchild Camera and Instrument 
agreed to back the fledgling operation, Fairchild Semiconduc-
tor, and soon acquired it outright.

Noyce headed research and development at Fairchild 
Semiconductor. He adopted a hands-off management style 
that encouraged outside-the-box thinking, creative freedom, 
and collaboration. He was an excellent supervisor of technical 
work.

In January 1959, Noyce became general manager of 
Fairchild Semiconductor. A PhD physicist with no formal 
business training, Noyce taught himself business skills over 
the next eight years. Within a decade of the company’s found-
ing, Fairchild Semiconductor had 11,000 employees and $12 
million in profits. For a while, its parent company (essentially 
all of whose profit came from the semiconductor division) was 
the best-performing stock on Wall Street.

Robert Noyce was called the Thomas 
Edison and the Henry Ford of Silicon 

Valley: Edison for his coinvention of the 
integrated circuit, a device that lies at the 
heart of modern electronics; Ford for his 
work as a cofounder of two companies—
Fairchild Semiconductor, the first success-
ful silicon firm in Silicon Valley, and Intel, 
today the largest semiconductor company 
in the world. Noyce also mentored dozens 
of entrepreneurs, an effort he loved and 
called “restocking the stream I fished from.”

Right up until his death in 1990 
at the age of sixty-two, Noyce was a 
daredevil. His jacket bore a patch that 
read, “No guts, no glory.” It was a fit-
ting motto for a man who flew his own 
jets and took time off every year to go 
helicopter skiing. It is no wonder, then, 
that for many his life encapsulated the 
high-flying, high-risk, high-reward 
world of high technology.

It is impossible to do justice to 
Noyce in a brief article. Instead, I offer 
four stories that provide glimpses into 
what made him one of the twentieth 
century’s most important inventors and entrepreneurs. And in 
the spirit of Noyce’s belief that the best knowledge is knowledge 
that can be used, each story includes a “take-away” for readers.

B O Y H O O D  a D v E N T U R E R

When Noyce was twelve, he and his fourteen-year-old brother 
Gaylord decided to build a boy-sized glider. They used no 
blueprints, only the knowledge they had gained from years of 
constructing model airplanes.

Building the glider was the highlight of the summer of 
1940 for many of the seventeen children Bobby Noyce con-
vinced to help in the effort. A boy whose father’s furniture store 
received rugs on long bamboo spindles donated the rods for the 
glider’s frame. A girl sewed the cheesecloth that stretched over 
the wings. And the boy with the newly minted driver’s license 
was charged with hitching the glider to the back of his father’s 
car to see if the plane could be flown like a kite.

But for Bobby Noyce, the real test of success would be if 
he could, as he put it, “jump off the roof of a barn and live.”

That’s what he resolved to do. He climbed up on top of 
the barn near his house, had someone hand him the glider, 
took a deep breath, and then ran right off the edge of that roof 
into the unknown.

For Bobby Noyce, 
the real test of 

success would be 
if he could, as he put 
it, “jump off the roof 
of a barn and live.”
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Then everything fell apart. Fairchild 
began missing scheduled deliveries. Prod-
ucts in the development stage could not be 
successfully transferred to manufacturing. 
The trickle of employees leaving Fairchild 
in recent years became a flood. In the third 
quarter of 1967, profits were 95.5 percent 
lower than a year before. 

Fairchild Semiconductor declined for 
many reasons, but Noyce himself must 
bear some responsibility. His laissez-faire 
management approach—offering general 
directives rather than following up on spe-
cific process details—was ideal for inspir-
ing and supervising highly creative technical work, but this 
management style did not translate well to large, multifaceted 
organizations.

t a k e - a w a y.  Inspirational leadership alone is not effec-
tive management. At times, the same person can be both an 
excellent big-picture, rally-the-troops leader and an outstand-
ing detail-oriented manager, but this was not the case with 
Noyce, who was the former but not the latter. 

Noyce’s experiences at Fairchild forced 
him to recognize his own shortcomings. 

“One thing I learned at Fairchild,” he later 
admitted, “is that I don’t run large organi-
zations well. I don’t have the discipline to 
do that, have the follow through.” 

When Noyce and his Fairchild cofound-
er Gordon Moore left the company in July of 
1968 to start a small memory operation that 
today is called Intel, they deliberately split 
power evenly between them. This decision, 
which came directly from Noyce’s having 
confronted his own managerial limitations 
at Fairchild, offers yet another take-away: 

Noyce was willing to act on the knowledge of his own profes-
sional limits.

I N v E N T O R

Of the seven patents Noyce filed in his first eighteen months 
at Fairchild, the best known is #2,981,877 for “Semiconduc-
tor Device-and-Lead Structure.” Fairchild called the product 
developed on the basis of this patent—a complete electronic 
circuit built on a chip of silicon small enough to be carried 
off by an ant—a “monolithic integrated circuit.” Nearly every 
electronic device today contains descendants of the integrated 
circuit in Noyce’s patent application.

the eight founders of fairchild  
Semiconductor in the company’s  
production area. 

back row, left to right: Victor Grinich,  
Gordon Moore, Julius Blank, and  
Eugene Kleiner.

middle: Jean Hoerni. 

front: Jay Last and c. Sheldon Roberts. 

facing the group: Bob noyce.
At left, several key illustrations from 
noyce’s integrated circuit patent.
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By the time Noyce’s patent application was submitted, 
however, Noyce himself had left the lab—and research 
science—for good. As general manager of Fairchild Semicon-
ductor, his primary contribution to integrated circuit develop-
ment came through his funding relevant research and encour-
aging gifted researchers. It was not Noyce but a team led by 
his cofounder Jay Last and anchored by men such as Isy Haas, 
Bob Norman, Lionel Kattner, and Jim Nall that transitioned 
Noyce’s notebook entry from good idea to real product. And 
in truth, Noyce’s patent did not provide much guidance. It 
said that it ought to be possible to build integrated circuits 
using isolation techniques as well as the breakthrough planar 
process invented by Noyce’s Fairchild cofounder Jean Hoerni. 
The patent did not, however, say how to make this possibility a 
reality. That was what Last’s group figured out through their 
own remarkably innovative work, some of which earned team 
members patents on their own key ideas and processes.

t a k e - a w a y.  Innovation is rarely the product of a single 
mind. Invention is best understood as a team effort, with the 
person ultimately called “inventor” occupying much the same 
space as the pitcher who has just had a perfect game. The 
outfielders might have caught a dozen fly balls, the first base-
man might have nearly broken his neck to step on the bag an 
instant before the runner, the catcher might have called for 
pitches perfectly calibrated to each batter’s weakness, but the 
record books note only that the pitcher threw a perfect game.

Noyce never hesitated to admit that his ideas about 
integrated circuits relied heavily on ideas that were “in the air” 
in 1958 and 1959. Without Hoerni, without Moore, without 
the work of Kurt Lehovec at Sprague, Noyce never would have 
imagined the integrated circuit in the way he did. Without 
Last, the microcircuits group at Fairchild, 
and other people around the world 
working in the field, Noyce’s ideas would 
never have become marketable products.

M E N T O R

After Noyce retired as Intel board chair in 
1979—he remained a board member until 
his death—he enjoyed mentoring young 
entrepreneurs. Noyce worked with dozens 
of youthful technologists and funded 
many small companies. The best known 
of the entrepreneurs he encouraged was 
Steve Jobs, cofounder and CEO of Apple and cofounder of 
Pixar, Inc. 

The two met in 1977, when Apple was a year old. Noyce’s 
wife, Ann Bowers, headed human resources at Apple, and 
through her, Jobs deliberately sought out Noyce as a mentor. 

“Steve would regularly appear at our house on his motorcycle,” 
Bowers recalls. “Soon he and Bob were disappearing into the 
basement, talking about projects.” 

Noyce answered Jobs’s phone calls—which invariably 
began with, “I’ve been thinking about what you said” or “I 
have an idea”—even when they came at midnight. At some 
point he confided to Bowers, “If he calls late again, I’m going 
to kill him” . . . but still he answered the phone.

“He was very interested in—fascinated by—the personal 
computer, and we talked a lot about that,” Jobs recalls of 
Noyce.

For his part, Jobs believed that “you cannot understand 
what is happening today without understanding what came 
before,” and Noyce gave him a way to experience what Jobs 

called “that second wonderful era of the 
valley, the semiconductor companies 
leading into the computer.” 

t a k e - a w a y.  There is an informal 
sort of generational succession in Silicon 
Valley that places Noyce near the top 
of the family tree. A few years ago, for 
example, the founders of Google asked 
Steve Jobs for advice and mentorship in 
the same way Jobs had come to Noyce 
when Apple was young. 

Noyce believed that would-be entre-
preneurs needed successful role models 

(though he never would have put it that way). His financial 
success directly benefited the entrepreneurs whose companies 
he funded as an informal angel investor, but the stories about 
his success indirectly inspired many more who thought, “If 
he can do it, I can, too.” This belief is an essential aspect of 
any innovative culture because it encourages new ideas and 
risk-taking—and with it engenders a self-perpetuating cycle 
of entrepreneurship. “Optimism is an essential ingredient for 
innovation,” Noyce—who often advised people to “go off and 
do something wonderful”—once said. “How else can the indi-
vidual welcome change over security, adventure over staying 
in a safe place?”

  “Optimism  
 is an essential 
  ingredient for 
    innovation.”

below  |  Bob noyce and Steve Jobs in the mid-1980s. 
Jobs is one of many entrepreneurs who count noyce 
among their major influences.

All images courtesy of Stanford University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
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sLi dE-A- M AT RETAi Li nG sysTE M PROTOT yPE  |  CHM#: X3598 . 20 0 6

DATE:  1965  |   COLLEC TION: OB JEC T S  |   SOURCE:  gIF T OF BRIAN KELLY C AROL AN

This 1965 prototype is early evidence of a 
novel concept in retailing that looks very 
familiar from our 2007 perspective. Want 
to bring your merchandise to potential 
ready-to-buy customers? Allow customers 
to compare products and services among 
vendors? Save them time? Allow them to 
shop from an armchair? Eliminate traffic 
congestion? These are not web-based ideas. 
They are just some of the advantages the 
Slide-a-Mat Retailing System offered— 
thirty years before the World Wide Web.

The Slide-a-Mat consisted of a custom desk 
with two rear-projection screens (with slide 
projectors inside), one of which showed a 
product or service and the other of which 
showed additional information such as 
specifications. If customers wanted to buy, 
they pushed one of the buttons running 
along the edge of the desk to specify the 
product, color, size, and other features. 

ExPLORE ThE cOLLEcTiOn A sampling of objects from across the Museum’s five collections
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To enable customers to place orders, the 
Slide-a-Mat included a telephone with an 
optical sense card reader and a set of cards. 
When ready, the customer slid a vendor-
specific plastic card into the telephone, 
which then dialed the vendor and 
connected the customer to a salesperson. 

The Slide-a-Mat was patented, but internal 
problems led the company to go under. This 
prototype is the only physical trace of the 
system in existence. _Dag Spicer

l e f t  | Shoppers demonstrating the Slide-a-Mat.

b o t t o m l e f t a n d t h i s pag e  | Slide-a-Mat concept 
drawings and promotional materials.
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M An & cOMPuTE R,  16 - M M Fi L M  |  CHM#: X360 4. 20 0 6

DATE:  1965 |  COLLEC TION: MEDIA |  SOURCE:  gIF T OF HOWARD CHANg

Starting in the 1940s, IBM became a 
major producer of films used for training, 
documenting business processes, entertaining 
at company functions, and educating the 
public. Several IBM films were made by 
respected filmmakers and sometimes featured 
well-known actors such as Bob Newhart. 

The film Man & Computer, made by IBM’s UK 
branch in 1965, provides a basic understanding 
of computer operations. A large portion of the 
film shows the ways in which a computer can 
be simulated by five people using the standard 
office equipment of the day. The film employs 

a number of different techniques, including 
animations, and features a few brief scenes of 
an IBM System/360 in use—just months after 
the first machines were delivered. 
 _Chris Garcia 

Screenshots from Man & Computer.
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i BM sysTE M/360 sALE s MOdE Ls  |  CHM#: X3749. 20 07

DATE:  1965 |  COLLEC TION: EPHEMER A |  SOURCE:  gIF T OF AL BUR STINER

On April 7, 1964, IBM made the most 
dramatic announcement in computer 
history. After investing nearly $5 billion 
in research and development, IBM had 
created a family of computer models 
that spanned a 40:1 performance 
range—and could all run the same 
software. This family of machines was 
known as the “System/360,” an allusion 
to the system covering all points of 
the customer compass, from a small 
business doing payroll to a university 
undertaking scientific research to 
government agencies processing 
millions of checks per month.

Even though it was already the market 
leader in punch card equipment and 
“electronic data processing machines,” 
this was a remarkable gamble by IBM.

After supporting seven mutually 
incompatible computer lines for years, 
IBM developed the System/360 as a 
means of simplifying their computer 
offerings for salespeople and customers 
alike. The System/360 was supremely 
successful. Its architecture dominated 
the mainframe computer industry for 

more than three decades and can still 
be seen in various IBM mainframes. IBM 
sold more than $100 billion worth of 
System/360 installations over the life 
of the family—a remarkable milestone, 
even by today’s standards.

These sales models were used in two 
ways: first, as part of the presentation 
made by an IBM salesperson to 
potential customers; second, as a tool 
for planning computer installation and 
layout of the room where the computer 
would eventually reside. _Dag Spicer
   

t o p  | IBM System/��0 sales models, �9��.

b e l ow  | IBM System/��0 installation, �9��. 
Image courtesy of IBM Archives.
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M AchAcK Vi  Vs.  huBE RT dREyFus,  PAPE R TAPE  |  CHM#: X3278 . 20 0 6 

DATE:  1967 |  COLLEC TION: SOF T WARE |  SOURCE:  gIF T OF BRUCE BUCHANAN

Hubert Dreyfus, a professor of philosophy at MIT 
in the 1960s, found that many of his students 
thought artificial intelligence (AI) was an already 
accomplished fact. This misplaced faith helped shape 
Dreyfus into an early critic of AI’s claims, and in 1965 
he was hired by the think tank the RAND Corporation 
to explore the issue. The result was a ninety-page 
paper questioning the computer’s ability to serve 
as a model for the human brain and asserting, for 
example, that no computer program could defeat 
even a ten-year-old child at chess. 

Two years later Richard greenblatt, formerly an 
undergraduate at MIT, wrote a chess program using 
only 16K of memory for the DEC PDP-6 computer. 
The program, MacHack VI, played chess at a level 
far above its predecessors, a factor that would 
surprise Dreyfus (and the AI community) when 
demonstrated.

With some confidence, students at MIT challenged 
Dreyfus to play a game against MacHack VI. Dreyfus 
lost and the game became a milestone moment in 
AI—at least for AI proponents.

In fairness to Dreyfus, 1960s computers were 
primitive ancestors of today’s machines, so to claim 
computers could think does indeed seem grandiose, 
even from today’s perspective. After fifty years of 
research, one of the key conclusions of AI is that, 
for machines, simple things (e.g., tying a shoe) are 
difficult and difficult things (e.g., playing chess) are 
simple. _Kirsten Tashev

can the machine, the robot, the computer replace man? 
can man’s behavior be formalized, his brain and body 
bypassed, to arrive at the essence of rationality? 
Is artificial intelligence possible? _Hubert Dreyfus, 1972

a b ov e l e f t  | Original paper tape from the chess match.

a b ov e r i g h t  | Cover of Dreyfus’s �97� book, What Computers Can’t Do, 
based on his RaND Corporation report of �9�7.
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TyPEd REsiGnATiOn LETTER FROM j. PREsPER EcKERT, jR., TO dR. PEndER |  CHM#: X3278 . 20 0 6 

DATE:  M ARCH 25,  194 6 |  COLLEC TION: D O CUMENT S |  SOURCE:  PURCHA SE OF CHM

The transition of an invention from the 
laboratory to the marketplace, often difficult, 
is a process nearly every technology-based 
company must go through at some stage. 
In 1946, Presper (“Pres”) Eckert and John 
Mauchly, inventors of the ENIAC computer 
at the University of Pennsylvania’s Moore 
School of Engineering, wanted to form their 
own company but were constrained by their 
agreement with the university over patent 
rights to the EDVAC, ENIAC’s successor. 

In his resignation letter, Eckert writes: 
I have felt that the patent rights 
which have been assured me in 
connection with my work up to this 
time were an important part of my 
remuneration…it seems sensible 
at this time to resign, since…our 
commercial ideas for computing 
machines are incompatible with 
the Moore School’s development 
program. 

Eckert and Mauchly founded the Electronic 
Control Company (ECC), which became the 
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation (EMCC) 
in 1947. With the death of their main financial 
backer only two years later, Eckert and Mauchly 
sold their business to the Remington Rand 
Corporation. For this they received $200,000 
and a guarantee of eight years of employment. 
Their first commercial computer, the UNIVAC I, 
was delivered to the United States Census 
Bureau on March 31, 1951.

Although their own business failed, leaving 
an opening for Remington Rand, Eckert and 
Mauchly remained pioneers in the development 
of large-scale electronic computing systems.
_Paula Jabloner

r i g h t  | Typed resignation letter from J. Presper 
Eckert, Jr., to the University of Pennsylvania’s 

Dr. Pender, March ��, �9��.
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TeMple of ApshAi,  
aUTOMaTED SIMULaTIONS, INC. 
DATE: 1981
COLLECTION: SOFTWARE
SOURCE: gIFT OF PHIL ROOT
CHM#: X3671.2007
Temple of Apshai was a computer role-
playing game released for many platforms, 
including the IBM PC (the PC version is 
shown here). The game was inspired by 
role-playing board games of the 1970s such 
as Dungeons & Dragons. Temple of Apshai 
was followed by two sequels: Gateway to 
Apshai and Hellfire Warrior.

R E c E n T  d O n A T i O n s  objects selected for their rarity, importance, or whimsy

TELEBIT MODEM PROTOTYPE
DATE: 1980
COLLECTION: OBJECTS
SOURCE: gIFT OF ERIC SMITH
CHM#: X3570.2006 
Prototypes fulfill an important part of the 
Museum’s mission to explore the deeper 
forces underlying technological innovation. 
Often a prototype can show the genesis of 
an important idea or a “road not taken” 
before the object stabilized and came to 
market. This modem prototype represents 
the beginning of the company Telebit, which 
offered modems based on a new approach 
to data transmission over noisy lines. Telebit 
was founded by Paul Baran, a CHM Fellow 
(2005), and was later acquired by Cisco.

ITR TIME CLOCk
DATE: 1916
COLLECTION: OBJECTS
SOURCE: gIFT OF LEN SHUSTEK
CHM#: X3854.2007 
International Time Recording Company 
(ITR) was founded in Endicott, New 
York, in 1889. It sold time clocks based 
on the 1888 patents of Willard Bundy. 
According to an original sticker located 
inside this particular unit, the time 
clock was shipped to R. Wallace & Sons 
Manufacturing Company of Wallingford, 
Connecticut, in 1916. 

ROBOTS
DATE: 1970s–1980s

COLLECTION: OBJECTS
SOURCE: gIFT OF  
MONROE H. POSTMAN
CHM#: X3806.2007
By the mid-1970s, the microprocessor 
was inexpensive enough to place into 
toy and educational robots, which soon 
proliferated as often-whimsical links 
between the fearful imaginings of 
Shelley’s Frankenstein and more sedate 
versions of robots as helpers. Often these 
robots simply integrated technologies into 
an android shell: many had cassette or 
eight-track tape players as well as home 
console video games built into them.

PUNCH CaRD  
CHRISTMaS wREaTH

DATE: 1962
COLLECTION: EPHEMERA

SOURCE: gIFT OF  
CAMILLE BOUNDS
CHM#: X3612.2007 
Among the rarest things in the 
Museum’s collection are “unofficial” 
objects created by computer users. 

This wreath, for example, was made 
over the Christmas holidays in 1962 

using IBM punch cards. Its maker, a 
CalTech student, sold such wreaths to  

put himself through school. Due to its age 
and fragility, this wreath may be the only 
one of its kind.
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In 1821, inventor and mathematician 
Charles Babbage was poring over 

a set of mathematical tables. Finding 
error after error, Babbage exclaimed, 
“I wish to God these calculations 
had been executed by steam.” His 
frustration was not simply at the 
grindingly tedious labor of checking manually evaluated 
tables, but at the daunting unreliability of those tables. 
Science, engineering, construction, banking, and 
insurance depended on tables for calculation. Ships 
navigating by the stars relied on them to find their 
position at sea.

Babbage launched himself on a grand venture to de-
sign and build mechanical calculating engines that would 
eliminate errors. His bid to build infallible machines is a 
saga of ingenuity and will, which led beyond mechanized 
arithmetic into the entirely new realm of computing.

Though Babbage was not able to realize his dream 
of building a mechanical calculating machine, his vision 
was finally achieved in 2002 when the Science Museum of 

London completed the first full-sized 
Babbage Difference Engine. Over the 
past three years a duplicate engine, 
along with a printing apparatus, was 
built. The Babbage engine weighs five 
tons and consists of 8,000 parts. It is an 
arresting spectacle in operation. 

This machine will be on display at the Computer His-
tory Museum for one year, beginning in September 2007. 
Guest curator Doron Swade, formerly of London’s Science 
Museum, will be scheduling lectures both about Charles 
Babbage and about the Science Museum’s task of building 
the Difference Engine. Throughout the year, CHM staff 
and volunteers will be demonstrating the machine, and  
an online exhibit will provide more information about 
Babbage and the Difference Engine.

For more information about lectures, demonstration  
schedules, and other events, call +1 650 810 1010 or  
visit: computerhistory.org.

The BaBBage engine  
weighs five Tons and  

consisTs of 8,000 parTs. 
iT is an arresTing  

specTacle  
in operaTion.

T H E  V IC T OR I A N  C OM P U T E R : 
C H A R L E S  B A BB AG E ’ S  DI F F E R E NC E  E NG I N E

Image cour tesy of the Sc ience Museum of London.
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M u s E u M  c A M P A i G n

Ex A: $10M+

Elaine and Eric Hahn

Donna Dubinsky and  
Leonard J. Shustek

Bill & Melinda  
gates Foundation  

PETA: $5M –$9.99M

L. John Doerr and Ann Doerr

Jeff Hawkins and Janet Strauss

gardner Hendrie and  
Karen Johansen

Dave House Family Foundation

Intuit, in honor of founder Scott Cook

TER A: $1M –$4.99M

gwen and C. gordon Bell

Mike and Kristina Homer

Burgess and Elizabeth Jamieson

gloria Miner

John and Sheree Shoch

Anonymous

GiGA: $500K–$999K

Bill and Roberta Campbell

Sheldon Laube and 
Dr. Nancy Engel

grant and Dorrit Saviers

Edward and Pamela Taft

Pierluigi Zappacosta and  
Enrica D’Ettorre

MEGA: $100K–$499K

Steve Blank and Alison Elliott

Campbell Fund

Patricia and gene Carter

Dunlevie Family

Robert garner and  
Robin Beresford

Harvey Family

Mark Horowitz and  
Jody Buckley

John Mashey and  
Angela Hey

Burton and Deedee McMurtry

Ike and Ronee Nassi

Bernard L. Peuto

The Harry and Carol Saal  
Family Foundation

KiLO: <$100K

Sally M. Abel and  
Mogens Lauritzen

David and Robin Anderson

David Babcock

Peggy Burke and  
Dennis Boyle

Lori Kulvin Crawford

Andrea Cunningham  
and Rand Siegfried

David Emerson

Carol and Chris Espinosa

Samuel H. Fuller

Peter Hirshberg

Jennifer and Chuck House

Christine Hughes and  
Abe Ostrovsky

The Steven and Michele Kirsch 
Foundation

Pierre and Pam Omidyar

Stephen Squires and  
Ann Marmor-Squires

Karen and Mark Tucker

Peter and Cindy Ziebelman

c O R P O R A T E  s u P P O R T E R s

susTAininG: $100K+

SAP

FOundinG: $50K+

IBM

inVEsTinG: $25K+

Microsoft Corporation

Mountain Winery

Palm

Rambus

Ropes & gray

SVB Financial group

suPPORTinG: $10K+

Broadcom Corporation

Fenwick & West LLP

Imation

Logitech, Inc.

Madison Tyler Technology

nVidia Corporation 

SanDisk Corporation

Sigma Partners

cOnTRiBuTinG: $5K+

Fairchild Semiconductor

Liquid Computing

Mid-Peninsula Bank

Network Appliance

SDF Public Access

Six Apart

SRI International

in-Kind cOnTRiBuTiOns

1185 Design

Ardehali Consulting

Four Seasons Hotel Silicon Valley

HeartStrings Music, LLC Studio

Hunter Events

Interior Plant Design

Intuit

Krause Taylor Associates

Myers Sound Tech

San Jose Mercury News

SwiftPartners, LLC

Tekrati

Upright Marketing

Sammy Yip

T h E  c O R E  c i R c L E

cORE BEnEFAcTOR: 64K 
($65,536+)

Paul g. Allen Family Foundation

Bell Family Trust

Campbell Fund

Donna Dubinsky and  
Leonard J. Shustek

Bill & Melinda gates  
Foundation

gardner Hendrie and  
Karen Johansen

Dave House

cORE PATROn: 32K ($32,768+)

Bill and Roberta Campbell

Ann and John Doerr

C. Lester and Audrey Hogan

Pierre and Pam Omidyar 

John and Sheree Shoch

CORE SPONSOR: ��k ($��,�8�+)

David Bohnett Foundation 

Bill Carrico and  
Suzan Woods Carrico

David Cheriton

Enrica D’Ettorre and  
Pierluigi Zappacosta

Homer Family Foundation

The Krause Foundation

Burton and Deedee McMurtry

Dr. gregory Papadopoulos

grant and Dorrit Saviers

David Sheraton
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Paul and Evelyn Baran

Forest Baskett and Carolyn Bell

Steve Blank and Alison Elliott

Vinton and Sigrid Cerf

Ed and Lisa Colligan

David N. Cutler

Sonja and William Davidow

Elaine and Eric Hahn

Hitz Foundation

Mark Horowitz and  
Jody Buckley

Sheldon Laube and  
Nancy Engel, MD

Katherine and  
Robert Maxfield

Carver A. Mead and  
Barbara Smith

Teresa H. Meng

gordon and Betty Moore

gary and Eileen Morgenthaler

Ronee and Ike Nassi

Ken and Barbara Oshman

Suhas and Jayashree Patil  
Family Fund

Bernard L. Peuto

Frank and Denise Quattrone 
Foundation

Dave Rossetti and Jan Avent

Jon Rubinstein and Karen Richardson 

Lawrence Schoenberg and  
Barbara Brizdle

The Stephen S. Smith and  
Paula K. Smith Family Foundation

The Vadasz Family Foundation

Steve Wozniak

T h E  c O R E  c L u B

cORE inVEsTOR: 4K ($4,096+)

Association for Corporate growth 
Silicon Valley

Craig and Barbara Barrett

Robin Beresford and Robert garner

Larry Boucher

Richard and Eleanor Bravman

Peggy Burke and Dennis Boyle

Jack and Mary Carsten

Yogen and Peggy Dalal

Fusun Ertemalp

Judy Estrin

Federico and Elvia Faggin

Erik E. Fair

Edward H. Frank and Sarah Ratchye

gideon and Sarah gartner

Terry and Dotty Hayes

Neeru and Vinod Khosla

John Maguire

Linda and Mike Markkula

John Mashey and Angela Hey
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2K ($2,048+)

Allan and Katie Alcorn

gene and Marian Amdahl

David Anderson

Arthur and Jeanne Astrin

Carol Bartz and Bill Marr

Pam and Ron Bernal

Barry and Sharla Boehm

Jack and Cathy Bradley

June and Ned Chapin

Cogswell Polytechnical College

Simon Cooper

R. Tim Coslet

Andrea Cunningham  
and Rand Siegfried

Esther John and Aart de geus

Michael Frank Deering

Reid and Peggy Dennis

Eleanor and Lloyd Dickman

gary and Michelle Dillabough

El Dorado Ventures

David Emerson

Feigenbaum Nii Foundation

Bob Frankston

Nan and Chuck geschke

Kathleen and Philip gust

Jennifer and Chuck House

Christine Hughes and  
Abe Ostrovsky

Matthew and Connie Ives

Ted g. Johnson

Peter and Beth Karpas

Steven and Michele Kirsch 
Foundation

Sandra Kurtzig and  
Carl Brunsting

Sofia and Jan Laskowski

Laura and gary Lauder

Catherine P. Lego

Roy Levin and Jan Thomson

Shawn and Doug Mackenzie

James and Patricia Markevitch

The McElwee Family

Debby Meredith and Curtis Cole

Howard Morgan

James N. Porter 

Jeff and Tricia Raikes

Toni and Arthur Rock

Jean E. Sammet

Bob Sanguedolce

greg Shaw

Rob Shaw

Tracey Stewart and  
Barry James Folsom

Rich and Cindy Tennant

Nick and Sue Tredennick

Jeanie Treichel

guy L. Tribble

Karen and Mark Tucker

Wakerly Family Foundation

L. Curtis Widdoes, Jr.

Paul Winalski

Anonymous  

cORE FRiEnd: 1K ($1,024+)

Sally M. Abel and  
Mogens Lauritzen

Frances Allen

Connie and Charlie Bachman

John and Sheila Banning

Joe Bardwell and Anita Lenk

Allen Baum and Donya White

Brian A. Berg

gary Boone

Jerry and Maria Brenholz

David and Arlene Brown

Richard and Virginia Case

Ed and Patti Cluss

William and Claudia Coleman

Wallace Colyer

John and Norma Crawford

Peter and Dorothy Denning

Les Earnest

glenn T. Edens

Maria B. Evans

Peter A. Freeman

Samuel Fuller

John galloway

Burton grad and  
Carol Anne Ances

Rob and Yukari Haitani

John and Andrea Hennessy

Urs Hoelzle

Marcian and Judith Hoff

Madhulika Jain and  
Benjamin Chambers

george and Emily Jaquette

Doug Jefferys

Jerry Jensen

Pitch and Cathie Johnson

Anita Jones and William Wulf

Derry and Charlene Kabcenell

Robert Kahn and Patrice Lyons

Jeffrey and Marlene Kalb

Laurel and Ray Kaleda

Lee and Nancy Keet

Jerry and Judy Klein

Dr. and Mrs Leonard Kleinrock

Donald and Jill Knuth

Tom Kopec and Leah Carneiro

Bernard LaCroute

Dr. Joyce Currie Little

Karen and Walter Loewenstern

Frank McConnell

Lore Harp Mcgovern  
and Patrick Mcgovern

Seymour Merrin

george A. Michael

The Avram Miller Family  
Foundation

David and Lisa Mooring

Tom and gillian Moran

Malachy and Jane Moynihan

John Muller and Linda Walton

Stanley and Joan Myers

Raymond g. Nasr

Randall and Julaine Neff

Donald and Helen Nielson

Max Palevsky

Joshua Parker

Paul R. Pierce

William and Rochelle Pratt

Dennis M. Ritchie
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Alison and Kenneth Ross

Mark Roos and  
Catherine Rossi-Roos
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The Harry and Carol Saal  
Family Foundation

Peter and Valerie Samson

John and Christine Sanguinetti

Jean Shuler

Roger and Elizabeth Sippl

Richard L. Sites

Alvy Ray and Zu Smith

Marcelline and William Smith

Verna and Bob Spinrad

Lee and Robert Sproull

Pamela and Edward Taft

John and Mary Ellen Toebes

Naoya and Masako Ukai

Andrew W. Verhalen and  
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Lorna and Duane Wadsworth

Willis and Floy Ware

Vern Watts

Sean Welsh and Louise Hornor

gio and Voy Wiederhold

Warren Yogi

Anonymous

G E n E R A L s u P P O R T E R s
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Duane and Kathleen Adams

Dennis and Janet Austin

David and Madalyn Babcock

Ann Benett

Steve and Jane Bourne

Alison Chaiken and  
Wolfgang Rupprecht

Harry Chesley and Suzana Seban

Dona L. Crawford

Lori Kulvin Crawford

Steve and Beth Crocker

Kenneth Drexler

John R. Ehrman

Sarah and David Epstein

Jim and Kenna Fenton

Lance and Wendy glasser

David and Dee gustavson

Richard Hawes

Mary C. Henry

John Impagliazzo, PhD

David Jeschke

Randy H. Katz

Thomas E. Kurtz

David A. Laws

Susan Lesch

Donald and Alice Loughry

gary W. Malone

Jay and Sharon McCauley
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We are saddened to report on 
the passing of these computer 

pioneers since January 1, 2006.

alan kotok—May 26, 2006  
Computer pioneer, architect, programmer

Bernard Galler—September 4, 2006  
Computer pioneer, educator, founding 
editor, Annals of the History of Computing

Ray Noorda—October 9, 2006  
Businessman, CEO of Novell (1982–1994)

Donald wilson—November 25, 2006 
LexisNexis developer

al Shugart—December 12, 2006 
Disk drive industry pioneer

Richard Newton—January 2, 2007 
Electronic design automation and 
integrated circuit design pioneer

Jean Ichbiah—January 26, 2007 
Principal designer of Ada programming 
language

Neil Lincoln—January 26, 2007  
Supercomputing architect and pioneer

Jim Gray—January 29, 2007  
(missing at sea)  
Database pioneer

Doug Ross—January 31, 2007  
CAD and software methodology pioneer

ken kennedy—February 7, 2007  
High-performance computing pioneer

John Backus—March 21, 2007  
FORTRAN team leader

karen Spärck Jones—April 4, 2007  
Pioneer in AI and natural language 
processing
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 ACROSS 

 1  IBM System/360 artifacts used as sales 
 and planning tools. 

 4  Slide-based browsing system. 

 7  Initials of the company that made the 
 recently donated time clock. 

 8  IBM UK’s film “Man & _____.” 

 9  Chairman of Intel until his retirement in  1979. 

 14  Temple of _____. 

 15  “The early 1980s were the _____ days 
 for the personal computer” (two words). 

 16  Board member profiled in this issue. 

 17  German moving company that assisted 
 with the SAP collection. 

 DOWN 

 2  California port city where the SAP 
 collection arrived. 

 3  Telebit was founded by CHM Fellow Paul _____.  

 5  MIT professor defeated by MacHack VI. 

 6  “Often a _____ can show the genesis of 
 an important idea or a ‘road not taken.’” 

 8  The first UNIVAC was sold to the 
 United States _____ Bureau. 

 10  A CalTech student sold a punch card  _____. 

 11  “Day One at _____.” 

 12  Cofounder of Digital Research, Inc. 

 13  The Atkinson and Hertzfeld Oral History 
 was conducted by Grady _____. 

 1  2 

 3 

 4  5  6 

 7 

 8 

 9  10 

 11  12 

 13  14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

c R O s s W O R d  P u z z L E

ALL ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND IN THIS ISSUE 

OF CORE. SOLUTION TO PUZZLE ON PAgE 31.

c h M  B Y  T H E  N U M B E R S

$77,346,995 donated to the Museum 

Campaign. Only $47,653,005 to go!

I N TH E CO LLEC TI O N

4,000 linear feet of documents  
(or 12 million pages)

5,000 videos and films

5,000 software titles

20,000 photographs

20,000 objects and ephemera

SI N CE MOv I NG TO O U R  

PE R M a N E NT BU I LD I NG I N �0 0�

4 million visitors to the Museum’s 

website

29,692 tour attendees

2,263 Museum members

671 people who have volunteered

473 events held with 69,955 attendees

123 oral histories recorded

53 lectures held with 15,038 attendees

27 staff additions

16 new Fellows

It’s your museum. 
Customize it.

My CHM is a 
personalized interface 

that lets you track the 
Museum news and 
information that’s most 
important to you. 
Through a personal login 
at computerhistory.org, 
you can stay informed 
about coming events, 
keep track of the gifts 
you’ve made, and more. 
Visit us online and sign 
up today!



Help us preserve tHe 
InformatIon age before 

anybody forgets It.

BECOME a MEMBER

Today, people take technology as much for granted as the 
air they breathe. It’s the mission of the Museum to preserve 
the remarkable history of technology and to celebrate the 
accomplishments of the extraordinary people who have 
done so much. As a member, you’ll help us preserve our 
heritage. And you’ll enjoy a number of benefits, including: 

• Complimentary admission to the Museum’s  
 speaker series and speaker receptions
• Discount admission to special Museum activities
• Member email announcements
• Subscription to Core magazine
• Museum memento
• And more

Call +1 650 810 1883 or join online at:  
computerhistory.org

vOLU NTEER
  
Help us explain technology to the outside world. This is 
a perfect opportunity to share your knowledge and your 
enthusiasm for computers. As a Museum volunteer, you can 
help in building the collection and restoring computing 
artifacts. You can assist with lectures, receptions, tours, 
and special events, or help us with administration and 
operations. In the process, you’ll also interact with industry 
leaders, expand your knowledge of computer history, and 
enjoy the satisfaction of helping us build a world-class 
museum and research institution. 

To learn more, call +1 650 810 1027  
or visit us online at:  
computerhistory.org/volunteers
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Take your best guess! The first three 
Core readers who submit correct 
answers after July 1, 2007, will receive  
a free copy of Core Memory: A Visual 
Survey of Vintage Computers. 

The fourth and fifth correct submis-
sions will receive Computer History 
Museum posters. Email your guess to:  
editor@computerhistory.org.  
Good luck!

Last issue’s mystery item was a 
rope memory unit from the Apollo 
guidance Computer. Congratulations 
to Brian Knittel, Mike Albaugh, and 
Randy Neff for correctly identifying 
it. Each of these lucky people will 
receive a “25th Anniversary of the 
Microprocessor” poster.

Rope memory is a special form of 
magnetic core memory (“core”). While 
core is useful for storing temporary 
or changing results, rope memory is 
a form of read-only memory (ROM) 
that will keep its contents even in 
the absence of power. This quality 
made it particularly attractive as 
a means of storing the various 
control programs for the Apollo 
spaceflight. It was also a very dense 
form of memory, though brittle and 
extremely difficult to manufacture. 
This particular unit was made by 
Burroughs.

M y s T E R y  i T E M

Who are these people and what computer is that? 

Photo courtesy of Regency Pictorials, Inc.
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Cover: The Babbage Engine’s 
chapter wheel indicates progress 
throughout the calculating cycle. 

This page: Babbage Engine’s 
bevel gears transmit power from 
the crank to the camstack.

Opposite: The distinct 
“teardrop” geometry of the

fi rst planar transistor invented 
by Jean Hoerni of Fairchild.
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Industry Tales: 
Fairchild at 50 
They were there at the very 
beginning. Their legacy 
touches almost every aspect 
of the computer industry:
The Fairchildren. The 
original cast of Fairchild 
Semiconductor gathered 
at CHM to celebrate and 
reminisce. 

12
Extraordinary Images: 
The Babbage Engine
A collection of stunning 
images from CHM’s new 
Babbage Engine exhibit.

23
Excerpt: Valley of Death 
This excerpt from Richard 
S. Tedlow’s biography of 
Andy Grove demonstrates 
how he used both leader-
ship and management to dig 
Intel out of debt and make 
it a world leader.   

32
Charles Babbage:
Legacy and Legend
A world expert on Charles 
Babbage takes a look at 
the recent controversy over 
his status as “Father of the 
Modern Computer.”

18
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“There’s an old story 
about the person 
who wished his com-
puter were as easy to 
use as his telephone. 
That wish has come 
true, since I no lon-
ger know how to use 
my telephone.” 
B J A R N E  S T R O U S T R U P

“If builders built 
houses the way 
programmers built 
programs, the fi rst 
woodpecker to come 
along would destroy 
civilization.”
G E R A L D  P.  W E I N B E R G , 
A U T H O R  O F  T H E  P S Y C H O L O G Y  O F 
C O M P U T E R  P R O G R A M M I N G

“Man is still the 
most extraordinary 
computer of all.”
J O H N  F.  K E N N E DY

“I do not fear 
computers. I fear the 
lack of them.”
I S A A C  A S I M OV

Editor-in-Chief
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Technical Editor
Dag Spicer

Editor-at-Large
Christina Tynan-Wood
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Welcome to John Hollar, our new President and CEO:
Most of you already know the wonderful news about our new President and ceo: after 
months of looking for a great person to lead our institution, we were able to convince 
John Hollar to take that role and help move chm to the next level in our growth. 

The diverse worldwide experience and business insights John brings from his major roles 
at the fcc, at pbs, and at Pearson in London are extremely valuable to the Museum. He 
combines enthusiasm for the evolution of technology with relevant experience in creating 
and distributing media and web-based content. His professional leadership and fresh ap-
proach have already injected a new palpable excitement. For more information about John 
Hollar’s background, see the press release at: computerhistory.org/press.

John’s priority will be to continue our momentum toward becoming a full-time exhibit-
ing institution and world-class destination. The next phase includes the development of a 
comprehensive plan for exhibits and programs, completing the $125 million fundraising 
campaign, and adding education and research components to the Museum. One of John’s 
top goals is to drive the launch of a major exhibit on computer history, tentatively called 
“Computer History: The First 2,000 Years,” which is scheduled to open both in the build-
ing and on the web in 2010. We are making great progress on developing this complex and 
comprehensive exhibit using a mix of staff curators, volunteers, and outside experts.

I hope you enjoy the changes you see in this issue of Core. We try to make it an enter-
taining mix of computer history and information about the Museum. Our fi eld is a rich 
one, so read about colorful pioneering individuals like Charles Babbage, Andy Grove, and 
Gene Amdahl, and the remarkable story of Fairchild’s role in developing the semiconductor 
industry. Learn how the chm collection, the largest collection of computing artifacts in the 
world, is managed and how it continues to expand. And as always, give us your feedback 
and stay involved.

Regards,

L E N  S H U S T E K
C H A I R M A N ,  B OA R D  O F  T R U S T E E S ,  C O M P U T E R  H I S TO RY  M U S E U M

OUR NEW CEO

CURATORS

DAG
SPICER
S E N I O R  C U R ATO R

ALEX
BOCHANNEK
C U R ATO R

CHRIS
GARCIA
C U R ATO R

AL
KOSSOW
S O F T WA R E  C U R ATO R

CHM 
Curators’ favorite 
computer-related 
quotes

C H A I R M A N ’ S
L E T T E R
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Who has ‘made it’? 
Fairchild Semiconductor

What milestone 
contributed the most?
The conception and creation 
of the fi rst monolithic inte-
grated circuits (ics). That 
itself involved three distinct 
milestones. (1) Jean Hoerni’s 
invention of the planar 
transistor manufacturing 
process. (2) Bob Noyce’s 
insight that the oxide insula-
tion layer feature of the 
process would enable the 
interconnection of multiple 
transistors on a chip. And 
(3) Jay Last and his team’s 
creative engineering efforts 
that turned these concepts 
into the reality of the 
modern integrated circuit. 
Fairchild called its fi rst ics 
“Micrologic.”

Why should we celebrate it?
Fairchild’s planar integrated 
circuit is the foundation of 
just about every computer 
chip that has been produced 
in the succeeding 50 years. 
Today the computer is 
the chip. 

Why is CHM important?
chm gives us the oppor-
tunity to celebrate these 
important milestones and 
the stories of the people who 
made them happen and to 
record them for posterity. 
Together with the Chemical 
Heritage Foundation and the 
ieee, chm will host events 
in Spring 2009 to celebrate 
the 50th anniversary of the 
events that led to the devel-
opment of the ic.

Who has ‘made it’? 
Ibm

What milestone 
contributed the most? 
The ibm 7030 (“Stretch”) 
project resulted in profound 
changes in the way ibm 
researched, developed, and 
manufactured electronic 
computers. It laid the blue-
print for dozens of technical 
innovations in computing 
that are still in use today 
and it laid the foundation 
for ibm’s groundbreaking 
System/360 mainframe com-
puter system.

Why should we celebrate it? 
We celebrate any event to 
refl ect upon the past and to 
look to the future. We cele-
brate to see how companies 
succeed or fail due to any 
one of dozens of complex, 
interlocking reasons and to 
learn what factors contrib-
ute to success and which to 
failure. Finally, we celebrate 
for nostalgia—to satisfy the 
perpetual longing for an 
imagined “simpler time.”   

Why is CHM important? 
chm is home to the world’s 
largest collection of com-
puting artifacts, software, 
media, documents, and 
ephemera. Since it began 
collecting in the mid-1970s, 
it has acquired many of 
the most important mach-
ines and technologies in 
computing—works that are 
masterpieces of the machine 
age. chm is the Louvre of 
computing. 

Who has ‘made it’?
Tim Berners-Lee. By forego-
ing patents, royalties and 
other commercial benefi ts 
from his work creating the 
Web, he succeeded in realis-
ing a network with access 
for all. He transcended the 
supposed imperatives of 
fi nancial self-interest—a 
remarkable accomplishment 
—and created something 
bigger than a “commercially 
successful product.” Well, so 
far anyway.

What milestone 
contributed the most?
The microprocessor.

Why should we celebrate it?
The cost-performance of 
large-scale integration was 
the engine of the computer’s 
remarkable rise. I choose the 
microprocessor as a symbol 
of semiconductor integration.

Why is CHM Important?
The institutional mandate 
of museums of science and 
technology is to maintain a 
material record of techno-
logical change. Inseparable 
from this is historical inter-
pretation of signifi cance as 
this informs all their cultural 

outputs and informs acquisi-
tion of objects for their 
collections.

Computer-related devices 
are arguably the most suc-
cessful new technology of 
the last half-century and the 
preservation of its history 
is therefore pre-eminently 
important. chm is the largest 
single institution with this 
historic mission. It is impor-
tant because the history of 
computing is important.

Who has ‘made it’?
Intel

What milestone 
contributed the most?
Intel’s decision to act as 
the sole source for its 386 
microprocessor instead of 
licensing its technology to 
other companies. 

Intel took a big gamble 
that ibm would buy its 386 
even though there was no 
competing manufacturer. 
In fact, ibm was slow to 
accept Intel’s 386. By 1986, 
however, the “clone” market 
had developed and Compaq 
had become a major player 
in the pc industry. Com-
paq used ibm’s tardiness to 

establish a leadership posi-
tion. That is why Compaq 
purchased Intel’s 386 and 
incorporated it into its own 
next-generation pc—the 
Compaq DeskPro 386. 

Why should we celebrate it?
This caused leadership in the 
pc industry to migrate from 
the assemblers (such as ibm) 
to the component suppliers 
(Intel and Microsoft). This 
was a change of historic 
importance. ibm, Intel, and 
Microsoft are all still very 
much alive but ibm no long-
er manufactures pcs. 

There is often a battle in 
the value chain of an indus-
try concerning leadership. In 
the automobile industry, the 
assembler is the most impor-
tant player. But sole sourcing 
of the 386 made the suppli-
ers more important than the 
assemblers in the computer 
industry. 

 
Why is CHM important?
This industry, more than any 
other, perhaps, is about the 
future. It also wants to hang 
onto its heritage.

DAVID 
A. LAWS

RICHARD 
S. TEDLOW

DAG
SPICER

DORON
SWADE
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computer history 
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To explore the computing 
revolution and its 
worldwide impact on the 
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To preserve and present 
for posterity the artifacts 
and stories of the infor-
mation age
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Semiconductors are the 
silicon engines that have 
powered computers toward 

THE 
SILICON 
ENGINE

PRESERVING VIRTUAL 
WORLDS

The last minutes of Electronic Arts’ 
EA-Land, captured on August 1, 2008 
by Stanford University’s “How They 
Got Game Project” for its Archiving 
Virtual Worlds collection.

The distinctive “teardrop” 
geometry of the 2N1613, the 
fi rst planar transistor invented 
by Jean Hoerni in 1959.

 “Capturing oral 
histories now, is 
critical…wouldn’t 
you love to be 
able to hear 
Michaelangelo talk 
about what it was 
like to paint the 
Sistine Chapel? ”
D O N N A  D U B I N S K Y
C E O  O F  N U M E N TA , 
A N D  M E M B E R  O F  C H M ’ S 
B OA R D  O F  T R U S T E E S

 “I think young 
people can come 
to the Museum and 
think, ‘Wow, look 
how they started 
with such simple 
little things.’”
S T E V E  WO Z N I A K
C O - F O U N D E R  O F  A P P L E 
A N D  C H M  F E L L OW

Virtual worlds like 
Second Life have...a 
rich history stretch-
ing back to...1976...

ever greater capabilities and 
speeds over the last 50 years. 
The Computer History Mu-
seum’s new Silicon Engine 
web exhibit explores the 
history of semiconductors 
through a timeline of major 
development milestones, 
biographies, and snapshots 
of the companies responsible 
for them. It also includes 
a section on resources for 
students and teachers. The 

exhibit was created through 
a collaborative effort of the 
Museum’s Semiconductor 
Special Interest Group and 
the Museum’s Exhibit and 
Information Systems teams, 
and made possible by a grant 
from the Gordon and Betty 
Moore Foundation. The 
Silicon Engine online exhibit 
can be found on CHM’s 
website at: computerhistory.
org/semiconductor. 
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Virtual worlds like Second 
Life have gotten a great deal 
of press attention in recent 
years. Few know they have a 
rich history stretching back 
to the 1976 computer game 

“Adventure.”Multi-User 
Dungeons (muds), the inven-
tion of virtual reality, and 
full-blown simulated cities 
were some of the markers 
along the way. But most 
of this history is being lost 
because the complex interac-
tive environments of virtual 
worlds are so challenging 
to archive.

In an effort to preserve re-
cords of these worlds, chm 
curator Marc Weber, Bruce 
Damer of the Digibarn, and 
Kevin Hughes of Com-
merceNet are developing 
wiki timelines that Henry 
Lowood and the “How 
They Got Game” Project 

of the Stanford Humanities 
Lab will use as part of a new 
project,“Preserving Virtual 
Worlds,” funded by the U.S. 
Library of Congress through 
the National Digital Infor-
mation Infrastructure Pres-
ervation Program (ndipp). 
Groups at the University of 
Illinois, University of Mary-
land, and Rochester Institute 
of Technology are also 
partners. Henry Lowood is 
a long-time friend of chm’s 
activities and is Curator 
for History of Science & 
Technology Collections at 
Stanford, which include the 
Silicon Valley Archives and 
Silicon Genesis oral history 
project.

Weber, who is founding 
curator of CHM’s Internet 
History program and co-
founder  of the Web History 
Center and Project, is work-

ing with Damer, Hughes, 
and timeline company, Dip-
ity.com to adapt a wiki-like 
timeline system that will 
let pioneers enter and edit 
recollections and materials 
at: nethistory.org/timelines/
virtual_worlds. This effort 
is an evolution of digital 
library ideas Hughes and 
Weber fi rst posted online in 
1996, which are now greatly 
aided by the maturation of 
wiki-like systems.

Damer’s 1997 Avatars! 
Exploring and Building 
Virtual Worlds on the In-
ternet (Peachpit Press), was 
the fi rst book about shared 
social Virtual Worlds. He is 
co-founder of the Digibarn 
Computer Museum, and has 
donated over 175 hours of 
unique historic video to the 
Virtual Worlds video archive, 
now hosted by the Internet 
Archive. He also engaged 
the community in pioneering 
experimentation that helped 
to defi ne the medium, such 
as the fi rst cyber-conference 
held in 1998. 

In Spring 2009, chm will 
collaborate with Damer, 
Lowood and Weber to 
produce a lecture program 
exploring the history of 
Virtual Worlds. 
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JUST A 
CLICK AWAY

The Computer History 
Museum’s collection of 
artifacts including hard-
ware, software, documents, 
ephemera, photographs and 
moving images is now avail-
able using the new online 
Catalog Search feature, 
which is a result of the 
Collection Cataloging and 
Reconciliation Project. More 
than 61,000 items from our 
enormous collection can 
now be viewed on chm’s 
website, using the Catalog 
Search. You will now fi nd 
improved search tools and 

an integrated image viewer. 
Even the Museum’s Special 
Collections can be searched 
and viewed online: Oral His-
tories, Computer Chess, dec 
pdp-1, ibm Stretch, Fortran 
Archive and Marketing 
Brochures. Additionally, 
new artifacts are frequently 
cataloged and added to the 
vast collection. The new 
Catalog Search tool can be 
found on chm’s website at: 
computerhistory.org/collec-
tions/search. 

Did you know you can drop 
in on chm from anywhere 
in the world? Thanks to 
an in-kind donation from 
Google, chm has created 
a fully branded YouTube 
channel that highlights the 
Museum and brings chm’s 
lectures and video collec-
tion to a huge worldwide 
audience. Since the channel 
opened in November 2007, 
the chm YouTube channel 
has been visited by more 
than 325,000 people. And 
more than 2,000 people 
have subscribed to the chan-
nel so they can receive email 
updates about new videos. 

Thousands more have 
clicked through from the 
YouTube channel to chm’s 
own website to explore the 
Museum’s online exhibits. 
The Computer History Mu-
seum’s YouTube channel can 
be found at: youtube.com/
computerhistory. 

CHM’S 
YOUTUBE CHANNEL

CHM’s Collection Catalog 
Search webpage—over 
61,000 artifact records 
now available on the web.

The CHM YouTube channel—with 
more than 50 computing history 
lectures and historic videos, such 
as the video below of our legacy 
institution, The Computer Museum.

400,000

A museum ensures the safe-
keeping of its collections, de-
termines how to grow them, 
and decides which items 
to make publicly available 
through exhibits, programs 
and reference centers 
through the fundamental 
processes of inventorying, 
photographing and cata-
loging its artifacts. In July 
2007, the Computer History 

Museum received a federal 
two-year grant of more than 
$144,000 from the presti-
gious Institute of Museum 
and Library Services (imls) 
to support chm’s Collection 
Cataloging and Reconcilia-
tion Project (ccarp).

The project’s goals are 
to catalog and photograph 
9,000 new physical objects 
and to attach an additional 

DOCUMENTING A WORLD- 
CLASS COLLECTION

After cataloging was 
completed at the Museum, 
objects larger than a 
miniature refrigerator 
have been palletized and 
carefully stowed, fl oor 
to ceiling, in offsite storage.

11,000 digital photographs 
to pre-existing records 
within the artifact database. 
In early November, chm 
happily reported that our 
staff and volunteer catalog-
ers exceeded the two goals 
by achieving 9,222 new 
object records and attaching 
14,264 digital images. 
The Museum’s online Cata-
log Search now contains 
more than 61,000 artifact 
records. 

 “Computing tech-
nology is such a 
remarkable 
revolution that it 
would be tragic if 
we didn’t record 
and save the 
information neces-
sary for future 
generations to 
understand how it 
happened.”
L E N  S H U S T E K
C H A I R M A N  O F  C H M ’ S 
B OA R D  O F  T R U S T E E S

CHM videos have been 
viewed on YouTube in just 
the past year

 “The computer is 
the single most 
important inven-
tion in the second 
half of the 20th 
century.” 
DA G  S P I C E R
C H M ’ S  S E N I O R  C U R ATO R
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Volunteers continue to 
be the backbone of the 
Computer History Museum. 
Core talked to two of our 
valued volunteers, Marcin 
Wichary and Herb Kanner, 
who between them have 
provided over 2,000 volun-
teer hours.

Please tell us about your 
background.

Marcin: I got into comput-
ing at the early age of 8 with 
a cheap 8-bit machine. It 
didn’t come with software 
so I was forced to learn to 
program it. 

I fi nished my Master’s in 
Computer Science in Poland, 
followed by a doctorate in 
human-computer interaction 
in the Netherlands. As I was 
wrapping up my thesis, I 
began thinking of my future 
career, and sent my resume 
to those dream companies 
that I was sure would never 

hire me. But I didn’t have 
anything to lose. I sent my 
fi rst resume to Google, and I 
was hired as a user experi-
ence designer, off that fi rst 
resume, in 2005. After a 
stint in Switzerland, I moved 
to California in 2006, and 
have been volunteering at 
the Museum since 2007.

Herb: I actually started 
out studying music at the 
Music Conservatory of 
Oberlin College (Oberlin, 
Ohio). Because of insuf-
fi cient interest in music, I 
eventually transferred to the 
University of Chicago to ma-
jor in physics. When World 
War ii intervened, I joined 
the army and the Metal-
lurgical Laboratory, which 
was a code name for the 
Chicago part of the Man-
hattan Project, from 1942 
to 1946. I entered gradu-
ate school at University of 
Chicago in 1946 and got a 
physics Ph.D. in 1951. I then 
worked at Shell Develop-
ment Company in Houston, 
Texas, and while working 
there, I became fascinated 
with computers, playing 
with an ibm 650.

Other jobs throughout 
my career included Assis-
tant Professor of Applied 
Mathematics at the Institute 
for Computer Research at 
the University of Chicago, 
manager of what they called 
the Advanced Technology 
Department at Control Data 
Corporation, and stints at 
rca, International Comput-
ers Limited in England (a 
subsidiary of ncr), Mohawk 
Data Systems, Tymnet, and 
the Development Systems 
Group at Apple Computer.

How did you both become 
interested in computing 
and computer history?

H: I was hired at Shell 
Development in 1952 as a 
physicist. In less than a year 
there, I started an operations 
research group. This led 
me to using computers for 
some of the group’s prob-
lems. That early, I saw that 
computers would create a 
second industrial revolution 
and decided to switch to 
that fi eld.

M: And I am a product of 
this revolution (laughs). As 
for computer history, there 
was no one single moment 
I can recall. While other 
people were moving on to 
newer and faster comput-
ers, I never did. With time, I 
actually started slowly going 
back in time. The more I 
learned, the more fascinated 
I was. After a while I real-
ized this is was becoming 

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT: 
MARCIN WICHARY & 
HERB KANNER

a serious interest, and I de-
cided to do something about 
it. Volunteering at chm was 
one result of that. The other 
was creating guidebookgal-
lery.org. 

What draws you to 
the Computer History 
Museum?

M: The idea of preserving, 
exploring and demonstrating 
the ever-changing relation-
ships between computers 
and people. The fact that 
many people volunteer-
ing or visiting the Museum 
actually shaped computing 
history themselves means I 
get to meet my demigods on 
seemingly a weekly basis! 
Also there are so many 
different opportunities for 
volunteers. I never operated 
a video camera nor cranked 
a Difference Engine before I 
came here! 

H: It was former chm ceo 
John Toole’s introductory 
talks at several lectures I 
attended that drew me to 
the Museum. The fi rst was 
at Moffett Field. He made 
me realize the importance of 
preserving the artifacts and 
the stories. And I decided to 
volunteer.

What thrills you about 
showing the Visible Stor-
age exhibit to new visitors?

H: I think the biggest thrill 
is when I encounter a visitor 
who worked on one of the 
exhibited machines and I 
learn something signifi cant 
and interesting about the 
machine that I did not know.

M: Agreed! And I love 
seeing kids in the Museum, 
especially as chm is not 
otherwise terribly kid-
friendly. Computing changes 
so much and it’s likely 
that children can’t imagine 
life without the Internet, 

or computer graphics, or 
mice. The micros from the 
1980s are more ancient to 
them than vacuum tubes to 
me—it must be fascinating 
for them to be able to look 
back at computers this way. 
I’m hoping that, for some of 
those kids, seeing the Differ-
ence Engine No. 2 in action, 
or one of the fi rst video-
games, or realizing their cell 
phone has more computing 
power that the old refriger-
ator-sized machine they’re 
looking at will be a transfor-
mative event—perhaps one 
that will make them want to 
join the computer industry 
themselves.

What advice do you have 
for people who want to 
become volunteers?

M: Don’t be afraid! Even 
if you think you don’t know 
anything about computer 
history, you’ll have many 
opportunities to learn—and 
tons of fun while doing it. 
Plus, even people who’ve 
been doing this for decades 
are still learning!

H: Jump in. You’ll have 
fun and meet some great 
people. 

424

Computing changes 
so much and it’s 
likely that children 
can’t imagine 
life without the 
Internet, computer 
graphics, or mice.

 “We were great 
‘fi nishers’! We 
didn’t just do the 
fun parts of a 
project and people 
always gave us 
jobs because of it.”
J E A N  BA RT I K 
E N I A C  P R O G R A M M E R  A N D 
C H M  F E L L OW,  O N  W H Y  S H E 
WA S  S O  S U C C E S S F U L

Marcin Wichary (left) 
and Herb Kanner (right) 
in front of the Museum’s 
Visible Storage exhibit.

volunteers 
contributed 18,885 hours 
total in FY2008

C O N V E R S A T I O N S
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FAIRCHILD AT

The Fairchild Semiconductor 
founders, circa 1960. From 
left: Gordon Moore, Sheldon 
Roberts, Eugene Kleiner, Robert 
Noyce, Victor Grinich, Julius 
Blank, Jean Hoerni, and Jay Last.

In October 2007, the Computer History 
Museum and Stanford University hosted a 
gala celebration of the 50th anniversary of the 
founding of Fairchild Semiconductor. Accord-
ing to Wyn Wachhorst, the founding of Fair-
child “will be seen in centuries to come as an 
epochal turning point in human evolution.” 1

Alumni and friends of Fairchild traveled from 
around the world to remember the legendary 
company that delivered some of the most excit-
ing, professionally rewarding, technologically 
challenging, and frustrating experiences of their 
careers. Fairchild and its technologies changed 
the world in ways its founders could never 
have imagined. And then it faded into obscur-
ity in the 1970s. 

B Y  DAV I D  A .  L AW S

The Museum hosted a celebration 
for a pioneering company
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Semiconductor. This exodus of talent combined 
with a capacity shortage, an increase in compe-
tition, and a steep economic downturn brought 
about the end of Fairchild’s glory days just ten 
years after it was founded.

Revival Efforts
In 1968, C. Lester Hogan (1920–2008), previ-
ously from Motorola, headed a new manage-
ment team that attempted to revitalize the 
fl agging company. He moved the corporate 
headquarters to Mountain View, expanded 
capacity, and invested in new technologies and 
products. Revenues grew substantially under 
this regime but the company didn’t regain its 
former profi tability and prominence. 

Next, French oilfi eld services conglomer-
ate, Schlumberger, purchased the company as 
a diversifi cation move. But when it, too, was 
unable restore the company to its previous for-
tunes, Schlumberger sold the assets to National 
Semiconductor in 1987. 

Finally in 1997, National Semiconductor 
divested a number of former Fairchild mature 
product lines in a leveraged buy-out to a group 
of executives based at Fairchild’s former South 
Portland, Maine facility. And today, the reborn 
Fairchild Semiconductor is once again a public 
company with annual revenue of more than $1 
billion.

But the legacy of the original Fairchild also 
lives on through the worldwide diffusion of its 
technology and culture, which spread through 
the diaspora of former employees. There are 
hundreds of companies—among them systems, 
software, and service businesses—in the San 
Francisco Bay Area and beyond who can trace 
their roots back to Fairchild.

A Celebration of the Legacy
Fairchildren, as former employees of the 
company are often called, are famous for their 
affection for the company and their gratitude 
for the semiconductor industry training and ex-

In the Beginning
Fairchild Semiconductor was founded in 1957 
by eight young engineers and scientists from 
co-inventor of the transistor William Shock-
ley’s Semiconductor Laboratory in Mountain 
View, California. Described by Michael Malone 
as “perhaps the most extraordinary collection 
of business talent ever assembled in a start-up 
company,” 2 Fairchild employees pioneered an 
entrepreneurial business culture; spawned man-
ufacturing and marketing techniques that gave 
birth to the phenomenon later dubbed Silicon 

Valley; and reshaped the worldwide semicon-
ductor industry. Fairchild went on to develop 
some of the most important innovations in 20th 
century technology and sow the seeds of the 
microelectronics-driven computer industry and 
personal digital products of today.

The planar process, developed by co-founder 
Jean Hoerni in early 1959, is the jewel in the 
crown of Fairchild’s technological achieve-
ments. Hoerni’s approach revolutionized the 
production of semiconductor devices and en-
abled the development of monolithic integrated 
circuits (ics). It allowed semiconductors to be 
manufactured in a high-volume production 
environment that was amenable to continuous 
reductions in cost at the same time that it deliv-
ered extraordinary increases in the number of 
transistors on a chip and improvements in their 
performance. Even today, his basic concept 
continues to inform the manufacture of billion-
transistor microprocessor and memory chips. 
Historian Christophe Lécuyer ranks it as “the 
most important innovation in the history of the 
semiconductor industry.” 3

Fairchild Semiconductor was initially funded 
as a division of Fairchild Camera and Instru-
ment Corporation of Syosset, New York. It grew 
rapidly and was highly profi table. At the peak 
of its infl uence, the division controlled over 30 
percent of the market for integrated circuits. By 
the late 1960s, it reached $150 million in an-
nual sales and employed some 30,000 people. 

A Vital Diaspora
Despite—or perhaps because of—the rapid 
growth spurred by the division’s extraordinary 
outpouring of ideas and innovation, the young 
company ran into diffi culties meeting customer 
demands, retaining employees, and managing 
operations. Rather than invest in expanded 
semiconductor manufacturing capacity and 
personnel, though, the Syosset headquarters 
decided to drain its semiconductor profi ts to 
fi nance other ventures. 

Even though Fairchild was an early leader 
when it came to granting stock to engineer-
ing employees, the number of shares it offered 
was extremely small. So the management team 
had a diffi cult time supporting and rewarding 
the many new ideas spawned by its engineers. 
Many of these entrepreneurial-minded engin-
eers were spurred to leave Fairchild and form 
companies of their own. The results of this 
entrepreneurial outpouring include Advanced 
Micro Devices (amd), Intel, and National 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Other important contributions to computer history from 
the company’s engineers:

The fi rst high-speed silicon transistors, developed for the CDC 6600 
supercomputer, on display in the Museum’s Visible Storage exhibit.

“Micrologic,” the fi rst monolithic integrated circuit family. It powered the 
computer that guided the Apollo space missions.

The fi rst commercially successful analog. also known as “linear,” inte-
grated circuits. Because of their role in interfacing real-world analog 
signals such as sound, temperature and speed to the language of the 
digital computer, these form one of the most important segments of 
the industry.

Early work in understanding and commercializing the MOS (Metal-
Oxide-Semiconductor) technology, including the important silicon-gate 
process that is the basis of 99 percent of ICs produced today.

Invention of the CMOS (Complementary MOS) process that consumes 
the lowest possible power and permits battery operation of many of our 
most popular electronic devices. 

The observation now known as Moore’s Law, which stated that the 
number of transistors that can be placed inexpensively on an integrated 
circuit doubles approximately every two years. It has provided a yard-
stick against which technology progress has been measured for over 40 
years. 

The fi rst commercial CCD (Charge Coupled Devices) optical imaging 
sensors used in digital cameras.

Some of the earliest dedicated semiconductor memory devices, includ-
ing the fi rst commercial shipments of all-semiconductor computer 
main memory systems; see the ILLIAC IV supercomputer, also in the 
Visible Storage exhibit.

Metal interconnect lines 
on an integrated circuit. 
Photomicrograph by 
Richard Steinheimer of 
Fairchild Semiconductor, 
circa 1968–1969.

Die photograph of the 
fi rst planar integrated 
circuit. The Fairchild type 

“F” fl ip-fl op, comprising 4 
transistors and 6 resis-
tors, was introduced in 
March 1961. 

Fairchild and its 
technologies changed 
the world in ways its 
founders could never 
have imagined. And 
then it faded into 
obscurity in the 1970s.

1 Wachorst, Wyn. “The Real Revolutionaries,” Gentry 
Magazine (Menlo Park, California, February 2008)

2 Malone, Michael S. Bill & Dave: How Hewlett and Packard 
Built the World’s Greatest Company (Portfolio, April 5, 2007)

3 Lécuyer, Christophe. Making Silicon Valley (MIT Press, 2006) T
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tering hole, “Walker’s Wagon Wheel,” which 
included wagon wheels from the Museum col-
lection and a section of the original bar rescued 
from the demolition site. Founders Julius Blank, 
Jay Last and Gordon Moore ceremonially cut a 

“Happy 50th Birthday” cake. 
The events held at Stanford were co-spon-

sored by Stanford Libraries and the Bill Lane 
Center for the Study of the North American 
West. Celebrations that took place at the 
Museum were made possible through the 
generous donation of funds, materials and 
time by dozens of dedicated alumni volunteers, 
Fairchildren and family and friends, as well as 
the Computer History Museum. 

David A. Laws joined Fairchild affi liate SGS-
Fairchild in London, England in 1966. He moved to the 
Silicon Valley headquarters in 1968, where he later 
worked for Advanced Micro Devices, Altera and other 
companies in senior management positions.

perience they gained there. This is an industry 
that has treated many of them very well. And 
although Fairchildrens’ legendary capacity for 

“working long days and partying long nights” 
has no doubt been diminished by the passage 
of time, that didn’t stop nearly 1,000 former 
employees and friends of the company from 
reuniting for three days in October 2007 to re-
kindle friendships, swap stories, and celebrate 
their heritage. 

On Thursday, October 4, at the Stanford 
University campus, Julius Blank, Jay Last, 
Gordon Moore, and Arthur Rock—three 
Fairchild Semiconductor founders and the 
banker who helped them—discussed the fi rm’s 
signifi cance and its early years in a panel 
discussion. The panel was moderated by Leslie 
Berlin, biographer of Fairchild and Intel co-
founder Robert Noyce. Stanford University 
President and chm Fellow, John Hennessy 
introduced this panel of esteemed speakers. 

Friday, October 5 began with a series of 
afternoon panels at the Computer History Mu-
seum. The panels surveyed eight aspects of the 
Fairchild experience. In order of presentation, 
the topics and session moderators comprised:

•  The Founding Years & R&D - Harry Sello
•  Bipolar Digital Products - Bill Welling
•  Linear Products - Norman Doyle
•  mos Products - Gil Amelio

•  Manufacturing and Support Services - 
    c. e. “Ed” Pausa
•   Discrete Products - George Wells
•  International Sales & Marketing - 
   Robert Blair
•  North American Sales & Marketing - 
   Bernie Marren

In all, more than 30 panelists recounted—
and no doubt embellished—stories from 
their days at the company. These sessions were 
recorded on video and the content was tran-
scribed and added to the Museum’s oral history 
archives at: computerhistory.org/
collections/oralhistories. 

Before a packed house in the Museum’s 
Hahn Auditorium, Fairchild alumnus and 
noted venture capitalist Floyd Kvamme led 
three distinguished industry leaders through 
the “Legacy of Fairchild.” The noted speak-
ers were all chairmen emeritus from industry 
giants: Wilfred Corrigan of lsi Logic, Gordon 
Moore of Intel and W.J. “Jerry” Sanders III of 
amd. They gave a wide-ranging and entertain-
ing discussion of their early careers at Fairchild. 
A video of this session is posted on the chm 
YouTube Channel at: youtube.com/computer-
history. The transcript is available on the 
Museum’s oral history page. 

Saturday, October 6 concluded the celebra-
tion with a gala reunion party held at the Mu-
seum, which was decorated with photographs, 
posters, and banners of memorable people 
and products. Attendees circulated through an 
exhibit of Fairchild artifacts and documents 
donated by attendees. The celebration also fea-
tured a tour of objects associated with the com-
pany in Visible Storage, a video theater showed 
The Fairchild Chronicles movie, and multiple 
projectors displayed continuously changing 
still images of employees in various states of 
decency onto giant screens. There was also a 
room of Fairchild-produced consumer products 
and video games. The highlight of the décor 
was a re-creation of the popular company wa-

Panel discussion: 
Julius Blank, Jay Last, 
Gordon Moore, and 
Arthur Rock, moder-
ated by Leslie Berlin 
on October 4, 2007.

David A. Laws, Fairchild 
alumnus and former 
Director and a member of 
the CHM Semiconductor 
Special Interest Group, 
addresses the audience.

Signature of Fairchild co-
founder Gordon Moore. There are hundreds of 

companies in...the San 
Francisco Bay Area and 
beyond who can trace their 
roots back to Fairchild.

Although Fairchildrens’ legendary 
capacity for “working long days 
and partying long nights” has 
been diminished...that didn’t stop 
nearly 1,000 former employees 
and friends from reuniting...
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LEGACY
AND
LEGEND

Charles Babbage (1791-1871) is 
routinely referred to as the father, 
grandfather or forefather of the 
modern computer. The language 
of fatherhood implies an unbroken 
line of descent to our own age 
with Babbage as the patrilinear 
source. His designs for vast but 
unbuilt mechanical calculating en-
gines were the fi rst to embody the 

essential principles of automatic 
general-purpose digital computa-
tion. Because he was the fi rst it is 
often assumed that the modern 
computer has descended directly 
from his work. But the lineage 
of the modern computer is not 
as clear-cut as these genealogical 
tributes imply. 

B Y  D O R O N  S WA D E

Charles Babbage and modern computing 

Portrait of Charles Babbage 
(1791–1871) aged 68. The last 
known portrait of Babbage. 
Taken in London, 1860.S
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In 1991, the bicentennial year of Babbage’s 
birth, the cover of New Scientist declared 
Babbage the “architect of modern computing.”1 
Two years later Scientifi c American carried a 
feature article in which the advertising ab-
stract stated that “Charles Babbage’s plans for 
mechanical calculators and computers paved 
the way for the modern computer revolution.”2 
The perception of a direct debt to Babbage was 
reinforced when the Royal Mail launched, in 
1991, special-issue postage stamps commemo-
rating British scientifi c achievement. Babbage 
shared philatelic honours with Michael Fara-
day, Frank Whittle, and Robert Watson-Watt 

for their pioneering work on electricity, the jet 
engine, and radar respectively. The implication 
is clear—that Babbage contributed as much to 
modern computing as his compatriots did to 
their fi elds. Babbage’s elevation from dismal 
failure to national hero was now offi cial. But 
in the quartet of pioneers, Babbage is arguably 
the odd man out.

While the Royal Mail was minting a stamp 
in Babbage’s honour, computer scientist and 
historian, Allan Bromley, who had studied Bab-
bage’s designs more closely than anyone, wrote 
that “Babbage had effectively no infl uence on 
the design of the modern digital computer.”3 

Maurice Wilkes, distinguished pioneer of 
post-wwii electronic computing at Cambridge, 
had come to the same conclusion. In 1971, the 
centenary of Babbage’s death, Wilkes wrote 
that Babbage “however brilliant and original, 
was without infl uence on the modern devel-
opment of computers.”4 Wilkes and Bromley 
are not alone. J. G. Brainerd, Director of the 
Moore School, wrote in 1965 that “Babbage’s 
infl uence [on eniac] was nil.” 

It gets worse. In the same publication, 
Wilkes, who elsewhere describes Babbage as 
possessing “vision verging on genius,” accuses 
Babbage not of pioneering the modern com-
puter age, but of actually delaying it. Wilkes 
argues that Babbage’s projected image became 
one of failure and that this discouraged others 
from thinking along similar lines.5

At fi rst sight the allegation is shocking. But 
new evidence has come to light of at least one 
instance in which Wilkes’s allegation, however 
originally intended, is specifi cally and histori-
cally vindicated.

Thomas Fowler, an impoverished self-taught 
Devonshire printer and bookseller, devised an 
original digital computing device based on ter-
nary arithmetic. The machine, which was dem-
onstrated in the 1840s, calculated logarithms 
to thirteen places “in a singularly beautiful 
and concise manner.”6 The calculator was a 
scientifi c novelty, and luminaries, Babbage in-
cluded, fl ocked to view it. Fowler’s son wrote, 
with unmistakeable bitterness, that the British 
government refused to fund Fowler’s work on 

the grounds that it had already spent vast sums 
of public money on Babbage, with no obvious 
result. In retrospect, Fowler’s machine was, in 
many respects, more promising than Babbage’s. 
Fowler’s work was not explored by his contem-
poraries, and this appears to have been directly 
a result of Babbage’s failures.

Others in the 19th-century attempted auto-
matic calculating engines—George and Edvard 
Scheutz, and later Martin Wiberg in Sweden, 
Alfred Deacon in London, and Barnard Grant 
in the United States. But these were isolated 
splutterings that failed to ignite a movement. 
There was a febrile twitch in the early 20th cen-
tury. Percy Ludgate, an Irish auditor, designed 
an “analytical machine” in the fi rst decade of 
the century. The design is original and Ludgate 
attests that he had no prior knowledge of Bab-
bage’s work.7  The machine was a developmen-
tal cul de sac, with no discernable infl uence on 
what followed.

It seems then that there is no unbroken line 
of development from Babbage to the electronic 
era. But the gulf between the two is far from 
total. After Babbage, no one doubted that 
automatic machine computation was possible, 
and analysis, based on citation frequency from 
1889 to 1948, shows that there are no large 
time gaps in awareness of Babbage amongst the 

1 Swade, Doron. “Building Babbage’s Dream Machine.” New 
Scientist 1775.29 June (1991): 37-39.

2 Swade, Doron. “Redeeming Charles Babbage’s Mechanical 
Computer.” Scientifi c American. February (1993): 86-91.

3 Bromley, Allan G. The Babbage Papers in the Science Mu-
seum: A Cross-Referenced List. London: Science Museum, 
1991, p. 9.

4 Wilkes, Maurice V. Babbage as a Computer Pioneer: Brit-
ish Computer Society and the Royal Statistical Society, 1971, 
p. 1. L.J Comrie, an acknowledged authority on the calcula-
tion and production of mathematical tables, is reported to 
have remarked that “this dark age in computing machinery, 
that lasted 100 years, was due to the colossal failure of 
Charles Babbage.” See Cohen, I. B. “Babbage and 
Aiken.” Annals of the History of Computing 10.3 (1988), p. 180.

5 Wilkes, 1971.

6 See Swade, Doron. The Cogwheel Brain: Charles Babbage 
and the Quest to Build the First Computer. London: Little, 
Brown, 2000, pp. 310-312. For an account of the reconstruc-
tion of Fowler’s calculator see Glusker, Mark, David M 
Hogan, and Pamela Vass. “The Ternary Calculating Machine 
of Thomas Fowler.” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 
27.3 (2005): 4-22. 

7 For details of Ludgate’s machine see Randell, B. “Lud-
gate’s Analytical Machine of 1909.” Computer Journal 14.3 
(1971): 317-26. Also Randell, Brian. “From Analytical Engine 
to Electronic Digital Computer: The Contributions of Lud-
gate, Torres, and Bush.” Annals of the History of Computing 
4.4 October (1982): 327-41. 

A detail from one of over 
150 modern engineering 
drawings created by the 
London Science Museum.  
This one shows the es-
sence of the calculating 
mechanism. 

Wilkes...accuses Babbage 
not of pioneering the 
modern computer age, but 
of actually delaying it. 
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coteries of pioneers who carried the fl ag.8 Some 
of the pioneers of the electrical and electronic 
eras were aware of Babbage. Others were not. 
But almost without exception all claim, with 
credible conviction, that their own efforts were 
uninfl uenced by any detailed knowledge of 
Babbage’s work. 

One exception is Howard Aiken, one of two 
main bridging fi gures between Babbage and the 
modern age. 9 Aiken, who championed the con-
struction of the Harvard Mark 1, completed in 
January 1943, claimed explicitly that he was 
directly infl uenced by Babbage’s work. In the 
late 1930s Aiken came across a small demon-
stration piece that Babbage’s son, Henry, had 
sent to Harvard to advertise his father’s work. 
Aiken later claimed that he “felt that Babbage 
was addressing him personally from the past” 

and that “if Babbage had lived seventy fi ve 
years later, I would have been out of a job.”10 
Aiken repeatedly emphasised his indebtedness 
to Babbage, and his frequent tributes publi-
cised Babbage’s work in the post-war years. 

Aiken styled himself as Babbage’s modern-
day heir. It is curious that the historian, I. B. 
Cohen, went out of his way to demonstrate 
not only that Aiken was largely ignorant of 
the detail of Babbage’s work but that some of 
his perceptions were in fact wrong. Cohen in 
effect accuses Aiken of band-wagon fame—of 
attempting to stake a claim to his own place in 
history through a public affi liation with Bab-
bage. It is an irony that the one pioneer to lay 
a strong claim to direct infl uence is accused of 
immodest self-promotion. History, it seems, is 
determined that Babbage shall have no intel-
lectual heirs.

Babbage published practically nothing in 
the way of technical description of his en-
gines, and his drawings, which remain largely 
unpublished in a manuscript archive, were not 
studied in any signifi cant detail until the 1970s, 
notably by Allan Bromley. It is fairly conclusive 
therefore that Babbage’s designs were not the 
blueprint for the modern computer and that 
the pioneers of the electronic age reinvented 
many of the principles explored by Babbage in 
almost complete ignorance of the detail of his 
work. 

Such continuity as there is not in the technol-
ogy nor in the designs, but in the legend. Bab-
bage and his efforts were an inseparable part of 
the folklore shared by the small communities of 
scientists, mathematicians and engineers who 
throughout remained involved in calculation, 
tabulation and computation. Babbage’s failures 
were failures of practical accomplishment, not 
of principle, and the legend of his extraordinary 
engines was the vehicle not only for the vision 
but also for the unquestioned trust that a uni-
versal automatic machine was possible.  

Doron Swade is a world-renowned expert on Charles 
Babbage and his Engines. Swade was Director of 
CHM’s Babbage Project and curated the Museum’s 
Babbage Engine Exhibit.

Small demonstration 
piece of Difference 
Engine No. 1. A similar 
piece was presented to 
Harvard in 1886 by 
Babbage’s son and seen 
by Howard Aiken.

Modern recreation of 
Thomas Fowler’s ternary 
calculating machine. 
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8 Metropolis, N., and J. Worlton. “A Trilogy of Errors in the 
History of Computing.” Annals of the History of Computing 
2.1 (1980): 49-59.

9 The other main bridging fi gure is Babbage’s son, Henry 
Prevost, to whom Babbage bequeathed his workshop and 
drawings. Henry continued his father’s work after Babbage’s 
death, but without any startling outcome.

10 See Cohen, I. B. “Babbage and Aiken.” Annals of the 
History of Computing 10.3 (1988): 171-91, and Cohen, I B. 
Howard Aiken: Portrait of a Computer Pioneer. Cambridge 
(Mass): MIT Press, 1999.

THE
BABBAGE
ENGINE

Charles Babbage’s Difference Engine No. 2 is 
one of the earliest designs for an automatic 
computing engine. Weighing fi ve tons, with 
8,000 parts of bronze, cast iron and steel, 
the Engine is a stunning display of Victorian 
mechanics. 

This modern construction was led by Doron 
Swade (see the previous article on Babbage by 
Swade). It measures 11 feet long and 7 feet high, 
and automatically calculates and prints tables of 
polynomial functions to 31 decimal places. 

The Engine’s construction was commissioned 
by Nathan Myhrvold, ceo of Intellectual 
Ventures and former Chief Technology Offi cer 
of Microsoft. The chm Babbage Engine exhibit 
was also made possible through the generosity 
of the following benefactors: Andreas Bech-
tolsheim, Bell Family Trust, Donna Dubinsky 
& Len Shustek, Judy Estrin, Fry’s Electronics-
Kathryn Kolder, Dorrit & F. Grant Saviers, 
Marva & John Warnock, and with special 
thanks to Science Museum, London.

The Difference Engine No. 2 will be on 
display at the Computer History Museum until 
Spring 2009. 

P H OTO G R A P H S  B Y  M A R C I N  W I C H A RY
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One of the 248 bronze fi gure wheels. 
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A page from Babbage’s celebrated 1827 Table of Logarithms.

Figure wheels engaged with adjacent sector wheels during addition. Closeup of type wheels in the printing section. 
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The subtle profi les of these cams encode the Engine’s microprogram.
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Bevel gears drive a pair of vertical carry axes. 

Helically arranged carry arms.  As these columns rotate, carries are propagated sequentially from low to high digits.

Vertical columns of fi gure wheels store 31-digit decimal numbers.
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E D I T E D  B Y  R I C H A R D  T E D L OW

Gordon Moore has a small wooden plaque that 
had etched on it: “This is a profi t-making orga-
nization. That’s the way we intended it… And 
that’s the way it is!”

It certainly did not look that way in 1986 
with the loss of $173 million. With the benefi t 
of hindsight, we know that Intel pulled out 
of this dive dramatically in 1987. Sales soared 
51 percent to $1.9 billion. The profi t picture 
was equally exciting, hitting a record $248 mil-
lion. Market capitalization increased by almost 
$2 billion to $3.328 billion. In 1987, Intel 
placed 200 on the Fortune 500, higher than 
ever before. We know today that Intel reached 
the precipice in 1986 but was able to leap it 
and continue its climb the following year. 
No one was arguing with Moore’s sign dis-
played in 1987.

Life, however, is not lived in hindsight. 
What if the collapse of 1986 had continued 
into 1987? If the company experienced another 
7.3 percent decline in sales, they would have 
dropped to $1.172 billion, well below the level 
of 1984. If the company’s losses had continued 
at the 1986 rate, it would have been close to 
$350 million in the red, losing almost a million 
dollars a day. Its market capitalization would 
have fallen to $1.767 billion. Intel’s situation 
would have been dire.

Grove has cautioned against drawing sharp 
distinctions between “management” and 

“leadership.” One hears arguments in the aca-
demic world about management being “trans-
actional.” Management concerns itself with 
the myriad activities that, when undertaken 
effectively, keep the corporation running and 
increasing its profi tability.

Leadership, one can argue, is “transforma-
tional.” The leader drives the company in a 
whole new direction. The leader is charismatic 

and inspirational. His or her impact helps peo-
ple exceed their own expectations of themselves.

The problem with these defi nitions is that, 
in Grove’s words, “there is an implicit value 
judgment that suggests that leadership is better 
than management. In reality, you need both 
capabilities.” Grove believes that “the same 
person should be able to do transactional jobs 
when those are needed and transformational 
jobs when those are needed… A tennis player 
has both a forehand and a backhand. Not all 
tennis players are equally good at both, but 
we don’t talk about backhand players and 
forehand players.”

True. Indeed, if anything, Grove’s career 
indicates a bias toward management and a 
skepticism that borders on the acute when it 
comes to leadership, especially charismatic 
leadership. He and others in the company were 
proud when Dun’s Review named Intel one 
of the “fi ve best-managed” companies in the 
United States. There is no similar survey on the 

“fi ve best-led” American companies.
Grove’s efforts, more than anyone else’s, put 

Intel deservedly on that list. John Doerr said 
that Grove made Intel the best-managed tech-
nology company in the world. The semicon-
ductor industry had historically been plagued 
by poor management. Grove was determined 
to see Intel break that mold. Remember that 
Grove’s fi rst full-time experience in a corpora-
tion was at Fairchild Semiconductor from 1963 
to 1968. If ever a company was “over-led” 
and “under-managed,” it was Fairchild. Grove 
blamed Noyce, the perfect example of a charis-
matic leader, for that state of affairs.

If people were going to say nasty things 
about him because of his Late List and other 
such devices to instill discipline at Intel, Grove 
could not have cared less. He did not need the 

VALLEY 
OF DEATH Excerpt of Richard S. Tedlow’s 

Andy Grove: The Life and Times 
of an American—Chapter 10

Andrew S. Grove, born 
September 2, 1936, has 
been with Intel since the 
company was founded in 
1968. Currently, his role 
is Senior Advisor to Intel’s 
executive management. 
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affection of Intel’s workforce. What he needed, 
what he demanded, was that Intel’s employees 
manage their work lives rigorously.

Grove’s fi rst book not on a technical topic, 
High Output Management, is all about man-
agement, not leadership. The book makes 
reference to “leadership” only in passing. The 
words, “charisma,” “transformation,” and 
even “strategy” do not appear in the index. 
The fi rst two chapters concern themselves with 
running a restaurant called “Andy’s Better 
Breakfasts.” The chapter titles are “The Basics 
of Production: Delivering a Breakfast (or a Col-
lege Graduate, or a Compiler, or a Convicted 
Criminal…)” and “Managing the Breakfast 
Factory.” He did not have a chapter on “Lead-
ing the Breakfast Factory” or “Transforming 
Andy’s Better Breakfasts into Chez Panisse.” 

Even conceding these points, the fact is that 
in 1986, Grove acted as a “leader,” if that 
word has any meaning. What did Grove do? 
To make a long story short, he presided over 
the creation of a new product line for Intel. 
Under his leadership—his management also, 
but preeminently his leadership—Intel exited 
the memory business and became a micropro-
cessor company. Or, as he put it, “The most 
signifi cant thing was the transformation of the 

company from a broadly 
positioned, across-the-board 
semiconductor supplier that 
did OK to a highly focused, 
highly tuned producer of 
microprocessors, which did 
better than OK.”

Two beliefs that Grove said 
were “as strong as religious 
dogmas” made it more dif-
fi cult than it otherwise would 
have been to get out of a 
product [memory] that any 
objective outsider could see 
was a loser for Intel. One of 

these “dogmas” was that memory was Intel’s 
“technology driver.” Because memory devices 
were easier to test than other Intel products, 
they were traditionally the products that were 
debugged fi rst. The lessons learned could then 
be applied to other products. Intel’s identity 
was rooted in its excellence in technology. In 
its industry, technology and testosterone were 
linked. Real men live on the technological edge.

The second dogma dealt with marketing. 
Intel owed it to its customers and therefore its 
salesforce to fi eld a full line of products. The 
customers demanded one-stop shopping, and if 

Intel could not provide that service, its custom-
ers might defect to someone else who would.

At one point in mid-1985, after a year of 
“aimless wandering,” Grove said to Moore, “If 
we got kicked out and the board brought in 
a new ceo, what do you think he would do?” 
Moore immediately replied, “He would get us 
out of memories.” “I stared at him, numb, then 
said, ‘Why shouldn’t you and I walk out the 
door, come back, and do it ourselves?’”

This was a real moment of truth in the hist-
ory of Intel, and it should be part of every man-
agement course at our business schools. Grove 
was able, by self-creating new management, to 
adopt a different frame for his decision making. 
He was no longer the actor. Now he was the 
audience. The audience was so displeased with 
the actor that it would give him the “hook” 
if it could. He was no longer the subject. He 
was the object. He got outside himself and 
looked at the situation as a fantasized, rational 
actor would.

This was a cognitive tour de force. It was 
made possible by Grove’s capacity to frame 
issues differently from the way others do.

Grove said that even after this moment of 
clarity, effective action was inhibited by the 
intensity of emotion around this product and 
around the thought that Intel had been beaten 
at its own game. When he started talking 
about jettisoning memories, “I had a hard time 
getting the words out of my mouth without 
equivocation.”

How do you get something like this done? 
Once you know that you have got to get rid of 
a product, how do you implement the decision? 
When I started teaching at the Harvard Busi-
ness School more than a quarter of a century 
ago, a businessman said to me that if you are 
going to cut off a dog’s tail, it is best to cut 
it right at the torso rather than half an inch 
at a time. The observation struck me as quite 
uncalled-for and even sadistic. We were talk-
ing about business, not mutilation of animals. 
The point he was dramatically making was 
that if you have a tough decision, you should 
implement it cleanly, completely, and without 
hesitation. The pain will only be greater if you 
move in stages.

Intel moved in stages, as if its executives were 
working their way through a trance. At one 
point, Grove, to his own amazement, allowed 
another executive to persuade him “to continue 
to do r&d for a [memory] product that he and 
I both knew we had no plans to sell.”

At last, at long last, Intel got out of the 

memory business. It had taken three years. A 
decade later, Grove recalled that the mechan-
ics of getting out of that business were “very 
hard.” It was a “year-and-a-half-long process 
of shutting down factories, letting people go, 
telling customers we are no longer in the busi-
ness, and facing the employees who all grew 
up in the memory business, who all prided 
themselves on their skills and those skills were 
no longer appropriate for the direction that we 
were going to take with microprocessors.” The 
wounds remained always fresh for Grove. No 
matter what success Intel achieved, he never 
ceased to believe that what had happened 
before could happen again.

Lessons learned? For Grove, the whole 
memory episode reinforced in his mind the im-
portance of middle management. “While [top] 
management was kept from responding by 
beliefs that were shaped by our earlier success, 
our production planners and fi nancial analysts 
dealt with allocations and numbers in an objec-
tive world.” So it was simply vital to have the 
ranks of middle management populated by top-
fl ight executives and then to pay careful heed 
to what they say and do.

Second, in Grove’s words, “It is always easier 
to start something than to kill something.” 
Therefore, you better be careful about what 
you start. That is, however, another example of 
a lesson that may have been learned too well. 
With the triumphant exception of microproces-
sors in personal computers, Intel has not set the 
world on fi re introducing new products into 
new markets.

Third, when your failure has been of the no-
ble variety rather than the result of stupid mis-
takes, you as the top manager have to fi gure 
out a way to keep the talent that was involved 
in that unavoidable failure in the company. 
The dram technology development group was 
unquestionably highly talented. “The dram td 
group led the company in linewidth reduction. 
They were already developing a 1-micron pro-
cess while the logic group was still developing a 
1.5-micron process. Sunlin Chou and his group 
were widely regarded as Intel’s best resource 
for process development.” Grove had hired 
Sunlin Chou at Fairchild in 1964 and always 
held him in particularly high regard.

What is called for in situations like this can 
legitimately be denominated as something 
more than management. What is called for is 
leadership. “So I went up to Oregon,” Grove 
tells us. Oregon was the headquarters of the 
dram team. The team was worried about its 

future, not without reason.
Grove gathered them into an auditorium and 

delivered a speech whose theme was “Welcome 
to the mainstream.” Intel was making the 
transition from a memory company to a micro-
processor company. In fact, the transition had 

already been made for Intel by marketplace 
realities. Although this group had not been 
involved in microprocessors, there was plenty 
of room for them, and the company would do 
what it could to help them make the contribu-
tion Grove knew they could. 

The speech “actually went a lot better than I 
had expected.” Grove’s audience, knowledge-
able people below the ranks of top manage-
ment, had seen the handwriting on the wall 
and wanted some resolution of the situation. 
Thus Grove narrates this story as one in which 

“the ceo is the last to know” what others inside 
and outside the company had already fi gured 
out. Perhaps. However, that would not be the 
case as Intel moved self-consciously forward as 
a microprocessor company. 

For Andy Grove’s other valuable lessons learned, 
please refer to Richard S. Tedlow’s book Andy Grove: 
The Life and Times of an American.
Richard S. Tedlow is a member of CHM’s Board 
of Trustees and the Class of 1949 Professor at 
Harvard Business School, where he is a specialist 
in the history of business. 

 “There is an implicit 
value judgment 
that suggests that 
leadership is better 
than management. 
In reality, you need 
both capabilities.”

In Intel’s beginning, Gordon Moore 
and Robert Noyce used the name 
NM Electronics before deciding on 
the name Integrated Electronics or 

“Intel” for short.
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When asked to describe his success as an
entrepreneur and business leader, Gene Myron 
Amdahl declared, “I did not view myself as a 
manager. I liked to work with things, not manage 
people. But I appreciate people and they knew 
that. So they would do their part because they 
were contributing to something valuable.” This 
approach—one he calls intellectual leadership—
served him well through a long and remarkable 
career but it required a subtle approach.

Amdahl, born November 16, 1922, is indeed 
a remarkable person. He received numer-
ous prestigious awards within the technology 
industry, most notably the chm 1998 Fellow 
Award, Harry H. Goode Memorial Award 
by the ieee Computer Society, and the sigda 
Pioneering Achievement Award. He is an ibm 
Fellow, a member of the National Academy of 
Engineering and a Distinguished Centennial 
Alumnus of South Dakota State University.

Amdahl’s career was highlighted by many 
years of project leadership within ibm and 

decades of entrepreneurship including the 
founding of Amdahl Corporation, Trilogy 
Systems, Andor International, and Commercial 
Data Servers. 

Does he have advice for today’s startups? 
Amdahl doesn’t say people are doing things 
wrong but he notes a fundamental change in 
the business plan of today’s startups: they don’t 
often take a direct path toward a public offer-
ing these days and those that do take a long 
time to do it because the process is risky. “To-
day’s new companies work on getting bought 
by bigger companies,” he observes.

While Amdahl admits this may be the best 
way to attain fi nancial success, he also advises 
that entrepreneurs pay attention to the design 
integrity of their technologies—hard though 
that may be. Given Amdahl’s notable success 
as an intellectual business leader, professional 
project manager and entrepreneur, this advice 
is worth heeding. 

AN 
INTELLECTUAL
BUSINESS 
LEADER

B Y  F I O N A  TA N G

A pencil drawing of Gene 
Amdahl, created in 1965. 
Donated to the Museum’s 
collection by Amdahl.

Gene Amdahl’s thoughts 
on leadership

Intellectual 
leadership—
served him well 
through a long 
and remarkable 
career but it 
required a subtle 
approach.

R E M A R K A B L E
P E O P L E

COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM
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The move project was planned to occur over 
four phases. Phase 1 commenced in September 
2007 when seven cargo container loads of the 
sap-funded collection from Germany arrived 
at the new facility (Read “Rescued Treasures,” 
Core, Spring/Summer 2007, pages 4–9). The 
curators, feverish with rediscovery, hastily 
opened crates and were followed by the regis-
trars and archivists, who inspected the contents 
to assess condition and identify any unwanted 
pests. Volunteers arrived soon after to begin 
inventorying, cleaning, numbering and photo-
graphing the materials. Phase 2 followed a few 
months later with the transfer of objects from 
the aged storehouse at Moffett Federal Air 
Field. Spring 2008 brought the start of Phase 3: 
the relocation of all physical objects and about 
half the text collection from the Museum’s 
main storage areas. Since the project began, 
chm has relocated roughly 25,000 physical ob-
jects and 1,800 linear feet of text. We still have 
more to go with Phase 4, the temporary shift of 
3-d objects currently on display in the Visible 
Storage exhibit, which will conclude the move 
project in the very near future.

For any museum or archive, a collection 
move is the right time to ensure its collections 
inventory is complete. For chm, the move 
has been serendipitous. In August 2007, the 
Museum received a two-year cataloging grant 
to further document its physical objects (See 
“Documenting a World-class Collection” in 
this issue, page 8). With a collection estimated 
at about 100,000 artifacts, the Museum relies 
on an accurate database to locate exactly which 
artifacts researchers want to see and identify 
the ones the curators plan to exhibit in “Com-
puter History: The First 2,000 Years.” This 
move has also been the perfect time to procure 
specialty conservation supplies and time to 
assert extra effort in carefully packaging many 
artifacts into acid-free boxes for long-term 
storage.

Boxing and protecting the physical objects 
during the move has been challenging. As my 
predecessor, former Registrar Allison Akbay 
noted, “Boxes only come in two sizes—too big 
or too small.” Our expert team of move spe-
cialists consists of museum professionals and 
computer industry retirees, whose expertise has 
been invaluable. They’ve pooled their collec-
tive knowledge and creativity when packing 
scores of circuit boards; a potentially explosive 
Stromberg-Carlson Charactron tube; commem-
orative champagne bottles; and the most fragile 
of core memory boards. 

Anyone looking at the beige building that has 
become the Computer History Museum’s new 
collections storage from the outside would 
never suspect that a world-class collection re-
sides in such a non-descript industrial Bay Area 
neighborhood. Often, visitors and contrac-
tors who have toured the chm’s new building 
proclaim with surprise that it is “the cleanest 
warehouse” they’ve ever been in. In one sense, 
I deny that the Museum even has a warehouse 
because, as a collections management profes-
sional, I prefer to emphasize its status as a 
“museum artifact storage facility.”

In need of space for the highly-anticipated 
“Computer History: The First 2,000 Years” 
exhibition, the Museum purchased and then 
relocated its collection just a few miles away 
from our Mountain View campus. Maintaining 
a separate and distinct building for collections 
storage offered numerous advantages. We 
gained the markedly improved ability to sustain 
consistent temperature and humidity levels; 
we can now more closely monitor collections-
related activities and facilities issues, including 
heightening security and minimizing possible 
pest infestations.

So, in 2007, a never-before-occupied steel 
shell was converted into a modern artifact 
vault. Hired contractors wallpapered the walls 
and ceiling with insulation, boarded up the 
windows to reduce damaging uv rays, and in-
stalled enormous air-conditioning units to keep 
temperatures constant. All of these measures 
not only contribute to a longer life span for 
the artifacts the chm will house there, but they 
save energy too.

B Y  K A R E N  K R O S L OW I T Z 

And what about all those big machines? It 
turns out pallet racks aren’t useful solely to 
big lot wholesalers. Mainframe units, operator 
consoles, punched card sorters and more have 
been strapped to pallets and set aloft using a 
specialized forklift, whose forks can swivel 
180 degrees and whose driver can ride with 
the pallet upwards to 20 feet. A scissor lift 
helps collections staff access the upper levels of 
11-foot high shelving, where box after box of 
systems manuals, magnetic tapes, calculating 
machines, keyboards, and conference keepsakes 
now reside.

Exceptional organization and cleanliness 
are clear indicators of fi rst-rate conservation 
practices in all museums and archives. So, 
when I hear the “cleanest warehouse” compli-
ment, I feel quite proud because the praise 
truly belongs to the dozens of people who have 
contributed to cataloging the collection, to 
reorganizing the text archives, and to this move 
project overall. Our visitors’ observations are 
evidence that we’re managing our artifacts with 
care. During an open house event, long-time 
volunteer Dave Babcock exclaimed, “It’s so 
wonderful to see all the artifacts being stored 
properly and getting the care they deserve. This 
new facility is like a dream come true!” 

I couldn’t agree more. 

Karen Kroslowitz, the Museum’s Registrar, has 
extensive experience in managing museum collections 
within institutions such as the William K. Vanderbilt 
Museum & Planetarium on Long Island and the Wing 
Luke Asian Museum, Seattle, WA.

 “Boxes only come in 
two sizes—too big 
or too small.”

MOVING 
IN

The smallest of physical 
objects are securely nestled in 
a sea of white archival boxes. 

The Museum’s collection settles 
into a new home

C O L L E C T I O N
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The Integrator quickly 
calculates the bending proper-
ties of any railroad rail design 
placed under it. The user need 
only trace the outline. This 
complex mechanism calculates 
static and inertial moments 
as a drawing is traced.

CHM#: B1506.01 and 
102630325, respectively
DATE: c.1900
DONOR: Gwen and Gordon Bell

Ship stability was a great concern to 
shipbuilders in the 1870s and 1880s. 
Ships frequently capsized during 
initial sea trials or even upon an initial 
launch. This happened often with loss 
of life and goods, so Lloyd’s of London 
insisted new ships be launched and 
rolled to see if they capsized before it 
would insure them. 

In the 1700s, scientists such as Pierre 
Bouguer, Daniel Bernoulli and Leon-
hard Euler, began studying principles 
of stability—specifi cally ship stabili-

AMSLER 
INTEGRATOR MODEL 
4282 & ASSOCIATED 
GUIDE RAIL

B Y  J I M  M C C L U R E
ty—and publishing their research. 
But the calculations needed to assess 
stability were so complex that they 
could take years.

It wasn’t until 1855 that Jakob 
Amsler, a Swiss mathematician, 
conceived of a device—the Amsler 
Integrator—that would solve exactly 
this sort of calculation. It looked de-
ceptively simple yet Amsler worked for 
years to produce a commercial version 
of it in 1878. 

The Integrator’s popularity quickly 
grew. In 1880, shipbuilder William 
White declared, “This is a thing for 
which we have been longing for years 
because it will save us an immense 
amount of mere routine work.” 

The Integrator could determine the 
area, center of gravity, and static and 
inertial moments around any axes of 
the cross section of any ship almost 
as quickly as the Integrator’s opera-
tor could trace its outline. A stability 
analysis that once took a year could 
now be performed in hours. 

This training drawing illustrates 
the measurement of stiffness, 
displacement, and stability of 
a complex ship’s hull design. 
A few measurements replaced 
weeks of hand calculations.

EXPLORE THE COLLECTION
C O L L E C T I O N
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made the personal computer accessible 
to the novice computer user. 

In July 1981, an internal Apple 
document outlined the Preliminary 
Macintosh Business Plan: “Jobs’ 
Product Timeline” stated that Apple 
aimed to produce the Mac by mid-
1982 at a price of $1,000 to $1,500 
with no mouse. Eighteen months later, 
for $2,500, the Mac—with a mouse—
launched. The strategy was to offer a 
computer to an audience of hobbyists 
(Band 1) who were already using Vic 
and trs color computers and small 
businesses (Band 3) who had been 
buying the hp-85 or Xerox 820. Apple 
identifi ed a market where no one else 
saw one and developed this computer 
to reach it: “… The job of Macintosh 
and vlc is to migrate the remaining 
Band 3 customers down to Band 2, 
leaving Band 3 manufacturers out in 
the cold!!” 

CHM#: X4603.2008
DATE: 1997–2006
DONOR: Sandia National 
Laboratories
 
In the time it took you to read this sen-
tence, asci Red could breeze through 
fi ve trillion calculations. This pioneer 
of supercomputers may be retired—
with portions resting in the Computer 
History Museum’s permanent collec-
tion—but the breakthroughs it made 
will long be felt.

At asci Red’s decommissioning 
ceremony, supercomputing pioneer 
Justin Rattner observed, “When Chuck 
Yeager cracked the sound barrier or 
Armstrong landed on the moon, I 
wonder if they had the same feeling. 
It is with great fondness that we say 
goodbye to asci Red. It’s been a great 
run and we’ll never forget it.”

asci Red owes its creation—in De-
cember 1996—to a 1992 Federal policy 
directive to discontinue live nuclear 
weapons testing. In order to obey this 

directive, Intel and Sandia National 
Laboratories created asci Red to simu-
late those tests. While pursuing this 
goal, it became the fi rst computer in 
the world to reach one trillion calcula-
tions per second (1 Terafl op or tf). A 
later cpu upgrade pushed asci Red’s 
speed to a stunning 3tf. For much of 
its amazing run—between the years of 
1997 and 2000—asci Red was the fast-
est computer in the world.

Remarkably, asci Red’s service life 
was nearly 10 years, unheard of in the 
fi eld of rapidly-obsolescent supercom-
puters. It owed both its speed and lon-
gevity to a “massively-parallel” process-
ing system, using over 9,000 standard 
Intel cpus (Pentium Pro). This allowed 
it to break large calculations down into 
smaller ones for each cpu to work on—
resulting in enormous speed. 

CHM#: X4554.2008 
DATE: July 12, 1981
DONOR: Mike Markkula

Super Bowl xviii was a turning point 
in the history of personal computers. 
During that game, the mass-marketing 
of personal computers kicked off with 
the phrase, “On January 24, Apple 
Computer will introduce Macintosh. 
And you’ll see why 1984 won’t be like 
1984.” Not only was this Ridley Scott 
directed television ad ground-breaking, 
the Mac it promoted was itself revolu-
tionary. The Mac offered a graphical 
user interface and mouse at a price that 

PRELIMINARY 
MACINTOSH 
BUSINESS PLAN

B Y  PA U L A  J A B L O N E R

ASCI RED: 
THE WORLD’S 
FIRST TERAFLOP 
COMPUTER 

B Y  DA G  S P I C E R

The ASCI Red supercom-
puter required 1,600 sq. 
ft. and was comprised 
of 85 cabinets, of which 
CHM has fi ve in its per-
manent collection.

Cover of the business 
plan, dated July 12, 
1981, and the 
Product Hardware 
Comparisons page.
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CHM#: 102707368 / X5022.2009
DATE: 1985–2004 
DONOR: Ruth Carranza
Acclaimed as one of the world’s best 
documentaries on the semiconductor 
manufacturing process, Silicon Run 
began in 1998 as an introduction to 
the design and assembly of Integrated 
Circuits (ics). This newly-issued, 7-part 
series includes two introductory-level 
dvds and four specialized programs on 
Etching, Lithography, Implantation, 
and Deposition—four key stages in 
how chips are made. 

In time, even these advanced manu-
facturing techniques will appear dated. 
At which time, these dvds will become 
a useful historical record of late 20th-
century chip making. 

SILICON RUN – 7 DVD SET

CHM#: 102688881 
DATE: 1965
DONOR: Warren Yogi
This deceptively simple plastic board 
game actually teaches binary arith-
metic. It is a strategy game where one 
player (human versus Dr. Nim) takes 
turns removing marbles from a row. 
On each turn, this player must remove 
one, two, or three marbles. The player 
who gets stuck with the last marble 
loses.

The game’s easy-to-read and enter-
taining manual includes philosophical 
speculations about whether computers 
can think. 

THE AMAZING DR. NIM BOARD GAME 
E.S.R. INC., U.S.A., CA. 

CHM#: 102691369 
DATE: 1998
DONOR: Donna Dubinsky 
The Rocket e-Book was an early hand-
held book reader. It held about 4,000 
pages of words and images—equal to 
about 10 novels—and weighed just 
22 ounces. Users could connect to 
web-based retailers by connecting it to 
a pc. The battery lasted an average of 
20 hours. 

Several other companies also made 
(and still make) electronic book readers 
but none have sold all that well. Wheth-
er this technology will acquire mass 
appeal remains an open question. 

ROCKET E-BOOK

CHM#: 102707366
DATE: 1976 
DONOR: John Mashey
John Lions, professor of computer 
science at the University of New South 
Wales, wrote these two books as 
course notes on the unix operating sys-
tem for his students in May of 1976. 

 When at&t announced unix Version 
7 in June 1979, its new academic and 
research license no longer permitted 
classroom use. Despite this, thousands 
of students made photocopies—and 
photocopies of those photocopies. Be-
cause of this, the popularity of the book 
spread quickly and widely.

In fact, for many years, the Lions’ 
Book was the only unix kernel docu-
mentation available outside of Bell 
Labs. It is considered one of the classic 
works in computer science.  

LIONS’ COMMENTARY ON UNIX 
6TH EDITION, 2 VOLS., 
WITH SOURCE CODE

CHM#: 102707367 
DATE: 1995
DONOR: Gregory Joseph Badros
ibm’s ThinkPad 701cs was cutting edge in its day. It featured a large color 
display and keyboard packed into a “sub notebook” size that would still 
appeal today. It weighed only 4.5 lbs, ran for six hours on its battery, 
and had 16 mb of ram and a 720-mb hard drive. A clever split keyboard 
expanded to a standard 85-key layout when you opened the lid. Because 
of the keyboard, the 701cs was dubbed the “Butterfl y.” 

The 701 is also in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern 
Art and was featured in the movies Golden Eye, Mission Impossible, and 
Batman Forever. 

IBM THINKPAD 701CS LAPTOP 
COMPUTER (“BUTTERFLY”) 

RECENT ARTIFACT
DONATIONS

C O L L E C T I O N B Y  DA G  S P I C E R
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 “Having a place that will capture 
the history of the computing 
industry is phenomenal. This 
Museum is a remarkable institu-
tion with an important mission—
I support the heck out of it!”
B I L L  C A M P B E L L
I N T U I T ’ S  C H A I R M A N  O F  T H E  B OA R D
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IBM 1401: A Legend 
Comes Back to Life 
In 1959, the IBM 1401 intro-
duced a revolutionary concept: 
magnetic storage. The room-
sized machine became the 
most successful in computer 
history. In CHM’s restoration 
lab you can create a punched 
card using a carefully restored 
IBM 1401.

10
Extraordinary Images: 
When Anything Was Possible   
It’s hard to imagine the iconic 
Mac looking any different. 
But Hartmut Esslinger and 
frog design came up with 
many possible visions. Most 
of them have never been seen 
before. But you can peruse 
them now—and imagine what 
might have been. 

21
The Changing Face of the Mac 
It’s easy to imagine that bring-
ing the Mac to market was the 
direct result of a clear vision 
born of Steve Jobs. In fact, it 
was a bumpy ride fi lled with 
indecision, parts scavenged 
from the medicine cabinet, and 
ideas stolen from the kitchen. 
For a moment in time, any-
thing was possible.

16
The Secret History of 
Sillicon Valley 
Few people know that the 
professor who helped William 
Hewlett and David Packard get 
their start was also the father 
of electronic warfare and sig-
nals intelligence. If things had 
gone as he planned, Silicon 
Valley would now be part of the 
military industrial complex.

24
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e -
Archivists: 
\’är-k  -vist, -,kı-\
A person in charge of 
archives, which is a place 
in which public records 
or historical documents 
are preserved (Merriam-
Webster)

I enjoy providing access to the 
Museum’s collection. People 
engaged in researching infor-
mation from our collection 
make my work worth it. For 
example, a hospital was regu-
larly using a 25 year-old ibm 
4245 printer that had stopped 
working. Only the Computer 
History Museum had the main-
tenance manuals they needed to 
repair the printer. Access to our 
collection provides tremendous 
value to our community. 

Selecting records of historical 
value from this age of docu-
mentary overabundance is 
quite challenging, but it is 
also very rewarding. It is the 
Museum’s responsibility to 
gather artifacts and stories to 
develop a historical collective 
memory, and to convey this 
information from generation 
to generation—a responsibility 
I take very seriously. 

My favorite aspect of fi lm 
and video archival work is 
preservation. Most of our new 
video acquisitions are stored in 
digital formats, so often we are 
applying traditional archi-
val preservation practices to 
modern formats. By exploring 
ways to expand preservation 
principles to encompass digital 
videos stored on servers, as 
well as videos tapes stored 
on shelves, the Museum can 
preserve historical content for 
posterity. 

One of the joys of being an 
archivist is the excitement 
of consistently learning new 
things, from the historical 
tidbits gained while cataloging 
the background stories for new 
artifacts in our collection. I 
love passing this new knowl-
edge on to our community as 
part of the Museum’s mission 
to “preserve and present.”
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In his keynote address at the 2009 conference 
of the American Association of Museums, 
author Malcolm Gladwell described two 
essential qualities for what he called “creative 
accomplishment”—patience and persistence.

Citing his 2008 book, Outliers: The Story 
of Success, Gladwell defi ned patience in vivid 
terms: “the 10,000 hour rule.” He contends that 
an individual masters a subject or skill only 
by patiently spending a minimum of 10,000 
hours on it in focused practice. That’s an average 
of 3 hours a day—every day—for 10 years.

Persistence is an equally important ingredi-
ent of “creative accomplishment,” and it makes 
sense. Persistence simply means the ability to 
battle against, and ultimately overcome, the 
legion of obstacles that stand in the way of creat-
ing something worthwhile and enduring.

I am happy to report to you that 2009 has 
been a year of patience and persistence—and 
creative accomplishment—for the Museum as 
an institution. Thanks to your generous support, 
we patiently maintained our equilibrium in an 
incredibly turbulent economic storm. For the 
fi scal year ending June 30, we reported our 14th 
consecutive year of operating in the black. With 
our donors’ help and commitment, moreover, 
we were able to do more than simply resist the 
fi nancial storm. We expanded our public pro-
grams to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 
integrated circuit, extended the Babbage Engine 
No. 2 exhibition, opened a new exhibit honoring 
the history of the semiconductor, and launched 
the pilot phase of our new education program. 

All of this and more is described in our fi rst-
ever performance report, which is included with 
the members’ issue of Core.

This issue of Core is also a tribute to other 
aspects of computer history that fi t Gladwell’s 
recipe. We tell stories celebrating the 25th anni-
versary of the Macintosh and the 50th anniver-
sary of the ibm 1401, and we survey a small part 
of “the secret history of Silicon Valley” through 
a wonderful essay by Steve Blank.

Please accept my sincere thanks for enabling 
our own brand of creative accomplishment and 
for making these wonderful results possible this 
year. Together, we are building on an already 
great foundation to make the Museum a model 
for the 21st Century. When you visit, as I hope 
you will soon, you’ll fi nd an institution that is 
vibrant, growing and optimistic. You can under-
stand why I’m especially excited to be working 
at the Museum with you in this endeavor. 

Warm Regards,

J O H N  C .  H O L L A R
P R E S I D E N T  &  C H I E F  E X E C U T I V E  O F F I C E R

CREATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT
A RECIPE FOR

C E O ’ S
L E T T E R
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What is your favorite 
technology invention?
 The Integrated Circuit— 
Kilby & Noyce

What is your favorite milestone 
in computer history? 
A tie between: 
1) William Shockley deciding
to start his semiconductor 
company in Palo Alto. 
2) The “Traitorous 8” leaving 
Shockley Semiconductor to 
start Fairchild

Why is CHM important? 
Each generation assumes it is 
inventing the future, with no 
recollection that it’s already 
been done.

Steve Blank is a lecturer at 
Stanford University’s School of 
Engineering and Berkeley’s Haas 
School of Business. He is a se-
rial entrepreneur, having spent 
nearly 30 years as a founder and 
executive of high-tech companies 
in Silicon Valley.

Who is your favorite computer 
history unsung hero? 
Gordon Bell. He had the 
vision early on that knowing 
about computers would be 
important and, with his wife 
Gwen, took on the arduous 
task of transforming the early 
Computer Museum in Boston 
from a dream into reality.   

What is your favorite 
technology invention? 
The 1961 ibm 7030 “Stretch” 
computer system had features 
that we still use today and 
which were absolutely ground-
breaking for the time.   

Why is CHM important? 
We study history not to know 
dates, times and places but to 
know ourselves. The computer 
is now part of all our history 
and having a place that pre-
serves and explains that history 
is vitally important to knowing 
who we are.

Dag Spicer is CHM’s Senior Curator.  

Who is your favorite computer 
history unsung hero? 
Adam Osborne. Just a glimpse 
of an alternative reality where 
Osborne Computer survived 
would make my day.

What is your favorite milestone 
in computer history? 
The coming of micros—many 
companies jumped in, writing 
and rewriting the rules as they 
went along.

Why is CHM important? 
Because an artifact doesn’t 
mean much without the slice of 
history that surrounded its life.

Marcin Wichary is a Senior User 
Experience Designer at Google and 
has been a volunteer docent and 
a photographer at the Computer 
History Museum since 2007. 

Core 2009 Contributors 
give us their take on 
computer history 

CONTRIBUTORS

STEVE
BLANK

DAG
SPICER

MARCIN
WICHARY
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Vision
To explore the computing 
revolution and its 
worldwide impact on the 
human experience

Mission
To preserve and present 
for posterity the artifacts 
and stories of the infor-
mation age

President and CEO
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Grady Booch
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Fenwick & West LLP 

For more than 20 years, the  
Computer History Museum 
Fellow Awards have honored 
distinguished technology 
pioneers for their outstanding 
merits and signifi cant contribu-
tions to both the advancement 
of the computer industry 
and to the evolution of the 
Information Age. 

The Hall of Fellows is an 
extension of the Computer 
History Museum’s overarching 
vision to explore the computing 
revolution and its worldwide 
impact on the human experi-
ence. The tradition began 
with our fi rst Fellow, Grace 
Murray Hopper, inventor 
of the compiler, and has grown 
to a distinguished and select 
group of 47 members. This 
award represents the highest 
achievement in computing, 
honoring the innovators who 
have forever changed the world 
with their accomplishments.

In keeping with our mission 
“to preserve and present for 
posterity the artifacts and the 
stories of the Information 
Age,” the Computer History 
Museum Fellow Awards public-
ly recognizes and honors these 
individuals and their accom-

plishments at an annual Gala 
Celebration, which was a well 
attended celebration this year.

We are pleased to honor the 
Fellow Awards Class of 2009:

Robert R. Everett for his work 
on the mit Whirlwind and 
sage computer systems and a 
lifetime of directing advanced 
research and development 
projects.

Don Chamberlin for his fun-
damental work on Structured 
Query Language (sql) and 
database architectures. 

The Team of Federico Faggin, 
Marcian “Ted” Hoff, Stanley 
Mazor, Masatoshi Shima for 
their work on the Intel 4004, 
the world’s fi rst commercial 
microprocessor. 

We thank the nominators 
of these special pioneers, 
and also thank Ike Nassi, 
chm Trustee, for chairing the 
Fellows Selection Committee. 

Nominations for the 2010 Fellows 
are underway. Visit computerhistory.
org/fellowawards..

FELLOW AWARDS 2009

M U S E U M
U P D A T E S
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2009 SALUTE TO THE 
SEMICONDUCTOR

 “Integrated circuits 
weren’t enthusiasti-
cally embraced by 
the customer base in 
the beginning...”
G O R D O N  M O O R E
D U R I N G  M AY  8 T H  I C @ 5 0 
L E C T U R E  E V E N T  AT  C H M
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More than 1,000 people  
attended programs during 
the week-long chm ic@50 
celebration, which marked 
the 50th birthday of the inte-
grated circuit (ic).

The ic@50 events were the 
capstone of the Museum’s year-
long Salute to the Semiconduc-
tor program. This program 
integrates the Museum’s core 
strengths: a special physical 

exhibit, “The Silicon Engine;” 
several chm Presents eve-
ning lectures; a series of chm 
Soundbytes lunchtime lectures, 
a commemorative booklet cel-
ebrating the 50th anniversary 
of the integrated circuit; and 
several new educational tours. 

The ic@50 events included 
evening lectures by industry 
pioneers Gordon Moore, 
Jay Last, Jay Laythrop, Charles 

Phipps and historian Chris-
tophe Lécuyer. Joining the leg-
ends were industry executives 
including Brian Halla, ceo of 
National Semiconductor, who 
spoke at the original site of 
the Fairchild Semiconductor 
offi ce for the ieee Commemo-
rative Plaque Unveiling 

The ic@50 also provided the 
fi rst public display of the origi-
nal Fairchild Semiconductor 
patent notebooks of Hoerni, 
Last, Moore, and Noyce. These 
precious artifacts were on loan 
from National Semiconductor, 
the successor to Fairchild Cam-
era and Instrument Corp.

Also on display was a replica 
of the original Kilby notebook. 
Texas Instruments created this 
replica especially for the ic@50 
and later donated it to the 
Museum’s collection.

cnet reported: “…As the 
week wore on at the Computer 
History Museum, it became 
clear that with a birthday of 
this magnitude, it was hard 
to overstate the impact of the 
integrated circuit, not just on 
the technology industry, but on 
modern society.”

Other Salute to the Semicon-
ductor program elements in-
cluded Harvard Business School 
Professor Richard S. Tedlow, 
our fi rst scholar in residence, 
presenting the Intel 386 busi-
ness case. Tedlow also spoke to 
the Museum’s student com-
munity about how Andy Grove 
spurred the company’s growth 
during his tenure as Intel ceo. 
Both events generated stimulat-
ing question and answer ses-
sions for our community.

Gordon Moore at the Computer 
History Museum enjoying a 
conversation prior to his talk on 
the Integrated Circuit.
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operations director. We con-
verted from “hot type” compo-
sition in the composing room 
to “cold type” using computer 
typesetting, and I developed the 
contracts and the specifi cations 
with the various companies. 
The most important was Atex, 
who made a text-editing system 
using computer terminals for 
reporters to write their stories.

It was an exciting time, get-
ting grounded at a newspaper 
that had been there for a long 
time, and being mentored by 
some excellent people. But it 
would have been pretty hard to 
advance there unless I stayed 
for another 10 or 15 years. 

So I joined their supplier, 
Atex, and moved from news-
papers to high-tech. Things 
moved a lot faster! At the Star 
Tribune, everything required 
a proposal and two or three 
months to make a decision. 
At Atex, things were decided 
around the water cooler, some-
times in a matter of minutes. I 
stayed until Atex was purchased 
by Eastman Kodak in 1983. 

Why did you start Aldus?
This whole idea of page layout 
was near and dear to my heart 
because I had done it the hard 
way with exacto knives and ra-
zor blades and wax on the back 
of cold type. Atex was a better 
but very costly system, mostly 
used for the larger metropoli-
tan dailies and publications like 
Newsweek. It was fairly arcane, 
and it could take a month to 
learn the commands.

So I took the small nest egg 
from Atex stock plus all my 
savings—roughly $100,000—
and gave myself six months to 
write a business plan and build 
a prototype. The engineers 
worked for half salary, and I 
worked for no salary. I wrote 
the business plan, and with the 
engineers developed the func-
tional specifi cations for what 
became PageMaker. 

During the summer of 1984, 
I tried to raise money and was 
told “no” 49 out of 50 times. 
The venture capitalists felt that 
a software company didn’t 
have any long-term market 

The Computer History Museum 
has an active oral history 
program to gather videotaped 
histories from the pioneers 
of the information age. These 
interviews are a rich aggrega-
tion of personal stories that 
are preserved in the collection, 
transcribed, and made avail-
able on the web to researchers, 
students, and anyone curious 
about how invention and entre-
preneurship happens.

Presented here are excerpts 
from an interview with 
Paul Brainerd, the founder 
of Aldus, whose fl agship prod-
uct PageMaker established the 

pc-based “desktop publishing” 
industry. The interview was 
conducted on May 16, 2006.

What was your early 
publishing experience?
In graduate school, I was the 
editor of the University of 
Minnesota Daily, a 35,000-
circulation daily with a staff 
of over a hundred students. I 
learned a lot of valuable lessons 
there both on the editorial 
side as well as from a business 
perspective.

I then went to work for the 
Minneapolis Star Tribune for 
seven years as assistant to the 

THE CREATION
OF ALDUS

The IC@50 was co-produced by the Computer History Museum, the Chemi-
cal Heritage Foundation and the IEEE Santa Clara Valley Section.

Major funding for the Salute to the Semiconductor was generously provided 
by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation and Intel Corporation. Additional 
funding for IC@50 events was provided by National Semiconductor.

550,000
Videos have been viewed 
on the CHM YouTube channel 
in just the past year

chm launched the Silicon 
Engine exhibit in June with 
multimedia presentations 
examining the invention of the 
integrated circuit, the evolution 
of the semiconductor indus-
try and the impact of these 
technologies on our lives. The 
exhibit draws on the Computer 
History Museum’s collection of 
300+ oral histories capturing 
the fi rst-person stories from the 
technology giants. 

It features a multi-screen mini 
theater showing an 8-minute 
documentary on the invention 
of the transistor, the integrated 
circuit, the rapid growth of the 
semiconductor and the impact 
these technologies have made 
on the human experience. 

Missed a Salute event? 
See the videos on chm’s 
YouTube channel: youtube.
com/computerhistory 

I N T E R V I E W E D  B Y 
S U Z A N N E  C R O C K E R 

E X C E R P T E D  B Y 
L E N  S H U S T E K

During the summer of 1984, I tried 
to raise money and was told “no” 49 out 
of 50 times. The venture capitalists felt 
that a software company didn’t have 
any long-term market value.

O R A L
H I S T O R I E S
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value. Microsoft hadn’t gone 
public yet! We got to our drop-
dead date in September with 
less than $5,000 left. 

Finally, we got a commitment 
from Vanguard in Palo Alto, 
who understood why software 
might have value. We raised 
$864,000 based on our business 
plan and a very rough proto-
type, and we shipped Page-
Maker 1.0 the following July.

Who was the customer?
When we formed the company 
in January of ‘84, it was the 
professional user. But I made 
one really smart move, which 
was we loaded everybody up in 
my Saab—myself and the three 
engineers—and took a trip to 
talk with potential customers 
about what we had in mind: a 
page-layout solution for small 
newspapers. We learned that all 
these newspapers were owned 
by chains or other corporate 
entities, and that their decision-
making was typically a one-to- 

two-year process. That trip 
convinced us that we would be 
out of business by the time we 
sold anything. 

That’s why it’s so important 
to talk to customers. They 
loved it, but I realized it wasn’t 
the right market. So I totally 
revised the marketing section 
of the business plan to focus 
on small businesses, churches, 
schools, and small publishers. 

We really underestimated 
how fundamental the value 
proposition was—what the 
“three-legged stool” of Page-
Maker, the Apple LaserWriter 
and the Macintosh could do. 
We were providing an order of 
magnitude gain compared to 
the frustrating and costly proof-
ing cycle using a typesetter. 

We showed it in January of 
1985 when the LaserWriter 
came out, and people couldn’t 
believe that we could do output 
of that quality. 

Who was the competition?
Our fi rst competition, before 
we even released the product, 
was Microsoft, which we were 
very scared of even then. 
They had acquired a product 
from a third party, and put 
marketing materials together 
describing pretty much exactly 
what we were planning on 
doing. But the product never 
worked. The code was riddled 
with bugs and they had to 
withdraw it from market. 

I’d say about half of our 
competition was like that, and 

simply dissolved over time. The 
other half stayed around but 
made other errors along the way. 

What was the association 
with Apple like?
The alliance was critical to 
both companies. For Apple, it 
was critical to the success of 
the Macintosh, and for Aldus, 
it was critical to our survival 
because we did not have the 
budget to bring PageMaker to 
the broader market. 

We developed a whole 
desktop publishing marketing 
plan, which they funded a lot 
of, including full-page ads in 
The Wall Street Journal. Apple 
was putting a million dollars 
plus a month into it, and that 
gave us incredible momentum. 
We could never have done that 
without them. 

What challenges arose?
When PageMaker was fi rst 
released at a price of $495, that 
was almost unheard of on the 
Macintosh. But it allowed us to 
have a gross margin of almost 
90 percent and gave us all the 
money we needed to reinvest in 

customer service, support, and 
product development. 

The problem was that as the 
industry started to mature in 
the early ’90s, it became more 
about marketing and distribu-
tion. The margins started to 
go down, and you either had 
to acquire other companies or 
be acquired to continue to be 
successful.

We had become a public 
company in 1987, which funda-
mentally changes a company 
because suddenly you have 
public shareholders that are no 
longer interested in long-term 
product development. I ended 
up spending way too much of 
my time dealing with attorneys 
and shareholders, and less 
time doing the things I really 
enjoyed: talking to customers, 
understanding their needs, and 
working with the engineers to 
develop the products.

After seven or eight years, 
I went to the board and said, 
“I’ve really got to work out 
a transition plan here.” The 
initial concept was to fi nd a 
replacement, but we tried that 
two times and it didn’t work. 

When PageMaker was fi rst released at 
a price of $495, that was almost unheard 
of. But (the gross margin) allowed us to 
reinvest in customer service, support, and 
product development. 

 “Technology moves 
so fast that we often 
fail to remember the 
passion, drama and 
intensity of these 
moments in computer 
history. This museum 
does this for us.”
J AY  A D E L S O N
C E O  O F  D I G G
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It’s very hard, as you know,
to replace a founder in this 
industry.

Instead, I actively solicited 
Adobe to acquire us. I felt 
that overall there was good 
synergy with our product lines, 
even though there was some 
overlap with FreeHand and 
Adobe Illustrator.

What made Aldus and Adobe 
compatible?
At a 30,000 foot level, we had 
similar approaches to running 
a company. But at a working 
level, there were some very defi -
nite philosophical differences. 

There was a defi nite differ-
ence in the customer orienta-
tion. We spent a lot more time 
talking to customers. Adobe’s 
philosophy was more of an 
engineering-based one: if we 
make a great product, like 
PostScript, sooner or later 
people will want it.

But the reason I even consid-
ered Adobe was their underly-
ing ethical standard of running 
a high-quality company that 
was fair to their customers and 
their employees. Unfortunately, 
that couldn’t be said of all the 
companies in the industry.

A lot of thought went into 
the merger, and I think it was 
one of the best. We were very 
honest with employees, and 
very clear about who would 
be staying and who would 
not. We gave a fair severance 
package, and a bonus to those 
who needed to stay through the 

transition. I think 99 percent 
of the employees felt that they 
were treated very fairly. 

I then made a clean break 
with the business world and 
technology, and was off on my 
new career in the non-profi t 
world. I endowed the Brain-
erd Foundation, which gives 
out about $3 million a year 
in support of environmental 
and social programs. It is very 
gratifying work because of the 
impact it has on people’s lives. 

And we are grateful for the 
impact that Aldus had. 

CHM has conducted more than 300 
oral histories since this initiative 
began in 2002. The online collection 
provides 150 transcribed interviews 
available to the public.

For pictures and full transcript of 
Brainerd’s oral history, and the full 
25-page transcript of Brainerd’s 
oral history, visit: computerhistory.
org/collections/oralhistories. 
Title: Brainerd (Paul) Oral History 
CHM#: 102657986

Oral history interviews are not 
scripted, and a transcript of casual 
speech is very different from what 
one would write. We have taken the 
liberty of editing and reordering 
freely for presentation.

Cover of the box of 
Pagemaker Version 1.0.
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BA
B Y  DA G  S P I C E R

The story behind CHM’s 
IBM 1401 restoration

F E A T U R E

IBM 1401 system. 
Opposite: Detail of IBM 026 
Printing Card Punch
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Amid the sound of cards being punched and the  
smell of hydraulic fl uid from its printer, a team of 
Museum volunteers is restoring a classic computer 
system from the past in one of chm’s Restoration 
Laboratories. Known as the ibm 1401, this computer 
was released in 1959 and became one of the most 
successful in ibm’s history—indeed in the history of 
computing itself. Never heard of it? That is perhaps 
not surprising since it’s 50 years old. At a time when 
the world was just beginning to see the potential of 
computers in education, business and government, 
the 1401 was already a home run for ibm. With this 
computer, the company rode the wave of moderniza-
tion, rapid growth, and optimism about the future 
that was so characteristic of the early 1960s. 

For nearly the entire twentieth century, ibm was 
well known in the business world. And, thanks to a 

corporate outlook that was attuned to its own 
public image, it was known to many ordinary Amer-
icans as well. ibm was conservative and staid. It 
was a company that sold service—not just machines. 
In a rapidly changing business world, ibm stood 
for reliability and was known for solving customer 
problems, not just selling them equipment. 

ibm based its business—from its origins at the 
start of the twentieth century until the start of the 
electronic computer era—on a piece of stiff paper 
stock known as a “punched card.”

The punched card recorded information in the 
form of holes punched out of it according to a 
unique code. This information could be anything: 
someone’s paycheck, a mathematical formula, a 
list of names, sales fi gures, or any information that 
could be contained in the punched card’s 80-char-

IBM promotional 
photo showing typical 
1401 system.
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acter limit. The idea of a card holding one type of 
information—a “unit” of information, if you will—
led to the card being known as a unit record and the 
machines that processed these cards were known as 
unit record (or punched card) equipment.

Such punched card machines performed basic 
but powerful business functions such as sorting, 
collating, reproducing (making a copy of the card), 
and so on. ibm (and its competitors) built machines 
that could process this information according to a 
pattern set by the user using wires plugged into a 
control panel. Panels thus represent a set of instruc-
tions or basic form of program. 

Unit record equipment was used for nearly the 
entire twentieth century, albeit in greatly declining 
numbers after about 1970. ibm made billions of dol-
lars leasing equipment while American (and inter-
national) business adopted the unit record approach 
to their business processes. By one estimate, in 1960 
the sale of blank punched cards alone represented 
nearly 30 percent of ibm’s revenue.

IBM Moves to Electronics
ibm began its electronic computer efforts around the 
end of wwii. Most of these early computers were 
gigantic, room-fi lling mainframe machines with a 
limited market. Typical clients were the military, 
government departments and well-heeled corpora-
tions, insurance companies and banks. By the late 
1950s, ibm had produced several successful com-
puters—still large, to be sure—but with increasing 
performance and relatively decreasing cost, a theme 
that has come to characterize the industry. There 
were many incompatible systems and virtually no 
software tools or languages. (fortran, the popular 
scientifi c and engineering programming language, 
would come out of ibm in 1957; the business-ori-
ented language cobol was announced in the early 
1960s). Users—even competitors—banded together to 
share information and control panel-wiring patterns. 

ibm’s unique problem at this time was how to 
move their lucrative punched card business into the 
electronic stored program era. The stored program 
was a feature of mainframes but had not trickled 

down to the level of the small to medium-sized 
business user. The stored program concept evolved 
from a need to replace the control panel wiring 
so typical of unit record equipment to the infi nitely 
more fl exible system of storing instructions inside 
the computer (as we do today), rather than on 
punched cards or wiring panels. 

The computer that allowed ibm to move its 
customers into the computer era was its Model 
1401 Electronic Data Processing System. The 1401 
is made up of three parts: a central processing unit 
(cpu), a card reader and punch (for reading and 
writing punched cards), and a high-speed printer. 
It also came with a magnetic tape drive—a feature 
that would revolutionize business. 

Known as the IBM 1401, 
this computer was released 
in 1959 and became one 
of the most successful in 
IBM’s history—indeed in the 
history of computing itself.
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The 1401 Arrives
The 1401 had a complex birth within ibm. One 
critical milestone in its creation was the decision to 
design a system that used magnetic core memory- 
like the ram in today’s computers—instead of the 
usual unit record equipment control panel that 
required laborious wiring. The result was a system 
that the user interacted with via a small number of 
special typed words. This was a big improvement in 
usability. In order to program a control panel, you 
needed considerable training and patience. While the 
1401 did read and write punched cards, its optional 
magnetic tape system was a real breakthrough. 
Magnetic tape could store the equivalent of tens 
of thousands of punched cards on small, portable 
reels of tape. People began migrating their punched 
card information onto tape because it was not only 
more convenient, it saved space, time and, most 
of all, cost. ibm was pleasantly surprised (perhaps 
shocked) to receive 5,200 orders in just the fi rst fi ve 
weeks—more than predicted for the entire life of the 
machine! The 1401 hit a sweet spot in the market. 
In fact, it hit two:

1. For users who already had very large systems, 
the 1401 could be used to offl oad many minor or 
“housekeeping” tasks like printing; and

2. For small and medium-size businesses, the 1401 
was a replacement—one that worked at electronic 
speeds—for half a dozen separate pieces of punched 
card equipment.

As the post-war economic boom continued in the 
’50s and ’60s, business expanded alongside. Many 
new businesses were formed in industry, commerce, 
manufacturing, and many other fi elds. They all 
needed a way to manage their work. The 1401 was 
developed to cost about the same as an equivalent 

separate unit record machines. But, it worked at 
electronic speeds and had no cumbersome control 
panel. In all, by the mid-1960s nearly half of all com-
puter systems in the world were 1401-type systems.

Back to the CHM Restoration Lab
The Lab is a white room, about 40 feet by 30 feet 
simulating a data processing center from years past. 
An ibm clock hangs on the wall, a totem of ibm’s 
varied manufacturing activities over the years and a 
tip of the hat to verisimilitude. You enter on a steep 
ramp built to accommodate a difference in fl oor 
height because the entire room is built on a raised 
fl oor beneath which snake the dozens of cables for 
the system. And there are cables! Each is the thick-
ness of a junior-sized baseball bat, is thirty feet long, 
and weighs 20 lbs. or more. These information 
pipelines route the signals to and from the cpu to 
the card reader and punch, printer and tape drives. 
They have fearsome connectors at their ends that 
require real effort to plug in or disconnect. This 
is the Era of Big Iron and ibm was a giant in this 
industry. Its competitors were derisively known 
as “The Seven Dwarves.” 

In the Lab are two complete 1401 systems. The 
fi rst is from Germany; the second—from Connect-
icut—operated as late as 1995. Each machine has 
distinctive features but the restoration team settled 
on the latter system as its restoration target. As a 
visitor, you’ll be invited to sit at a keypunch ma-
chine—a typewriter-like device that punches what 
you type onto a card. (The bits that are punched out 
are called “chad.”) Type your name and the key-
punch whirs to life, clacking away as you type. It’s 
an impressive feeling of power as your keystrokes 
are converted into punched cards. 

A kindly restoration team member—most likely 
a former ibm customer engineer as are most of the 
team—takes your card and adds it to several others. 
He will feed all these cards into the card reader, then 
move to the cpu—a cabinet the size of two refrigera-
tors—and push several buttons. Suddenly your cards 
are pulled into the card reader with a whoosh and 
fl ap-fl ap-fl ap sound. After a few moments this stops 
and the printer, a mechanical beast that can move 
75 inches of a paper in single second, springs to life, 
printing your name in giant letters. You have just 
used a computer, 1960s style!

Getting a printout of your name is cool but don’t 
be misled. The 1401 was a serious business machine. 
It cranked out the payrolls and did the accounting 

IBM was pleasantly surprised 
(perhaps shocked) to receive 
5,200 orders in just the fi rst fi ve
weeks—more than predicted for 
the entire life of the machine!
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Inside of IBM 026 
Printing Card Punch 
keyboard and overview

for tens of thousands of businesses worldwide. 
The Museum is truly fortunate to have these 
machines. And getting one running was no small 
feat. It took a team of more than 30 active volun-
teers some 20,000 hours over fi ve years and was 
truly a labor of love. Our 1401’s each have over 
500,000 separate parts, weigh four tons and—in 
their day—cost about $6,500 a month to lease 
(about $50,000 a month in today’s dollars). 

To Preserve and Present 
Having an operating 1401 system is of great histori-
cal importance. It makes it possible to study these 

old applications and the way they were designed. 
A new generation can learn how people solved 
problems in the early days of computing and appre-
ciate the creative solutions early computer pioneers 
found. Perhaps more importantly, in terms of 
ibm history and the industry as a whole, the 1401 
was the product that gave ibm its fi rst realistic 
glimpse of the size and importance of the market 
for computers. It caused a paradigm shift in how 
people worked with computers, whose capabilities 
(and limitations) would soon become the bedrock 
of our modern civilization. 

Dag Spicer is CHM’s Senior Curator.
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MAC M F E A T U R E

THE CHANGING FACE OF THE
Apple’s Macintosh in its early years

B Y  M A R C I N  W I C H A RY
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Early sketch of a design for 
the Macintosh, by frog design
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The original Macintosh has been immortalized  
by history as nothing less than a silicon update 
to the myth of Prometheus—bringing enlightenment 
to a world overtaken by monotone, ugly, hard-to-
use and harder-to-love ibm clones. Hailed by 
Apple and others as the last true computer revolu-
tion and a machine perfect in every way, it’s easy 
to imagine it as a single, unifi ed vision, brought to 
market with ruthless precision and effi ciency. 
In reality, it was anything but. 

The fi rst incarnation of the Macintosh, as envi-
sioned in early 1979 by Mike Markkula, Apple’s 
chairman, was a sub-$500 game machine—the 
smallest sibling of a troika that also included Apple 
iii and Lisa. Jef Raskin, chosen to lead the project, 
had enough prescience (the game-computer price 
wars of the early 1980s drove most of the manufac-
turers to extinction) to counter with something more 
ambitious: a friendly, general-purpose computer 
for the masses, available as soon as Christmas 1981. 
Raskin started by compiling “The Book of Ma-
cintosh”— a collection of articulate and infl uential 
documents fi lled with rallying cries such as, “Let’s 
make some affordable computers!” 1 and pondering, 
“What will millions of people do with them?” 2  

The Mac’s cornerstone was to be its friendly user 
interface. However, the familiar black-and-white 
reinterpretation of a desk top—developed in parallel 
between Lisa and Mac and much enhanced from its 

origins at Xerox parc—was not the original choice. 
Raskin later built another computer as an example 
of the kind of interface he had in mind. Released in 
1987, the Canon Cat did away with folders and fi les 
(replaced by one infi nite document), and favored 
text and keyboard, over graphics and mouse.

But in Mac’s case, the mouse wasn’t a given either. 
Early memos mentioned a light pen, a trackball, 
and a joystick as the pointing devices of choice. 
But after being pushed by Steve Jobs toward Doug 
Engelbart’s invention, the design team built and 
tested over 150 mouse prototypes (the earliest 
ones using a ball from a roll-on deodorant). Even 
the decision to remove all buttons but one—often 
presented as Exhibit a to confi rm Apple’s autocratic 
and arbitrary approach to interface design—was 
the product of many heated discussions.

The initial goal for the Mac’s case was to make 
it highly transportable. Early prototypes resembled 
Osborne’s later, popular portable, and even included 
provisions for batteries. As the project shifted from 
Raskin’s purview to Jobs’, however, this priority 
changed simply to something “different from ev-
erything else.” That included the Apple Lisa, whose 
design was derided by Jobs as having a Cro-Magnon 
forehead above its screen. 3 But it might still have 
provided inspiration for the Mac’s eventual anthro-
pomorphic cues: The facade resembling a human 
face, a smirk of a fl oppy drive, and a chin leaving 

The Macintosh as the 
world knows it, introduced 
on January 24, 1984, proved 
its success as a popular 
personal computer and 
one of the fi rst to feature 
a mouse and a graphical 
user interface.
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room to slide in the keyboard. The team endured 
a couple of distractions—the “Cuisinart Mac” 
being the most famous of them—but ultimately 
Jerry Manock’s design remained the one chosen 
for the Mac’s premiere. 

That covers the three most essential components. 
But pick any other part—even those that seem to 
scream “Macintosh”— and you might be in for a 
surprise too. The processor? The 6809e was the 
team’s fi rst choice. The display? Initial plans called 
for a 4" or 5" screen, with a measly 256×256 resolu-
tion. Storage? The fi nal product is credited with 
popularizing Sony’s 3½" disks, but the Mac is 
happily seen sporting Lisa’s fi ve-inch Twiggy drive 
in its own user manual.

Even the name, chosen by Raskin as a tribute 
to his favorite variety of apple fruit, was in peril a 
couple of times. The advertisements proudly stated, 
“They didn’t call it the qz190, or the Zipchip 
5000.” Fortunately, they also didn’t call it Annie, 
Apple v, or Bicycle— though at some point all of 
these names were attached to the project. 

But, as exciting as it is, juggling all these alterna-
tives is, ultimately, pointless. Sure, this might be a 
favorite pastime for anyone with an interest in com-
puter history: Armed with a sometimes-too-intimate 
knowledge of business blunders, close encounters, 
and last-minute plan changes, we enjoy conjuring 
alternate realities. What if Gary Kildall stayed in his 
offi ce to talk about the operating system for ibm’s 
upcoming personal computer? What if hp decided 
to release Wozniak’s fi rst machine? What if today’s 
most popular desktop computer was still Altair, and 
laptop—LisaBook Air? Finally, what if the 

Macintosh was indeed released as a cheap game 
console just in time to catch on to the runaway 
popularity of Pac-Man? 

But this would be denying the Macintosh its true 
accomplishment. The fi rst little beige box was fi nally 
announced in January 1984, with a $2,495 price 
tag. (“The design team was horrifi ed,” wrote Andy 
Hertzfeld years later. “[This price] felt like a betrayal 
of everything that we were trying to accomplish.”4) 
The launch was a carefully choreographed market-
ing event that was as memorable as the product 
itself. But what turned out to be just as fascinating 

APPLE PRODUCT RELEASES
Technology and design evolution 
that has improved from 
generation to generation:

Apple I (1976)

Apple II (1977)

Lisa (1983)

Macintosh (1984)

Macintosh Portable (1989)

Macintosh PowerBook 100 (1991)

Newton MessagePad (1993) 

iMac (1998)

iPod (2001)

OS X (2001)

iMac G4 (2002) 

iMac G5 (2004)

iPhone (2007)

1 Raskin, Jef, “Design Considerations for an Anthropophilic 
Computer” memorandum, May 28–29, 1979 http://library.stanford.
edu/mac/primary/docs/bom/anthrophilic.html

2 “Computers by the Millions,” internal Apple memorandum, 
March 18, 1980 http://library.stanford.edu/mac/primary/docs/
cbm.html

3 Sculley, John, Odyssey: Pepsi to Apple... Journey of adventure, 
ideas, and the future, New York: Harper & Row, 1987, p. 160

4 Hertzfeld, Andy, Revolution in the Valley: The insanely great story 
of how the Mac was made, O’Reilly Media, 2004, p. 195 
http://www.folklore.org/StoryView.py?project=Macintosh&story=
Price_Fight.txt
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as the Mac’s fi ve-year crusade to establish its own 
identity was the apparent eagerness, in the decades 
since, to keep throwing it away. 

The Mac’s prototypical user, originally simply a 
“person in the street,”1 was quickly narrowed down 
to the “knowledge worker.”5 But the progeny of the 
fi rst Macintosh found a different purpose in life: the 
classroom companion; the pioneer of the desktop 
publishing revolution; the multimedia machine; the 
hub for your digital lifestyle; the mother ship for 
your collection of shiny iPods and iPhones. 

The exterior evolved as well. Cuddly, humane 
design gave way to sterile principles of Hartmut 
Esslinger’s corporate Snow White design language 
and the beige blandness of the Espresso style. 
The iMac era alone gave us translucent, colorful 
gumdrop curves and, later, foggy plastics—both 
admired and copied feverishly by competitors; and 
both incredibly dated next to today’s dark glass and 
aluminum enclosures. 

Throw in both of the architectural transitions—
to Powerpc in the mid-1990s, and to Intel a decade 
later—and the well-publicized drama of fi nding a 
replacement for the aging operating system, and it’s 
easy to see that the tumultuous fi ve years it took to 

bring the Macintosh to market was only a foretaste 
of the Mac’s complicated future and quite possi-
bly the most troubled upbringing of any computer 
product in history. (Even its near deaths in 1985 
and 1997 had a precedent; Apple cancelled the 
Macintosh project in its early stages on at least three 
different occasions.) 

In some sense, however, all of these metamor-
phoses were entirely superfi cial. The principles that 
defi ned the Mac’s essence reach much deeper. Those 
principles haven’t buckled since Raskin and Mark-
kula met in 1979 to talk about a “crankless comput-
er” (in a nod to Ford’s Model t) in one of the rooms 
of the then tiny Apple headquarters.

The continuing focus on the integrity of the user 
experience (Raskin in 1984: “You don’t build a 
hardware box just to suit some hardware engineer 
and then try to cram software into it”6) makes 
the competition lose as much sleep today as ever, 
prompting nervous responses to the popular “I’m a 
Mac, I’m a pc” ads. And those ads have never really 
strayed too far from the fi rst marketing campaign, 
with all its allusions to George Orwell’s 1984. 

The message didn’t need to change. Even though 
it celebrated its twenty-fi fth birthday this year, and 
neither its enclosure nor the technology inside it 
would be recognizable to the original team, the Mac 
never sold its soul. It is designed better and easier 
to use than its competitors and, astonishingly, even 
with a market share again fl irting with double digits, 
still feels like a “computer for the rest of us.”7 

And, in the end, this might turn out to be the 
Macintosh’s most important legacy. 

For more information on the Macintosh items 
mentioned in this article, visit CHM’s Catalog Search: 
computerhistory.org/collections/search.

Marcin Wichary is a Senior User Experience Designer at 
Google and has been a volunteer docent and a photogra-
pher at the Computer History Museum since 2007. 

5 Macintosh Selling Guide, Apple, 1984
http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/Apple/Apple.
Macintosh.1984.102646178.pdf 

6 Markoff, John, and Shapiro, Ezra, “Macintosh’s Other Designers,” 
Byte, Issue#3 (August 1984, volume 9, number 8). p. 347 http://
www.aresluna.org/attached/computerhistory/articles/macintosh-
sotherdesigners

7 The expression used in the Macintosh introductory brochure and 
other promotional materials http://www.macmothership.com/
gallery/gallery3.html

8  Esslinger, Hartmut, A fi ne line: how design strategies are 
shaping the future of business, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 
2009, pp. 7–9 

Hailed by Apple as the last true 
revolution and a perfect machine, 
it’s easy to imagine it as a single, 
unifi ed vision brought to market 
with ruthless precision. In reality, 
it was anything but.
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WHEN
ANYTHING
WAS 
POSSIBLE
In what has now become the stuff of myth 
and legend, Apple’s collaboration with 
Hartmut Esslinger and his fi rm, frog design, 
almost certainly defi ned what we now 
‘know’ computers look like. Everyone 
today is familiar with the ubiquitous mouse 
and standard form of the desktop comput-
er. But when Esslinger and Steve Jobs met, 
anything was still possible.

“When I started working for Apple in 
1982,” says Esslinger8 “Steve Jobs’ ambi-
tious plan to make Apple into the greatest 
global consumer technology brand on 
the planet seemed crazy.” At that time 
home computers were the dream of only 
a few nerds. What these computers would 
look like, how people would input infor-
mation into them, even how they would 
look at the screen was still anyone’s guess.

Esslinger and frog created several con-
cepts out of foam and cardboard. They 
developed these ideas in white with spare 
lines and a clean look. This look came to 
be known as the “Snow White” design 
language and it quickly became part of 
Apple’s Design dna. 

As is evident from the images that follow, 
generously provided to us by frog, anything 
was possible in 1982. Most of these images 
have never been seen anywhere else, 
and they represent a fascinating moment 
in history. They illustrate not only the 
solutions discovered but also the range of 
exploration it takes to develop an “iconic 
product with no historic precedent.” 

E X T R A O R D I N A R Y
I M A G E S
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THE SECRET  
HISTORY     

OF SILICON 
VALLEY  

The role of World War II in the growth of Silicon Valley

B Y  S T E V E  B L A N K

F E A T U R E
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For 20 years, Stanford University students knew  
Fred Terman as a kindly professor who helped 
William Hewlett and David Packard start a 
company, Hewlett-Packard. Fewer people knew 
Terman as the ultimate Cold War “warrior. He 
was, in fact, the father of electronic warfare and 
electronic and signals intelligence and a leader 
in partnering with the nsa and cia to transform 
Stanford into an integral part of the u.s. intelli-
gence community.

He also happened to invent the culture of 
entrepreneurship at Stanford and Silicon Valley. 

It all started in World War ii.

The Electronic Shield
The Allied bombing campaign of Occupied 
Europe was designed to destroy Nazi Germany’s 
ability to wage war. But by 1942, Allied airmen 
were dying in droves. The German electronic air 
defense system was taking an increasing toll on 
bombers and crews. The Allies desperately needed 
to shut down the German Air Defense system. 

So in 1942, the Allies set up the top secret 
Harvard Radio Research Lab with the goal of 
defeating the German Air Defense system. Its 800 
staffers invented what would become the signals 
intelligence and electronic warfare industry. 
Directing this lab was an electrical engineering 
professor plucked from a school not yet known 
as an engineering powerhouse: Fred Terman 
from Stanford. 

The Military/University Partnership  
World War ii forever changed the military’s 
relationships with United States universities. Be-
fore World War ii, the military did research and 
development in its own military labs. But Van-
nevar Bush, the head of the Offi ce of Scientifi c 
Research and Development, enlisted universities 
into the war effort and funded them directly. 

During wwii, mit, Cal Tech, Harvard and 
Columbia received tens of millions of dollars 
for military r&d, money that forever changed 
their trajectory in technology. But Stanford, then 
considered a second-rate engineering school, got 
almost nothing. Terman, Vannevar Bush’s fi rst 
PhD student, had written a highly-regarded text-
book on radio engineering, and so was recruited 
to run the Harvard Radio Research Lab. 

The“Stanford Dish” 
radio-telescope in the 
foothills of the University.IS
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But Terman returned after the war with the 
idea of turning Stanford into a center of excellence 
for microwaves and electronics. He started by re-
cruiting 11 members from his Radio Research 
Lab. They set up the Electronics Research Lab for 
basic and unclassifi ed research. In 1946, the Offi ce 
of Naval Research gave them their fi rst contract 
to fund Stanford’s research into microwaves

By 1950, Terman had turned Stanford’s engineer-
ing department into the mit of the West.

Another War and a New Game
In 1949, the Soviet Union exploded its fi rst nuclear 
weapon. In 1950, the Korean War turned the Cold 
War hot. And the newly formed National Security 
Agency asked Terman’s team to work on classifi ed 
intelligence and military programs. Engineering set 
up the Applied Electronics lab for classifi ed pro-
grams. Stanford University was now a full, covert 
partner in government r&d. 

In the mid-1950s, our strategic weapon of choice 
was the manned bomber. In order for the bombers 
to penetrate the Soviet air defense system, though, 
the Strategic Air Command and cia needed details 
on Soviet radar so they could build jammers. To 
this end, Terman dedicated Stanford’s engineering 
resources and made Stanford crucial to the National 
Security Agency and Central Intelligence Agency 
for electronics intelligence and signal intelligence. 
At this moment, the Cold War became an electronic 
war with the goal of uncovering what was going on 
inside this closed country. 

From Cold War to Entrepreneurship  
Yet Terman wanted Stanford to focus on advanced 
research, not the actual production of military 
systems. So he encouraged his engineering students 
to start companies that could supply microwave 
components and intelligence systems to the mili-
tary. He encouraged professors to consult for those 
companies. Getting out in the real world is good for 
your academic career, he told them. And he made 
licensing Stanford’s intellectual property possible. 
These were heretical concepts in the 1950s and ’60s. 
And they fundamentally changed the Valley into 
something we recognize today. These ideas caused 
the Valley to blossom in the mid-1950s into Micro-
wave Valley. 

CIA/NSA Innovation
In the mid-1950s, the cia launched Project Genetrix: 
They fl ew high altitude balloons—with 350lb 
cameras as their payloads—across the Soviet Union. 
They simply popped the balloons up into the jet 
stream and hoped the balloons would come out at 
the other end of the Soviet Union.

But as the cia was tracking these balloons with 
radar, it was also picking up an unexpected Soviet 
radar signal. Eventually the cia fi gured out that they 
were getting this signal because a piece of metal in 
the balloon was accidentally cut to the frequency 
of a Soviet height-fi nding radar and that signal was 
being picked up in our receiving radar. 

This lucky accident spawned Project melody. 
Every time the Soviets launched an intercontinental 
ballistic missile (icbm), the cia sent up radar receiv-
ers in Iran. And we used the Soviets’ own missile 
telemetry beacon to steer those radars. So every 
Soviet radar within a thousand miles bounced off 
the Soviet icbm, and the cia tracked their refl ec-
tions. This bit of espionage provided intercepts of 
all Soviet missile tracking radars including all their 
anti-ballistic missile radars. These receivers were 
built and designed at Stanford. 

In the late 1950s, the Soviets had upgraded their 
early warning radar to the Tall King. The cia and 
Strategic Air Command wanted to know where 
these radars were and how many there were fi rst.

Fred Terman in his 
Stanford University 
offi ce, ca. 1938
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Someone realized that like all radars, the Tall 
King radar signals continued traveling out into 
space. But with the right geometry they bounced off 
the moon when it was over the Soviet Union. The 
idea was to point radar dishes at the moon, and 
then use the moon as a bistatic refl ector and listen 
for the Tall King signals. About once a month every-
thing would line up.

But because this idea required very large dishes, 
the United States in the late 1950s became very 
interested in radio astronomy. Under cover of a civil-
ian agency, the cia funded the Stanford University 
dish, attached electronic intelligence receivers to it, 
and borrowed it to search for the Soviet Tall King 
(and later Hen House) radars. 

It was the Cold War crisis and not profi t that 
motivated Terman—and the newly-formed compa-
nies of Silicon Valley—in the 1950s and the 1960s. 
The motivation for entrepreneurship was crisis and it 
found funding from the military not from industry. 

Why It’s Called Silicon Valley
If it had been up to Terman, Silicon Valley would be 
known as Microwave Valley. But serendipity arrived 
in 1956. William Shockley started Shockley Semi-
conductor, Silicon Valley’s fi rst chip company. 

Shockley had a wwii military background as 
extensive as Terman’s. He had been director of op-
erations research for anti-submarine warfare at Co-
lumbia, head of radar bombing training for the Air 
Force, and deputy director of all of weapons r&d in 
the Cold War. Shockley had a reputation for being 
a terrifi c researcher, an awesome talent spotter, and 
a terrible manager. One testament to his poor skills 
as a manager was the infamous “traitorous eight.” 
In 1957, eight of his best researchers—including 
Gordon Moore and Robert Noyce—left Shockley 
Semiconductor and founded Fairchild Semiconductor. 

In the next 20 years, 65 other chip companies start 
because this one ex-military guy—Shockley—who 
worked on air to ground radar in World War ii, and 
who happened to manage the team that invented the 
transistor, started his company in Silicon Valley. 

Why We Don’t All Work for the Government? 
Terman may have been motivated by the Cold War 
but the Valley, as we know it today, is driven by 
profi t and venture fi nance. What happened? This 
started out as Microwave Valley. What changed? The 
money. Fundamentally, funding for startups in the 
Valley shifted from the military to venture capital.

Venture capital began simply as a way for rich 
families to invest. In the early 1940s, j.h. Whitney 

established a family offi ce to make investments. 
Lawrence Rockefeller had the same idea and estab-
lished his family offi ce. So did other rich industrialists. 

These family offi ces were all on the East Coast 
and tended to focus their investments there, in a wide 
variety of industries. 

But in 1958, after the launch of Sputnik the year 
earlier, the u.s. government wanted to spur entrepre-
neurship. The Small Business Administration (sba) 
announced it would match every dollar an individu-
al put into a startup. By 1968, 75 percent of venture 
capital came from the sba. And, in fact, the idea was 
so lucrative that corporations set up their own sbas. 
And Bank of America, Fireman’s Fund, and private 
companies did so as well. 

But everyone was still trying to sort out the right 
model for investing. 

Then in 1978 and 1979, life changed in Silicon 
Valley when the government made two simple chang-
es: 1) It slashed capital gains tax—from 50 percent 
to 28 percent. 2) Pension funds were now allowed 
put up to 10 percent of their holdings into high-risk 
ventures—venture capital funds being one of them. 
And to manage that capital, vcs transitioned to 
limited partnerships. The amount of money directed 
into vcs jumped by a factor of 10 and Silicon Valley’s 
second engine of entrepreneurship took off by 1979. 
It was, and still is, fueled by profi t.

So in summary: Terman, Stanford, and our intel-
ligence agencies spawned the entrepreneurial culture 
of Silicon Valley. The military primed the pump as 
an investor and customer for key technologies (semi-
conductors used in missile guidance systems, com-
puters at nsa and Livermore, and of course, darpa’s 
interest in packet switching and the Internet.) But 
venture capital turned the Valley toward volume 
corporate and consumer applications. 

To see Steve Blank’s CHM lecture on our YouTube channel 
visit: youtube.com/computerhistory.

Blank is a lecturer at Stanford University’s School 
of Engineering and Berkeley’s Haas School of Business. 
He is a serial entrepreneur, having spent nearly 30 
years as a founder and executive of high-tech companies 

in Silicon Valley.

Terman happened to invent the 
culture of entrepreneurship at 
Stanford and Silicon Valley. It all 
started in World War II.
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TECHNOLOGY
ROCK STAR

Linus Torvalds at the 
Computer History Museum’s 
2008 Fellow Awards.

Though it was created by a single individual named  
Linus Torvalds, Linux has truly become a world-
changing software environment. An estimated 64 
million people around the world use Linux, accord-
ing to the Linux Counter. The Linux Foundation 
projects the Linux ecosystem will reach $50 billion 
in the next two years. 

A self-professed geek, Torvalds hails from a fam-
ily of journalists, where he is considered the black 
sheep. He was named after Linus Pauling, Nobel 
Prize-winning chemist, and Linus from the Peanuts 
cartoon. He attributes his “dualistic nature of seri-
ous and not-so-serious” to his name.

Torvalds was awarded one of the 2008 chm Fellow 
Awards, for creating the Linux kernel and overseeing 
open source development of the widely used Linux 
operating system. Linux got its start as an operating 
system when Torvalds began playing around with 
minix, a unix-like operating system—short for Mini-
mal unix. Torvalds had simply posted it to a minix 
forum to gather a little feedback. And feedback was 
what Torvalds got—in spades. Users have quickly 
become fanatical in their following of Linux.

In spite of the ingenuity of the original creation, 
Linux, as we now know it, is founded on a quiet 
spirit of collaboration. To Torvalds, collaboration 
came hand-in-hand with passion. How did Linux 
manage to pick up such a huge fan-base of users 
all working to continually improve on the product? 
Torvalds said, “They always volunteered. I wouldn’t 
even want to work with people who don’t feel 
passionately about what they do because searching 
for people to do something doesn’t work… It 
started out slow and on a very small scale. But it 
was a natural progression.” As a result, Linux, 
with the help of the Internet, has spurred the wide-
spread, successful movement of what is now 
known as Open Source.

This August, Linux turned 18. It has grown from 
10,000 lines of code to roughly 7 million. And even 
though Torvalds is one of the few scientists in a 
family of journalists, he’s now likely to be the most 
widely published of his family—and have more fans 
than most rock stars.

“The impact that Linus has had on the software 
industry can’t be overestimated. He sparked the 
world’s largest technology project in the history 
of computing. And now, 18 years later, millions of 
people are contributing to the Linux kernel and the 
$50 billion ecosystem it supports,” said Jim Zemlin, 
Executive Director at The Linux Foundation. 

This article was based on Linus Torvalds’ contribution to 
the Computer History Museum’s oral history collection. 
Explore the oral history collection at: computerhistory.org/
oralhistory. 
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5,000

unique countries 
represented 
in the collection

software titles in
the collection

linear feet of 
archival material

online collection 
records for search

8,521

54

69,500+

300+

CHM
COLLECTION
BY THE
NUMBERS

oral histories
recorded

since 2002
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Top and Close-up: Project 
Network Analyzer (1964): This 
special purpose device uses a 
project-specifi c plugboard inside 
the unit. The pre-wired switches 
and lights replaced the external 
probe of the earlier design. 

Bottom: Indicator Circuit (1962): 
When probing a plugboard set 
up for a project schedule, these 
lamps showed how the schedule 
was affected by changes in task 
durations. 

EXPLORE 
 THE COLLECTION

C O L L E C T I O N
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B Y  A L E X  B O C H A N N E K CHM#: X5248.2009
DATE: 1962, 1964-1966 
DONOR: Doris-Jane Fondahl

CPM NETWORK
ANALYZER INDICATOR 
CIRCUIT AND 
PROJECT NETWORK 
ANALYZER

Human civilizations have embarked on  
large-scale projects for thousands of years. 
But it wasn’t until the 1950s that the 
scientifi cally founded discipline of project 
management emerged.

Beginning in 1956, the DuPont chemi-
cal company—with Remington Rand 
Univac—devised the Critical Path Method 
(cpm) to solve construction scheduling 
problems. cpm and related methods 
essentially represent project tasks and their 
relationships as a network. The extensive 
calculations necessary for the technique 
at DuPont were performed by their univac 
computer.

In 1958, the u.s. Navy awarded a con-
tract to Stanford University civil engineering 
professor John Fondahl to investigate the 
feasibility of performing cpm calculations 
by hand instead of by expensive electronic 
computers. He published an infl uential 
book on the subject in 1961, which was 
widely read in the construction industry.

Realizing that some of the manual 
calculations were quite repetitive, Fondahl 
constructed a device to aid him in this task 
in 1962. He wired up an ibm accounting 
machine plugboard to create the electri-

Left: Detail of Indicator lights on 
the Project Network Analyzer.
Above: John Fondahl’s laboratory 
notebook describing his CPM 
Network Analyzer (1962). The In-
dicator Circuit with its test prong 
is shown in the drawing.

cal analogy of a project schedule. The 
Indicator Circuit was used to probe the 
plugboard, entries were made into a work-
sheet, and the schedule was then manually 
recalculated. With the help of Stanford’s 
Electronics Lab, Fondahl constructed 
the more sophisticated Project Network 
Analyzer in 1964.

John Fondahl intended to commercialize 
his inventions but decided against it when 
smaller, cheaper computers arrived and 
his interests shifted toward more complex 
resource-scheduling problems. He contin-
ued to use the one-of-a-kind devices in his 
home and offi ce, though, and preserved 
both units until his passing in 2008. 
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ELLIS D. 
KROPOTECHEV 
AND ZEUS, 
A MARVELOUS 
TIME-SHARING 
DEVICE MOVIE

CHM#: 102651555 
DATE: ca.1967 
PRODUCER: Stanford University, 
Department of Computer Science

The fi lm Ellis D. Kropotechev and Zeus 
features Zeus, a time-sharing system 
developed by the Department of Computer 
Science at Stanford University. Written 
and acted by programmers and faculty, the 
fi lm mixes physical comedy with a touch 
of surrealism and a clever soundtrack 
featuring the Rolling Stones and Wagner’s 
“Ride of the Valkyries,” an engaging look 
at the culture of computer programming in 
the 1960s. The story is a race against time: 
Ellis D. Kropotechev is a computer scientist 
attempting to run and debug a program 

before departing to meet his girlfriend. 
The fi ve hour wait time and error-riddled 
output of his program cause Kropotechev 
to lose hope, and he envisions his girlfriend 
leaving him. As he lights a cigarette and 
considers giving up, a nearby computer ter-
minal speaks to him and invites him to try 
a time-sharing device instead. Using Zeus, 
Kropotechev is able to correct the errors in 
his program quickly, and the fi lm ends with 
a shot of Kropotechev and his girlfriend 
walking arm-in-arm into the sunset. 

From the start of the modern computer 
era in the mid-1950s, programming was a 
time-consuming process involving punch-
ing one’s programs onto cards, submitting 
the cards to a computer operator, then 
waiting (sometimes a day or more) for 
results. This fi lm captures the technical im-

B Y  H E AT H E R  YA G E R

portance of the late 1960s transition from 
this so-called “batch” method to timeshar-
ing, an interactive method in which the 
programmer used a video display terminal 
to directly interact with the computer 
himself. Other users also shared part of the 
computer’s time, giving each user the ap-
pearance that the computer was responding 
only to them. 
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ELECTRONS 
AND HOLES IN 
SEMICONDUCTORS
BOOK BY WILLIAM 
SHOCKLEY
CHM#: 102704591
DATE: 1950
DONOR: Harry Sello

Harry Sello generously donated his copy 
of William Shockley’s magnum opus 
“Electrons and Holes” to the Museum 
collection for exhibit in the Silicon 
Engine artifact display. Sello’s copy of 
the book is unique in that when he was 
working at Shockley Semiconductor Labs 
in Mountain View he came up with an 
improved design for a diffusion furnace.

 Shockley asked him what he was 
working on. Impressed with the ap-
proach, he asked Harry if he under-
stood all the thermal and mechanical 
considerations involved. As Harry says, 
“When the boss asks you a question like 
that what else can you say but ‘Yes.’ 
Several minutes later Shockley returned 
with a copy of his book signed on the 
title page with the message, “To Harry 
Sello. A man with a big red hot idea. 
W=Shockley, 26 Mar 58.” 

B Y  DAV I D  L AW S

Title page of Shockley’s 
book, signed to Harry Sello 
by the reknowned author.

Stills from the movie, 
Ellis D. Kropotechev 
and Zeus.
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BOSCH ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM 
(ABS) COMPUTER

RECENT ARTIFACT
DONATIONS

C O L L E C T I O N B Y  DA G  S P I C E R

CHM#: X5442.2009
DATE: 1978
DONOR: Robert Bosch GmbH
The Bosch abs-2 system was introduced in 1978 as 
an option to the Mercedes-Benz s-class luxury car. It 
marks the beginning of general availability of fully-
electronic abs for passenger cars. By the 1990s, further 
developments incorporated abs into more complex 
traction and stability control systems and abs is now 
commonplace in new automobiles This device marks 
one of the earliest examples of the use of digital con-
trol for real-time automotive applications. 
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TANDEM “NON-STOP” COMPUTER SYSTEMSIBM SYSTEM 360 SLIDE SET

CHM# 102711483 – 102711488
DATE: 1983-1997
DONOR: Hewlett-Packard
These fi ve machines represent some of Tandem’s “highly-
available” computer systems. Such systems were popular with 
customers who demanded high reliability and quick performance, 
such as stock markets, telecom companies, banks and atm 
networks. While conventional systems of the era, including 
mainframes, had a mean time between failures in the order of 
a few days, the Non-Stop system was designed with uptimes 
measured in years. In 1997, Tandem was acquired by Compaq, 
which was then acquired by hp in 2002. 

CHM#: X5321.2009
DATE: 1965
DONOR: Dan Leeson
These slides of ibm’s very early products, history and 
key people were used as part of a lecture series given by 
ibm’s Education Department to branch offi ces around 
the world. They include images of ibm President and ceo 
Thomas Watson Sr. 
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WHAT’S THIS?
M Y S T E R Y

I T E M

Take your best guess!  
The fi rst two Core readers 
who submit the correct an-
swers by March 1, 2009, will 
receive a free copy of Core 
Memory: A Visual Survey of 
Vintage Computers. Email 
your guess to: editor@com-
puterhistory.org. Good luck!

Previous Core Mystery 
Item Description
This is a section from a 
long, interconnected, series 
of Jacquard loom cards, 
used to control the patterns 
made by a weaving machine. 
Jacquard cards were the 
inspiration for the punched 
card accounting systems and
computers used during much 
of the twentieth century. 

As these cards were initially 
used to control computers, 
it is ironic that the cards 
shown here were produced 
using a modern computer-
controlled card-making 
system made by German 
company Grosse. 

The 2008 winners: Gerald 
Steinback and Jason Walding



CCOMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM

The Computer History Museum is dedicated to the preservation and celebration of the computing  
revolution and its worldwide impact on the human experience. It is home to the largest international 
collection of computing artifacts in the world, encompassing computer hardware, software, docu-
mentation, ephemera, photographs and moving images. chm brings computer history to life through 
an acclaimed speaker series, dynamic website, onsite tours, as well as physical and online exhibits. 

ABOUT CHM
S U P P O R T

JOIN • DONATE • VOLUNTEER • CONTRIBUTE

CURRENT EXHIBITS
2010 will be an exciting year 
of progress toward complet-
ing our major, new exhibition, 
scheduled to launch in the fall. 
Please “pardon our dust” as 
you visit througout the year.

The Silicon Engine
This new exhibit celebrates the 
50th anniversary of the inte-
grated circuit (ic) and presents 
the history and innovations 
of the ic. The exhibit details 
the invention of the transistor, 
its role as a building block of 
the integrated circuit, the rapid 
growth of semiconductors 
and the profound effect these 
technologies have had on 
modern life.

Charles Babbage’s 
Difference Engine No. 2
Designed in the 1840s, the 
Engine is a stunning display 
of Victorian mechanics and an 
arresting spectacle of automatic 
computing. It consists of 8,000 
bronze, cast iron and steel 
parts, weighs 5 tons, and mea-
sures 11 ft. long and 7 ft. high. 
On display until early 2010.

Visible Storage 
Closed to pack and move 
the specifi c artifacts into the 
major, new exhibition.

Mastering the Game: 
A History of Computer Chess  
Our History of Chess exhibit 
examines computing’s fi ve-
decade-long quest to build a 
computer to challenge the best 
chess players. 

Innovation in the Valley 
Learn about the innovators 
of computing technology 
in Silicon Valley who have 
changed the world, including 
local giants Apple, Cisco, hp, 
Intel and Sun.

ONLINE EXHIBITS
Eleven online exhibits at 
computerhistory.org/exhibits

COLLECTION
Collection: 
More than 100,000 items
Catalog Search: 
Search 68,000 artifacts online: 
computerhistory.org/
collections/search 
Oral Histories: 
Search 150 transcribed 
interviews: computerhistory.
org/collections/oralhistories/
YouTube Videos: 
View 72 lecture videos: 
youtube.com/computerhistory

HOURS
WED • THU • FRI • SUN: 
12 noon – 4 pm
SATURDAY: 
11 am – 5 pm 

TOURS
WED • THU • FRI: 
1 pm & 2:30 pm  
SATURDAY:
12 noon, 1:30 pm & 3:15 pm
SUNDAY: 
Times vary, please call ahead

BABBAGE ENGINE 
DEMONSTRATIONS
WEEKDAYS: 
2 pm
SAT • SUN:
1 pm & 2 pm

INFO
EVENTS: 
computerhistory.org/events
GIVING: 
computerhistory.org/giving
ARTIFACT DONATIONS: 
computerhistory.org/
collections/donateArtifact
VOLUNTEERING:
computerhistory.org/volunteers

CONTACT
1401 N. Shoreline Blvd, 
Mountain View, CA 94043
(650) 810-1010
info@computerhistory.org 
computerhistory.org
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The Computer History Museum is dedicated to the preservation and 
celebration of the computing revolution and its worldwide impact on 
the human experience. It is home to the largest international collection 
of computer artifacts in the world, encompassing computer hardware, 
software, documentation, ephemera, photographs and moving images.

chm brings computer history to life through an acclaimed speaker se-
ries, dynamic website, onsite tours, as well as physical and online exhibits. 
We have a wide variety of programs and participation opportunities. 

Support computer history by becoming involved as a member, 
attendee, donor, corporate sponsor or volunteer. 

HOURS
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday: 12 noon – 4 pm 
Saturday: 11 am – 5 pm 

BABBAGE ENGINE DEMONSTRATIONS
Weekdays: 2 pm  
Saturday and Sunday: 1 pm and 2 pm 

TOURS
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday: 1 pm and 2:30 pm   
Saturday: 12 noon, 1:30 pm and 3:15 pm 
Sunday: 12 noon, 1:30 pm and 2:30 pm

INFO
Events: computerhistory.org/events
Membership: computerhistory.org/giving
Artifact Donations: computerhistory.org/collections/donateArtifact
Volunteering: computerhistory.org/volunteers
Contact: core@computerhistory.org

ABOUT US

 “Men and women who 
innovate, who invent, 
who engineer and 
succeed—they’re the 
heroes of our age. The 
Museum is a tribute 
to those innovators, 
and to their spirit.”
J O H N  H O L L A R
P R E S I D E N T  A N D  C E O  O F  C H M

S U P P O R T



WHAT’S THIS?

Previous Core Mystery 
Item Description
This is a black and white image of 
eniac co-designer Presper Eckert 
with guests of abc’s “Nightlife” 
television program. The episode 
aired March 24, 1965. From left to 

right: William Williams, Presper 
Eckert, Angie Dickinson, Pat 
Boone and Mort Sahl. The com-
puter is a Univac 422, a medium-
scale mainframe system that was 
sold to colleges and universities 
for educational purposes. R
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Take your best guess! The fi rst two Core readers 
who submit the correct answers by March 1, 2009, 
will receive a free copy of Core Memory: A Visual 
Survey of Vintage Computers. Email your guess to: 
editor@computerhistory.org. Good luck!
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